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1.1. Rollingstock Classification

This section contains information about the carriages
owned and operated by the Commonwealth Railways
(CR) . The CR was set up , by the Commonwealth of
Australia, initially to operate the railway from Port
Augusta to Kalgoorlie (Trans-Australian Railway), but
eventually took over the operation of the line to Alice
Springs (Central Australia Railway) and Darwin (North
Australia Railway) lines as well. They were amalgamated
with the South Australian Railways and Tasmanian
Railways in 1975 to form Australian National.

The passenger business of Australian National was sold
to the Great Southern Railway consortium on
28.08.1997. A large number of the remaining passenger
vehicles were sold as part of the passenger business.

1.1 Rollingstock Classification

Original codes

All standard gauge Commonwealth Railways rollingstock
was divided into the following groups

• locomotive

• cranes

• passenger stock

• goods brake vans

• wagon stock

The vehicles in each group were numbered consecutively
in order of introduction regardless of class. Narrow gauge
rollingstock had similar classifications and groupings to
standard gauge except all stock was prefixed with ‘N‘.
When a vehicle was converted from one class to another
in the same group (say from a ballast wagon to a tank
wagon) it would retain the same number, but the class
letters would be changed to reflect its new use. When a
vehicle was converted from one group to another group
(say from goods to a passenger vehicle) it would have
both number and class changed. It would be struck off
the list of the original group. An example of this was
‘NHRB 57’ which when transferred to standard gauge
was recoded ‘HRC 109’.

The passenger stock was arranged for bogie stock with a
suffix ‘S’ being added to denote 4 wheel vehicles. No
special letters were allocated to indicate stock having
lavatories, corridors or vestibules as it was assumed that
all carriages were fitted with these facilities.

When a new vehicle was introduced and the
classification had already been used, a suffix letter would
be attached to the coding. The first suffix used would be
‘A’ the next ‘B’ and so on.

Code Meaning

A First class
B Second class
(C) First and Second class
D Dining
E Sorting (mail)
(F) Saloon
H Brake van
J Steam motor coach
M Mail
O Ambulance
(P) Platform
R Sleeping
(S) 4 wheel stock
T Temporary

Table 1.1: Original Vehicle Codes

Original Vehicle Codes

Base Code Letters

Table 1.1 contains a list of the original meaning of the
vehicle classification codes. Items in ‘()’ are used as a
suffix only.

Passenger vehicle classifications

Table 1.2 contains a list of the original meaning of the
passenger vehicle classification codes. Note: Unclassified
vehicles included the pay car, inspection and eye-sight
testing van and laboratory car
The rules for transfer of standard gauge carriages to
narrow gauge, as documented in the 1950
Commonwealth Railways General Appendix, were that
the original standard gauge number was retained, but if
the coding already exists on the narrow gauge then the
next available coding is used. Upon reversion to standard
gauge the original coding is again allotted. The
additional coding was written as a smaller sized letter
until the mid 50’s when a normal capital was used.

From the 1950 onwards this original system, based on
Victorian Railway practice was substantially modified.
The rules for transfer of Standard Gauge carriages to
Narrow Gauges were altered so that the original Standard
Gauge number was retained, but if the coding already
existed on the Narrow Gauge then the next available
coding was used. Upon reversion to Standard Gauge the
original coding was again allotted.

After Australian National took over the old
Commonwealth Railways rollingstock they initially
maintained the classification system in a form similar to
that used by the Commonwealth Railways. Following the
introduction of the computerised wagon system in 1984
the old classification was replaced by an ad-hock system
where almost anything went as long as that classification
is not currently in use. This lead to the following
non-standard classifications.
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1. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE INFORMATION

Code Description

A 1st class car with seats only
AB 1st and 2nd class car with seats only
ABR 1st and 2nd class car with seats and

sleeping berths.
AF 1st class lounge car
AFR Special service car (with sleeping and

saloon accomodation only)
AR 1st class car with seats and sleeping

berths
ARP 1st class car with seats and sleeping

berths and end platforms
B 2nd class car with seats only
BR 2nd class car with seats and sleeping

berths
BRP 2nd class car with seats and sleeping

berths and end platforms
BRPF 2nd class car with seats, sleeping berths,

platform ends and saloon.
ABP 1st and 2nd class car with seats and plat-

form ends
D Dining car
E Mail sorting van. Note: The ‘E’ code for

passenger vehicles was eventually used
for employee vans rather than mail sort-
ing. The goods vehicle classification sys-
tem has ‘E’ as employee vans.

H Passenger brake van
HA Passenger brake van with 1st class seat-

ing
HAR Passenger brake van with 1st class sleep-

ing berths
HB Passenger brake van with 2nd class seat-

ing
HE Passenger brake van with mail sorting

compartment
HM Passenger brake van with bulk mail

compartment
HR Passenger brake van with attendants

sleeping berths
M Bulk mail van
ME Bulk mail van with mail sorting com-

partment
O Hospital and ambulance van
SS Special service car (with saloon, sleep-

ing, kitchen and dining facilities)
TBP Temporary 2nd class car with seats only

and end platforms

Table 1.2: Passenger vehicle classifications

AOB Oasis Bar

AEC Entertainment Car

ACC Conference car

JTA, JTB Overland twinette cars

JRA, JRB Overland roomette cars

BR Bluebird Railcars

BM Bluebird Mail/Luggage railcars

SSAF the original wooden Governors Special Service
lounge car

Computer Check Letter

As part of the introduction of a computerised computer
system in 1984, Australian National introduced a
computer check letter following the rollingstock
classification and number as through it was part of the
car classification, but it was never actually used as part of
the classification. It is still used today as part of the
standard wagon classification system. It is a computer
generated code that is entered on consist forms so that
the classification and rollingstock number can be
checked for accuracy. The number can be generated
easily and I hav not kept track of it for historical
purposes. For example, the Governors car is always
referred to as "SSA260" not "SSA260H".
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2.1. ABP Wooden Situp cars

2.1 ABP Wooden Situp cars

ABP 1 to 7

BRPF lounge compartment circa 1917 (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

A contract was issued on 29.5.1914 for seven composite
lavatory cars bodies from ‘Clyde Engineering Co Ltd,
NSW’. Four were delivered at Port Augusta at a cost of
£2,329, the other three being delivered to Kalgoorlie for
£2,593, for a total cost of £17,095. The first of the order
was delivered on 12.8.1915 and the last on 30.9.1915.[CR
30th June 1916. CPP 1914-17, No.344]

History: ABP/BRPF/BRBF/BRFB/EX/XE 1

Built by Clyde as an ‘ABP’ composite class sitting car.

18.8.1915 Entered service.
24.11.1917 Converted to ‘BRPF’.
2.10.1958 Converted to ‘BRBF’, an economy class 4

berth sleeping car with lounge accomodation
2.10.1958 and no end platforms.

1960 It was recoded, but unaltered ‘BRFB’.
12.1964 It was converted to ‘EX’, a non airconditioned

breakdown train sleeping car. Accident train
modification included enclosed end platforms,
modern bogies, shower, second toilet. A storage

Restoration of BRBF 1 (Philippa Rogers)

Restoration of BRBF 1 (Philippa Rogers)

cupboard and sixth sleeping compartment was built
into the former lounge area.

1968 Recoded, but unaltered, to ‘XE’ due to the
introduction of bogie exchange on the ANR (these
vehicles have X as their final letter).

3.1988 Still on register.
27.2.1987 SteamRanger expressed interest in this car.
25.3.1987 Sent to Port Pirie for long term storage in the

car barn.
12.1995 Offered to A.R.H.S. Western Australia.
1.1996 Transferred to W.A.
14.12.1998 Placed on the National Register of Historic

Rail Vehicles by the National Trust
- Completely restored are recoded ‘BRBF 1’.
From 2002 Used by South Spur Rail Services on the

‘Spirit of the West’ Restaurant Train.

History: ABP/BRPF/EE 2

Built by Clyde as an ‘ABP’ composite class sitting car.

18.8.1915 Entered service.
17.12.1917 Converted to ‘BRPF’.
27.4.1959 Kitchen installed in end sleeping

compartment.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

Employees van EE 2 at Port Augusta on 3.2.1986 (Chris
Drymalik)

EE 2 at Port Augusta 1993

6.2.1967 Converted to ‘EE’ class employees van , with
dining and sleeping accomodation.

15.11.1986 Written off.
5.4.1987 At Port Augusta, one end smashed into a block

of concrete were it had been shunted off the end of a
line.

- Sold and moved to a farm property near Mambray
Creek.

History: ABP/BPF/BRP 3 — NBRP 3 — NRL 1602 —
ENFL 1

Built by Clyde as an ‘ABP’ composite class sitting car.

18.8.1915 Entered service.
7.1.1918 This car was to be converted to ‘BAPF’, but

when half complete was then altered to a ‘BPF’
sitting car, reentering traffic 7.1.1918.

22.7.1922 To ‘BRP’.
26.4.1956 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NBRP’.
2.3.1961 Reverted to standard gauge ‘BRP’
21.9.1962 Converted to semi trailer traffic.
31.7.1968. Written off

6.5.1969 Underframe converted to narrow gauge flat
‘NRL 1602’.

1.1980 On Central Australia Railway.
23.6.1981 Sent to Eyre Penisula Division incorrectly.

Operated as ‘NRL 1620’[rrc]
15.4.1985 To ‘ENFL 1’.[rrc]

BRPF 4 circa 1917

History: ABP/BRPF/BRBF/BRFB 4 — NRL 1675 — ENFL
4

Built by Clyde as an ‘ABP’ composite class sitting car.

2.10.1915 Entered service.
31.10.1917 Converted to ‘BRPF’ class sleeper with

saloon.
12.12.1958 Converted to ‘BRBF’, platforms enclosed,

electric fans and 415V bypass fitted.
1960 Recoded ‘BRFB’.
20.10.1969 Written off
25.3.1970 Underframe to narrow gauge ‘NRL 1675’ flat

wagon
1.1980 On Central Australia Railway.
6.1.1981 Sent to Eyre Penisula Division.[rrc]
15.4.1985 To ‘ENFL 4’.[rrc]

History: ABP/BRPF 5 — OW 5 — Welfare Car —
Community Service Car

Built by Clyde as an ‘ABP’ composite class sitting car.

2.10.1915 Entered service.
13.6.1917 Converted to ‘BRPF’.
8.5.1955 Converted to ‘OW’ Welfare Car. Also referred

to as the Community Service Car. The original
layout was preserved with the first two
compartments becoming single bedrooms, the next
compartment a kitchen, then washroom a shower,
the next compartment a dining room and the last a
consulting room. The lounge area became a waiting
room.
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2.2. AF Wooden Lounge Cars

BRPF4 at Port Pirie 9.6.1952 (Doug Colquhoun)

Community Service car OW 5 at Port Augusta on
19.8.1987

2.11.1985 Brasses renewed
5.4.1987 Stored at Port Augusta, in a poor state of repair.
1.3.1988 In workshops, interior completely stripped,

being given to the ‘Wadlatta’ outback interpretive
centre.

History: ABP/BRP 6 — NBRP 6 — NRL 1603 — ENFL 2

Built by Clyde as an ‘ABP’ composite class sitting car.

2.10.1915 Entered service.
31.10.1917 Converted to ‘BRP’.
27.4.1956 Converted to narrow gauge and coded

‘NBRP’.
7.6.1962 Reverted to standard gauge ‘BRP’ when fitted

with kitchen facilities for semi-trailer traffic.
31.7.1968 Written off, underframe to narrow gauge

‘NRL 1603’.
1.1980 On Central Australia Railway.
6.9.1981 Sent to Eyre Penisula Division.[rrc]
15.4.1985 To ‘ENFL 2’.[rrc]

History: ABP/BRP 7

Built by Clyde as an ‘ABP’ composite class sitting car.

2.10.1915 Entered service.
14.7.1917 Converted to ‘BRP’.
13.2.1951 Kitchen installed in end sleeping

compartment for semi trailer use.
6.11.1970 Body written off.
9.1976 Underframe still at Port Augusta[blc]

2.2 AF Wooden Lounge Cars

AF 24 to 26, & 49

The Commonwealth Railways commenced construction
of the Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie Railway in 1912. It was
proposed from onset to make this a world class railway.
Initially seven wooden sitting cars were purchased from
Clyde Engineering Company of New South Wales. The
Commissioner proposed that these cars only be used on
construction trains as all steel passenger rollingstock was
to be obtained for the through express. Plans were drawn
up in 1915, but unfortunately due to political pressures
and a world steel shortage caused by the war in europe,
construction was postponed. Alternate plans were
formulated for Australian built wooden cars, with each
train accommodating sleeping, dining and parlor-buffet
cars.

The parlor-buffet cars as proposed consisted of two
compartments with loose lounge chairs and a buffet
from which light refreshments could be purchased. It
was initially intended that these cars should be built
from the body shells of two surplus Clyde built sitting up
cars, but was abandoned when it was determined that
four (4) lounge cars were to be constructed in place of
the proposed parlor-buffet cars.

Lounge accommodation was now provided by the
building, at Port Augusta Workshops, of four (4)
clerestory roofed wooden bodies which were placed on
surplus flat car underframes formerly used on
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

BRp 6 circa 1917

Situp carriage ABP 7 November 1915 (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

construction trains. Each cars was 51 feet 2 inches (15.56
metres) in length and 10 feet (3.05 metres) wide with no
end platforms as had been found on all earlier purchased
rollingstock. A novel feature of these cars was the lack of
any side doors. Passengers could only leave the train by
passing through the connecting doors into another
carriage.

The cars were coded ‘AF’ and given road numbers 24
through 27. Prior to the completion of ‘AF 27’, the

BRP7 (Doug Colquhoun)

Commissioner decided the Governor General would
need a special car for use during the inaugural train run
on 20.10.1917, this resulted in ‘AF 27’ temporarily being
fitted out with compartments, dining room, toilets and
support staff accommodation. Each lounge car cost
£3530/9/5 ($7060) and was fitted with plush lounge
chairs, writing desk, mirrored panels and hand coloured
scenic photographs. Two compartments were provided
in each car, one for women, the other for men, being
divided by a wooden central partition. Shortly after
entering service, these compartments were reclassified
as smoking and non-smoking, rather than along
traditional sexist lines.
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AF 49 photographed at Parkeston, Western Australia in the late 1920s

During July 1917, another attempt was made to convince
the Commissioner to purchase an all steel parlor-buffet
and also a dining car from the Pullman Company of
U.S.A. The Chief Mechanical Engineer intended to use
these cars as prototypes for additional vehicles that
would be constructed in Australia, thus overcoming the
political view that it was unpatriotic to purchase all the
required vehicles from overseas. The additional vehicles
proposed would replace the light wooden vehicles
constructed earlier as a temporary expedient when it had
become obvious that steel rollingstock could not have
been obtained without delaying the opening of the
railway. Some of the arguments he used against the
existing rollingstock included

‘The type of construction, that is, steel underframes and
wooden bodies has been discarded in the United States
of America and Canada for a number of years and is not
considered suitable for high speed service. Should an
accident occur such cars are more liable to collapse than
the steel bodies now used on the best trains.

The construction of the body is of such a character that
they will be comparatively noisy, are partly insulated,
poorly ventilated, and probably will be very dusty and
drafty.

Owing to the extemporised type of car now being

obtained, satisfactory vestibule connections cannot be
adopted, and this factor, with special attention to dust
proofing, is an essential in up to date cars.’

A consequence of this report was improved wooden
passenger car designs incorporating longer car bodies,
roomier compartments, showers, vestibules with
concertinas and turtle back (elliptical) roofs.

Complaints from passengers about ventilation and heat
problems, resulted in all opening windows of lounge cars
being fitted with outside louvres in 1919. Instructions
issued to porters advised them that the louvres should
only be lowered on the sun side of the carriage, so as to
not obscure the scenic views.

After a visit by the Commissioner in 1920, two (2) pianos
were hired for use in lounge cars. The first was installed
on 7.4.1920. The few passengers who were upset by this
innovation wrote letters to national newspapers. The
Argus of 5th May 1920 had the following to say

‘The Commonwealth Railway Department has added a
new terror to the trials of modern travel by installing
pianos in the lounge cars of the Great Western Railway.
In a hotel one can escape; on a steamer there is always
refuge; but for the victim of the musical enthusiast in a
railway train there can be no hope. The pianos are being
installed for three months just to ascertain how they
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Interior view of AF class lounge car taken in 1917

stand it, but there is not a word of trying to find out how
the passengers will stand it. It is just the thin end of the
trombone, and is the forerunner of the jazz band with a
lady conductor, who will doubtless be annoyed is she is
address as the misconductor, and don‘t blame her either.’

But, by far the bulk of passengers were only too happy to
praise the piano and condemn other railways for not
providing similar diversions. The two pianos were
purchased three months later.

By this time three carriage consists were in use on
through express trains, preventing the removal of a
lounge car for routine maintenance. Approval was
granted on 15.1.1923 for construction of a new lounge
car using the improved carriage styling that had
previously been trialed on new sleeping cars and the
special service car ‘SS 44’. Entering service on 14.12.1923
at a cost of £5056/16/3 ($10112), the car was of a similar
basic design to earlier cars but paraded more luxurious
fittings. ‘AF 49’ as the car was designated was fitted with
two compartments divided by a wooden partition.
Enhancements included an ornate bevelled glass door,
matching light fittings, oval cathedral glass windows at
either end, turtle back roof, exterior louvres, polished
wooden interior and a pressed metal ceiling by
Wunderlich. The leather lounge chairs were considered
so comfortable that in 1925 the Victorian Railways (VR)
borrowed two using them as prototypes for new chairs to

Interior view of AF class lounge car circa 1920 (Chris
Drymalik Collection)

Publicity photo of AF class lounge car ladies
compartment taken 1917
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2.2. AF Wooden Lounge Cars

AF class lounge car smoking saloon publicity photograph
circa 1917

Interior of AF 49 circa 1920

Interior of AF 49 circa 1920

Publicity photo of AF class lounge car taken 1917

be included in a refurbishment of VR parlor cars.

Stones air-conditioning was installed in ‘AF 49’ in
February 1936, making it the first car on the
Commonwealth Railways to be so fitted. It provided to be
so popular that all other lounge and dining cars were
fitted between 1937 and 1939 as funds could be made
available. It had cost £2895 to air-condition ‘AF 49’.

Governor General‘s car ‘AF 27’ was temporarily returned
to a lounge car in 1941, becoming permanent in 1946. It
lacked air-conditioning, being only used as a
replacement car when other lounge cars were being
serviced or repaired. Ultimately placed in storage in the
car barn in the early 1960’s, it eventually became an
office used by the carriage cleaners until being
transferred to Peterborough Workshops in August 1988
for refurbishing.

See also: AFR 27 - Governor General Car

History: RA 662 — AF 24 — NAF 24 — Moockra

Wooden Trans-Australian Railway First class lounge car,
51 foot 2 inch in length. Built by the Port Augusta
Workshops on the supplied underframe of ‘RA wagon
662’.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 662’ flat wagon
20.10.1917 Entered service as ‘AF 24’ lounge car.
24.11.1937 Fitted with end stainglass windows and air

conditioned, with the generator being driven by a
25HP electric motor Seats 34 passengers, weight
33T.

30.6.1950 Lounge chairs replaced.
2.10.1953 Head end power bypass cables fitted to side

of car.
2.12.1954 Roller bearings fitted, radio installed.
25.8.1960 Internal alterations for tourist train, Cocktail

bar installed, refrigerator and wireless placed in car.
1.12.1961 Damaged by fire at Naretha, floor repaired,

new carpet fitted and wiring replaced.
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Interior of non-smoking compartment of AF 49 taken in
February 1936 following air conditioning

6.5.1968 Air conditioning written off. It appears the car
was then placed in the car barn at Port Augusta used
as a general storage vehicle.

3.3.1979 Written off.
2.4.1979 Purchased by Steamtown Peterborough.
1.5.1982 Arrived at Peterborough
29.5.1982 Transferred to narrow gauge and named

‘Moockra’.

History: RA 663 — AF/NAF 25 — Walloway

Wooden Trans-Australian Railway First class lounge car,
51 foot 2 inch in length. Built by the Port Augusta
Workshops on the supplied underframe of ‘RA wagon
663’, bogies were from No.1 Sleeping car ex Western
Division.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 663’ flat wagon

Interior of non-smoking compartment of AF 49 taken in
February 1936 following air conditioning

AF 24 publicity photograph circa 1917 (Chris Drymalik
Collection)
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AF25 (Doug Colquhoun)

24.11.1917 Entered service as ‘AF 25’ lounge car.
3.12.1938 Fitted with end stainglass windows and air

conditioned, with the generator being driven by a
25HP electric motor Seats 34 passengers, weight
33T.

21.4.1961 Converted to narrow gauge and recoded
‘"NAF"’.

21.3.1964 Provision for card tables, repairs to
upholstery and interior woodwork.

17.5.1974 Returned to standard gauge, recoded ‘AF’.
7.11.1974 Shelving installed to interior for use as

Mobile Showroom by Provision Stores, renewed
blinds, reseal and reglaze windows.

3.3.1979 Written off
2.4.1979 Purchased by Steamtown Peterborough (air

conditioning removed), who renamed it ‘Walloway‘.
1986 In possession of Steamtown Peterborough, in a

bad state due to weathering. Stored in the
Roundhouse.

2004 Sold to South Spur Rail Services for possible use
on the ‘Spirit of the West’ Restaurant Train.

- Transported by road to Western Australia.
7.2005 Move to ‘TAFE’ college for rebuilding.
- Some re-timbering done by ‘TAFE’ college, but not

completed [pr].
4.2012 Sold by GEMCO Rail to Golden Mile Loopline

Service in Boulder, Western Australia. Move to
Kalgoorlie Boulder without bogies [pr].

History: RA 668 — AF 26

Wooden Trans-Australian Railway First class lounge car,
51 foot 2 inch in length. Built at the Port Augusta

Restoration of AF 26 (Philippa Rogers)

Restoration of AF 26 (Philippa Rogers)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

Workshops on a supplied underframe used for ‘RA
wagon 668’.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 668’ flat wagon
31.10.1917 Entered service as ‘AF 26’ lounge car.
9.5.1938 Air conditioned. Seats 34 passengers, weight

33T.
11.8.1961 Interior stripped to bare wood restained and

varnished, cabinet and speaker installed for
amplifier equipment. Exterior burnt off and
repainted. Fleurescent lighting installed, changed
over from DC to head end power.

27.2.1970 Light repairs and repaint.
- Converted for Railway Institute Model Railway Club at

Port Augusta and stored in the yard.
1991 Put back on rail and stored in Port Pirie car barn.
11.1995 Given to ARHS Western Australia.
1.1996 Transferred to W.A.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AF 26 Y’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’ (incorrect)
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘15.6m’
Tare Weight: ‘36.9tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$14770’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 28’
Date Built: ‘31.10.1917’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘stored PPI;surplus,Ex ANI Workshop.’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

8.7.2002 Placed on the National Register of Historic Rail
Vehicles by the National Trust

From 2002 Used by South Spur Rail Services on the
‘Spirit of the West’ Restaurant Train.

History: RA/G 643 — AF/NAF 49 — Quorn —
Peterborough

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, as ‘AF’ class Trans-Australian Railway 51 foot
2 inch lounge car, with a turtle back roof. Underframe ex
‘RA 643’ wagon. Seats 34 passengers, weight 30T.

4.9.1916 Entered service as ‘RA 643’ flat wagon
1918 Converted to ‘G 643’ open wagon[blc]
14.12.1923 Entered service as ‘AF 49’ lounge car.
18.2.1936 Stones air conditioning equipment fitted.
14.2.1956 Damaged by fire.
4.8.1959 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NAF 49’ with the

air conditioning removed and new drop windows.
6.4.1961 Returned to standard gauge as ‘AF 49’.
6.4.1962 Painted internally and externally. Eventually

stored in the Car barn at Port Augusta (probably in

the early 1960’s) being used for general storage of
car cleaning items.

26.5.1979 Written off.
7.6.1979 Purchased by Steamtown Peterborough, who

renamed it ‘Quorn’. Used as part of Steamtown
normal consist.

3.1981 Painted chocolate and cream.
18.4.1981 On inaugural Steamtown train.
1998 Renamed ‘Peterborough’.

2.3 AFA Lounge Cars

AFA 92, 93 and 99

Wegmann first class air conditioned lounge car.

History: AFA 92 — NAFA 92 — WP/OWP 92

Wegmann first class air conditioned lounge car.

15.11.1952 Entered service. [rrc]
18.3.1969 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NAFA 92’. [rrc]
24.11.1978 Converted to a Mobile showroom for

Austrail Retail (Tea and Sugar use) and coded ‘WP
92’ [rrc]

08.11.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘OWP 92 P’ alteration
complete: ‘reclassification of standard and broad
gauge rollingstock with prefix letters ‘V’ and ‘W’ to
meet requirements of GL2 accounting system.
(RS4006)’.

14.12.1984 Actual date of recoding ‘OWP’. [rrc]
14.2.1989 At Port Augusta.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OWP 92 P’ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘45.1tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$100500’
Date Built: ‘15.11.1952’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘Ex WP;Mobil Showroom AUSRAIL

Retailers’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

History: AFA 93 — NAFA 93

Wegmann first class air conditioned lounge car.

15.11.1952 Entered service. [rrc]
7.4.1964 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NAFA 93’. [rrc]
28.2.1975 Converted back to standard gauge. [rrc]
21.2.1977 Converted to narrow gauge. [rrc]
- Return to Port Augusta after the last Ghan ran in 1980.
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Exterior of AF 49 taken in February 1936 following air conditioning

Exterior of AF 49 taken in February 1936 following air
conditioning

AFA93 at Keswick 15.8.1987

OWB 92 at Spencer Junction on 25.6.1998

AFA 93 Port Pirie 27.1.1996 (Chris Drymalik)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NAFA 93 W’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.5.1987 Stored at Port Augusta
15.8.1987 Transferred to Adelaide and stored in the

Keswick yard.
1.3.1988 At Pt Augusta.
7.2.1989 Sent to Port Pirie car barn for long term

storage.
23.2.1996 Transferred to Port Dock Station Railway

Museum.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘NAFA 93

W’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’ (incorrect)
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$100530’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NN 29’
Date Built: ‘15.11.1952’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st class lounge’
BSG Code: ‘PSIL’

History: AFA 99

Wegmann first class air conditioned lounge car.

24.3.1956 Received Port Augusta 24.3.1956. [rrc]
20.6.1956 Entered service as ‘AFA 99’[rrc]
11.7.1961 Rebuilt and refurnished after a fire. [rrc]
22.5.1970 Various interior and exterior repairs to

windows and rubber seals. [rrc]
19.12.1979 Replaced asbestos with fire frax paper. [rrc]
15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’

alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

28.10.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of colour
television and video cassette recorder. (24s82)’.

08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of display cabinet. (01s83)’.

3.8.1983 Installed display cabinet. [rrc]
6.12.1983 Installed VCR and television. [rrc]
13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’

alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,

passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFA 99 X’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘air conditioner
condensor(pass.)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

04.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘refrigerator’.

11.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘end complete’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
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24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

24.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFA 99
X’as having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and Sold for International
Development Services.

26.1.1996 Derelict in Port Pirie yard.
- Sold to Mr Hackett of Port Pirie.
- Sold to Michael Menzies.
20.6.2001 Sold to MainTrax N.T.

2.4 AFB Lounge cars

AFB 137, 157 & 158

AFB lounge car interior, 1963.

ROA Comeng air conditioned Lounge car.

History: AFB 137

ROA Comeng air conditioned Lounge car. Contract No.
1965.

20.12.1963 Entered service. [rrc]
4.10.1973 Exterior repainted Maroon, carpets repaired,

seats retrimmed. [rrc]
28.4.1976 Painted silver grey. [rrc]
30.4.1979 Interior overhauled. [rrc]
04.07.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V’

alteration complete: ‘alteration to individual steps
in accordance to drawing. (03s79)’.

15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V’
alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

28.10.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V’
alteration complete: ‘installation of colour
television and video cassette recorder. (24s82)’.

08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of display cabinet. (01s83)’.

24.3.1983 Video and colour TV installed. [rrc]

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘
alteration: ‘replace side stem springs on concertinas
to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘
alteration: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

5.1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘

alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFB 137
V’as having repair ‘vehicle signs and brackets’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 137 V‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFB 137 V’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘43.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$109340’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown
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16.1.1998 Keswick - AFB137 (Chris Drymalik)

AFB137 lounge car interior 4.8.1997

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 31’
Date Built: ‘20.12.1963’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st Class’
BSG Code: ‘PSIL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
20.1.1998 To Australia Southern Railroad.
1999 Painted in corporate orange livery and fitted with

shower compartment.

89.6.1999 Ran test trip to Mount Lofty to check tunnel
and platform clearances.

15.10.2003 Left Western Australia for Dry Creek, South
Australia. [cp 11.2000].

15.10.2003 Left Dry Creek on an Inspection Train
bound for Darwin. At the completion of Inspection,
returned to Dry Creek, South Australia [cp 11.2000].

5.2004 Sold to South Spur Rail Services for use on the
‘Spirit of the West’ Restaurant Train.

10.7.2004 Repainted and first used on ‘Spirit of the
West’ Restaurant Train. [cp 9.2004]

2014 To be transferred to Rail Heritage WA [pr]
19.6.2014 Cut up ‘by mistake’ by contractors cutting up

locomotives on an adjacent road before Rail
Heritage WA could take delivery [pr]

History: AFB 157

ROA Comeng first class air conditioned lounge car.
Contract No. 2573-1964.

14.12.1964 Entered service. [rrc]
14.7.1967 Reupholstered lounges and chairs. [rrc]
24.5.1973 Respray silver grey, renew carpet one end,

retrim chairs. [rrc]
25.11.1976 Renew carpet, repairs to chairs [rrc]
04.07.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘

alteration: ‘alteration to individual steps in
accordance to drawing. (03s79)’.
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AFB157 Builders plate

15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y’
alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

28.10.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of colour
television and video cassette recorder. (24s82)’.

08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of display cabinet. (01s83)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace side stem springs on concertinas
to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

08.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘wheels to change a/c condemned.
(AFB157)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFB 157 Y’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘43.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$109340’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 31’
Date Built: ‘14.12.1964’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st Class’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

- To Port Pirie Station Complex.

History: AFB 158

ROA Comeng first class air conditioned lounge car.
Contract No. 2573-1964.

22.1.1965 Entered service. [rrc]
17.11.1975 Installed kitchen and bar facilities, exterior

painted silver grey. [rrc]
04.07.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’

alteration complete: ‘alteration to individual steps
in accordance to drawing. (03s79)’.

15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

28.10.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of colour
television and video cassette recorder. (24s82)’.
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08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of display cabinet. (01s83)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration: ‘replace side stem springs on concertinas
to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’

alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFB 158 A’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘43.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’

Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$123310’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 31’
Date Built: ‘22.01.1965’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st Class’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

- To Port Pirie Station Complex.

2.5 AFC Lounge Cars

AFC 236 to 239, 305 to 307 (936 to 939)

Interior of Holiday Class lounge car, circa 1995

History: AFC 236 — AFC 936 — Red Gum Lounge

First class air conditioned stainless steel Comeng lounge
car, contract No. 2904-1967-8.

20.2.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘AFC 936’ from
‘AFC 236’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
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draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

25.06.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘INSTALLATION OF HINGED
WALL CLOCK (BATTERY OPERATED). AFC
936,937,938,939. CDF 924,928,929,966. (IP0682)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake
pulley. Dwg. 1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL
CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters on IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit

additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

19.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

09.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

4.6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.
30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘end complete’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

30.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. Remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify all ip passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing c3-14. also
modify all ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
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on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with Dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

14.7.1995 Rebuilt as a ‘Holiday Lounge car’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936

C’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘end frame member’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936
C’as having repair ‘water filters’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 936 C’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$113970’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 32’
Date Built: ‘20.02.1969’

Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st class;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
4.2001 Smoking booth open up (removed the door and

several windows).Fitted with a ‘Gold Kangaroo‘ class
logo.

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
2010 Refurbished with new internal layout and

renamed ‘Red Gum Lounge’. The former Bar area is
now a cool room store with a single lounge room
with tub chairs except for the vestibule end of the
car where there are three tables each with seating
for four provided. [jb]

2016 Referbished into ‘Platinum Club’ car. The new
layout featuring a bar, lounge and fully flexible
dining area. It seats 30 in the dining area and 20 in
the lounge. The car has granite tabletops, timber
flooring, leather and brass fittings and banquette
lounge seating in tones of ash, moss and sepia. It
entered official service from 1.4.2016.

History: AFC 237 — AFC 937 — Hannans Bar Lounge —
Edward John Eyre Outback Explorer Lounge

First class air conditioned stainless steel Comeng lounge
car, contract No. 2904-1967-8.

22.2.1969 Entered service as ‘AFC 237‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

14.8.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘AFC 937’ from
‘AFC 237’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
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lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

25.06.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘installation of hinged wall
clock (battery operated). AFC 936,937,938,939. CDF
924,928,929,966. (IP0682)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake
pulley. Dwg. 1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL
CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters on IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

30.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

1991 Transferred to broad gauge for working on the
Overland as the spare lounge car whilst the
Overland lounge cars were being refurbished.

07.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

23.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. Remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘modify all ip passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing c3-14. also
modify all ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with Dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

4.1995 Rebuilt as ‘Hannans Bar Lounge’ with smoking
compartment, as part of Indian Pacific upgrade.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers & rods’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘end frame member’.
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08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937
L’as having repair ‘water filters’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 937 L’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S/B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$113970’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 32’
Date Built: ‘22.02.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st class;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPL’

1.11.1997 Car leased by the Commonwealth
Government to Great Southern Railway.

- Sold to Great Southern Railway by the
Commonwealth[pq].

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
- Refubished as ‘Edward John Eyre‘ Outback Explorer

Lounge.[jb]

18.11.2001 Keswick - AFC 938 (Chris Drymalik)

History: AFC 238 — AFC 938 — Red Gum Lounge

First class air conditioned stainless steel Comeng lounge
car, contract No. 2904-1967-8.

8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 2.1970 on
account of violet town collision.

27.2.1970 Entered service as ‘AFC 238‘. [rrc]
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘AFC 938’ from ‘AFC

238‘for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U‘

alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assembly.
Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U‘
alteration: ‘modification of draftgear pocket and
headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C 132, 2C 109, 2C
110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

25.06.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘installation of hinged wall
clock (battery operated). AFC 936,937,938,939. CDF
924,928,929,966. (IP0682)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL
CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
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passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters on IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938
U’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’

alteration complete: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. Remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘modify all ip passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing c3-14. also
modify all ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with Dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1995 Rebuilt as a ‘Holiday Lounge car’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘draftgear complete other’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘end frame member’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.
14.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938

U’as having repair ‘water filters’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 938 U’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$113970’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 32’
Date Built: ‘27.02.1970’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st class;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
- Refurbished with new internal layout and renamed

‘Red Gum Lounge’. The former Bar area is now a
cool room store with a single lounge room with tub
chairs except for the vestibule end of the car where
there are three tables each with seating for four
provided. [jb]
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History: AFC 239 — AFC 939 — Red Gum Lounge

First class air conditioned stainless steel Comeng lounge
car, contract No. 2904-1967-8.

14.3.1969 Delivered to CR. [rrc]
7.5.1969 Entered service as ‘AFC 239‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘AFC 939’ from
‘AFC 239‘for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

25.06.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘installation of hinged wall
clock (battery operated). AFC 936,937,938,939. CDF
924,928,929,966. (IP0682)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL
CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘side bearer’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
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G’as having repair ‘air conditioner
condensor(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

02.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘refrigerator’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

06.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939
G’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

1995 Rebuilt as a ‘Holiday Lounge car’.
17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 939 G‘

alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 939 G’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’

Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$113970’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 32’
Date Built: ‘07.05.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st class;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
- Refurbished with new internal layout and renamed

‘Red Gum Lounge’. The former Bar area is now a
cool room store with a single lounge room with tub
chairs except for the vestibule end of the car where
there are three tables each with seating for four
provided. [jb]

History: AFC 305 — Dreamtime Lounge — William
Christie Gosse Outback Explorer Lounge

First class air conditioned stainless steel Comeng lounge
car, contract No. 3562-1973.

1.3.1974 Entered service. [rrc]
2.8.1974 Remove ceilings and air ducting panels for

installation of closed circuit colour TV. [rrc]
24.10.1974 Removed colour TV and associated wiring

as test unsuccessful. [rrc]
15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’

alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

28.10.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of colour
television and video cassette recorder. (24s82)’.

08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘
alteration: ‘manufacture and installation of display
cabinet. (01s83)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
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AFC 305 Dreamtime Lounge 14.6.1990 (Chris Drymalik)

and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. a. refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings. b. reclassify CDF 265 to
AOB 265. (RS4304)‘. New class: ‘AOB’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘safety equipment (pass)’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘vehicle signs and brackets’.

25.9.1989 Refurbished for the Ghan and named the

‘Dreamtime Lounge‘.
21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘

alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

16.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘modify all ip passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing c3-14. also
modify all ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
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water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with Dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘end frame member’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305
T’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 305 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 305 T’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$164970’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 32’
Date Built: ‘01.03.1974’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st class ‘Dreamtime lounge’
BSG Code: ‘PSTL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.12.2006 Damaged in derailment of Ghan at Ban Ban

Springs.
7.2.2007 Sent to Taree for repairs. [rpf].
2.2010 Refurbished with new internal layout and

renamed ‘William Christie Gosse’ Outback Explorer
lounge car[railsa]

History: AFC 306 — Red Gum Lounge

First class air conditioned stainless steel Comeng lounge
car, contract No. 3562-1973.

8.2.1974 Entered service. [rrc]
23.12.1981 Recovered lounge chairs. [rrc]
19.5.1983 Installed video and colour TV. [rrc]
15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’

alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

28.10.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’
alteration complete: ‘installation of colour
television and video cassette recorder. (24s82)’.

08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘manufacture and installation of display
cabinet. (01s83)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.
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16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

07.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

20.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘end complete’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

10.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306
F’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument

from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 306 F‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1995 Rebuilt as a ‘Holiday Lounge car’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 306 F’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$164970’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 32’
Date Built: ‘08.02.1974’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st Class’
BSG Code: ‘PSPL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
2010 Refurbished with new internal layout and

renamed ‘Red Gum Lounge’. The former Bar area is
now a cool room store with a single lounge room
with tub chairs except for the vestibule end of the
car where there are three tables each with seating
for four provided. [jb]

History: AFC 307 — Silver City Lounge — Robert Burke
& William Wills Outback Explorer Lounge

First class air conditioned stainless steel Comeng lounge
car, contract No. 3562-1973.
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2.5. AFC Lounge Cars

16.10.1992 Keswick - 75th Anniversary Trans - lounge
AFC307 interior (Chris Drymalik)

29.3.1974 Entered service. [rrc]
10.2.1984 Video cabinet fitted. [rrc]
15.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’

alteration complete: ‘to provide storage cupboard to
house carrying box which contains resuscitator kit.
(11s80)’.

28.10.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of colour
television and video cassette recorder. (24s82)’.

08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of display cabinet. (01s83)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters and frames (primary and secondary) on
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,

including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.
21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’

alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . this modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
(RS4603)’.

08.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307
Y’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. Remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modify all ip passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing c3-14. also
modify all ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with Dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

8.4.1995 Rebuilt with smoking compartment, as part of
Indian Pacific upgrade. Named ‘Silver City Lounge’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307
Y’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307
Y’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307
Y’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307
Y’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307
Y’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307
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Y’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.
08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307

Y’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.
08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307

Y’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.
08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307

Y’as having repair ‘end frame member’.
08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307

Y’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.
08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307

Y’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.
08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307

Y’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.
08.04.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307

Y’as having repair ‘water filters’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 307 Y’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$164970’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 32’
Date Built: ‘29.03.1974’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Lounge 1st Class’
BSG Code: ‘PSPL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
- Refubished as ‘Robert Burke & William Wills‘ Outback

Explorer Lounge.[jb]

2.6 Special Service Car No.2

History: RA 666 — AF/AFR/NAF — Governor Generals
car — Special Service Car No.2 — SSAF 27

Wooden first class lounge car built by the Port Augusta
Workshops on a supplied underframe of ‘RA wagon 666‘.
It was originally intended to be a lounge car, but before
completion was converted to a special car for use on the
first passenger train.

Despite the Governor General not actually making it on
to the first train the car was generally referred to as the
Governor General’s car in 1917, but officially coded as
lounge ‘AF 27’. It was recoded to ‘AFR’ a first class lounge
sleeping car in 1920, when it became officially known as
Special Service Car No.2.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 666’ flat wagon
20.10.1917 Entered service coded as ‘AF 27’.
1920 Recoded ‘AFR 27’ and normally refered to as

Special Service car No.2.
7.4.1941 It was reconverted to temporary lounge class

‘AF’.
27.3.1946 Became permanent lounge.
5.5.1959 Converted to narrow gauge, repainted, new

carpets and blinds fitted and recoded ‘NAF’.
8.3.1961 Transferred back to standard gauge and placed

in the car barn until ready for user, eventually being
used for the storage of material.

19.8.1987 Stored at Port Augusta and used as an Office
by the carriage cleaners.

8.1988 Transferred to Peterborough for refurbishment.
1991 Transferred to Port Augusta.
17.5.1992 Refurbishment completed and recoded

‘SSAF’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 Car leased by the Commonwealth

Government to Great Southern Railway.
21.3.1998 Transferred from Keswick to Port Augusta.
5.1999 Returned to Keswick. In poor condition,

showing a lot of exterior water damage. Canvas roof
cracked and leaking. All chairs have been removed
from interior.

8.1999 Roof covered by a canvas tarp.
5.5.2000 Transferred to Midland Workshops, Western

Australia for repairs.
- Sold to Great Southern Railway by the

Commonwealth[pq].
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.2003 Returned to South Australia, stored at Keswick.

2.7 AR Sleeping Cars

AR 33, 34, 47, 50 and 53

First class turtle back roofed sleeping car of wooden
construction. Accomodated 20 persons in ten twin berth
compartments.

History: AR 33 — NAR/NARC 33 — ARC/AR 33

First class sleeping car of wooden construction, built by
the Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops.

28.4.1920 Entered service as ‘AR 33’.
11.12.1953 Fitted with air conditioning and overhauled.
10.12.1959 Amplifying system installed.
17.8.1961 New blinds installed, repainted etc.
7.8.1964 Repairs to interior seats, new canvas roof,

revarnish and repaint.
27.8.1965 Repairs to roof and windows.
10.3.1966 Place on narrow gauge german type SKF

bogies, converted to ‘NAR’, coded ‘NAR’.
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Special car AFR 27 photographed at Port Augusta, circa 1930

AF 27 exterior 19.08.1987, in the car barn at Port Augusta
(Chris Drymalik)

22.7.1966 Recoded ‘NARC’.
29.10.1968 Renew roof canvas, window blinds and

exterior panels, renew air ducting in roof.
9.9.1970 Repaint and repairs to external mouldings.
22.8.1974 Renew side panelling and sheeting, repair

leaking roof.
24.9.1977 Overhaul, renew compartment panels, water

service exterior repairs and paint.
12.1980 On last Ghan.
8.4.1982 Converted to standard gauge and reclass ‘ARC‘,

german bogies fitted. External and interior repair.
13.1.1983 Recoded ‘AR‘, as ‘ARC‘ classification was

incorrect. Allocated to M.E. breakdown train Alice
Springs.

11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
9.1995 Offered to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
29.11.1995 Delivered to Port Dock.

History: AR 34 — NARC 34 — Belalie

First class sleeping car of wooden construction, built by
the Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops.

28.4.1920 Entered service as ‘AR 34’.
- Place on Westwaggon Minden-Deutz bogies.
21.6.1980 Written off and purchased by Steamtown

Peterborough, who renamed it ‘Belalie’ and coded
‘NARC’.

14.2.1981 Placed on narrow gauge.
3.4.1981 Painted chocolate and cream.
18.4.1981 On inaugural Steamtown Peterborough train.
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AR 33 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

19.5.2002 Port Dock - AR33 (Chris Drymalik)

History: AR/ARG 47 — NARG 47

First class sleeping car of wooden construction, built by
the Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops.

6.7.1922 Entered service as ‘AR 47’.
14.11.1956 Converted to air conditioned staggered

corridor roomette ‘ARG‘ sleeping car.
14.4.1961 To narrow gauge ‘NARG’.
10.1.1967 Major interior overhaul.

12.1980 On last Ghan.
22.5.1982 Written off.
13.4.1983 Delivered to Steamtown Peterborough, to be

used for members accomodation.

History: AR 50 — NARC 50 — Bruce

First class sleeping car of wooden construction, built by
the Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops.

15.8.1928 Entered service as ‘AR 50’.
9.12.1978 Written off and purchased by Steamtown

Peterborough, who renamed it ‘Bruce’ and coded
‘NARC’.

1981 Placed on narrow gauge.
3.1981 Painted Chocolate and cream.
18.4.1981 On inaugural Steamtown Peterborough train.
1987 In service with Steamtown Peterborough.
2010 Moved to ‘Menindee Central School’ for use in a

train carriage motel project. [Sydney Morning
herald 12.6.2010]

History: AR/NARC 53

First class sleeping car of wooden construction, built by
the Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
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6th April 2008,Peterborough - Steamtown - NARC34
sleeping car (Chris Drymalik)

30.3.1997 Peterborough - NC1 + FNTC7829 + AR50 +
AF49 + ABP8 (Chris Drymalik)

Workshops.

20.12.1930 Entered service as ‘AR 53’.
14.4.1961 Modernised and airconditioned.
14.4.1961 To narrow gauge and recoded ‘NARC’.
12.1980 On last Ghan.
22.5.1982 Written off.
- Sold to Ghan Preservation Society, Alice Springs.

2.8 ARA First Class Sleeping Cars

ARA 71 to 72

The Commonwealth Railways report of 1941/42 had this
to say about these cars:

The construction of two first-class cars was
commenced during the year. The cars, which
are 76ft. 7in. in length, will embody a number
of improvements, such as large single windows
in each compartment (the windows being
balanced, metal-framed and running on
felt-lined channels), walnut flush panelling and
improved seats with arm-rests and loose
cushions. The car exteriors will present a
smooth finish, waterproof ply wood being used
instead of Tounge and Groove sheathing, and
mouldings will be elimintaed wherever
possible. The design of the cars is such that it
will permit of air-conidtioning being readily
installed without structural alterations.

History: ARA 71 — NARA 71

First class side corridor sleeping car of wooden
construction, sleeps 20. Built at the Port Augusta
Workshop of the Commonwealth Railways.

4.8.1944 Entered service.
11.2.1953 Fitted with Stones Air conditioning and

modernised.
14.4.1961 Converted to narrow gauge, recoded ‘NARA

71’.
12.1980 On last Ghan.
22.5.1982 Written off.
23.4.1983 Delivered to Steamtown Peterborough. Used

for members accomodation.

History: ARA 72 — NARA 72

First class sleeping car of wooden construction. Sleeps 20
persons in ten twin berth compartments. Constructed by
the Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshop

15.9.1944 Entered service.
6.5.1953 Modernised and airconditioned.
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NARC 53 on narrow gauge Ghan at Alice Springs

24.2.2005,Peterborough - Steamtown - ARA71 (Chris
Drymalik)

ARA 72 at MacDonnell Siding 16.9.1990 (Chris Drymalik)

11.5.1965 Overhauled, interior and exterior panels
renewed. Transferred to the narrow gauge Ghan
service as ‘NARA 72’.

12.1980 On last Ghan.
22.5.1982 Written off.
- Sold to Ghan Preservation Society, Alice Springs.

2.9 ARD First Class Sleeping Car

ARD 80 to 83

Wegmann first class sleeping car of ‘ARD’ class, circa
1952 (Commonwealth Railways)

Wegmann first class twinette sleeper.

History: ARD 80

Wegmann first class twinette sleeper.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
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2.9. ARD First Class Sleeping Car

Wegmann first class sleeping car of ‘ARD’ class, circa
1952 (Commonwealth Railways)

14.10.1989,Keswick sleeper ARD80 (Chris Drymalik)

10.11.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 80
alteration: ‘replace existing auxillary reservoir with
new 15‘ x 36‘ reservoir. (20s81)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 80 V’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 80 V’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

31.5.1987 At Keswick.
15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 80 V‘

alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 80 V‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

By 1995 Stored Port Pirie.
23.11.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 80

V’as having repair ‘vehicle cut for scrap’.
12.1995 Donated to Australian Railway Historical

Society (Canberra Division).

24.12.1986,Keswick Wegmann sleeper ARD81 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ARD 81

Wegmann first class twinette sleeper.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
10.11.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 81‘

alteration: ‘replace existing auxillary reservoir with
new 15‘ x 36‘ reservoir. (20s81)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 81 H’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.
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19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 81 H’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 81 H‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

12.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 81
H’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

12.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 81
H’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

12.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 81
H’as having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.

12.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 81
H’as having repair ‘train pipe’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 81 H‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

23.11.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 81
H’as having repair ‘vehicle cut for scrap’.

12.1995 Donated to Australian Railway Historical
Society (Canberra Division).

18.05.2000 ARD82 at Midland Workshops (Ian Rourke)

History: ARD 82

Wegmann first class twinette sleeper.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
22.4.1955 Fire damaged in an electrical fire at Port Pirie.

Repairs were replacement of burnt plywood and
painting.

10.11.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 82‘
alteration: ‘replace existing auxillary reservoir with
new 15‘ x 36‘ reservoir. (20s81)’.

17.8.1986 In service as staff accomodation on the
Indian Pacific.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 82 Q’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,

18.05.2000 ARD82 at Midland Workshops (Ian Rourke)

passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 82 Q’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 82 Q‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 82 Q‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

24.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 82
Q’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

24.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 82
Q’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

24.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 82
Q’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

By 1995 Stored Port Pirie.
23.11.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 82

Q’as having repair ‘vehicle cut for scrap’.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
- Sold to Australian Railway Historical Society (Western

Australian Division).
5.5.2000 Left Port Augusta on delivery run to Western

Australia.

History: ARD 83

Wegmann first class twinette sleeper.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
24.11.1961 Fitted with new type of Commonwealth

Passenger car high speed bogies.
10.11.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 83‘

alteration: ‘replace existing auxillary reservoir with
new 15‘ x 36‘ reservoir. (20s81)’.
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18.05.2000 ARD83 at Midland Workshops (Ian Rourke)

11.9.1985 Fitted out by the Wireless Institute of
Australia as an amateur radio station for a special
run.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 83 C’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 83 C’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

31.5.1987 At Keswick.
15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 83 C‘

alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 83 C‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 83 C‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

31.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

31.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

31.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

31.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘end complete’.

31.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

06.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

06.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

06.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

06.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

06.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

06.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARD 83 C‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

14.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARD 83
C’as having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development ServiceS’.

- Sold to Australian Railway Historical Society (Western
Australian Division).

5.5.2000 Left Port Augusta on delivery run to Western
Australia.

2.10 ARE Roomette Sleeping Car

ARE 101, 105 to 108

Wegmann first class roomette sleeping car.

The first of these cars was obtained from Wegmaun &
Co., Kassel, Germany, as a trial vehicle. Each of the car
accommodated eighteen people in individual
compartments and the trail showed that they were
popular with the customers. As a result an additional
four carriages of this type were purchased. The main
feature of the cars was a new staggered or zig-zag type
corridor which has not previously been used in
Australian. This idea had been developed some years
previously by Wegmann & Co. and enables the car
designer to utilize to better effect the space in each
compartment. Sufficient space was provided for
passengers to dress and undress in the compartment,
with the berth down, unlike the South Australia Railways
Overland cars which required the use of a modesty
curtain when lowering the bunk. The car used a vertically
hinged berth folding back into a recess on the
cross-partition. A substantial luggage rack was provided
in the opposite cross partition.

The seats were unfolded longitudinally to allow the berth
to be lowered. The berth had parallel sides.

All compartments were fitted with radio speakers and
controls, folding tables, companion seats and large
wardrobes. Separate toilet compartments for both men
and women passengers, plus one shower for all
passengers were provided at the ends of the cars. The
walls of the shower and toilet compartments were lined
in a hard laminated plastic sheet.
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All interior panelling and partitions were timber,
featuring veneers in their natural colours. The car
compartments were lined with Swedish birch veneered
panels with the ceilings in birds-eye maple, and the
corridor featured a combined effect with teak from floor
to waist height and then sycamore to the low ceiling,
which was painted off-white.

The Stone-Carrier Air Conditioning equipment operated
from 415 volt 3 phase 50 cycle electric power supplied
from a head-end power car. The cars were provided with
between glass venetian blinds.

The conductor had a compartment for his personal use,
including a folding berth similar to that in the passenger
compartments, stainless steel sink and drain board,
folding table, reading lamp and wardrobe, at one end of
the car.

History: ARE 101

Wegmann first class roomette sleeping car.

21.5.1956 Received Port Augusta.
20.6.1956 Entered service.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 101 W’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

6.4.1987 At Port Augusta.
20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 101 W’

alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 101 W‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 101 W‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
By 1995 Stored Port Pirie.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
19.12.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 101

W’as having repair ‘vehicle cut for scrap’.
- Sold to West Coast Rail.
8.6.2002 Tender called by Port Pirie Council for

Disposal.
Late 2002 Jim Emmett:

Late 2002, this carriage was gutted by fire
which had been started by vandals. It was
still at Port Pirie and the incident
happened literally days before we were
due to accept an offer to purchase it. We
intended to bring it down and store it at
Platform One at Littlehampton. I am not
sure what happened to the wreck.

[correspondence from Jim Emmett - 6.2003]

History: ARE 105

Wegmann first class air conditioned roomette sleeping
car.

28.11.1957 Entered service.
- Allocated to CCE Port Augusta.
13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105‘

alteration: ‘replace side stem springs on concertinas
to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M‘
alteration: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

6.4.1987 At Port Augusta, still painted Maroon.
19.8.1987 At Port Augusta freshly painted grey.
20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M‘

alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 105
M’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 105
M’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 105
M’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 105
M’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 105
M’as having repair ‘isolating cock’.

18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 105
M’as having repair ‘train pipe’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 105 M‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.
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2.10. ARE Roomette Sleeping Car

ARE 105 at Port Augusta on 19.8.1987 (Chris Drymalik)

24.6.1993 Stored at Port Pirie.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 105

M’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘24.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘43.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$104820’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 64’
Date Built: ‘28.11.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘STORED PPI;ROOMETTE - CCE PT.

AUGUSTA’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

History: ARE 106

Wegmann first class air conditioned roomette sleeping
car.

5.12.1957 Entered service.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - ARE106 sleeper (Chris Drymalik)

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106‘
alteration: ‘replace side stem springs on concertinas
to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V‘
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

1.3.1988 At Pt Augusta.
15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V‘

alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

1.5.1989 Used on Parachilna train.
16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V‘

alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘end complete’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

19.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

19.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘train pipe’.

15.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

15.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

15.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

15.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘end complete’.

15.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

15.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

25.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 106 V‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’

cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

02.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

20.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

28.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

13.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

20.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

20.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

20.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

20.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘coupler support plate and liner’.

20.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘uncoupling rod assembly’.

17.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

17.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

01.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘uncoupling rod assembly’.

01.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106
V’as having repair ‘Vehicle Complete’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 106 V’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘24.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘43.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$104820’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 64’
Date Built: ‘05.12.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st CLASS ROOMETTE’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

1999 Sold to Australian Railways Historical Society
(Western Australian Division).

5.5.2000 Left Port Augusta on delivery run to Western
Australia.
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2.10. ARE Roomette Sleeping Car

12.2008 Returned to South Australia as surplus to
Australian Railways Historical Society (Western
Australian Division) requirements.

ARE 107 (Philippa Rogers)

History: ARE 107

Wegmann first class air conditioned roomette sleeping
car.

11.2.1958 Entered service.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 107 H’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 107 H‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

- Allocated to CCE Parkeston.
10.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 107

H’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
10.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 107

H’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
10.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 107

H’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 107 H‘

alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

07.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 107
H’as having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

4.1996 Australian Railways Historical Society (Western
Australian Division) offered to purchase accepted.

- Repainted Commonwealth Railways Maroon.

History: ARE 108

Wegmann first class air conditioned roomette sleeping
car.

6.3.1958 Entered service.

ARE 108 at Stirling North on 27.6.1997 (Paul Quinn)

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108‘
alteration: ‘replace side stem springs on concertinas
to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

03.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 108
Q’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

03.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 108
Q’as having repair ‘brake pull rod’.

03.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 108
Q’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
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no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARE 108 Q’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘24.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘43.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$104820’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 64’
Date Built: ‘06.03.1958’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st CLASS ROOMETTE’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.

2.11 ARF Wegmann Observation Lounge

ARF 84, 85 and 98

Wegmann first class sleeping-observation car with a
rounded end

History: ARF 84 — NARF 84 — EI 84

Wegmann first class sleeping-observation car with a
rounded.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
16.5.1969 Recoded ‘NARF 84‘, and converted to narrow

gauge for service on the Central Australia Railway.
8.11.1971 Reverted to standard gauge.
16.7.1972 Fitted with kitchen and dining area.
20.2.1973 Recoded ‘EI’ for use as an Officers Inspection

car.
16.4.1973 Fitted with under floor ‘petbow‘ diesel

generator.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘EI 84 X’ alteration

complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘EI 84 X‘ alteration:
‘modify buffer beams and fit additional springs to
either side of the coupler to increase the diaphragm
compressive force on all stainless steel and carbon
steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

23.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘EI 84 X’as
having repair ‘Vehicle Complete’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘EI 84 X’ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘25m’
Tare Weight: ‘44.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$106760’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 278’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1952’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘OFFICERS INSPECTION CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSIZ’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
20.1.1998 To Australia Southern Railroad.
21.4.1998 New carpets, kitchen and exterior painted

orange with two horizontal black stripes.
15.10.2003 Left Western Australia for Dry Creek, South

Australia. [cp 11.2000].
15.10.2003 Left Dry Creek on an Inspection Train

bound for Darwin. At the completion of Inspection,
returned to Dry Creek, South Australia [cp 11.2000].

4.2004 Sold to South Spur Rail Services for use on the
‘Spirit of the West’ Restaurant Train.

1.7.2004 Repainted and first used on ‘Spirit of the West’
Restaurant Train. [cp 9.2004]

2014 To be transferred to Rail Heritage WA [pr]

History: ARF 85

Wegmann first class air conditioned sleeper with
rounded observation end.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
9.10.1965 Rebuilt with observation end removed and

an additional sleeping compartment in its place,
retained ‘ARF 85‘ code.

24.10.1972 To self contained sitting arrangementblc
4.1973 Fitted with a generating set for power slung

beneath the floor.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARF 85 D’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARF 85 D’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARF 85 D‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARF 85 D‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
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EI 84 lounge 4.8.1997

EI 84 Keswick 4.8.1997

diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

25.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

25.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

25.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

25.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘end complete’.

25.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

25.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘end complete’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

14.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

14.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

14.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARF 85 D‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development ServiceS’.
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12.9.1997 Spencer Junction - ARF85 (Chris Drymalik)

13.12.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARF 85
D’as having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

1998 Sold to ARHS Western Australia.
5.5.2000 Left Port Augusta on delivery run to Western

Australia.
12.2008 Returned to South Australia as surplus to

Australian Railways Historical Society (Western
Australian Division) requirements.

27.7.2006 - Parkestone, Western Australia - ECA98 (Phil
Melling)

Port Pirie Junction - ARF round end observation car -
January 1961 (W Callaghan)

History: ARF/BB 98 — ECA 98

Wegmann first class air conditioned sleeper with
rounded observation end.

24.3.1956 Received Port Augusta.
2.5.1956 Entered service.
25.8.1972 Rebuilt with observation end removed in and

compartments coverted to sit-up use, recoded ‘BB’.
4.1973 Fitted with a generating set for power slung

beneath the floor.
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17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘BB 98 M’ alteration
complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

5.4.1987 At Port Augusta and regularly used in service.
31.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘BB 98 M’ alteration

complete: ‘replace existing draught gear and
couplers with freight type. BB98 (ECA 98). (RS4436)’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘complete triple valve ‘AF’ OR ‘ITV’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘isolating cock’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

17.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

27.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

27.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

24.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

24.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

24.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

24.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘end hose’.

24.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

24.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

28.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.

21.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘BB 98 M’as
having repair ‘other (not elsewhere specified)’.

1991 converted to ‘ECA’ crew car.
05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as

having repair ‘bogie bearers’.
05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as

having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as

having repair ‘bogie complete’.
05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as

having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.
05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as

having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘end complete’.

05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘yoke pin’.

26.05.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

26.05.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

26.05.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘end hose’.

26.05.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

26.05.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.

02.06.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

02.06.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

02.06.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘end hose’.

02.06.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

02.06.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’as
having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 98 U’ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘24.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘49.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$124570’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 52’
Date Built: ‘02.05.1956’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX BB;LOCO. CREW

ACCOMMODATION’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

2.12 ARH First Class Sleeping Car

History: ARH 159

First class air conditioned twinette sleeping car built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2573-1965.

29.6.1965 Entered service. [rrc]
30.10.1972 Painted silver grey[blc]
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15.9.1990,Keswick sleeping car ARH159 (Chris Drymalik)

7.3.1969,Port Pire Yard - Commonwealth Railways Car
ARH159 (John Beckhaus)

04.07.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F‘
alteration: ‘alteration to individual steps in
accordance to drawing. (03s79)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional

springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

17.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARH 159
F’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARH 159 F‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

1996 Part of Parkeston Breakdown Train.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARH 159 F’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘50.1tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$172500’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 67’
Date Built: ‘29.06.1965’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.
by 2013 Moved to Coolac, New South Wales.[dj]

2.13 ARJ First Class Sleeping Cars

ARJ 240 to 245, 272, 273, 282 to 286 (940, 941, 944,
945, 973, 984 to 986)

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
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21.4.1992,Keswick - sleeper ARJ940 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARJ 240 — ARJ 940 — RZAY 940

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

6.12.1968 Entered service as ‘ARJ 240’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

14.8.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 940’ from
‘ARJ 240’ for Indian Pacific service.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZAY’.

26.4.2001,Keswick Terminal - Gold Kangaroo Logo on
ARJ941 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARJ 241 — ARJ 941 — Mt Christie Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

22.11.1968 Entered service as ‘ARJ 241’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 941’ from
‘ARJ 241’ for Indian Pacific service.

4.1995 Refurbished as part of the Indian Pacific
upgrade and named ‘Mt Christie’ externally on one
side only - Theme: ‘Waratah‘pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
4.2001 Fitted with a ‘Gold Kangaroo‘ class logo.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ARJ 242 — Brachina Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

7.2.1969 Entered service.
8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 10.1970 on

account of violet town collision.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
8.1991 Refurbished interior for Ghan use, colour stripes

and named ‘Brachina Car’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

27.11.1996 Keswick - ARJ243 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARJ 243

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

7.2.1969 Entered service.
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8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 2.1970 on
account of violet town collision.

3.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade - Theme:
‘Sturt Desert PeA’pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

14.6.1992,Keswick Indian Pacific sleeping car ARJ944
(Chris Drymalik)

History: ARJ 244 — ARJ 944 — RZAY 944

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

7.2.1969 Entered service as ‘ARJ 244’.
8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 2.1970 on

account of violet town collision.
4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 944’ from ‘ARJ

244’ for Indian Pacific service.
6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZAY’.

History: ARJ 245 — ARJ 945

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

21.2.1969 Entered service as ‘ARJ 245’.
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 945’ from ‘ARJ

245’ for Indian Pacific service.
9.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade - Theme:

‘Sturt Desert Pea’pl.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.

6.3.1998 Keswick - ARJ945 (Chris Drymalik)

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

18.7.1992,Keswick Indian Pacific sleeping car ARJ272
(Chris Drymalik)

History: ARJ 272

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3068-1969.

17.9.1969 Entered service.
7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
16.12.1994 To Port Augusta for asbestos removal and

refurbishment.
7.1995 Entered service after refurbishment - Theme:

‘Kangaroo Paw’pl
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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History: ARJ 273 — ARJ 973

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3068-1969.

19.9.1969 Entered service as ‘ARJ 273’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 973’ from ‘ARJ
273’ for Indian Pacific service.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
4.10.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment [rpf].

History: ARJ 282 — Algebuckina Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

8.2.1972 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
15.3.1991 Refurbished interior for Ghan use, colour

stripes and named ‘Algebuckina Car’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

8.4.1998 Spencer Junction - RZAY283 National Rail Crew
car (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARJ 283 — RZAY 283

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

22.2.1972 Entered service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZAY’.
8.4.1998 In Spencer Junction yard, Port Augusta.
- Destroyed in derailment at Golden Ridge

6.3.1998 Keswick - ARJ984 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARJ 284 — ARJ 984

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

2.3.1972 Entered service as ‘ARJ 284‘ and originally
labelled ‘Commonwealth RailwayS’ not ‘Railways of
Australia7quot; on letterboard.

1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 984’ from ‘ARJ 284’
for Indian Pacific service.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ARJ 285 — ARJ 985 — RZAY 985

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

17.3.1972 Entered service as ‘ARJ 285’.
19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 985’ from

‘ARJ 285’ for Indian Pacific service.
6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZAY’.
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RZAY 985 (Stuart Hicks)

History: ARJ 286 — ARJ 986 — RZAY 986

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class roomette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

1.8.1972 Entered service as ‘ARJ 286’.
- Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARJ 986’ from ‘ARJ 286’ for

Indian Pacific service.
7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZAY’.

2.14 ARL First Class Sleeping Car

ARL 246 to 250, 261 to 263, 289 to 293, 308 to 310,
320 to 326 (920 to 923, 925, 947, 961 to 963, 990,
992)

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

Each car has nine sleeping compartments and a
conductors compartment. The passenger compartments
have a 3 seater lounge, converting to upper and lower
sleeping berths at night complete with pillows, sheets
and quilts or blankets. An en-suite with shower, wash
basin, toilet, towels and face washers is accessable from
within the cabin. Each compartment also has wardrobes,
3 pin 240 V AC power point, full length mirror, reading
lamps, foldaway table, chilled water dispenser, luggage
storage space and conductor call button.

History: ARL 246 — Tarcoola Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

26.1.2002 Keswick - ARL246 (Chris Drymalik)

28.7.2002- Keswick - ARL 246 (Chris Drymalik)

7.2.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 2.1970 on

account of violet town collision.
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.
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19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: “Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. a. refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

15.9.1989 Interior refurbished for Ghan use, colour
stripes, and car named ‘Tarcoola Car‘.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . Tthis modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

03.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246

M’as having repair ‘wheel set’.
02.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246

M’as having repair ‘wheel set’.
05.12.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246

M’as having repair ‘wheel set’.
28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘

alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘bogie bearerS’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘brake lever’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘yoke carrier’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246
M’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘replace existing star/delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Installl
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 246 M‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 246 M’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
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Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘07.02.1969’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette ‘TARCOOLA CAR‘’
BSG Code: ‘PSTT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: ARL 247 — ARL 947 — ARM 947

28.8.2005,Keswick - ARM947 (Chris Drymalik)

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

24.9.1968 Entered service as ‘ARL 247‘. [rrc]
19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 947’ from

‘ARL 247’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’

alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. DWG
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,

992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1995 Refurbished with wood interior in Indian Pacific

upgrade.
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’

alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
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1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’

alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘bogie bearerS’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddleS’.

23.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947
B’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.
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04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 947 B’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘24.09.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
9.2002 Two centre compartments converted into one

luxury compartment similar to ‘ARM‘. Classification
unchanged.

- Recoded ‘ARM’.
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: ARL 248 — Oodnadatta Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

7.2.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 2.1970 on

account of violet town collision.
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to vestibule flap

8.4.1990,ARL248 Oodnadatta car (Chris Drymalik)

of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL, ARM, ARJ,
BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.
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05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. a. refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings.

16.12.1988 Refinished in the Ghan colour scheme.
16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘

alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘side bearer’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘battery charger(pass.)’.

27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248

H’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.
27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248

H’as having repair ‘exhaust fans(pass.)’.
27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248

H’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.
27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248

H’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.
27.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248

H’as having repair ‘water cooler(pass.)’.
21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘

alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

26.7.1990 Interior refurbished for Ghan use, colour
stripes, and car named ‘Oodnadatta Car‘.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

12.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248
H’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘replace existing star/delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Installl
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
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Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.
11.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 248 H‘

alteration: ‘fit coupler lubrication dispensing unit
using wick system on one end of car. Autocoupler at
other end of car to be lubed using ’rocol’ a.s dry
lubricant spray. Application procedure to be as
follows: clean surfaces to be lubed using mineral
turps. Build up required lube film by applying
several thin films. ARL 248 (RS4817)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 248 H’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘07.02.1969’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette ‘OODNADATTA CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSTT’

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

5.8.1997 Keswick - ARL249 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARL 249

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

25.9.1968 Entered service. [rrc]

Plaque (Stuart Hicks)

3.1969 On loan to VR from 3.1969 to 2.1970 on account
of violet town collision.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘modify handbrake pulley on
stainless steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters and frames (primary and secondary) on
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
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(RS4270)’.
01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’

alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn (urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to
conductor’s compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ
passenger cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . This modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
(RS4603)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘modify all IP passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing C3-14. Also
modify all Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in

accordance with dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.
04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’

alteration complete: ‘install one gravity trap in each
toilet chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘end frame member’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘handbrake handle’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘kitchen appliances(pass.)’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘toilets’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘water filters’.

24.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249
Q’as having repair ‘water system’.

12.1994 Refurbished with wood interior for Indian
Pacific - Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 249 Q’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown
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Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘25.09.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 Car leased by the Commonwealth
Government to Great Southern Railway.

- Sold to Great Southern Railway by the
Commonwealth[pq].

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: ARL 250 — Kulgera Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

11.10.1968 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘modify handbrake pulley on
stainless steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all

stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. a. refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn (urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to
conductor’s compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ
passenger cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

14.12.1989 Interior refurbished for Ghan use, colour
stripes and car named ‘Kulgera Car‘.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘vehicle signs and brackets’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘air conditioner
condensor(pass.)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘exhaust fans(pass.)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

19.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘water cooler(pass.)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
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ARL 250 at Port Augusta, circa 1969

ARL 250 14.6.1990 (Chris Drymalik)

no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

18.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘modify all IP passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing C3-14. Also
modify all Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
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10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘brake pull rod’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘coupler support plate and liner’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘draft gear pocket’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘end complete’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘end frame member’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘end hose’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘uncoupling rod assembly’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘yoke support plate liner’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘replace existing star/delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Installl
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 250 M‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘handbrake handle’.

09.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250
M’as having repair ‘kitchen appliances(pass.)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 250 M’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘11.10.1968’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette ‘KULGERA CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSTT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

21.4.1992,Keswick - sleeper ARL961 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARL 261 — ARL 961

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3068-1969.

5.2.1970 Entered service as ‘ARL 261‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.
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19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 961’ from
‘ARL 261’ for Indian Pacific service.

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J‘
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. DWG
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.

ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake
pulley. Dwg. 1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars.
(IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low
pressure shower rose part no. 56/203. When
required to be replaced. Superseded by IP1087;
(IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters on IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
a2/24-cm-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower
rose ip mod 6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit
original shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
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alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

05.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

27.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘end complete’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

28.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

27.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

06.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

25.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

25.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

25.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘bogie spring’.

25.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘end complete’.

25.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘modify all IP passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing C3-14. Also
modify all Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘install one gravity trap in each
toilet chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.
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22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers & rods’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘end frame member’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘safety equipment (pass)’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘toilets’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘water filters’.

22.12.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961
J’as having repair ‘water system’.

12.1994 Refurbished with wood interior in Indian
Pacific upgrade - Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 961 J’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘05.02.1970’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

Keswick - ARL 962 - 18.11.1994 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARL 262 — ARL 962

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3068-1969.

2.2.1970 Entered service as ‘ARL 262‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 962’ from ‘ARL
262’ for Indian Pacific service.

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. DWG 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
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draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’

alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low
pressure shower rose part no. 56/203. When
required to be replaced. Superseded by IP1087;
(IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters on IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
a2/24-cm-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

1988 Used on the Brisbane Expo Express.
15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’

alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

14.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

14.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

14.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

14.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.
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14.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

14.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

19.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

14.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

14.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

14.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘train pipe’.

14.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘vehicle stencils’.

14.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

16.12.1994 To Port Augusta for asbestos removal and
refurbished with wood interior as part of Indian
Pacific upgrade.

5.1995 Reentered service after upgrade - Theme: ‘Sturt
Desert PeA’pl

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 962 S’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘02.02.1970’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ARL 263 — ARL 963

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3068-1969.

13.2.1970 Entered service as ‘ARL 263‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 963’ from ‘ARL
263’ for Indian Pacific service.

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. DWG 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.
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27.11.1996 Keswick - ARL963 (Chris Drymalik)

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914

915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
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passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘replace diaphragm side stem springs to
increase closing force. Applicable drawings 3C-110
(IP0187)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
alteration complete: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low
pressure shower rose part no. 56/203. When
required to be replaced. Superseded by IP1087;
(IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘

alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 963 E‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 963 E’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘13.02.1970’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: ARL 289

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.
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27.11.1996 Keswick - ARL289 (Chris Drymalik)

7.7.1972 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn (urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to
conductor’s compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ
passenger cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
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to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

14.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘end complete’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘end frame member’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘kitchen appliances(pass.)’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

18.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289
C’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 289 C‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 289 C’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘07.07.1972’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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12.2003 Fitted with a new style of Indian Pacific name
board

22.7.1989,ARL990 sleeping compartment (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ARL 290 — ARL 990 — ARM 990

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

30.6.1972 Entered service as ‘ARL 290‘. [rrc]
1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 990’ from ‘ARL

290’ for Indian Pacific service.
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’

alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. DWG 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
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951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars.
(IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

1988 Used on the Brisbane Expo Express.
15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’

alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between

indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘end complete’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘end hose’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

06.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

09.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘combolets(pass.)’.

09.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘floor carpet’.

09.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

09.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘air conditioner
condensor(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘battery charger(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.
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15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘exhaust fans(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

15.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘water cooler(pass.)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

02.03.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990
B’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 990 B’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘30.06.1972’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
9.2002 Two centre compartments converted into one

luxury compartment similar to ‘ARM’. Classification
unchanged.

- Recoded ‘ARM’.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: ARL 291 — Edwards Creek Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

19.7.1972 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.
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18.11.2001 Keswick - ARL 291 (Chris Drymalik)

18.11.2001 Keswick - ARL 291 (Chris Drymalik)

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. a. refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings.

10.1988 Refinished in the Ghan colour scheme.
16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘

alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘air conditioner
condensor(pass.)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘battery charger(pass.)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘exhaust fans(pass.)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.
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10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

10.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291
H’as having repair ‘water cooler(pass.)’.

17.5.1990 Interior refurbished for Ghan use, and car
named ‘Edwards Creek Car‘.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘replace existing star/delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Installl
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 291 H‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 291 H’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘19.07.1972’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette ‘EDWARDS CREEK

CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSTT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
9.2002 Interior altered to provided compartment for

use by person with a wheel chair disability.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

20.7.1986 ARL992 Indian Pacific builders plate (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ARL 292 — ARL 992

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

30.8.1972 Entered service as ‘ARL 292‘. [rrc]
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18.8.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 992’ from
‘ARL 292’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. DWG
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘removal of torsion springs from berth
flap assembly upper and lower berths. ARL 920, 921,

922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951,
952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars.
(IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
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increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

22.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

22.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘end complete’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

06.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992
T’as having repair ‘yoke support plate liner’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
02.03.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992

T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.
24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 992 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

12.1994 Refurbished with wood interior for Indian
Pacific upgrade - Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 992 T’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
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Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘30.08.1972’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.12.2006 Damaged in derailment of Ghan at Ban Ban

Springs.
7.2.2007 Sent to Taree for repairs. [rpf].

27.11.1996 Keswick - ARL293 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARL 293

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

1.9.1972 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘

alteration: ‘removal of torsion springs from berth
flap assembly upper and lower berths. (05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,

passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
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C’as having repair ‘end complete’.
26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293

C’as having repair ‘end hose’.
26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293

C’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293

C’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.
26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293

C’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.
26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293

C’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.
26.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293

C’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.
28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘

alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

27.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

27.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

27.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

27.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘end complete’.

27.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

27.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293
C’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘

alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 293 C‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 293 C’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘01.09.1972’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.2003 Fitted with a new style of Indian Pacific name

board

History: ARL 308

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3562-1973.

20.9.1973 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify handbrake pulley on
stainless steel cars. (16s82)’.
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17.5.1993,Keswick - ARL308 Indian Pacific logo (Chris
Drymalik)

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters and frames (primary and secondary) on
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,

including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.
31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’

alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn (urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to
conductor’s compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ
passenger cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

01.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

19.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . This modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
(RS4603)’.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘remove sterilising lamp from
the shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
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F’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.
30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.
30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.
30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.
30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.
30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘isolating cock’.
30.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’

alteration complete: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify all IP passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing C3-14. Also
modify all Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘install one gravity trap in each
toilet chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.

28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.

28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308
F’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘bunk(pass.)’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘end frame member’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘handbrake handle’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘kitchen appliances(pass.)’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.
28.01.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308

F’as having repair ‘toilets’.
3.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade - Theme:

‘Ocean‘pl.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 308 F’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘20.09.1973’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
12.12.2006 Damaged in derailment of Ghan at Ban Ban

Springs.
7.2.2007 Sent to Taree for repairs. [rpf].

History: ARL 309 — Marla Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3562-1973.

4.10.1973 Entered service. [rrc]
1989 Refinished in the Ghan colour scheme.
3.8.1990 Interior refurbished for Ghan use, and car

named ‘Marla Car‘.
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5.8.1997 Keswick - ARL309 Ghan logo - no stripes (Chris
Drymalik)

18.11.2001 Keswick - ARL 309 & ARL 291 (Chris Drymalik)

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key

boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.
20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’

alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

15.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 309
Y’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

23.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 309
Y’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

05.12.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 309
Y’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
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from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace existing star/delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Installl
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 309 Y’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘04.10.1973’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette ‘MARLA CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSTT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

5.8.1997 Keswick - ARL310 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARL 310

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3562-1973.

26.10.1973 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘

alteration: ‘removal of torsion springs from berth
flap assembly upper and lower berths. (05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

22.05.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing shower rose
with ‘ConservA’ low pressure shower rose no. 56/203
to all passenger cars which are fitted with shower
compartments. (RS4201)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
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steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.
10.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘

alteration: ‘remove ‘ConservA’ shower rose, fit
in-line restictor and refit original shower rose. This
alteration supercedes alteration RS4201. All
passenger cars with shower compartments (except
I.P. cars). (RS4247)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

1989 Ghan colour stripes fitted to exterior, but not fitted
with name board on side of car as it also is only an
emergency spare car.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

09.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 310
K’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

08.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 310
K’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

01.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 310
K’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 310 K‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

9.1994 Refurbished with wood interior for Indian
Pacific - Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 310 K’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘26.10.1973’
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Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

6.3.1993,Keswick - ARL920 Indian Pacific logo (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ARL 320 — ARL 920

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3748-1974.

19.11.1974 Entered service as ‘ARL 320‘. [rrc]
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 920’ from ‘ARL

320’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’

alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. DWG
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘modification of draftgear pocket and
headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C 132, 2C 109, 2C

110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn in
conductors compartment. DWG.1C 179. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
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number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

14.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

14.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

14.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

14.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

14.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘end complete’.

14.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

14.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920

Y’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.
30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘

alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘end complete’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘battery charger(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘exhaust fans(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
Y’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920
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Y’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.
15.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920

Y’as having repair ‘water cooler(pass.)’.
21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘

alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

8.1995 Refurbished with wood interior in Indian Pacific
upgrade. Also end compartment combined with
conductors to provide a disabled access
compartment - Theme: ‘Waratah‘pl.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 920 Y’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’

Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘19.11.1974’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.12.2006 Damaged in derailment of Ghan at Ban Ban

Springs.
7.2.2007 Sent to Taree for repairs. [rpf].

5.8.1997 Keswick - ARL921 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARL 321 — ARL 921

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3748-1974.

18.12.1974 Entered service as ‘ARL 321‘. [rrc]
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 921’ from ‘ARL

321’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’

alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assembly.
DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. DWG
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2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn in
conductors compartment. DWG.1C 179. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘removal of torsion springs from berth
flap assembly upper and lower berths. ARL 920, 921,
922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951,
952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ

940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘replace diaphragm side stem springs to
increase closing force. Applicable drawings 3C-110
(IP0187)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
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relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

13.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

23.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘ashtrays to remove A/C non smoking
car. (000011)’.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration complete: ‘remove sterilising lamp from
the shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘end complete’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

13.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921
A’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument

from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 921 A’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘18.12.1974’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: ARL 322 — ARL 922

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3748-1974.

24.12.1974 Entered service as ‘ARL 322‘. [rrc]
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6.3.1998,Keswick - ARL 922 (Chris Drymalik)

6.1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 922’ from ‘ARL
322’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 922
J‘as having a capacity of 18 sleeping

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. DWG 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’

alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars.
(IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to entrance flap
of stainless steel Passenger cars. Applicable
drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.
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11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower
rose ip mod 6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit
original shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

18.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 922
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

07.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 922
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

4.6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing

c3-13. (RS4791)’.
28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘

alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 922 J‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

8.1995 Refurbished with wood interior in Indian Pacific
upgrade. Also end compartment combined with
conductors to provide a disabled access
compartment - Theme ‘Kangaroo Paw’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 922 J’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘24.12.1974’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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18.7.1992,Keswick Indian Pacific sleeping car ARL923
(Chris Drymalik)

History: ARL 323 — ARL 923

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3748-1974.

6.1.1975 Entered service as ‘ARL 323‘. [rrc]
1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 923’ from ‘ARL

323’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923

S’as having a capacity of 18 sleeping
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’

alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. DWG
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘removal of torsion springs from berth
flap assembly upper and lower berths. ARL 920, 921,
922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951,
952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘alteration to vestibule entrance flaps.
Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
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alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

09.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

22.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923

S’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘battery charger(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

21.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘water cooler(pass.)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

20.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

27.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards. Also end
compartment combined with conductors to provide
a disabled access compartment.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.
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03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

7.1995 Refurbished with wood interior in Indian Pacific
upgrade. Also end compartment combined with
conductors to provide a disabled access
compartment - Theme: ‘Sturt Desert PeA’pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 923 S’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘06.01.1975’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ARL 324

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3748-1974.

6.5.1975 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘

alteration: ‘removal of torsion springs from berth
flap assembly upper and lower berths. (05s82)’.

26.1.2002 Keswick - ARL324 (Chris Drymalik)

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.
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1989 Refinished in the Ghan colour scheme, but not
refurbished as it is only a spare car used when
another car is in for repairs.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

11.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn (urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to
conductor’s compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ
passenger cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
alteration complete: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

24.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘end complete’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘kitchen appliances(pass.)’.

13.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324
X’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger

cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘replace existing star/delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Installl
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 324 X‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 324 X’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘06.05.1975’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
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Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSTT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

20.7.1986 ARL925 Indian Pacific builders plate (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ARL 325 — ARL 925

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3748-1974.

19.5.1975 Entered service as ‘ARL 325‘. [rrc]
1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARL 925’ from ‘ARL

325’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’

alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. DWG
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. DWG
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. DWG 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. ALL AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. DWG.1C
179. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. bc 12545b.i. items 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
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sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.
05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’

alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel Passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087; (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all IP passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings a2/24-cm-31
type and serial number of cars involved all air
conditioned IP passenger cars. (IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose ip mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

25.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925
N’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

4.6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 925 N‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

12.1994 Refurbished with wood interior in Indian
Pacific upgrade - Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 925 N’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.
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2.14. ARL First Class Sleeping Car

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$197400’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘19.06.1975’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.Cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ARL 326

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class twinette
sleeping car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3748-1974.

15.7.1975 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’

alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
(05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. classify overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

22.05.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing shower rose
with ‘ConservA’ low pressure shower rose no. 56/203
to all passenger cars which are fitted with shower
compartments. (RS4201)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

10.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘remove ‘ConservA’ shower rose, fit
in-line restictor and refit original shower rose. This
alteration supercedes alteration RS4201. All
passenger cars with shower compartments (except
I.P. cars). (RS4247)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn (urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to
conductor’s compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ
passenger cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

07.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. all passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

05.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

05.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘kitchen appliances(pass.)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . This modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

18.11.2001 Keswick - ARL 326 (Chris Drymalik)

D’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326

D’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326

D’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326

D’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘end complete’.

05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

05.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326
D’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

4.6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL

289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘FIT ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
c3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘modify all IP passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing C3-14. Also modify all
Ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
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2.15. ARM First Class Deluxe Sleeping Car

accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.
17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARL 326 D‘

alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARL 326 D’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$186700’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 69’
Date Built: ‘15.07.1975’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPT’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

2.15 ARM First Class Deluxe Sleeping Car

ARM 251 to 254, 287, 288 (951 to 954, 987)

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class deluxe twinette
sleeping cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

History: ARM 251 — ARM 951

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class deluxe twinette
sleeping cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 3.1970 on
account of violet town collision.

6.2.1970 Entered service as ‘ARM 251‘ on
Commonwealth Railways. [rrc]

1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for
accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

9.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARM 951’ from
‘ARM 251’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

26.1.2002 Keswick - ARM 951 (Chris Drymalik)

26.1.2002 Keswick - ARM 951 (Chris Drymalik)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. Dwg
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM

951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.
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2.15. ARM First Class Deluxe Sleeping Car

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. Screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

19.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

15.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘fit concertina support rods to both ends
of stainless steel sleeping car ARM-951E. (RS4572)’.

31.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

31.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’as having repair ‘vehicle scheduled lift and date
change’.

4.6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing

C3-13. (RS4791)’.
28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘

alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 951 E‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

8.1994 Internally refurbished with timber panelling asd
part of Indian Pacific upgrade- Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 951
E’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$144690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 70’
Date Built: ‘28.05.1970’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPV’

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

2.7.1988,Keswick deluxe sleeper ARM952 in Expo Express
colours (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARM 252 — ARM 952

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class deluxe twinette
sleeping cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 3.1969 on
account of violet town collision.

6.2.1970 Entered service as ‘ARM 252‘ on
Commonwealth Railways. [rrc]

1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for
accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

10.9.1970 TV fitted in Sydney. [rrc]
1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARM 952’ from ‘ARM

252’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’

alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. Dwg
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. (RS4173)’.
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05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

2.7.1988 At Keswick with Expo Express colours on letter
board.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. Screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

18.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

20.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
N’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

4.6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 952 N‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

7.1994 Internally refurbished with timber panelling as
part of Indian Pacific upgrade - Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 952
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N’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$144690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 70’
Date Built: ‘10.09.1970’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPV’

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
1.2002 Interior Refurbished.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

18.11.2001 Keswick - ARM 953 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ARM 253 — ARM 953

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class deluxe twinette
sleeping cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

16.1.1969 Entered service as ‘ARM 253‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARM 953’ from
‘ARM 253’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,

18.11.2001 Keswick - ARM 953 (Chris Drymalik)

925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. Dwg
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘modification of draftgear pocket and
headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C 132, 2C 109, 2C
110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
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(IP0280)’.
12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’

alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. Screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

13.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

25.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
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16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘end complete’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

16.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘end complete’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

26.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘yoke support plate liner’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &

Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

10.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 953 W‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

7.1994 Internally refurbished with timber panelling asd
part of Indian Pacific upgrade - Theme: ‘Ocean‘pl.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 953
W’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$144690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 70’
Date Built: ‘16.01.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPV’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
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ARM954 - badly fire damaged (Chris Drymalik)

ARM954: Taken in 1997 at Keswick (Paul Bishop)

History: ARM 254 — ARM 954

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class deluxe twinette
sleeping cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 3.1969 on
account of violet town collision.

6.2.1970 Entered service as ‘ARM 251‘ on
Commonwealth Railways. [rrc]

6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARM 954’ from ‘ARM
254’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. Dwg
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘modification of draftgear pocket and
headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C 132, 2C 109, 2C
110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
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951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. Screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be

relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘end complete’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

26.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

10.03.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
07.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954

X’as having repair ‘wheel set’.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
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alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 954 X‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 954
X’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$144690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 70’
Date Built: ‘04.02.1970’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPV’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
12.6.1998 Interior badly damaged by fire while car in

storage at Keswick.

History: ARM 287 — ARM 987

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class deluxe twinette
sleeping cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

8.9.1972 Entered service as ‘ARM 251‘ on
Commonwealth Railways. [rrc]

1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ARM 987’ from ‘ARM
287’ for Indian Pacific service.

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification of cold water
alcove door. Dwg. 3C 11A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923,
925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953,
954, 987. (IP0779)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to wardrobe. Dwg
2C 106A. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP1179)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘removal of torsion springs
from berth flap assembly upper and lower berths.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987. (IP0482)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake
pulley. Dwg. 1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestibule entrance flaps.
Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
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912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘replace trunnions and screw
as used on water tanks suspension for hot and cold
water tanks. Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. ALL
CARS. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters on IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower
rose IP mod 6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit
original shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,

compartment side of corridor. Screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

15.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

15.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

01.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘air conditioner
condensor(pass.)’.

01.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

01.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘end complete’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.
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01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘water system’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘yoke carrier’.

01.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 987 N‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 987
N’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$144690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 70’
Date Built: ‘08.09.1972’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette;I.P.cars’
BSG Code: ‘PSPV’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.

History: ARM 288 — Finke River Car

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class deluxe twinette
sleeping cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3391-1972.

26.9.1972 Entered service. [rrc]
17.02.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘

alteration: ‘removal of torsion springs from berth
flap assembly upper and lower berths. (05s82)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

1988 Refinished in the Ghan colour scheme.
15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘

alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. Refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings. (RS4304)‘. New class:
‘AOB’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘relocate ceiling mould screw,
compartment side of corridor. Screw between
indicator light and compartment door to be
relocated 25 mm closer to compartment door, due
to electrical wiring in corridor partition. ARL, ARM,
ER (RS4461)’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘end complete’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

31.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

5.6.1990 Interior refurbished for Ghan use and car
named ‘Finke River Car’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

29.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

29.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

24.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘

alteration: ‘remove sterilising lamp from the
shower/toilet cubicle adjacent the conductors
compartment of the ’ARL’ and ’ARM’ passenger
cars. Disconnect wiring marked ’SZL’ and ’SZLN’
from the PO1 circuit in each car and make safe.
REinstate cubicle wall with a stainless steel
coverplate. ARM 288, ARL
289,291,293,308,310,324,326,920-923,925,990,992.
(RS4775)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ARM 288 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ARM 288
T’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$182200’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestrcited on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 70’
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2.16. ARP First Class Sleeping Car

Date Built: ‘26.09.1972’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘1st Class Twinette ‘FINKE RIVER CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSTV’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

2.16 ARP First Class Sleeping Car

ARP 8 to 17

nterior of ‘ARP‘ sleeper set for night use, circa 1917 (Chris
Drymalik Collection)

A contract was issued on 12.6.1916 for ten express
sleeping car bodies standard gauge 4 foot 8 1

2 inch from
the ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of Sydney, NSW.’.
The first was to be delivered on 13.12.1916 and the last
on 4.4.1917, at a cost, delivered at Port Augusta of £2,300
for the first eight, and £2,350 for the remaining two, for a
total cost of £23,100. The remaining two were delivered
to the western end of the line rather than being held at
Port Augusta.[CR report as at 30th June 1916. CPP
1914-17, No.344]

Interior of ‘ARP‘ sleeper set for day use, circa 1917

These car bodies were placed on underframes supplied
by ‘Westralia IronworkS’ on rails at Fremantle for
Kalgoorlie; and ‘Barbat and SonS’, delivered at Port
Augusta.

19.4.1987, Peterborough Steamtown NABP8 Blackrock
car (Chris Drymalik)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

History: ARP/ABP 8 — NABPC/SABPC 8 — Black Rock

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Pt Augusta construction train sleeper
No.1.

20.10.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 8‘ sleeping car.
12.11.1947 Converted to a sitting car ‘ABP 8‘, seating 24

first class and 32 second class.
1960s When replaced by more modern carriages, it was

relegated to minor passenger duties such as on the
standard gauge Ghan.

27.5.1978 Written off, and purchased by Steamtown
Peterborough, who converted it to narrow gauge,
renamed it ‘Black Rock’, and altered classification to
‘NABPC 8’.

1981 Repairs to damaged seats and broken windows.
3.1981 Painted chocolate and cream.
18.4.1981 On inaugural Steamtown Peterborough train.
- Recoded ‘SABPC 8’

History: ARP/ABP 9 — NRL 1674 — ENFL 3

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train
Passenger car No.2.

20.10.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 9‘ sleeping car.
19.6.1937 Converted to a sitting car ‘ABP 9‘, seating 24

first class and 32 second class.
20.10.1969 Written off
20.3.1970 Underframe to narrow gauge ‘NRL 1674‘ flat

wagon
1.1980 On Central Australia Railway.
6.1.1981 Sent to Eyre Penisula Division.[rrc]
15.4.1985 To ‘ENFL 3‘.[rrc]

History: ARP/ABP/AP 10

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train
Sleeper No.2.

20.10.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 10‘ sleeping car.
27.9.1938 Converted to a sitting car ‘ABP 10‘, seating 18

first class and 32 second class.
10.9.1957 Converted to ‘AP 10‘, seating 42 first class

passengers.
21.9.1977 Written off.

History: ARP/ABP 11 — NABPC/SABPC 11 — Eurelia

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train
Hospital car.

31.10.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 11‘ sleeping car.
19.12.1937 Converted to a sitting car ‘ABP 11‘, seating

24 first class and 32 second class.
1960s When replaced by more modern carriages, it was

relegated to minor passenger duties such as on the
standard gauge Ghan.

21.6.1980 Written off as a result of accident damage to
end platform and timberwork on one side of car.

1980 Purchased by Steamtown Peterborough, who
converted it to narrow gauge, renamed it ‘EureliA’,
and altered classification to ‘NABPC’.

1981 New headstock fitted and repairs to the end gates
and handrails. Timberwork for approximately half
the length of one side replaced due to accident
damage. 14 broken windows fixed.

4.1981 Painted chocolate and cream.
18.4.1981 On inaugural Steamtown Peterborough train.
1987 Still in service
- Recoded ‘SABPC 11’

History: ARP/ARB/NARB 12

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train
Stores car.

31.10.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 12‘ sleeping car.
1918 Showers fitted
24.7.1946 Received the classification ‘ARB 12‘ when the

end platform was converted to a vestibule.
6.4.1956 Fitted with narrow gauge bogies and

transferred to the CAR. Recoded ‘NARB 12’.
16.2.1961 Reverted to standard gauge for use on goods

trains as non-air conditioned accomodation.
3.7.1961 Interior stripped to bare wood and restained

and varnished. All fittings renickled, new corner
pillars and end rails fitted.

9.12.1978 Written off
1979 Purchased by Steamtown Peterborough. It was

intended to be used for members accomodation.
20.5.1984 Converted to the Tourist information centre

at Peterborough.

History: ARP/ARB/NARB 13 — NARB 13 — Orroroo

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train
Office car.
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2.16. ARP First Class Sleeping Car

ARP 9, circa 1917 (Commonwealth Railways)

ARP 10, circa 1917 (Commonwealth Railways)

ABP11 at Port Pirie 9.6.1952 (Doug Colquhoun)

ARP 11, circa 1917 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

8.2005,ABP13 Midland Workshops (Paul Quinn)

18.3.2005,Unloading of ARB13 at Midland Workshops for
South Spur Rail Service (Philippa Rogers)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

31.10.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 13‘ sleeping car.
1918 Showers fitted.
6.1949. Received the classification ‘ARB’ when the end

platform was converted to a vestibule.
29.5.1959 Fitted with narrow gauge bogies and

transferred to the CAR as ‘NARB’.
14.7.1961 Return to standard gauge. Interior restained

and varnished.
9.1975 It was again placed on narrow gauge.
26.4.1980 Withdrawn from service at Marree and

purchased by Steamtown Peterborough, who
renamed it ‘Orroroo’.

8.10.1980 Originally delivered to Steamtown
Peterborough but unable to be unloaded, then
stored at Port Augusta.

30.4.1983 Eventually being delivered.
1987 Still in need of updating by Steamtown

Peterborough 1987 and in a poor state of repair.
11.2002 Sold to South Spur Rail Services for possible

use on the ‘Spirit of the West’.
19.7.2005 Unloaded at Midland Workshops, Western

Australia.
4.2012 Sold by GEMCO Rail to Golden Mile Loopline

Service in Boulder, Western Australia. Move to
Kalgoorlie Boulder without bogies [pr].

History: ARP/ARB/NARB 14 — NARB/SARB 14 —
Kingswood

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train.

24.11.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 14‘ sleeping car.
1918 Showers fitted
3.6.1949 Received the classification ‘ARB’ when the end

platform was converted to a vestibule.
26.4.1956 Fitted with narrow gauge bogies and

transferred to the Central Australia Railway as
‘NARB’.

20.2.1961 Fitted with temporary standard gauge
bogies[blc] .

10.8.1962 officially returned to standard gauge. Painted
internally and externally.

1.3.1980 Written off
28.7.1981 Sold to Steamtown Peterborough.
28.12.1981 Converted to narrow gauge and coded

‘NARB 14’.
1987 Entered service for Steamtown Peterborough,

named ‘Kingswood’.
- Recoded ‘SARB 14’

History: ARP/ABP 15 — NABPC 15 — Minvalara

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe

previously used for Kalgoorlie construction train Sleeper
No.1.

24.11.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 15‘ sleeping car..
1918 Shower fitted
22.10.1948 Converted to ‘ABP’ sitting car, seating 24

first class and 32 second class.
1960s When replaced by more modern carriages, it was

relegated to minor passenger duties such as on the
standard gauge Ghan.

19.7.1980 Written off and purchased to Steamtown
Peterborough, who named it ‘MinvalarA’ and
recoded it ‘NABPC‘. It remained on standard gauge
despite being given a North Australia Railway coding

1986 In a bad state due to vandalism. It is unlikely that
this car ever ran on a Steamtown Peterborough train
and still seemed to be on standard gauge.

1989 Sold to the Rodeo club of Peterborough for use as
a elevated platform for sheep shearing
demonstrations. Moved to rodeo site, with bogies,
one side and all compartments removed.

History: ARP/ARB/NARB 16

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train.

24.11.1917 Entered service as ‘ARP 16‘ sleeping car..
1918 Shower fitted.
20.6.1946 Converted to ‘ARB’ when the end platform

was closed in.
26.4.1956 Converted to narrow gauge and recoded

‘NARB’.
27.7.1961 Returned to standard gauge, interior

stripped to bare wood, fittings renickled, seats
recovered, exterior burnt off and repainted.

1960s When replaced by more modern carriages, it was
relegated to minor passenger duties such as on the
standard gauge Ghan.

7.4.1970 Lights and louvres replaced.
23.7.1975 Written off on account extensively damaged

by vandalism. Stored at PRR and used for members
accomodation.

History: ARP/ABP/AB 17 — R 2602

First class sleeping car with clerestory roof, delivered in
1916 to form part of the original East-West Consist as
‘ARP‘, built by ‘Meadowbank‘ on a supplied underframe
previously used for Port Augusta construction train.

23.3.1918 Entered service as ‘ARP 17‘ sleeping car..
1918 Shower fitted.
17.9.1947 Converted to ‘ABP’ composite sitting car.
25.6.1958 Converted to ‘AB’, when platform enclosed,

still composite
23.7.1975 Written off after collision Parkeston.
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2.17. NBHR/AJCY Relay Brake Van

Sleeping car ARB 14 in the Peterborough roundhouse on 5.2.1986 (Chris Drymalik)

Sitting car ABP 15 in a very poor state of repair at
Peterborough on 26.12.1985 (Chris Drymalik)

30.3.1977 Underframe converted to flat wagon and
fitted with a camp unit, recoded ‘R 2602’.

5.1981 Noted as fitted with huts ‘S 103‘ and ‘S 104’.

2.17 NBHR/AJCY Relay Brake Van

AVJY 399, 400

Stainless steel brake vans, built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

Sitting car ABP 15 in a very poor state of repair at
Peterborough (Chris Drymalik)

History: NBHR 96 — AVJY 399

Stainless steel brake van, built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

13.6.1973 Entered service as ‘NBHR 96’ on the North
Australia Railway.

1977 Transferred from North Australia Railway to
Central Australia Railway.

1981 Following closure of Central Australia Railway sent
to Gladstone SA and fitted with chopper couplings.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

Interior of first class sleeping car (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

1989 Transferred from Gladstone to Port Augusta to be
converted to standard gauge and recoded ‘AVJY 399’.

1996 In Spencer Junction yard, accident damaged, still
coded ‘NBHR 96’, on transfer bogies and still fitted
with chopper couplings.

- Transferred from Port Augusta to Altona by rail.[rpf]

History: NBHR 97 — AVJY 400 — AZTP 400 — SBC 34

Stainless steel brake van, built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

1.6.1973 Entered service as ‘NBHR 97‘ on the North
Australia Railway.

4.1977 Transferred from North Australia Railway to
Central Australia Railway.

15.3.1983 Transferred to standard gauge and recoded
‘AVJY 400’.

5.1987 Converted to ‘AZTP’ Technical Service Research
car, which contains electronic equipment that
records vibrations caused by track and bogie
interaction.

1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
6.4.1999 Used on the Australian Rail Track Corporation

corrugation test train.
6.2011 Expression of Interest called for disposal of

vehicle.

2013 Converted to a crew car for the ARTC Shoulder
Ballast Cleaner train. Painted all over yellow and
given the code ‘SBC 34C’.

2.18 B Class Sitting Cars

B 76 to 79

Four sitting cars were purchased from the ‘Reading
Railroad‘ in 1950. They had been built by ‘J.G Brill‘ in
1929.

History: 88 — B/BM 76

Economy class sitting car built by ‘J.G Brill’ for the
‘Reading Railroad‘, road number ‘88‘.

1929 Entered service on ‘Reading Railroad’.
4.02.1951 Entered service on the Commonwealth

Railways as ‘B 76’.
4.10.1951 Fitted with a luggage compartment and

recoded ‘BM 76’.
9.11.1976 Written off as derelict at Cook.

History: 85 — B 77

Economy class sitting car, built by ‘J.G Brill’ for the
‘Reading Railroad‘, road number ‘85‘.

1929 Entered service on ‘Reading Railroad’.
7.12.1951 Entered service on the Commonwealth

Railways as ‘B 77’.
16.11.1968 Destroyed by fire.
5.12.1968 Written off.

History: 89 — B/BM 78 — U 2212

Economy class sitting car, built by ‘J.G Brill’ for the
‘Reading Railroad‘, road number ‘89‘.

1929 Entered service on ‘Reading Railroad’.
7.12.1951 Entered service on the Commonwealth

Railways as ‘B 78‘ sitting up car,.
9.6.1953 Converted to sitting up with luggage

compartment, recoded ‘BM 78‘. Released to traffic
2.4.1953 unfinished for use with peak easter traffic,
then returned to workshops.

13.11.1969 Converted to poison car ‘U 2212’.
1.4.1978 Written off.

History: 90 — B 79

Economy class sitting car, built by ‘J.G Brill’ for the
‘Reading Railroad‘, road number ‘90‘.

1929 Entered service on ‘Reading Railroad’.
7.12.1951 Entered service on the Commonwealth

Railways as ‘B 79‘ sitting up car.
4.2.1976 Written off.
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2.19. BA Sitting Cars

12.1971 Port Augusta - composite situp car AB17 on marree train + mail van in foreground (Barry Lewis)

July 2002 - Brake van NBHR 96 (Howard Franks)

2.19 BA Sitting Cars

BA 147 to 151

Second class air conditioned sitting car built by
Commonwealth Engineering.

History: BA 147

Second class air conditioned sitting car built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2463-1964.

NHBR 96 at Spencer Junction 25.6.1998

2.10.1964 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
- Sold to Mr Hackett of Port Pirie.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
30.5.2000 Used on the first official passenger train run

by Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. carrying
school children from Port Pirie to Adelaide and
return.[cp 7.2000]

8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian
Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

AZTP 400 at Islington Workshops in December 1998

AZTP 400 at Islington Workshops on 17.11.1998

2.1952,Commonwealth Railways,Three Budd Railcars
with Brill trailer attached (Commonwealth Railways)

An ‘DH‘ car (former NDH railcar) and ‘BM‘ car on the
Stirling North school train

Budd car CB 3 and trailer car BM 76

BM77 at Port Augusta 27.12.1953 (Doug Colquhoun)
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2.19. BA Sitting Cars

CR,jpg,2.1952,Commonwealth Railways,Three Budd
Railcars with Brill trailer attached (Commonwealth
Railways)

25.10.1973,Port Augusta - Commonwealth Railways Car
U2212 Carbarn Port Augusta (John Beckhaus)

9.1961,Port Augusta - Budd car and Brill trailer for Marree

12.1971,Port Augusta - railcar trailer situp car B79 (Barry
Lewis)

History: BA 148

Second class air conditioned sitting car built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2463-1964.

5.10.1964 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
- Sold to Mr Hackett of Port Pirie.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
30.5.2000 Used on the first official passenger train run

by Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. carrying
school children from Port Pirie to Adelaide and
return.[cp 7.2000]

8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian
Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

History: BA 149

Second class air conditioned sitting car built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2463-1964.

21.10.1964 Entered service.
12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
- Sold to Mr Hackett of Port Pirie.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

History: BA 150

Second class air conditioned sitting car built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2463-1964.

15.10.1964 Entered service.
10.3.1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
1997 Stored at Keswick.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

7.3.1969,Port Augusta - Commonwealth Railways Car B79 Port Augusta Car Barn (John Beckhaus)

Interior of BA ladies powder room

BA 151 and BA 150 at Keswick on 4.8.1997

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
29.10.1999 Moved from Keswick to Dry Creek.
- Moved to Tailem Bend.
30.5.2000 Used on the first official passenger train run

by Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. carrying
school children from Port Pirie to Adelaide and
return.[cp 7.2000]

8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian
Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]
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2.19. BA Sitting Cars

12.10.2002,Dry Creek - MurrayLander - interior BA147
(Chris Drymalik)

12.10.2002,Dry Creek - MurrayLander - interior BA148
(Chris Drymalik)

9.11.2002,Tailem Bend - BA149 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BA 151

Second class air conditioned sitting car built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2463-1964.

14.12.1964 Entered service.
6.1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
1997 Stored at Keswick.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
29.10.1999 Moved from Keswick to Dry Creek.
- Moved to Tailem Bend.
30.5.2000 Used on the first official passenger train run

by Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. carrying
school children from Port Pirie to Adelaide and
return.[cp 7.2000]

8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian
Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

16.1.1998 Keswick - BA150 (Chris Drymalik)

BA 151 at Keswick on 4.8.1997 (Paul Quinn)

2.20 BC Sitting Car

BC 329 to 330

Two ‘BS’ first class 42-seat corridor sitting cars were
obtained from the New South Wales Public Transport
Commission in 1975. They were both built by ‘Clyde
Engineering‘ in the 1930s. They were recoded as ‘BC’
class and used for truck driver accomodation on the
‘Piggy Back‘ track.

There were originally 35 ‘BS’ and 86 ‘FS’ cars all built by
Clyde Engineering between 1935 and 1938. The two

16.1.1998 Keswick - BA151 (Chris Drymalik)

types were both 65ft.10in. and 66ft. 10 1
2 in. over buffers

and tare 37 and 36 1
2 tons respectively. The ‘BS’ has seven

compartments seating 42 whilte the ‘FS’ had eight with a
total seating capacity of 64. They cost £5,000 each when
new.blc

History: BC 329

‘Clyde’ built ‘BS 2079’ first class 42-seat corridor sitting
car obtained from the New South Wales Public Transport
Commission.
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2.21. BD Sitting Car

BC 329 at Port Augusta on 20.06.1989 (Chris Drymalik)

24.3.1936 Entered service as ‘BS 2079’ on New South
Wales Railways - contract No.10/1935.

14.4.1975 Obtained by the Commonwealth Railways.
1977 Fitted with a kitchen, gas stove and refrigerators.
24.8.1991 Tender called for disposal at Port Augusta.
- Moved without bogies to Darwin were it was internally

gutted being prepared for use as a restaurant, but
not completed.[th]

- To Adelaide River Heritage Centre Northern Territory.
The carriage (which has no bogies) is to be mounted
close to the ground at Adelaide River and used as a
Visitor Information Centre. [th]

History: BC 330

‘Clyde’ built ‘BS 2171’ first class 42-seat corridor sitting
car obtained from the New South Wales Public Transport
Commission.

23.11.1938 Entered service as ‘BS 21719’ on New South
Wales Railways - contract No.5/1938.

14.4.1975 Obtained by the Commonwealth Railways.
25.5.1991 Written off.
24.8.1991 Tender called for disposal at Peterborough.
- No successful tenders. Move to Port Pirie carn barn.
- Found at Southport in Darwins Rural Area, eaten out

by white ants and vandalised. Brought back to
Darwin for rebuilding and fitting out as a static
exhibition space at the Railway Heritage Precinct at
Adelaide River. [th]

2.21 BD Sitting Car

BD 331 to 333

Three ‘FS’ economy class 64-seat corridor sitting cars
were obtained from the New South Wales Public
Transport Commission in 1975. They were all built by
‘Clyde Engineering‘ in the 1930s. They were recoded as
‘BD‘ class and used for truck driver accomodation on the
‘Piggy Back‘ track.

30.4.1992,Port Pirie - interior compartment BC330 sitting
car (Chris Drymalik)

There were originally 35 ‘BS’ and 86 ‘FS’ cars all built by
Clyde Engineering between 1935 and 1938. The two
types were both 65ft.10in. and 66ft. 10 1

2 in. over buffers
and tare 37 and 36 1

2 tons respectively. The ‘BS’ has seven
compartments seating 42 whilte the ‘FS’ had eight with a
total seating capacity of 64. They cost £5,000 each when
new.blc

27.12.1987,Port Augusta sleeper BD331 (Chris Drymalik)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

History: BD 331

‘Clyde’ built ‘FS 2025‘ economy class 64-seat corridor
sitting car obtained from the New South Wales Public
Transport Commission

17.1.1936 Entered service as second class 64-seat
corridor sitting car ‘FS 2025‘ on New South Wales
Railways - contract No.4/1934.

1970 Second class classification was changed to
economy class.

14.4.1975 Obtained by the Commonwealth Railways.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta.
24.8.1991 Tender called for disposal at Port Augusta.
1996 Sold to Sue Flynn who relocated it to a block 20ks

out of Katherine in the Northern Territory.[th]

BD 332 at Port Pirie 1993

History: BD 332

‘Clyde’ built ‘FS 2086‘ economy class 64-seat corridor
sitting car obtained from the New South Wales Public
Transport Commission

22.4.1936 Entered service as second class 64-seat
corridor sitting car ‘FS 2086‘ on New South Wales
Railways - contract No.8/1935.

1970 Second class classification was changed to
economy class.

14.4.1975 Obtained by the Commonwealth Railways.
25.5.1991 Written off.
24.8.1991 Tender called for disposal at Peterborough.
1996 Sold to Sue Flynn who relocated it to a block 20ks

out of Katherine in the Northern Territory.[th]

History: BD 333

‘Clyde’ built ‘FS 2129‘ economy class 64-seat corridor
sitting car obtained from the New South Wales Public
Transport Commission

6.10.1937 Entered service as second class 64-seat
corridor sitting car ‘FS 2129‘ on New South Wales
Railways - contract No.2/1937.

1970 Second class classification was changed to
economy class.

14.4.1975 Obtained by the Commonwealth Railways.
24.8.1991 Tender called for disposal at Port Augusta.
- Moved to Leonino Road, Darwin River, Northern

Territory.[th]

2.22 BR Second Class Sleeping Cars

BR 43, 46, 51 and 54

Second class turtle back roofed sleeping cars built by the
Commonwealth Railways at its Port Augusta Workshop.

Second class sleeping car BR 43 in the Peterborough yard
on 26.12.1985 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BR 43

Second class sleeping car built by the Commonwealth
Railways Port Augusta Workshops. Cost £7110.

26.6.1920 Entered service.
22.8.1958 Fitted with a head end 415V by pass, painted,

seats lacquered, electric fans fitted.
1.3.1980 Written off.
28.7.1981 Sold to Steamtown Peterborough.
1989 Sold to the City of Port Pirie for display at the

station complex.
- Sold to Mr Hackett of Port Pirie in poor condition.
1996 Derelict near the car barn Port Pirie.

BR46 (Doug Colquhoun)
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2.23. BRA Second Class Sleeping Car

NARG46 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BR/ARG 46 — NARG 46

Second class sleeping car built by the Commonwealth
Railways Port Augusta Workshops. Cost £8296.

23.3.1922 Entered service.
12.1949 Shower compartment fitted.
28.11.1956 Converted to ‘ARG‘ a first class standard

gauge staggered corridor roomette sleeping car with
air conditioning.

27.9.1966 Converted to narrow gauge recoded ‘NARG’.
12.1980 On last Ghan.
22.5.1982 Written off.
5.1987 Stored on a private property in the Marree

township, seemed to be in good condition.
2012 Still at Marree - can be seen in Google Maps on

‘Lot 67’.

History: BR 51 — WRA 2600

Second class sleeping car built by the Commonwealth
Railways Port Augusta Workshops.

15.8.1928 Entered service.
6.1949 Shower fitted.
12.12.1958 Fitted with 415V bypass cables for use on

head end trains.
25.5.1973 Written off.
13.9.1976 Underframe converted to ‘WRA 2600’ for

head end rail laying.

History: BR/BRFA 54 — NBRF 54 — EH 54

Second class sleeping car built by the Commonwealth
Railways Port Augusta Workshops.

20.12.1930 Entered service.
16.12.1954 Converted to ‘BRFA’, a sleeper with lounge

accomodation and air conditioning. Cost £8192.
1.10.1959 Resheathed with 1

4 inch waterproof plywood
and externally painted.

23.3.1961 To narrow gauge, recoded ‘NBRF’

EH 54 education car (Chris Drymalik)

EH 54 education car (Chris Drymalik)

12.1980 On last Ghan.
21.9.1981 Converted to standard gauge mobile

education car, coded ‘EH’.
8.5.1987 In use at Port Augusta.
7.4.1995 Still on register of in service vehicles.
11.2002 Sold to Australian Railway Historical Society

(Western Australia).
2014 Suffered terribly by being in the weather since it

was removed from Midland Workshops and placed
in open air storage where it could not be accessed
for work. It will likely have to be scrapped. [pr]

2.23 BRA Second Class Sleeping Car

BRA 59 to 60, 70

Second class standard gauge four berth sleeping car built
by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops. Has eight four berth compartments sleeping
32 persons and conductor quarters.

History: BRA 59

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, as ‘BRA’ second class standard gauge four
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

29.3.1997 Peterborough - BRA59 in workshop (Chris
Drymalik)

berth sleeping car.

12.2.1941 Entered service.
15.11.1957 Fire damaged.
12.12.1958 Fitted electric fans and 415V bypass for

head end power.
17.12.1965 New roof canvas, concertinas, outside

sheathing, stepboards, doors and water system
9.6.1981 Roof repairs.
6.11.1982 Written off.
21.6.1983 Sold to Steamtown Peterborough for $500.
22.11.1983 Transferred to Peterborough on No.332

roadside goods.
1986 Stored by the Loco shed Peterborough on

Standard Gauge Bogies.
1989 Moved to Port Pirie car barn.
- Returned to Peterborough.

History: BRA 60 — NBRA 60

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, as ‘BRA’ second class standard gauge four
berth sleeping car. Sleeps 32 persons in eight four berth
compartments. It was constructed by the
Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops. It has as a deep centre rivetted underframe.

11.3.1942 Entered service.
11.12.1953 Modernisation and airconditioning was

installed.
18.4.1961 Transferred to narrow gauge recoded ‘NBRA’

class. Fitted with Westwaggon type bogies.
12.1980 On the last Ghan as a crew car.
22.5.1982 Written off.
- In possession of the Ghan Preservation Society.

History: BRA 70 — NBRA 70

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, as ‘BRA’ second class standard gauge four

berth sleeping car. Eight four berth compartments slept
32 persons and conductor quarters. Built at the Port
Augusta Workshop of the Commonwealth Railways.
Fitted with deep centre welded underframe.

2.6.1944 Entered service.
4.9.1953 Fitted with Stones Airconditioning and

modernised.
18.4.1961 Converted to narrow gauge for use on the

Alice Springs service, recoded ‘NBRA’. Fitted with
‘KD21‘ type bogies

22.5.1982 Written off.
- In possession of the Ghan Preservation Society.

2.24 BRB Second Class Sleeping Car

BRB 86 to 89

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeper.

History: BRB 86

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeping car.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
30.10.1964 Rebuilt with the air conditioning removed

as accomodation for semi-drivers, installed meal
facilities and gas fridge.

11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
31.8.1991 Tenders called for disposal.
1992 Sold to the City of Port Pirie.
By 9.1996 Sold to West Coast Railway.
30.5.2000 Used on the first official passenger train run

by Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. carrying
school children from Port Pirie to Adelaide and
return.[cp 7.2000]

- Sold to ‘Pullman Car Co. Litgow’.
10.2004 Transferred to Lithgow by rail.
- Sold to Australian Locomotive and Railway Carriage

Co Pty Ltd.[sm]
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]
2012 Reported purchased by Aurizon for conversion to

crew car. Moved to Dynon Yard in the Aurizon area
via Goulburn.

9.10.2016 Loaded onto back of truck at North Dynon
for scrapping

History: BRB 87

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeping car.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
14.5.1965 Rebuilt with the air conditioning removed as

accomodation for semi-drivers, installed meal
facilities and gas fridge.
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2.25. BRD Second Class Sleeping Car

Sleeping cars BR 43 and BRA 59 in the Peterborough yard on 26.12.1985 (Chris Drymalik)

BRA 60 at MacDonnell Siding on 16.9.1990 (Chris
Drymalik)

6.4.1987 At Port Augusta in use on a goods train.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
31.8.1991 Tenders called for disposal.
1992 Sold to the City of Port Pirie.
8.5.1997 At Port Pirie, badly fire damaged.
2001 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. for

possible rebuild as lounge car.

History: BRB 88

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeping car.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
8.4.1965 Rebuilt with the air conditioning removed as

accomodation for semi-drivers, installed meal
facilities and gas fridge.

History: BRB 89

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeping car.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
30.7.1965 Rebuilt with the air conditioning removed as

accomodation for semi-drivers, installed meal
facilities and gas fridge.

11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
31.8.1991 Tenders called for disposal.
1992 Sold to the City of Port Pirie.
By 9.1996 Sold to West Coast Railway.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
- Sold and moved to South Geelong.]

2.25 BRD Second Class Sleeping Car

BRD 110 to 113

The Commonwealth Railways took delivery in October,
1960, of twelve passenger vehicles which were
manufactured in Japan. The contract comprised four
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

Exterior view of ‘BRA 70‘ - date unknown

BRA 70 at MacDonnell Siding on 16.9.1990 (Chris
Drymalik)

second class sleeping cars, two second class
sleeper/lounge cars, two power vans and four brake and
crew vans built by the ‘Kinki Sharyo Company’ of Osaka,
Japan‘. Structurally, the cars are similar to the Wegmann
type and are fabricated from steel plate, sections and
sheet to Japanese Industrial Standards.

The ‘BRD’ class second class cars were a radical
departure from existing practice, in that two-berth
compartments were provided instead of four-berth, this
accomodated 36 passengers in 18 compartments, with a
compartment for the conductor. The four-berth
compartments had certain disadvantages, chief of which
was that a man and wife had to be separate and share
with strangers. In effect, the new cars contain two-berth
roomette compartments. The existing first class
roomette layout was adopted in part with the major
modification of adding an upper berth and a permanent
seat to replace the visitors seat. The staggered corridor

Wegmann second class sleeping car of ‘BRB’ class, circa
1952
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2.25. BRD Second Class Sleeping Car

BRB Sleeper taken at WCR Ballarat East in 2003 (Paul
Dalton)

BRB 86 at Ballarat East on 6.1.1999

Second class sleeping car BRB 87 at Port Augusta on
6.4.1987 (Chris Drymalik)

8.5.1993, Port Pirie - BRB89 (Chris Drymalik)

Sleeping compartment of a BRD class sleeper,circa 1961
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

was retained and the compartments were trapezoidal
shape in plan, providing dressing and toilet space with
the door closed. The lower berth pivots to stand in a
vertical position against the cross partition in the usual
roomette manner, the two seats collapsing to allow the
berth in its down position to be as low as possible yet
comfortable for the passenger.

Seat upholstery was fine quality moquette with a vertical
rib pattern, colours being rust-red and bright green in
alternate compartments.

A stainless steel washbasin folded out of sight behind a
hinged panel that blended with the wall lining resulting
in a further space gain. Below the basin, a cabinet
housed a waste receptacle, while above it was a toilet
shelf, mirror, mirror light, electric shaver outlet and a
luggage rack. A lock-up cupboard was provided at the
end of the corridor for heavy luggage. Each passenger
had their own wardrobes.

Small tables which folded into the outer wall under the
windows were provided in each compartment.

All general lighting was fluorescent. In the sleeping
compartments there were three individual reading lamps
fitted with a 6-watt fluorescent tube. The reading lamp, a
flush fitting, also contained the conductor’s bell push, a
switch controlling the general light and a receptacle for
the radio car-horn. The main light fitting also
incorporated a small blue night light and the radio
speaker. Small lamps, prismatic in shape, were provided
at each compartment door showing the numbers of the
berths. In addition the conductor’s call lamp was
situated above the doorway of each compartment, the
fitting housing a 24-volt 8-watt lamp, the shade of which
operates its own resetting switch when pushed.

As provided in all other air-conditioned cars on the
Commonwealth Railways, a radio circuit connected to an
amplifier in a central car, give the passenger
up-to-the-minute news and musical programmes. In
these new cars, this service is extended by the provision
of ear-horns which could be plugged into a receptacle on
the reading lamp and which enabled an individual
passenger to listen to the radio programme without
disturbing his neighbour.

Builders photo of BRD 110

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - BRD110 sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BRD 110

Economy class air conditioned 2 berth roomette sleeping
car built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

27.10.1960 Entered service.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.

History: BRD 111

Economy class air conditioned 2 berth roomette sleeping
car built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

2.12.1960 Entered service.
1964 Fitted with one air-ride and one ride control bogie.
6.4.1987 At Port Augusta.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.

History: BRD 112

Economy class air conditioned 2 berth roomette sleeping
car built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

9.12.1960 Entered service.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.

History: BRD 113

Economy class air conditioned 2 berth roomette sleeping
car built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

21.12.1960 Entered service.
22.8.1984 Allocated to Breakdown consist Port Augusta.
1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.
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2.26. BRE Second Class Twinette Sleeping Car

8.5.1987,Port Augusta BRD111 (Chris Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - BRD112 sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

2.26 BRE Second Class Twinette Sleeping Car

BRE 132 to 135, 160 to 162

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

History: BRE 132 — ECA 132

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - BRD113 sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

Engineering. When it first entered service it was
designated as ‘may have been used as a first class car‘
with only a single occupant in each compartment.

20.12.1963 Entered service.
6.1990 Converted to crew car part of interior removed

to build kitchen and lounge facilities, recoded ‘ECA
132’.

22.12.2011 Cut up at Dry Creek and scrapped. It had
not been used for at least 5 years prior to scrapping.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

BRD113 taken at Spencer Junction on the 18.08.2002
(Stuart Hicks)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - ECA132 crew car interior (Chris
Drymalik)

8.2002 ECA132 (Stuart Hicks)

2.5.1998 Birkenhead - ECA133 crew car (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRE 133 — ECA 133

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth
Engineering. When it first entered service it was
designated as ‘may have been used as a first class car‘
with only a single occupant in each compartment.

4.2.1964 Entered service.
By 1995 Converted to ‘ECA 133‘ crew car.
By 2011 In long time storage in the Dry Creek Yard.

History: BRE 134 — NBRE 134

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

5.2.1964 Entered service.
23.3.1970 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NBRE 134‘ on 6

wheel bogies.
12.1980 On the last Ghan.
28.6.1982 Returned to standard gauge, allocated to CCE

Alice Springs.
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2.27. BRF Second Class Sleeper/Lounge Car

12.9.1997 Spencer Junction - BRE134 (Chris Drymalik)

- Stored at Port Augusta.
3.8.2001 Transferred to Islington Works for storage.[cp

9.2001]

History: BRE 135 — NBRE 135 — ECA 135

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

20.3.1964 Entered service.
20.3.1964 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NBRE 135‘ and

mounted on 6 wheel bogies.
12.1980 On the last Ghan.
2.10.1981 Returned to standard gauge.
31.5.87 At Keswick, still painted maroon.
2.1991 Converted to ‘ECA 135‘ crew car.
22.12.2011 Cut up at Dry Creek and scrapped. It had

not been used since approximately 2000.

History: BRE 160

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth
Engineering. When it first entered service it was
designated as ‘may have been used as a first class car‘
with only a single occupant in each compartment.

2.10.1964 Entered service.
4.1995 On register as surplus vehicle.
1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.

History: BRE 161

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth
Engineering. When it first entered service it was
designated as ‘may have been used as a first class car‘
with only a single occupant in each compartment.

8.12.1964 Entered service.
6.1965 Equipped for alternate use as a first class car.
4.1995 On register as surplus vehicle.
- Stored at Port Augusta.
3.8.2001 Transferred to Islington Works for storage.[cp

9.2001]

History: BRE 162 — ECA 162

Second class, air conditioned, twin berth staggered
corridor steel sleeping car built by Commonwealth
Engineering. When it first entered service it was
designated as ‘may have been used as a first class car‘
with only a single occupant in each compartment.

9.12.1964 Entered service.
6.1965 Equiped for alternate use as a first class car.
29.2.1988 At Pt Augusta in service.
29.2.1988 Stored at Port Pirie.
1991 Converted to ‘ECA 162‘ crew car.
By 2011 In long time storage in the Dry Creek Yard.

2.27 BRF Second Class Sleeper/Lounge Car

BRF 90 to 91

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeping car with lounge accomodation.

History: BRF 90

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeping car with lounge accomodation.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
31.12.1966 Rebuilt with the air conditioning removed

as accomodation for semi-drivers, installed meal
facilities and gas fridge.

1997 Stored at Port Augusta.
2.1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander

service.
26.2.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Dry Creek,

then on to Tailem Bend on 28.2.1999.
30.5.2000 Used on the first official passenger train run

by Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. carrying
school children from Port Pirie to Adelaide and
return.[cp 7.2000]

8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian
Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

History: BRF 91 — OWA 91 — Community Service Car

Wegmann (contractor GebrÜder Credé) second class 4
berth sleeping car with lounge accomodation.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
3.8.1973 Converted to a community health car for use

on the Tea and Sugar. Recoded ‘OWA’.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

25.8.1976 - Copley - BRE134 on Q1966 (Murray Billett)

27.9.1986,BRE135 class sleeping car in CR maroon livery
(Chris Drymalik)

1977 Fitted with an additional consulting room. It
contains (from the vestibule end), toilet and shower,
2x2 berth bedrooms, small lounge, small dining
room, kitchen, surgery, storeroom, large lounge
waiting room, additional vestibule.

8.5.1987 At Port Augusta.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
1998 Sold to Mr M.Menzies of Victoria (Rail

Experience).
17.11.2001 Left Port Augusta for Melbourne for delivery

to ‘Rail Experience‘.[cp 1.2001]

12.9.1997 Spencer Junction - BRE161 (Chris Drymalik)

2006 Stored derelict at ‘ARC Brand Geelong Cement‘
siding.

24.9.2017 Destroyed by fire in arson attack.

2.28 BRFC Second Class Sleeper Lounge Cars

BRFC 114 to 115

The Commonwealth Railways took delivery in October,
1960, of twelve passenger vehicles which were
manufactured in Japan. The contract comprised four
second class sleeping cars, two second class
sleeper/lounge cars, two power vans and four brake and
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2.28. BRFC Second Class Sleeper Lounge Cars

12.9.1997 Spencer Junction - ECA162 (Chris Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - BRF90 sleeper (Chris Drymalik)

OWA: Taken in 1996 at Keswick (Paul Bishop)

OWA 91 at Port Augusta on 27.6.1997

crew vans built by the ‘Kinki Sharyo Company’ of Osaka,
Japan‘. Structurally, the cars are similar to the Wegmann
type and are fabricated from steel plate, sections and
sheet to Japanese Industrial Standards.

The ‘BRFC’ class second class sleeper-lounge cars were a
radical departure from existing practice, in that
two-berth compartments were provided instead of
four-berth, this accomodated 20 passengers in 10
compartments, with seating capacity in the lounge
section for 36 passengers. The four-berth compartments
had certain disadvantages, chief of which was that a man
and wife had to be separate and share with strangers. In
effect, the new cars contain two-berth roomette
compartments. The existing first class roomette layout
was adopted in part with the major modification of
adding an upper berth and a permanent seat to replace
the visitors seat. The staggered corridor was retained and
the compartments were trapezoidal shape in plan,
providing dressing and toilet space with the door closed.
The lower berth pivots to stand in a vertical position
against the cross partition in the usual roomette manner,
the two seats collapsing to allow the berth in its down
position to be as low as possible yet comfortable for the
passenger.

Seat upholstery was fine quality moquette with a vertical
rib pattern, colours being rust-red and bright green in
alternate compartments.

A stainless steel washbasin folded out of sight behind a
hinged panel that blended with the wall lining resulting
in a further space gain. Below the basin, a cabinet
housed a waste receptacle, while above it was a toilet
shelf, mirror, mirror light, electric shaver outlet and a
luggage rack. A lock-up cupboard was provided at the
end of the corridor for heavy luggage. Each passenger
had their own wardrobes.

Small tables which folded into the outer wall under the
windows were provided in each compartment and in the
centre section of the lounge.

Seating in the lounge was claimed to be very
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Lounge area of BRFC class sleeper/lounge car,circa 1961
(Commonwealth Railways)

comfortable. The upholstery material being the same as
that in the sleeping compartments except that it is a
carmine colour, with blue vinyl floor, maple laminate
walls and white ceilings.

All general lighting was fluorescent. In the sleeping
compartments there were three individual reading lamps
fitted with a 6-watt fluorescent tube. The reading lamp, a
flush fitting, also contained the conductor’s bell push, a
switch controlling the general light and a receptacle for
the radio car-horn. The main light fitting also
incorporated a small blue night light and the radio
speaker. Small lamps, prismatic in shape, were provided
at each compartment door showing the numbers of the
berths. In addition the conductor’s call lamp was
situated above the doorway of each compartment, the
fitting housing a 24-volt 8-watt lamp, the shade of which
operates its own resetting switch when pushed.

A feature new to Australian railway rolling-stock at that
time was the automatic door mechanism fitted to the
swing door between the lounge and corridor of the
sleeper section of the car. The mechanism was operated
from a floor switch under a rubber mat on the lounge
side and a touch switch on the door stile on the corridor
side. The mechanism consisted of a motor and hydraulic
pump unit including an accumulator, providing
hydraulic pressure to the actuating cylinder. A passenger
approaching from the lounge, steped on the mat and the
accumulator pressure immediately operated the
mechanism opening the door away from the passenger.
Similarly, the door opened away from a passenger
entering the lounge from the corridor.

As provided in all other air-conditioned cars on the
Commonwealth Railways, a radio circuit connected to an
amplifier in a central car, give the passenger
up-to-the-minute news and musical programmes. In
these new cars, this service is extended by the provision
of ear-horns which could be plugged into a receptacle on
the reading lamp and which enabled an individual
passenger to listen to the radio programme without

disturbing his neighbour.

9.8.2002,Port Pirie - BRFC 114 vandalised (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BRFC 114

Economy class air conditioned 2 berth sleeping car with
lounge accomodation built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

7.2.1961 Entered service.
1980s One side badly damaged in accident, all panels

on one side below windows sheared away.
19.1.1988 Recommended for write off.
1.3.1988 Stored at Pt Augusta.
2.4.1988 Written off.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.

BRFC 115 at Spencer Junction on 25.6.1998

History: BRFC 115

Economy class air conditioned 2 berth sleeping car with
lounge accomodation built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

6.2.1960 Entered service.
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8.10.1996 Port Augusta - BRFC115 sleeper (Chris Drymalik)

5.4.1987 At Port Augusta.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the Australian Loco &

Railway Carriage Company (MurrayLander) service.
- Sold to ‘Pullman Car Co. Litgow’.

2.29 BRFD Second Sleeper Lounge Car

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - BRFD163 sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - BRFD163 sleeper - footstep with
CR on it (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRFD 163

Second class air conditioned 2-berth sleeping car with
lounge accomodation built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

17.5.1965 Entered service.
3.1998 At Dry Creek for use on rail inspection train.
6.4.1999 Used on the Australian Rail Track Corporation

corrugation text train.
1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
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5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.

2.30 BRG Second Class Sleeping Car

BRG 168 to 175 (969, 972, 974)

Second class, stainless steel, air conditioned, sleeping car
built by Commonwealth Engineering contract number
2698.

During 2006 five of these cars were scheduled for
rebuilding as first class delux sleeping cars. This involved
a complete replacement of the interior the the converted
cars.

History: BRG 168

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

8.11.1966 Entered service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2.2006 Interior stripped and windows removed in

preparation for rebuilding as first class sleeping car.
16.8.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment[rpf].
15.8.2008 Returned to Adelaide after refurbishment as

platinum class car[railsa]

History: BRG 169 — BRG 969

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

8.11.1966 Entered service as ‘BRG 169’.
2.1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRG 969’ for Indian

Pacific service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: BRG 170

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

16.11.1966 Entered service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
30.8.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment[rpf].

29.4.1992,Spencer Junction - BRG170 sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

23.4.2002 Keswick - BRG171 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRG 171

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

16.11.1966 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
30.8.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment[rpf].
31.7.2008 Returned to Adelaide after refurbishment as

platinum class car[railsa]

History: BRG 172 — BRG 972

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

23.11.1966 Entered service as ‘BRG 172’.
2.1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRG 972’ for Indian

Pacific service.
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13.9.1990,Keswick sleeper BRG972 (Chris Drymalik)

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
4.10.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment[rpf].
9.10.2008 Returned to Adelaide after refurbishment as

platinum class car[railsa]

18.11.2001 Keswick - BRG 173 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRG 173

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

23.11.1966 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
20.9.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment[rpf].

15.9.1990,Keswick sleeper BRG974 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRG 174 — BRG 974

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

30.11.1966 Entered service as ‘BRG 174’.
2.1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRG 974’ for Indian

Pacific service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment[rpf].
9.10.2008 Returned to Adelaide after refurbishment as

platinum class car[railsa]

13.9.1990,Keswick sleeper BRG175 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRG 175

Comeng second class stainless steel air conditioned
twinette sleeper. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

11.11.1966 Entered service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
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1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
20.9.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment[rpf].
15.8.2008 Returned to Adelaide after refurbishment as

platinum class car[railsa]

2.31 BRJ Second Class Twinette Sleeping Car

BRJ 212 to 223, 267 to 271, 299 to 303 (912, 914 to
919, 999)

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

History: BRH/BRJ 212 — BRJ 912

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

9.7.1968 Entered service as ‘BRJ 212‘. [rrc] - some
records suggest it might have initially been coded
‘BRH 212‘ by mistake, but this was quickly corrected
prior to entering service

1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for
accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 912’ from
‘BRJ 212’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake.
Dwg AC 1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ
912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934,
935, 964. ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361

draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control Cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestibule entrance flaps.
Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘replace diaphragm side stem springs to
increase closing force. Applicable drawings 3C-110
(IP0187)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
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7.11.1987,Keswick sleeper BRJ912 in Ghan colours (Chris Drymalik)

Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.
20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘

alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

11.1987 Fitted with the new red and orange Ghan
colour scheme, on one side only, for test purposes.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘

alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

31.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘end complete’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

10.09.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘wheel set’.
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14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

15.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

15.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

15.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912
T’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

16.12.1994 To Port Augusta for asbestos removal and
refurishment.

3.2.1995 Back at Keswick refurbished in Indian Pacific
upgrade.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 912 T’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘09.07.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’

Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

AFC 213 Keswick 3.2.1995 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 213 — AFC 213 — Blue Mountains Lounge
— Ernest Giles Outback Explorer Lounge

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1968-69.

28.6.1968 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’

alteration complete: ‘modify handbrake pulley on
stainless steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
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filters and frames (primary and secondary) on
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

24.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

24.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

24.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C‘ issued at location ‘Keswick‘ with a previous code
of passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . this modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
(RS4603)’.

30.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C’as having repair ‘vehicle scheduled lift and date
change’.

30.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C‘ issued at location ‘Keswick‘ with a previous code
of passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’

31.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘Goodwin bogies presently
under car to be replaced with BK bogies. (000001)’.

16.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

16.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C’as having repair ‘body complete’.

16.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 213
C’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. Remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘modify all ip passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing c3-14. also
modify all ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with Dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

29.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘(1) strip interior of 2 no. ’BRJ’
sleeping cars & refurbish to ’FLINDERS RANGES’
and ’BLUE MOUNTAIN’ lounge cars. (2) remove 2
outer water tanks on each car and replumb to Dwg
AC-15986. (3) install under car frame for bar
refrigeration equipment as per Dwg AC-15986. BRJ
213 & 301. reclass to AFC. (RS4830)‘. New class:
‘AFC’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing
airconditioning filter assemblies with ’Pryocone’
filter assemblies. All Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

07.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213
C’as having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

07.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213
C‘ issued at location ‘Port augusta workshopS’ with
a previous code of passenger car ‘BRJ 213 C’

7.10.1994 Converted to ‘AFC‘ class lounge car, with
smoking compartment, and named ‘Blue
Mountains Lounge’ as part of Indian Pacific
upgrade.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213
C’as having repair ‘A/C air filtration’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213
C’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213
C’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213
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C’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.
14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213

C’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.
14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213

C’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.
14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213

C’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.
14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213

C’as having repair ‘end frame member’.
14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213

C’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.
14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213

C’as having repair ‘water filters’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 213 C’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘28.06.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Ex BRJ;Lounge Car’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
- Refubished as ‘Ernest Giles‘ Outback Explorer

Lounge.[jb]

History: BRJ 214 — BRJ 914

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

16.7.1968 Entered service as ‘BRJ 214‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 914’ from ‘BRJ
214’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake.
Dwg AC 1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ
912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934,
935, 964. ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control Cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn in
conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake
pulley. Dwg. 1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
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BRJ914 - badly fire damaged (Chris Drymalik)

alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure

shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
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of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

02.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 914
Y’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

16.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 914
Y’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

16.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 914
Y’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 914 Y’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’

Date Built: ‘16.07.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
12.6.1998 Interior damaged by fire while car in storage

at Keswick.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

6.3.1998 Keswick - BRJ915 - detail of Indian Pacific logo
on side of car (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 215 — BRJ 915

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

14.8.1968 Entered service as ‘BRJ 215‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 915’ from ‘BRJ
215’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assembly.
Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.
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10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake.
Dwg AC 1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ
912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934,
935, 964. ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control Cabinet.
lighting switchboard control cabinet and heater
bank cover plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.

Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable
drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
box. Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

1988 Used on the Brisbane Expo Express.
15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’

alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

20.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.
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28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

18.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

18.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

13.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

13.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

04.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

04.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

10.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

13.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

13.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

22.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

22.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘brake control pipe’.

06.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

06.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

11.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

23.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915
A’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

06.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915

A’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
06.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915

A’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.
1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 915 A’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘14.08.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: BRJ 216 — BRJ 916

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

24.7.1968 Entered service as ‘BRJ 216‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 916’ from
‘BRJ 216’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assembly.
Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.
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10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake.
Dwg AC 1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ
912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934,
935, 964. ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control Cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake
pulley. Dwg. 1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestibule entrance flaps.
Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to entrance flap
of stainless steel passenger cars. Applicable
drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘replace diaphragm side stem springs to
increase closing force. Applicable drawings 3C-110
(IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

22.05.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing shower rose
with ‘ConservA’ low pressure shower rose no. 56/203
to all passenger cars which are fitted with shower
compartments. (RS4201)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

10.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘remove ‘ConservA’ shower rose, fit
in-line restictor and refit original shower rose. This
alteration supercedes alteration RS4201. All
passenger cars with shower compartments (except
I.P. cars). (RS4247)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
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alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 916 J’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘24.07.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

27.11.1996 Keswick - BRJ217 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 217 — BRJ 917 — BRG 917

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

28.8.1968 Entered service as ‘BRJ 217‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

14.8.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 917’ from
‘BRJ 217’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. Dwg
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake.
Dwg AC 1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ
912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934,
935, 964. ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
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ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control Cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn in
conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
entrance flap of stainless steel passenger cars.
Applicable drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘replace diaphragm side stem
springs to increase closing force. Applicable

drawings 3C-110 (IP0187)’.
20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’

alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

22.05.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing shower rose
with ‘ConservA’ low pressure shower rose no. 56/203
to all passenger cars which are fitted with shower
compartments. (RS4201)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assy on all ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193
(IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

10.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘remove ‘ConservA’ shower rose, fit
in-line restictor and refit original shower rose. This
alteration supercedes alteration RS4201. All
passenger cars with shower compartments (except
I.P. cars). (RS4247)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

05.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

06.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.
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13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘end complete’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 917 S’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’

Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown
Inter or Intrastate’

Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘28.08.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as Platinum Sleeping

car ‘BRG 917’ by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

26.4.2001,Keswick Terminal - Red Kangaroo Logo on
BRJ918 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 218 — BRJ 918

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

14.8.1968 Entered service as ‘BRJ 218‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 918’ from ‘BRJ
218’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assembly.
Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to chilled water
tank. Dwg 2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984,
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985, 986. ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962,
963, 990, 992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912,
914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake.
Dwg AC 1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ
912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934,
935, 964. ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control Cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake
pulley. Dwg. 1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestibule entrance flaps.
Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘

alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to entrance flap
of stainless steel passenger cars. Applicable
drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘replace diaphragm side stem springs to
increase closing force. Applicable drawings 3C-110
(IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

08.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘wheels to change a/c condemned.
(BRJ918)’.

27.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 918
E’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
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alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 918 E’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘14.08.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
4.2001 Fitted with a ‘Red Kangaroo‘ class logo.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: BRJ 219 — BRJ 919

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

20.8.1968 Entered service as ‘BRJ 219‘. [rrc]
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 919’ from ‘BRJ

219’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’

alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. Dwg
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake. Dwg AC
1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ 912, 914,
915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934, 935, 964.
ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification to buffer beam
assembly. Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control Cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn in
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conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestibule
entrance flaps. Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER 906,909,910,911.
(IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to entrance flap
of stainless steel passenger cars. Applicable
drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘replace diaphragm side stem springs to
increase closing force. Applicable drawings 3C-110
(IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

22.05.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’
alteration complete: ‘REPLACE EXISTING SHOWER
ROSE WITH ‘CONSERVA’ LOW PRESSURE SHOWER
ROSE NO. 56/203 TO ALL PASSENGER CARS
WHICH ARE FITTED WITH SHOWER
COMPARTMENTS. (RS4201)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.

(IP0987)’.
09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘

alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

10.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘remove ‘ConservA’ shower rose, fit
in-line restictor and refit original shower rose. This
alteration supercedes alteration RS4201. All
passenger cars with shower compartments (except
I.P. cars). (RS4247)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

12.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 919
N’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

12.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 919
N’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

12.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 919
N’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

12.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 919
N’as having repair ‘end complete’.

12.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 919
N’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
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alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 919 N’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘20.08.1968’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
- Altered to crew car losing some of the sleeping

compartments to provide a small kitchen dining
area for the train crew. [jb]

History: BRJ 220 — ECA 220

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-68.

21.2.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G‘

alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘BRJ 220 G’ alteration
complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘BRJ 220 G’ alteration
complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

5.5.1989 At Peterborough being converted into a ‘ECA’
crew car, compartments removed at one end to
form lounge and kitchen area.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1989 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘BRJ 220 G’ alteration
complete: ‘convert BRJ220 (economy class twinette
car) to a crew accommodation car. Fit generator set
from ARF 85 to this car. reclassify ’ECA’ 220V
(RS4389)‘. New class: ‘ECA’.

31.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing draught gear
and coupler with freight type. BRJ 220 (ECA 220).
(RS4437)’.

8.1989 Entered service as ‘ECA’.
25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220

G’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220

G’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220

G’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220

G’as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.
25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220

G’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220
G’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220
G’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220
G’as having repair ‘end complete’.

25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220
G’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220
G’as having repair ‘side bearer’.

25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 220
G’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

25.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V‘ issued at location ‘Port augusta workshopS’ with
a previous code of passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G’

11.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

11.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘vehicle signs and brackets’.
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1997 remains of ECA220 (Paul Bishop)

11.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V‘ issued at location ‘Port augusta workshopS’ with
a previous code of passenger car ‘BRJ 220 G’

23.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

23.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘end brake cock’.

23.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

23.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

08.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

08.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

08.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ECA 220
V’as having repair ‘isolating cock’.

23.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘branch pipe’.

23.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

28.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

28.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘end hose’.

02.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

15.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘vehicle complete’.

21.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

21.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

21.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘end complete’.

21.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

18.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

26.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

26.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘AXLEBOX’.

26.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘end complete’.

26.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

26.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

26.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as
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having repair ‘bogie complete’.
13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.
13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘end complete’.
13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘wheel set’.
27.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
27.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘end brake cock’.
27.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘end hose’.
27.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.
02.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
02.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘brake control pipe’.
15.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
13.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘body complete’.
16.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
16.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.
20.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
20.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.
12.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
12.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.
09.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’as

having repair ‘body complete’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V’ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘21.02.1969’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘Ex BRJ;Loco. Crew Accommodation’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ECA 220 V‘as

having a capacity of 5 crew
1997 Destroyed in Mt Christie accident.

23.4.2002 Keswick - BRJ221 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 221 — BRG 221

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 3.1969 on
account of violet town collision.

28.3.1969 Entered service on Commonwealth Railways.
[rrc]

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.
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15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘end complete’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

12.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221
P’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘

alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 221 P’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘28.03.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
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BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as Platinum Sleeping

car ‘BRG 221’ by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

17.12.1986 AEC222 entertainment car (Chris Drymalik)

17.12.1986 AEC222 entertainment car name (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BRJ 222 — AEC 222 — Entertainment Car —
Sir John & Alexander Forrest Outback Explorer Lounge

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 3.1969 on
account of violet town collision.

21.3.1969 Entered service on Commonwealth railways.
[rrc]

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 222 B’
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 222 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to

vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 222 B’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

08.07.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 222 B’
alteration complete: ‘CONVERSION OF ONE (1)
‘BRJ‘ sleeping car to an Entertainment Car. Car to be
reclassified ‘AEC‘ NO. 222 (RS4123)’.

11.1986 Issued from Port Augusta works as First class
Entertainment car coded ‘AEC’.

29.11.1986 Reclassified from passenger car ‘BRJ 222 B’
to ‘ passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘. [TIMS/WMS:]

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. a. refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings. b. reclassify CDF 265 to
AOB 265. (RS4304)‘. New class: ‘AOB’.

1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘

alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . this modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
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(RS4603)’.
31.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘

alteration: ‘maintain all door closers. (111111)’.
28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘

alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AEC 222 W‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AEC 222
W’ in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-20’
Date Built: ‘21.03.1969’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Ex BRJ;Entertainment Car’
BSG Code: ‘PSTZ’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
24.7.2006 Sent to ‘United Group Rail Ballarat North’ for

refurbishment. [rpf]
2.2010 Refurbished with new internal layout and

renamed ‘Sir John & Alexander Forrest’ Outback
Explorer lounge car[railsa]

17.12.1986 ACC223 conference car name (Chris
Drymalik)

20.7.1986 Keswick ACC223 Conference car (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BRJ 223 — ACC 223 — Conference Car —
Oodnadatta Lounge — Len Beadel Outback Explorer
lounge

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

8.2.1969 On loan to VR from 8.2.1969 to 3.1969 on
account of violet town collision.

21.3.1969 Entered service on Commonwealth Railways.
[rrc]

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 223 K‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

1986 Issued from Port Augusta works as First class
Conference car coded ‘ACC‘ and lettered ‘Australian
National’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 223 K’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 223 K’
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alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

08.07.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 223 K’
alteration complete: ‘conversion of one (1) ‘BRJ‘
sleeping car to a Conference Car. Car to be
reclassified ‘ACC‘ NO. 223 (RS4110)‘. New class:
‘ACC’.

14.07.1986 Reclassified from passenger car ‘BRJ 223 K‘
to ‘ passenger car ‘ACC 223 E‘. [TIMS/WMS:]

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 223 K’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 223 K’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

9.8.1987 To broad gauge using bogies from railcar ‘106’.
- To standard gauge.
20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E’

alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . this modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
(RS4603)’.

06.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

02.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E’
alteration complete: ‘refurbish conference car ACC
223. Strip & replace wall and ceiling coverings.
Replace carpets. Provide sink, hot water,
fridge-freezer, micro wave oven, etc as shown on
drawings. Materials in accordance with consulants
directions. ACC 223. (RS4739)’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘end complete’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘fittings general’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘floor carpet’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘kitchen appliances(pass.)’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘ovens’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

29.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223
E’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ACC 223 E‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ACC 223 E’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘44.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$515100’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
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Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-19’
Date Built: ‘21.03.1969’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Ex BRJ;Conference Car’
BSG Code: ‘PSIZ’

1.11.1997 Car leased by the Commonwealth
Government to Great Southern Railway.

- Sold to Great Southern Railway by the
Commonwealth[pq].

7.2002 Interior alterations so car can be used as a
lounge car - named ‘Oodnadatta Lounge’.

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
- Refurbished with new internal layout and renamed

‘Len Beadel’ Outback Explorer lounge car[jb]

History: BRJ 267 — BRG 267

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3068-1969.

10.10.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘

alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

06.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘complete triple valve ‘AF’ OR ‘ITV’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘end complete’.

06.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267
J’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
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alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 267 J’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘10.10.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as Platinum Sleeping

car ‘BRG 267’ by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

History: BRJ 268

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3068-1969.

12.8.1997 Keswick - BRJ268 accident damaged (Chris
Drymalik)

22.10.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’

alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to vestibule flap
of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL, ARM, ARJ,
BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘replace side stem springs on concertinas
to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
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alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

11.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 268
S’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 268 S’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’

Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘22.10.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: BRJ 269 — BRG 269

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3068-1969.

30.10.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘

alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.
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01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

07.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘draft gear pocket’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

19.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269
E’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will

increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 269 E’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘30.10.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as Platinum Sleeping
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car ‘BRG 269’ by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

BRJ 270 Keswick 26.1.2002 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 270

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3068-1969.

- Damaged on delivery route in Melbourne - returned to
Comeng NSW for repairs[blc]

27.2.1970 Entered service. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters

and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn (urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to
conductor’s compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ
passenger cars. (RS4456)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

25.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 270
A’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . this modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
(RS4603)’.

30.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 270
A’as having repair ‘water system’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
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alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 270 A’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘27.02.1970’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSTU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

BRJ 271 Keswick 3.2.1995 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 271 — BRG 271

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3068-1969.

21.11.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘

alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
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secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.
29.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 271

J’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
29.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 271

J’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
29.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 271

J’as having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.1995 Refurbished interior for Indian Pacific.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 271 J’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘21.11.1969’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’

BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as Platinum Sleeping

car ‘BRG 271’ by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

6.3.1998 Keswick - BRJ999 on Indian Pacific (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BRJ 299 — BRJ 999 — BRG 999

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3562-1973.

5.7.1973 Entered service as ‘BRJ 299‘. [rrc]
1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘BRJ 999’ from ‘BRJ

299’ for Indian Pacific service.
05.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’

alteration complete: ‘modification of shower
compartment door step. Existing door step to be
raised in height by 12MM. ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945,
973, 984, 985, 986. BRJ 912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918,
919, 999. (IP0679)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assembly.
Dwg 3C 40A. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ,
CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP1279)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘modification to chilled water tank. Dwg
2C 115A ARJ 940, 941, 944, 945, 973, 984, 985, 986.
ARL 920, 921, 922, 923, 925, 947, 961, 962, 963, 990,
992. ARM 951, 952, 953, 954, 987, BRJ 912, 914, 915,
916, 917, 918, 919, 999. (IP1079)’.

10.12.1979 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’
alteration complete: ‘modification to handbrake.
Dwg AC 1709B, BC1567C. BRG 969, 972, 974. BRJ
912, 914, 915, 916, 917, 918, 919, 999. DF 930, 934,
935, 964. ER 906, 909, 910, 911. (IP1379)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’
alteration complete: ‘modification of draftgear
pocket and headstock. Dwgs. 1C 130, 1C 131, 1C
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132, 2C 109, 2C 110, 2C 111. ALL AFC, ARJ, ARL,
ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM. (IP0380)’.

09.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’
alteration complete: ‘replacement of miner rf361
draftgear with r 361-7 type draftgear. All AFC, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ, CDF, DF, ER, HGM, HM.
(IP0280)’.

12.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency tool
box in conductors compartment. Dwgs. 2C 140, 2C
141, 2C 144. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0680)’.

20.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘remove existing asbestos insulation from
air conditioning control Cabinet. lighting
switchboard control cabinet and heater bank cover
plate in roof. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985, 986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953, 954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912,914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924
928,929,966, DF 927,930,934,935,964, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0880)’.

30.09.1981 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of electric hot
water urn in conductors compartment. Dwg.1C 179.
ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL
920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ 912,914
915,916,917,918,919,999. (IP0481)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘modification to handbrake pulley. Dwg.
1C 189. AFC 936,937,938,939, ARJ
940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986, ARL 920,921,
922,923,925,947,961,962,963,990,992, ARM
951,952,953,954,987, BRJ 912,
914,915,916,917,918,919,999, CDF 924,928,929,966,
DF 927,930,934,964, ER 906,909,910,911. (IP0782)’.

15.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestibule entrance flaps.
Dwg. 2C 173. ARJ 940,941,944,945,973,984,985,986,
ARL 920,921,922,923,925,947,961, 962,963,990,992,
ARM 951,952,953,954,987, BRG 969,972,974, BRJ
912, 914,915,916,917,918,919,999, ER
906,909,910,911. (IP0184)’.

31.07.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘replace trunnions and screw as used on
water tanks suspension for hot and cold water tanks.
Dwg. BC 12545B.I. ITEMS 6,7,8. All cars. (IP0284)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to entrance flap
of stainless steel passenger cars. Applicable

drawings 2C-182 & 3C-111 (IP0287)’.
05.02.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘

alteration: ‘replace diaphragm side stem springs to
increase closing force. Applicable drawings 3C-110
(IP0187)’.

20.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘installation of emergency key box.
Applicable drawing 2C-190 (IP0387)’.

11.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘fit shower rose ’Conserva’ low pressure
shower rose part no. 56/203. When required to be
replaced. Superseded by IP1087 (IP0687)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘modification to buffer beam assy on all
ip passenger cars as per drawing 2C.193 (IP0887)’.

22.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters on
IP passenger cars. Applicable drawings
A2/24-CM-31 type and serial number of cars
involved all air conditioned IP passenger cars.
(IP0987)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘removal ‘ConservA’ shower rose IP mod
6/87 fit inline flow restrictor and refit original
shower rose. (IP1087)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

01.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 999
X’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
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alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 999 X’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$147830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘05.07.1973’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette;I.P.CAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as Platinum Sleeping

car ‘BRG 999’ by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

History: BRJ 300

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3562-1973.

27.7.1973 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’

alteration complete: ‘modify handbrake pulley on
stainless steel cars. (16s82)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

BRJ 300 - Taken at Port Pirie on the 16.08.2002 (Stuart
Hicks)

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

23.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
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‘D&M’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘coupler complete’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘end complete’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
04.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.
20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300

U’as having repair ‘air conditioner
compressor(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘air conditioner
condensor(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘battery charger(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

20.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘water cooler(pass.)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

22.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

22.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &

‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

29.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

29.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

29.10.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

05.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

07.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300
U’as having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off due to accident damage and sold to
‘International Development ServiceS’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 300 U’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘P’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$1000000’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1901’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1998 Sold to Mr M.Menzies of Victoria (Rail
Experience).

History: BRJ 301 — AFC 301 — Flinders Lounge — John
McDouall Stuart Outback Explorer Lounge

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3562-1973.
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18.11.2001 Keswick - Interior AFC 301 (Chris Drymalik)

18.11.2001 Keswick - AFC 301 (Chris Drymalik)

13.8.1973 Entered service. [rrc]
28.08.1980 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’

alteration complete: ‘remove existing asbestos
insulation from air conditioning control
cabinet,lighting swithboard control cabinet,and
heater bank cover plate in roof unit. (12s80)’.

27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G‘
alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘modify air conditioning intake
filters and frames (primary and secondary) on
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G‘
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

18.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car
jumper cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

07.08.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant
contact sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to
drawing C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘on stainless steel passenger
cars (IP & Ghan) remove temperature recording
instrument from air conditioning control panel
area. Remove associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘modify all ip passenger cars
with clasp braking system to a 2 pair brake block
rigging system to general drawing c3-14. also
modify all ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.
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03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘flush all existing water tanks
on ‘Ghan’ & ‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of
twin ‘SOLO’ water filtration system on each
passenger car in accordance with specification on
drawing A1/C8-16. All Ghan & IP pass. cars
(RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G‘
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer
beams on all IP and Ghan rollingstock in
accordance with Dwg no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

29.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’
alteration complete: ‘(1) strip interior of 2 no. ’BRJ’
sleeping cars & refurbish to ’FLINDERS RANGES’
and ’BLUE MOUNTAIN’ lounge cars. (2) remove 2
outer water tanks on each car and replumb to Dwg
AC-15986. (3) install under car frame for bar
refrigeration equipment as per Dwg AC-15986. BRJ
213 & 301. reclass to AFC. (RS4830)‘. New class:
‘AFC’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘A/C pipework/annacondas’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘bogie brake rigging, levers &
rods’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘cold water tank(pass.)’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘electrical cabling’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘end frame member’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘refrig & air con gauges’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

14.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 301
G’as having repair ‘water filters’.

18.10.1994 Converted to ‘AFC‘ first class lounge car,
with smoking compartment, as part of Indian
Pacific upgrade. Named the ‘Flinders Lounge‘.

18.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 301

G’as having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
18.10.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 301

G‘ issued at location ‘Port augusta workshopS’ with
a previous code of passenger car ‘BRJ 301 G’

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AFC 301 G’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘13.08.1973’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Ex BRJ;Lounge Car’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2003 Modifications made to car to reduce the size of the

smoking lounge.
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
9.2008 Refurbished with new internal layout and

renamed ‘John McDouall Stuart‘ Outback Explorer
lounge car[railsa]

28.8.2005,Keswick - BRJ302 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 302

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3562-1973.
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8.11.1973 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘

alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘alteration to vestible entrance flaps.
(C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

25.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302

P’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.
20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302

P’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302

P’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302

P’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.
20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302

P’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘end complete’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘top centre plate’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

20.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302
P’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
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no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.
04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘

alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 302 P’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘08.11.1973’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSPU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

21.4.1992,Keswick - sleeper BRJ303 in Ghan colours
(Chris Drymalik)

History: BRJ 303

Second class, air conditioned, twinette sleeping cars built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3562-1973.

7.12.1973 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’

alteration complete: ‘modify handbrake pulley on
stainless steel cars. (16s82)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.03.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit telescopic gas spring to
vestibule flap of stainless steel passenger cars. ARL,
ARM, ARJ, BRJ, ER, SSA. (RS4109)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beams and fit
additional springs to either side of the coupler to
increase the diaphragm compressive force on all
stainless steel and carbon steel passenger cars.
(RS4270)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘installation of electric hot water urn
(urnie urn 7.5 litre) and water filter to conductor’s
compartment. ARJ, ARL, ARM, BRG, BRJ passenger
cars. (RS4456)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
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B’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303

B’as having repair ‘bridge plate assembly’.
04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303

B’as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘draft gear pocket’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘end complete’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘vestibule(pass.)’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

04.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘yoke support plate liner’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

15.4.1992 Fitted with Ghan name board and colour
scheme.

19.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303
B’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’

alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BRJ 303 B’
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$161510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 89’
Date Built: ‘07.12.1973’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Economy Class Twinette’
BSG Code: ‘PSTU’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

2.32 BRP Second Class Sleeping Cars

BRP 18 to 19

‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of Sydney, NSW.’, who
had been contracted to build ten ARP class sleeping cars,
were also contracted to build two second class bodies.

These car bodies were placed on underframes supplied
by ‘Westralia IronworkS’ on rails at Fremantle for
Kalgoorlie; and ‘Barbat and SonS’, delivered at Port
Augusta.

History: BRP/BRC 18

Second class wooden sleeping car with clerestory roof.
Delivered to form part of the original East-West Consist
as ‘BRP’, built by ‘Meadowbank’ on a supplied
underframe previously used for Kalgoorlie construction
train office car.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

Car Barn interior circa 1917

24.11.1917 Entered service.
5.12.1958 Converted to ‘BRC‘ when electric vans were

fitted and a head end power bypass.
21.9.1977 Written off.

History: BRP 19 — R 2603

Second class wooden sleeping car with clerestory roof.
Delivered to form part of the original East-West Consist
as ‘BRP’, built by ‘Meadowbank’ on a supplied
underframe previously used for Kalgoorlie construction
train passenger car No.1.

30.5.1918 Entered service.
12.3.1959 End compartment (No.1-4) fitted with

kitchen for semi driver accomodation.
27.6.1975 Written off.
7.7.1977 Underframe converted to a flat wagon and

fitted with a camp unit, recoded ‘R 2603’.
- Fitted with camp unit huts ‘S 134‘ and ‘S 135‘[blc]

2.33 CDF Club and Cafeteria Cars

CDF 224 to 229, 265 to 266 (924, 928, 929, 966)

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

History: CDF 224 — CDF 924 — Matildas Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

Interior rebuilt completely as a Matildas Restaurant in
1993.

24.6.1969 Entered service as ‘CDF 224‘. [rrc]
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘CDF 924’ from ‘CDF

224’ for Indian Pacific service.
7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
8.1993 Converted to sit down style buffet/dinning car,

named ‘Matildas Restaurant’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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2.33. CDF Club and Cafeteria Cars

Interior of ‘BRP’ sleeper set for day use, circa 1917

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: CDF 225 — Matildas Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

Interior rebuilt completely as a Matildas Restaurant in
1993.

11.7.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
7.1992 Converted to sit down style buffet/dinning car,

named ‘Matildas Restaurant’.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: CDF 226 — DF 226

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

Interior sleeping compartment - second class set up for
night, circa 1917 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

17.7.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as dining car ‘DF 226’

by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

History: CDF 227 — Marree Refreshment Car — AFC
227

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

24.7.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
22.9.1990 Refurbished as ‘Marree Refreshment Car’ for

use on the Ghan.
22.4.1991 Marree Refreshment car use on Ghan for first

time.
8.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific logo plates, but

retained Ghan stripes.
18.9.1992 Ghan stripes removed.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
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c.1917,Port Augusta Car Barn - HR + ARP13 + BRP19 (Barry Lewis Collection)

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as lounge car ‘AFC
226’ by Journey Beyond Rail Experience.

History: CDF 228 — CDF 928 — Matildas Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

Interior rebuilt completely as a Matildas Restaurant in
1992.

15.8.1969 Entered service as ‘CDF 228‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘CDF 928’ from
‘CDF 228’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

11.5.1992 Converted to sit down style buffet/dinning
car, named ‘Matildas Restaurant’ and fitted with
Ghan exterior colour scheme.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: CDF 229 — CDF 929 — Matildas Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

Interior rebuilt completely as a Matildas Restaurant in
1993.

18.9.1969 Entered service as ‘CDF 229‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘CDF 929’ from
‘CDF 229’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

8.1993 Converted to sit down style buffet/dinning car,
named ‘Matildas Restaurant’. for Indian Pacific
use.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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2.33. CDF Club and Cafeteria Cars

Interior sleeping compartment - second class set up for
day, circa 1917 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

9.8.2008,Keswick - CDF225 (Chris Drymalik)

18.7.1992,Keswick Indian Pacific lounge/cafeteria car
CDF924 (Chris Drymalik)

23.4.2002 Keswick - CDF225 (Chris Drymalik)

CDF 227 interior at keswick on 4.8.1997
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28.8.2005,Keswick - CDF928 (Chris Drymalik)

CDF 929 on 1.8.1997

AOB 265 Oasis Bar 20.9.1995

History: CDF 265 — AOB 265 — Oasis Bar — Menindee
Lakes — Sir Augustus & Francis Gregory Outback
Explorer Lounge

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

Contract No. 3068-1969.

4.11.1969 Entered service. [rrc]
27.08.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V‘

alteration: ‘modify handbrake pulley on stainless
steel cars. (16s82)’.

08.02.1983 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of display cabinet. (01s83)’.

04.06.1984 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘alteration to vestible entrance
flaps. (C2069)’.

10.09.1985 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘modification to kitchen
compartment incorporating the fitting of upright
freezer, microwave oven and pie warmer. CDF 225,
226, 227 and 265. (RS4067)’.

13.06.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘replace side stem springs on
concertinas to increase closing force. (RS4128)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V‘
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

15.03.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V‘
alteration: ‘modify buffer beams and fit additional
springs to either side of the coupler to increase the
diaphragm compressive force on all stainless steel
and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4270)’.

05.04.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan passenger car exterior
refurbishment. (a) fit Ghan logo to cars (b) fit vinyl
stripe to cars (RS4279)’.

26.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CDF 265 V’
alteration complete: ‘Ghan’ passenger car interior
refurbishment. a. refurbish interior of all cars in
accordance with drawings. b. reclassify CDF 265 to
AOB 265. (RS4304)‘. New class: ‘AOB’.

01.05.1989 Reclassified from passenger car ‘CDF 265 V‘
to ‘ passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘. [TIMS/WMS:]

1.5.1989 Interior stripped for conversion to ‘Oasis bar’
and lounge for use on the Ghan.

15.9.1989 Entered service as ‘Ghan Oasis Bar’ central
bar with longitudinal seating fitted.

19.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265
G’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
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2.33. CDF Club and Cafeteria Cars

AOB 265 Oasis Bar 20.9.1997

cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.
28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘

alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland‘, ’SS’ & ’SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

21.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265
G’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

12.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265
G’as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘
alteration: ‘on stainless steel passenger cars (IP &
Ghan) remove temperature recording instrument
from air conditioning control panel area. Remove
associated pipe work. (RS4800)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan’ &
‘IP’ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO’
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.

All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.
15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265

G’as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265

G’as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.
15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265

G’as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265

G’as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265

G’as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.
15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265

G’as having repair ‘end complete’.
15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265

G’as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘

alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AOB 265 G‘
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ’Pryocone’ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AOB 265 G’
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in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘P’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘44.1tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$120690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 37’
Date Built: ‘04.11.1969’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Ex CDF;Lounge car;‘OASIS BAR’
BSG Code: ‘PSTL’

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
5.2000 Sent to Islington Workshops to be fitted with a

smoking compartment and refurbished by Bluebird
Engineering.

5.7.2000 Returned to service renamed Menindee Lakes.
It retained the bar situated in the centre of the
carriage. The $200,000 refurbishment of the carriage
included a complete mechanical service, new soft
furnishing and the installation of a dedicated
‘smoking’ compartment.
Celebrations for its inaugural journey took place in
the lounge car on board the Indian Pacific in Broken
Hill at 3.00pm Wednesday 5 July. The celebration
was attended by a number of the region’s tourism
and government authorities, local politicians and
media guests. [gsr]

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
- Refubished as ‘Sir Augustus & Francis Gregory‘

Outback Explorer Lounge.[jb]

5.8.1997 Keswick - CDF966 (Chris Drymalik)

History: CDF 266 — CDF 966 — Matildas Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, second class club and
cafeteria car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
Contract No. 3068-1969.

Interior rebuilt completely as a Matildas Restaurant in
1993.

23.9.1969 Entered service as ‘CDF 266‘. [rrc]
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

2.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘CDF 966’ from ‘CDF
266’ for Indian Pacific service. [rrc]

1990 Kitchen extended into sit down table area.
3.1994 Converted to sit down style buffet/dinning car,

named ‘Matildas Restaurant’. for Indian Pacific
use.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

2.34 D Class Dining Cars

D 20 to 23

Kitchen area of ‘D‘ class dining car, circa 1917
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2.34. D Class Dining Cars

Trans-Australian wooden dining car fitted with coal
burning stove and ice-boxes for food storage. The four
original dining cars seated three diners in each row. This
was changed to 4 diners across the width off the car on
21.2.1920. This raised the total number of dining
passengers from 30 to 40.

D20 (Ian Rourke)

D20 (Philippa Rogers)

History: D/NDB/XD 20

Dining car, built by ‘A.Pengelley and Co.‘ on a supplied
underframe of the Kalgoorlie construction train stores
car, which had been fitted with new bogies.

20.6.1918 Entered service.
24.11.1937 Carrier air conditioned fitted.
17.4.1957 Fire damaged, repairs to stove
12.4.1961 Converted to narrow gauge and recoded

‘NDB’.
30.8.1962 To standard gauge.
24.9.1962 To narrow gauge.
22.8.1963 To standard gauge for alterations of platform

at kitchen end of car.
1.7.66 To narrow gauge and repairs to body, louvres,

tables, exterior panels, floor coverings.
22.10.1970 To standard gauge.
8.2.1972 To narrow gauge.

14.9.1981 To standard gauge and recoded ‘XD‘ and
issued as a dining carriage for use on the Alice
Springs breakdown train.

5.10.1981 Exterior repaint.
5.10.1982 Repairs as a result of a collision.
15.6.1990 At Alice Springs.
- Sent to Port Pirie car barn for long term storage.
11.1995 Given to ARHS Western Australia.
1.1996 Transferred to Western Australia
11.2.2002 Placed on the National Register of Historic

Rail Vehicles by the National Trust
From 2002 Used by South Spur Rail Services on the

‘Spirit of the West’ Restaurant Train.

History: D/NDB 21

Dining car, built by ‘A.Pengelley and Co.‘ on a supplied
underframe of the Kalgoorlie construction train hospital
car, which had been fitted with new bogies.

24.11.1917 Entered service.
9.5.1938 Carrier air conditioning fitted.
26.4.1956 Converted to narrow gauge and recoded

‘NDB’.
1.11.1962 Reverted to standard gauge ‘"D"’.
27.6.1975 Written off.
9.1976 Underframe at Port Augusta[blc]

History: D/ED 22

Dining car, built by ‘A.Pengelley and Co.‘ on a supplied
underframe of the Kalgoorlie construction train Sleeping
car No.2, which had been fitted with new bogies.

31.10.1917 Entered service.
22.9.1936 Carrier air conditioning fitted.
17.8.1950 Air conditioning removed
23.6.1958 Converted to an employees van and recoded

‘ED‘. Air conditioning removed for placing on
Hopkins. Fitted out with a refrigerator, four bunks,
two combination wardrobes and dressing tables and
dividing partitions.

5.4.1963 Converted for use as breakdown car.
4.1987 Stored at Port Augusta, but in a very poor state of

repair.
3.1988 Shown on register as a dining car for CCE use.
27.2.1987 Museum (SteamRanger) expressed an

interest in the car.
5.4.1987 Stored at Port Augusta.
1.5.1987 Sent to Port Pirie car barn.
1998 Sold to Mr M.Menzies of Victoria (Rail

Experience).
- Stored at Peterborough.
11.10.2017 Transferred to Burra and placed alongside

railways station for restoration .
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D21 (Doug Colquhoun)

3.2.1986,ED22 Employees van Port Augusta (Chris
Drymalik)

D 23 circa 1917 (Commonwealth Railways)

History: D/NDB 23

Dining car, built by ‘A.Pengelley and Co.‘ on a supplied
underframe of the Kalgoorlie construction train dining
car, which had been fitted with new bogies.

20.10.1917 Entered service.
5.11.1938 Stones air conditioning was installed,

utilising axle driven equipment.
1953 Internal modernisation was done.
16.8.1963 Transferred to the Central Australia Railway

on narrow gauge as ‘NDB’.
13.10.1972 Overhauled and sent to Marree as spare

Ghan dining car, and as far as is known, never used.
22.5.1982 Written off.
- Sold to Ghan Preservation Society, Alice Springs. Used

on regular services.

2.35 DA Dining car

DA 52

Wooden turtle back roofed dining car, built by the
Commonwealth Railways at its Port Augusta Workshops.

History: DA/XDA 52

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, entered service as ‘DA’ class dining car, being
76ft. 7in. over body, 55T and dine 48 passengers.

21.7.1930 Entered service.
8.6.1939 Fitted with Carrier’s air conditioning.
6.9.1951 General overhaul.
31.3.1954 Head end power and painted maroon.
12.12.1963 Repainted and fitted with BK high speed

bogies.
8.9.1967 Renewed exterior sheathing and roof canvas.
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2.36. DC Dining Car

DA 52 circa 1930

4.9.1975 New air reservor fitted.
22.8.1980 Repairs after collision at Kulgera.
31.3.1981 Converted to ‘XDA’ for accident train use.
19.8.1987 Stored at Port Augusta.
25.3.1987 Moved to the Port Pirie car barn.
9.1995 Offered to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
20.12.1995 Transferred to Port Dock.

2.36 DC Dining Car

DC 94 to 95, and 100

Wegmann air conditioned dining car, seated 48
passengers.

History: DC 94 — NDC 94

Wegmann air conditioned dining car.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
29.7.1970 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NDC 94‘ on 6

wheel bogies.
5.12.1973 Reverted standard gauge and painted silver

grey.
18.2.1974 Converted to narrow gauge on 6 wheel

bogies.
12.1980 On last Ghan.

20.7.1982 Converted to standard gauge and allocated to
Port Augusta breakdown train.

1997 Still in service on breakdown train.
1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.

History: DC 95 — NDC 95

Wegmann air conditioned dining car.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
21.11.1969 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NDC‘ on 6

wheel bogies.
19.9.1972 To standard gauge.
7.9.1973 Returned to narrow gauge.
12.1980 On last Ghan.
30.6.1980 Auxiliary tank replaced.
5.4.1987 At Port Augusta, on standard gauge transfer

bogies. Still coded ‘NDC’.
- Eventually move to Port Pirie for storage.
12.09.97 Transferred to private property at Port Pirie.
4.5.2000 Moved from Port Pirie to Littlehampton for

display at Platform 1 Heritage Farm Railway.

History: DC 100

Wegmann air conditioned dining car.
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DA 52 circa 1930

DC class dining car interior, circa 1952

21.5.1956 Received Port Augusta.
1.8.1956 Entered service.
26.1.1961 Fire damaged at 231 miles on

Trans-Australian Railway. New door, new concertina
and end of car repainted.

1986 In regular service on the Ghan.
27.8.1993 Sent to Port Pirie Station Master.

12.9.1997 Spencer Junction - DC94 (Chris Drymalik)

- To Port Pirie Station Complex.

2.37 DD Dining Cars

DD 136, 156

Air conditioned dining cars built by Commonwealth
Engineering.
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2.37. DD Dining Cars

DC94 interior - Taken at Spencer Junction on the
18.08.2002 (Stuart Hicks)

DC 95 Port Pirie

12.9.1997 Port Pirie - DC95 offroad with cranes and truck
(Chris Drymalik)

26.1.1996 Port Pirie Station - DC 100 dining car (Chris
Drymalik)

Interior of DD class dining car, circa 1967
(Commonwealth Railways)
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DD 136 at Spencer Junction on 27.6.1997

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - DD136 diner (Chris Drymalik)

History: DD 136

Air conditioned dining car built by Commonwealth
Engineering.

3.4.1964 Entered service.
11.7.1987 At Keswick, still painted maroon, with

‘Australian National railwayS’ sign and
Commonwealth coat of arms on sides.

- Allocated to Port Augusta accident train.
- Sold to private individual.
- Leased to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
15.8.2003 Transferred to storage at Bolivar. [cp 9.2003]
- Sold to South Spur Rail Services for use on the ‘Spirit

of the West’ Restaurant Train.
3..9.2005 Made its debut on the ‘Spirit of the West’

Restaurant Train. The dining area has been totally
wood panelled is Tasmanian Oak.[jbo]

2014 To be transferred to Rail Heritage WA [pr]

History: DD 156

Air conditioned dining car built by Commonwealth
Engineering. Contract No. 2573-1965.

DD156: Taken in 1996 at Port Pirie (Paul Bishop)

2.2.1965 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
26.1.1996 Derelict in Port Pirie yard.
- Sold to Mr Hackett of Port Pirie.
- Sold to Michael Menzies.
20.6.2001 Sold to MainTrax N.T.
19.11.2001 Left Port Pirie for Spencer Junction.
21.11.2001 Dispatched to Alice Springs.
3.12.2001 Converted to narrow gauge.
2003 Offered for sale without the bogies for $120,000.

2.38 DE Dining Car

22.9.1990,Keswick dining car DE176 (Chris Drymalik)

History: DE 176

Stainless steel, air conditioned, dining car built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2698-1965-6.

23.11.1966 Entered service.
3.1980 Transferred to broad gauge for an ANRC

inspection tour of the Murray Lands lines.
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2.39. DF Dining Car

1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.
9.2012 Arrived at Tailem Bend as it was purchased by

Steve Moritz[railsa].

2.39 DF Dining Car

DF 230 to 235, 264, 294, 295, 304, 327 (927, 930,
934, 935, 964)

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

DF 930 Keswick 3.2.1995 (Chris Drymalik)

DF 930 (Stuart Hicks)

History: DF 230 — DF 930

Stainless steel, air conStainless steel, air conditioned,
first class dining car, built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’. Contract No. 2904-1967-8. Interior panels
depict birds, from the kitchen end they are: Wedgetail
Eagle, Kookaburra, Major Mitchell Cockatoo, Black Swan
and Emu.

29.3.1968 Entered service as ‘DF 230’.

1977 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘DF 930’ from ‘DF 230’
for Indian Pacific service.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: DF 231 — Stuart Restaurant — Queen Adelaide
Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

4.4.1968 Entered service.
10.3.1989 Refurbished as ‘Stuart Restaurant’ for use on

the Ghan.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
By 8.2009 Refurbished as ‘Queen Adelaide Restaurant’

for Ghan.

History: DF 232 — Queen Adelaide Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

This cars interior was rebuilt in 1993 to make it one of the
‘Queen Adelaide Restaurant’ dining cars as part of the
Indian Pacific upgrade.

8.2.1969 On loan to the Victorian Railways from
8.2.1969 to 2.1970 on account of violet town
collision.

17.10.1969 Entered service.
10.3.1989 Refurbished as ‘Stuart Restaurant’ for use on

the Ghan.
2.1994 Refurbished as ‘Queen Adelaide Restaurant’ for

Indian Pacific.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 Car leased by the Commonwealth

Government to Great Southern Railway.
- Sold to Great Southern Railway by the

Commonwealth[pq].
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

DF 231 Stuart Restaurant on 14.6.1990 (Chris Drymalik)

22.9.1990,Keswick dining car DF232 (Chris Drymalik)

History: DF 233 — Queen Adelaide Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

This cars interior was rebuilt in 1993 to make it one of the
‘Queen Adelaide Restaurant’ dining cars as part of the
Indian Pacific upgrade.

29.11.1968 Entered service.
12.1993 Refurbished as ‘Queen Adelaide Restaurant’

for Indian Pacific.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

History: DF 234 — DF 934

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8. Interior panels depict Marsupials,
including: Koala, Kangaroo and Pigmy Possum. Swan
and Emu.

3.5.1968 Entered service as ‘DF 234’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘DF 934’ from ‘DF
234’ for Indian Pacific service.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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2.39. DF Dining Car

DF 233 Queen Adelaide on 26.1.2002 (Chris Drymalik)

History: DF 235 — DF 935

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

29.7.1968 Entered service as ‘DF 234’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

9.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘DF 934’ from ‘DF
234’ for Indian Pacific service.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
1998 Sold to Mr M.Menzies of Victoria (Rail

Experience).
3.2012 Stored in Newport Workshops west block [rpf].

History: DF 264 — DF 964 — Tarcoola Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3068-1969.

DF 233 Queen Adelaide on 26.1.2002 (Chris Drymalik)

18.11.2001, Keswick - Interior DF 934 (Chris Drymalik)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

5.4.2005,interior of DF935 (Paul Quinn)

18.7.1992,Keswick Indian Pacific dining car DF964 (Chris
Drymalik)

28.8.2005,Keswick - DF964 - Tarcoola Restaurant (Chris
Drymalik)

10.2.1970 Entered service as ‘DF 230’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘DF 964’ from ‘DF
264’ for Indian Pacific service.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
- Named ‘Tarcoola Restaurant’.

22.9.1990,Keswick dining car DF294 (Chris Drymalik)

History: DF 294

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3391-1972.

3.10.1972 Entered service.
1988 Used on the Brisbane Expo Express.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
16.8.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment [rpf].

History: DF 295

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3391-1972.

3.10.1972 Entered service.
12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International

Development ServiceS’.
1998 Sold to Mr M.Menzies of Victoria (Rail

Experience).
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2.40. EC Employees Van

5.4.2005,interior of DF295 (Paul Quinn)

History: DF 304 — Queen Adelaide Restaurant

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3562-1973.

This cars interior was rebuilt in 1993 to make it one of the
‘Queen Adelaide Restaurant’ dining cars as part of the
Indian Pacific upgrade.

29.1.1974 Entered service.
12.1993 Refurbished as ‘Queen Adelaide Restaurant’

for Indian Pacific.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
1.2002 Interior Refurbished.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2008 Returned to service after refurbishment[railsa]

History: DF 327 — DF 927

Stainless steel, air conditioned, first class dining car, built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
3748-1974.

6.3.1975 Entered service as ‘DF 327’.
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘DF 927’ from ‘DF

327’ for Indian Pacific service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
7.2006 Sent to ‘United Group Rail Ballarat North’ for

refurbishment. [rpf]
24.7.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment [rpf].
8.2008 Returned to service after refurbishment[railsa]

2.40 EC Employees Van

EC 138 to 143, 145 to 146, 152 to 155, 164 to 167

The ‘EC’ employees van were converted from South
Australian Railways passenger cars that had been
purchased by the Commonwealth Railways in 1961.

No evidence exist of any of the carriages actually being
used on trains before being converted to employees vans.
They had all been out of service on the South Australian
Railways for some time prior to the sale so it is likely that
they were purchased specifically for conversion.

History: EC 138 — NEC 138

Ex South Australian Railways 2nd class suburban side
load passenger car ‘288’.

23.12.1910 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
7.10.1963 Converted to an ‘EC 138‘ employees van.
9.1.1969 Converted to narrow gauge and coded ‘NEC

138’ for use on the Central Australia Railway.
5.8.1977 Written off.

History: EC 139

Ex South Australian Railways 46ft. suburban side loading
passenger car ‘270’.

24.12.1909 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
7.10.1963 Converted to an ‘EC 139‘ employees van.
8.9.1984 Written off at Port Augusta and sold to Pooraka

Salvage.

History: EC 140

Ex South Australian Railways suburban first class side
passenger car ‘283’

1.7.1910 Entered service on South Australian Railways.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
7.10.1963 Converted to an ‘EC 140‘ employees van.
8.9.1984 Written off at Port Augusta and sold to Pooraka

Salvage.

History: EC 141

Ex South Australian Railways 49ft. suburban first class
side passenger car ‘285’.

20.8.1910 Entered service on South Australian Railways.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
7.10.1963 Converted to an ‘EC 141‘ employees van.
8.9.1984 Written off at Pimba and sold to Pooraka

Salvage.
4.1987 Stored at Stirling North in a poor condition.
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Employees van EC 141 at Stirling North on 5.4.1987 (Chris Drymalik)

History: EC 142

Ex South Australian Railways 44ft. suburban second class
side passenger car ‘289’.

23.12.1910 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
7.10.1963 Converted to an ‘EC 142‘ employees van.
8.9.1984 Written off at Pimba and sold to Pooraka

Salvage.

History: EC 143 — NEC 143

Ex South Australian Railways 2nd class side loading
carriage ‘291’.

21.12.1910 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
7.10.1963 Converted to an ‘EC 143‘ employees van,

consisting of 6 separate Compartments.
14.2.1969 Converted to narrow gauge, for use on the

Central Australia Railway - coded ‘NEC 143’.
5.8.1977 Written off.
1980 Purchased by Steamtown Peterborough.

6th April 2008,Peterborough - Steamtown - NEC143 camp
car (Chris Drymalik)

History: EC 145 — NEC 145

Ex South Australian Railways 1st class side loading
suburban passenger car ‘286’.

20.8.1910 Entered service on South Australian Railways.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
18.5.1964 Converted to an ‘EC 145‘ employees van.
8.1.1969 Converted to narrow gauge, recoded ‘NEC 145’.
5.8.1977 Written off.
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2.40. EC Employees Van

History: EC 146 — NEC 146

Ex South Australian Railways side loading suburban
passenger car ‘274’.

24.12.1909 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
18.5.1964 Converted to an ‘EC 146‘ employees van.
7.3.1969 Converted to narrow gauge, coded ‘NEC 146’.
6.12.1973 Written off after having been destroyed by

fire.

History: EC 152

Ex South Australian Railways 49ft. suburban second class
side passenger car ‘287’.

20.8.1910 Entered service on South Australian Railways.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
6.8.1964 Converted to an ‘EC 152‘ employees van.
8.9.1984 Written off at Pimba and sold to Pooraka

Salvage.

History: EC 153

Ex South Australian Railways 44ft. suburban second class
side passenger car ‘295’.

23.12.1910 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
26.6.1964 Converted to an ‘EC 153‘ employees van.
8.9.1984 Written off at Pimba and sold to Pooraka

Salvage.

History: EC 154

Ex South Australian Railways 44ft. suburban second class
side passenger car ‘292’.

21.12.1910 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
22.7.1964 Converted to an ‘EC 144‘ employees van.
8.9.1984 Written off at Pimba and sold to Pooraka

Salvage.

History: EC 155

Ex South Australian Railways 46ft. suburban composite
class side passenger car ‘400’.

10.10.1914 Entered service on South Australian
Railways.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
18.5.1964 Converted to an ‘EC 155‘ employees van.
3.1978 Damaged beyond repair during collision at Port

Augusta.
27.5.1978 Written off.

History: EC 164

Ex South Australian Railways suburban passenger car
‘909’.

12.4.1922 Entered service on South Australian Railways
as passenger car ‘477’.

2.1951 Converted to ‘909’.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
3.6.1965 Converted to an ‘EC 164‘ employees van.
7.4.1995 Still on register.

History: EC 165 — NEC 165

Ex South Australian Railways composite side loading
suburban car ‘918’.

22.9.1911 Entered service on South Australian Railways
as passenger car ‘300’.

8.1952 Converted to ‘918’.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
10.12.1965 Converted to an ‘EC 165‘ employees van.
- Converted to narrow gauge ‘NEC 165‘ on the Central

Australia Railway - may have always been ‘NEC‘
class.

5.8.1977 Condemned.

History: EC 166 — NEC 166

Ex South Australian Railways passenger car ‘920’.

10.10.1914 Entered service on South Australian
Railways as ‘397’.

8.1952 Converted to ‘920’.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
25.6.1965 Converted to an ‘EC 166‘ employees van.
25.1.1966 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NEC 166’.
5.8.1977 Condemned.

26.8.1976 - Alberga - NEC167 and NEC employees vans
(Murray Billett)

History: EC 167 — NEC 167

Ex South Australian Railways narrow gauge semi corridor
passenger car ‘490‘.
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12.9.1912 Entered service on South Australian Railways
as ‘490’.

28.1.1927 Converted from narrow gauge long tom ‘189‘
to a rail car trailer.

1942 Body swapped with ‘212’.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and stored.
30.11.1965 Converted to an ‘EC 167‘ employees van.
- Converted to narrow gauge ‘NEC 167’.
5.8.1977 Written off and sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

2.41 EF Employees Dining and Sleeping Van
with Workshop

EF 190 to 197

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’ contract number 2890.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EF190 gang sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

History: NEF 190 — EF 190

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

5.7.1968 Entered service on narrow gauge as ‘NEF 190’
on Central Australia Railway.

12.11.1980 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘EF’.

1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
12.10.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Tailem

Bend.
15.8.2003 Transferred to storage at Bolivar. [cp 9.2003]

History: NEF 191 — EF 191

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

7.8.1968 Entered service on narrow gauge as ‘NEF 191’
on Central Australia Railway.

18.7.1977 Converted to standard gauge and recoded ‘EF
191’.

History: NEF 192 — EF 192

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

14.8.1968 Entered service on narrow gauge as ‘NEF 192’
on Central Australia Railway.

11.8.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded ‘EF
192’.

19.8.1987 In service at Pimba.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
12.10.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Tailem

Bend.
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

History: EF 193

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

9.7.1968 Entered service .
15.4.1982 Damaged by fire and written off.

History: EF 194

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

5.8.1968 Entered service.
19.8.1987 In service at Pimba.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
12.10.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Tailem

Bend.
15.8.2003 Transferred to storage at Bolivar. [cp 9.2003]

History: EF 195

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

2.9.1968 Entered service.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
12.10.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Tailem

Bend.

History: EF 196

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

9.9.1968 Entered service.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
12.10.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Tailem

Bend.
15.8.2003 Transferred to storage at Bolivar. [cp 9.2003]
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2.42. EG Workmans Van

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EF191 gang sleeper (Chris Drymalik)

25.8.1976 - Marree -NEF191 employees car (Murray
Billett)

History: EF 197

Employees dining and sleeping van with workshop built
by ‘Tulloch’.

13.6.1968 Entered service.
12.11.1980 Converted to standard gauge and recoded

‘EF’.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
12.10.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Tailem

Bend.
- Sold to ‘Australian Train MoverS’.[cp 1.2005].

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EF192 gang sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

2.42 EG Workmans Van

History: NEG 89 — EG 347

Steel, 45 foot, workmans van, built by Commonwealth
Engineering. Contract No. 3218.

4.1.1972 Entered service on the North Australia Railway
as ‘NEG 89’.

6.4.1978 Transferred to standard gauge and recoded
‘EG 347’.
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8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EF194 gang sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EF195 gang sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EF196 gang sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EF197 gang sleeper (Chris
Drymalik)

EG 347 at Port Augusta on 20.06.1989 (Chris Drymalik)

By 1995 Allocated to CME as work van at Port Augusta.
15.3.1997 At Port Augusta painted green and gold.
- Painted all over orange.
- Placed into storage in the Forrestfield yard
- Moved to private property in Waikiki, Western

Australia for use as accomodation
3.2017 Offered for sale on ‘Gumtree’ . Asking price

$20,000

2.43 EJ Employees Van

History: EJ 405

Steel employees van built 1972 by the South Australian
Railways and allocated to the Peterborough accident
train.

- Entered service on the South Australian Railways and
allocated to the Peterborough accident train.

- Recoded ‘EJ 405’.
1996 Stored in Spencer Junction yard, Port Augusta.
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2.44. ER Crew Dormitory Cars

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - EJ405 crew car (Chris Drymalik)

2.44 ER Crew Dormitory Cars

ER 206 to 211, 313 (906, 909 to 911)

Stainless steel crew dormitory cars, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

ER906 interior kitchen end (Chris Drymalik)

History: ER 206 — ER 906

Stainless steel, air conditioned, crew dormitory car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

8.4.1969 Entered service as ‘ER 206’.
10.7.1976 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ER 906’ from ‘ER

206’ for Indian Pacific service.
11.1994 Internally refurbished for use on Indian Pacific.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

15.5.1989,Keswick luggage HM318, crew ER207, sleeper
BRG173 Ghan colours (Chris Drymalik)

History: ER 207

Stainless steel, air conditioned, crew dormitory car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

13.5.1969 Entered service.
11.1988 Refinished in the Ghan colour scheme.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.12.2006 Damaged in derailment of Ghan at Ban Ban

Springs.
7.2.2007 Sent to Taree for repairs. [rpf].

History: ER 208 — RZBY 208

Stainless steel, air conditioned, crew dormitory car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

19.6.1969 Entered service.
11.1988 Refinished in the Ghan colour scheme.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZBY’.

History: ER 209 — ER 909

Stainless steel, air conditioned, crew dormitory car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

4.6.1969 Entered service as ‘ER 209’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.
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15.9.1990,Keswick crew ER909 (Chris Drymalik)

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ER 909’ from ‘ER
209’ for Indian Pacific service.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ER 210 — ER 910 — RZBY 910

Stainless steel, air conditioned, crew dormitory car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

15.5.1969 Entered service as ‘ER 210’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ER 910’ from ‘ER
210’ for Indian Pacific service.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
stored list.

1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZBY’.

History: ER 211 — ER 911 — RZBY 911

Stainless steel, air conditioned, crew dormitory car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

2.6.1969 Entered service as ‘ER 211’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

14.8.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘ER 906’ from ‘ER
206’ for Indian Pacific service.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.

1997 Sold to National Rail Corporation.
1997 Converted to crew car, recoded ‘RZBY’.

History: ER 313

Stainless steel, air conditioned, crew dormitory car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

5.6.1974 Entered service.
7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
11.1994 Internally refurbished for use on Indian Pacific.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

2.45 H Class Brakevan

History: R 337 — V 337 — TC 337 — TD 337 — H 61

Brake van converted from ‘V‘ class wooden goods van
during World War II.

30.9.1914 Entered service as ‘R 337‘, built by ‘Gray
BrotherS’, on the WA Division.

31.3.1922 Converted to ‘V 337‘ covered wagon.
- Converted to then to a ‘TC 337‘ class tank wagon.
28.10.1929 Converted to ‘TD 337‘ class tank wagon.
- Converted back to ‘V 337‘ wooden goods wagon.
22.8.1942 Converted to brakevan and renumbered ‘H

61’.
8.9.1945 Converted back to ‘V 337’.
2.4.1979 Written off[blc]

2.46 HGM Brake, Power and Luggage Van

HGM 202 to 205, 296 to 298, 316, 317 (900, 902 to
904)

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering.

History: HGM 202 — HGM 902

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

28.5.1969 Entered service as ‘HGM 202’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HGM 902’ for Indian
Pacific service.

7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
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2.46. HGM Brake, Power and Luggage Van

RZBY 910 (Stuart Hicks)

HGM (Chris Drymalik)

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HGM 203 — HGM 903

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

21.4.1992,Keswick - power van HGM902 (Chris Drymalik)

21.2.1969 Entered service as ‘HGM 203’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HGM 903’ for
Indian Pacific service.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
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14.6.1992,Keswick Indian Pacific cars crew ER911, power
HGM903 (Chris Drymalik)

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

16.3.1997,Keswick - HGM 904 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HGM 204 — HGM 904

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 2904-1967-8.

1.5.1969 Entered service as ‘HGM 204’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

19.7.1974. Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HGM 904’ for
Indian Pacific service.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

18.11.1994,Keswick - HGM205 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HGM 205

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No 2904-1967-68.

7.3.1969 On loan to VR from 7.3.1969 to 12.1970 on
account of violet town collision.

18.12.1970 Entered service on the Commonwealth
Railways.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2.12.1999 Severly damaged in a rear end collision near

Lapstone in the Blue Mountains, west of Sydney
(Glenbrook).

History: HGM 296

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 3391-1972.

9.1.1973 Entered service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 Car leased by the Commonwealth

Government to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HGM 297

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 3391-1972.

19.12.1972 Entered service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
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2.46. HGM Brake, Power and Luggage Van

28.8.2005,Keswick - HGM297 (Chris Drymalik)

6.3.1993,Keswick - HGM298 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HGM 298

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 3562-1973.

16.1.1974 Entered service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2006 Interior refit. New generators and control system.

[pl]

9.8.2008,Keswick - HGM900 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HGM 316 — HGM 900

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 3748-1974.

19.7.1975 Entered service as ‘HGM 316’.
20.7.1976 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HGM 900’ for

Indian Pacific service.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HGM 317

Stainless steel brake, power and luggage van, built by
Commonwealth Engineering. Contract No. 3748-1974.

1.7.1975 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

18.11.2001 Keswick - HGM 317 (Chris Drymalik)

2.47 HL Coal Train Brake Van

HL 334 to 336

Steel brake van built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’,
Contract Number 3931, for use on Leigh Creek coal
trains. They had a low level roof for fitting under coal
loading bins.

History: HL/AVLY/AVLP 334

Steel brakevan, designed for use on Leigh Creek coal
trains built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

13.8.1976 Entered service as ‘HL 334’.
26.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVLY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVLP’.

History: HL/AVLY/AVLP 335

Steel brakevan, designed for use on Leigh Creek coal
trains built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

25.8.1976 Entered service as ‘HL 335’.
26.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVLY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVLP’.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta, coded ‘AVLP’.

History: HL/AVLY/AVLP 336

Steel brakevan, designed for use on Leigh Creek coal
trains built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

19.8.1976 Entered service as ‘HL 336’.
26.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVLY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVLP’.

2.48 HM Luggage and Mail Vans

HM 255 to 259, 311, 312, 318, 319 (901, 957 to 959)

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’ for the Commonweatlh
Railways.

History: HM 255

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-68.

16.5.1969 Entered service.
12.1995 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HM 256

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-68.

11.6.1969 Entered service.
2.1996 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HM 257 — HM 957

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

12.6.1969 Entered service as ‘HM 257’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

4.6.1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HM 957’ from ‘HM
257’ for Indian Pacific service.

2.1996 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HM 258 — HM 958 — Chalaki

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.
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2.48. HM Luggage and Mail Vans

HL 334 circa 1976 (Australian National Railways)

1.1.1988,Stirling North brake AVLP335 (Chris Drymalik)

Low-level brakevan HL 336, taken at Stirling North on
20.08.1978 (Peter Knife)

18.11.2001 Keswick - Interior HM 957 (Chris Drymalik)

18.11.2001 Keswick - HM 957 (Chris Drymalik)
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17.6.1969 Entered service as ‘HM 258’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HM 958’ from ‘HM
258’ for Indian Pacific service.

6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
12.1995 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2000 Named Chalaki after former Overland sleeping

car of the same name.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

5.8.1997 Keswick - HM959 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HM 259 — HM 959

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-8.

9.7.1969 Entered service as ‘HM 258’.
1970 Allocated to Indian Pacific Joint Stock for

accounting purposes. A small blue plate lettered
‘Indian Pacific Car’ was affixed to the right hand end
of each side.

1974 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HM 959’ from ‘HM
259’ for Indian Pacific service.

1996 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HM 311

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

26.3.1974 Entered service.
1.12.1995 Interior being fitted with smoking

compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
18.8.1999 Very badly damaged in a collision at Zanthus.

History: HM 312

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

22.4.1974 Entered service.
- Allocated to CME Port Pirie.
1996 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HM 318

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No. 3748-1974.

7.5.1975 Entered service.
1989 Ghan colour scheme fitted to exterior.
1997 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: HM 319 — HM 901

Stainless steel luggage and mail vans built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No. 3748-1974.

10.5.1975 Entered service as ‘HM 319’.
6.1975 Renumbered as Joint Stock ‘HM 901’ from ‘HM

319’ for Indian Pacific service.
7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
1996 Fitted with a smoking compartment.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

stored list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

2.49 HR Class Brake Vans

HR 28 to 32

These vans were originally built by ‘Clyde’ as ‘YB’ freight
brakevans. When passenger services opened on the TAR,
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2.49. HR Class Brake Vans

9.4.2002 Keswick - HM959 luggage van (Chris Drymalik)

6.3.1998 Keswick - HM311 (Chris Drymalik)

the passenger compartment at one end was removed
and fitted with crew sleeping accomodation and recoded
‘HR’.

See also: YB 17 to 24.

History: YB 21 — HR 28 — R 1968

Brakevan with sleeping accomodation for 8 train
crew,built by ‘Clyde’. Was originally ‘YB 21‘ goods
brakevan. Converted to ‘HR 28‘ brakevan when sleeping
accomodation was fitted to the former passenger
compartments.

18.11.2001 Keswick - HM 901 and HM 312 (Chris
Drymalik)

29.2.1916 Entered service as ‘YB 21’. Underframe built
by State Implement Works.

20.10.1917 Converted to ‘HR 28’.
28.3.1925 Fitted with lavatory.
26.7.1967 Body written off.
24.11.1967 Underframe became ‘"R 1968"’.
- Fitted with camp unit ‘T 57‘[blc]
13.12.1986 Underframe written off.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

18.11.2001 Keswick - HM 312 (Chris Drymalik)

18.11.2001 Keswick - HM 901 (Chris Drymalik)

History: YB 22 — HR 29 — R 1812

Brakevan with sleeping accomodation for 8 train
crew,built by ‘Clyde’. Was originally ‘YB 22‘ goods
brakevan. Converted to ‘HR 29‘ brakevan when sleeping
accomodation was fitted to the former passenger
compartments.

20.4.1916 Entered service as ‘YB 22’. Underframe built
by State Implement Works.

30.10.1917 Converted to ‘HR 29’.
28.3.1925 Fitted with lavatory.
9.4.1962 Damaged by fire at 305 mile.
7.11.1962 Body written off
15.7.1964 Underframe converted to ‘"R 1812"‘ flat

wagon
- Fitted with work hut ‘S30‘[blc]

History: YB 23 — HR 30 — R 1811

Brakevan with sleeping accomodation for 8 train
crew,built by ‘Clyde’. Was originally ‘YB 23‘ goods
brakevan. Converted to ‘HR 30‘ brakevan when sleeping
accomodation was fitted to the former passenger
compartments.

14.2.1916 Entered service as ‘YB 23’. Underframe built
by State Implement Works.

14.11.1917 Converted to ‘HR 30’.
28.3.1925 Fitted with lavatory.
15.9.1964 Body written off and underframe converted

to ‘R 1811’.
5.1981 Noted as fitted with work hut ‘S 32’.
By 8.1996 Sold to Australian Railway Historical Society

(WA).

History: YB 24 — HR 31 — R 1815

Brakevan with sleeping accomodation for 8 train
crew,built by ‘Clyde’. Was originally ‘YB 24‘ goods
brakevan. Converted to ‘HR 31‘ brakevan when sleeping
accomodation was fitted to the former passenger
compartments.

27.3.1916 Entered service as ‘YB 24’. Underframe built
by State Implement Works.

14.11.1917 Converted to ‘HR 31’.
28.3.1925 Fitted with lavatory.
13.9.1963 Body written off.
25.9.1964 Underframe converted to ‘R 1815‘ flat wagon
- Fitted with camp hut ‘S28‘[blc]
20.6.1985 Written off.

History: YB 17 — HR 32

Brakevan with sleeping accomodation for 8 train
crew,built by ‘Clyde’. Was originally ‘YB 17‘ goods
brakevan. Converted to ‘HR 32‘ brakevan when sleeping
accomodation was fitted to the former passenger
compartments.

1916 Entered service as ‘YB 17’. Underframe built by
State Implement Works.

1917 Converted to ‘HR 31’.
10.2.1927 Fitted with dog box.
18.11.1934 Damaged by fire at Tarcoola.
1938 Condemned.

2.50 HRA Brake Van

HRA 55 to 58

Brakevan with sleeping accomodation Built by the
Commonwealth Railways at its Port Augusta Workshops.

History: HRA 55

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, entered service as ‘HRA’ class brakevan with
sleeping accomodation.

3.11.1936 Entered service.
20.10.1967 Hinged door converted to slinding[blc]
4.3.1978 Condemned and sold to WAGR. Recoded ‘WBF

811‘ class and used on Leonora line.
6.1982 Written off.
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2.50. HRA Brake Van

HR 28 and other work vehicles, circa 1917

HR 29, circa 1917

HR31 (Doug Colquhoun)

History: HRA/HRG 56 — NHRG 56

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, entered service as ‘HRA’ class brakevan with
sleeping accomodation.

14.8.1937 Entered service.
14.11.1952 Converted to ‘HRG‘ Power van.
8.10.1957 Alterations to roof, engine exhaust vans

installed.
3.7.1962 To narrow gauge ‘NHRG 56‘ and dining

facilities installed.
4.10.1963 Back to standard gauge as ‘HRG 56’.
28.4.1965 To narrow gauge as ‘NHRG 56’.
11.2.1966 To standard gauge as ‘HRG 56’.
- Allocated to CME Port Augusta Breakdown train.
19.8.1987 At Port Augusta.
2000 Sold to Seymour Rail Preservation Group who only

wanted the generators.
4.2000 Generators removed and remaining car donated

to Australian Railways Historical Society (Western
Australian Division) for use as a source of spare
parts.

5.5.2000 Left Port Augusta on delivery run to Western
Australia.

History: HRA 57

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, entered service as ‘HRA’ class brakevan with
sleeping accomodation.

30.9.1937 Entered service.
28.9.1967 Hinged door converted to slinding[blc]
4.3.1978 Condemned and sold to WAGR. Recoded ‘WBF

812‘ class and used on Leonora line.
6.1982 Written off.
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HRA 55 circa 1936

HRGA 96 and HRG 58 at Spencer Junction 25.6.1998

History: HRA/HRG 58 — NHRG 58

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, entered service as ‘HRA’ class brakevan with
sleeping accomodation.

20.11.1937 Entered service as ‘HRA 58’.
12.12.1956 Converted to ‘HRG 58‘ power van.
21.4.1961 To narrow gauge ‘NHRG 58’.
30.10.1962 Kitchen and dining facilities installed.

27.8.1965 Converted back to standard gauge ‘HRG 58‘
when air conditioning was installed.

16.11.1966 Returned to narrow gauge as ‘NHRG 58’.
13.1.1970 Back to standard gauge as ‘HRG 58’.
- Allocated to CME Alice Springs Breakdown train.
1.4.1986 Tenders were called for disposal.
3.1988 Still on register despite tender call in 1986.
1998 Sold to Steamtown Peterborough.
1.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Peterborough.

2.51 HRB Brakevans

HRB 62 to 68

Brakevans with sleeping accomodation, built by the
South Australian Railways at its Islington Workshops.

History: HRB 62

Built by the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops, as ‘HRB’ brakevan with sleeping
accomodation.

25.9.1943 Entered service.
20.10.1971 Written off.
26.8.1973 Body removed from underframe - underfram

kept[blc]
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2.52. HRD Relay Brake Van

P 63 in 1963

History: HRB/P 63

Built by the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops, as a brakevan with sleeping accomodation.
Coded by the Commonwealth ‘HRB’.

30.10.1943 Entered service.
14.8.1962 Converted to ‘P 63’ pay car.
25.5.1973 Condemned.
9.1.1974 Used as a mobile storage room for the rail

welding gang.

History: HRB 64 — R 3179

Built by the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops, as a brakevan with sleeping accomodation,
coded ‘HRB’.

30.10.1943 Entered service.
17.2.1976 Written off.
14.8.1979 Underframe converted to ‘R 3179’.

History: HRB/HRF 65 — AVFY 65

Built by the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops, as a brakevan with sleeping accomodation.
Coded by the Commonwealth ‘HRB’.

9.10.1943 Entered service.
20.6.1956 Bunks fitted.
17.6.1965 Reclass ‘HRF’.
18.5.1966 Rebuilt brakevan body with steel plate.

Dining, cooking, toilet and shower facilities
provided.

10.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVFY’.
28.6.1985 Interior Repairs.
- Allocated to CME Parkeston.
1.1999 Sold to a buyer from Geelong, Victoria.

History: HRB 66 — R 3195

Built by the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops, as a brakevan with sleeping accomodation,
coded ‘HRB’.

12.11.1943 Entered service.
23.9.1975 Written off.
14.8.1979 Underframe converted to ‘R 3195’.

History: HRB/HP/P 67

Built by the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops, as a brakevan with sleeping accomodation,
Coded ‘HRB’.

12.11.1943 Entered service.
16.8.1955 Converted to ‘HP 67‘ pay car.
12.5.1964 To ‘P 67‘, when alterations were made to the

layout of the car.
27.10.1982 Written off.

History: HRB/HRG 68

Built by the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops, entered service as a brakevan with sleeping
accomodation for 2. Coded ‘HRB’.

19.11.1943 Entered service.
18.12.1969 Converted to ‘HRG 68‘ powervan.
8.9.1984 Written off.
20.6.1989 At Pimba on private property alongside the

main road.

2.52 HRD Relay Brake Van

HRD 118 to 125, 184 to 189, 274 to 279, 359 to 364,
366, 393 to 394

All steel composite brake and crew vans constructed by
‘Kinki-Sharyo Co. Ltd., Osaka, Japan‘, ‘Tulloch’ and
‘Comeng’. Each van provided sleeping accomodation for
eight staff in four-berth compartments, dining
accomodation and facilities for preparing meals, gas
refrigerator, shower and toilet facilities.

These vans have a separate compartment to provided
accomodation for drovers or other passengers.

HRD 184 through 189 where contract number 2853.

History: HRD 118 — AVDY/AVDP 118

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Kinki-Sharyo of Japan’.

1.6.1961 Entered service.
27.8.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
26.12.1986 At Keswick coded ‘AVDP’.
- Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
- Sold to ‘Australian Train MoverS’ [cp 1.2005].
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

HRB63 (Doug Colquhoun)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVFY 65 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

HRB67 (Doug Colquhoun)

HRG 68 at Pimba on 20.06.1989 (Chris Drymalik)
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2.52. HRD Relay Brake Van

HRG 68 at Pimba on 20.06.1989 (Chris Drymalik)

25.8.1976 - Copley - HRD and Macedon (Murray Billett)

Builders plate (Chris Drymalik)

MurrayLander Power car HRGC119 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HRD/HRGC 119

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Kinki-Sharyo of Japan’.

30.10.1960 Arrived[blc]
- Prior to entering service as a brake van it was fitted

with GM 6/71 generators
8.1.1962 Entered service as ‘HRGC 119’ power brake

van - this is the first time it was in traffic
27.8.1962 GM diesel replaced with Rolls Royce diesel

alternators[blc]
2.1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander

service.
26.2.1999 Transferred from Port Augusta to Dry Creek,

then on to Tailem Bend on 28.2.1999.
30.5.2000 Used on the first official passenger train run

by Australian Loco & Railway Carriage Co. carrying
school children from Port Pirie to Adelaide and
return.[cp 7.2000].

6.10.2000 Hired to Freight Australia for use as a crew car
on the SCT service between Altona, Melbourne and
Forrestfield, Perth.[cp 11.2000]

by 12.2001 Hired to Great Southern Railway for use on
Overland services.

8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian
Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

History: HRD 120 — AVDY/AVDP 120

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Kinki-Sharyo of Japan’.

17.5.1961 Entered service.
29.4.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.
- Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
- Sold to ‘Australian Train MoverS’ [cp 1.2005].
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1.2000 Tailem Bend - AVDP 120

1.2000 Tailem Bend - AVDP 120

17.12.1997 Port Pirie - AVDP121 at Hackett Haulage
painted green and cream (Chris Drymalik)

History: HRD 121 — AVDY/AVDP 121

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Kinki-Sharyo of Japan’.

26.5.1961 Entered service.
17.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
29.2.1988 At Port Augusta as ‘AVDP’.
1.5.1989 Used on Parachilna train.
5.6.1993 Stored Port Pirie.
- To Hackett Haulage, Port Pirie.

History: HRD 122 — NHRD 122 — AVDY/AVDP 122

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

28.1.1964 Entered service.
2.2.1967 Converted to narrow gauge ‘NHRD 122’
19.7.1973 Reverted to standard gauge ‘HRD 122’.
9.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.4.1988 At Keswick coded ‘AVDP‘ and painted green

and gold.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.
- Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.

History: HRD 123 — AVDY 123 — AZDY/AZDP 123

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering‘, contract No. 2463-1963.

19.12.1963 Entered service.
28.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
20.12.1983 Recoded composite breakdown brake van

‘AZDY’.
- Recoded ‘AZDP’.
24.9.1994 Written off.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVDP 124 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)
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2.52. HRD Relay Brake Van

History: HRD 124 — AVDY/AVDP 124

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

6.12.1963 Entered service.
29.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVDP’.

12.9.1997 Spencer Junction - AVDP125 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HRD 125 — AVDY/AVDP 125

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

19.12.1963 Entered service.
18.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
8.5.1987 Stored at Port Augusta coded ‘AVDP’.

History: HRD 184 — AVDY/AVDP 184

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’

3.11.1967 Entered service.
22.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVDP’.
27.4.1992 At Port Augusta painted yellow and green.

History: HRD 185 — AVDY/AVDP 185

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’

17.11.1967 Entered service.
3.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.

12.9.1997 Spencer Junction - AVDP186 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HRD 186 — AVDY/AVDP 186

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’

14.12.1967 Entered service.
15.10.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.

History: HRD 187 — AVDY/AVDP 187

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’

13.12.1967 Entered service.
10.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.

History: HRD 188 — AVDY/AVDP 188

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’

27.11.1967 Entered service.
3.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.

History: HRD 189 — AVDY/AVDP 189

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’

17.1.1968 Entered service.
15.3.1984 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVDP’.

History: HRD 274 — AVDY 274

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commowealth Engineering’.

22.10.1971 Entered service.
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8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVDP 189 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

11.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

13.12.1983 Installed air conditioning.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVDP 275 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

History: HRD 275 — AVDY/AVDP 275

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commowealth Engineering’.

20.9.1971 Entered service.
2.1977 Modified for relay work.
8.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
6.5.1983 Installed air conditioning.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
9.2005 Tender called for disposal ex Dry Creek.
- Sold to Australian Locomotive and Railway Carriage

Co Pty Ltd.[sm]
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

AVDP 275 (Stuart Hicks)

AVDP 276 at Spencer Junction on 25.6.1998

History: HRD 276 — AVDY/AVDP 276 — PVDP 276 —
VPAY 3 — Croissant

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commowealth Engineering’.

6.10.1971 Entered service.
2.1977 Modified for relay work.
7.12.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
27.4.1992 At Port Augusta painted grey.
- Sold to private buyer.
6.10.2000 Hired to Freight Australia for use as a crew car

on the SCT service between Altona, Melbourne and
Forrestfield, Perth.[cp 11.2000]

- Coded ‘PVDP 276’.
- Converted to Freight Australia crew car. Painted green

and coded ‘VPAY 3’. [rpf]
- Named ‘Croissamt’.
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2.52. HRD Relay Brake Van

History: HRD 277 — AVDY/AVDP 277

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commowealth Engineering’.

29.10.1971 Entered service.
2.1977 Modified for relay work.
24.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
23.12.1983 Installed air conditioning.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVDP’
- Sold to private individual.
2002 Leased to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander

service.
- Sold to South Spur Rail Services for use on the ‘Spirit

of the West’ Restaurant Train.[jbo]
5.2005 Re-entered service painted in South Spur Rail

Services Blue and Yellow livery.[cp 11.2005]

29th March 1992,Keswick - ECC 278 crew car (Chris
Drymalik)

History: HRD 278 — AVDY/AVDP 278 — ECC 278

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commowealth Engineering’.

5.11.1971 Entered service.
10.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
27.10.1983 Installed air conditioning.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
1992 Converted to an ‘ECC‘ crew car for use as plant

fitter accommodation.
- Sold to ‘Australian Train Movers’[cp 1.2005].
- Moved to Temora, NSW, for use as a ‘Country Carriage

Bed & Breakfast’[www.countrycarriage.com.au].

History: HRD 279 — AVDY/AVDP 279 — CDCY 279 —
Major General J.D. Stevenson AO CBE

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commowealth Engineering’.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVDP 279 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

26.11.1971 Entered service.
2.11.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
7.11.1983 Installed air conditioning.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
2002 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
2.2008 Converted for use by the Australian Defence

Forces on trains transporting army vehicles. Painted
all over blue and named ‘Major General J.D.
Stevenson AO CBE‘[railsa]

History: NHRD 76 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 359

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’.

15.3.1968 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 76’
on Central Australia Railway.

16.2.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRD 359’.

4.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

17.12.1982 Air conditioning fitted.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
- Stored at Port Augusta.
3.8.2001 Transferred to Islington Works for storage.[cp

9.2001]
2005 Sold to the ‘Pullman Car Company‘ who are

operator of the ‘Ozback Explorer’
7.5.2005 Transferred from Islington Works to NSW.

History: NHRD 78 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 360 — VPAY 1 —
Federation Straight

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’.

23.8.1968 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 78’
on Central Australia Railway.

26.2.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRD 360’.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVDP360 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

17.1.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

1.3.1983 Air conditioning fitted.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
- Sold to West Coast Railway.
2.9.2000 Transferred from Islington to Dimboola after

being overhauled for use as a crew car by Freight
Australia on SCT service between Altona,
Melbourne and Forrestfield, Perth.[cp 11.2000]

8.10.2000 Transferred to Ballarat East workshops.
23.10.2000 Outshopped as ‘VPAY 1‘ crew car.
- Sold to ‘Freight AustraliA’.
- Named Federation Straight.

History: NHRD 79 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 361 — VPAY 2 —
Great Artesian

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’.

30.9.1968 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 79’
on Central Australia Railway.

12.1980 On the last Ghan.
12.6.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded

‘HRD 361’.
29.10.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
8.12.1983 Air conditioning fitted.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
- Sold to West Coast Railway.
2.9.2000 Transferred from Islington to Dimboola after

being overhauled for use as a crew car by Freight
Australia on SCT service between Altona,
Melbourne and Forrestfield, Perth.[cp 11.2000]

- Outshopped as ‘VPAY 2‘ crew car.
- Sold to ‘Freight AustraliA’.
- Named Great Artesian

History: NHRD 80 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 362

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’.

19.9.1968 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 80’
on Central Australia Railway.

12.1980 On the last Ghan.
2.6.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded

‘HRD 362’.
17.1.1982 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
11.3.1983 Air conditioning fitted.
22.11.1987 At Keswick painted grey and lettered

‘Australian National RailwayS’, coded ‘AVDP’
1999 Sold to Australian Railways Historical Society

(Western Australian Division).
5.5.2000 Left Port Augusta on delivery run to Western

Australia.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVDP363 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

History: NHRD 66 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 363

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

27.5.1965 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 66’
on Central Australia Railway.

29.7.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRD 363’.

6.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

24.2.1984 Air conditioning fitted.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
- Stored at Port Augusta.
3.8.2001 Transferred to Islington Works for storage.[cp

9.2001]
2005 Sold to the ‘Pullman Car Company‘ who are

operator of the ‘Ozback Explorer’
7.5.2005 Transferred from Islington Works to NSW.

History: NHRD 77 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 364

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’.

15.7.1968 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 77’
on Central Australia Railway.
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2.52. HRD Relay Brake Van

NHRB 62 and NHRD 66 at Alice Springs, 29.3.1970 (Peter Knife)

25.8.1976 - Marree - NHRD77 relay van (Murray Billett)

2.10.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRD 364’.

11.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

24.3.1983 Air conditioning fitted.
- Recoded ‘AVDP’.

History: NHRD 75 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 366

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by ‘Tulloch’.

4.10.1968 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 75’
on Central Australia Railway.

16.9.1981 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRD 366’.

23.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification and air conditioning fitted.

- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
2002 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
2002 Painted Yellow livery.
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

25.8.1976 - Marree - NHRD77 relay van (Murray Billett)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

History: NHRD 65 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 393

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

3.6.1965 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 65’ on
Central Australia Railway.

8.7.1983 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRD 393’.

4.8.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVDP’.
- Allocated to CME Port Pirie.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVDP’
- Sold to West Coast Railway.
2.9.2000 Transferred from Islington to Dimboola after

being overhauled for use as a crew car by Freight
Australia on SCT service between Altona,
Melbourne and Forrestfield, Perth.[cp 11.2000]

27.10.2000 Delivered to Ballarat East workshops.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
On temporary Harris Trailer biogies.

2004 Sold to Australian Train Movers.
9.2004 Sold and moved to a property near Cowra.

[correspondence with Garry Peters, Blaxland NSW]

History: NHRD 67 — HRD/AVDY/AVDP 394

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

10.6.1965 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRD 67’
on Central Australia Railway.

2.7.1982 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRD 394’.

23.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVDY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

29.2.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVDP’.

2.53 HRE Relay Brake Van

HRE 126 to 131, 177 to 183, 198 to 201, 348 to 350,
353 to 357

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

HRE 177 through 183 where built under contract
Number 2779.

History: HRE 126 — AVEY/AVEP 126

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

15.5.1964 Entered service.
27.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
8.5.1987 At Port Augusta.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

HRE and an 8300 brakevan at Peterborough (Doug
Colquhoun)

History: HRE 127 — AVEY/AVEP 127

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

15.5.1964 Entered service.
17.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

History: HRE 128 — AVEY/AVEP 128

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

12.6.1964 Entered service.
22.4.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

History: HRE 129 — AVEY/AVEP 129

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

12.6.1964 Entered service.
15.12.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
12.3.1988 At Keswick coded as ‘AVEP’.

History: HRE 130 — AVEY/AVEP 130

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

26.6.1964 Entered service.
18.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
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2.53. HRE Relay Brake Van

8.5.1987,Port Augusta AVEY126 red brakevan (Chris Drymalik)

AVEP 127 at Keswick, circa 1990

History: HRE 131 — AVEY/AVEP 131

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

10.7.1964 Entered service.
13.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

8.1976,Port Augusta - HRE127 (Barry Lewis)

History: HRE 177 — AVEY/AVEP 177

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

28.10.1966 Entered service.
6.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

3.2.1986,AVEY128 Port Augusta station (Chris Drymalik)

History: HRE 178 — AVEY/AVEP 178

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

4.11.1966 Entered service.
13.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
29.2.1988 At Port Augusta coded as ‘AVEP’.
31.8.1991 Tenders called for disposal.
1992 Sold to the City of Port Pirie.

History: HRE 179 — AVEY/AVEP 179

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

25.1.1967 Entered service.
18.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
31.8.1991 Tenders called for disposal.
1992 Sold to the City of Port Pirie.

History: NHRE 180 — HRE 180 — AVEY/AVEP 180

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

13.1.1967 Entered service. Delivered as ‘HRE‘ class, but
issued to service as ‘NHRE 180’. on the North
Australia Railway.

16.5.69 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
14.7.75 Transferred to North Australia Railway.
21.10.1977 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
6.11.1981 Transferred to standard gauge and recoded

‘HRE’.
22.4.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
9.2005 Tender called for disposal ex Port Augusta.

History: HRE 181 — AVEY/AVEP 181

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

15.4.1967 Entered service.
24.2.1984 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
31.8.1991 Tenders called for disposal.
1992 Sold to the City of Port Pirie.

History: NHRE 182 — HRE 182

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

25.4.1967 Entered service. Delivered as ‘HRE‘ class, but
issued to service as ‘NHRE 182’. on the North
Australia Railway.

12.1977 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
24.8.1979 Returned to standard gauge and recoded

‘HRE’.
24.8.1982 Damaged by fire at Stirling North.
20.4.1983 Written off.

History: HRE 183 — AVEY/AVEP 183

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

13.12.1967 Entered service.
6.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.

History: HRE 198 — AVEY/AVEP 198

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

30.8.1967 Entered service.
10.11.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
8.5.1987 At Port Augusta.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie, accident damaged.
31.8.1991 Tenders called for disposal.
1992 Sold to the City of Port Pirie.

History: HRE/NHRE 199

See ‘HRE 356’.

History: HRE/NHRE 200

See ‘HRE 357’.
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2.53. HRE Relay Brake Van

26.1.1996 Stirling North - bogies off HRE 131 (Chris Drymalik)

26.1.1996 Port Pirie Station - brake vans AVEY 178 + AVEY
179 (Chris Drymalik)

History: HRE 201 — NHRE 201 — AVEY/AVEP 201

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

3.6.1968 Entered service as ‘HRE 201’.
17.12.1968 Transferred to North Australia Railway as

narrow gauge ‘NHRE 201’.
17.3.1977 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
1.2.1980 Returned to standard gauge as ‘HRE 201’.

27.4.1992,Port Pirie - brake AVEP179 (Chris Drymalik)

17.9.1980 ANZR plugs fitted for Tarcoola to Alice
Springs Railway (T.A.S.) working.

22.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

History: NHRE 87 — HRE/AVEY/AVEP 348

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

28.11.2000 AVEP180 in Port Augusta Workshops

27.4.1992,Port Pirie - brake vans red AVEP181 + grey
AVEP178 (Chris Drymalik)

19.8.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 87’
on the North Australia Railway.

12.11.1971 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
10.4.1979 Converted to standard gauge and recoded

‘HRE 348’.
6.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

AVEP 183 at Stirling North on 27.6.1997

History: NHRE 85 — HRE/AVEY/AVEP 349

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

2.8.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 85’ on
the North Australia Railway.

8.1977 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
12.8.1980 Converted to standard gauge and recoded

‘HRE 349’.
16.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
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2.53. HRE Relay Brake Van

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVEP183 Breakdown train (Chris
Drymalik)

8.5.1987,Port Augusta AVEY198 red brakevan (Chris
Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVEP 348 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVEP349 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVEP349 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
12.1996 Given to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
16.12.1996 To broad gauge for transfer to Port Dock

Station Railway Museum.

HRE 350 (Philippa Rogers)
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

History: NHRE 86 — HRE/AVEY/AVEP 350

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

30.8.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 86’
on the North Australia Railway.

12.1977 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
19.7.1979 Converted to standard gauge and recoded

‘HRE 350’.
17.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.
By 1995 Stored at Port Pirie.
- Sold to Australian Railway Historical Society (WA).
- Repainted Commonwealth Railways Maroon.

7.4.1992,Port Augusta - brake vans AVEP353 - left +
AVEP131 - right (Chris Drymalik)

History: NHRE 83 — HRE/AVEY/AVEP 353

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

19.7.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 83’
on the Central Australia Railway.

11.2.1980 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRE 353’.

17.9.1980 ANZR plugs fitted for Tarcoola Alice Springs
working.

17.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

1.1.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVEP’.
1.5.1989 Used on Parachilna train.

History: NHRE 82 — HRE/AVEY/AVEP 354

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

22.9.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 82’
on the Central Australia Railway.

28.8.1976 - Alice Springs - NHRE82 brake (Murray Billett)

1.4.1980 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRE 354’.

7.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

History: NHRE 84 — HRE/AVEY/AVEP 355

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

22.7.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 84’
on the Central Australia Railway.

9.5.1980 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘HRE 355’.

11.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

By 1995 Stored at Port Pirie.
- Recoded ‘AVEP’.

18.12.97 Port Pirie - AVEP356 - green and gold livery
(Chris Drymalik)

History: NHRE 199 — HRE/AVEY/AVEP 356

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.
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2.54. HRGA Power Brake Van

29.3.1968 Delivered as standard gauge ‘HRE‘, but
actually entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 199’
on the North Australia Railway.

10.9.1976 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
2.3.1982 Converted to standard gauge and incorrectly

recoded ‘HRE 356‘ (it already had been allocated
standard gauge road number 199), which apprently
they got wrong as it has been reported as being
coded "365" on one side.

28.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

4.4.1988 At Keswick coded ‘AVEP‘ and painted green
and yellow.

By 1991 The wall between the sleeping compartments
had been removed and additional seating fitted in
the enlarged compartment formed.

History: NHRE 200 — HRE/AVEP 357

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by
‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

20.6.1968 Delivered as standard gauge ‘HRE‘, but
actually entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRE 200’
on the North Australia Railway.

28.9.1976 Transferred to Central Australia Railway.
15.4.1980 Converted to standard gauge and incorrectly

recoded ‘HRE 357‘ (it already had been allocated
standard gauge road number 200).

22.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVEY’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

1.3.1988 At Port Augusta coded ‘AVEP‘ and damaged at
one end.

11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.

2.54 HRGA Power Brake Van

HRGA 96 to 97

RGA circa 1952

Wegmann (contractor NiedersÄchsische) Power brake
van with sleeping accomodation

8.2002 HRGA 96 (Ian Rourke)

History: HRGA 96

Wegmann (contractor NiedersÄchsische) Power brake
van with sleeping accomodation.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
27.7.1954 Crews quarters air conditioned.
13.6.1973 Exterior painted silver grey.
31.5.1984 Exterior painted in Australian National

corporate colours.
- The 2 GM 6/71 diesel alternator sets were replaced by

Rolls Royce C6TFL diesel alternator sets.
1999 Sold to Australian Railways Historical Society

(Western Australian Division).
5.5.2000 Left Port Augusta on delivery run to Western

Australia.
Mid 2002 Sold this car to South Spur Rail Services for

use with Federation Train coaches on the ‘Spirit of
the West’.

Aug-Sep 2002 Repainted in new livery. Changes to the
vehicle made by South Spur Rail Services after they
bought it have been to replace one of the Rolls
Royce power generator sets with a GM 8/71 set of
roughly equivalent power output; combining of the
2 berth compartment and one of the 4 berth
compartments to make a single large room in which
is installed a commercial size display refrigerator,
dishwashing machine and benches, sinks etc for
crockery and other food utensils; replacement of the
shower with a second toilet and the installation of a
shore power fitting to supply electrical services
when the generators are shut down. In addition, the
bogies were completely overhauled with new
wheels, bearings and brakes.

History: HRGA 97

Wegmann (contractor NiedersÄchsische) Power brake
van with sleeping accomodation.

15.11.1952 Entered service.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

9.2002 HRGA 96 (Ian Rourke)

18.12.1988 Keswick HRGA97 Wegmann power van (Chris
Drymalik)

14.9.1954 Crews quarters air conditioned.
22.7.1966 The 2 GM 6/71 diesel alternator sets were

replaced by Rolls Royce diesel alternator sets[blc]
11.12.1973 Exterior painted silver grey.
- The 2 GM 6/71 diesel alternator sets were replaced by

Rolls Royce C6TFL diesel alternator sets.
- Allocated to CME Port Pirie.
2004 Sold to Australian Loco and Railway Carriage

Company [cp 1.2005].
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

2.55 HRGB Brake van with sleeping
accomodation and power generation
facilities

HRGB 116 to 117

All steel power vans constructed by ‘Kinki-Sharyo Co.
Ltd., Osaka, Japan’. Each has two generators, developing
75 KW. Sleeping accomodation is available for twelve
train staff in four-berth compartments. Wardrobes are
fitted in each compartment. The vans are
air-conditioned, provided with kitchen and dining room
accomodation, gas refrigerator, shower and toilet
facilities.

History: HRGB 116

Brake van with sleeping accomodation and power
generation facilities built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

30.12.1960 Entered service.
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2.56. HRH Relay Brake Van

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - HRGB116 brake and power van
(Chris Drymalik)

19.7.1963 The 2 GM 6/71 diesel alternator sets were
replaced by Rolls Royce C6TFL diesel alternator sets.

1.1999 Sold to a buyer from Geelong, Victoria.

Power car HRGB 117 at Keswick on 15.9.1990 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: HRGB 117

Brake van with sleeping accomodation and power
generation facilities built by Kinki-Sharyo of Japan.

28.7.1961 Entered service.
- The 2 GM 6/71 diesel alternator sets were replaced by

Rolls Royce C6TFL diesel alternator sets.
22.1.1987 At Keswick painted grey and lettered

‘Australian National Railways’.
1.1999 Sold to a buyer from Geelong, Victoria.
3.8.2001 Transferred to Islington Works for storage.[cp

9.2001]
2005 Sold to the ‘Pullman Car Company‘ who are

operator of the ‘Ozback Explorer’
7.5.2005 Transferred from Islington Works to NSW.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - HRGB117 brake and power van
(Chris Drymalik)

2.56 HRH Relay Brake Van

HRH 314 to 315, 337 to 342

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’.

When on standard gauge these brake vans were initially
coded as ‘HRH‘ and on narrow gauge as the ‘NHRF‘ class.
Under the ROA brake van reclassification they were
coded ‘AVHY’.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVHP314 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

History: HRH 314 — AVHY 314

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’ Contract Number 3490.

27.4.1973 Entered service as ‘HRH 314’.
18.5.1982 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.
- Move to Ballarat North [rpf]
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVHP315 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

July 2002 - Brake van AVHP 315 (Howard Franks)

History: HRH 315 — AVHY/AVHP 315

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’ Contract Number 3490.

10.5.1973 Entered service as ‘HRH 315’.
28.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
- Recoded ‘AVHP’.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.

NHRF 90 circa 1970

History: NHRF 90 — HRH/AVHY/AVHP 337

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’.

23.12.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRF 90’
on Central Australia Railway.

28.7.1976 Transferred to standard gauge, fitted with
lightweight passenger bogies and recoded ‘HRH
337’.

29.4.1983 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVHP’.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie out of service.
- Sold to Geelong based ‘Rail Experience’. [cp 1.2005].
- Moved to South Geelong, Victoria.

28.11.2000 AVEP338 in Port Augusta Workshops

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVHP338 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

History: NHRF 91 — HRH/AVHY/AVHP 338

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’.

21.1.1972 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRF 91’
on Central Australia Railway.
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2.56. HRH Relay Brake Van

1.12.1976 Transferred to standard gauge, fitted with
lightweight passenger bogies and recoded ‘HRH
338’.

29.4.1983 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVHP’.
1.1999 Sold to a buyer from Geelong, Victoria.

AVHP 339 at Stirling North on 27.06.1997

History: NHRF 92 — HRH/AVHY/AVHP 339

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’.

28.1.1972 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRF 92’
on Central Australia Railway.

6.9.1976 Transferred to standard gauge, fitted with
lightweight passenger bogies and recoded ‘HRH
339’.

27.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVHP’.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.
1.1999 Sold to a buyer from Geelong, Victoria.

History: NHRF 93 — HRH/AVHY/AVHP 340

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’.

9.2.1973 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRF 93’ on
Central Australia Railway.

26.8.1976 Transferred to standard gauge, fitted with
lightweight passenger bogies and recoded ‘HRH
340’.

29.10.1982 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake
van reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVHP’.
8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.

July 2002 - Brake van AVHP 340 (Howard Franks)

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - AVHP341 brake van (Chris
Drymalik)

History: NHRF 94 — HRH/AVHY/AVHP 341

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’.

12.3.1973 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRF 94’
on Central Australia Railway.

8.12.1977 Transferred to standard gauge, fitted with
lightweight passenger bogies and recoded ‘HRH
341’.

4.10.1982 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVHP’.

History: NHRF 95 — HRH/AVHY/AVHP 342

Stainless steel relay brake van built by ‘Commonwealth
Engineering’.

28.2.1973 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRF 95’
on Central Australia Railway.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

27.8.1977 Transferred to standard gauge, fitted with
lightweight passenger bogies and recoded ‘HRH
342’.

28.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVHY‘ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

- Recoded ‘AVHP’.
- Scrapped and sold - moved to property just outside

Port Pirie.

2.57 M Class Bulk Mail/Luggage Vans

M 35 to 38, 69

Bulk mail vans built at the Port Augusta Workshops for
use on the Trans-Australian Railway.

See also: M 32 and M 34.

History: RA 669 — M 35 — NRD 1663 — BPA/AZZF 2599

‘M‘ class bulk mail and luggage van built by the
Commonwealth Railways, at their Port Augusta
Workshops, on the State Implement Works built
underframe of ‘RA 669‘

1916 Entered service ‘RA 669‘ flat wagon
7.5.1918 Entered service as ‘M 35‘ mail van.
4.10.1957 Fitted with roller bearing bogies.
29.1.1969 Written off and body sold to Whyalla Gliding

club.
23.10.1969 Underframe converted to narrow gauge

‘NRD 1663‘ flat.
3.7.1976 Converted to ballast plough ‘BPA 2599’.
By 1995 Recoded ‘AZZF 2599’.
1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.

History: RA 661 — M/MA 36 — NRD 1662 — R/AZZF
2605

‘M‘ class bulk mail and luggage van built by the
Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops, on the supplied underframe of ‘RA 661"

1916 Entered service ‘RA 661‘ flat wagon
12.2.1918 Entered service as ‘M 36‘ mail van.
20.2.1954 Converted to ‘MA’.
29.1.1968 Written off.
1969 Body sold to Whyalla Gliding club.
14.11.1969 Underframe used for narrow gauge flat

wagon ‘NRD 1662’.
2.12.1977 Converted to standard gauge ‘R 2605‘ flat
- Fitted with camp unit ‘S191‘[blc]
By 1995 Recoded ‘AZZF 2605’.

History: RA 665 — M/MA 37 — NRD 1661 — BPA/AZZF
2601

‘M‘ class bulk mail and luggage van built by the
Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops, on the State Implement Works built
underframe of ‘RA 665"’.

1916 Entered service ‘RA 665‘ flat wagon
14.2.1918 Entered service as ‘M 37‘ mail van.
28.11.1952 Converted to ‘MA’.
16.11.1965 Written off
28.10.1969 Underframe converted to narrow gauge flat

‘NRD 1661’.
25.3.1977 Converted to standard gauge ballast plough

‘BPA 2601’.
By 1995 Recoded ‘AZZF 2601’.

History: RA 667 — M 38

‘M‘ class bulk mail and luggage van built by the
Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops, on the State Implement Works built
underframe of ‘RA 667"’.

1916 Entered service ‘RA 667‘ flat wagon
28.3.1918 Entered service as ‘M 38‘ mail van.
20.10.1960 Written off.

History: M 69 — VG 69 — PG 69

‘M‘ class bulk mail and luggage van built by the
Commonwealth Railways at their Port Augusta
Workshops.

24.1.1944 Entered service as ‘M 69‘ mail van.
6.4.1964 Mail van was written off.
28.7.1966 A ‘VG‘ class power van was built on the

underframe and 4 GM engines installed.
30.11.1984 Recoded ‘PG’.

2.58 NABP Composite Narrow Gauge Sitting
Cars

NABP 2 and 3

Composite class narrow gauge sitting cars with
longitudinal seating. Some were built by the South
Australian Railways and purchased by the
Commonwealth as part of the takeover of the North
Australia Railway.

Note the history of some cars is a litle confusing as the
North Australia Railway branch of the Commonwealth
Railways was not very good at keeping accurate records
of its rollingstock.

History: 94 — NABP 2

Built at the South Australian Railways Adelaide
locomotive workshops 4.1888, and issued to the
Palmerston division as composite car ‘No.94‘, seating 14
first and 25 second class passengers.

Taken over by the CR and coded ‘NABP 2’.

4.1888 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways Palmerston division as car ‘94’.
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2.58. NABP Composite Narrow Gauge Sitting Cars

12.1971 Port Augusta - composite situp car AB17 on marree train + mail van in foreground (Barry Lewis)

Building an M van, circa 1918

1907 Fitted with toilets, ladies compartment, electric
light and through walkways on end platforms.

1.1.1911 Taken over by the Commonwealth.
- Recoded ‘NABP 2’.
23.4.1934 Destroyed by fire at the Darwin sorting sheds.
- Underframe used for ‘NABP 7’.

History: 95 — NABP/NBP 3

Built at the South Australian Railways Adelaide
locomotive workshops 4.1888, and issued to the

C.1930,Accident on TAR - carriage and mail van (Chris
Drymalik Collection)

Palmerston division as composite car ‘No.95‘, seating 14
first and 25 second class passengers.

Taken over by the CR and coded ‘NABP 3’.

4.1888 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways Palmerston division as car ‘95’.

1907 Fitted with toilets, ladies compartment, electric
light and through walkways on end platforms.

1.1.1911 Taken over by the Commonwealth.
- Recoded ‘NABP 2’.
- Converted to all second class and recoded ‘NBP’.
12.7.1946 Out of service.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

20.4.1980,Kulgara - power car VG69 (Barry Lewis)

20.4.1980,Kulgara - power car VG69 (Barry Lewis)

1954 Written off and sold to Fujita Salvage Co.

2.59 NABPB Narrow Gauge Composite
Sitting Car

History: NABPB/NABP 5 — NTP 1

Composite class sitting car with longitudinal seating,
divided into two compartments seating 17 first and 27
second class passengers, built Port Augusta workshops
1932. Sheeted in plywood, not vertical boarding as were
earlier cars.

NABP 2 at Darwin, circa 1915

1932 Entered service as ‘NABPB 5’.
5.1932 Arrived North Australia Railway.
- Recoded ‘NABP 5’.
27.8.1947 Damaged by fire.
2.8.1950 Electric light fitted.
- Underframe used as flat wagon for North Australia

Railway poison train consist. fitted with 1 x 1000
gallon and 1 x 1500 gallon tank. Coded ‘NTP 1‘[blc]

20.12.1979 Written off[blc]
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2.60. NABP Composite Narrow Gauge Sitting Cars

1.1959,Katherine - NABP3 + NABP7 (G Bond collection)
(Barry Lewis Collection)

1.1959,Katherine - Composite car NABP3 (G Bond
Collection) (Barry Lewis Collection)

Situp NABP 5, circa 1944 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

Situp NABP 5

2.60 NABP Composite Narrow Gauge Sitting
Cars

NABP 9 to 13

Composite class narrow gauge 40 foot 2-1/5 inch sitting
cars, built by the Commonwealth Railways at the Port
Augusta workshops.

History: NABP/NBP 9 — NR 1766

Composite class sitting car with longitudinal seating for
18 first class and 20 second class. Built at the Port
Augusta Workshops.

1.5.1925 Entered service as composite class ‘NABP 9’.
13.8.1946 Cconverted to ‘NBP‘ all second class.
16.5.1958 Auto coupling fitted.
20.10.1969 Written off.
3.8.1972 Underframe converted to flat wagon (camp

unit) ‘NR 1766’.
- Written off North Australia Railway
5.1981 At Marree

History: NABP 10

Composite class sitting car with longitudinal seating for
18 first class and 20 second class. Built at the Port
Augusta Workshops.

1.5.1925 Entered service as composite class ‘NABP 9’.
14.12.1962 Written off.

History: NABP 11

Composite class sitting car with longitudinal seating for
18 first class and 20 second class. Built at the Port
Augusta Workshops.

1.5.1925 Entered service as composite class ‘NABP 9’.
Easter 1964 Used on Australian Railway Historical

Society special from Marree to Alberrie Creek.
4.4.1964 To North Australia Railway.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

1953,Darwin - Composite car NABP5 (G Bond Collection) (Barry Lewis Collection)

12.1967 Derailed and extensively damaged.
26.8.1968 Written off.

NABP 12 - 1.1963 (W Callaghan - Kym Bird Collection)

History: NABP 12 — NR 1747

Composite class sitting car with longitudinal seating for
18 first class and 20 second class. Built at the Port
Augusta Workshops.

1.5.1925 Entered service as composite class ‘NABP 9’.
20.10.1969 Written off.
26.1.1972 Underframe converted to flat wagon ‘NR

1747’.

2.1972 Sent to North Australia Railway[blc]

1973,Parap Darwin - Composite car NABP13 (Hugh
Williams)

History: NABP 13

Composite class sitting car with longitudinal seating for
18 first class and 20 second class. Built at the Port
Augusta Workshops.

1.5.1925 Entered service as composite class ‘NABP 9’.
1.4.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
25.7.1968 To North Australia Railway.
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2.61. NABP Composite Narrow Gauge Sitting Cars

1970,Darwin - Composite car NABP13

14.9.1971 Written off and sold to Mr Hinton for $250.
- Preserved at Darwin.
- Move to Katherine.
- Move to Pine Creek Museum.

2.61 NABP Composite Narrow Gauge Sitting
Cars

NABP 6 and 7

Composite class narrow gauge sitting cars. The bodies
were built by the Commonwealth Railways on the
underframes of earlier cars.

Note the history of some cars is a litle confusing as the
North Australia Railway branch of the Commonwealth
Railways was not very good at keeping accurate records
of its rollingstock.

It was reported in 1947 that NABP 6 and 7 were new
bodies built on underframes of cars 1 and 4. Cars 3 and 4
were originally numbers 2 and 3. Both cars are reported
as out of service 12.7.1946.

History: NABP 6

A new body, built at Port Augusta workshops, was fitted
in 1942 to the underframe of ‘NAP 1‘ at the Katherine
workshops. Capacity 14 first and 20 second class
passengers.

1942 Entered service ‘NABP 6’
- Out of service by 12.7.1946.
- Sold to Fujita Salvage Co.

History: NABP 7

A new body, built at Port Augusta workshops, was fitted
in 1942 to the underframe of ‘NABP 2’ at the Katherine
workshops. Capacity 14 first and 20 second class
passengers.

1942 Entered service ‘NABP 7’

1.1959,Katherine - NABP3 + NABP7 (G Bond collection)
(Barry Lewis Collection)

1.1959,Katherine - Composite car NABP7 (G Bond
Collection) (Barry Lewis Collection)

- Out of service by 12.7.1946.
- Sold to Fujita Salvage Co.

2.62 NAP Narrow Gauge First Class Sitting
Car

History: 119 — NAP 1 — Administrators Car

Built at the South Australian Railways Adelaide
locomotive workshops 4.1890, and issued to the
Palmerston division as first class lavatory car No. ‘119‘,
seating 28 passengers. Taken over by the CR and
converted into the ‘Administrators car’ being coded
‘NAP 1’.

4.1890 Entered service on the South Australian Railways
Palmerston division as first class lavatory car ‘119’.

1.1.1911 Taken over by the Commonwealth.
- Recoded ‘NAP 1’.
23.10.1933 Destroyed by fire when a spark from a loco

ignited it en route.
- Underframe used for ‘NABP 6’.
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2.63 NAR Narrow Gauge First Class Sleeping
Car

8.10.1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway NAR73 sleeper
(Chris Drymalik)

History: NAR/NXEA 73

Timber bodied 60 foot first class sleeping car built by the
Commonwealth Railways at the Port Augusta workshops
for the Ghan, with 18 sleeping berths, shower and
conductors compartment.

The Commonwealth Railways report of 1947/48
describes the car as:

One new first-class sleeping car for the Central
Australia Railway was completed during the
year and placed in running. The construction
of this car embraces an all-welded underframe
and bogies and also the use of masonite for
exterior sheathing. The interior of the car is
finished in walnut plywood. The car body has
been insulated and designed for
air-conditioning at a later date. Sleeping
compartments in the car are all all of the two
berth type.

1.7.1948 Entered service.
1.4.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
Easter 1964 Used on Australian Railway Historical

Society special from Marree to Alberrie Creek.
25.7.1971 Recoded as Breakdown consist sleeping car

‘NXEA 73’ for use on the North Australia Railway.
1978 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

2.64 NBP Narrow Gauge Second Class Sitting
Car

NBP 4, 14

Second class sitting cars.

History: 126 — NBP 4

Built at the South Australian Railways Adelaide
locomotive workshops 4.1890, and issued to the
Palmerston division as second class lavatory car ‘No.126‘,
seating 35 passengers.

Taken over by the Commonwealth Railways coded ‘NBP
4’.

4.1890 Entered service on the South Australia Railways
Palmerston division as ‘126’..

1.1.1911 Taken over by the Commonwealth.
- Recoded ‘NBP 4’.
1954 Written off and sold to Fujita Salvage Co.

History: NBP 14 — NR 1767

Built by the Commonwealth Railways at its Port Augusta
workshops as, entered service, 40 feet 2-1/5 inch second
class passenger car with longitudinal seating.

1.5.1925 Entered service as ‘NBP 14’.
26.3.1938 In rollingstock summary as having been

destoryed[blc]
20.10.1969 Written off.
19.7.1972 Underframe converted to flat wagon ‘NR

1767’.
- Written off North Australia Railway
5.1981 At Marree

2.65 NBPA Narrow Gauge Second Class
Sitting Car

NBPA 25 to 27

Built at Port Augusta as ‘NBPA’ second class sitting cars in
1927 for use on the Central Australia Railway. In 1930
they were converted to composite ‘NABPA’.

As the Ghan service increased after WWII they were all
converted, to first class sleeping car with accomodation
for 12. This involved the removing of an end platform to
provide space for a shower compartment, and one side
was rebuilt to suit the new sleeping compartment
arrangement.

History: NBPA/NABPA/NARP 25

Built at Port Augusta as ‘NBPA’ second class sitting car.

13.10.1927 Entered service as ‘NBPA’ sitting car.
12.8.1930 Converted to composite ‘NABPA’.
17.4.1951 Converted to first class sleeping car with

accomodation.
Easter 1964 Used on Australian Railway Historical

Society special from Marree to Alberrie Creek.
8.1971 Used on mixed trains.
26.4.1980 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.
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2.65. NBPA Narrow Gauge Second Class Sitting Car

9.8.2002,Quorn - NAR73 sleeping car (Chris Drymalik)

NBP 4, circa 1910 (Chris Drymalik Collection)
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1.1959,Katherine - Second Class car NBP4 (G Bond
Collection)

Exterior view of ‘NBP 4‘

5.3.1969,Port Augusta - Commonwealth Railways Car
NBP14 derelict at Port Augusta Workshops (John
Beckhaus)

25.3.1989,Pichi Richi Railway workshop NARP sitting car
(Chris Drymalik)

9.8.2002,Quorn - NABPA25 (Chris Drymalik)

1.1999 Sent to Husnjak Joinery, Adelaide for rebuilding
back to ‘NABPA’ format.

20.9.1999 Returned to Quorn after rebuilding.

History: NBPA/NABPA/NARP 26

Built at Port Augusta as ‘NBPA’ second class sitting car.

10.11.1927 Entered service as ‘NBPA’ sitting car.
30.6.1930 Converted to composite ‘NABPA’.
17.7.1951 Converted to first class sleeping car with

accomodation.
25.3.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
Easter 1964 Used on Australian Railway Historical

Society special from Marree to Alberrie Creek.
8.1971 Used on mixed trains.
8.2.1978 Drawbars renewed.
26.4.1980 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.
19.8.1998 Sent to Husnjak Joinery, Adelaide for

rebuilding back to ‘NABPA’ format.
21.1.1999 Returned to Quorn after rebuilding.
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2.66. NBR Narrow Gauge Second Class Sleeping Car

8.10.1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway NARP27 sleeper
(Chris Drymalik)

History: NBPA/NABPA/NARP 27

Built at Port Augusta as ‘NBPA’ composite class sitting
car.

15.12.1927 Entered service as ‘NBPA’ composite class
sitting car.

1930 Converted to composite ‘NABPA’.
11.12.1952 Converted to first class sleeping car with

accomodation for 12, recoded ‘NARP’.
25.2.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
Easter 1964 Used on Australian Railway Historical

Society special from Marree to Alberrie Creek.
8.1971 Used on mixed trains.
26.4.1980 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.
1998 Sent to Husnjak Joinery, Adelaide for rebuilding

back to ‘NABPA’ format.
19.8.1998 Returned to Quorn after being fully restored

to ‘NABPA’ format.

2.66 NBR Narrow Gauge Second Class
Sleeping Car

25.8.1976 - Marree - NBR74 narrow gauge sleeping car
(Murray Billett)

25.8.1976 - Marree - NBR74 narrow gauge sleeping car
(Murray Billett)

History: NBR 74

Timber bodied second class sleeping car built by the
Commonwealth Railways at the Port Augusta workshops
for the Ghan. Four berths were provided in each
compartment and 24 sleeping passengers could be
accomodated. In later years it was used as a sitting car on
the ‘Chaser’ and as such could seat 48 passengers.

4.5.1949 Entered service.
1.4.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
Easter 1964 Used on Australian Railway Historical

Society special from Marree to Alberrie Creek.
- Withdrawn from the Central Australia Railway as a

result of bogie damage in a derailment at Anna
Creek.

26.4.1980 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

2.67 ND Narrow Gauge Dining Car

History: ND/NDX/NXD 35

Ghan dining car built at the Port Augusta Workshops.

18.7.1929 Entered service.
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ND35 dining interior (Chris Drymalik Collection)

Interior ND 35 dining car, circa 1929 (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

ND 35, circa 1930

1942-44 Used on Ambulance Train No.9.
20.6.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
13.1.1966 Recoded ‘NDX’ for breakdown service and

allocated.
1.2.1966 To the Alice Springs breakdown train.
13.7.1967 Recoded ‘NXD’.[blc]
1.1972 Transferred to Darwin.[blc]
3.11.1977 Written off and to be sold to the Ghan

Preservation Society.
- In possession of Pichi Richi Railway.

2.68 NDA Narrow Gauge Dining Car

NDA 37 at Alice Springs on 16.09.1990 (Chris Drymalik)

History: NDA/NXDA 37

Ghan dining car built at the Port Augusta Workshops.
Accomodating 32 passengers and sleeping 4 attendants.

14.6.1941 Entered service.
Easter 1964 Used on Australian Railway Historical

Society special from Marree to Alberrie Creek.
1.10.1971 Converted for breakdown train work and

used on the Central Australia Railway Recoded
‘NXDA’.

13.2.1981 Sold to the Ghan Preservation Society.

2.69 NH Narrow Gauge Brake Van

History: NH 4

narrow gauge brakevan, built by the Commonwealth
Railways.

19.10.1925 Entered service as ‘NH 4’.
29.12.1959 Sleeping, eating and cooking facilities

installed.[blc]
25.3.1963 Damaged in derailment[blc]
28.10.1963 Written off.
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2.70. NHA Brake Van

NDA 37 at Alice Springs on 16.09.1990 (Chris Drymalik)

2.70 NHA Brake Van

NHA 67 to 72

The six units in the ‘NHA’ class were specially built at
Islington workshops of the South Australian Railways on
behalf of the Commonwealth Land Transport Board for
use on the North Australia Railway. The underframes
were supplied by Perry’s 1944. They were a modification
of the ‘NHRB’ brakevan.

On 15.10.1943 the South Australian Railways was advised
by the Commonwealth Land Transport Board that the
last six cars of the current construction order of ‘NHRB’
brakevans were to be completed as brake vans fo the
North Australia Railway, the under-frames being supplied
by the Perry Engineering Company, Adelaide. The first of
these departed from Islington on 31.1.1944. During the
week ended 12.2.1944, NHA69/991 and NHA70/992 were
despatched from Islington folled by NHA72/990 and
NHA71/994 during the week ended 19.2.1944.blc

Four were later converted to ‘NVC‘ covered goods vans,
thence to ‘NFC‘ refrigerator units, reverting to ‘NVC‘ in
1958. A fifth van was converted to ‘NKE‘ mobile kitchen
car.

History: NHA 67 — NVC/NFC 1148

Brake van specially built for use on the North Australia
Railway by the Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

1945 Entered service as ‘NHA 67’.
16.3.1950 Transfer to Port Augusta ex North Australia

Railway.
19.4.1950 Converted to covered goods wagon ‘NVC

1148’.
3.10.1956 Converted to ‘NFC‘ refrig van.
18.5.1958 Body converted to portable ice container.
15.10.1964 Written off[blc]

History: NHA 68 — NRF 1809

Brake van specially built for use on the North Australia
Railway by the Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

1945 Entered service as ‘NHA 68’.
21.10.1974 To Central Australia Railway[blc]
24.5.1974 Converted to flat wagon ‘NRF 1809’.
15.1.1974 Written off on North Australia Railway.[blc]
1981 Sold.
5.1981 Used as rail recovery wagon Central Australia

Railway

History: NHA 69 — NVC/NRB 1149

Brake van specially built for use on the North Australia
Railway by the Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

1945 Entered service as ‘NHA 69’.
16.3.1950 Transfer to Port Augusta ex North Australia

Railway.
13.4.1950 Converted to covered goods wagon ‘NVC

1149‘ and fitted with dog box.
2.2.1965 Body written off[blc]
21.3.1966 Converted to ‘NRB’ flat wagon[blc]
11.7.1966 To North Australia Railway[blc]
2.1980 Sent to Central Australia Railway for

disposal[blc]

History: NHA 70 — Mobile Kitchen 1152 — NKE 1152 —
NRB 1152

Brake van specially built for use on the North Australia
Railway by the Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

1945 Entered service as ‘NHA 70’.
16.3.1950 Transfer to Port Augusta ex North Australia

Railway.
20.10.1950 Converted to ‘mobile kitchen 1152’.
1951 Given the code ‘NKE’.
11.1.1966 Body written off[blc]
28.10.1966 Converted to ‘NRB’ flat wagon[blc]
22.11.1966 To North Australia Railway[blc]
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2.1930,North of Hawker possibly Finke River - Work train - NH4 bogie brake van + NM16 (Barry Lewis Collection)

1.1959,Katherine - brake NHA68 (G Bond collection)

1973,Darwin - Brake van NHA68 (Hugh Williams)

1.1959,Katherine - Relay Brake NHA68 (G Bond
collection)

NHA 71, circa 1944 (Chris Drymalik Collection)
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2.71. NHBR Narrow Gauge Relay Brake Van

1944 Larrimah - Brake Van NHA71 (A Lockyer) (Barry
Lewis Collection)

History: NHA 71 — NVC/NFC 1150

Brake van specially built for use on the North Australia
Railway by the Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

1945 Entered service as ‘NHA 71’.
16.3.1950 Transfer to Port Augusta ex North Australia

Railway.
24.10.1950 Converted to covered goods wagon ‘NVC

1150’.
3.10.1956 Converted to ‘NFC‘ refrig van.
28.8.1958 Body converted to portable ice container.
15.10.1964 Written off[blc]

History: NHA 72 — NVC/NRA 1151

Brake van specially built for use on the North Australia
Railway by the Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

1945 Entered service as ‘NHA 72’.
16.3.1950 Transfer to Port Augusta ex North Australia

Railway.
20.10.1950 Converted to covered goods wagon ‘NVC

1151’.
5.10.1965 Body written off[blc]
19.1.1966 Converted to ‘NRA’ flat. Fitted with camp

unit ‘S 38’
9.1976 To Central Australia Railway[blc]
14.6.1977 Written off.

2.71 NHBR Narrow Gauge Relay Brake Van

NHBR 18 to 23

Relay brake vans built by the South Australian Railways
and purchased by the Commonwealth Railways as part
of the Oodnadatta line take over on 1.1.1926.

History: NHBR 18

Relay brake van used on Central Australia Railway line.

- Purchased by the Commonwealth Railways and
recoded ‘NHBR 18’.

Exterior view of ‘NHRB’ brakevan

Exterior view of ‘NHRB’ brakevan

27.11.1951 Shower fitted.
15.11.1957 Totally destroyed in derailment at 549 miles.
20.10.1960 Sold as scrap.

History: 1050 — NHBR 19

Relay brake van used on Central Australia Railway line.

3.6.1908 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as 44 foot relay van No. ‘1050’.

4.6.1924 Purchased by the Commonwealth Railways
and recoded ‘NHBR 19’.

1946 Shower fitted.
11.9.1958 Auto couplers.
28.10.1963 Written off.

History: 1090 — NHBR/NKE 20 — NRA 1491

Relay brake van used on Central Australia Railway line.

11.1911 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as 44 foot relay van No. ‘1090’. Note: This is
the second brake to carry road numner ‘1090‘ as the
first was destoryed by fire in 1910.

4.6.1924 Purchased by the Commonwealth Railways
and recoded ‘NHBR 20’.
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1946 Shower fitted.
26.2.1964 Written off.
- Converted to ‘NKE 20‘ kitchen car after being fitted

with camp kitchen unit S35[blc]
27.5.1965 Written off as ‘NKE 140‘[blc]
24.12.1965 Underframe used as flat wagon ‘NRA

1491’.[blc]
30.5.1980 Written off Central Australia Railway

History: 1142 — NHBR 21

Relay brake van used on Central Australia Railway line.

10.6.1908 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as 44 foot relay van No. ‘1142’.

4.6.1924 Purchased by the Commonwealth Railways
and recoded ‘NHBR 21’.

1946 Shower fitted.
9.8.1956 To North Australia Railway.
21.5.1963 Withdrawn.
26.2.1964 Written off.

NHBR at Port Augusta, circa 1918

History: 5646 — NHBR 22

Relay brake van used on Central Australia Railway line.

19.6.1916 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as 44 foot relay van No. ‘5646’.

4.6.1924 Purchased by the Commonwealth Railways
and recoded ‘NHBR 22’.

2.6.1928 Written off.[blc]

History: 5647 — NHBR 23

Relay brake van used on Central Australia Railway line.

19.6.1916 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as 44 foot relay van No. ‘5647’.

4.6.1924 Purchased by the Commonwealth Railways
and recoded ‘NHBR 23’.

1946 Shower fitted.
15.5.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
22.6.1959 To North Australia Railway.
13.9.1963 Declared obsolete and should be written

off[blc]
27.5.1969 Written off.

North Road - Relay van NHBR23 (Barry Lewis Collection)

North Road - Relay van NHBR23 (Barry Lewis Collection)

2.72 NHBR Narrow Gauge Relay Brake Van

NHBR 28 to 30

Composite 46 foot 4 1
2 inch relay brake vans, built at Port

Augusta Workshops.

composite brake NHB 28 - 1961 (W Callaghan - Kym Bird
Collection)
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2.73. NHRB Narrow Gauge Relay Brake Van

History: NHBR 28

Composite relay brake van, built at Port Augusta

15.3.1927 Entered service.
19.11.1969 Written off.

c.1970,Darwin NHBR29 (Hugh Williams)

History: NHBR 29

Composite relay brake van, built at Port Augusta

18.5.1927 Entered service.
30.4.1963 To North Australia Railway.
1973 Being used on weed train.
15.1.1974 Written off.

9.8.2002,Quorn - NHR30 brake (Chris Drymalik)

History: NHBR/NHR 30

Composite relay brake van, built at Port Augusta

15.6.1927 Entered service as a relay van ‘NHBR 30‘,
fitted with a drovers compartment.

17.8.1943 Rebuilt following an accident, with the
drovers compartment removed, recoded ‘NHR 30‘,
then exclusively used on the Ghan for crew
accomodation.

5.11.1951 Showers fitted.
1.4.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
7.1976 Off rails at Marree.
11.5.1976 Condemned and sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

2.73 NHRB Narrow Gauge Relay Brake Van

NHRB 50 to 62

Thirteen relay brake vans were built by the South
Australian Railways on underframes supplied by Perry
and outshopped between August 1943 and June 1944 for
the Commonwealth Land Transport Board. All were
assigned to the Central Australia Railway and coded
‘NHRB’ being given road numbers 50 to 62.

Four were converted to standard gauge becoming the
‘HRC‘ class.

See also: NHRC relay brake vans.

30.12.1952,Quorn - Relay van NHRB50 (Doug
Colquhoun)

History: NHRB 50 — HRC 102 — NRF 1561

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

25.8.1943 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRB 50".
31.8.1956 Converted to standard gauge ‘HRC 102’.
27.5.1965 The body was written off.
31.10.1967 Underframe converted to ‘NRF 1561‘ flat

wagon.
- Fitted with camp unit ‘T60‘[blc]
5.1981 On Central Australia Railway used as service

stock.

History: NHRB/NEA 51

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

28.8.1943 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central
Australia Railway.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

8.10.1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway NEA51 crew van
(Chris Drymalik)

28.10.1957 Converted to ‘NEA’ employee van.
10.4.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
22.7.1978 Written off and sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: NHRB/NHRC 52

NHRF 52 at Emu Creek on 12.5.1944

NHRC 52 being shunted by NT 69 at Darwin, 3.4.1970
(Peter Knife)

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

29.8.1943 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central
Australia Railway.

29.7.1950 Original vehicle destroyed by fire at
Oodnadatta at 11:15pm.

24.4.1960 A new vehicle was built on the underframe of
the old ‘NHRB 52‘, this time being a steel clad body.
coded ‘NHRC’.

25.3.1968 To North Australia Railway[blc]
15.1.1980 Written off.

History: NHRB 53

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

6.9.1943 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central Australia
Railway.

16.4.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
18.2.1969 To North Australia Railway.
10.10.1974 Written off.

12.1971,Marree - Inspection van NI54 (Barry Lewis)

History: NHRB/NI 54

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

2.9.1943 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central Australia
Railway.

8.7.1957 Converted to Inspection van, recoded ‘NI’.
16.10.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
28.2.1973 Written off.

History: NHRB 55

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

3.9.1943 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central Australia
Railway.
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2.73. NHRB Narrow Gauge Relay Brake Van

9.8.2002,Quorn - NHRB55 brake (Chris Drymalik)

3.4.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
22.7.1978 Written off and sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: NHRB 56

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

16.9.1943 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central
Australia Railway.

15.5.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
22.7.1978 Written of and sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: NHRB 57 — HRC 109

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

16.11.1943 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRB 57’.
29.4.1957 Converted to standard gauge ‘HRC 109’.
17.2.1958 Body smashed at Copley.
2.4.1958 Written off.

History: NHRB 58 — HRC 104 — NRF 1562

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

18.3.1944 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRB 58’.
21.12.1956 Converted to standard gauge ‘HRC 104’.
5.7.1966 The body was written off
22.11.1967 Underframe converted to narrow

gauge‘NRF 1562‘ flat wagon.
- Fitted with camp unit ‘T68‘[blc]
14.6.1977 Written off[blc]
5.1981 On Central Australia Railway.

12.1973,Darwin - Relay van NHRB59 (Hugh Williams)

History: NHRB 59 — NRB 1840

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

13.3.1944 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central
Australia Railway.

3.10.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
28.7.1970 To North Australia Railway.
18.2.1976 Condemned.
1976 Underframe used for flat wagon ‘NRB 1840’.
30.5.1980 Written off[blc]

History: NHRB 60 — HRC 103 — NRF 1563

Brake van with sleeping accomodation, built by the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

22.6.1944 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NHRB 60’.
3.9.1956 Converted to standard gauge ‘HRC 103’.
22.5.1963 The body was written off
18.12.1967 Underframe converted to North Australia

Railway ‘NRF 1563‘ flat wagon.
- Fitted with camp unit ‘S53‘[blc]
- Fitted with camp unit ‘S134‘[blc]
5.1981 On Central Australia Railway used as service

stock.

History: NHRB 61

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

24.6.1944 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central
Australia Railway.

12.12.1961 Altered internally. Door cut from guards
compartment to new bunks.[blc]

7.1976 In use on Central Australia Railway.
- Sold to Ghan Preservation Society, Alice Springs.
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14.6.1990,MacDonell Siding - NHRB61 (Chris Drymalik)

3.3.1969,Alice Springs - Relay van NHRB61 (J Beckhaus)

NHRB 62 and NHRD 66 at Alice Springs, 293.1970 (Peter
Knife)

5.1978,Alice Springs - Relay van NHRB62 (Barry Lewis)

History: NHRB 62

Relay van built on the common 12 metre (40 foot)
underframe in the war years, under the auspices of the
Commonwealth Land Transport Board.

1944 Entered service as ‘NHRB’ on Central Australia
Railway.

1.9.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
28.2.1981 Written off and sold to R.Bowden, Marree.

2.74 NHRC Narrow Gauge Relay Brake Van

History: NEA 1147 — NHRC 63

Steel relay Brakevan, built on frame of Commonwealth
Land Transport Board employee van ‘NEA 1147‘ at Port
Augusta workshops.

22.3.1945 Entered service as ‘NEA 1147‘ employee van.
14.11.1951 Body destroyed by fire.
4.1.1952 Body written off.
7.10.1964 New brake van body built and placed on

underframe, coded as ‘NHRC 63’.
1967 To North Australia Railway.
1972 Wrecked in Darwin smash.
19.2.1973 Written off.

2.75 NHS Narrow Gauge Brake Van

NHS 1 to 2, 5 to 6

Exterior view of ‘NBP 4‘ and a NHS brakevan, circa 1910

narrow gauge brakevans used on the North Australia
Railway.

History: 98 — NHS 1

Four wheel Brake van, built at South Australian Railways
Adelaide loco workshops as ‘No.98‘ and issued to
Palmerston system 4.1888.

Transferred to the CR and recoded ‘NHS 1’.

4.1888 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways Palmerston division as ‘98’.

- Taken over by the Commonwealth.
- Recoded ‘NHS 1’.
? May have been recoded ‘NHS 5’.
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2.76. NMS Mail and Luggage Van

NHS brake van, circa 1915

NHS 2 at Darwin, circa 1975

History: 99

Four wheel Brake van, built at South Australian Railways
Adelaide loco workshops as ‘No.99‘ and issued to
Palmerston system 7.1888.

Transferred to the CR and recoded ‘NHS 2’.

7.1888 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways Palmerston division as ‘99’.

1.1.1911 Taken over by the Commonwealth.
- Recoded ‘NHS 2’.
- Written off between 1935 and 1940.
? May have been recoded ‘NHS 6’.

History: NHS 5

Four wheel brake van used on North Australia Railway
system. On register 6.1924, most likely it is ‘NHS 1‘
renumbered.

6.1924 On register of North Australia Railway
rollingstock.

History: NHS 6

Four wheel brake van used on North Australia Railway
system. On register 6.1924, most likely it is ‘NHS 2‘
renumbered.

6.1924 On register of North Australia Railway
rollingstock.

2.76 NMS Mail and Luggage Van

History: NMS 7

Mail van for NAR passenger trains on register 6.1924.

6.1924 On register of North Australia Railway
rollingstock.

2.77 NO Narrow Gauge Hospital Car

History: NR 359 — NO/NEB 33

Hospital car built on the underframe of ‘NR 359‘, and
stationed at Quorn.

1.5.1925 Entered service as a 32’ long flat wagon,built
by ‘Perry Eng‘ coded ‘NR 359’.

15.5.1928 Fitted with a body and coded ‘NO 33’
15.1.1956 Converted to ‘NEB 33‘ workers van.
7.1976 Used on the Central Australia Railway.

2.78 NOA Hospital car

NOA 43 to NOA 49

‘NC’ class cattle vans converted to Hospital cars during
WWII for North Australia Railway.

The hospital train ran twice a week and consisted of
cattle trucks painted white, with large red crosses on the
sides. Internally they were lined with hardboard painted
blue and carried two rows of bunks on each side, fitted
with a mattress and pillow, toilet, and cupboards for
medical supplies. They also featured electric light, but no
windows. End doors allowed the medical staff to move
from one van to the next. NOA 43 was fitted out as a
kitchen with a kerosene operated refrigerator, a kerosene
stove on which patients meals were prepared and built in
tanks for drinking water.

The train could carry 48 bed patients, or up to 70 bed and
walking patients. It generally left the base hospital in the
early evening and arrived at the convalescent hospital
the next day.

History: NOA 43

‘NC’ class cattle van converted to Hospital Kitchen car
during WWII.

- Entered service as ‘NC’ cattle van.
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

Hospital Train Adelaide River 2.8.1944.

Hospital Train Interior circa 1942

1942 Converted to Hospital Kitchen car for North
Australia Railway, retained ‘NC’ classification.

1942 Recoded ‘NOA’.

History: NOA 44

‘NC’ class cattle van converted to Hospital car during
WWII.

- Entered service as ‘NC’ cattle van.
1942 Converted to Hospital car for North Australia

Railway, retained ‘NC’ classification.
1942 Recoded ‘NOA’.

History: NOA 45

‘NC’ class cattle van converted to Hospital car during
WWII.

- Entered service as ‘NC’ cattle van.
1942 Converted to Hospital car for North Australia

Railway, retained ‘NC’ classification.
1942 Recoded ‘NOA’.

History: NOA 46

‘NC’ class cattle van converted to Hospital car during
WWII.

- Entered service as ‘NC’ cattle van.
1942 Converted to Hospital car for North Australia

Railway, retained ‘NC’ classification.
1942 Recoded ‘NOA’.
2.5.1951 On North Australia Railway in poor condition.

History: NOA 47

‘NC’ class cattle van converted to Hospital car during
WWII.
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2.79. NOS Narrow Gauge Hospital Car

Hospital Train Katherine on 28.9.1943

- Entered service as ‘NC’ cattle van.
1942 Converted to Hospital car for North Australia

Railway, retained ‘NC’ classification.
1942 Recoded ‘NOA’.

History: NOA 48

‘NC’ class cattle van converted to Hospital car during
WWII.

- Entered service as ‘NC’ cattle van.
1942 Converted to Hospital car for North Australia

Railway, retained ‘NC’ classification.
1942 Recoded ‘NOA’.
2.5.1951 On North Australia Railway in poor condition.

History: NOA 49

‘NC’ class cattle van converted to Hospital car during
WWII.

- Entered service as ‘NC’ cattle van.
1942 Converted to Hospital car for North Australia

Railway, retained ‘NC’ classification.
1942 Recoded ‘NOA’.

2.79 NOS Narrow Gauge Hospital Car

History: 10 — NOS 8

Built at the South Australian Railways Adelaide
locomotive workshops 7.1879 and issued as second class
car No. ‘10’. Rebuilt as Ambulance in 12.1890 with
accomodation for 1 patient and 1 attendant and sent to
North Australia Railway. Transferred to the
Commonwealth in 1911 and renumbered ‘NOS 8’.

It was referred to locally as the ‘leper van‘ as it was
normally used for transporting lepers.

7.1879 Entered service on the S.A.R. as second class car
‘10’.

3.1952,Darwin - Leper Van NOS8 (Barry Lewis Collection)

NOS 8 circa 1944
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2. COMMONWEALTH RAILWAYS CARRIAGE DETAILS

12.1890 Rebuilt as ambulance car with accomodation
for 1 patient and 1 attendant and sent to North
Australia Railway.

1.1.1911 Taken over by the Commonwealth.
- Recoded ‘NOS 8’.
1938 Replaced by an alternative vehicle.

2.80 NRC Narrow Gauge Sleeping Car

History: NRC/NIA 36

19.5.1986 Pichi Richi Railway NIA36 car (Chris Drymalik)

NRC 36 second class compartment (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

narrow gauge composite sleeping car built at the Port
Augusta workshops for the Ghan service. It originally had
end platforms, 5x2 berth first class and 3x4 berth second
class sleeping compartments, plus a conductors
compartment.

28.8.1976 - Alice Springs - NIA36 inspection car (Murray
Billett)

After conversion to ‘NIA’ Officers inspection car, the first
class berths were retained and the remainder of the car is
disposed of as a kitchen and dining area.

20.7.1929 Entered service as ‘NRC 36’.
16.5.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
2.6.1966 Converted to an Officers inspection car.

Recoded ‘NIA’.[blc]
7.1976 In use on the Central Australia Railway.
1979 Made available to Pichi Richi Railway from AN on

a permanent loan basis.
1996 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

2.81 NRCA Narrow Gauge Sleeping Car

25.3.1989,Pichi Richi Railway workshop sleeper NRCA47
(Chris Drymalik)
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2.82. NSS Narrow Gauge Special Service Car

3.3.1969,Alice Springs - Commonwealth Railways
Breakdown Train Car NXE47 (John Beckhaus)

History: NRCA 38 — NRCA/NEX/NXE 47

Composite sleeping car built at Port Augusta Workshops.
Similar to ‘NRC36‘ but the entrances were closed.

NRCA 47 was originally numbered ‘NRCA 38‘, but due to
duplicate numbers existing on the North Australia
Railway and Central Australia Railway railways it appears
to have been renumbered to ‘47‘ sometime between 1947
and 1951.

6.6.1942 Entered service as ‘NRCA 38’.
- Renumbered ‘NRCA 47’.
21.2.1957 End was fully enclosed to provide a shower

compartment.
25.3.1958 Auto couplers fitted.
14.10.1966 Recoded ‘NEX’ for use in breakdown

consist.
2.1967 Recoded ‘NXE’.[blc]
- In Alice Springs breakdown train until 1978 as ‘NXE 47‘

then stored at Marree.
28.10.1980 Written off and sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

2.82 NSS Narrow Gauge Special Service Car

History: NSS 34 — Special Service Car No.3

NSS 34 at Port Augusta, circa 1930

Special Services car, built at the Port Augusta Workshops.
Known as ‘Special Service Car No.3‘, it was used on the
Central Australia Railway. It was fitted out with sleeping
accomodation from eight in two berth compartments.
Special features included an observation saloon,
bathroom and kitchen (hot and cold water service),
dining saloon for 8, sleeping compartments fitted with
wardrobes and folding washbasins.

NSS 34 sleeping compartment (Commonwealth
Railways)

The interior was lined with ‘Fumed Oak‘, ceilings and
bathroom lining of ‘SundealA’, Decolite floor. Stones
train lighting and water raising equipment was fitted.

A deep grid centre sill type underframe was used.

20.4.1929 Entered service.
1942-44 Used on Ambulance Train No.9.
15.8.1952 Auto couplers fitted.
3.7.1962 Bathroom fitted with laminex and converted

to shower.
5.3.1965 LP gas stove and fridge.
1979 Made available to Pichi Richi Railway from

Australian National on permanent loan.
1996 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.
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2.83 NY Brake Van

NY 48 to 49

Brake vans converted from ‘NCB’ class cattle van during
WWII for use on troop trains. The underframe were built
by Perry engineering, the body by Commonwealth
Railways.

See also: NY 26 to 37 and NY 38 to 39.

History: NRA/NCB 549 — NY 48

Brake van converted from ‘NCB’ class cattle van during
WWII for use on troop trains.

16.3.1927 Entered service as ‘NRA 549‘ flat wagon.
23.5.1932 To ‘NCB 549‘ cattle van[blc]
11.2.1943 Converted to ‘NY 48‘ brake van.
9.8.1947 Reconverted to ‘NCB 549’.
5.1981 On Central Australia Railway as ‘NCB’.

History: NRA/NCB 569 — NY 49

Brake van converted from ‘NCB’ class cattle van during
WWII for use on troop trains.

16.2.1927 Entered service as ‘NRA 569‘ flat wagon.
11.6.1932 To ‘NCB 569‘ cattle van[blc]
9.3.1943 Converted to ‘NY 49‘ brake van.
2.12.1947 Reconverted to ‘NCB 569’.
5.1981 On Central Australia Railway as ‘NCB’.

2.84 NYA Narrow Gauge Brake Van

History: C 2070 — Z 2070 — Z 24 — NYA 24

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36 foot
brakevan ‘Z 24‘ obtained during WWII. This van was
different from the normal ‘Z’ van in that it had platforms
at both ends.

Western Australian Government Railway information
supplied by Andrew May.

8.1898 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 2070.

1900 Renumbered Z 2070.
9.1941 Renumbered Z 24.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

2.85 NYAB Narrow Gauge Composite Class
Brake Van

NYAB 15 to 17

Composite class narrow gauge brake vans built at the
Port Augusta workshops. Each van had accomodation in
two compartments for 6 first and 8 second class
passengers.

NYAB15 at Hawker on 13.2.1967 (steve Gordon collection)

History: NYAB/NYR 15

Composite class narrow gauge brake vans built at the
Port Augusta workshops. Had accomodation in two
compartments for 6 first and 8 second class passengers.

12.10.1925 Entered service.
9.3.1943 Converted to a ‘NYR‘ relay van.
12.9.1946 Reverted to ‘NYAB’ carriage/brakevan, used

on Hawker freights.
10.4.1959 Auto couplers were fitted.
2.9.1970 Transferred to the North Australia Railway
14.5.1975 Written off.[blc]
- Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.
2005 Rebuilt into a slightly differentformat. There are

now two internal doors to one side of the carriage
connecting the comparments. Toilet has now been
fitted. This is a arrangement similar to some South
Australian Railways narrow gauge passanger
brakevans. This has been documented as having
been done by the railways in the 30’s (?) when it
carried alot of passangers, but the doors were in the
middle of the carriage, not to the side. There has
also been a toilet installed.[rpf simont141]

History: NYAB/NYB 16 — NYB 40 — NBP 1569

Composite class narrow gauge brake vans built at the
Port Augusta workshops. Had accomodation in two
compartments for 6 first and 8 second class passengers.

12.10.1925 Entered service as ‘NYAB 16’.
16.11.1932 To North Australia Railway as ‘NYB 16‘ with

accomodation for 8 passengers.
30.9.1944 To ‘NYB 40‘ with passenger compartment

removed.[blc]
1962 Taken out of service.
6.11.1968 Body burnt and written off.
1968 Underframe used in Ballast plough ‘NBP 1569’.
1978 Underframe reported as being sighted in Alice

Springs[blc]
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2.86. NYB Narrow Gauge Brake Van

History: NYAB/NYR/NYB 17

Composite class narrow gauge brake vans built at the
Port Augusta workshops. Had accomodation in two
compartments for 6 first and 8 second class passengers.

9.11.1925 Entered service.
16.11.1932 To North Australia Railway[blc]
29.2.1943 Converted to ‘NYR‘ sleeping van.
14.4.1948 Returned to ‘NYB’ passenger brakevan.
3.4.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
29.12.1959 Transport drivers sleeping equipment fitted.
20.10.1969 Written off.

2.86 NYB Narrow Gauge Brake Van

History: NYB 242 — NYC 41

Brake van shown on North Australia Railway rollingstock
register.

- Entered service as brake van ‘NYB 242’.
30.9.1944 Converted to ‘NYC 41’ on North Australia

Railway.

2.87 NYBA Narrow Gauge Brake Vans

NYBA 31 to 32

narrow gauge brake vans built at the Port Augusta
workshops.

8.10.1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway NP31 pay van (Chris
Drymalik)

History: NYBA/NP/NEI/NP 31

narrow gauge brake vans built at the Port Augusta
workshops.

18.8.1927 Entered service.
14.8.1944 Converted to ‘NP‘ class pay car. Contained a

safe, gas fridge, sink, two berths, shower and a
serving counter.

7.1973,Port Augusta - Pay car NP31 (Barry Lewis)

15.3.1951 Recoded ‘NEI’.
8.4.1958 Auto couplers and alterations to interior.
17.12.1964 Further interior alterations - possibly

recoded back to ‘NP 31‘ at this time.
22.5.1973 Written off.
- Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: NYBA 32 — NR 1564 — R 2598

narrow gauge brake vans built at the Port Augusta
workshops.

23.9.1927 Entered service.
25.3.1959 Auto couplers fitted.
7.2.1968 Body removed from underframe. Underframe

converted to flat ‘NR 1564’.
19.3.1968 Body written off.
9.1975 Converted to standard gauge as ‘R 2598’.
20.6.1985 Written off.

2.88 NYS Narrow Gauge Brake Vans

NYS 1 to 2

Brake vans purchased from the Queensland railways.

See also NYS 3.

History: 76 — 50 — 50 — NYS 1

Brake van purchased from the Queensland Railways.
Original QR No. 50, ex Chillagoe Rly No. 76.

1917 Built.
- Recoded ‘NYS 1‘ by CR.
1925 Destroyed by fire.

History: 77 — 77 — 51 — NYS 2

Brake van purchased from the Queensland railways.
Original QR No. 51, ex Chillagoe Rly No. 77.

1917 Built.
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- Recoded ‘NYS 2‘ by CR.
1924 Converted to a fitters van.

2.89 NYS Narrow Gauge Brake Van

History: 915 — NYS 3

NYS 3 at Darwin, circa 1915 (Commoonwealth Railways)

Goods 4 wheel brake van built by ‘J Coumbe’ for the
South Australian Railway as No.915.

See also NYS 1 to 2.

12.1890 Entered service as South Australian Railways
number ‘915’.

- Sold to Commonwealth Railways and recoded ‘NYS 3’.

2.90 NY Brake Van

NY 26 to 37

1952,Darwin - Brake van NY class ex Z (G Bond
Collection) (Barry Lewis Collection)

Former Western Australian Government Railway brake
vans obtained during World War II. These vans were all
36 foot long over body and based on the New Zealand
Railway design.

See also: NY 48 to 49 and NY 38 to 39.

1973,Darwin - NY brake vans (ex Z) being burnt (Hugh
Williams)

Western Australian Government Railway information
supplied by Andrew May.

1963,Darwin - Brake van NY class ex Z (G Bond
Collection)

History: C 15 — Z 5018 — Z 36 — NY 26

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 36‘, obtained during WWI.

9.1893 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 15.

9.1900 Renumbered Z 5018.
2.1939 Renumbered Z 36.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

History: C 17 — Z 5020 — Z 38 — NY 27

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 38‘, obtained during WWI.

9.1893 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 17.

9.1900 Renumbered Z 5020.
5.1939 Renumbered Z 38.
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2.90. NY Brake Van

5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

History: C 18 — Z 5021 — Z 39 — NY 28

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 39‘, obtained during WWI.

8.1896 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 18.

9.1900 Renumbered Z 5021.
1.1939 Renumbered Z 39.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
27.9.1968 Sold to Northern Territory Ports

Authority[blc]

History: C 22 — Z 5025 — Z 43 — NY 29

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 43‘, obtained during WWI.

11.1895 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 22.

10.1900 Renumbered Z 5025.
6.1940 Renumbered Z 43.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.
30.10.1972 Written off[blc]

History: C 32 — Z 5035 — Z 53 — NY 30

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 53‘, obtained during WWI.

8.1896 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 32.

9.1900 Renumbered Z 5035.
11.1940 Renumbered Z 53.
11.1940 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.
30.10.1972 Written off[blc]

History: C 39 — Z 5042 — Z 60 — NY 31

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 60‘, obtained during WWI.

9.1896 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 39.

9.1900 Renumbered Z 5042.
4.1939 Renumbered Z 60.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

History: C 61 — Z 5064 — Z 82 — NY 32

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 82‘, obtained during WWI.

7.1897 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 61.

10.1900 Renumbered Z 5064.
6.1940 Renumbered Z 82.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

History: C 70 — Z 5073 — Z 70 — NY 33

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 91‘, obtained during WWI.

8.1897 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 70.

9.1900 Renumbered Z 5073.
4.1939 Renumbered Z 70.
11.1940 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.
27.9.1968 Sold to Northern Territory Ports

Authority[blc]

History: C 71 — Z 5074 — Z 92 — NY 34

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 92‘, obtained during WWI.

8.1897 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 71.

10.1900 Renumbered Z 5074.
6.1939 Renumbered Z 92.
11.1940 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

History: C 78 — Z 5081 — Z 99 — NY 35

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 99‘, obtained during WWI.

8.1897 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 78.

10.1900 Renumbered Z 5081.
10.1939 Renumbered Z 99.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.
- Cut down as a flat wagon and preserved with loco

‘NFB88‘ at Katherine.

History: C 82 — Z 5085 — Z 102 — NY 36

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 102‘, obtained during WWI.
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8.1897 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 82.

10.1900 Renumbered Z 5085.
1.1939 Renumbered Z 102.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

History: C 86 — Z 5089 — Z 106 — NY 37

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 106‘, obtained during WWI.

8.1897 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 86.

10.1900 Renumbered Z 5089.
2.1939 Renumbered Z 106.
5.1942 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

2.91 NY Brake Van

NY 38 to 39

Former Western Australian Government Railways brake
vans obtained during World War II.

See also: NY 26 to 37 and NY 48 to 49.

Western Australian Government Railway information
supplied by Andrew May.

1973,Darwin - Brake van NY38 (Hugh Williams)

History: C 35 — Z 5038 — Z 56 — NY 38

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 38‘ (duplicate), obtained during WWI. This
seems to have been Western Australian Government
Railways ‘56‘ but records are a bit confusing.

8.1896 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 35.

10.1900 Renumbered Z 5038.

c.1940 Was to be renumbered Z 56, but may have been
sold to the Commonwealth Railways before this was
done.

11.1940 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.
- Converted to a spray unit van for the poison train.
22.7.1970 Written off.

History: C 40 — Z 5043 — Z 61 — NY 39

Former Western Australian Government Railways 36ft.
brakevan ‘Z 39‘ (duplicate), obtained during WWI. This
seems to have been Western Australian Government
Railways ‘61‘, but records are a bit confusing.

9.1896 Issued to traffic by the Western Australian
Government Railways as brakevan C 40.

9.1900 Renumbered Z 5043.
c.1940 Was to be renumbered Z 61, but may have been

sold to the Commonwealth Railways before this was
done.

10.1940 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
- Entered service on North Australia Railway.
2.5.1951 On register of North Australia Railway.

2.92 O Hospital Cars

O 45 and 48

Hospital cars built by the Commonwealth Railways at its
Port Augusta Workshops on existing flat wagons.

History: RA 652 — O/EB 45 — NEB 45

Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta
Workshops, as 45 foot Hospital Ambulance van with
accomodation for 1 attendant and 4 patients, being
allocated to the accident train at Rawlinna. ‘G 652‘
(original RA underframe) placed under this car.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 652‘ flat wagon.
- Converted to ‘G‘ class open wagon.
2.11.1918 Entered service as ‘O 45‘ Hospital van.
1956 Interior stripped and converted to ‘EB’ class

employees van.
10.2.1959 To narrow gauge coded ‘"NEB 45"’.
23.2.1960 Reverted to standard gauge ‘EB 45’.
4.4.1967 Written off as a result of derailment.

History: R/G 267 — O 48 — R 48

Constructed by the Commonwealth Railways Port
Augusta Workshops, as 35 foot ‘O‘ class Hospital
Ambulance van with accomodation for 1 attendant and
12 patients, being stationed at Tarcoola. It was built on
the underframe of ‘R 267‘ flat wagon, built by ‘Gray BroS’.

15.8.1914 Entered service as ‘R 267‘ flat wagon on
Western Division
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9.3.1915 Converted to ‘G 267‘ open wagon[blc]
15.6.1917 Converted back to ‘R 267‘ flat wagon[blc]
22.7.1922 Entered service as ‘O 48‘ Hospital car.
24.8.1957 Recorded as being used as a workvan - still

coded ‘O 48‘[blc]
4.3.1968 Body Condemned.
14.1.1970 Underframe converted to ‘R 48‘ flat wagonblc

- fitted camp unit ‘R 90’

2.93 PA Pay Cars

PA 280 to 281, 367

Steel pay cars built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

PA 280 at Port Augusta on 19.8.1987 (Chris Drymalik)

History: PA 280

Steel pay car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

12.1.1972 Entered service.
20.10.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PA 280 E’ alteration

complete: ‘fitting of split system air conditioning to
PA 280 & PA 281 pay vans. PA 280 & 281. (RS4154)’.

19.8.1987 At Port Augusta.
24.11.1988 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PA 280 E’ alteration

complete: ‘provision of hot water supply to hand
basins & kitchen sink in pay vans. PA 280, 281 & 367.
(RS4361)’.

11.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

11.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

04.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

04.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

04.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

04.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

04.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

04.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘coupler complete’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘end complete’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘top centre plate’.

20.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

24.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

03.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 280 E’as
having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

- Moved to Canberra, ACT.

PA 281 in 1972

History: PA 281

Steel pay car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

24.3.1972 Entered service.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N‘as

having a capacity of 2 crew
20.10.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PA 281 N’ alteration

complete: ‘fitting of split system air conditioning to
PA 280 & PA 281 pay vans. PA 280 & 281. (RS4154)’.

24.11.1988 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PA 281 N’ alteration
complete: ‘provision of hot water supply to hand
basins & kitchen sink in pay vans. PA 280, 281 & 367.
(RS4361)’.
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8.10.1996 Port Augusta - PA281 pay car (Chris Drymalik)

29.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

29.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘brake block RB95’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘coupler trigger lever’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘end complete’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘top centre plate’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

26.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

06.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

06.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

06.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

06.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘top centre plate’.

28.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

09.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

15.11.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘Vehicle Complete’.

24.10.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’as
having repair ‘Vehicle Complete’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 281 N’ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’

Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘14.6m’
Tare Weight: ‘30.9tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$72680’
Run Restriction: ‘Vehicle suitable for use on AN

lines only on gauge(s) shown’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 124’
Date Built: ‘24.03.1972’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘PAY VAN’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

3.8.2001 Transferred to Islington Works for storage.[cp
9.2001]

2.2006 Sold to ‘National Railway Museum’.
16.2.2006 Transfered by road from Islington Works to

the ‘National Railway Museum’ at Port Adelaide.

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - PA367 pay car (Chris Drymalik)

History: NPA 88 — PA 367

Steel pay car built by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’.

29.9.1971 Entered service as narrow gauge ‘NPA 88’ on
the Central Australia Railway.

25.3.1982 Converted to standard gauge and recoded ‘PA
367’.

24.11.1988 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PA 367 M’ alteration
complete: ‘provision of hot water supply to hand
basins & kitchen sink in pay vans. PA 280, 281 & 367.
(RS4361)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PA 367 M’ alteration
complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors of
all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

11.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

11.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
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11.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

11.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

09.07.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘end hose’.

23.06.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘bogie spring’.

01.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

01.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

01.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

01.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

01.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

28.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PA 367 M’ alteration
complete: ‘remove fixtures and fit lead sheet and
carpet to the floor of PA367 other work to be
undertaken as directed by the manager locomotive
drivers. PA367. (RS4740)’.

04.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘floor carpet’.

04.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘floor complete’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘end complete’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘other (not elsewhere specified)’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

07.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

- Stored at Port Augusta.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PA 367 M’ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘14.6m’
Tare Weight: ‘30.9tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$73010’
Run Restriction: ‘Vehicle suitable for use on AN

lines only on gauge(s) shown’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 124’
Date Built: ‘29.09.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN’

Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘PAY VAN;EX NPA 88’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

3.8.2001 Transferred to Islington Works for storage.[cp
9.2001]

3.2.2006 Sold to private buyer who intended using it on
a property near Mannum.[pf]

2.94 PHN Power van

PHN 2369

6th May 2007,Keswick - ex New South Wales Power Car
PHN2369 (Chris Drymalik)

28th December 2001,Keswick - PHN2362 power car.
(Chris Drymalik)

Built as a power van by Comeng for the New South Wales
Railways. As orginally built, the power-compartment was
fitted with three GM Detroit 8-cylinder diesel engines
(model 8V-92TA) driving ‘Stamford‘ alternators to supply
415v a/c to the train vehicles.
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History: PHN 2369

- Entered service as power van ‘PHN 2369’ on the New
South Wales Railway.

- Sold to Northern Rivers Railway (Ritz Rail) [rpf].
- Sent to Lithgow for storage. [rpf]
2005 Sold to Great Southern Railway.[rpf]
- Moved to Sydney for modifications.[rpf]
10.3.2006 Moved from Maintrain facility to

Chullora.[rpf]
19.8.2006 Sent to Adelaide in Indian Pacific

consist.[rpf]
- Used on ‘The Overland’] service.[rpf]

2.95 SBH Sitting car

SBH 2248

Built as a first class saloon car by Comeng for the New
South Wales Railways. It was sold to Australian National
in 1992 for use as a spare Indian Pacific sitting car.

History: SBH 2248

9.1949 Entered service as ‘SBS 2248’ on the New South
Wales Railway. Seated 37 first class passengers

1964 Fitted two + two seating to accomodate 48 first
class passengers.

7.1982 Converted to ‘SBZ’.
10.1988 Rebuilt as ‘SBH‘, now seating 36 first class

passengers.
10.1992 Sold to Australian National.
1.11.1997 Note: conflicting reports as to what

happened to the car. To Great Southern Railway.
1.1994 Sold to Northern Rivers Railway (Ritz Rail) [rpf].
- Named ‘Billinudgel’. [rpf].
May 2004 Transferred from Murwillumbah to Lithgow.

[rpf].
- Sold to Ozback Explorer. [rpf].

2.96 Special Service Car No.1

History: SS 44 — Prince of Wales car

The Commonwealth Railways Special Service Car No.1,
road number ‘SS44‘ was built in 1920 at the
Commonwealth Railways Port Augusta Workshops.

The Commonwealth Railways line between Port Augusta
and Kalgoorlie had opened in 1917 and as the opening
day approached it became evident to authorities that
they were lacking in a vehicle that could be used by such
eminent personages as the Governor General or visiting
Royalty. Early in 1917 car, which had been designed as a
lounge car, was prior to completion converted to a
special service car for use on opening day. The
workshops worked frantically to get car finished in time,
fitting it with two bedrooms, dining room and staff
quarters which whilst elaborate never really adequately
meet the railways requirements. The car, now known as
‘AFR 27’, was too short, being only 50 foot, was cramped

SS 44 end deck with Price of Wales in 1920 (Chris
Drymalik Collection)

and lacked kitchen facilities comparing unfavourably
with similar vehicles in use on the state railways.

At the time of the conversion the Commissioners office
in Melbourne had plans drawn up for the construction of
a new purpose built vehicle to replace the temporary
one. The Port Augusta drawing office produced plans for
an additional special service car which was too meet with
approval and construction commenced in 1918, but was
prolonged due to lack of funds.

All materials including timber, furnishings and glass
were purchased by the Melbourne office and forwarded
to Port Augusta, generally by boat. Only the best quality
materials were used including steel ceilings by
Wunderlich, ornate light fittings and Cathedral glass
panels in each of the doors as well as a large quantity of
seasoned timber.

The Commissioner proudly gave the following glowing
description of the new carriage in his 1920 report

‘The car is 76 foot 7 inch in length, with a width
over all of 10 foot 6 inch, and is arranged so as
to accommodate ten persons. There are four
two-berth compartments similar in all respects
to the compartments in the standard first class
sleeping car. There are also two single berth
compartments separated by a folding partition,
which, when folded, converts the two
compartments to one large room and can be
used as a private sitting room or bed room as
may be necessary. The beds are of folding type,
and when not in use they are folded against the
compartment partitions. The rest of the car
forms a saloon fitted for a lounge or dining
room; from the saloon there is an entrance to
an observation platform. Hot and cold water
service is provided in each compartment. In
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SS 44 side view, circa 1925

SS 44 dining saloon, circa 1920

addition there is a bathroom with hot and cold
plunge and shower baths.

A kitchen is also provided, making the car self
contained, and avoiding the necessity of
providing a dining car when not attached to the
ordinary passenger trains.

The special service car is built of Australian
timbers throughout, lighted by electricity, and

is provided with ’electric radiators and fans.[CR
operation for year 1919-20. CPP 1920, No.68]

SS 44 dining saloon (Chris Drymalik Collection)

Nothing was spared for this vehicle as shortly before
construction was complete it was realised that the visit of
the ‘Prince of WaleS’ would see the cars first official use.
This allowed additional funds to be found allowing more
elaborate internal fittings and furnishing to be used. Well
known wood carver Robert Prenzel was commissioned to
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adorn the walls of the dining saloon with elaborate wood
carvings featuring the Australian, British and State coats
of arms.

SS 44 dining saloon carved panels (Chris Drymalik)

The travelling public was to highly praise the vehicle
which featured large sleeping berths separated by a
folding screen that could be used to make one double
compartment, full length cathedral glass in the doors,
enormous windows by Australian standards and very
high roofs that give a spacious feel to the car. The
bathroom featured a real bath not just the shower alcove
used in other Commonwealth Railways carriages. The
very large loading gauge of the Commonwealth Railways
when compared to the other Australian rail systems,
allowed them to build rollingstock that was very
spacious. The Special Service car is 14 foot 2 inch
(4.318m) high and 10 foot 6 inch (3.2m) wide, and when
you see this carriage coupled with one of the more
modern, yet smaller and longer, stainless steel Comeng
built cars, you can clearly see the effect of the additional
width and height.

SS 44 at Keswick on 25.9.1988 (Chris Drymalik)

Car ‘SS 44’, as it is officially known, had a chequered
history. It entered service on 23.4.1920 when the
Commissioner took it for a shakedown trip. The

Commissioner in his report praised the tradesmen for
the excellent job they did on the car, something not
normally done as the Commissioners visits usually found
fault in everything not praise for how well things had
been done. It first official in service trip was on 3.7.1920
when HRH the Prince of Wales travelled from Kalgoorlie
to Port Augusta. During the trip the open observation
deck was to prove valuable as it allowed the Prince to be
seen by the large crowds that turned out. Despite the
official name of the carriage being ‘SS 44’ and later
Special Service Car No.1, the new car became known as
the Prince of Wales car; and with the extra fittings
required for the Royal visit, had cost a total of £10,154
($20,308), at a time when the average yearly wage paid to
employees was about £250.

SS 44 bedroom, circa 1920

Over the next few years Commissioner Norris Bell
arranged to purchase additional furniture and made
some minor modifications which were to be later
described as follows by the South Australian Railways
Head car draughtsman F.James, in a special report
written in 1934 at the request of the new Commissioner
G.A.Gahan.

My first impression apart from the colour
scheme which is obviously wrong, was the drab
and uninviting appearance of the bedrooms.
The furnishings seem to crowd one, the
wardrobe capacity being sufficient to hang at
least fifteen suites it is entirely out of
proportion and dominates the compartment. It
would not have been so hopeless if an attempt
had been made to build the furniture to match
the design of the compartment. In fact all I can
say about the furniture is that it jars on one’s
sense of good taste. There is no attempt to tone
in with the surroundings, it entirely out of
proportion, and has not added any additional
comfort to the car......
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It is hard to know what to do with the
bedrooms to make them attractive and restful.

Commissioner Gahan sent the wrote the
following in reply:

‘I thought you would be rather shocked on
seeing the alterations. It certainly was not me;
it was done during my absence abroad, and
nobody can understand Mr. Bell’s attitude -
particularly as we know him as a man of good
taste.‘

As a direct result, the car was again refurbished in
preparation for a Royal. The car was returned to its
original layout and style, all the rosewood furniture was
sold and the soft furnishings changed to shades of green
and rose as was originally intended.

Prince Henry departed Kalgoorlie on 9.10.1934 at 1:45pm
and arrived Port Augusta on 11.10.1934 at 9:00am with
the Royal train consisting of the following vehicles,
Engine, water gin, brakevan HR 28, AR sleeper, Dining
car, Lounge AF 25, 3 x AR sleepers, Special Car No.2 (AF
27), Lounge AF 49, Special Car No.1 Trailing.

1.9.1988 Keswick SS44 sleeping compartment screen
removed (Chris Drymalik)

1.9.1988 Keswick SS44 dining saloon (Chris Drymalik)

As World War Two approached funds which had always
been scarce became almost impossible to obtain and the
car remained substantially unaltered. After the close of
the war it became evident that the Commonwealth
Railways were not in very good shape and an extensive
upgrading program, which included rollingstock
purchases, was implemented. The purchase of the luxury
all-steel German Wegmann stock, Budd railcars and a
program of refurbishing and air-conditioning of existing
wooden carriages ensued. Part of this post war
reconstruction involved the Commissioner making the
following recommendations for alterations to ‘SS 44’
following his Christmas inspection of 1953.

1. Air-conditioning unit to be provided as opportunity
offers.

2. Lighting to be improved and ceiling modernised.

3. Observation end to be enclosed (torpedo end) with
provision for rear door.‘

It doesn’t take much imagination to identify were the
ideas for improvement came from, only the year before
the new Wegmann ‘Lounge’ cars had arrived featuring,
aid-conditioning, modern lighting and styling and a
torpedo observation end. Luckily due to a lack of funds,
the work was delayed and then cancelled in 1956, leaving
the car unaltered, but again resurfaced in 1960 when the
observation end was closed in and the car repainted red
and silver. At this time, the truss rods were removed and
replaced with welded angle truss rods permanently fixed
in place.

Whilst on loan to the South Australian Railways, for an
Inspection of the new Standard Gauge line from Broken
Hill to Pirie, the car’s air brakes failed at Broken Hill and
it rolled out of the station, down a steep incline, onto the
siding of the North Broken Hill mine eventually coming
to a halt after smashing into a loaded ore wagon causing
serious injury to two occupants of the car and extensive
damage to the saloon end. The saloon end was
subsequently rebuilt, chairs replaced, soft furnishings
renewed and the car modified to make it ‘bogie
exchangeable’.

When the carriage was taken over by Australian National
the future of all wooden vehicles were in doubt.
Australian National had no need for this type of vehicle
as they were considered a maintenance problem and
rationalization of passenger services had provided a
surplus of rollingstock. In the late 1970’s, early 1980’s,
Australian National disposed of most remaining wooden
vehicles retaining only a few specialised wooden
carriages.

Sadly, over time ‘SS 44’ was vandalised and neglected
until ultimately a decision as to its future need to be
made. Many people, including workshop staff, expected
the car to be written off and if lucky be purchased by a
museum, instead funds were made available to refurbish
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SS 44 at Port Augusta - May 1925 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

SS 44 bedroom (Chris Drymalik Collection)

it for use on the upcoming ‘Opera in the Outback’. This
work, which took place early in 1988, has returned the
car to its former glory. Bringing back the days when the
Commonwealth Railways ‘Trans-Australian’ was on the
of the great luxury rail journeys of the world.

All work on the car was performed at Australian
Nationals Port Augusta workshops. During the
refurbishment the car was returned to its original interior
styling except for some minor alterations made so that
air-conditioning could be provided. Exterior livery
became the 1930’s Commonwealth Railways chocolate

SS 44 dining saloon, circa 1920

and cream with mustard yellow roof and CR centre panel
logo.

Subsequent to the refurbishment, ‘SS 44’ first run was on
the ‘Opera in the Outback’ as part of the VIP train. Since
then the only modification was to replace the wooden
‘CR’ with a cast plate bearing the Australian Coat of Arms.

23.4.1920 Ran an unofficial shakedown trip with the
Commissioner on board.

3.7.1920 Built by the Commonwealth Railways Port
Augusta Workshops, as Trans-Australian Railway
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2.97. SSA Special Service Car

Special Service car No.1, entered service 3.7.1920, It
was coded ‘SS 44’ at the time of building but not
generally referred to as such,being completed in
time for the visit of HRH the Prince of Wales, it
became known as the Prince of Wales car. This car
had been in the process of building for some time
prior to the announcement of the visit, but was
completed so as to be in readyness for the visit.

25.9.1959 Re-upholstered and new curtains fitted.
25.8.1960 Observation end closed in, 4 new chairs,

rewired and repainted etc.
4.11.1960 Truss rods removed and replaced with

welded angle truss rods.
10.9.1962 Bathroom laminexed and converted to

shower room. Fitted with instantaneous gas heater.
22.7.1964 Refrigerator (LP Gas) and stove fitted.
15.4.1965 Collision with dead end, repairs made.
29.7.1971 Underframe modifications to suite S.G and

N.G radial plates.
14.7.1972 Repairs and rebuild of saloon end on account

of collision at Broken Hill, made 8 new chairs, new
table, repair lead light, new carpet, new curtains,
relined shower and toilet compartment. Initially an
observation platform had been provided at one end
of the car, but this was later closed over during the
repairs.

8.8.1972 Modifications made to enable car to be bogie
exchanged.

22.12.1980 Transferred to narrow gauge for use on last
Ghan via old line.

30.1.1986 Interior repairs
30.1.1986 Interior repairs
11.9.1988 Interior refurbished and fitted with air

conditioning. The car was also repainted in the
1920’s colour scheme of brown and cream with a
mustard roof, also included in the centre of the car
on each side was the ‘CR‘ logo on a circular raised
panel.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 Car leased by the Commonwealth
Government to Great Southern Railway.

21.3.1998 Transferred from Keswick to Port Augusta.
5.1999 Returned to Keswick. In poor condition,

showing a lot of exterior water damage. Water stains
on louvres suggest that the interior may be suffering
water damage.

5.5.2000 Transferred to Midland Workshops, Western
Australia for repairs.

10.6.2002 Left Midland enroute to Adelaide after
repaint and repairs.

- Sold to Great Southern Railway by the
Commonwealth[pq].

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.

20.7.1986 Keswick SSA260 Special Service car (Chris
Drymalik)

26.1.2002 Keswick - lounge area SSA260 (Chris Drymalik)

2.97 SSA Special Service Car

History: SSA 260

Stainless steel, air conditioned, ‘Special Service’ car built
by ‘Commonwealth Engineering’. Contract No.
2904-1967-68.

During the Australian National era this car was referred
to as The Chairman’s Car rather than its original
designation, which was that of Governor General’s Car.
This seems to have come about because of the
refurbishment of the original Governor General’s Car
SSAF 27.

3.3.1969 Entered service
1980 Used on the inaugural Indian Pacific to provide

accomodation for the Governor General.
5.5.1982 Redecorated interior, new carpets, curtains

and upholstery.
9.8.1987 To broad gauge.
- To standard gauge.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
1.11.1997 To Great Southern Railway.
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2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
2019 Interior stripped and rebuilt as 4 berth Platinum

Sleeping car with lounge area at one end by Journey
Beyond Rail Experience. Retained coding ‘SSA 260’.

2.98 TBP Temporary Passenger Cars

TBP 39 to 42

TBP car at Pimba in July 1919

Former construction train bodies were fitted to new
underframes for use as temporary second class
passenger cars. The vehicles were fitted with electric light
fittings with the power being provided from the batteries
of a brakevan. They were only used on mixed trains.

History: RA 659 — TBP 39 — YR/EB 21 — R 1814

Temporary passenger car, built at Port Augusta
Workshops from the Body of Traffic car No.1 (ex
construction train) and ‘RA 659’ (State Implement
Works). Accomodated 24 smoking, 13 non-smoking and
17 ladies giving a total of 54 passengers.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 659’ flat wagon
22.8.1916 Entered service as ‘TBP 39’.
23.1.1943 Converted to goods brakevan with sleeping

accomodation. Coded ‘YR 21’.
- To ‘EB’ employees sleeping car[blc]
31.1.1948 The body was burnt at Port Augusta

workshops
31.8.1964 Underframe used for ‘R 1814’ - fitted with hut

‘S33’

History: RA 664 — BP/TBP/KE 40 — R 1816

Temporary passenger car, built at Port Augusta
Workshops from the body of passenger car No.1 Eastern
Division, and the underframe of ‘RA 664’. The body
originally entered service on construction trains.
Accomodated 21 smoking, 12 non-smoking and 14 ladies
giving a total of 47 passengers.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 664’ flat wagone
26.7.1917 Body from ‘No.1 passenger car’ fitted and

recoded ‘BP 40’.

18.8.1917 To ‘TBP’.
- Temporarily used as a rest van at Hughes.
6.5.1957 Made into a temporary brakevan for use

between Stirling North and Port Augusta. Fitted with
an eliptical roof at some time during rebuilding.

6.9.1961 Converted to Dining Room and Kitchen car for
Ways and Works being recoded ‘KE 40’.

23.9.1964 Condemned, underframe to ‘R 1816’.
5.1981 Noted as fitted with work hut ‘S 34‘ 5.1981.

History: RA 634 — TBP/E 41

Temporary passenger car, built at Port Augusta
Workshops from the body of Inspection car No.2, western
division, and the underframe and bogies of ‘RA 634’. The
body originally entered service on construction trains.

14.5.1916 Entered service as ‘RA 634’ flat wagone
10.9.1917 Entered service with body of ‘Inspection

No.2’.
31.12.1917 Transferred from Western to Eastern

Division.
25.4.1918 Conversion from ‘Inspection No.2’ to ‘TBP’.
- Temporarily used as a rest van at Cook.
4.4.1956 Made into a Temporary brakevan for use

between Port Augusta and Stirling North.
29.4.1961 Converted from passenger to Inspection car.
14.6.1962 Recoded ‘E 41’ class dining and sleeping van.
1967 Used as temporary brake van[blc]
27.10.1978 Interior altered for storage van.

History: RA 638 — TBP 42 — XR/XRA 1967

Temporary passenger car, built at Port Augusta
Workshops from the body of passenger car No.2 and the
underframe and bogies of ‘RA 638’. The body originally
entered service on construction trains. Accomodated 10
smoking, 20 non-smoking and 12 ladies giving a total of
42 passengers.

1916 Entered service as ‘RA 638’ flat wagone
18.7.1918 Entered service as ‘TBP 42’.
17.11.1958 Made into a Temporary brakevan for use

between Port Augusta and Stirling North.
22.7.1966 Body written off.
20.9.1967 Underframe converted to flat wagon ‘XR

1967’.
21.3.1968 Recoded ‘XRA’.
1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.

2.99 VGB Power Van

History: NG 68 — VGB/PGB 377

Steel power car built by Commonwealth Engineering for
use on the narrow gauge Ghan service. Contract No.
2573-1965.
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2.99. VGB Power Van

A GM class engine hauling the piggy back train on the Marre line during the late 1950s. It is a ‘TBP‘ class carriage
immediately behind the engine

5.1979,Port Augusta - E41 old employees van (Barry Lewis)
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8.10.1996 Port Augusta - PGB377 power car

24.12.1986 Keswick - PGB377

11.1.1966 Entered service on the Central Australia
Railway as ‘NG 68’.

11.1980 Used on the last Ghan 11.1980.
16.7.1983 Converted to standard gauge as ‘VGB 377’.
24.11.1984 Recoded ‘PGB’.
1986 Used on the Jubilee Trade Train.
1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.

2.100 VGC Power Van

History: NGA 81 — VGC/PGC 395

Steel power car built by Commonwealth Engineering for
use on the narrow gauge Ghan service.

3.5.1968 Entered service on the Central Australia
Railway as ‘NGA 81’.

12.1980 On the last Ghan.
16.7.1983 Converted to standard gauge and coded ‘VGC

395’.
11.12.1984 Recoded ‘PGC 395’.
1.11.1997 To Australia Southern Railroad.
- Painted in corporate livery of Orange and Black.

- Sent to Western Australia to be part of Australia
Southern Railroad Inspection Train.

15.10.2003 Left Western Australia for Dry Creek, South
Australia. [cp 11.2000].

15.10.2003 Left Dry Creek on an Inspection Train
bound for Darwin. At the completion of Inspection,
returned to Dry Creek, South Australia [cp 11.2000].

5.2004 Sold to South Spur Rail Services for use on the
‘Spirit of the West’ Restaurant Train.

2.101 W Mobile Theatrette car

History: W/OWB 144

Ex Victorian Railways and South Australian Railway Joint
stock car ‘8 AE’, built at Newport, Victoria and entered
service 24.10.1907. On 22.2.1952 The South Australian
Railway purchased the car and recoded it ‘551’,
eventually selling it to Commonwealth Railways in 1961.

24.10.1907 Entered service as Joint Stock sitting car ‘8
AE’ on the Victorian Railways and South Australian
Railway joint stock train, ‘The Overland’.

22.2.1952 Purchased by the South Australian Railway
and renumbered ‘551’.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and
aparently stored awaiting conversion.

23.8.1963 Overhaul of bogies.
25.9.1963 Converted to Mobile Theatrette car and

classified ‘W 144’.
14.5.1970 Repairs and repainted interior.
8.8.1975 Repairs, galv iron fitted on windows saloon

end and new canvas roof saloon end.
24.2.1977 Interior repairs, renew fridge and gas stove,

interior repaint.
1.2.1985 Recoded ‘OWB’.
5.4.1987 Stored in the Port Augusta yard.
16.10.1987 Recommended for write off.
30.1.1988 Tenders called for disposal. Sold to Ghan

Preservation Society for $750.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.

2.102 YB Standard Gauge Brake Van

YB 17 to 24

During 1915, 8 bogie brake van bodies were purchased
from ‘Clyde’ and placed on underframes purchased
previously. All the vans were coded ‘YB’ until 5 were
subsequently converted to ‘HR’ combination brake and
crew vans for use on the through expresses. This
conversion involved removing the passenger
compartment and fitting this area with crew sleeping
berths.

See also: HR 28 to 32.

History: YB 17

See ‘HR 32’.
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2.102. YB Standard Gauge Brake Van

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - PGC395 power car

OWB 144 at Port Augusta on 19.8.1987

History: YB 18

standard gauge freight train brake van.

17.4.1916 Entered service at western end of line.
5.7.1916 Fitted with stones lighting gear.
19.10.1917 Transferred from Western to Eastern

section.
29.5.1959 Destroyed by fire at Woocalla ballasting

workings.
15.10.1959 Written off.
5.1981 Underframe at Woocalla Ballast Pits.

YB" (Commonwealth railways)

History: YB 19 — M 32 — R 1817

standard gauge freight train brake van.

17.4.1916 Entered service at western end of line.
16.6.1916 Stones lighting fitted.
19.10.1917 Transferred from Western to Eastern

section.
31.10.1917 Converted to mail van ‘M 32’.
29.6.1918 Converted back to ‘YB 19’.
19.10.1918 Utilized as a pay car at western end.
7.10.1926 Lavatory installed in Pay Clerk’s

compartment.
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27th March 1991,Port Augusta flat R1817 + ATCO hut off
end of road (Chris Drymalik)

5.1979,Port Augusta - R1817 with hut S29 + part R91 with
hut T58 (Barry Lewis)

15.5.1981,Woocalla - Underframe YB18 (Barry Lewis)

19.1.1944 Additional berth provided and improvements
made to the kitchen.

27.5.1963 Written off.
11.11.1964 Underframe converted to ‘R 1817‘ flat

wagonblc - fitted with hut ‘S29’
27.3.1991 At Port Augusta fitted with camp unit, pushed

off end of road next to Central Australia Railway
barn.

M 34, circa 1917

History: YB 20 — M 34 — R 1813

standard gauge freight train brake van.

2.7.1916 Entered service at western end of line.
2.7.1916 Stones lighting fitted.
19.10.1917 Transferred from Western to Eastern

section.
30.11.1917 Converted to mail van ‘M 34’.
8.6.1918 Converted back to ‘YB 20’.
6.4.1964 Body written off.
28.7.1964 Underframe used as ‘R 1813’ - fitted with hut

‘S31’
18.12.1993 Written off.

History: YB 21

See ‘HR 28’.

History: YB 22

See ‘HR 29’.

History: YB 23

See ‘HR 30’.

History: YB 24

See ‘HR 31’.
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2.103. Z/YS Standard Gauge Freight Brake Van

YB 20, circa 1930 (Philippa Rogers)

2.103 Z/YS Standard Gauge Freight Brake
Van

Z/YS 1 to 8

Built by ‘Collins and Co’, as ‘Z’ class 4 wheel brake vans.
They were reclassified to ‘YS’ class in 1917.

The Z Class Brake vans were initially inteded to be
sixteen vehicles of a design similar to the Victorian
Railways Z class brake vans with minor alternations, the
most obvious being the fitting of slidding doors in lieu of
the Victorian Railways hinged type. They were initialy all
fitted with three wheel axles, but this proved
unsatisfactory and the centre axle was removed from all
sixteen Z class brakevans, resulting in them being
reclassified as ‘YS’. The vans where delivered in two
orders. The first eight (Z1 to 8) being constructed by
Collins and Company and shipped to Kalgoorlie, with the
remaining eight (Z9 to 16) being constructed by
Meadowbank Manufacturing Company and delivered to
Port Augusta

See also: Z 9 to 16.

History: Z/YS 1

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

13.8.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 1’.
30.9.1917 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
1.3.1961 Sold as scrap - frame only

History: Z/YS 2 — XSA 2

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

4.1971,Port Augusta - breakdown van XSA2 (Barry Lewis)

Z 2, circa 1915 (Chris Drymalik Collection)
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6.8.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 2’.
21.9.1918 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
26.1.1945 Converted to ‘XSA’ breakdown train vehicle.
27.2.1964 Written off[blc]

History: Z/YS/YSB 3

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

22.9.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 3’.
30.4.1917 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
15.5.1937 Converted to ‘YSB’.
7.11.1962 Scrapped.

History: Z/YS/YSB 4

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

4.8.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 4’.
4.10.1919 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
19.6.1937 Converted to ‘YSB’.
5.8.1955 Altered for construction branch as accident

van for rail welding gang.
23.5.1962 Louvres installed.
6.4.1964 Scrapped.

History: Z/YS/YSB 5 — EDS 5

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

10.8.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 5’.
30.7.1917 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
19.6.1937 Converted to ‘YSB’.
20.9.1949 Converted to ‘EDS’ class employees kitchen

and dining van for use on Trans-Australian Railway.
14.12.1962 Written off.

History: Z/YS/YSB 6

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

17.9.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 6’.
30.11.1917 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
19.6.1937 Converted to ‘YSB’.
25.8.1954 General overhaul.
14.12.1962 Written off.

History: Z/YS/YSB 7 — RS 7

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

1.10.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 7’.
30.11.1917 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
13.5.1937 Converted to ‘YSB’.
24.10.1960 Body condemned, underframe converted to

‘RS 7’ flat.
1971 Written off.

History: Z/YS 8

standard gauge freight brake van built by ‘Collins and Co’.

18.9.1914 Entered service as brake van ‘Z 8’.
30.4.1917 Converted to ‘YS’ class brake van.
8.8.1942 Destroyed by fire and underframe lying beside

line at Tarcoola quarry.
12.7.1957 Scrapped.

2.104 Z Standard Gauge Brake Van

Z 9 to 16

Built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co’, Sydney, NSW.

See also: Z 1 to 8.

History: Z 9 — X/XS 731

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.

1915 Entered service.
11.9.1916 Recoded ‘X 731’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.
1922 Recoded ‘XS’.
21.8.1957 Used as a brakevan[blc]
27.2.1964 Written off[blc]

History: Z/VZ 10 — VZ/VS

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.

12.5.1915 Entered service as a retail store van for
Commissariat Department during construction
work.

1915 Recoded ‘VZ’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.
- Renumbered ‘VZ’ in the range 733 to 738.
1919 Recoded ‘VS’

History: Z 11 — X/XS 732

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.

1915 Entered service.
11.9.1916 Renumbered ‘X 732’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.
1922 Recoded ‘XS’.
27.2.1964 Written off[blc]

History: Z/VZ 12 — VZ/VS

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.

9.31915 Entered service as Provisions van for use
during construction work.
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2.104. Z Standard Gauge Brake Van

Tea and Sugar Train - VS733 + Bulk provision store V248 + cattle cars + situp + temp passenger car (Barry Lewis
Collection)

4.1971,Port Augusta - body of van XS732 (Barry Lewis)

1915 Recoded ‘VZ’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.
- Renumbered ‘VZ’ in the range 733 to 738.
1919 Recoded ‘VS’

History: Z/VZ 13 — VZ/VS

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.

9.3.1915 Entered service as Provisions van for use
during construction work.

1915 Recoded ‘VZ’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.

- Renumbered ‘VZ’ in the range 733 to 738.
1919 Recoded ‘VS’

History: Z/VZ 14 — VZ/VS

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.

9.3.1915 Entered service as Provisions van for use
during construction work.

1915 Recoded ‘VZ’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.
- Renumbered ‘VZ’ in the range 733 to 738.
- Recoded ‘VS’

History: Z/VZ 15 — VZ/VS

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.

9.3.1915 Entered service as Provisions van for use
during construction work.

1915 Recoded ‘VZ’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.
- Renumbered ‘VZ’ in the range 733 to 738.
- Recoded ‘VS’

History: Z/VZ 16 — VZ/VS 737

Brakevan built by ‘Meadowbank Manufacturing Co of
Sydney, NSW.’.
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9.3.1915 Entered service as Provisions van for use
during construction work.

1915 Recoded ‘VZ’.
1917 Converted from 6 wheel to 4 wheel.
- Renumbered ‘VZ’ in the range 737.
- Recoded ‘VS’
28.10.1963 Written off[blc]
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3.1. Western End (Kalgoorlie)

Due to the speed with which the construction train cars
were put togeather all vehicles were built to a standard
design with minor interior and window location changes
to suit the particular use of the car. Those used at the
Western end of the line were constructed at Kalgoorlie
Workshops and placed on 8 x 65ft. underframes supplied
by ‘Westralia Ironworks Ltd’ of Rocky Bay, North
Fremantle, WA. The Eastern end train was built at the
Port Augusta Workshops and placed on 8 x 65ft
underframes supplied by ‘Barbat and Sons’ of Ipswich,
QLD. At the end of construction these underframes were
reused under various carriages. The bogies were all new
being supplied by Forman and Co.

Originally the construction train format was Hospital,
Store and kitchen (the latter termed Dining), Offices,
Sleeping and Passenger cars (converted from the original
proposed Dining and Police cars before they entered
service). Each of the cars was lighted by Kerosene lamps.

Navvies, shearers and miners were the main users of the
four passenger cars.

3.1 Western End (Kalgoorlie)

History: Hospital car

23.11.1914 Entered service.
- Underframe transferred to ‘D 21’.

History: Kitchen car

7.8.1914 Entered service.
- Underframe transferred to ‘D 23’.

History: Office car

7.8.1914 Entered service.
20.6.1917 Underframe transferred to ‘BRP 18’.

History: Passenger car No.1

9.9.1914 Entered service.
30.6.1917 Underframe transferred to ‘BRP 19’.

History: Passenger car No.2 — Inspection car No.2

The history of this particular vehicle seems to get a little
confused. The body was placed on underframe of ‘RA
634’ but this does not seem to correspond with it being
recoded to ‘TBP 41’. Its ‘TBP’ records suggest that it
entered service with the new underframe on 10.9.1917,
but it seem to have retained its classification as
‘Inspection No.2’. This would make sense if all that was
required was to released the original underframe for
reuse under one of the new Trans-Australian passenger
car bodies.

24.8.1914 Entered service.
29.4.1916 Converted to Inspection No.2[blc]
31.12.1917 Transferred to Port Augusta[blc]

History: Sleeping car No.1

8.9.1914 Entered service.
- Underframe transferred to ‘ARP 15’.

History: Sleeping car No.2

9.9.1914 Entered service.
- Underframe transferred to ‘D 22’.

History: Stores car

8.9.1914 Entered service.
30.6.1917 Underframe transferred to ‘D 20’.

3.2 Eastern End (Port Augusta)

History: Hospital car

27.10.1914 Entered service.
11.11.1916 Underframe transferred to ‘ARP 11’.

History: Kitchen car

11.7.1914 Entered service.
11.11.1916 Underframe transferred to a

Trans-Australian class passenger car.

History: Office car

11.7.1914 Entered service.
11.11.1916 Underframe transferred to ‘ARP 13’.

History: Passenger car No.1

7.7.1914 Entered service.
11.11.1916 Underframe transferred to Trans-Australian

passenger car.

History: Passenger car No.2

24.8.1914 Entered service.
17.5.1917 Underframe transferred to an ARP 9

passenger car.

History: Sleeping car No.1

11.7.1914 Entered service.
11.11.1916 Underframe transferred to ‘ARP 8’.

History: Sleeping car No.2

11.7.1914 Entered service.
11.11.1916 Underframe transferred to ‘ARP 10’.

History: Stores car

11.7.1914 Entered service.
11.11.1916 Underframe transferred to ‘ARP 12’.
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Camp Train circa 1915 (Commonwealth Railways)

Camp Train circa 1915 (Commonwealth Railways)

Camp Hospital circa 1915 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

Camp Hospital beds, circa 1915 (Chris Drymalik
Collection)
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3.2. Eastern End (Port Augusta)

Camp Hospital circa 1915 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

Camp Hospital beds, circa 1915 (Chris Drymalik Collection)
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4.1. Indian Pacific Consists

No. Code Description

1 HM Luggage/mail van
1 ARJ 1st class roomette sleeping car
1 ARL 1st class twinette sleeping car
1 ARM 1st class deluxe twinette sleeping car
1 AFC 1st class lounge car
1 DF Dining car
1 CDF Club-cafeteria car
3 BRJ 2st class twinette sleeping car
1 ER Crew dormitory car
1 HGM Power van

Table 4.1: Indian Pacific consist details 1970

4.1 Indian Pacific Consists

On Monday 23.2.1970 the inaugural Indian Pacific
departed Sydney. Two trains left Sydney and were formed
into one train at Port Pirie. The first train departed at
2250 with engines 4601 and 4602 hauling HGM 204, ER
210, ARL 249, ARL 247, ARJ 241, CDF 266, DF 264, AFC
239, ARJ 240, ARL 261, ARM 253, ARM 252, SSA 260,
HM259, whilst the second train departed at 2300 with
engines 4603 and 4604 hauling HM 257, ER 204, BRJ 214,
BRJ 218, BRJ 215, CDF 229, DF 235, AFC 236, ARJ 242,
ARL 262, ARM 251 and HM202. Double 421 class engines
hauled the train from Lithgow with South Australian
Railways double 600’s on the first and a 600 leading an
830 on the second between Broken Hill and Port Pirie.
The Commonwealth used a CL and two GM’s hauling all
27 carriages and Western Australia two L class engines.

The Indian Pacific initially consisted of two sets with the
basic consist in 1970 being shown in 4.1. It provided 52
first class berths and 96 in second class, but the train was
limited to 144 passengers as this was the number that
could be serviced with three sittings for meals. 4.1.

In 1973 the consist was altered due to the increasing
popularity of first class travel and move towards the use
of situp for second class travel on the Commonwealth
section. The new consist is shown in 4.2. It now provided
88 first class berths and 64 in second class, but the train
was still limited to 144 passengers because of meal
sittings. 4.1.

In 1980 the consist was again altered when New South
Wales agreed to officially provide situp accomodation.
Prior to this Australian National had been providing
situp, west of Port Pirie, on two out of the four weekly
services. The new arrangement required New South
Wales to provide the situp cars for the service as far as
Port Pirie. At Pirie the New South Wales cars were
removed and Australian National cars placed on the
train. In 1988 the Australian National cars became
standard for the full through service.

No. Code Description

1 HM Luggage/mail van
1 ARL 1st class twinette sleeping car
1 ARJ 1st class roomette sleeping car
1 ARL 1st class twinette sleeping car
1 ARJ 1st class roomette sleeping car
1 ARM 1st class deluxe twinette sleeping car
1 AFC 1st class lounge car
1 DF Dining car
1 CDF Club-cafeteria car
2 BRJ 2st class twinette sleeping car
1 ER Crew dormitory car
1 HGM Power van

Table 4.2: Indian Pacific consist details 1973

4.2 Refurbished Indian Pacific cars

The following cars were externally fitted with Indian
Pacific name boards as part of the 1992 refurbishment
program:

AFC first class lounge car AFC 213, AFC 301, AFC 306,
AFC 307, AFC 936, AFC 937, AFC 938, AFC 939.

AG economy class sitting car AG 372, AG 373, AG 374,
AG 375, AG 376.

ARJ first class roomette sleeping car ARJ 243, ARJ 272,
ARJ 941, ARJ 944, ARJ 945, ARJ 973, ARJ 985, ARJ 986.

ARL first class twinette sleeping car ARL 249, ARL 289,
ARL 308, ARL 310, ARL 326, ARL 920, ARL 922, ARL
923, ARL 925, ARL 947, ARL 961, ARL 962, ARL 990,
ARL 992.

ARM first class delux twinette sleeping car ARM 951,
ARM 952, ARM 953, ARM 954.

BG economy class sitting car BG 369.

BRJ economy class roomette sleeping car BRJ 271, BRJ
302, BRJ 912, BRJ 914, BRJ 915, BRJ 918, BRJ 919, BRJ
999.

CDF Cafeteria/Club car - Matilda’s restaurant CDF
225, CDF 226, CDF 227, CDF 924, CDF 928, CDF 929,
CDF 966.

DF Dining car DF 232, DF 233, DF 304, DF 934, DF 935,
DF 964.

ER Dormitory crew car ER 313, ER 906, ER 911.

HGM Power, brake and luggage van HGM 902, HGM
903.

HM Mail luggage accomodation van HM 901, HM 958.

Note: This list does not necessarily include all cars fitted
with Indian Pacific name boards, it shows only the cars I
actually identified.
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No. Name

CDF 227 Marree Refreshment Car
DF 231 Stuart Restaurant
ARJ 242 Brachina Car
ARL 246 Tarcoola Car
ARL 248 Oodnadatta Car
ARL 250 Kulgera Car
AOB 265 Oasis Bar
ARJ 282 Algebuckina Car
ARM 288 Finke River Car
ARL 291 Edwards Creek Car
AFC 305 Dreamtime Lounge
ARL 309 Marla Car
CDF 928 Matilda’s Restaurant

Table 4.3: Ghan cars refurbished as part of the 1990-91
program

4.3 Refurbished Ghan Cars

Details of the names given to each car during the 1990-91
refurbishment program of the ‘Legendary Ghan’ are
given in 4.3.

In addition to those named, the following cars were
externally fitted with the ‘Legendary Ghan’ logos and
stripes: AFB 137, BA 147, BA 148, BA 150, BA 151, DD 156,
AFB 158, BRG 171, BRG 173, ER 207, AEC 222, BRJ 303,
ARL 310, HGM 317, HM 318, ARL 324, BG 368, BG 370
and BG 371.

The Exterior Refurbishment of the Ghan was completed
in 1989 when Australian National began the twice weekly
winter season of the Ghan. When the Ghan left Keswick
terminal on Monday 12.5.1989, all passenger cars were
fitted with Ghan logo boards and finished with the
Red-Yellow stripping at window level. Unfortunately the
lead loco was not fitted with a clasp for the head board.
The consist was locomotives GM19, GM2, brakevan
HGM 318, crew cars ER 207, BRG 173, sleepers ARJ 242,
ARL 248, ARJ 282, ARM 288, lounge AFB 158, Stuart
Restaurant car DF 231, lounge AFB 137, sleepers ARL 291,
ARL 309, Entertainment car AEC 222, Sitting cars BA 148,
BA 150, dinner DD 156, crew sleeper BRG 171, power van
HGM 317 and 3 AQMP class motor rail flats wagons.

4.4 Train Consist details - 1940s

Central Australia Railway Ambulance Train - No.9

30.3.1942

The consist of Ambulance Train - No.9 is given in 4.4.

Note: This train was officially a South Australian and
Commonwealth Railway Joint Stock Train.

Source: CLTB

4.5 Train Consist details - 1980s

Port Pirie - 28 to 30 April 1983

Indian Pacific - from Perth

Locomotives:

Perth to Kalgoorlie Westrail K 205

Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta Australian National GM 4
(Maroon/Silver) and GM 5 (Green/Gold)

Port Augusta to Port Pirie Australian National GM 10
and GM 1 (both Green/Gold).

Consist: VDB 1373 (Port Augusta to Port Pirie only),
Mail van VDM 1323, HGM 298, ARJ 984, ARJ 941, ARM
952, AFC 936, DF 935, ARL 922, ARL 921, CDF 928, HM
957, Flat wagon carrying one motor car AQPY-2342.

Note: This train was the first Indian Pacific to depart
Perth for the eastern states following settlement of the six
month long train crew strike.

Source: Ian Rourke

Port Pirie to Perth - 7 to 9 May 1983

Trans Australia Express

Locomotives:

Port Pirie to Kalgoorlie Australian National GM 9 and
GM 6 (both Maroon and Silver)

Kalgoorlie to Perth Westrail K 205 (Orange and blue)

Consist: VDM 1396, HM 312, ARL 248, ARJ 242, ARL
250, AFA 99 (painted silver/grey), DF 295, BRJ 300, BRJ
301, BRJ 221, CDF 225, BA 147 (painted Maroon), ER 208,
HRGA 96

AQPY 2348 Flat wagon with four motor cars, AQPY 2339
Flat wagon with four motor cars, AQPY 2359 Flat wagon
with 3 motor cars.

Note: Four additional flat wagons each carrying one
Ansett Express trailer were added to the train between
HRGA 96 and AQPY 2348 at Port Augusta. Two were
detached at Parkeston and the other two at Midland.

Source: Ian Rourke

Port Pirie to Perth 23 to 25 March 1984

Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Port Pirie to Kalgoorlie Australian National GM 7
(Maroon/Silver) and GM 3 (Green/Gold)

Kalgoorlie to Perth Westrail K 204 (Orange/blue)
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4.5. Train Consist details - 1980s

Car Use Name or Passenger Notes
Use Classification Numbers
Personnel Alberga 18 South Australian Railways car Alberga.
No.1 Ward NRP 1 22 South Australian Railways car No.190. Withdrawn from miltary use

5.2.1944
No.2 Ward NRP 2 22 South Australian Railways car No.212. Returned to the South Aus-

tralian Railways 3.7.1944
No.3 Ward NRP 3 18 South Australian Railways car Yanyarrie.
No.4 Ward NRP 4 18 South Australian Railways car No.219. Withdrawn from miltary use

4.2.1944
Dining ND 35 - -
Administration NSS 34 10 -
Brake and Store NYBA - -

Table 4.4: Ambulance Train - No.9 on 30.3.1942

Consist: VDM-1373, NSW SRA van NLKY 18619, HM
901, ARJ 283, ARL 922, ARJ 944, ARM 951, AFC 939, DF
927, ARL 249, ARL 925, ARL 289, CDF 924, BA 151, ER 909,
HGM 205, VDM 1350, Flat car with 4 motor vehicles
AQPY 2341, Flat car with 3 motor vehicles AQPY 2718.

Source: Ian Rourke

Perth to Adelaide - 5 to 7 July 1986

Trans Australia Express

Locomotives:

Perth to Kalgoorlie Westrail L 255 (Orange /Blue)

Kalgoorlie to Adelaide Australian National GM 33 and
GM 11 (Green and Gold)

Consist: ABUP 1368, HRGC 119, BRJ 267, BA 151, BA
149, CDF 225, BRJ 213, BRJ 303, DF 231, AFB 137, ARL
250, ARJ 282, ARL 308, HM 318

AMBP 3308 Car carrier with three motor vehiles, AMBP
3287D Car carrier with one motor vehicle.

Additionally, HM 312 (Baggage van) was added to the
front of the consist for the Port Pirie to Adelaide leg.

Source: Ian Rourke

Sydney to Perth - 17 to 20 July 1986

Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Sydney to Lithgow 8642 and 8604 NSW SRA electric
locomotives (Candy stripe)

Lithgow to Broken Hill 8001 NSW SRA (Tuscan) (may
have been a second loco for part of this leg also)

Broken Hill to Port Pirie GM 28 (Green/Gold) and GM
31 (Maroon/Silver)

Port Pirie to Kalgoorlie GM 8 (Maroon/Silver) and GM
2 (Green/Gold)

Kalgoorlie to Perth K 210 (Orange/blue) Westrail

Consist: (Sydney to Port Pirie) HGM 904, ER 909,
Economy class sitting car (Candy stripe colours) SBS
2243, Economy class sitting car (Candy stripe colours)
SDZ 2289, CDF 924, ARL 947, ARL 310, ARL 249 (may
have been economy class), DF 964, AFC 939, ARM 952,
ARJ 984, ARL 990, ARL 945, HM 959.

Consist: (Port Pirie to Perth) ABUP 1378, ABUP 1393,
HM 959, ARL 945, ARL 990, ARJ 948, ARM 952, AFC 939,
DF 964, ARL 249 (may have been economy class), ARL
310 (may have been economy class), ARL 947 (may have
been economy class), CDF 924, BA 150, ER 909, HGM
904, Car carrier with 4 motor cars AQPY 2704, Car carrier
with 1 motor car AQPY 2705, Flat car with TNT Pantech
trailer (Port Augusta to Parkeston) AQPY 2731.

Source: Ian Rourke

Adelaide to Perth - 31 October to 2 November 1986

The Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Adelaide to Kalgoorlie Australian National GM 15, GM
1

Kalgoorlie to Perth Westrail K 201

Consist: AMBP 1396, ABUP 1372, DF 304 (not used),
HM 959, ARJ 940, ARL 920, ARJ 243, ARM 951, AFC 938,
DF 930, ARL 963, ARL 921, ARL 923, CDF 265, AG 376, ER
910, HGM 900, AMBP 3800 Double deck car carrier with 6
motor cars, AMBP 3202 Double deck car carrier with 5
motor cars, AOPY 2355 Flat car with 2 motor cars, AQPY
2357 Flat car with 1 motor car (Port Augusta to Parkeston
only), AQPY 2730 Flat car with one TNT Pantech trailer
(Pt Augusta to Parkeston),
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Source: Ian Rourke

Perth to Adelaide - 30 June to 2 July 1988

Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Perth to Kalgoorlie Westrail K 208

Kalgoorlie to Adelaide Australian National GM 21 and
GM 47

Consist: BRE 133 Departmental car - Kalgoorlie to
Adelaide only, AVEP 356 Kalgoorlie to Adelaide only, WCA
901 Westrail Prospector railcar Perth to Merriden only,
HGM 317, ER 911, AG 374, AG 372, CDF 227, ARL 998,
ARL 992, ARJ 985, ARL 920, AFC 305, ARM 954, ARJ 984,
ARL 964, ARJ 941, HM 958, AMBP 3286 Double deck car
carrier with 4 motor cars.

Source: Ian Rourke

Adelaide to Perth - 9 to 11 July 1988

Trans Australia Express

Locomotives:

Adelaide to Kalgoorlie Australian National GM 27 and
GM 18

Kalgoorlie to Perth Westrail L 266

Consist: HM 957, ARL 291, ARJ 243, ARL 250, AFC 307,
DF 295, BRJ 917, CDF 265, BA 151, BA 147, ER 208, HGM
903

AMBP 3287 Two deck motor car carrier (with 8 motor
cars), AMBP 3283 Two deck motor car carrier (with 8
motor cars), AQPY 2722 Flat wagon with one motor car
and trailer.

Two deck motor car carrier AMBP 3283 was removed
from the train at Cook due to a hot bearing and was
attached to a later freight train after repairs.

Source: Ian Rourke

Perth to Adelaide - 15 to 17 October 1988

Trans Australia Express

Locomotives:

Perth to Kalgoorlie Westrail L 261 (Orange and Blue)

Kalgoorlie to Adelaide Australian National GM 21 and
GM 28 (Green and Gold)

Consist: HRGC 119, BRJ 303, BA 150, BA 149, CDF 226,
BRJ 267, BRJ 269, DF 233, AFC 305, ARL 293, ARJ 282, ARL
289, HM 255,

AQPY 2343 Flat car (motor vehicle car carrier 2 vehicles),
AMBP 3287 Double deck car carrier (8 vehicles), AMBP
3300 Double deck car carrier (2 vehicles).

Source: Ian Rourke

Sydney to Perth 10 to 13 November 1988

Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Sydney to Lithgow SRA NSW 8631 and 8648

Lithgow to Parkes SRA NSW 8026 and 8027

Parkes to Broken Hill SRA NSW 8027

Broken Hill to Adelaide Australian National 603 and
874

Adelaide to Kalgoorlie Australian National GM 26 and
GM 42

Kalgoorlie to Perth Westrail L 265

Consist: (ex Sydney) MBY 2587 Two deck car carrier
(taken off at Adelaide) HGM 904, ER 313, AG 373, AG 375,
CDF 227, BRJ 999, DF 927, AFC 307, ARM 954, ARJ 940,
ARL 923, ARJ 984, ARL 920, ARL 961, HM 958.

At Adelaide the consist reversed with the following
vehicles added behind the power van: AMBP 3301 Two
deck car carrier (with 7 motor cars), AQMP 2691 Flat
wagon car carrier (with 1 motor car).

At Port Augusta the following vehicle was added to the
rear of the train: AQMP 2707 Flat wagon car carrier (with
1 motor car).

Source: Ian Rourke

Keswick on 15 May 1989

The Ghan

Locomotives: Australian National GM 2, GM 19

Consist: HGM 317, BRG 171, DD 156, BA 150, BA 148,
AEC 222, ARL 309, ARL 291, AFB 137, DF 231, AFB 158,
ARM 288, ARJ 282, ARL 248, ARJ 242, BRG 173, ER 207,
HM 318.

Keswick on 17 May 1989

Trans-Australian

Locomotives: GM 36, GM 14

Consist: HM 957, ARJ 944, ARL 326, ARM 952, AFC 937,
DF 232, BRJ 301, CDF 924, BG 369, BG 370, ER 910, HGM
902, AMBP 3286.
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4.6. Train Consist details - 1990s

Indian Pacific

Locomotives: GM 26, GM 45

Consist: HGM 296, ER 911, AG 373, AG 376, CDF 227,
BRJ 302, DF 295, AFC 939, ARM 953, ARJ 243, ARL 293,
ARJ 945, ARL 289, HM.

The Ghan

Locomotives: GM 20, GM 25, GM 35

Consist: HGM 317, BRG 171, DC 100 (not in Ghan
colours), BA 150, BA 151, BA 148, AEC 222, ARL 310 (no
Ghan nameboard, but fitted with colours), ARL 291, ARL
248, ARL 324, AFB 137, DF 231, AFB 158, ARM 288, ARJ
282, ARL 309, ARJ 283, BRG 173, AVDP 122 (yellow), ABUP
1348, AQMP 2353, AQMP 2724, AQMP (motor rail
wagon).

4.6 Train Consist details - 1990s

Perth to Sydney - 25 to 28 September 1990

Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Perth to Kalgoorlie Westrail L 273

Kalgoorlie to Adelaide Australian National GM 30 and
GM 27

Adelaide to Broken Hill Australian National GM 40 and
GM 22

Broken Hill to Lithgow SRA NSW 8032 and 8033

Lithgow to Sydney SRA NSW 8634 and 8605

Consist: ARF 85, SDS 2276 SRA NSW sitting car (in
Candy stripe livery), HGM 205, ER 911, BR 106, BG 369,
CDF 225, BRJ 267, BRJ 269, DF 930, AFC 306, ARM 951,
ARJ 940, ARL 992, ARJ 986, ARL 961, ARL 326, HM 957,

AQMP 2721 Flat wagon (car carrier with one 4wd and
trailer), MBY 2589 Two deck car carrier (with 7 cars and
one trailer), AMPB 3286 Two deck car carrier (with 5
cars),

(the above three vehicles were taken off at Adelaide),

AQMP 2715 Flat wagon (car carrier with 3 cars), AQMP
2340 Flat wagon (car carrier with 3 cars and one trailer),

(the above two vehicles were taken off at Port Augusta).

MBY 2588 Two deck car carrier (with 5 cars) - this vehicle
was attached at the rear of the train for the Adelaide to
Sydney leg.

Source: Ian Rourke

Adelaide to Perth - 12 to 14 October 1990

Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Adelaide to Kalgoorlie Australian National DL 50

Kalgoorlie to Perth Westrail L 269

Consist: HM 931, ARL 925, ARL 947, ARJ 283, ARL 920,
ARJ 945, ARM 952, AFC 937, DF 295, BRJ 999, BRJ 912,
CDF 924, AG 373, BG 371, ER 910, HGM 902, MBY 2576
Two deck car carrier with 4 cars, AMBP 3294 Two deck
car carrier with 8 cars and one trailer, AQMP 2721 Flat
wagon (car carrier with one utility and one trailer), (the
last vehicle was added at Port Augusta).

Source: Ian Rourke

Perth to Adelaide - 5 to 7 July 1992

Indian Pacific

Locomotives:

Perth to Kalgoorlie Westrail L 270

Kalgoorlie to Adelaide Australian National DL 48

Consist: HGM 903, ER 911, AG 376, BG 369, CDF 226,
BRJ 302, DF 294, AFC 938, ARM 951, ARJ 985, ARL 289,
ARJ 283, ARL 947, ARL 308, HM 901

AMRP 256 Double deck car carrier with 4 cars, AMRP 268
Double deck car carrier with 5 cars (still with S.A.R. logo),
MBY 2591 Double deck car carrier (NSW) empty, AQMP
2336 Flat wagon with 2 cars and 1 caravan, AQMP 2340
Flat wagon with 3 cars.

Source: Ian Rourke

Adelaide to Perth - 11 to 13 October 1994

Indian Pacific

Locomotive: CLP-11 (Kaurna)

Consist: HM 258, AG 372, AG 375, CDF 929, CDF 226,
BRJ 916, BRJ 267, ARL 289, ARL 920, ARJ 272, ARM 951,
DF 233, AFC 936, ARL 962, ARJ 283, ER 906, HGM 904,
ECC 278, BRJ 912 (probably empty), AMRZ-255 Double
deck car carrier with 8 cars, AMRZ-269 Double deck car
carrier with 8 cars, AMRZ-241 Double deck car carrier
with 6 cars, AQMP-2706 Flat wagon with 1 car (Port
Augusta to Perth), RQKY-2766 Flat wagon with 3 cars
(Port Augusta to Perth).

Source: Ian Rourke

Adelaide to Perth 14 to 16 October 1997

Indian Pacific

Locomotive: CLP 9 (Wiljakali)
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Consist: HGM 297, BRJ (crew car), HM 255, AG 369, AG
372, CDF 924, AFC 939, BRJ 919, BRJ 271, ARL 310, ARJ
941, DF 304, AFC 301, ARM 987, ARL 309 (Ghan Car -
Marla), ARL 289, ARL 963, ARJ 272, ARM 952, DF 930, AFC
307, ARL 929, ARL 249, ER 909, HGM 904, Double deck
car carrier with 8 cars AMRZ 2591, Double deck car
carrier with 8 cars AMRZ 251, Double deck car carrier
with 4 cars AMRZ 241, Flat car with 1 car AQMZ 2343.

Source: Ian Rourke
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5.1. Comeng Carriage Contract

5.1 Comeng Carriage Contract

Delivery commenced early in September 1964 on a new
contract with Commonwealth Engineering Pty Ltd,
Granville, N.S.W, for the supply of 17 steel passenger
vehicles. These vehicles were transported one at a time
to Dynon, Victoria, where they were transferred to
Victorian Railways 5’3" (1600mm) bogies for the trip to
Port Pirie Junction, being marshalled next inside the
brakevan on regular goods trains. Particulars of the
vehicles are in the table 5.1 on the next page.

During 1966 the Commonwealth Railways issued
contract ‘2698’ for nine stainless steel cars to be built by
Commonwealth Engineering. These cars were to be the
start of the delivery of new rollingstock that would be
used on the standard gauge track being built between
Sydney and Perth. This initial contract was for eight
economy two berth compartment sleeping cars (BRG
168-175) and a single dining car (DE 176). As building of
the standard gauge line progress a further tender for 59
cars was called may 1966. The planned transcontinental
train was to be formed with 12 cars sleeping 144
passengers and was expected to operate twice weekly.
Following on from the initial orders a further four
contract were issued bring the fleet total to 125 cars.

The actual orders orders for Stainless Steel passenger
cars built by Commonwealth Engineering (NSW) Pty Ltd
are as follows:

2698/1965-66 8 x BRG (No.168 to 175), 1 x DE (No.176)

2904/1967-68 4 x HGM (No.202 to 205), 6 x ER (No.206
to 211), 12 x BRJ (No.212 to 223), 6 x CDF (No.224 to
229), 6 x DF (No.230 to 235), 4 x AFC (No.236 to 239),
6 x ARJ (No.240 to 245), 5 x ARL (No.246 to 250), 4 x
ARM (No.251 to 254), 5 x HM (No.255 to 259), 1 x SSA
(No.260)

3068/1969 3 x ARL (No.261 to 263), 1 x DF (No.264), 2 x
CDF (No.265 to 266), 5 x BRJ (No.267 to 271), 2 x ARJ
(No.272 to 273)

3391/1972 5 x ARJ (No.282 to 286), 2 x ARM (No.287 to
288), 5 x ARL (No.289 to 293), 2 x DF (No.294 to 295),
2 x HGM (No.296 to 297)

3562/1973 1 x HGM (No.298), 5 x BRJ (No.299 to 303), 1
x DF (No.294), 3 x AFC (No.305 to 307), 3 x ARL
(No.308 to 310), 2 x HM (No.311 to 312), 1 x ER
(No.313)

3748/1974 2 x HGM (No.316-317), 2 x HM (No.318 to
319), 7 x ARL (No.320 to 326), 1 x DF (No.327)

The numbers in brackets represents the road numbers
used for each of the vehicles issued under these
contracts. Some of these vehicles have since been
renumbered in the range 900 to 999 for Indian Pacific
use.

Description

The initial cars were constructed from Corten steel with
large windows, making them similar to the earlier
Wegmann cars. They were wider and longer than the
Australian Standard which was to later cause problem
resulting in them being restricted to Australian National
tracks only.

The stainless steel bodied cars were built to fit with the
Australian Standard loading gauge and have fluting that
runs the full length of the cars, including the skirts that
cover the under floor air-conditioning and electrical
equipment. The end doors of all cars have steeps that
allow for for high and low level loading of passengers,
except the lounge and dining cars which have doors
without steps that only allow for high level loading.

The first three contract cars had Commonwealth type
bogies manufactured by Bradford Kendall. The later
contract cars had Bradford Kendall bogies of a similar
design to the NSW 2CP bogie. Due to wheel changes,
overhauls and repairs some of these later cars are now
running on Commonwealth type bogies.

Internally all cars were fitted with end vestibules, side
corridors and compartments. Laminate in an imitation
woodgrain pattern was used to panel each of the cars.
The design of the sleeping cars was a standard layout
twinette fitted with an onsuite shower and toilet.
Capacity was 18 sleeping passengers and a conductors
compartment. The first class roomette sleep one and the
second class roomette allow for 2 passengers in each
compartment. Toilets and the conductors compartment
are at the end of the car.

The dining cars allow for the seating 48 passengers in an
open saloon, four to a table. The kitchen and a small
servery are located at one end.

The first class lounge car has a bar servery area at the
entrance end with the saloon being divided into various
lounge areas. A piano was included and in 1983
Australian National fitted a TV and video tape machine.
The economy class lounge is designed as a lounge cars
with buffet. A small kitchen was provided in the centre of
the car, lounge accomodation at one end and the other
being fitted with two tables, each seating four, and
reclining seats for twelve short distance passengers. In
the late 1980’s Australian National commenced a
program of rebuilding the economy class lounge cars.
The servery and storage area was expanded by the
removal of the tables and reclining seats at one end.

Some of the economy class sleepers have been rebuilt
internally for other purposes, this includes the
entertainment car ‘AEC 222’ and the conference car ‘ACC
223’.

The power vans and guard vans were of a standard layout
having a guards compartment and storage for parcels, or
a power generator room. Crew accommodation is
provided in separate ‘ER’ crew dormitory cars which
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No. Type Weight Length Width

5 Coach cars (BA 147 to 151) 42 tons 75’ 0" 10’ 3 1
2 "

1 Dining car (DD 156) 44 tons 82’ 0" 10’ 3 1
2 "

2 Lounge cars (AFB 157 to 158) 36 tons 75’ 0" 10’ 3 1
2 "

1 Sleeping car (ARH 159) 46 tons 75’ 0" 10’ 3 1
2 "

3 Sleeping cars (BRE 160 to 162) 46 tons 75’ 0" 10’ 3 1
2 "

1 Sleeper-lounge (BRFD 163) 44 tons 80’ 0" 10’ 3 1
2 "

Table 5.1: Details of the steel Trans-Australian carriages built by COMENG

have a small dining area and kitchen at one end, two
berth sleeping compartments and a shower and lavatory.

Lettering

Some of the stainless steel cars entered service lettered
‘Commonwealth Railways’ on the letterboard above the
windows. Later this was changed to ‘Railways of
Australia’ and in the case of the Ghan cars, Governors car
(SSA260), Conference car and Entertainment car they all
had ‘Australian National’ on the letter board.

Following the sale of the cars to ‘Great Southern Railway’
the letter boards of most cars were briefly letterboarded
with ‘Great Southern Railway’. This was later removed
leaving them without any type of lettering above the
windows.

5.2 Cost of Trans-Australian Carriages

The estimate of cost for passenger rollingstock in 1911
was as follows:

Six boudoir cars at £4,500 each, six dining cars
at £4,500 each, ten composite carriages at
£2,100 each, eight second class carriages at
£1,950 each, six bogie passenger brake vans at
£1,300 each.

Kalgoorlie to Port Augusta Railway, Estimate of
expenditure CPP 1911, No.50

5.3 Supplied Underframes

Westralia Ironworks Ltd of Rocky Bay, North Fremantle,
Western Australia, supplied 8 x 65ft. underframes to the
Commonwealth Railways at Kalgoorlie in 1913 for use on
construction trains. Barbat and Sons of Ipswich,
Queensland, supplied 8 similar underframes to the Port
Augusta end of the line. These underframes were used
under sleeping cars ARP 8 to 17, BRP 18 to 19, and Dining
cars D 20 to 23.

The Barbat and Sons were initially used under the Port
Augusta construction train and and the Westralia under
the Kalgoorlie construction train.

Type of Vehicle Quantity

Open goods wagon (‘NGc’) 120
Covered goods wagon (‘NVb’) 41
Louvred wagon (‘NLa’) 20
Flat wagon (‘NRf’) 65
Composite relay van (‘NARb’) 17

263

Table 5.2: Vehicles constructed on C.L.T.B. underframes
for the C.A.R.

Type of Vehicle Quantity

Brakevans 6
Covered goods vans 10
Louvred vans 30
Open goods wagons 40
Flat wagons 24

110

Table 5.3: Vehicles constructed on C.L.T.B. underframes
for the North Australia Railway

The eight Westralia Ironworks Ltd underframes cost £300
each on rails Fremantle for Kalgoorlie.

The eight Barbat and Sons underframes cost £322 each
delivered at Port Augusta. Total cost £4,976.
[Commonwealth Railways report as at 30th June 1913.
CPP 1913, No.18]

5.4 Commonwealth of Australia Land
Transport Board

Following the Army’s warning in October 1943, of a 66%
increase in traffic, the Directorate of Locomotive and
Rollingstock Construction, Land Transport Board, made
available to Commonwealth Railways a total of 373
standard 40 foot narrow gauge bogie underframes of a
total of 1,000 constructed. Of these, 263 were used for the
construction of the following bogie vehicles for the
Central Australia Railway. The remaining 100 were sent
to the North Australia Railway.

Details of the types of vehicles constructed are shown
in 5.2 and 5.3.
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Type of Vehicle Quantity

‘NHRb’ class Composite relay vans
(partly constructed by South Australian
Railways)

13

Employees’ vans (2 ‘NE’ class, 2 ‘NEa’
class)

4

‘NGc’ class low-sided open goods wag-
ons, bogie

120

‘NRf’ class flat wagons, bogie. 65

Table 5.4: Vehicles constructed on underframes by the
CR Workshops

Bodies for the brakevans, covered goods vans and
louvred vans, were constructed and fitted by the South
Australian Railways. The open goods wagon bodies, and
the floors for the 24 flat wagons, were constructed and
fitted by the Commonwealth Railways at their Port
Augusta Workshops. The whole of the 110 vehicles
erected on Land Transport underframes, were conveyed
to Katherine overland.

Details of the vehicles constructed in the
Commonwealth Railways Workshops during the war
period on Australian Land Transport Board standard
underframes and bogies are shown in 5.4

5.5 Waggonfabrik Wegmann

In the early 1950s the Commonwealth Railways received
approval to purchase two new sets of rollingstock for the
Trans-Australian line. Preliminary negotiations were
handled by C.Wykeham & Co. Ltd., Melbourne, who were
the Australian agents for
Maschinefabrik-Augsburg-Nuernburg A.G., Nuernberg,
Western Germany, at whose suggestion the contract was
carried out by Wegmann & Co., of Kassel.

The design and internal arrangement of the cars was a
joint project of Wegmann and the Commonwealth
Railways. When introduced they provided a standard of
comfort that was considered world class in both luxury
and facilities provided.

The consist of each train (from the rear) was: first class
sleeper-observation car (ARF), two first class sleeping
cars (ARD), lounge car (AFA), dining car (DC), second
class sleeper lounge car (BRF), two second class sleeping
cars (BRB), and combination brake and power van
(HRGA) at the head end of the train. The total weight of
the nine cars was approximately 440 tons.

All the cars were air-conditioned and slightly streamlined
with an external maroon finish, banded with silver below
the window line, aluminium roof and black skirt. The car
body was constructed from an all-welded steel unit, skin
stressed, combining strength and light weight. Insulation
consisted of a cork and rubber mixture, glass wool and
timber, then cork, and then lead.

First class compartments were completely carpeted, with
heavy cork underlay, and the seats upholstered in
moquette. The compartment wall panelling was Swedish
birch and in the corridors, mahogany.

The method of construction of the double windows was
unique in that a Venetian blind operated in between two
glass windows. The inside window was hinged to make
cleaning easy and operated by means of a small handle
directly above one corner of the window.

The first class lounge was divided into three sections
panelled throughout in elmwood. Scenes of various
castles in the area in which the cars were constructed
were inlaid in various woods on the walls.

The bogies used on the cars were a departure from usual
Australian practice. They were made by another West
German engineering firm, Westwaggonfabrik, and were
all welded, four wheel, individually sprung, single bolster
type. S.K.F. roller bearing axle boxes were fitted, and the
bogie frame was supported on each side of the axle box
on coil springs. The wheel and axle assemblies were
confined to their positions by flexible and adjustable tie
bars, the usual type of axle box guide being dispensed
with. Wheel tyres were specially profiled, half the tread
being 1 in 40, and the other half 1 in 20, the idea being to
damp out lateral oscillations.

Braking consisted of two separate installations on each
bogie, operated by separate brake cylinders. Four brake
blocks to each wheel was another unusual feature.
Sixty-four bogies of the same design were obtained by
the Commonwealth Railways for use on existing wooden
carriages that were at that time being fitted with air
conditioning. These bogies, after modification, were
used extensively on the narrow gauge rollingstock used
on the Central Australia Railway.

Additional cars were obtained in 1956 so as to be able to
make up another carriage set. This order introduced the
‘ARE’ roomette sleeping car. Externally the cars were
identical to the existing fleet, but internally these cars
featured a staggered or ‘zig zag’ type centre corridor,
which previously had not been used on an Australian
train. This corridor arrangement allowed additional
room to be provided for passengers to dress and undress
in the roomette when the berth was down.
Compartments were lined with Swedish birch, with the
ceilings in bird’s eye maple, and the corridor featured a
combined styling effect, with teak from the floor to waist
height, and then sycamore to the low ceiling, which was
painted white.

29.10.1952 First Order of cars arrive at Port Augusta
15.11.1952 Entered service - special run made from

Port Pirie Junction to Kalgoorlie with the two train
consists attached as one unit, hauled by two diesel
electric locomotives.

24.11.1952 First west-bound train of the new cars, with
a full complement of passengers, left Port Pirie
Junction.
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26.11.1952 First east-bound train of the new cars, left
Kalgoorlie.

5.6 Indian Pacific Joint Stock

During 1970 the Commonwealth Railways nominated 34
cars as joint stock for accounting purposes. The cost of
maintaining the Indian Pacific was divided between the
Commonwealth Railways (45%), South Australian
Railways (10%), New South Wales Railways (28.5%) and
the Western Australian Railways (16.5%).

The cars involved were:

HGM 202, HGM 203, HGM 204, ER 209, ER 210, ER 211,
BRJ 212, BRJ 214, BRJ 215, BRJ 216, BRJ 217, BRJ 218,
CDF 228, CDF 229, DF 234, DF 235, AFC 236, AFC 237,
AFC 239, ARJ 240, ARJ 241, ARM 251, ARM 252, ARM 253,
HM 257, HM 258, HM 259, ARL 261, ARL 262, ARL 263,
DF 264, CDF 266, BRJ 270, ARJ 273.

This provided for two sets and one spare car of each type.
A small blue plate, lettered Indian Pacific Car, was
affixed to the right hand end car.

Between 1974 and 1977 the Commonwealth Railways
and Australian National Railways renumbered 58 cars
which were designated joint stock for the purposes of
debiting the other operating railways. The chosen cars
had the first digit changed to ‘9’ from ‘1’, ‘2’ or ‘3’ except
for HGM 316 and HGM 319 which were renumbered as
‘900‘ and ‘901‘ because BRJ 216 and BRJ 219 were also
renumbered. Despite the renumbering, it was regular
practice to use the 900 series cars on other than Indian
Pacific services as well as a high proportion of the non
900 series cars on the Indian Pacific.

5.7 Carriage Usage after Violet Town
Collision

Contract 2904-1967-8 was issued to Commonwealth
Engineering at Granville with delivery commencing early
in 1968. Some cars were stored in NSW awaiting
completion of the contract and the through standard
gauge line. After the Violet town collision involving the a
number of the stored cars were placed on loan to the
Victorian Railways for operation as replacement cars on
the Southern Aurora.

On Saturday 8.2.1969 the south bound Southern Aurora
was formed from Commonwealth Railways cars that
were stored in Sydney. The consist was PHN 2361,
LAN 2347, BRJ 222, ARM 251, BRJ 223, AFC 238, DF 232,
ARM 254, ARM 252, BRJ 221, NAM 2338 and MHN 2366.
The second class BRJ cars were used as first class
roomette cars with only single occupancy of the
compartments.

For all the Commonwealth cars this was their inaugural
run, yet the official date many of the cars entered service
is recorded as being some months later, when they

actually entered service on Commonwealth Railways
trains.

Other cars used on the Southern Aurora include:
HGM 205, ARJ 242, ARJ 243, ARJ 244, ARL 246, ARL 248,
ARL 249.

5.8 Brake Van Reclassification

The code of all brake vans was changed to conform to the
Railways of Australia organisations new classification
scheme in 1982. This resulted in HRD classification
becoming AVDY, HRE became AVEY etc.

In late 1987 the bogie type changed from ‘Y’ to ‘P’ to
allow for a change to the maximum speed limit to
115km/h for most brake vans. Thus the last letter of most
brake van classifications was change e.g. AVDY became
AVDP.

5.9 MurrayLander

During 1999 Mr Steve Moritz proposed to commence a
rail service between Adelaide and Tailem Bend. He
purchased a mixture of rollingstock including many ex
Commonwealth and New South Wales Railways vehicles.

The cars involved were:

Former Commonwealth Railways vehicles BA 147,
BA 148, BA 149, BA 150, BA 151, BRF 90, HRGC 119,
EF 190, EF 192, EF 194, EF 195, EF 196, EF 197.

Former South Australian Railways vehicles 870, 873,
715.

Former New South Wales Railways vehicles SDS 2271,
SDS 2273, SDS 2278, SDS 2279, SDS 2280.

Later he purchased additional carriages and locomotives
from SteamRanger, including carriage 606 and
locomotives 907 and 909.
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6.1. South Australian Railways Steel Cars

This section contains information about the carriages
owned and operated by the South Australian Railways,
which was merged with the Commonwealth Railways in
1975 to become Australian National Railways. This
name was eventually shortened to Australian National.

The passenger business of Australian National was sold
to the Great Southern Railway consortium on 28.08.1997.
A large number of the remaining passenger vehicles were
sold as part of the passenger business.

6.1 South Australian Railways Steel Cars

General Information

The S.A.R. steel carriages were all built at the Islington
workshops between 1936 and 1942. The ‘500’ and ‘600’
class cars bogies were all fitted with plain bearings, all
the others had roller bearings. All cars were painted
green and cream with a black roof until the late 1960s
when they were repainted maroon and silver to match
the air conditioned rollingstock.

History

During the 30’s, the South Australian Railway’s began an
extensive program of upgrading passenger
accommodation. Part of this program involved the
construction of ‘all steel’ first and second class passenger
carriages. The first of these new carriages entered in
service 1936, painted in the new SAR colours of green
and gold and classified as 500 and 600 class ‘main line
corridor passenger cars’. Built completely at the Islington
workshops, each car measured 21.875m (71ft.9in.) long
and 2.890m (9ft.6in.) wide, with a height of 4.025m
(13ft.2in.) above the rail.

The 4 x first class cars were numbered 500-503 and had
seating accommodation for 42 passengers in 7
compartments. The 8 x second class cars were numbered
600-608 and accomodated 64 passengers in 8
compartments. Toilets and vestibules were located at
each end, with all compartments leading off a full length
side corridor. The interior of each car was fitted out with
polished timber panelling, chrome fittings. First class
compartments additionally being fitted with mirrors and
arm rests between each seat. Each compartment had a
single external window and twin wooden sliding doors
fitted with large etched glass panels. All windows were
originally designed to drop down into the body of the car,
but later, due to maintenance problems, these were
replaced by half drop windows.

Following excellent public reaction to the new 500 and
600 class cars, the South Australian Railways commenced
construction of a modified design, which became the
700, 750 and 780 class. These cars externally were of
similar appearance, except for modified window
spacings and being only 19.120m (62ft.9in.) in length.
The interior design called for a centre aisle with an open
plan of passenger seating. Toilets were located in the

centre of the carriage, dividing it into a smoking and
non-smoking compartment.

The 700 class (700-715) were issued to service as second
class cars seating 56 passengers, arranged in groups of 4
(twin seats facing each other). As with the earlier cars,
the interiors were panelled in fine timbers with chrome
fittings. During the late 1940’s, several of the 700 class
cars were upgraded for first class service, being fitted
with carpet and higher quality seating.

The 750 and 780 class were identical to the 700 class
except that the 750 class were composite first/second
class cars accommodating 46 passengers (22 first, 24
second), and the 780 class were all first class seating 38
passengers. The first class compartments had 2 seats
facing each other to one side of the aisle and 4 in two
pairs on the other. The advantage of this arrangement
was, a first class passenger travelling alone, did not have
to sit along side someone they did not know. At the ends
of each compartment, a single seat was provided either
side of the doorway, facing a twin seat one side and a
single the other. The second class seating arrangement
was identical to the 700 class. The 750 class were
numbered 750-753 and 780 class 780-783.

Car 783 was converted to a ‘Departmental car’ in 1973.
This involved fitting the vehicle out with a kitchen and
sleeping compartments for up to 8 people. During
refitting a 3-phase power generator was fitted under the
car which was used to supply power to the
‘Commissioners Train’ when in railway service. Once
modified, the car was painted red and coded ‘DC 783’.

Specifics

The SteamAge ‘500’, ‘600’ and ‘700’ steel carriages that
were refurbished for Melbourne Limited were all given
the names of Victorian lakes. These cars initially
departed Adelaide on 3.12.1981 with all 14 purchased
carriages in a single consists. The inaugural Melbourne
Limited trip was on Saturday 15.6.1985 to Swan Hill. At
the time only some of the carriages had been updated,
the rest being scheduled for refurbishment at a later date.

After SteamAge collapsed, the carriages were resold in
1987 to Australian Vintage Travel and used to form a
standard gauge train called The Southern Cross Express.
Some additional cars were refurbished to provide Dining
and a Power car, with the new service being launched on
a special to Seymour on Friday 11.12.1987 and a
promotional tour to Canberra on Friday 22 to Sunday
24.1.1988. Australian Vintage Travel went into
receivership July 1988, and all the rollingstock was put up
for tender.

Late 1989 two of the carriages were sold to a private
individual in Sydney, who intended to use them for
private trips, the rest where sold to the Northern Rivers
Scenic Railway (NRSR)in NSW who intended to operate
them at Murwillumbah. On 29.12.1989 all the cars on
standard gauge were transferred to Goulburn
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Roundhouse, the rest being stored at SteamRail’s depot
at Newport. The Goulburn based cars were eventually
transferred further north, but do not seem to have been
placed into any regular passenger service. The four
stored at SteamRail’s depot were eventually sold to West
Coast Railway who restored some to service. Following
the sale of West Coast Railway the cars returned to
SteamRail.

The last four broad gauge carriages in Australian
National service were leased to V/LINE from 1983 to
1992, at which time they returned to South Australia were
they were put into storage. Eventually they were returned
to service for use on a short lived train called The
Explorer, before being returned to storage until sold to
Great Southern Railway on 1.11.1997. Great Southern
sold the four Explorer cars plus two others on standard
gauge to SteamRail in June 1998.

6.2 S.A.R. 500 Class Steel Cars

500 to 503

Built at Islington workshops 1936-37 and classified by the
South Australian Railways as ‘First class Main line
corridor passenger cars’. Weight 45 tonnes, 42
passengers, fitted with plain bearing.

History: 500 — AK 1 — AK 500

First class Main line corridor passenger car.

5.12.1936 Entered service. [rrc]
12.1968 Converted to standard gauge.
16.1.1969 Used on the first standard gauge passenger

train Broken Hill to Peterborough.
4.1974 Returned to broad gauge.
16.9.1983 Hired to V/LINE.
17.10.1983 Recoded as ‘AK 1’.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AK 1 J’

alteration: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

13.7.1992 Returned to Australian National.
22.4.1993 Issued to service in The Explorer colour

scheme.
- Put into storage.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AK 1 J’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘21.2m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$14810’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-16’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1935’
Operating System: ‘AN’

Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX HIRE TO V/LINE;EX 500’
BSG Code: ‘PBIE’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
6.1998 Sold to SteamRail.
6.3.1999 Sent to Melbourne.
1999 Recoded AK 500.

History: 501 — Weeroona — TA 501 — Terra Australis —
Terror Australis

First class Main line corridor passenger car.

19.12.1936 Entered service. [rrc]
12.1968 Converted to standard gauge.
25.7.1974 Returned to broad gauge.
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
- Refurbished and named Weeroona.
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’.
24.10.1989 Sold to a Sydney owner for private rail use.
12.1989 Sold to Boyd Munro and transfered to NSW.
1993 End deck fitted, all but three compartment

removed, kitchen and dining saloon fitted, named
Terra Australis and coded ‘TA 501’.

- Repainted blue and gold. Re-lettered Terror Australis
rather than orginal spelling. [rpf]

History: 502 — Burrumbeet — Oxley Sitting Car — AK
502

First class Main line corridor passenger car.

17.2.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
- Refurbished and named Burrumbeet.
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’.
29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail‘ Train. Given the name Oxley Sitting Car.
7.5.2004 Arrived Lithgow for long term storage.
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

10.11.2011 Offered for sale by auction at ‘Slattery
Auctions’ [Advert].

11.2011 Handed in at Auction - subsequently sold to
SteamRail Victoria. [rpf].

2012 Sent to Islington Workshops for repainting.
22.2.1013 Refurbishment completed - railed to

Melbourne. Coded ‘AK 502’
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Interior of 500 class car

28.10.1994,Keswick - TA501 Terra Australis - ex SAR
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 503

First class Main line corridor passenger car.

23.12.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.

4.11.2009,Lithgow - compartment of 502 (Paul Quinn)

1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway
Historical Society South Australia Division).
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4.11.2009,Lithgow - side corridor of 502 (Paul Quinn)

19.4.1986 503 steel car Dry Creek (Chris drymalik)

6.3 S.A.R. 600 Class Steel Cars

600 to 607

Interior of 600 class car

Built at Islington workshops between 1936 and 1937 by
the South Australian Railways classified as ‘second class
main line corridor passenger cars’, seating 64 passengers.
They were fitted with plain bearing bogies.

12.6.1986 3BKL (Chris Drymalik)

History: 600 — BKL 3 — BKL 600

Second class main line corridor passenger car.
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BKL 3 at Islington on 1.7.1998

19.12.1936 Entered service. [rrc]
12.1968 Converted to standard gauge.
1972 Returned to broad gauge.
30.9.1983 Hired to V/LINE.
14.12.1983 Recoded as ‘BKL 3’.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BKL 3 S’

alteration: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

13.7.1992 Returned to Australian National.
22.4.1993 Issued to service in The Explorer colour

scheme.
- Put into storage.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BKL 3 S’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘21.2m’
Tare Weight: ‘41.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$14810’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-17’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1935’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX HIRE TO V/LINE;EX 600’
BSG Code: ‘PBIE’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
6.1998 Sold to SteamRail.
27.3.1999 Sent to Melbourne.
1999 Recoded BKL 600.

History: 601 — Wedgwood — Tweed Dining Car — DCK
601

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

2.3.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
12.1968 Converted to standard gauge.
16.1.1969 Used on the first standard gauge passenger

train Broken Hill to Peterborough.
4.1974 Returned to broad gauge.
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’ as dining car Wedgwood.
29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail’ Train. Given the name Tweed Dining Car.
7.5.2004 Arrived Lithgow yard for long term storage.
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

10.11.2011 Offered for sale by auction at ‘Slattery
Auctions’ [Advert].

11.2011 Handed in at Auction - subsequently sold to
SteamRail Victoria. [rpf].

2012 Sent to Islington Workshops for repainting.
22.2.1013 Refurbishment completed - railed to

Melbourne. Coded ‘DCK 601’.

History: 602 — Bowmans

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

25.3.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australia Division).
1983 Rebuilt as Tavern and Refreshment car Bowmans.

Fitted with a Guards compartment and vestibule
Brake. Accomodation for 24 passengers.

History: 603 — Lauriston — Clarence Sitting Car

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

11.5.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
- Refurbished and named Lauriston.
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’.
29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail’ Train. Given the name Clarence Sitting Car.
7.5.2004 Arrived Lithgow yard for long term storage.
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

2014 to SteamRail.
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8.4.1994,Goulburn roundhouse - SAR 603+ ?+ 601 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 604 — Corangamite — Wilsons Sitting Car

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

23.7.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
- Refurbished and named Corangamite.
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’.
29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail’ Train. Given the name Wilsons Sitting Car.
7.5.2004 Arrived Lithgow yard for long term storage.
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

2014 to SteamRail.

History: 605 — Wendouree — Brunswick Sitting Car

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

24.8.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
- Refurbished and named Wendouree.

11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge
‘Southern Cross Express’.

29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail’ Train. Given the name Brunswick Sitting Car.
7.5.2004 Arrived Lithgow yard for long term storage.
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

2014 to SteamRail.

History: 606

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

12.10.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australia Division).
2000 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
12.2000 Sold to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
11.1.2001 Delivered to Port Dock.

History: 607 — BH 1 — Glenmaggie — Richmond
Dining Car — DCK 607

Second class main line corridor passenger car.
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16.5.1999 Mount Barker - SteamRanger interior 602
(Chris Drymalik)

4.11.2009,Lithgow - steel car 605 (Paul Quinn)

4.11.2009,Lithgow - steel car 605 (Paul Quinn)

606 passenger compartment (Chris Drymalik)

31.3.1986 1BR Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)
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24.11.1937 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
- Coded as ‘BH 1’ and painted Victorian Railways blue

and gold, used on the occassional fan trip.
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’ as dining car Glenmaggie.
29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail’ Train. Given the name Richmond Dining Car.
May 2004 Transferred from Murwillumbah to Lithgow.

[rpf].
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

10.11.2011 Offered for sale by auction at ‘Slattery
Auctions’ [Advert].

11.2011 Handed in at Auction - subsequently sold to
SteamRail Victoria. [rpf].

2012 Sent to Islington Workshops for repainting.
22.2.1013 Refurbishment completed - railed to

Melbourne. Coded ‘DCK 607’.

6.4 S.A.R. 700 Class Steel Cars

700 to 715

Interior of 700 class car

Built between 1940 and 1942 at Islington workshops by
the South Australian Railways and classified as ‘second
class end loading vestibule country cars’, with seating for
56 passengers. They were fitted with roller bearing
bogies.

A centre aisle with twin passenger seats either side and
toilets in centre of carriage dividing it into smoking and
non-smoking compartments.

History: 700 — BK 700

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

BK 700 (Greg McLennan)

9.7.1940 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
1987 To Australian Vintage Travel.
1992 Held at SteamRail depot in a derelict condition.
8.7.1994 Delivered to West Coast Rail depot at Ballarat

East.
23.2.1998 Car restored to service and coded ‘BK 700’.

Painted in West Coast blue white and grey livery.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
2004 Purchased by Steamrail.[sf]
2005 Painted into blue and gold. [sf]

History: 701

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

9.7.1940 Entered service.
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australia Division).

History: 702 — BK 1 — BK 702

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

13.8.1940 Entered service. [rrc]
8.3.1983 Hired to V/LINE.
20.4.1983 Officially withdrawn from Australian

National service.
3.6.1983 Recoded as ‘BK 1’.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BK 1 K’

alteration: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

17.4.1991 One toliet replaced by a conductors work
station.

13.7.1992 Returned to Australian National.
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BK 702 at Newport 6.2.2002 (Stuart Hicks)

22.4.1993 Issued to service in The Explorer colour
scheme.

- Put into storage.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BK 1 K’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘18.5m’
Tare Weight: ‘36.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$15430’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-13’
Date Built: ‘13.08.1940’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX HIRE TO V/LINE;EX 702’
BSG Code: ‘PBIE’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
6.1998 Sold to SteamRail.
19.12.1998 Transferred from Adelaide to Melbourne.
1999 Recoded BK 702.

History: 703 — BK 2 — BK 703

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

28.8.1940 Entered service. [rrc]
8.3.1983 Hired to V/LINE.
20.4.1983 Officially withdrawn from Australian

National service.
28.7.1983 Recoded as ‘BK 2’.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BK 2 T’

alteration: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

13.7.1992 Returned to Australian National.

BK 2 in bogie shop at Islington on 1.7.1998

04.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BK 2 T’as
having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

04.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BK 2 T’as
having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

22.4.1993 Issued to service in ‘The Explorer’ colour
scheme.

- Put into storage.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BK 2 T’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘18.5m’
Tare Weight: ‘36.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$15430’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-13’
Date Built: ‘13.08.1940’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX HIRE TO V/LINE;EX 703’
BSG Code: ‘PBIE’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
6.1998 Sold to SteamRail.
19.12.1998 Transferred from Adelaide to Melbourne.
1999 Recoded BK 703.
8.8.2015 Badly damaged by fire.

History: 704

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

23.10.1940 Entered service. [rrc]
20.4.1983 Withdrawn from Australian National service.
1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australia Division).

History: 705

Second class end loading vestibule country car.
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23.10.1940 Entered service. [rrc]
11.1962 Damaged by fire.
1.1963 Condemned due to fire damage.

9.4.1986 706 steel car Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

History: 706

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

21.12.1940 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australia Division).

History: 707 — Johnnie Walker club car — Waterford —
ABM 707 — Crux Australis

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

21.12.1940 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
- Converted to the Johnnie Walker Club car.
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’ as club car Waterford.
24.10.1989 Sold to Boyd Munro for private rail use.
12.1989 Transfered to NSW.
1992 Rebuilt as observation car at Rail Transport

Museum Thirlmere. Recoded ‘ABM 707’.
- Named ‘Crux Australis’. [rpf]

History: 708 — Wellington — Cape Byron Club Car

Second class main line corridor passenger car.

24.6.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).

4.11.2009,Lithgow - club car 708 interior (Paul Quinn)

8.4.1994,Goulburn roundhouse - SAR 708 + 607 (Chris
Drymalik)

1988 Interior stripped for conversion to club car named
Wellington for use on ‘Southern Cross Express’.
Only exterior finished, stored at Steamrail depot on
broad gauge awaiting disposal.

29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail’ Train. Given the name Cape Byron Club Car.
May 2004 Transferred from Murwillumbah to Lithgow.

[rpf].
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

10.11.2011 Offered for sale by auction at ‘Slattery
Auctions’ on bealf of Australian Rail Holdings)
[Advert].

11.2011 Handed in at Auction - subsequently sold to
private party based in Victoria. [rpf].

3.2012 Stored in Newport Workshops west block, after
being road hauled from Parkes to Newport by
Australian Train Movers. It was placed on broad
gauge boies ex carriage 709. No modifications to the
layout or appearance or livery of carriage are
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planned, it is intended to operate the car in it’s
present guise. The name Cape Byron Club car will
disappear [jg].

BK 709 sitting at WCR Ballarat East in 2003 (Paul Dalton)

History: 709 — BK 709

Second class end loading vestibule country car. This car
had pressure ventilation air conditioning fitted, but it
was unsuccessful and removed.

7.9.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
10.1948 Converted from second class to first class.
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
1987 To Australian Vintage Travel.
1992 Held at SteamRail depot in a derlict condition.
8.7.1994 Delivered to West Coast Rail depot at Ballarat

East.
- Car coded ‘BK 709’ in preparation for restoration.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
2004 Purchased by Steamrail.[sf]

History: 710

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

27.6.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australia Division).

History: 711 — BK 711

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

19.7.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
12.1947 Converted from second class to first class.

BK 711 (Paul Dalton)

13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National
service.

12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
1987 To Australian Vintage Travel.
1992 Held at SteamRail depot in a derlict condition.
8.7.1994 Delivered to West Coast Rail depot at Ballarat

East.
23.3.1995 Car restored to service and coded ‘BK 700’.

Painted in West Coast blue white and grey livery.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
2004 Purchased by Steamrail.[sf]

9.11.2002,Tailem Bend - 712 steel car (Chris Drymalik)

History: 712

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

20.8.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
20.4.1983 Withdrawn from Australian National service.
1981 Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australia Division).
2000 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
1.2001 Transferred by road to Tailem Bend.
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]
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4.11.2009,Lithgow - 713 power car (Paul Quinn)

31.7.1989,Southern Cross Express Sunshine 713 car
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 713 — Eppalock — Power Car — PCK 713

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

11.9.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).

Converted to a Power car and named Eppalock.
11.12.1987 Entered service on the standard gauge

‘Southern Cross Express’.
29.12.1989 To Northern Rivers Railway.
1999 Entered service on Northern Rivers Railway ‘Ritz

Rail’ Train. Given the name Power Car.
May 2004 Transferred from Murwillumbah to Lithgow.

[rpf].
3.2010 Railcorp & ARTC have released a TOC waiver for

South Spur to move the Ritz Rail Carriages from
Lithgow to Parkes. [ausrollingstock Brad Coulter]

11.2011 to SteamRail Victoria.
2012 Sent to Islington Workshops for repainting.
22.2.1013 Refurbishment completed - railed to

Melbourne. Coded ‘PCK713’

History: 714 — BK 714

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

30.9.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
12.1947 Converted from second class to first class.
13.10.1981 Withdrawn from Australian National

service.
12.1981 Sold to Steamage Australia (Victoria).
1987 To Australian Vintage Travel.
1992 Held at SteamRail depot in a derlict condition.
8.7.1994 Delivered to West Coast Rail depot at Ballarat

East.
26.3.1996 Car restored to service and coded ‘BK 700’.

Painted in West Coast blue white and grey livery.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
2004 Purchased by Steamrail.[sf]
- Sold to Australian Locomotive and Railway Carriage

Co Pty Ltd.[sm]
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

2.11.1985,Steel car 715 Dry creek interior (Chris
Drymalik)
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History: 715

Second class end loading vestibule country car.

24.10.1941 Entered service. [rrc]
12.1947 Converted from second class to first class.
8.3.1983 Delivered to V/LINE.
3.5.1983 Returned to Australian National due to the

poor condition of car.
- Sold to Hotel at Balaklava.
- Sold to SteamRanger (Australian Railway Historical

Society South Australia Division).
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.
1.2001 Transferred by road to Tailem Bend.

6.5 S.A.R. 750 Class Steel Cars

750 to 753

BE class car at Port Augusta on 19.8.1987

Built 1942 at Islington workshops by the South Australian
Railways and classified as ‘composite class end loading
vestibule country cars’. Only four members of this class
were constructed with a capacity of 22 first class and 24
second class passengers. They were all fitted with roller
bearings type bogies.

After being taken over by Australian National Railways
they were transferred to standard gauge and recoded as
‘BE’ non-airconditioned economy class sitting cars.

History: 750 — BE 346

Composite class end loading vestibule country car.

27.5.1942 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as steel end loading vestibule country car
No.750. [rrc]

10.11.1977 Converted to standard gauge and given the
road number ‘BE 346’. Classified as
non-airconditioned economy sitting car. [rrc]

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BE 346 E’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,

passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
15.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 346 E’

as having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
19.10.1990 To Keswick for disposal.
3.1991 Sold to ‘Northern Rivers Scenic Railway’.
15.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 346 E’

as having repair ‘vehicle sold’.
May 2004 Transferred from Murwillumbah to Lithgow.

To ‘Lithgow State Mine Railway Limited’. [rpf].
2016 First class compartment seats removed and buffet

counter and servey fitted in compartment.

History: 751 — BE 358 — AK 751

Composite class end loading vestibule country car.

29.6.1942 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as steel end loading vestibule country car
No.751. [rrc]

12.6.1980 Converted to standard gauge and given the
road number ‘BE 358’. Classified as
non-airconditioned economy sitting car. [rrc]

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BE 358 H’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

8.5.1987 In Port Augusta Workshops for repairs.
19.8.1987 At Port Augusta.
28.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
28.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
28.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.
18.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
18.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.
18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.
18.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

19.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

19.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’
as having repair ‘brake spreader & hangers’.

- Move to Islington Workshops for storage.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 358 H’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
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BE 358 at Port Augusta on 19.8.1987 (Chris Drymalik)

BE 358 at Islington on 1.7.1998

Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘18.5m’
Tare Weight: ‘36.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$16270’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 55’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1941’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX 750 CLASS CARS.NON A/COND’

BE 358 at Port Augusta on 19.8.1987 (Chris Drymalik)

BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
6.1998 Sold to SteamRail Victoria.
6.3.1999 Sent to Melbourne.
1999 Recoded AK 751.

History: 752 — BE 351

composite class end loading vestibule country car.

30.7.1942 Entered service on the South Australian
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15.5.1981,Port Augusta - part VPA1339 + passenger car
BE351 + SAR Passenger car 753 (Barry Lewis)

Railways as steel end loading vestibule country car
No.752. [rrc]

15.12.1979 Converted to standard gauge and given the
road number ‘BE 351’. Classified as
non-airconditioned economy sitting car. [rrc]

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BE 351 N’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

8.5.1987 In Port Augusta Workshops for repairs.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
15.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 351 N’

as having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
19.10.1990 To Keswick for disposal.
3.1991 Sold to‘ Northern Rivers Scenic Railway’.
15.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BE 351 N’

as having repair ‘vehicle sold’.
May 2004 Transferred from Murwillumbah to Lithgow.

To ‘Lithgow State Mine Railway Limited’ [rpf].

15.5.1981,Port Augusta - part BE351 + SAR passenger car
753 + part BC329 (Barry Lewis)

History: 753 — BE 352

composite class end loading vestibule country car.

25.8.1942 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as steel end loading vestibule country car
No.753. [rrc]

10.10.1980 Converted to standard gauge and given the
road number ‘BE 352’. Classified as
non-airconditioned economy sitting car. [rrc]

13.8.1983 One end destroyed by fire and written off.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BE 352 W’

alteration: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

4.1987 The shell was located at Stirling North, without
its bogies.

29.2.1988 Body still at Stirling North.

6.6 S.A.R. 780 Class Steel Cars

780 to 783

19.8.1987,Port Augusta BF343 ex SAR 780 sitting car
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 780 — BF 343

First class end loading vestibule country car.

23.12.1941 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as steel end loading vestibule country car
No.780. [rrc]

26.8.1977 Converted to standard gauge as ‘BF 343’. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BF 343 C’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

5.4.1987 In use at Port Augusta.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
15.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 343 C’

as having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
19.10.1990 To Keswick for disposal.
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3.1991 Sold to Northern Rivers Scenic Railway.
15.03.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 343 C’

as having repair ‘vehicle sold’.
- Returned to service.
May 2004 Transferred from Murwillumbah to Lithgow.

To ‘Lithgow State Mine Railway Limited’. [rpf].

5.4.1987,Stirling north burnt BF344 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 781 — BF 344

First class end loading vestibule country car.

23.12.1941 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as steel end loading vestibule country car
No.781. [rrc]

2.12.1977 Converted to standard gauge as ‘BF 344’. [rrc]
11.10.1983 Written off due to fire damage. [rrc]
5.4.1987 At Stirling North in its side, interior burnt out

and without bogies.
29.2.1988 Body still at Stirling North.

History: 782 — BF 345 — ABK 782

First class end loading vestibule country car.

19.3.1942 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways as steel end loading vestibule country car
No.782. [rrc]

5.8.1977 Converted to standard gauge as ‘BF 345’. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BF 345 U’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

07.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

13.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

13.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’
as having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.

12.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

12.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’
as having repair ‘handrails end’.

21.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

21.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’
as having repair ‘train pipe’.

21.11.1992 Written off.
21.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’

as having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
1993 Placed in storage at Islington works. It had been

intended to do the car up for use on The Explorer.
1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
6.1998 Sold to SteamRail.
27.3.1999 Sent to Melbourne.
1999 Recoded ABK 782.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BF 345 U’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘18.5m’
Tare Weight: ‘36.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$16400’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 56’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1942’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘W/O 21.11.92’
BSG Code: ‘DSDZ’

History: 783 — DC 783 — Lowanna

First class end loading vestibule country car. Entered
service as a similar car to the other 780 class. In 1973 it
was coverted to a Departmental Officers car for use with
the Vice Regal car and the Commissioners car Murray.
This involved fitting vehicle out with sleeping
compartments and a kitchen. Also title as
Commissioners Power car. Sleeps 8 passengers. The
conversion work involved fitting the car with a number
of sleeping compartments and a kitchen. The car was not
air conditioned, but it was fitted with an under-floor
alternator set to provide power to itself and one other
vehicle. The bogies fitted to the car were orginally used
under the Cafeteria Car, but had become surplus when
that vehicle was fitted with Commonwealth style cast
steel bogies.

It was a common sight in 1978 on Port Pirie passenger
trains were it was usually supplying air conditioning
power for an ‘RBJ’ class buffet car, while the Cafeteria
Car was undergoing a service.

It was retained by State Transport Authority of South
Australia when the S.A.R. was sold to the
Commonwealth.
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9.4.2005,interior of 782 (Paul Quinn)

9.4.1986 DC783 Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

24.3.1942 Entered service as Country Steel Passenger
car ‘783’. [rrc]

24.4.1973 Converted to an Officers car and recoded
‘DC 783’. [rrc]

1975 Retained by State Transport Authority of South
Australia when the S.A.R. was sold to the
Commonwealth.

1986 Officialy withdrawn from service
- Leased to SteamRanger.

3.1990 Given the name Lowanna by SteamRanger in for
use on the South Coast Explorer trains.

1.4.1995 Transferred to Port Dock Station Railway
Musueum.

2005 Sold by the History Trust of South Australia to a
private Victorian Syndicate.

- Moved to Victorian Goldfields Railway, Maldon,
Victoria [newsrail 7.2007]

6.7 S.A.R. 800 Class Steel Cars

800 to 818

All members of this class were converted to ‘860 class’
(page 326) suburban trailers for running with red hens.

6.8 S.A.R. 850 Class Steel Cars

850 to 854

All members of this class were converted to ‘860 class’
(page 326) suburban trailers for running with red hens.
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6.9 860 Class Steel Railcar Trailer Cars

860 to 883

Built by the South Australian Railways as ‘steel suburban
trailing cars’. They were constructed at the Islington
works between 1944 and 1946. A total of 24 cars in the
class were built. They had originally designed for
eventual use as electric cars.

As originally built consisted of 19 x 800 class cars and
5 x 850 class cars. The only difference being that the 850
class cars were fitted with baggage compartments. End
concertinas were originally fitted, but removed when
modified for use with diesel railcars (red hens).

Reclassified to 860 class for use with 300 class diesel rail
cars numbers 300 to 347. The ordinary Westinghouse
braking on the cars for engine hauled trains was replaced
with S.E.M Electropneumatic air brake. They were
therefore not suitable for operation with steam or diesel
locomotives. After conversion they had a seating
capacity 56 passengers.

History: 854 — 860

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

13.2.1946 Entered service original 850 class number
‘854’.

5.10.1955 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

15.10.1988,Mile End 861 car (Chris Drymalik)

History: 852 — 861

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

24.7.1945 Entered service original 850 class number
‘852’.

7.11.1955 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

History: 850 — 862 — 2501

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

4.11.1944 Entered service original 850 class number
‘850’.

12.12.1955 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

18.7.83 Rebuilt, renumbered ‘2501’ and fitted for
bicycle accomodation.

- To South Gippsland Railway - owned by Andrew
Bridger of Great Northern Rail.

8.12.1999 Moved from South Gippsland to Bendigo
loco depot .

28.1.2001 Returned to service for a shakedown trial
after being refurbished for ‘Victoria Centrail Pty Ltd’.

12.2002 Offered for sale by ‘Chicago Freight Car Leasing
Australia (CFCLA)’ after Great Northern Rail went
into receivership.

2003 To Lions Club of York Peninsula Railway. [cp
1.2004]

by 2013 Moved to Coolac, New South Wales.[dj]

History: 853 — 863

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

13.2.1946 Entered service original 850 class number
‘853’.

13.2.1956 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

24.2.1984 Condemned.

28th December 1988,Port Dock Red Hen sales car 864
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 851 — 864

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

22.3.1945 Entered service original 850 class number
‘851’.
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864 at Port Dock 15.4.1995 (Chris Drymalik)

17.3.1956 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

- Scrapped.
15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum who

converted it to Mobile Snack Bar car.
1996 Sold to Steve Moritz.

History: 814 — 865

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

24.7.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘814’.

16.4.1956 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

History: 809 — 866

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

28.3.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘809’.

7.8.1956 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
11.1988 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

History: 802 — 867

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

4.11.1944 Entered service original 800 class number
‘802’.

14.8.1956 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

30.10.1981 Fitted for bicycle accomodation.
4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

History: 817 — 868

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

13.2.1946 Entered service original 800 class number
‘817’.

17.8.1956 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

17.5.1979 Withdrawn due to vandal damage.
19.11.1980 Reentered service with bicycle

accommodation.
4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

History: 800 — 869

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.
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4.11.1944 Entered service original 800 class number
‘800’.

15.3.1957 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

- Scrapped.

9.11.2002,Tailem Bend - 870 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 810 — 870

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

24.7.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘810’.

12.4.1957 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
- Sold to Redhen Rail Tours (Steve Moritz).
6.7.1998 Move from Port Dock Station Railway Museum

to Islington Workshops.
- Moved to Tailem Bend.
- Painted in yellow livery.
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

History: 807 — 871

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

22.3.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘807’.

10.5.1957 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

20.6.1980 Fitted for bicycle accommodation.
15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
18.9.1987 To Sims Metals for disposal.

History: 815 — 872

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

13.2.1946 Entered service original 800 class number
‘815’.

29.5.1957 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

19.5.1981 Fitted for bicycle accomodation.
4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

9.11.2002,Tailem Bend - 873 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 816 — 873

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

13.2.1946 Entered service original 800 class number
‘816’.

29.5.1957 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
10.1988 Sold to Roger Salis and stored with

SteamRanger.
1999 Sold to Steve Moritz for the MurrayLander service.

History: 807 — 874

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

24.7.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘811’.

17.8.1957 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

1.9.1980 Fitted for bicycle accommodation.
9.11.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum

(owned by the History Trust of South Australia).
1995 Returned to the History Trust, transferred to Dry

Creek.
1999 Sold to Limestone Coast Railway at Mt Gambier.

History: 812 — 875

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

24.7.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘812’.
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15.12.1996,Port Dock - Red Hen 321 + 875 + 400 (Chris Drymalik)

3.4.1958 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

9.11.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
1995 Restored to operating condition for use with

Trans-Adelaide special Red Hen set.
12.1996 Returned to Port Dock Station Railway

Museum.
2018 Transferred to ‘Steamranger’ ownership.
21.2.2019 Tranported by road from Port Adelaide to

Mount Barker on low loader.

History: 801 — 876

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

4.11.1944 Entered service original 800 class number
‘801’.

7.5.1958 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
18.9.1987 To Sims Metals for disposal.

History: 805 — 877

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

22.3.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘805’.

4.6.1958 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

24.2.1984 Condemned.

3.9.1988,Keswick 860 class trailer cars - 878 and two
others (Chris Drymalik)

History: 806 — 878

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

22.3.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘806’.

20.6.1958 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
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- Scrapped.

20.12.1976,Ovingham - 368 + 879 + 369 Railcar - Up
(George Rogers)

8.1987,Port Dock - 860 class trailer cars - 873+ 879 + 871
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 808 — 879

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

22.3.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘808’.

3.7.1958 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
18.9.1987 To Sims Metals for disposal.

History: 818 — 880

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

13.2.1946 Entered service original 800 class number
‘818’.

25.7.1958 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: 803 — 881

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

4.11.1944 Entered service original 800 class number
‘803’.

19.8.1959 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

17.7.1980 Fitted for bicycle accomodation.
27.2.1984 Condemned.

History: 804 — 882

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

4.11.1944 Entered service original 800 class number
‘804’.

11.9.1959 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

15.6.1987 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.
10.1988 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

15.10.1988,Mile End DE517 + 883 + 861 cars (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 813 — 883

Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel railcars.

24.7.1945 Entered service original 800 class number
‘813’.

30.10.1959 Converted to Railcar operation and
renumbered.

4.12.1987 To Train Tour Promotions.
- Scrapped.

6.10 Centenary and Centre Loading
Carriages

General Information

The South Australian Railways purchased the Glenelg
railway line in December 1899 and identified a need for
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more rollingstock for holidays, racedays etc. This lead to
the approval for the building of new cars similar to a
number of old cars taken over with the Glenelg line. The
original Glenelg line cars had been based on imported
United States designs dating from the 1860’s. The SAR
put into service ten cars ‘(260-267)’ (page 332) entered
service December 1908 with two baggage car ‘(268-269)’
(page 336) in January 1909, all specifically built for the
Glenelg suburban trains. Interiors were made off selected
native timbers and the body structure from seasoned
Blackwood including a clerestory roof originally fitted
with ‘Milk Glass’ windows and polished timber matching
the rest of the car. These cars were also the first in South
Australia fitted with electric light in place of Pitsch gas.

More cars were required for other suburban lines and
originally they were to have been the same as 260-269,
but narrower cars were built becauses of the wider
platforms on the other suburban lines. Length was also
increased to include a centre vestibule. Building began in
1910 with numbers allotted in the range ‘314-363’ (page
337). The first 4 cars entered service 31.5.1912. Fifteen
more Glenelg cars ‘(364-378)’ (page 332) were
constructed during 1913-14 at ‘A Pengelly and Coy’ on
underframes supplied by Islington Workshops. Eighty
more suburban cars were contructed between 1914 and
1924. With Islington workshops producing both bodies
and underframes for 260-269 and 314-363.

Glenelg cars 260-267 and 364-374 originally were painted
brown, with a gold lettered ‘SAR’ centrally above the
windows, and the car number done in a ‘floral’ alphabet.
These cars also featured end windows and Ratten cane
seating for 76 passengers. Baggage cars ‘268-269’ (page
336) and ‘375-378’ (page 336) were done similar, except
capacity was reduced to 56 passengers.

Suburban cars had ‘SAR’ and Car number centrally below
windows on the exterior of each compartment in a
‘floral’ alphabet. For each compartment above the
windows was ‘FIRST’ and ‘SECOND’.

The cars remained basically unaltered throughout the
1920’s, except in July 1927, 13 Glenelg cars were fitted
with lavatories (baggage cars ‘269’ (page 337) and ‘378’
(page 337) unaltered).

On 1.6.1929, W.A.Webb reclassified all suburban cars as
one class, with lettering in silver block, applied to the
cars a reduced the number of times. The cars now only
had ‘Smoking’, ‘Non-smoking’ and car numbers on end
panels.

Car ‘373’ (page 335) (Glenelg) was placed outside the
CME’s office on 22.3.1935 for inspection by the Railways
Commissioner. It had been fitted out with an ‘improved
interior’, including moquette cloth seating. The Railway
Commisioner gave approval for a further 12 cars to be
altered. The second car completed was ‘367’ (page 335)
in May. As the year progressed, approval was given to
ncrease the number of cars to 23. Once again 269 and
378 were left unaltered.

During 1935, the Governer of SA suggested running a
special train for SA’s Centenary (1936). It was decided to
use several improved Glenelg cars. These cars were
repainted from Regal Red to the State Centenary colours
of Hawthorn Green and Cream. The colour scheme
included Gold Block lettering ‘1836 CENTENARY 1936’
on the letterboard and the South Australian state badge
‘The Piping Shrike’ centrally below the windows. Baggage
car ‘268’ (page 336) was fitted out as a buffet car. The
‘Centenary Limited’ as the train was called, first operated
on 7.3.1936 to Victor Harbor. Baggage car ‘377’ (page
337) was included in April 1936, increasing passenger
capacity and replacing 2 x 60 foot brakevans (276 and
306) which were originally used on the train. The
Centenary colour scheme became popular with the
public and eventually the remaining Glenelg cars, except
269 and 378, were painted Green and Cream.

In 1937-38, the S.A.R. fitted 19 Suburban End and Centre
loader, and 5 Suburban End loading Baggage cars with
the semi partitioned seating. No lavatories were fitted
and the cars remained Red. They became known in
railway circles as ‘Blue Day Cars’ (269 and 378 also fitted).
During 1939-40, a handbrake was fitted to the centre
vestibule of selected Suburban and Blue Day cars.

The railways received complaints about the lack of
lavatory cars on long distance country trains, so in
1947-48, the 19 Blue Day cars were fitted with lavatories
and washrooms in the centre vestibules and the colour
scheme was altered from Red to Green and Cream. Cars
269 and 378 were also fitted and the exterior colours
altered. They became part of the country car fleet. Those
cars which had handbrakes fitted to the centre vestibule,
had the brake gear removed to the end platform.

During the 1950’s the SAR fitted select numbers of cars,
of all types, with flush exterior panelling. Eleven
Suburban Baggage cars were also fitted with
Perambulator Compartment for pushers.

In 1961, 13 of the Suburban End loading Baggages were
converted for railcar operation. This involved altering
the brakes and fitting cold cathode fluorescent lighting,
for use as trailer cars between a pair of ‘Red Hen’ power
cars. These cars were numbered ‘820-832’ (page 364) and
retained the Red colour scheme.

During the late 1960’s several Blue Days car interiors were
painted white, and mass condemning of all cars began.

A total of 103 Suburban Centre and End loading carriages
were built, plus 27 Suburban End loading Baggage cars.
19 of these cars were converted to the ‘Blue Day’
configuration. Of the Glenelg cars, 19 End loaders were
built and 6 Baggage cars, all of which were given
‘Improved Interiors’.
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9.4.1986 Centenary under repair Dry Creek (Chris
Drymalik)

6.11 Glenelg Line Passenger Carriages - ‘260’
Type

260 to 267, 364 to 374

Wooden end loading passenger cars 260 to 267 were built
for the Glenelg line and placed in service between 1908
and 1909. The remaining cars, 364 to 374 were built
between 1912 and 1913 also for the South Tce to Glenelg
line. All the carriages had clerestory roofs, end loading
steps and centre buffer couplers, and hinged flaps over
the end steps to suit high level platforms.

See also: General Information about Centenary and
Centre Loading Carriages, Glenelg line baggage cars,
Suburban End and Centre loaders, Suburban End
Loading Baggage cars.

History: 260

Composite class Glenelg car built by Islington
Workshops. Cost £1638/10/8.

19.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading composite saloon, seating 38 first and 38
second class passengers.

7.1927 Toilet fitted, second class reduced to 36
passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class seating 72
passengers.

16.8.1935 Seating upgraded, automatic couplers and
handbrake fitted, iced drinking fountain.

1.3.1978 Transferred to State Transport Authority.
7.1986 In the possession of SteamRanger. Stored at Dry

Creek in need of repairs due to extensive water
damage.

History: 261

Composite class Glenelg car built by Islington
Workshops. Cost £1638/10/8.

19.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading composite saloon, seating 38 first and 38
second class passengers.

7.1927 Toilet fitted, seating for 36 first and 36 second
class passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class seating 72
passengers.

5.1935 Automatic couplers handbrake and steps fitted.
29.2.1936 Seating upgraded, luggage racks and iced

water fountains.
29.2.1936 Attached to the ‘Centenary Limited’.
14.11.1972 Damaged in a collision at Adelaide.
16.1.1973 Condemned.
31.1.1973 Demolished.

History: 262

Second class Glenelg car built by Islington Workshops.

19.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon, seating 76 second class
passengers.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
18.12.1935 Seating upgraded, luggage racks, etc. 59

seats, auto couplers, crossover platforms.
30.9.1960 Underframe of ‘262’ was fitted to ‘447’.

History: 263 — ARHS 50

Second class Glenelg car built by Islington Workshops.
Cost £1550/15/2.

19.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon, seating 76 second class
passengers.

1.7.1927 Toilet fitted.
20.12.1935 Seating upgraded, baggage racks and iced

water fountain. Automatic couplings and
handbrake.

1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority.
- In the possession of SteamRanger. Stored at Dry Creek.

Renumbered ‘50’.
- Sold - moved to Mclaren Vale for use as Wine Bar.[cc]

History: 264

Second class Glenelg car built by Islington Workshops.

24.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon, seating 76 second class
passengers.

1.7.1927 Toilet fitted.
7.11.1935 Seating upgraded, luggage racks, auto

couplers, crossover platforms etc. 59 seats.
9.1.1950 Condemned.

History: 265

Second class Glenelg car built by Islington Workshops.
Cost £1550/15/3.
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April 1985,Centenary 260 Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

2nd November 1985,4470 + Centenaries Dry creek 61 + 70
+ 260 (Chris Drymalik)

24.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon, seating 76 second class
passengers.

1.7.1927 Toilet fitted.
31.8.1935 Seating upgraded, automatic couplers and

iced drinking fountain. Seating for 59 passengers
5.4.1967 Condemned.
15.7.1967 Demolished.

17.12.2006,Mclaren Vale - Car 263 (ARHS 50) used as a
Cafe and Wine Bar by a young couple (Chris Carpenter)

History: 266

Second class Glenelg car built by Islington Workshops.
Cost £1550/15/3.

24.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon, seating 76 second class
passengers.

1.7.1927 Toilet fitted.
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17.12.2006,Mclaren Vale - Car 263 (ARHS 50) showing the
entrance (Chris Carpenter)

29.2.1936 Seating upgraded, automatic couplings and
handbrake, iced drinking fountain, seating 59
passengers.

29.2.1936 Attached to the ‘Centenary Limited’.
39.5.1978 Condemned.
26.2.1979 Purchased by the Australian Railway

Historical Society South Australian Division
(SteamRanger).

6.1986 Stored at Dry Creek, in need of repairs due to
extensive water damage.

History: 267 — ARHS 52

Second class Glenelg car built by Islington Workshops.
Cost £1550/15/3.

24.12.1908 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon, seating 76 second class
passengers.

1.7.1927 Toilet fitted.
19.7.1935 Seating upgraded, iced drinking fountain,

seating 59 passengers.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority.
- To Australian Railway Historical Society South

Australian Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ‘52’.
1984 Major overhaul.

History: 364 — ARHS 53

Second class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2058/7/7.

23.11.1912 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
20.6.1935 Auto couplers, handbrake, steps and seating

upgraded.

9.4.1986 Centenary car 53 Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

21st October 1989,Dudley park car 53 on work train
(Chris Drymalik)

1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South
Australia.

- To Australian Railway Historical Society South
Australian Division (SteamRanger).

- Renumbered ‘53’.

History: 365 — PWA 10

Second class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2058/7/7.

23.11.1912 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
12.6.1935 Seating upgraded, auto couplings, steps and

handbrake fitted.
1936 Attached to the ‘Centenary Limited’.
4.12.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 10’.

History: 366 — ARHS 54

Second class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost£2058/7/7.
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23.11.1912 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
11.9.1935 Seating upgraded, auto couplings and

handbrake.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To Australian Railway Historical Society South

Australian Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ‘54’.

History: 367

Second class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2058/7/7.

21.12.1912 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
10.5.1935 Seating upgraded, auto couplings, handbrake

and steps.
29.5.1978 Condemned.
29.2.1979 Purchased by Australian Railway Historical

Society South Australian Division (SteamRanger).
6.1986 In need of repairs due to extensive water

damage.
- Sold and moved to Penrith New South Wales

[www.heaveninthehills.com.au]
- Moved to Sunshine Coast Hinterland holiday retreat in

the Maleny, Reesville, Queensland area where it is
being used as prestige accomodation.
[www.heaveninthehills.com.au]

History: 368

Second class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2058/7/7.

21.12.1912 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
30.9.1935 Improved seating, auto couplings, handbrake

and altered to seat 54 first class passengers.
9.1936 Altered to composite 27 first and 27 second class

passengers.
11.1939 ‘First’ written on door of first class

compartment.
2.1963 Altered to all second class.
6.2.1978 Condemned.
26.2.1979 Body burnt.

History: 369

First class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington.

15.3.1913 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading first saloon.

13.7.1935 Seating upgraded.

History: 370

First class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2216/0/5.

15.3.1913 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading first saloon.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
2.7.1929 Altered to all second class.
2.8.1935 Improved seating for 59 first class passengers,

auto couplings, handbrake and iced drinking
fountain.

17.5.1965 End damaged.
24.8.1965 Condemned.
4.12.1965 Demolished in reclamation area Islington,

body sold.

History: 371

First class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2216/0/3.

12.4.1913 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading first saloon.

2.11.1921 One compartment altered to smoking.
7.1927 Toilet fitted.
6.1927 Altered to second class.
2.7.1935 Seating upgraded to 54 first class leather and

moquette, altered to first class, luggage racks, auto
couplings, handbrake and steps.

26.8.1936 Altered to composite 27 first and 32 second
class passengers, screw couplings and side buffers
removed.

2.3.1939 Additional lavatory fitted in second class
compartment.

15.1.1963 Converted to second class.
16.1.1973 Condemned.

History: 372

First class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2216/0/5.

17.5.1913 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading first saloon.

2.11.1921 One compartment altered to smokers.
7.1927 Toilet fitted.
7.1929 Altered to all second class.
5.6.1935 Seating upgraded to dwarf partition seating 59

first class passengers, auto couplings, handbrake
and steps.

17.5.1965 End damaged.
24.8.1965 Condemned.
4.12.1965 Demolished Islington reclamation area, body

sold.

History: 373 — Hungry Jacks Restaurant

First class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2216/0/5.
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2.7.1913 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading first saloon.

2.11.1921 One compartment altered to Smokers.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
7.1927 Toilet fitted.
22.2.1935 Seating upgraded with dwarf partition

seating 59 first class passengers, upholstered in
moquette (first car to receive new interior), painted
green and cream.

29.2.1936 Auto couplers and handbrake fitted, iced
drinking fountain.

1936 Attached to the ‘Centenary Limited’.
17.5.1965 End damaged.
6.2.1978 Condemned.
- Sold to Hungry Jacks Restaurant for use as an eating

fixture. Located on Main North Rd, Blair Athol.
- Moved to Crown Hotel Victor Harbour.
- Body disposed off to an unknown location.

History: 374 — ARHS 56

Second class bogie end loading Glenelg car. Body built by
‘A.Pengelley and Co’, frame by Islington. Cost £2058/7/7.

10.8.1913 Entered service on the Glenelg line as end
loading second saloon.

7.1927 Toilet fitted.
17.10.1935 Seating upgraded to dwarf partition seating

59 passengers, auto couplings, handbrake, gangway
platforms fitted.

29.5.1978 Condemned.
26.2.1979 Purchased by Australian Railway Historical

Society South Australian Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ‘56’.

6.12 Glenelg Line Baggage Carriages - ‘268’
Type

268 to 269, 375 to 378

Wooden end loading passenger cars 268 and 269 were
built for the Glenelg line and placed in service between
1908 and 1909. The remaining cars, 375 to 378 were built
between 1912 and 1913 also for the South Tce to Glenelg
line. All the carriages had clerestory roofs, end loading
steps and centre buffer couplers, and hinged flaps over
the end steps to suit high level platforms.

History: 268 — Centenary Limited

Glenelg type suburban passenger car with baggage, built
‘A.Pengelley and Coy’. Cost £1574/17/11.

27.1.1909 Entered service on South Terrace-Glenelg
line as composite baggage.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class.
1.8.1927 Toilet fitted seating now for 52 passengers.
29.2.1936 Seating upgraded, automatic couplings, hand

brake. Fitted up as buffet car, seating 37 passengers.

8.4.1987 Sulphide street centenary 268 (Chris Drymalik)

8th April 1987,Sulphide street centenary 268 interior
(Chris Drymalik)

8th April 1987,Sulphide street centenary 268 interior
(Chris Drymalik)
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29.2.1936 Attached to the ‘Centenary Limited’.
1942 Converted back to a baggage seating 43

passengers.
2.10.1973 Condemned.
- To ‘Sulphide Street Museum’ Broken Hill.

History: 269

Glenelg type suburban passenger car with baggage, built
‘A.Pengelley and Coy’. Cost £1574/17/4.

27.1.1909 Entered service on South Terrace-Glenelg
line as composite baggage.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class baggage seating 56
passengers.

7.1936 Seating upgraded for 48 passengers.
8.1936 Automatic couplers and through gangways

fitted.
12.1948 Toilet fitted.
25.4.1968 Damaged in accident at Tailem Bend.
26.6.1968 Condemned.

History: 375

First class Glenelg type suburban passenger car with
baggage. Body built by ‘Pengelley and Co’ and frame
Islington Workshops. Cost £2158/4/7.

29.8.1913 Entered service on South Terrace-Glenelg
line seating.

31.8.1916 Altered to composite first and second class.
4.3.1921 Altered to all second class.
7.1927 Toilet fitted.
11.2.1939 Auto couplers, handbrake, new seating,

luggage racks.
4.6.1962 Condemned.

History: 376

Second class Glenelg type suburban passenger car with
baggage. Body built by ‘Pengelley and Co’ and frame
Islington Workshops. Cost £2008/3/10.

29.8.1913 Entered service on South Terrace-Glenelg
line.

31.8.1916 Converted to composite class.
4.3.1921 Converted to second class.
7.1927 Fitted with a lavatory in for country working and

standard screw couplings and buffers provided.
Seating capacity reduced to 52.

11.2.1939 High backed seats with baggage racks,
automatic couplers and steel steps down end steps
were fitted. Painted green and cream. Seating
capacity reduced to 43 second class passengers.

5.1952 Altered to composite first and second class.
27.7.1978 Condemned.
19.10.1978 Entered Mile End Railway Museum.
26.2.1979 Purchased by Mile End Railway Museum.
8.12.1988 Moved to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: 377 — Centenary Limited

Second class Glenelg type suburban passenger car with
baggage. Body built by ‘Pengelley and Co’ and frame
Islington Workshops. Cost £2008/3/6.

9.9.1913 Entered service on South Terrace-Glenelg line.
7.1927 Toilet fitted.
20.11.1935 Seating upgraded to dwarf partition.
27.5.1936 Repainted green and cream.
4.1936 Attached to the ‘Centenary Limited’.
8.1950 Converted to composite class.
4.6.1963 Converted to second class.]
29.5.1978 Condemned.
26.2.1979 Purchased by ARHS SA Division

(SteamRanger), stored at Dry Creek.
7.1986 In need of repairs due to extensive water

damage.

History: 378

Second class Glenelg type suburban passenger car with
baggage. Body built by ‘Pengelley and Co’ and frame
Islington Workshops. Cost £2008/3/6.

29.9.1913 Entered service on South Terrace-Glenelg
line.

27.5.1936 Painted green and cream
9.1936 Auto couplings, through communication

gangways seating upgraded to dwarf partition style.
12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
5.4.1967 Condemned.
15.7.1967 Cut up.

6.13 Suburban End and Centre Loaders -
‘313’ type

313 to 326, 330, 332 to 349, 353 to 361, 379 to 388,
403 to 409, 414 to 421, 432 to 448, 456, 457, 459 to
464, 469 to 473, 481 to 486

See also: General Information about Centenary and
Centre Loading Carriages, Glenelg line passenger cars,
Glenelg line baggage cars, Suburban End Loading
Baggage cars.

History: 115 — 215 — 313

First class end and centre loading suburban carriage.
Built Islington.

31.3.1915 Entered service as number ‘115’.
2.12.1937 Improved seating, automatic couplers.
8.1942 Renumbered ‘215’.
2.4.1943 Renumbered ‘313’.
12.1947 Lavatory fitted.
16.1.1973 Condemned.
- To ‘Sulphide St Museum’ Broken Hill.
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3rd October 2001,National Railway Museum - Port Adelaide - Glenelg type suburban passenger car with baggage 375
(Chris Drymalik)

8.4.1987 Sulphide street centenary 313 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 314 — ESV 9

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.5.1912 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered to Second class.
- Automatic couplers, handbrake, through gangways

fitted.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
- Converted to standard gauge ‘ESV 9’.

History: 315

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.5.1912 Entered service.
1.1929 Altered from First class to Second class.
8.5.1935 Automatic couplings and handbrake fitted.
31.10.1940 Vestibule handbrake.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
5.3.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8158’.[dc]

History: 316

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.5.1912 Entered service.
9.3.1923 Altered from First class to Second class.
22.4.1937 Improved seating fitted.
24.4.1937 Automatic couplers and handbrake.
24.10.1940 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers and screw couplings removed.
12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
4.12.1968 Condemned.
17.4.1970 Issued to traffic as ‘PWK 7’
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19.10.1987,Karoonda perway kitchen car PWK7 ex
carriage 316 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 317 — ARHS 60

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.5.1912 Entered service.
1.7.1928 Altered from First to Second class.
10.3.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

gangway fitted.
10.3.1937 Improved seating, for 64 passengers.
2.11.1940 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers and screw Couplings removed.
12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 Transferred to State Transport Authority of

South Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger)
- Renumbered ‘60’.
1988 Given a total rebuild.

History: 318 — ESV 8152

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

14.6.1912 Entered service.
12.7.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake and thorough

gangways.
4.1962 Condemned.
2.12.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8152’.

History: 319

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

14.6.1912 Entered service.
27.1.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.

History: 320 — PWS 10

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

14.6.1912 Entered service.
29.1.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
25.8.1961 Vestibule handbrake and electric lighting

fitted.
27.6.1969 Condemned.
10.2.1970 Issued as ‘PWS 10’.

History: 321

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

14.6.1912 Entered service.

History: 322 — ESV 8161

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.8.1912 Entered service.
1.10.1935 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

gangways platforms fitted.
1940 Non-smoking and upholstered in green fabric.
4.1962 Condemned.
15.7.1965 Underframe used on ‘ESV 8161’.[dc]

History: 323 — ESV 8153

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.8.1912 Entered service.
31.10.1935 Auto coupling, handbrake and through

gangway platforms.
4.1962 Condemned
11.12.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8153’.[dc]
- Sold to SteamRanger [db]

History: 324 — ESV 8145

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.8.1912 Entered service.
4.1962 Condemned.
28.1.1964 Underframe used from ‘ESV 8145’.[dc]

History: 325 — PWK 8

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.8.1912 Entered service.
7.5.1938 Improved seating, auto coupling, handbrake

and through gangway and steps.
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8.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
4.12.1968 Condemned.
17.4.1970 Issued as ‘PWK 8’.

History: 326 — ARHS 61

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

18.12.1912 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
4.11.1938 Auto couplings, handbrake and end

gangways fitted.
4.11.1938 Improved seating and steps for ground

loading at ends.
8.1939 Vestibule handbrake gear fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of Siuth Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS 61.

PWS 2 at Port Dock 3.2.1995 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 330 — PWS 2

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

15.3.1913 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
15.12.1934 Double battery set for lighting fitted.
29.1.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
19.2.1964 Condemned.
7.1965 Converted to ‘PWS 2’.
22.9.1988 Purchased by the Port Dock Railway

Museum.
- Sold to Steve Moritz.
- The body was transported from Penrith NSW to

Wangaratta by Mario Mencigar (Australian Train
Movers) and placed on timber supports in the

Building Department compound facing Cusack
Street of Goulburn-Ovens Institute TAFE,
Wangaratta Campus. The TAFE building apprentices
were to undertake restoration work on the car which
was to be used as a site office at Myrtleford for the
Murray to Mountains Rail Trail. The project lapsed
and as the compound was required by GO TAFE for
expansion of the ‘Building Barn’, the carriage was
disposed of and ended up Between Skehan and
Oxley in someones yard. rpf

History: 332

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

15.3.1913 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
10.9.1938 Auto couplers, end steps and improved

seating.
8.1939 Side buffers removed, vestibule handbrake

fitted.
12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
6.1986 In need of repairs due to extensive water

damage.

History: 333 — ESV 8134

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

15.3.1913 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
3.3.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
24.10.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8134’.[dc]

History: 334 — ESV 8140

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

8.7.1913 Entered service.
2.12.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
28.11.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8140’.[dc]

History: 335 — ESV 8135

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

8.7.1913 Entered service.
3.11.1936 Auto couplers and handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
2.1958 Auto couplings replaced with screw couplings.
4.1962 Condemned.
30.10.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8135’.[dc]
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History: 336 — ESV 8136

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

8.7.1913 Entered service.
5.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

communications gangways fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
1.11.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8136’.[dc]

History: 337

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

8.7.1913 Entered service.
9.9.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake, platform gangways

and improved seating.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
4.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
11.1.1965 Condemned.
22.5.1965 Demolished.

History: 338 — ARHS 62

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

13.8.1913 Entered service.
9.12.1937 Improved seating, auto couplings,

handbrake, through gangway and end steps fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
5.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘62’.
2.1986 Fitted with a Fibreglass coated roof during a

major overhaul.

History: 339 — ESV 8162

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

13.8.1913 Entered service.
23.7.1938 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways.
6.1955 Fitted with new side panels.
4.1962 Condemned.
3.8.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8162’.[dc]

History: 340 — ESV 8137

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

13.8.1913 Entered service.
20.3.1928 Altered from first to second class.

3.1936 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
8.11.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8137’.[dc]

History: 341 — ESV 8154

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

13.8.1913 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered to all second class.
16.8.1937 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
17.7.1941 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
21.12.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8154’.[dc]

History: 342 — ESV 8144

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.9.1913 Entered service.
13.6.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

communication gangways on end platforms fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
21.1.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8144’.[dc]
- Sold to SteamRanger [db]

4.11.1988,Peterborough perway sleeper PWS8 ex centre
loader (Chris Drymalik)

History: 343 — PWS 8

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.9.1913 Entered service.
18.2.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

communication gangways on end platforms fitted.
2.3.1939 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
21.1.1969 Condemned.
7.1969 Issued as ‘PWS 8’.
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4.11.1988,Peterborough perway sleeper PWS8 ex centre
loader bogie details (Chris Drymalik)

History: 344 — PWA 7

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.9.1913 Entered service.
12.1938 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

communication gangways on end platforms fitted.
24.1.1939 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
8.1970 Issued as ‘PWA 7’.

3rd October 2001,National Railway Museum - Port
Adelaide - Suburban End and Centre Loader car 63 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 345 — ARHS 63

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

27.9.1913 Entered service.
12.10.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake, through

gangways and improved seating fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.

12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘63’.
1.4.1995 Transferred to Port Dock Station Railway

Musueum.
- Returned to History Trust

History: 346 — ESV 8142

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

1.11.1913 Entered service.
8.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

communication gangways fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
11.12.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8142’.[dc]

History: 347 — ESV 8155

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

1.11.1913 Entered service.
3.9.1938 Auto couplings fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
29.1.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8155’.[dc]

History: 348

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

1.11.1913 Entered service.
13.10.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

communication gangways on end platforms.
4.1962 Condemned.
27.11.1963 Body only donated to Minda home free of

charge.

History: 349 — PWK 11

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

1.11.1913 Entered service.
14.3.1935 Auto couplings and handbrake and through

gangways.
29.7.1961 Step down and electric lights.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 11’.

History: 353 — ESV 8157

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

22.12.1913 Entered service.
13.5.1936 Auto couplings.
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29.6.1961 Condemned.
22.2.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8157’.[dc]

History: 354 — ESV 8146

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.3.1914 Entered service.
12.1935 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
5.2.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8146’.

History: 355 — ESV 8143

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.3.1914 Entered service.
25.3.1938 Auto couplings.
2.1958 Auto couplings removed.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
17.12.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8143’.[dc]

History: 356 — ARHS 64

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.3.1914 Entered service.
27.8.1937 Improved seating.
29.8.1937 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘64’.

History: 357 — PWK 9

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.3.1914 Entered service.
23.3.1928 Altered from first to second class.
5.1937 Improved seating, auto couplers, handbrake and

through communication gangways, side buffers
removed.

12.1947 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
11.1955 New sides and windows.
4.12.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 9’.
- To SteamRanger.

11.6.1986 PWS3 car old centenary Keith (Chris Drymalik)

19.10.1987,Karoonda perway sleeper PWS3 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 358 — PWS 3

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.3.1914 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
11.1938 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways on end platforms.
24.1.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
4.1962 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWS 3’.

History: 359 — ESV 8149

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

1.6.1914 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
18.12.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
24.2.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8149’.[dc]
- Sold to SteamRanger [db]
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History: 360 — ESV 8150

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

1.6.1914 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
11.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and thorough

gangways.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
28.2.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8150’.[dc]

History: 361 — ESV 8148

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

1.6.1914 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
4.6.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and thorough

gangways.
2.1958 Auto couplings removed and replaced with

screw couplings.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
18.2.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8148’.[dc]

History: 379

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

13.7.1914 Entered service.
14.4.1938 Improved seating, auto couplings and

handbrake fitted.
5.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
11.1948 Altered to first class.
6.1950 Altered to second class.
12.1956 Fitted with new side panels.
16.1.1973 Condemned.
31.1.1973 Demolished in reclamation area.

History: 380 — ESV 8417

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

17.7.1914 Entered service.
8.12.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways.
2.3.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
11.2.1964 Converted to ‘ESV 8417’, Peterborough.[dc]

History: 381

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

28.3.1938 Auto couplings, end steps and improved
seating.

8.1939 Vestibule Handbrake.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
4.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
16.1.1973 Condemned.
31.1.1973 Demolished.

History: 382 — PWS 5

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

15.8.1914 Entered service.
11.10.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways.
5.8.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWS 5’.

History: 383 — ESV 8139

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

3.9.1914 Entered service.
10.1938 Auto couplings, handbrake and end gangways

fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
23.11.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8139’.[dc]

History: 384 — PWA 6

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

18.9.1914 Entered service.
11.9.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

communication gangways fitted.
20.12.1940 Vestibule handbrake.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
17.4.1970 Issued as ‘PWA 6’.

History: 385

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

2.12.1914 Entered service.
27.11.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
29.6.1961 Condemned.

History: 386 — ESV 8163

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

2.12.1914 Entered service.
25.10.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways.
4.1962 Condemned.
5.8.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8163’.[dc]
- Sold to SteamRanger [db]
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History: 387

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

12.1914 Entered service.

History: 388 — PWK 6

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Pengelley and Coy’.

19.12.1914 Entered service.
30.11.1937 Improved seating, auto couplings,

handbrake and through gangways fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
3.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
4.12.1968 Condemned.
17.4.1970 Converted to ‘PWK 6’.

History: 403 — PWK 1

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

18.2.1915 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
20.11.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangway fitted.
19.2.1964 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 1’.

History: 404 — ESV 8141

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

18.2.1915 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
23.11.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangway fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
6.12.1963 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8141’.[dc]

History: 405 — PWK 3

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

18.2.1915 Entered service.
9.3.1923 Altered to all second class.
25.3.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangway fitted.
5.8.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 3’.

History: 406 — ESV 8151

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

18.2.1915 Entered service.
8.10.1918 Altered to composite first and second class.
1.7.1929 Altered to all second class.
1.12.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangway fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
9.3.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8151’.v

History: 407 — ESV 8167

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.3.1915 Entered service.
12.7.1935 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
19.2.1964 Condemned.
19.4.1968 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8167’.[dc]

History: 408

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

3.1915 Entered service.

History: 409

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

31.3.1915 Entered service.
9.4.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangway fitted.
4.9.1972 Condemned.

History: 414 — ESV 8165

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

17.9.1915 Entered service.
9.3.1923 Altered to all second class.
12.1934 End steps, auto couplings and handbrake

fitted.
8.7.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
4.1962 Condemned.
21.8.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8165’.[dc]

History: 415 — PWK 10

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

17.9.1915 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
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11.6.1986 PWK3 car old centenary Keith (Chris Drymalik)

11.6.1986 PWK10 car old centenary Tintinara (Chris
Drymalik)

14.4.1938 Auto couplings.
21.1.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
3.11.1962 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 10’.

History: 416 — PWS 9

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

17.9.1915 Entered service.

17.9.1929 Altered from first to second class.
15.10.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

communication gangways on end platforms.
3.1958 Screw couplings removed.
27.6.1969 Condemned.
10.2.1970 Issued as ‘PWS 9’.

History: 417 — PWK 14

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

17.9.1915 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
14.8.1935 Auto couplings and handrail.
20.11.1970 Condemned.
18.3.1971 To Peterborough and reissued as ‘PWK 14’.

History: 418 — PWK 19

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

30.11.1915 Entered service.
- Auto couplings, end steps and handbrake fitted.
- Non-smoking compartment upholstered in leather

cloth.
20.11.1970 Condemned.
16.8.1973 Issued as ‘PWK 19’.
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12.1.1986,camp train Tailem Bend PWK14 + PWS28 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 419

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

30.11.1915 Entered service.

History: 420 — PWA 2

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

30.11.1915 Entered service.
12.1934 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
2.1958 Auto couplings removed and replaced with

screw couplings.
19.2.1964 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 2’.

History: 421 — PWS 4

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

30.11.1915 Entered service.
4.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
21.10.1965 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWS 4’.

History: 432 — ARHS 70

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

5.1.1918 Entered service.
9.3.1923 Altered to all second class.
3.11.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘70’.

History: 433 — ARHS 65

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

15.2.1918 Entered service.
23.3.1928 Altered from first class to second class.
31.3.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake, through

gangways and improved seating.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
3.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘65’.
12.1985 Fitted with Envelon coated roof.
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7.1987 Fibreglass roof fitted.

History: 434 — ARHS 71

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

4.6.1918 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
12.1938 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
24.1.1939 Vestibule brake.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘71’.

History: 435 — PWA 11

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

29.5.1918 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
11.6.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
29.10.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 11’.

History: 436 — PWK 5

22.12.1985,Barossa Junction PWK5 ex centenary (Chris
Drymalik)

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

1.7.1918 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
5.9.1935 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
27.6.1969 Condemned.
10.2.1970 Issued as ‘PWK 5’.

History: 437 — PWK 18

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

4.7.1918 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
5.6.1935 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
24.1.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
20.11.1970 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 18’.

History: 438 — ESV 8147

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

7.8.1918 Entered service.
22.3.1928 Altered from first to second class.
7.9.1938 Auto couplings.
20.11.1970 Condemned.
2.1964 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8147’.[dc]

History: 439 — PWA 5

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

6.9.1918 Entered service.
8.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
29.10.1968 Condemned.
10.2.1970 Issued as ‘PWA 5’.

History: 440 — PWK 12

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

15.10.1918 Entered service.
9.11.1934 Auto couplings, steps and handbrake fitted.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 12’.

History: 441 — PWA 12

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

8.10.1918 Entered service.
9.11.1934 Auto couplings, and fitted.
1941 Non-smoking compartment upholstered in green

leather cloth.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 12’.
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History: 442 — ESV 8159

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

13.11.1918 Entered service.
8.11.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
27.8.1941 Vestibule handbrake.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
1.7.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8159’.[dc]

History: 443 — PWK 4

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

20.12.1918 Entered service.
21.9.1938 Auto couplings.
21.1.1969 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 4’.

History: 444 — ESV 8171

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

24.2.1919 Entered service.
1.7.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
8.8.1941 Vestibule handbrake.
5.4.1967 Condemned.
3.5.1968 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8171’.[dc]
23.4.1990 Condemned

History: 445 — PWS 1

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

18.4.1919 Entered service.
12.3.1937 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
8.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
21.1.1969 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWS 1’.

History: 446 — ARHS 72

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

16.6.1919 Entered service.
9.4.1936 Auto couplers, handbrake and through

gangways on end platforms fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ‘72’.
1.4.1995 Transferred to Port Dock Station Railway

Musueum.

25th May 2001,Centre and end loading car 446 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 447

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

13.10.1919 Entered service.
12.10.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake, through

gangways and end steps fitted.
22.12.1937 Improved seating.
11.12.1940 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
5.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
11.1948 Altered to composite first and second class.
30.9.1960 Underframe of condemned car ‘262’ fitted to

‘447’.
16.1.1973 Condemned.
31.1.1973 Demolished in reclamation area.

History: 448 — PWA 1

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

7.1.1920 Entered service.
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23.3.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through
gangways fitted.

19.2.1964 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 1’.

11.6.1986 PWA8 car ablution Keith (Chris Drymalik)

History: 456 — PWA 8

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

21.5.1918 Entered service.
22.3.1928 Altered from first to second class.
9.3.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
21.11.1944 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
20.4.1970 Issued as ‘PWA 8’.

11.6.1986 PWS + PWA4 cars old centenary Naracoorte
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 457 — PWA 4

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

25.6.1921 Entered service.
26.8.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake fitted.
29.10.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 4’.

History: 459 — ESV 8170

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘A.Pengelley and CO’.

19.5.1923 Entered service.
8.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
7.9.1939 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
5.4.1961 Condemned.
1.5.1968 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8170’.[dc]

History: 460 — PWK 2

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘A.Pengelley and CO’.

30.6.1923 Entered service.
7.6.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways.
21.10.1965 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWK 2’.

History: 461

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘A.Pengelley and CO’.

2.8.1923 Entered service.
12.6.1937 Improved seating, auto couplings, handbrake

and through gangways fitted.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
3.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
29.5.1978 Condemned.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
7.1986 In need of repairs due to extensive water

damage.

History: 462 — ARHS 66

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘A.Pengelley and CO’.

29.2.1923 Entered service.
18.8.1938 Improved seating, auto couplings and end

steps fitted.
7.1939 Vestibule handbrake.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
3.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘66’.
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1985 Fitted with a Pabco and Paint coated roof during a
major overhaul.

26th December 1985,centenary at Terminus Hotel
Balaklava (Chris Drymalik)

History: 463

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘A.Pengelley and CO’.

15.11.1923 Entered service.
12.1934 End steps, auto couplings and handbrake

fitted.
10.1938 Improved seating.
8.1944 Side buffers removed.
3.1948 Lavatory and toilet fitted.
29.5.1978 Condemned.
- Purchased by A.R.H.S..
- Sold Terminus Hotel Balakalava.
3.1992 Sold Macdonalds Restaurant at Salisbury.

History: 464

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘A.Pengelley and CO’.

31.12.1923 Entered service.
16.4.1935 Auto couplings, handbrake and end steps

fitted.
19.12.1946 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
20.11.1970 Condemned.

History: 469 — ESV 8169

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

29.12.1922 Entered service.
7.11.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
5.4.1967 Condemned.
9.4.1968 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8169’.[dc]

History: 470 — PWK 13

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

29.12.1922 Entered service.
12.9.1935 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
20.11.1970 Condemned.
23.11.1970 Sent to Peterborough.
21.6.1971 Issued as ‘PWK 13’.

History: 471

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

27.2.1923 Entered service.
- Fitted with auto couplings, end steps and handbrake.
9.7.1971 Condemned.
14.3.1972 Sent to Peterborough for converted to

‘PWK 17’.

7.9.1985,Dry creek PWA9 ablution car (Chris Drymalik)

History: 472 — PWA 9

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

27.2.1923 Entered service.
27.6.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways on end platform fitted.
3.11.1969 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 9’.
1985 To Steamranger.

History: 473 — PWK 16

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built Islington.

5.10.1921 Entered service.
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7.9.1985,Interior PWA9 ablution car (Chris Drymalik)

11.6.1986 PWK16 car old centenary Tintinara (Chris
Drymalik)

8.1936 Auto couplings, handbrake and through
gangways.

3.1958 Screw couplings removed.
9.7.1971 Condemned.
15.10.1971 Sent to Peterborough for conversion to

‘PWK 16’.

11.6.1986 PWS1 car old centenary Tintinara (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 481 — PWS 1

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

4.5.1923 Entered service.
27.7.1935 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
19.2.1964 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWS 1’.

History: 482 — PWK 15

Second class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

4.5.1923 Entered service.
9.2.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
9.7.1971 Condemned.
30.8.1971 Sent to Peterborough for converted to

‘PWK 15’.

History: 483 — PWS 6

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

30.6.1923 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
17.3.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through

gangways fitted.
2.3.1939 Vestibule handbrake fitted.
1941 Non-smoking compartment upholstered in

leather cloth.
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5.8.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWS 6’.

History: 484 — ARHS 73

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

30.6.1923 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
26.8.1938 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
11.1954 New type side panels fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To A.R.H.S. SA Division (SteamRanger).
- Renumbered ARHS ‘73’.
6.1986 In need of repairs due to extensive water

damage.
- Rebuilt and returned to service.

History: 485 — ESV 8166

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

21.8.1923 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
9.4.1935 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
4.1962 Condemned.
6.9.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8166’.[dc]

7.9.1985,Dry creek PWA3 ablution car (Chris Drymalik)

History: 486 — PWA 3

First class bogie end and centre loading suburban
carriage. Built ‘Holden Motor Body Co Ltd’.

21.8.1923 Entered service.
1.7.1929 Altered from first to second class.
10.4.1937 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
5.8.1968 Condemned.
- Converted to ‘PWA 3’.
1985 To Steamranger

6.14 Suburban End Loading Baggage Cars -
‘327’ type

327 to 329, 331, 350 to 352, 362 to 363, 410 to 413,
422 to 423, 425 to 431, 458, 465 to 468

See also: General information about Centenary and
Centre Loading Carriages, Glenelg line passenger cars,
Glenelg line baggage cars, Suburban End and Center
Loading cars.

History: 327 — ESV 10

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built Islington Workshops.

18.12.1912 Entered service.
1.4.1936 Auto couplings, through gangways on end

platform.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
- Converted to standard gauge ‘ESV 10’.

History: 328

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘823” (page 365).

History: 329

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘824” (page 366).

History: 331

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘826” (page 367).

History: 350

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘828” (page 367).

History: 351

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘825” (page 366).

History: 352

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘822” (page 365).

History: 362

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘827” (page 367).

History: 363 — ESV 8419

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built Islington Workshops.

1.6.1914 Entered service.
11.1938 Auto couplings, through gangways on end

platforms fitted.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
4.1964 Converted to ‘ESV 8419’, Peterborough.
16.3.1989 Condemned.[dc]
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History: 410 — ESV 8164

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built Islington Workshops.

26.6.1915 Entered service.
3.10.1938 Auto couplings, through gangways, improved

seating.
6.1943 End steps fitted.
29.6.1961 Condemned, half of body sold.
12.8.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8164’.[dc]

History: 411 — ARHS 80

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built Islington Workshops.

26.6.1915 Entered service.
3.10.1938 Auto couplings, end gangways, improved

seating.
6.1943 End steps fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To Australian Railway Historical Society SA Division

(SteamRanger). To be renumbered ARHS 80, but
never actually done. Stored at Dry Creek.

7.1986 In need of repairs due to extensive water
damage.

History: 412 — ARHS 81

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built Islington Workshops.

26.6.1915 Entered service.
20.2.1936 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
- Converted to Perambulator baggage. Seated 50

passengers.
- To Australian Railway Historical Society SA Division

(SteamRanger), who numbered it ARHS 81.

History: 413

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built Islington Workshops.

26.6.1915 Entered service.
23.6.1937 Improved seating, auto couplings and

gangways.
6.1943 End steps fitted.
26.5.1978 Condemned.
- Purchased by Australian Railway Historical Society SA

Division (SteamRanger).
18.11.1982 Half the car at Islington Workshops.
8.1986 Still out in the back lot Islington Workshops.

History: 422

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘829’.’ (page 367)

History: 423 — ESV 8168

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built Islington Workshops.

22.7.1916 Entered service.
6.9.1936 Auto couplings.
6.9.1954 One end fitted for pushers.
5.4.1967 Condemned.
3.5.1968 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8168’.[dc]
- To SteamRanger

History: 425

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘821’.’ (page 365)

History: 426 — ARHS 82

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

16.7.1917 Entered service.
4.4.1935 Auto couplings, through gangways fitted.
- Fitted with a perambulator compartment at one end.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To Australian Railway Historical Society SA Division

(SteamRanger), Renumbered ARHS 82.
1988 Rebuilt and renumbered back to ‘426’ as a fully

functional pram baggage. No end steps.
1998 Renumbered back to ‘82’.

History: 427 — ESV 8156

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

16.7.1917 Entered service.
31.7.1937 Auto couplings, through gangways fitted.
29.6.1961 Condemned.
11.2.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8156’.[dc]

19.7.1986 Dry creek baggage car 83 (Chris Drymalik)
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History: 428 — ARHS 83

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

30.10.1917 Entered service.
11.1935 Auto couplings and through gangways.
- One end converted for prams.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To Australian Railway Historical Society SA Division

(SteamRanger). Renumbered ARHS 83.
1.1989 Baggage compartment fitted out as a drinks car

and handbrake moved to the end deck.

History: 429 — ESV 11

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘820” (page 364).

History: 430

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

1.12.1917 Entered service.
- Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
- One end converted to perambulator compartment.
4.1962 Condemned.
- Converted to standard gauge ‘ESV 11’.
6.3.1989 Condemned

History: 431

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built ‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’.

11.12.1917 Entered service.
23.12.1937 Improved seating, auto couplings,

handbrake and through gangways fitted.
6.1943 End steps fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 458

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘831” (page 367).

History: 465

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built ‘A Pengelley and Co’.

31.3.1924 Entered service.
1.9.1937 Auto couplings, improved seating fitted.
2.1943 End steps fitted.
1.3.1978 To State Transport Authority of South

Australia.
- To Australian Railway Historical Society SA Division

(SteamRanger). Stored at Dry Creek.
7.1986 In need of repairs due to extensive water

damage.

9.4.1986 465 interior Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

History: 466 — ESV 8160

Second class bogie suburban end loading carriage with
baggage compartment. Built ‘A Pengelley and Co’.

3.5.1924 Entered service.
14.8.1935 Auto couplings and handbrake fitted.
- Converted to baggage with perambulator

compartment.
22.7.1960 Damaged in Adelaide Yard during shunting

operations.
26.7.1960 Sent to Islington for repairs.
4.1962 Condemned.
8.7.1965 Underframe used for ‘ESV 8160’.[dc]

History: 467

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘830” (page 367).

History: 468

See ‘Red Hen Trailer ‘832” (page 367).
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9.4.1986 465 interior Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

6.15 Broad Gauge Locomotive Hauled
Carriages

Pre 1874

Prior to 1874 the broad gauge carriages of the South
Australian Railways were numbered by type. This means
thatyou have a first class car number 1, a second class car
numbered 1 and also a third class car numbered 1.
Around 1874 all the existing rollingstock was renumbered
so that all passenger rollingstock had a unique number.

Listed below are the rollingstock vehicles which entered
service prior to the general renumbering. Those that
existed at the time of the renumbering would have been
issued with new numbers.

State Car - (Pre 1874)

History: State - un-numbered

see ‘Vice Regal No.1 - (1860 to 1890)’ (page 538).

First Class Cars - (Pre 1874)

History: 1

First class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

9.4.1986 465 interior Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

1856 Entered service.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 2

First class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 3

First class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

before 1865 Entered service.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

Composite Class Cars - (Pre 1874)

History: 1

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as composite class No.1 seating 7
first and 25 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.
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History: 2

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as composite class No.2 seating 7
first and 25 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 3

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as composite class No.3 seating 7
first and 25 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 4

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as composite class No.4 seating 7
first and 25 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 5

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as composite class No.5 seating 7
first and 25 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 6

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as composite class No.6 seating 7
first and 25 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 7

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as composite class No.7.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 8

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1869 Entered service as composite class No.8 seating 15
first and 14 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 9

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1869 Entered service as composite class No.9 seating 15
first and 14 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 10

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1869 Entered service as composite class No.10 seating
15 first and 14 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 11

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1869 Entered service as composite class No.11 seating
15 first and 14 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 12

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

- Entered service as a first class car, number unknown.
1870 Entered service as composite class No.12 seating

15 first and 14 second class passengers.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 13

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

5.1870 Entered service as composite class No.13 seating
8 first and 50 second class passengers and
containing a guards compartment.

ca.1874 Renumbered to 37 (maybe).

History: 14

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

5.1870 Entered service as composite class No.14 seating
8 first and 50 second class passengers and
containing a guards compartment.

ca.1874 Renumbered to 38 (maybe).
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History: 15

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1871 Entered service as composite class No.15 seating
15 first and 14 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 16

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1871 Entered service as composite class No.15 seating
15 first and 14 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 17

Composite class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1871 Entered service as composite class No.15 seating
15 first and 14 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

Second Class Cars - (Pre 1874)

History: 1

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as second class No.1 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 2

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as second class No.2 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 3

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as second class No.3 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 4

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as second class No.4 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 5

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as second class No.4 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 6

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as second class No.6 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 7

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as second class No.7 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 8

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

after 1865 Entered service as second class No.8 seating
40 second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 9

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

- Entered service as second class No.9 seating 40 second
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 10

Second class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

- Entered service as second class No.10 seating 40
second class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

Third Class Cars - (Pre 1874)

History: 1

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

- Entered service as third class No.1 seating 50 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.
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History: 2

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

- Entered service as third class No.2 seating 50 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 3

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by Wright & Sons.

- Entered service as third class No.3 seating 50 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 4

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1867 Entered service as third class No.4 seating 48 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 5

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1867 Entered service as third class No.5 seating 48 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 6

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1867 Entered service as third class No.6 seating 48 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 7

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1867 Entered service as third class No.7 seating 48 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 8

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1867 Entered service as third class No.8 seating 48 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 9

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1871 Entered service as third class No.9 seating 40 third
class passengers. Underframe ex Wool Wagon.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 10

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1873 Entered service as third class No.10 seating 40
third class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 11

Third class 4 wheel carriage built by the Adelaide
Workshops.

1873 Entered service as third class No.4 seating 40 third
class passengers.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

Luggage Vans - (Pre 1874)

History: 1

Luggage van with guard compartment built by Wright &
Sons.

1856 Entered service as No.1.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 2

Luggage van with guard compartment built by the
Adelaide Workshops.

1869 Entered service as No.2.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 3

Luggage van with guard compartment built by the
Adelaide Workshops.

1869 Entered service as No.3.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 4

Luggage van with guard compartment built by the
Adelaide Workshops.

1869 Entered service as No.4.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.
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History: 5

Luggage van with guard compartment built by the
Adelaide Workshops.

1869 Entered service as No.5.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 6

Luggage van with guard compartment built by the
Adelaide Workshops.

1873 Entered service as No.6.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 7

Luggage van with guard compartment built by the
Adelaide Workshops.

1873 Entered service as No.7.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

Mail Vans - (Pre 1874)

History: 1

Mail van 4 wheel.

1871 Entered service as No.1. Converted from a covered
van.

ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

Guards Vans - (Pre 1874)

History: 1

Guards van built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as No.1.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 2

Guards van built by Wright & Sons.

1856 Entered service as No.2.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

History: 3

Guards van.

after 1865 Entered service as No.3.
ca.1874 Renumbered to ?.

6.16 Ungrouped Carriage Information -
Broad Gauge

This list is all the carriage information that has not been
included elsewhere in the tables. It will in future releases
be incorporated into other parts of the document, but at
this stage I have included it so as to provide as complete
listing of information as I can.

History: 1

- Side loading 2nd class 4 wheel car, 28’6" long, seats 50.

History: 2

- Composite side loading car, 6 wheel, 28’6" long, seats
36.

History: 3

- Composite side loading car, 6 wheel, 28’6" long, seats
36.

History: 4

- Second class side loader 4 wheel car, 28’ 6" in length,
seating 50 passenger.

History: 7

- Bogie passenger 6 wheel brake van, 29’6" long, 8’3"
wide. Built at Newport as Joint Stock passenger
brake and luggage van ‘O14’ 17.1.1887. To SAR
3.1908, condemned 22.11.1944.

History: 8

- Composite side loading car, 6 wheel, 28’6" long, seats
36.

History: 9

- Second class side loading car, 6 wheel, 28’6" long,
seats 50.

History: 11 — Ambulance van

- Passenger carriage, converted to an Ambulance Van
1889-90, length 25’4".

History: 12 — State car — Departmental Officers saloon

- Departmental officers saloon car, 24’ long, 8’6" wide,
on 6 wheels. Built in 1856, in England for the
original Port Adelaide railway. Also used as original
‘State car’ for opening of the Burra railway.
Withdrawn and condemned 1888-89. Remains of
this car currently in possession of ‘SteamRanger’.

History: 13

- First class saloon side loading 4 wheel carriage, seats
32 in 4 compartments.
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History: 20 — Mortuary car

- Passenger 4 wheel brake van, converted to Mortuary
car, loaded 10 coffins.

History: 24A

- Post office van, 4 wheel, 20’ long.

History: 25A

- Post office van, 4 wheel, 20’ long.

History: 26A

- Post office van, 4 wheel, 20’ long.

History: 27

- Composite class 4 wheel side loader, seats 28 in 4
compartments.

History: 48

- Second class side loading saloon, seats 40 in 4
compartments.

History: 49

- Passenger carriage issued to traffic 1876.

History: 50

- Passenger carriage issued to traffic 1876.

History: 51

- Side loading second class carriage issued to traffic
1876.

History: 52

- Third class side loading carriage 1 built at Adelaide
locomotive workshops 9.1877.

History: 53

- Third class side loading carriage built at Adelaide
locomotive workshops 10.1877.

History: 54

- Third class side loading carriage built at Adelaide
locomotive workshops 11.1877.

1Excerpt from the Observer July 30th, 1881, titled Abolition of third
class railway carriages

It is the intention of the Government to abolish third class carriages
on all the lines of railway and to closely assimilate the second class fares
to those at present charged for third class.

History: 55

- Third class side loading carriage built at Adelaide
locomotive workshops 12.1877.

History: 56

- 2nd class side loading carriage built at Adelaide
locomotive workshops 10.1877.

History: 57 — First Aid van

- 2nd class side loading carriage built at Adelaide
locomotive workshops 11.1877. Converted to First
Aid van, 21’6" long, 8’1" wide.

History: 58

- 2nd class side loading carriage built at Adelaide
locomotive workshops 12.1877.

History: 58 — Weighbridge van

- Passenger Brake and luggage van ex Joint stock ‘O23’
Built Adelaide loco works 16.1.1890. To SAR 3.1908,
altered to weighbridge van 24.6.1916 and
renumbered ‘4100’. Condemned 22.12.1938.

History: 59

- Third class side loading carriage, body built by
‘Duncan and Fraser’, frame by the Adelaide loco
works and issued 5.1878.

History: 60

- Third class side loading carriage, body built by
‘Duncan and Fraser’, frame by the Adelaide loco
works and issued 5.1878.

History: 61

- 2nd class side loading carriage, body built by ‘Duncan
and Fraser’, frame by the Adelaide loco works and
issued 5.1878.

History: 62

- 2nd class side loading carriage, body built by ‘Duncan
and Fraser’, frame by the Adelaide loco works and
issued 5.1878.

History: 63

- Third class side loading six wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works 12.1878.

History: 64

- Third class side loading four wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works 3.1879.
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History: 65

- Third class side loading four wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works 3.1879.

History: 66

- Third class side loading four wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works 3.1879.

History: 67

- Third class side loading four wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works 3.1879.

History: 68

- Third class side loading four wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works 3.1879.

History: 69

- Third class side loading four wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works 3.1879.

History: 77

- Side loading 2nd class 4 wheel carriage, seats 40 in 4
compartments.

History: 78

- Side loading 2nd class 4 wheel carriage, seats 40

History: 79

- Side loading 2nd class 4 wheel carriage, seats 40

History: 80

- Side loading 2nd class 4 wheel carriage, seats 40

History: 81

- Side loading 2nd class 4 wheel carriage, seats 40

History: 84

- Composite side loading first/third class carriage
imported from New Zealand, and issued to traffic
between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 85

- Composite side loading first/third class carriage
imported from New Zealand, and issued to traffic
between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 86

- Composite side loading first/third class carriage
imported from New Zealand, and issued to traffic
between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 87

- Composite side loading first/third class carriage
imported from New Zealand, and issued to traffic
between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 88

- Composite side loading first/third class carriage
imported from New Zealand, and issued to traffic
between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 89

- Composite side loading first/third class carriage
imported from New Zealand, and issued to traffic
between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 90

- Composite side loading first/third class carriage
imported from New Zealand, and issued to traffic
between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 91

- Third class carriage imported from New Zealand, and
issued to traffic between 7.1880 and 4.1881.

History: 92

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic between 7.1880 and
4.1881.

History: 93

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic between 7.1880 and
4.1881.

History: 94

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic between 7.1880 and
4.1881.

History: 95

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic between 7.1880 and
4.1881.

History: 97

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic 6.1882.

History: 98

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic 6.1882.
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History: 99

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic 6.1882.

History: 100

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic 6.1882.

History: 101

- Third class side loading carriage imported from New
Zealand, and issued to traffic 6.1882.

History: 108

- Passenger 6 wheel brake van, 25’ long, 8’3" wide. Built
Adelaide loco works 5.1883.

History: 112

- Passenger bogie brake van, built Adelaide loco works
10.1886.

History: 113

- Composite American end loading carriage built by
‘Duncan and Fraser’, entered service 29.3.1883, used
on Grange line. Seating 16 first and 32 second class
passengers. Wrecked in an accident at Seaton
6.10.1915.

History: 114

- Composite American end loading carriage built by
‘Duncan and Fraser’, entered service 29.3.1883, used
on Grange line. Seating 20 first and 32 second class
passengers. Wrecked in an accident at Seaton
6.10.1915

History: 114

- Passenger bogie brake van, built Adelaide loco works
10.1886.

History: 115

- Composite American end loading carriage built by
‘Duncan and Fraser’, entered service 29.3.1883, used
on Grange line. Seating 20 first and 32 second class
passengers. Condemned 3.1914.

History: 115

- See ‘313’.

History: 116

- 2nd class side loading carriage, body built by
‘T.L.Cottrell’ and frame by Adelaide loco workshop,
issued 5.1883.

History: 117

- 2nd class side loading carriage, body built by
‘T.L.Cottrell’ and frame by Adelaide loco workshop,
issued 5.1883.

History: 226

- Second class car built by ‘Duncan and Fraser’ for the
‘Adelaide Glenelg Railway Company’. Originally
appear to have been freight cars that were rebuilt
into carriages around 1896. Purchased with Glenelg
line on 16.12.1899 as car No.19, condemned
30.6.1916.

History: 227

- Second class car built by ‘Duncan and Fraser’ for the
‘Adelaide Glenelg Railway Company’. Originally
appear to have been freight cars that were rebuilt
into carriages around 1896. Purchased with Glenelg
line on 16.12.1899 as car No.20, condemned
30.6.1916.

History: 228

- Second class car built by ‘Duncan and Fraser’ for the
‘Adelaide Glenelg Railway Company’. Originally
appear to have been freight cars that were rebuilt
into carriages around 1896. Purchased with Glenelg
line on 16.12.1899 as car No.21, condemned
30.6.1916.

History: 229

- Second class car built by ‘Duncan and Fraser’ for the
‘Adelaide Glenelg Railway Company’. Originally
appear to have been freight cars that were rebuilt
into carriages around 1896. Purchased with Glenelg
line on 16.12.1899 as car No.26, condemned
30.6.1916.

History: 258

- Ex VIC and SAR Joint Stock Post Office Van 018.
Became SAR carriage March 1908. Built Adelaide
loco works and issued 13.1.1887. See “Willochra”
(page 545).

History: 259

- Ex VIC and SAR Joint Stock Post Office Van 019. Built
Adelaide loco works and issued 17.1.1887. Became
SAR carriage March 1908. Altered to loco sleeping
van 8.1918. Condemned 1936.

History: 488

- See “NG 217” (page 439).
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History: 489

- See “NG 222” (page 439).

History: 490

- See “NG 189” (page 437).

History: 491

- See “NG 196” (page 437).

History: 492

- See “NG 197” (page 437).

History: 493

- See “NG 181” (page 436).

History: 494

- See “NG 182” (page 436).

History: 495

- See “NG 186” (page 437).

History: 496

- See “NG 187” (page 441).

History: 497

- Brakevan built Adelaide loco works and issued 9.1877.

History: 498

- Brakevan built Adelaide loco works and issued 6.1878.

History: 499

- Brakevan built Adelaide loco works and issued 6.1878.

History: 499 — Baby Health car

- Baby Health car, see “NG 113” (page 432).

History: 502

- Brakevan built Adelaide loco works and issued 6.1878.

Classed Carriages

6.17 S.A.R. 550 Class Wooden Cars

550 to 551

The 550 class wooden cars were built as Victorian and
South Australian Joint Stock vestibule cars.

History: 550

See ‘7 AE’ (page 588).

History: 551

See ‘8 AE’ (page 588).

6.18 S.A.R. 820 Class Wooden Railcar Trailer
Cars

820 to 832

Classified by the South Australian Railways as ‘Wooden
suburban trailing cars’. They were all originally wooden
bodied end loading suburban baggage cars constructed
between 1912 and 1924 for steam train services. As
second class suburban carriages with a baggage
compartment they seating 56 passengers.

Only 13 cars converted and they featured a noticeable
lack of draughts in comparison with the 300, 400 and 860
class cars. Existing bogies were modified to take the clasp
brakes, new steel bolsters and spring planks provided.
Two rows of cold cathode fluorescent lighting tubes were
installed in the ceilings in the passenger saloons of the
trailers similar to the lighting in the 300 class railcars.
Incandescent type lighting was used in the centre
baggage compartment and for emergency lighting.

The ordinary Westinghouse braking on the cars for
engine hauled trains was replaced with S.E.M
Electropneumatic air brake. They were therefore not
suitable for operation with steam or diesel locomotives.

Six of the cars were originally numbered from 90 to 96,
but this was changed prior to them entering service.

From December 1973 they were all restricted to a
maximum speed of 80 kph because of safety concerns.
All members of the class were withdrawn from service in
December 1976.

History: 429 — 820 — ARHS 90

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’

1.12.1917 Entered service as second class end loading
baggage car ‘429’.[rrc]

12.1938 Auto couplings and through gangways
fitted.[rrc]

23.2.1961 Converted to railcar operation, renumbered
‘820’.[rrc]

- To A.R.H.S. SA Div (SteamRanger).
- Allocated No. 90, but not actual put on carriage.
1.4.1995 Allocated to Port Dock Station Railway

Musueum.
- Transferred to Mount Gambier for use by Limestone

Coast Railway.
- Sold to A.R.H.S. SA Div (SteamRanger).
19.10.2014 Destoryed by fire in vandalism attack on

mount Gambier Roundhouse.
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6.18. S.A.R. 820 Class Wooden Railcar Trailer Cars

9.4.1986 820 class baggage Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

20.10.1996 Port Dock - 820 Red Hen Trailer car (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 425 — 821

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
‘J S Bagshaw and Sons Ltd’..

16.7.1917 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading baggage car ‘425’.[rrc]

- Auto couplings and steps fitted.
8.3.1961 Converted to railcar operation and

renumbered ‘821’.[rrc]
26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 352 — 822

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

22.12.1913 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading baggage carriage ‘352’.[rrc]

20.8.1938 Auto couplings.[rrc]
2.3.1961 Withdrawn for conversion to railcar trailer.[rrc]
22.3.1961 Entered railcar operation, renumbered

‘822’.[rrc]
26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 328 — 823 — ARHS 91

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

18.12.1912 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading carriage with central baggage compartment,
car number ‘328’.[rrc]

11.1938 Auto couplings and through gangways on end
platforms fitted.[rrc]

27.4.1961 Withdrawn for conversion to railcar
operation.[rrc]

17.5.1961 Entered railcar operation, renumbered
‘823’.[rrc]

- To A.R.H.S. SA Div (SteamRanger).
- Allocated No. 91, but not actual put on carriage.
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1987 Commenced a rebuilt to convert the car into an
open space car for use by hire groups. This involved
the removal of all seats and central partitions.
Conversion not completed.

1995 Written off.

14th December 1985,824 baggage Dry Creek (Chris
Drymalik)

28th December 1985,824 Baggage car Monarto south
(Chris Drymalik)

28th December 1985,824 Baggage car Monarto south
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 329 — 824 — ARHS 92

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

17.12.1912 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading carriage with central baggage compartment,
car number ‘329’.[rrc]

20.7.1938 Auto couplings and through gangways.[rrc]
6.6.1961 Converted to railcar operation, renumbered

‘824’.[rrc]
- To A.R.H.S. SA Div (SteamRanger).
- Allocated No. 92, but not actual put on carriage.
- Electrical system converted for use with the ‘Bluebird’

railcars.

History: 351 — 825

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

22.12.1913 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading baggage carriage ‘351’.[rrc]

2.9.1937 Auto couplings and platform gangways
fitted.[rrc]
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6.18. S.A.R. 820 Class Wooden Railcar Trailer Cars

27.6.1961 Converted to railcar operation, renumbered
‘825’.[rrc]

26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 331 — 826

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

13.3.1913 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading carriage with central baggage compartment,
car number ‘331’.[rrc]

12.1935 Auto couplings and crossover platforms
fitted.[rrc]

4.7.1961 Converted to railcar operation, renumbered
‘826’.[rrc]

26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 362 — 827

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

1.6.1914 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading baggage carriage ‘362’.

10.1938 Auto couplings and end gangways fitted.[rrc]
12.1954 One end fitted for perambulator.[rrc]
24.6.1968 Withdrawn for conversion to railcar

operation.[rrc]
23.7.1968 Reentered service as railcar trailer ‘827’.[rrc]
26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 350 — 828

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

22.12.1913 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading baggage carriage ‘350’.

15.8.1938 Auto couplings fitted.[rrc]
6.9.1954 One end of car fitted with perambulator

compartment.[rrc]
22.5.1968 Converted to railcar operation, renumbered

‘828’.[rrc]
26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 422 — 829

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

30.11.1915 Entered service as second class bogie end
loading baggage car number ‘422’.[rrc]

8.12.1937 Auto couplings, handbrake and through
communication gangways fitted.[rrc]

- One end fitted for pushers.[rrc]
24.6.1968 Withdrawn for conversion to railcar

operation.[rrc]
23.8.1968 Reentered service as railcar trailer ‘829’.[rrc]
26.5.1978 Condemned.

History: 467 — 830 — ARHS 93

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment. Built
‘Pengelley and Coy’.

30.6.1924 Entered service as second class end and
centre loading carriage number ‘467’.[rrc]

17.9.1938 Auto couplings fitted.[rrc]
24.6.1968 Withdrawn for conversion to railcar

operation.[rrc]
29.9.1968 Reissued as railcar trailer ‘830’.[rrc]
- To A.R.H.S. SA Div (SteamRanger).
- Allocated No. 93, but not actual put on carriage.
- To Port Adelaide Council and placed on wharf.
2006 To Steamranger.

831 Strathalbyn 21.2.1995 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 458 — 831 — ARHS 94

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
Islington.

20.4.1918 Entered service as second class end loading
baggage car number ‘458’.[rrc]

29.3.1935 Auto couplings and end steps fitted.[rrc]
18.7.1969 Withdrawn for conversion to railcar

trailer.[rrc]
24.12.1969 Reentered service as railcar trailer ‘831’.[rrc]
- To A.R.H.S. SA Div (SteamRanger).
- Allocated No. 94, but not actual put on carriage.
- To Port Milang Historic Railway Museum, South

Australia.

History: 468 — 832 — ARHS 95

Wooden railcar trailer with baggage compartment, built
by ‘A.Pengelley and Co’..

24.7.1924 Entered service as second class end loading
suburban car with central baggage compartment
number ‘468’.[rrc]
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17.12.2006,Mclaren Vale - Car 832 from the non
operational side (Chris Carpenter)

9.4.1936 Auto couplings and through gangways
fitted.[rrc]

18.7.1969 Withdrawn for conversion to railcar
trailer.[rrc]

24.12.1969 Issued to service as railcar trailer ‘832’.[rrc]
- To A.R.H.S. SA Div (SteamRanger).
- Allocated No. 95, but not actual put on carriage.
11.1984 Sold by State Transport Authority for use at

Maclaren Vale as the ‘Armond Train’, a shop selling
locally made armond products.

6.19 S.A.R. 900 Class Wooden Cars

900 to 922

The ‘900’ class cars were converted for country service
from existing side loading wooden cars. As rebuilt they
had centre aisle cars with improved seating and one end
vestibule. These cars were never popular because of the
narrow aisle and perpendicular seats. They seated 48
second class passengers.

History: 900

See car ‘No.451’ (page 380).

History: 901

See car ‘No.298’ (page 379).

History: 902

See car ‘No.278’ (page 379).

History: 903

See car ‘No.476’ (page 381).

History: 904

See car ‘No.478’ (page 381).

History: 905

See car ‘No.480’ (page 382).

History: 906

See car ‘No.399’ (page 380).

History: 907

See car ‘No.452’ (page 380).

History: 908

See car ‘No.398’ (page 380).

History: 909

See car ‘No.477’ (page 381).

History: 910

See car ‘No.475’ (page 381).

History: 911

See car ‘No.479’ (page 382).

History: 912

See car ‘No.454’ (page 381).

History: 913

See car ‘No.63’ (page 378).

History: 914

See car ‘No.453’ (page 381).

History: 402

See car ‘No.402’ (page 380).

History: 916

See car ‘No.474’ (page 381).

History: 917

See car ‘No.401’ (page 380).

History: 918

See car ‘No.300’ (page 380).

History: 919

See car ‘No.301’ (page 380).

History: 920

See car ‘No.397’ (page 380).
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6.20. S.A.R. 1000 Class Wooden Cars

8.9.1985,McLarinvale - 832 Almond train (Chris Drymalik)

History: 921

See car ‘No.299’ (page 380).

History: 922

See car ‘No.255’ (page 376).

6.20 S.A.R. 1000 Class Wooden Cars

1001 to 1016

The ‘1000’ class cars were converted for existing side
loading wooden cars. Extra standing room was provided
by removing the lavatories. After conversion they seated
60 second class passengers.

History: 1001

See car ‘No.244’ (page 393).

History: 1002

See car ‘No.246’ (page 393).

History: 1003

See car ‘No.281’ (page 393).

History: 1004

See car ‘No.284’ (page 393).

History: 1005

See car ‘No.243’ (page 392).

History: 1006

See car ‘No.248’ (page 393).

History: 1007

See car ‘No.271’ (page 379).

History: 1008

See car ‘No.455’ (page 381).

History: 1009

See car ‘No.205’ (page 378).

History: 1010

See car ‘No.240’ (page 376).

History: 1011

See car ‘No.200’ (page 378).

History: 1012

See car ‘No.206’ (page 378).
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History: 1013

See car ‘No.101’ (page 377).

History: 1014

See car ‘No.201’ (page 378).

History: 1015

See car ‘No.204’ (page 378).

History: 1016

See car ‘No.207’ (page 378).

6.21 S.A.R. 1100 Class Wooden Cars

1101 to 1114

The ‘1100’ class cars were converted from existing side
loading wooden cars. The end compartments were
converted to provided extra standing room and the
baggage compartment was located in the middle of each
car.

History: 1101

Side loading wooden baggage car seating 40 passengers
in 4 compartments.

- Built Islington as side loading car. May have been ‘98’.
1941 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards

compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1101’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
1956-1959 Written off.

History: 1102

See car ‘No.93’ (page 383).

History: 1103

See car ‘No.95’ (page 384).

History: 1104

See car ‘No.97’ (page 384).

History: 1105

See car ‘No.94’ (page 383).

History: 1106

See car ‘No.99’ (page 384).

History: 1107

Side loading wooden baggage car seating 40 passengers
in 4 compartments.

- Built Islington as side loading car. May have been ‘98’.
1941 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards

compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1107’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
1956-1959 Written off.

History: 1108

See car ‘No.199’ (page 378).

History: 1109

See car ‘No.50’ (page 377).

History: 1110

See car ‘No.188’ (page 372).

History: 1111

See car ‘No.96’ (page 372).

History: 1112

See car ‘No.18’ (page 372).

History: 1113

See car ‘No.186’ (page 372).

History: 1114

See car ‘No.4’ (page 372).

Unclassed Groupings

6.22 47 foot 1 inch Side Loading Carriage - ‘3’
Type

3, 15, 17, 61, 62, 77, 78, 84 to 90, 92

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriages with
accomodation for 70 passengers.

History: 3

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

10.1901 Issued to service as second class car No.3
seating 70 second class passengers.

2.1956 Withdrawn.
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6.22. 47 foot 1 inch Side Loading Carriage - ‘3’ Type

History: 15

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

22.10.1901 Issued to service as second class car No.15
seating 70 second class passengers.

3.1956 Withdrawn.

History: 17

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

20.11.1901 Issued to service as second class car No.17
seating 70 second class passengers.

History: 61

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

11.1901 Issued to service as second class car No.61
seating 70 second class passengers.

History: 62

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

12.1901 Issued to service as second class car No.62
seating 70 second class passengers.

History: 77

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

12.1901 Issued to service as second class car No.77
seating 70 second class passengers.

8.1958 Withdrawn.

History: 78

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

22.2.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.78
seating 70 second class passengers.

1957 Withdrawn.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.]

History: 84

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

2.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.84
seating 70 second class passengers.

1957 Withdrawn.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.]

History: 85

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

3.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.85
seating 70 second class passengers.

History: 86

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

2.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.86
seating 70 second class passengers.

1957 Withdrawn.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.]

History: 87

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

4.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.87
seating 70 second class passengers.

3.1956 Withdrawn.

History: 88

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

4.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.88
seating 70 second class passengers.

History: 89

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

6.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.89
seating 70 second class passengers.

3.1956 Withdrawn.
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History: 90

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

6.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.90
seating 70 second class passengers.

History: 92

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 70 passengers built by the Islington
locomotive workshops.

6.1902 Issued to service as second class car No.92
seating 70 second class passengers.

1957 Withdrawn.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.]

6.23 46 foot Side Loading Lavatory Saloon -
‘4’ Type

4, 18, 96 186 to 189

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

History: 4 — 112 — 1114

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

12.1899 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.4, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

- Renumbered ‘112’.
8.1946 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards

compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1114’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.

History: 18 — 107 — 1112

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

12.1899 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.18, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

- Renumbered ‘107’.
8.1946 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards

compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1112’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
c.1958 Written off.

History: 96 — 104 — 1111

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

11.1898 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.96, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

- Renumbered ‘104’.
1945 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards

compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1111’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 186 — 111 — 1113

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

8.3.1898 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.186, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

- Renumbered ‘111’.
8.1946 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards

compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1113’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 187

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

2.4.1898 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.187, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

History: 188 — 103 — 1110

Side loading wooden baggage car seating 40 passengers
in 4 compartments.

2.4.1898 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.188, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

- Renumbered ‘103’.
1945 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards

compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1110’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
c.1958 Written off.
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6.24. 39 foot 6 1
2 inch Side Loading Carriage - ‘5’ Type

History: 189

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

11.11.1898 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.189, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

6.24 39 foot 6 1
2 inch Side Loading Carriage -

‘5’ Type

5, 21, 23, 91, 124 to 135, 142, 143, 146, 147, 155 to
159

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriages with

accomodation for 60 passengers. Some cars had
mansard roofs, but not all, despite the plan book
showing a single diagram for all cars in the group.

History: 5

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

22.9.1890 Issued to service as second class car No.5
seating 60 passengers.

History: 21

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

22.12.1890 Issued to service as second class car No.21
seating 60 passengers.

History: 23

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

Note: The plan book shows No.23 as being a car of this
design but the entered service date seems to be to early
for this design.

1876 Issued to service as second class car No.23 seating
60 passengers to replace car ‘23’ destroyed in an
accident on 11.3.1874.

History: 91

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

- Issued to service as second class car No. 91 seating 60
passengers.

1890-91 Broken up after a collision on the Port line.

History: 124

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

25.11.1883 Issued to service as second class car No.124
seating 60 passengers.

History: 125

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

8.11.1883 Issued to service as second class car No.125
seating 60 passengers.

History: 126

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

8.11.1883 Issued to service as second class car No.126
seating 60 passengers.

History: 127

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

15.4.1884 Issued to service as second class car No.127
seating 60 passengers.

1885 Converted to Travelling Post Office with second
class compartment for 40 passengers.

History: 128

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

15.4.1884 Issued to service as second class car No.128
seating 60 passengers.

History: 129

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

15.4.1884 Issued to service as second class car No.129
seating 60 passengers.

History: 130

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

15.4.1884 Issued to service as second class car No.130
seating 60 passengers.

1885 Converted to Travelling Post Office with second
class compartment for 40 passengers.
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History: 131

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

7.11.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.131
seating 60 passengers.

History: 132

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

7.11.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.132
seating 60 passengers.

History: 133

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

7.11.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.133
seating 60 passengers.

1885 Converted to Travelling Post Office with second
class compartment for 40 passengers.

History: 134

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

7.11.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.134
seating 60 passengers.

History: 135

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

7.11.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.135
seating 60 passengers.

History: 142

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

24.12.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.142
seating 60 passengers.

History: 143

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

24.12.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.143
seating 60 passengers.

History: 146

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

12.9.1887 Issued to service as second class car No.146
seating 60 passengers.

History: 147

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

27.1.1888 Issued to service as second class car No.147
seating 60 passengers.

History: 155

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

28.10.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.155
seating 60 passengers.

History: 156

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

30.10.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.156
seating 60 passengers.

History: 157

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

30.10.1885 Issued to service as second class car No.157
seating 60 passengers.

History: 158

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

5.4.1886 Issued to service as second class car No.158
seating 60 passengers.

History: 159

Second class side loading 39 foot 6 1
2 inch carriage built

by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

5.4.1886 Issued to service as second class car No.159
seating 60 passengers.
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6.25. 27 foot 4-wheel Passenger Carriage - 14 Type

6.25 27 foot 4-wheel Passenger Carriage - 14
Type

14 to 19

This group consisted of 6 cars No.s 14 to 17, built in 1856
for the Gawler railway. They were 27 foot long over frame.
They originally entered service with different numberes,
but were renumbered as part of the 1874 rollingstock
renumbering. See Broad Gauge Locomotive Hauled
Carriages - Pre 1874 for more information.

History: 14

Composite class 4-wheel carriage, built by Wright & Sons
and imported to Australia. One double first class, two 1

2
second class compartments.

1856 Entered service as a composite car seating 7 first
and 25 second class passengers with a number in
the range 1 to 7. See Broad Gauge Locomotive
Hauled Carriages - Pre 1874 for more information.

c.1874 Renumbered 14.
- Converted to all second class seating 40 passengers.
24.12.1885 Sold to Grange Railway Company.

History: 15

Composite class 4-wheel carriage, built by Wright & Sons
and imported to Australia. One double first class, two 1

2
second class compartments.

1856 Entered service as a composite car seating 7 first
and 25 second class passengers with a number in
the range 1 to 7. See Broad Gauge Locomotive
Hauled Carriages - Pre 1874 for more information.

c.1874 Renumbered 15.
- Converted to accommodate 36 passengers in 2 first

and 2 second class compartments.
- Converted to all second class seating 40 passengers.
1900 Condemned.

History: 16

Composite class 4-wheel carriage, built by Wright & Sons
and imported to Australia. One double first class, two 1

2
second class compartments.

1856 Entered service as a composite car seating 7 first
and 25 second class passengers with a number in
the range 1 to 7. See Broad Gauge Locomotive
Hauled Carriages - Pre 1874 for more information.

c.1874 Renumbered 16.
- Converted to accommodate 36 passengers in 2 first

and 2 second class compartments.
- Converted to all second class seating 40 passengers.
before 1908 Condemned.

History: 17

Second class 4-wheel carriage, built by Wright & Sons
and imported to Australia.

1856 Entered service as a second car seating 50 second
class passengers with a number in the range 1 to 7.
See Broad Gauge Locomotive Hauled Carriages - Pre
1874 for more information.

c.1874 Renumbered 17.

History: 18

Composite class 4-wheel carriage, built by Wright & Sons
and imported to Australia. One double first class, two 1

2
second class compartments.

1856 Entered service as a composite car seating 11 first
and 25 second class passengers with a number in
the range 1 to 7.

c.1874 Renumbered 18.
- Converted to accommodate 36 passengers in 2 first

and 2 second class compartments.
before 1899 Condemned.

History: 19

Composite class 4-wheel carriage, built by Wright & Sons
and imported to Australia. One double first class, two 1

2
second class compartments.

1856 Entered service as a composite car seating 11 first
and 25 second class passengers with a number in
the range 1 to 7.

c.1874 Renumbered 19.
- Converted to accommodate 36 passengers in 2 first

and 2 second class compartments.

6.26 46 foot Side Loading Lavatory Saloon -
‘29’ Type

29, 239, 240, 254, 255

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

History: 29

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.1906 Built Islington as composite side loading
lavatory saloon ‘29’. Seating 14 first and 36 second
class passengers.

History: 239

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1903 Built Islington as composite side loading
lavatory saloon ‘239’. Seating 14 first and 36 second
class passengers.

1957 Body sold to a holiday camp near Aldinga.
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History: 240 — 1010

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1903 Built Islington as composite side loading
lavatory saloon ‘240’. Seating 14 first and 36 second
class passengers.

1941 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.
Seats 60 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1010’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 254

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

4.10.1906 Built Islington as Composite lavatory side
loading carriage ‘254’.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.

History: 255 — 922

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

4.10.1906 Built Islington as Composite lavatory side
loading carriage ‘255’.

8.1952 Converted to second class end vestibule car and
renumbered ‘922’, seating 48 passengers.

6.1961 Written off.

6.27 41 foot 4 inch Second Class Side
Loading Carriage - ‘37’ Type

37 to 38

Second class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 70 passengers.

History: 37

Second class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 70 passengers.

5.1870 Entered service as composite with 1 x first,
4 x second and a single guard compartment. This
provided seating for 16 first and 40 second class
passengers.

c.1874 Converted to all second class, seating 70
passengers.

History: 38

Second class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 70 passengers.

5.1870 Entered service as composite with 1 x first,
4 x second and a single guard compartment. This
provided seating for 16 first and 40 second class
passengers.

c.1874 Converted to all second class, seating 70
passengers.

6.28 41 foot 4 inch Composite Class Side
Loading Carriage - ‘39’ Type

39 to 40

Composite class side loading carriage built South
Australian Railways Adelaide Loco seating 52 passengers.

History: 39

Composite class side loading carriage built South
Australian Railways Adelaide Loco seating 52 passengers.

1871 Entered service as composite with 1 x first,
4 x second and a single guard compartment.

c.1874 Converted to all second class, seating 64
passengers.

History: 40

Composite class side loading carriage built South
Australian Railways Adelaide Loco seating 52 passengers.

1871 Entered service as composite with 1 x first,
4 x second and a single guard compartment.

c.1874 Converted to all second class, seating 64
passengers.

6.29 Third Class 4-wheel Passenger
Carriages - 41 Type

41 to 43

These threee cars were built as third class cars in 1871.
They originally all had different numbered. See Broad
Gauge Locomotive Hauled Carriages - Pre 1874 for more
information. Following the abolition of third class in
1888 these cars were condemned.

History: 41

Third class 4-wheel carriage built by Adelaide
Workshops.

1871 Entered service as a third car seating 48
passengers. What number it originally had is
unknown. See Broad Gauge Locomotive Hauled
Carriages - Pre 1874 for more information.

1874 Renumbered 41.
7.1881 Converted to second class.
6.1889 Withdrawn.

History: 42

Third class 4-wheel carriage built by Adelaide
Workshops.

1871 Entered service as a third car seating 48
passengers. What number it originally had is
unknown. See Broad Gauge Locomotive Hauled
Carriages - Pre 1874 for more information.
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1874 Renumbered 42.
7.1881 Converted to second class seating 40 passengers.
1888 Withdrawn.

History: 43

Third class 4-wheel carriage built by Adelaide
Workshops.

1871 Entered service as a third car seating 48
passengers. What number it originally had is
unknown. See Broad Gauge Locomotive Hauled
Carriages - Pre 1874 for more information.

1874 Renumbered 43.
- Converted to composite guard luggage.
- Converted to all second class, seating 40 passengers.
1888 Withdrawn.

6.30 47 foot 1 inch Side Loading Lavatory
Saloons - ‘50’ Type

50, 79, 100, 101, 190 to 207

Built as second and composite class 47 foot 1 inch side
loading lavatory saloons.

History: 50 — 102 — 1109

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

12.1898 Built Islington as side loading car. Numbered
‘50’. Was also numbered ‘102’ for a while.

4.1945 End compartments converted to extra standing
room

c.1950 Renumbered to ‘1109’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 79

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

4.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘79’ seating 54
passengers.

History: 100

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

12.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘101’ seating
54 passengers.

3.1956 Written off.

History: 101 — 1013

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon..

12.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘101’ seating
54 passengers.

1942 Toilets removed to created extra standing room,
now provided accomodation for 60 passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1013’.
1957 Written off.
- Body sold to Holiday camp near Aldinga.

History: 190

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

19.12.1898 Built Islington as side loading car ‘190’
seating 54 passengers.

History: 191

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

29.4.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘191’
seating 54 passengers.

History: 192 — OB 40

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

17.6.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘192’
seating 54 passengers.

9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car ‘OB 40’.
1908 Returned to South Australian Railways

History: 193 — OB 41

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

17.6.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘193’
seating 54 passengers.

9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car ‘OB 41’.
1908 Returned to South Australian Railways

History: 194

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

25.8.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘194’
seating 54 passengers.

- Converted to Composite seating 14 first and 30 second
class passengers.

History: 195

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

25.8.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘195’
seating 54 passengers.

History: 196 — OB 42

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

21.12.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘196’
seating 54 passengers.

9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car ‘OB 42’.
3.1908 Returned to South Australian Railways
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History: 197

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

21.12.1899 Built Islington as side loading car ‘197’
seating 54 passengers.

History: 198

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

16.10.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘198’
seating 54 passengers.

History: 199 — 1108

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

15.10.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘199’
seating 54 passengers..

1942 End compartments converted to extra standing
room

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1108’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 200 — 1011

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

6.12.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘200’
seating 54 passengers.

1941 Toilets removed to created extra standing room,
now provided accomodation for 60 passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1011’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 201 — 1014

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

6.12.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘201’
seating 54 passengers.

1942 Toilets removed to created extra standing room,
now provided accomodation for 60 passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1014’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 202

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

12.12.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘202’
seating 54 passengers.

History: 203

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

12.12.1900 Built Islington as side loading car ‘203’
seating 54 passengers.

History: 204 — 1015

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

2.4.1901 Built Islington as side loading car ‘204’ seating
54 passengers.

1942 Toilets removed to created extra standing room,
now provided accomodation for 60 passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1015’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 205 — 1009

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

3.4.1901 Built Islington as side loading car ‘205’ seating
54 passengers.

1941 Toilets removed to created extra standing room,
now provided accomodation for 60 passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1009’.
1957 Written off.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 206 — 1012

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

23.5.1901 Built Islington as side loading car ‘206’
seating 54 passengers.

1942 Toilets removed to created extra standing room,
now provided accomodation for 60 passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1012’.
c.1953 Written off.

History: 207 — 1016

Second class 47 foot 1 inch side loading lavatory saloon.

23.5.1901 Built Islington as side loading car ‘207’
seating 54 passengers.

1942 Toilets removed to created extra standing room,
now provided accomodation for 60 passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1016’.
1957 Written off.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

6.31 46 foot Side Loading Lavatory Saloons -
‘63’ Type

63, 270 to 274, 278 to 280, 298 to 301, 397, to 402,
451 to 454, 455, 474 to 480

Built as second and composite class 46 foot side loading
lavatory saloons.

History: 63 — 913

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.
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10.10.1914 Built Islington as side loading car ‘63’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
9.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘913’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Wrtten off.

History: 270 — EC 139

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

24.12.1909 Built Islington as side loading car ‘270’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to all second class seating 54
passengers.

29.6.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 139’.

History: 271 — 1007

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

22.12.1909 Built Islington as side loading car ‘271’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
1941 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1007’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 272

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

24.12.1909 Built Islington as side loading car ‘272’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to all second class seating 54
passengers.

- Converted to composite, 14 first and 36 second class
.[dc]

2.9.1941 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
- Converted to all second class.[dc]
17.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

History: 273

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

24.12.1909 Built Islington as side loading car ‘273’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to all second class seating 54
passengers.

7.1935 Converted to composite, 14 first and 36 second
class .[dc]

7.1935 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
4.1948 Converted to all second class.[dc]
14.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

History: 274 — EC 146

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

24.12.1909 Built Islington as side loading car ‘274’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to all second class seating 54
passengers.

7.1945 Converted to composite, seating 14 first and 36
second.[dc]

11.1941 Converted back to all second class.[dc]
29.6.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 146’.

History: 278 — 902

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

26.2.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘278’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

4.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car
(green and cream) and renumbered ‘902’, seating 48
passengers.

6.1961 Written off.

History: 279

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

26.2.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘279’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to all second class seating 54
passengers.

1.7.1940 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
14.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

History: 280

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

26.2.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘279’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

1.7.1929 Converted to all second class seating 50
passengers.

11.1941 Armrests removed, seating 54 passengers.[dc]
4.1946 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
27.11.1957 Withdrawn.[dc]
1957 Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 298 — 901

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

22.9.1911 Built Islington as side loading car ‘298’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

4.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car and
renumbered ‘901’, seating 48 passengers.

6.1961 Written of.
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History: 299 — 921

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

22.9.1911 Built Islington as side loading car ‘299’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
8.1952 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘921’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 300 — 918 — EC 165

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

22.9.1911 Built Islington as side loading car ‘300’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
8.1952 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘918’, seating 48 passengers.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 165’.

History: 301 — 919

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

22.9.1911 Built Islington as side loading car ‘301’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
8.1952 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘919’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 397 — 920 — EC 166

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1914 Built Islington as side loading car ‘397’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

8.1952 Converted to second class end vestibule car and
renumbered ‘920’, seating 48 passengers.

1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and
converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 166’.

History: 398 — 908

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1914 Built Islington as side loading car ‘398’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
12.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car

and renumbered ‘908’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 399 — 906

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1914 Built Islington as side loading car ‘399’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

10.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car
and renumbered ‘906’, seating 48 passengers.

6.1961 Written off.

History: 400 — EC 155

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1914 Built Islington as side loading car ‘400’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 155’.

History: 401 — 917

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1914 Built Islington as side loading car ‘401’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
12.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car

and renumbered ‘917’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 402 — 915

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

10.10.1914 Built Islington as side loading car ‘402’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

11.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car
and renumbered ‘915’, seating 48 passengers.

6.1961 Written off.

History: 451 — 900

Second class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

11.9.1918 Built Islington as side loading car ‘451’.
4.1950 Converted to end vestibule car and renumbered

‘900’.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 452 — 907

Second class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

11.9.1918 Built Islington as side loading car ‘452’.
12.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car

and renumbered ‘907’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.
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Interior of car 900

History: 453 — 914

Second class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

11.9.1918 Built Islington as side loading car ‘453’.
10.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car

and renumbered ‘914’, seating 48 passengers.

History: 454 — 912

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

11.9.1918 Built Islington as side loading car ‘454’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

8.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car and
renumbered ‘912’, seating 48 passengers.

6.1961 Written off.

History: 455 — 1008

Second class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

8.1918 Built Islington as side loading car ‘455’.
1941 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1008’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 474 — 916

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

30.6.1922 Built Islington as side loading car ‘474’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
12.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car

and renumbered ‘916’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 475 — 910

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

12.4.1922 Built Islington as side loading car ‘475’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
5.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘910’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 476 — 903

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

12.4.1922 Built Islington as side loading car ‘476’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
4.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘903’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 477 — 909 — EC 164

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

12.4.1922 Built Islington as side loading car ‘477’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
2.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘909’, seating 48 passengers.
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 164’.

History: 478 — 904

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

12.4.1922 Built Islington as side loading car ‘478’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
10.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car

and renumbered ‘904’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.
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History: 479 — 911

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

30.6.1922 Built Islington as side loading car ‘479’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
6.1951 Converted to second class end vestibule car and

renumbered ‘911’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

History: 480 — 905

Composite class 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon.

22.7.1922 Built Islington as side loading car ‘480’.
Seated 14 first and 36 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class seating 54 passengers.
10.1950 Converted to second class end vestibule car

and renumbered ‘905’, seating 48 passengers.
6.1961 Written off.

6.32 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Second Class Side

Loading Carriage - ‘70’ Type

70 to 76, 102 to 107

Side loading carriages built at South Australian Railways
Adelaide Loco on an imported Cleminson six wheel
underframe.

History: 70

First class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 48 passengers.

3.1879 Entered service as first class car seating 48
passengers.

History: 71

First class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 48 passengers.

3.1879 Entered service as first class car seating 48
passengers.

History: 72

First class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 48 passengers.

5.1880 Entered service as first class car seating 48
passengers.

- Converted to second class.

History: 73

First class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 48 passengers.

2.1880 Entered service as first class car seating 48
passengers.

- Converted to second class.

History: 74

Composite class side loading carriage built South
Australian Railways Adelaide Loco seating 56 passengers.

3.1881 Entered service as composite class car seating 16
first and 40 second class passengers.

- Converted to all first class.
- Rebuilt as a Kitchen Car.

History: 75

Composite class side loading carriage built South
Australian Railways Adelaide Loco seating 56 passengers.

4.1881 Entered service as composite class car seating 16
first and 40 second class passengers.

- Converted to all first class.
- Converted to all second class.

History: 76 — Hospital car

Composite class side loading carriage built South
Australian Railways Adelaide Loco seating 56 passengers.

5.1881 Entered service as composite class car seating 16
first and 40 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class.
- Rebuilt as Hospital Car.

History: 102

Second class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 60 passengers.

17.2.1882 Entered service as second class car seating 60
passengers.

- Converted to all first class seating 48 passengers.

History: 103

Second class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 60 passengers.

17.2.1882 Entered service as second class car seating 60
passengers.

8.1882 Converted to all first class seating 48 passengers.
- Converted to all second class.
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History: 104

Second class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 60 passengers.

8.3.1882 Entered service as second class car seating 60
passengers.

- Converted to all first class seating 48 passengers.

30.3.1997 Jamestown - Hospital car (Chris Drymalik)

History: 105 — Hospital car

First class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 48 passengers.

3.11.1882 Entered service as first class car seating 48
passengers.

11.1910 Converted to all second class.
22.1.1914 Converted to a hospital car.
3.1956 Withdrawn.
- Converted to employees van for use on narrow gauge

Wilmington line.
1972 To Jamestown Museum.

History: 106

First class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 48 passengers.

8.11.1882 Entered service as first class car seating 48
passengers.

- Converted to all second class.

History: 107

First class side loading carriage built South Australian
Railways Adelaide Loco seating 48 passengers.

1.12.1882 Entered service as first class car seating 48
passengers.

- Converted to all second class.

30.3.1997 Jamestown - Hospital car interior (Chris
Drymalik)

6.33 46 foot Side Loading Lavatory Saloon -
‘93’ Type

93 to 95, 97 to 99

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

History: 93 — 1102

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

11.1900 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.93, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

1941 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards
compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1102’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
c.1958 Written off.

History: 94 — 1105

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.
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30.3.1997 Jamestown - Hospital car interior (Chris
Drymalik)

11.1900 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.94, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

1941 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards
compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1105’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 95 — 1103

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

8.1901 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.95, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

1942 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards
compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1103’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 97 — 1104

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

8.1901 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.97, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

1942 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards
compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1104’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
c.1958 Written off.

History: 98

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

8.1901 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.98, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

1942 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards
compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1101’ or ‘1107’.

History: 99 — 1106

Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloons.

1.1902 Entered service as composite side loading
lavatory bogie saloon No.99, seating 14 first and 36
second. Built by the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops.

1941 Rebuilt as suburban side door with guards
compartment, seating 40 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1106’.
- End compartments were converted to extra standing

room.
3.1956 Written off.

6.34 44 foot 1 inch Side Loading Carriage -
‘136’ Type

136 to 141, 145, 162, 164, 169 to 183

Side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 48 passengers. It appears from the plan book that all
the carriages in this number range started life as all first
class.

History: 136

First Class side loader, built by ‘Ashbury Carriage Co’.

10.4.1884 Issued to service as first class car No.136
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1920’s Withdrawn.
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History: 137

First Class side loader, built by ‘Ashbury Carriage Co’.

9.4.1884 Issued to service as first class car No.137
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1920’s Withdrawn.

History: 138

First Class side loader, built by ‘Ashbury Carriage Co’.

9.4.1884 Issued to service as first class car No.138
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1920’s Withdrawn.

History: 139

First Class side loader, built by ‘Ashbury Carriage Co’.

9.4.1884 Issued to service as first class car No.139
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1920’s Withdrawn.

History: 140

First Class side loader, built by ‘Ashbury Carriage Co’.

10.4.1884 Issued to service as first class car No.140
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1920’s Withdrawn.

History: 141

First Class side loader, built by ‘Ashbury Carriage Co’.

9.4.1884 Issued to service as first class car No.141
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1920’s Withdrawn.

History: 145

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

27.1.1887 Issued to service as first class car No.145
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 162

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

29.10.1886 Issued to service as first class car No.162
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 32 first and 20
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 164

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

28.1.1887 Issued to service as first class car No.164
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 32 first and 20
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 169

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

24.4.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.169
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 16 first and 40
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 170

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

6.5.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.170
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 16 first and 40
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1957 Body sold to a holiday camp near Aldinga.

History: 171

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

6.5.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.171
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 16 first and 40
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 172

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

9.12.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.172
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 16 first and 40
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
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History: 173

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

9.12.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.173
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 24 first and 30
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 174

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

9.12.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.174
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 24 first and 30
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 175

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

23.12.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.175
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 16 first and 40
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 176

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

23.12.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.176
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 24 first and 30
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 177

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

23.12.1891 Issued to service as first class car No.177
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 24 first and 30
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1957 Body sold to a holiday camp near Aldinga.

History: 178

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

13.10.1892 Issued to service as first class car No.178
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 24 first and 30
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 179

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

13.10.1892 Issued to service as first class car No.179
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 24 first and 30
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 180

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

13.10.1892 Issued to service as first class car No.180
seating 48 passengers.

- Converted to composite class seating 24 first and 30
second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 181 — OA 37

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

21.10.1892 Issued to service as first class car No.181
seating 48 passengers.

9.1900 Used as Joint Stock car ‘OA 37’.
3.1908 Returned to South Australian Railways,

renumbered 181.
- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

History: 182 — OA 38

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

14.10.1892 Issued to service as first class car No.182
seating 48 passengers.

9.1900 Used as Joint Stock car ‘OA 38’.
3.1908 Returned to South Australian Railways,

renumbered 182.
- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.
1957 Body sold to a holiday camp near Aldinga.
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6.35. 44 foot 1 inch Side Loading Carriage - ‘149’ Type

History: 183 — OA 39

First Class side loader, built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide Locomotive Works.

14.10.1892 Issued to service as first class car No.183
seating 48 passengers.

9.1900 Used as Joint Stock car ‘OA 39‘.
3.1908 Returned to South Australian Railways,

renumbered 183.
- Converted to all second class, seating 60 passengers.

6.35 44 foot 1 inch Side Loading Carriage -
‘149’ Type

149 to 154

First class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriages with
accomodation for 48 passengers. All the carriages were
converted to second class.

History: 149

First class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 48 passengers built by the Adelaide
Locomotive Workshops.

3.10.1885 Issued to service as first class car No.149
seating 48 second class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.

History: 150

First class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 48 passengers built by the Adelaide
Locomotive Workshops.

5.4.1886 Issued to service as first class car No.150
seating 48 second class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.

History: 151

First class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 48 passengers built by the Adelaide
Locomotive Workshops.

8.7.1886 Issued to service as first class car No.151
seating 48 second class passengers.

- Converted to composite seating 16 first and 22 second
class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.

History: 152

First class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 48 passengers built by the Adelaide
Locomotive Workshops.

30.9.1886 Issued to service as first class car No.152
seating 48 second class passengers.

- Converted to composite seating 16 first and 22 second
class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.

History: 153

First class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 48 passengers built by the Adelaide
Locomotive Workshops.

6.9.1886 Issued to service as first class car No.153
seating 48 second class passengers.

- Converted to composite seating 16 first and 22 second
class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.

History: 154

First class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage with
accomodation for 48 passengers built by the Adelaide
Locomotive Workshops.

20.9.1886 Issued to service as first class car No.154
seating 48 second class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.

6.36 44 foot 1 inch Side Loading Carriage -
‘160’ Type

1, 42, 160, 161, 163, 165, 166 to 168, 233 to 238

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriages
with accomodation for 56 passengers.

History: 1

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

11.1893 Issued to service as composite class car No.1
seating 24 first and 30 second class passengers.

History: 42

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

11.1893 Issued to service as composite class car No.42
seating 16 first and 40 second class passengers.

History: 160

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

29.10.1886 Issued to service as composite class car
No.160 seating 32 first and 20 second class
passengers.
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History: 161

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

29.10.1886 Issued to service as composite class car
No.161 seating 32 first and 20 second class
passengers.

1957 Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 163

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

26.11.1886 Issued to service as composite class car
No.163 seating 32 first and 20 second class
passengers.

History: 165

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

28.1.1887 Issued to service as composite class car
No.165 seating 32 first and 20 second class
passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.
1957 Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 166

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

6.5.1891 Issued to service as composite class car No.166
seating 16 first and 40 second class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.
1957 Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 167

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

24.4.1891 Issued to service as composite class car
No.167 seating 16 first and 40 second class
passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.
1957 Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 168

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

6.5.1891 Issued to service as composite class car No.168
seating 16 first and 40 second class passengers.

- Converted to second class seating 60 passengers.

History: 233

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service as composite class V&SAR
joint stock carriage ‘O 6’ seating 32 first and 20
second class passengers.

4.1900 To South Australian Railways and renumbered
233’.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class seating 60
passengers.

18.2.1936 Condemned.

History: 234

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service as composite class V&SAR
joint stock carriage ‘O 7’ seating 32 first and 20
second class passengers.

4.1900 To South Australian Railways and renumbered
234’.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class seating 60
passengers.

3.2.1938 Condemned.

History: 235

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service as composite class V&SAR
joint stock carriage ‘O 8’ seating 32 first and 20
second class passengers.

4.1900 To South Australian Railways and renumbered
235’.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class seating 60
passengers.

3.2.1938 Condemned.

History: 236

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service as composite class V&SAR
joint stock carriage ‘O 10’ seating 32 first and 20
second class passengers.

4.1900 To South Australian Railways and renumbered
236’.

1.7.1929 Converted to second class seating 60
passengers.

18.2.1938 Condemned.

History: 237

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.
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6.37. 49 foot 10 inch Glenelg Carriage with Baggage - ‘208’ Type

22.1.1887 Issued to service as composite class V&SAR
joint stock carriage ‘O 11’ seating 32 first and 20
second class passengers.

4.1900 To South Australian Railways and renumbered
237’.

1.2.1929 Converted to second class seating 60
passengers.

3.2.1938 Condemned.

History: 238

Composite class side loading 44 foot 1 inch carriage built
by the Adelaide locomotive workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service as composite class V&SAR
joint stock carriage ‘O 25’ seating 16 first and 40
second class passengers.

4.1900 To South Australian Railways and renumbered
238’.

1.2.1929 Converted to second class seating 60
passengers.

10.1953 Condemned.

6.37 49 foot 10 inch Glenelg Carriage with
Baggage - ‘208’ Type

208 to 209

End platform saloon cars with a baggage at one end, built
in 1880 for the ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ by ‘Gilbert, Bush &
Co.’ on a Cleminson underframe built by ‘Brown &
Marshalls’. In November 1881 they were purchased by
the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’. The South Australian
Railways purchased the Glenelg railway and all the
rollingstock in 1899.

History: Holdfast Bay Railway 1 — 208

Glenelg first class end platform carriage with baggage at
one end.

1880 Entered service on ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ as first
class car No.1 seating 44 passengers.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘208’.
1929 Condemned.

History: Holdfast Bay Railway 2 — 209

Glenelg first class end platform carriage with baggage at
one end.

1880 Entered service on ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ as first
class car No.2 seating 44 passengers.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘209’.
1929 Condemned.

6.38 49 foot 10 inch Glenelg Carriage - ‘210’
Type

210 to 213

End platform saloon cars built in 1880 for the ‘Holdfast
Bay Railway’ by ‘Gilbert, Bush & Co.’ on a Cleminson
underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’. In November
1881 they were purchased by the ‘Glenelg Railway
Company’. The South Australian Railways purchased the
Glenelg railway and all the rollingstock in 1899.

History: 210 — Holdfast Bay Railway 3

Glenelg first class end platform carriage.

1880 Entered service on ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ as first
class car No.3 seating 60 passengers.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘210’.
1904 Converted to composite, seating 20 first and 40

second class passengers.
1930 Condemned.

History: 211 — Holdfast Bay Railway 4

Glenelg composite class end platform carriage.

1880 Entered service on ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ as first
class car No.4 seating 28 first and 34 second class
passengers.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘211’.
1929 Condemned.

History: 212 — Holdfast Bay Railway 5

Glenelg first class end platform carriage.

1880 Entered service on ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ as first
class car No.5 seating 60 passengers.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘212’.
- Converted to composite.
1930 Condemned.

History: 213 — Holdfast Bay Railway 6

Glenelg first class end platform carriage.

1880 Entered service on ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ as first
class car No.6 seating 60 passengers.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘213’.
1904 Converted to composite, seating 20 first and 40

second class passengers.
1930 Condemned.
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6.39 39 foot 10 inch Glenelg Carriage - ‘214’
Type

214 to 217

End platform saloon cars built in 1879 for the ‘Glenelg &
South Coast Tramway’ by ‘Bristol Wagon’ on a
underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’. They were sold
to the ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’. In November 1881 they
were purchased by the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’. The
South Australian Railways purchased the Glenelg railway
and all the rollingstock in 1899.

History: 214 — Glenelg & South Coast Tramway 1 —
Holdfast Bay Railway 7

Second class end platform carriage.

5.1879 Entered service on ‘Glenelg & South Coast
Tramway’ as second class car No.1.

- Sold to ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ and renumbered as ‘7’.
11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘214’.
5.8.1902 New second class end loading body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
1933 Condemned.

History: 215 — Glenelg & South Coast Tramway 2 —
Holdfast Bay Railway 8

Second class end platform carriage.

5.1879 Entered service on ‘Glenelg & South Coast
Tramway’ as second class car No.2.

- Sold to ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ and renumbered as ‘8’.
11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘215’.
30.7.1902 New second class end loading body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
1933 Condemned.

History: 216 — Glenelg & South Coast Tramway 3 —
Holdfast Bay Railway 9

Second class end platform carriage.

5.1879 Entered service on ‘Glenelg & South Coast
Tramway’ as second class car No.3.

- Sold to ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ and renumbered as ‘9’.
11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘216’.
1904 Converted to composite, seating 20 first and 40

second class passengers.
9.9.1902 New second class end loading body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
1933 Condemned.

History: 217 — Glenelg & South Coast Tramway 4 —
Holdfast Bay Railway 10

Second class end platform carriage.

5.1879 Entered service on ‘Glenelg & South Coast
Tramway’ as second class car No.4.

- Sold to ‘Holdfast Bay Railway’ and renumbered as ‘10’.
11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’.
16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘217’.
1904 Converted to composite, seating 20 first and 40

second class passengers.
13.9.1902 New second class end loading body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
29.9.1933 Condemned.

6.40 39 foot 10 inch Glenelg Carriage - ‘218’
Type

218 to 225

End platform saloon cars built in 1874 for the ‘Adelaide
Glenelg & Suburban Railway Company’. In November
1881 they were purchased by the ‘Glenelg Railway
Company’. The South Australian Railways purchased the
Glenelg railway and all the rollingstock in 1899.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company — Glenelg Railway Company 11 — 218

Second class end platform carriage. Built by ‘Duncan &
Fraser’ on a underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’.

1874 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban
Railway Company’ as second class car.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘11’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘218’.
6.10.1902 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
7.3.1930 Condemned.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company — Glenelg Railway Company 12 — 219

Second class end platform carriage. Built by ‘Duncan &
Fraser’ on a underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’.

1874 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban
Railway Company’ as second class car.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘12’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘219’.
10.10.1902 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
3.1930 Condemned.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company 5 — Glenelg Railway Company 13 — 220

Second class end platform carriage. Underframe built by
‘Brown & Marshalls’. The originaly body had a second
double deck.
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6.41. 40 foot Glenelg Carriage - ‘230’ Type

1873 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban
Railway Company’ as second class double deck car
No.5.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘13’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘220’.
8.11.1902 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
29.9.1933 Condemned.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company 1 — Glenelg Railway Company 14 — 221

Second class end platform carriage. Body built by
‘Cottrell & Son’, underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’.

5.1873 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg &
Suburban Railway Company’ as second class end
platform car No.1.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘14’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘221’.
17.11.1902 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
1933 Condemned.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company 2 — Glenelg Railway Company 15 — 222

Second class end platform carriage. Body built by
‘Cottrell & Son’, underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’.

5.1873 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg &
Suburban Railway Company’ as second class end
platform car No.2.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘15’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘222’.
19.12.1902 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
29.9.1933 Condemned.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company 3 — Glenelg Railway Company 16 — 223

Second class end platform carriage. Body built by
‘Cottrell & Son’, underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’.

5.1873 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg &
Suburban Railway Company’ as second class end
platform car No.3.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘16’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘223’.
23.12.1902 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
29.9.1933 Condemned.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company 4 — Glenelg Railway Company 17 — 224

Second class end platform carriage. Body built by
‘Cottrell & Son’, underframe built by ‘Brown & Marshalls’.

5.1873 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg &
Suburban Railway Company’ as second class end
platform car No.4.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘17’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘224’.
7.2.1903 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
29.9.1933 Condemned.

History: Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway
Company — Glenelg Railway Company 18 — 225

Second class end platform carriage. Body built by
‘Duncan & Fraser’, underframe built by ‘Brown &
Marshalls’.

5.1873 Entered service on ‘Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban
Railway Company’ as second class end platform car.

11.1881 To the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ and
renumbered ‘18’.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘225’.
7.2.1903 New second class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 48 passengers.
29.9.1933 Condemned.

6.41 40 foot Glenelg Carriage - ‘230’ Type

230 to 232

End platform saloon cars built in 1898 by the ‘Glenelg
Railway Company’. A Cleminson underframe built by
‘Brown & Marshalls’ was used with the body being
constructed by the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’. The
South Australian Railways purchased the Glenelg railway
and all the rollingstock in 1899.

History: Glenelg Railway Company 27 — 230

Glenelg first class 40 foot end platform carriage.

4.1898 Entered service on ‘Glenelg Railway Company’
as first class car No.27 seating 52 passengers.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘230’.
1929 Condemned.

History: Glenelg Railway Company 28 — 231

Glenelg first class 40 foot end platform carriage.

8.1898 Entered service on ‘Glenelg Railway Company’
as first class car No.28 seating 52 passengers.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘231’.
1929 Condemned.
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History: Glenelg Railway Company 29 — 232

Glenelg first class 40 foot end platform carriage.

1898 Entered service on ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ as
first class car No.29 seating 52 passengers.

16.12.1899 Sold to the S.A.R. and renumbered ‘232’.
1929 Condemned.

6.42 47 foot 1 inch Side Loading Carriage -
‘241’ Type

8, 16, 28, 30, 41, 48, 241, 242

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriages with accomodation
for 66 passengers. It appears from the plan book that all
the carriages in this number range started life as all
composite class and were then all converted to second
class.

History: 8

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

25.6.1908 Issued to service as composite class car No.8
seating 16 first and 50 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class.
3.1956 Withdrawn.

History: 16

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

25.6.1908 Issued to service as composite class car No.16
seating 16 first and 50 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class.

History: 28

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

8.1908 Issued to service as composite class car No.28
seating 16 first and 50 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class.
8.1958 Withdrawn.

History: 30

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

8.1908 Issued to service as composite class car No.30
seating 16 first and 50 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class.
3.1956 Withdrawn.

History: 41

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

6.1913 Issued to service as composite class car No.41
seating 16 first and 50 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class.

History: 48

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

8.1908 Issued to service as composite class car No.48
seating 16 first and 50 second class passengers.

- Converted to all second class.

History: 241

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

13.7.1905 Issued to service as composite class car
No.241 seating 16 first and 50 second class
passengers.

- Converted to all second class.
3.1956 Withdrawn.

History: 242

Side loading 47 foot 1 inch carriage with accomodation
for 66 passengers.

13.7.1905 Issued to service as composite class car
No.242 seating 16 first and 50 second class
passengers.

- Converted to all second class.

6.43 49 foot Side Loading First Class
Lavatory Saloon - ‘243’ Type

243 to 248, 281 to 287

49 foot Side Loading First Class Lavatory Saloons.

History: 243 — 1005

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 passengers.

5.7.1904 Built Islington as side loading car ‘243’.
1927 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.

Now seats 60 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1005’.
c.1953 Written off.
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6.43. 49 foot Side Loading First Class Lavatory Saloon - ‘243’ Type

History: 244 — 1001

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

5.7.1904 Built Islington as side loading car ‘244’.
1927 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.

Now seats 60 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1001’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 245

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

22.9.1904 Built Islington as side loading car ‘245’.
4.1948 Converted to second class seating 54

passengers.[dc]
14.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

History: 246 — 1002

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

22.9.1904 Built Islington as side loading car ‘246’.
1927 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.

Now seats 60 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1002’.
1957 Written off.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 247

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

20.12.1904 Built Islington as side loading car ‘247’.
- Converted to second class seating 54 passengers.[dc]
17.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

History: 248 — 1006

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

20.12.1904 Built Islington as side loading car ‘248’.
1926 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.

Now seats 60 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1006’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 281 — 1003

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

1.7.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘281’.
1927 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.

Now seats 60 second class passengers.

c.1950 Renumbered ‘1003’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 282

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

1.7.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘282’.
21.12.1931 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
22.8.1939 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
4.1948 Converted to second class seating 54

passengers.[dc]
13.11.1956 Withdrawn.[dc]
1957 Written off.
- Body sold Holiday Camp near Aldinga.

History: 283 — EC 140

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

1.7.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘282’.
4.19.1936 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
18.9.1940 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
22.8.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 140’.

History: 284 — 1004

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 passengers.

1.7.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘284’.
1928 Toilets removed to created extra standing room.

Now seats 60 second class passengers.
c.1950 Renumbered ‘1004’.
3.1956 Written off.

History: 285 — EC 141

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

20.8.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘285’.
4.12.1936 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
28.10.1941 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
29.6.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 141’.

History: 286 — EC 145

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

20.8.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘286’.
2.5.1936 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
1.7.1937 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
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10.1942 Converted to all second class seating 54
passengers.[dc]

3.1946 Returned to first class.[dc]
29.6.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 145’.

History: 287 — EC 152

Side loading first class lavatory carriage passenger car,
49 foot long, seating 42 first class passengers.

20.8.1910 Built Islington as side loading car ‘287’.
19.12.1932 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
19.7.1937 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
29.6.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 152’.

6.44 39 foot 10 inch Glenelg Carriage - ‘249’
Type

249 to 252

End platform saloon cars built on the underframes of old
Glenelg excursion carriages that had been originally built
for the ‘Glenelg Railway Company’. The South Australian
Railways purchased the Glenelg railway and all the
rollingstock in 1899.

History: 249 — Cinema Instruction car

Composite class end-loading bogie carriage, Glenelg
type, 48 passengers. Built by South Australian Railways
loco dept on the underframe of and old Glenelg
excursion carriage in 1903.

- Entered service on ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ an
excursion car.

16.12.1899 Sold to the South Australian Railways.
- Renumbered ‘249’.
5.1903 New compsite class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 24 first and 24 second class
passengers.

- Converted to second class, 48 passengers.
- Rebuilt as the Cinema instruction car.

History: 250

Composite class end-loading bogie carriage, Glenelg
type, 48 passengers. Built by South Australian Railways
loco dept on the underframe of and old Glenelg
excursion carriage in 1903.

- Entered service on ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ an
excursion car.

16.12.1899 Sold to the South Australian Railways.
- Renumbered ‘250’.

5.1903 New compsite class end platform body built at
Islington, seating 24 first and 24 second class
passengers.

- Converted to second class, 48 passengers.

History: 251

Composite class end-loading bogie carriage, Glenelg
type, 48 passengers. Built by South Australian Railways
loco dept on the underframe of and old Glenelg
excursion carriage in 1903.

- Entered service on ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ an
excursion car.

16.12.1899 Sold to the South Australian Railways.
- Renumbered ‘251’.
5.1903 New compsite class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 24 first and 24 second class
passengers.

- Converted to second class, 48 passengers.

History: 252

Composite class end-loading bogie carriage, Glenelg
type, 48 passengers. Built by South Australian Railways
loco dept on the underframe of and old Glenelg
excursion carriage in 1903.

- Entered service on ‘Glenelg Railway Company’ an
excursion car.

16.12.1899 Sold to the South Australian Railways.
- Renumbered ‘252’.
5.1903 New compsite class end platform body built at

Islington, seating 24 first and 24 second class
passengers.

- Converted to second class, 48 passengers.

6.45 47 foot 1 inch Side Loading Lavatory
Carriage - ‘288’ Type

288 to 297

Side Loading 47 foot 1 inch Lavatory Carriage with
accomodation for 54 second class passengers.

History: 288 — EC 138

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

23.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.288
seating 54 passengers.

16.12.1920 Converted to composite, 14 first and 36
second class.[dc]

- Converted back to all second class.[dc]
3.4..1939 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
22.8.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways in and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 138’.
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6.45. 47 foot 1 inch Side Loading Lavatory Carriage - ‘288’ Type

History: 289 — EC 142

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

23.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.289
seating 54 passengers.

11.5.1937 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
22.8.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways in and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 142’.

History: 290

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

21.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.290
seating 54 passengers.

14.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

6th April 2008,Peterborough - Steamtown - NEC143 camp
car (Chris Drymalik)

History: 291 — EC 143

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

21.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.291
seating 54 passengers.

16.12.1920 Converted to composite 14 first and 36
second class.[dc]

29.5.1936 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
2.1960 Stored Penfield.[dc]
22.8.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways in and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 143’.

History: 292 — EC 154

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

23.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.292
seating 54 passengers.

19.5.1936 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
24.3.1937 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
22.8.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways in and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 154’.

History: 293

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

21.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.290
seating 54 passengers.

7.1946 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
14.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

28th December 2003,Behind the Scenes Weekend -
interior 294 (Chris Drymalik)
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28th December 2003,National Railway Museum - Port Adelaide - 294 (Chris Drymalik)

16th December 2006,National Railway Museum - Port
Adelaide - Dog Box 294 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 294

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

21.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.290
seating 54 passengers.

16.12.1920 Altered to composite seating 14 first and 36
second class passengers.

1.7.1929 Returned to all second class.
29.5.1936 Electric light fitted.
20.3.1940 Auto couplers fitted.
8.1956 To Tailem Bend as accident rain riding car.[dc]
28.3.1966 Condemned.
- Partially rebuilt for use on the Tailem Bend accident

Train.
7.11.1966 To the Mile End Railway Museum.
22.12.1988 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: 295 — EC 153

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.
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6.46. 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Bogie Goods Brake Van - Type ‘1’ Brake Van

23.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.291
seating 54 passengers.

3.8.1936 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
5.12.1941 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
22.8.1961 Withdrawn.[dc]
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways in and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 153’.

History: 296

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

23.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.296
seating 54 passengers.

29.5.1936 Gas lights converted to electric.[dc]
2.12.1939 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
10.1942 Withdrawn.[dc]

History: 297

Second class side loading 47 foot 1 inch lavatory carriage
with accomodation for 54 passengers built at the
Islington Workshops.

23.12.1910 Issued to service as second class car No.297
seating 54 passengers.

14.3.1940 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
14.11.1958 Withdrawn.[dc]

Brake Vans

6.46 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Bogie Goods Brake Van -

Type ‘1’ Brake Van

1, 3, 5, 9, 18, 23, 30, 39, 46, 913, 915, 923, 950, 973,
977, 1021, 1025, 2318 to 2321, 3534 to 3550, 4059,
4062 to 4081, 4092 to 4094

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons freight and 20
passengers.

History: 1

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1895 Entered service.

History: 3

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1895 Entered service.

History: 5

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1895 Entered service.

History: 9

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1895 Entered service.

History: 18

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1900 Entered service.

History: 23

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1909 Entered service.

History: 30

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1909 Entered service.

History: 39

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1909 Entered service.

History: 46

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1909 Entered service.

History: 913

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1910 Entered service.
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History: 915

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1910 Entered service.

History: 923

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1910 Entered service.

History: 950

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1910 Entered service.

History: 973

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1911 Entered service.

History: 977

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1911 Entered service.

History: 1021

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1911 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 1025

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1911 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 2318

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1910 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 2319

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1910 Entered service.

History: 2320

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1910 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 2321

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

9.1910 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 3434

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.

History: 3535

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 3536

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.
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6.46. 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Bogie Goods Brake Van - Type ‘1’ Brake Van

History: 3537

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 3538

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.

History: 3539

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 3540

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.

History: 3541

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.

History: 3542

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.

History: 3543

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1915 Entered service.

History: 3544

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1915 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 3545

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1915 Entered service.

History: 3546

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1915 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 3547

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1915 Entered service.

History: 3548

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1915 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 3549

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1915 Entered service.

History: 3550

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

10.1915 Entered service.
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History: 4059

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

- Entered service.

History: 4062

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.

History: 4063

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.

History: 4064

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.

History: 4065

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4066

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

11.1916 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4067

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

11.1916 Entered service.

History: 4068

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

11.1916 Entered service.
3.1967 Written off.

History: 4069

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

11.1916 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4070

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4071

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.

History: 4072

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
3.1967 Written off.

History: 4073

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.

History: 4074 — GB 40

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
1975 To State Transport Authority of South Australia.
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6.46. 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Bogie Goods Brake Van - Type ‘1’ Brake Van

28.12.1986 Keswick GB40 (Chris Drymalik)

28.12.1986 GB40 Mt Barker to Strathalbyn (Chris
Drymalik)

- Allocated to SteamRanger.
- Renumbered ‘GB 40’.
- Transferred to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: 4075

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4076

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4077

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4078

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4079

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4080

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

History: 4081

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

5.1919 Entered service.

History: 4092

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

8.1919 Entered service.

History: 4093

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

8.1919 Entered service.
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History: 4094

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
each end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built
Islington Workshops.

8.1919 Entered service.
9.1968 Written off.

6.47 32 foot 1 inch Passenger Brake Van -
Type ‘2’ Brake Van

2, 14, 43, 47, 49, 68, 83, 108, 144

History: 2

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

2.1904 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.

History: 14

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

28.2.1896 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.

History: 43

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

2.1896 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.

History: 47

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

2.1896 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.

History: 49

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

2.1896 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.

History: 68

See ‘Joint Stock O 24’ (page 453).

History: 83

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

2.1904 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.

History: 108

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

2.1904 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.
3.1956 Withdrawn.

History: 144

Bogie passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

27.10.1886 Entered service.
- Fitted with end door.

6.48 25 foot Passenger Brake Van - Type ‘6’
Brake Van

6, 10

Six wheel passenger brake van, seats 4 passengers. Load
6 tons.

History: 6

Six wheel passenger brake van, seats 4 passengers. Load
6 tons.

12.1874 Entered service.

History: 10

Six wheel passenger brake van, seats 4 passengers. Load
6 tons.

- Entered service.

6.49 25 foot Passenger Brake Van - Type ‘22’
Brake Van

22, 82, 109 to 111, 122, 123

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Load 6 tons.

History: 22

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Built Adelaide
Loco Workshops.

12.5.1883 Entered service.
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6.50. 19 foot Passenger Brake Van - Type ‘33’ Brake Van

History: 82

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Built Adelaide
Loco Workshops.

12.1880 Entered service.

History: 109

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Built Adelaide
Loco Workshops.

27.4.1882 Entered service.

History: 110

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Built Adelaide
Loco Workshops.

18.5.1882 Entered service.
- Converted to sleeping van No.4332 for maintenance

department.

History: 111

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Built Adelaide
Loco Workshops.

9.5.1882 Entered service.

History: 122

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Built Adelaide
Loco Workshops.

25.8.1883 Entered service.

History: 123

Six wheel composite passenger brake van. Built Adelaide
Loco Workshops.

25.8.1883 Entered service.

6.50 19 foot Passenger Brake Van - Type ‘33’
Brake Van

33 to 36, 118 to 121

Four wheel passenger brake van.

History: 33

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

1870 Entered service.

History: 34

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

1870 Entered service.

History: 35

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

1871 Entered service.
- Fitted with a mail compartment.

History: 36

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

1871 Entered service.
- Fitted with a mail compartment.

History: 118

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

29.9.1883 Entered service.

History: 119

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

8.11.1883 Entered service.

History: 120

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

8.11.1883 Entered service.

History: 121

Four wheel passenger brake van. Built Adelaide Loco
Workshops.

24.1.1884 Entered service.

6.51 21 foot 6 inch Composite Passenger
Brake Van - Type ‘44’ Brake Van

44, 45

Four wheel composite passenger brake van, seating 18
passengers. Load 8 tons.
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History: 44

Four wheel composite passenger brake van, seating 18
passengers.

- Entered service.
c.1890 Rebuilt with Mansard roof, including cupola.

History: 45

Four wheel composite passenger brake van, seating 18
passengers.

- Entered service.
c.1890 Rebuilt with Mansard roof, including cupola.

6.52 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Bogie Goods Brake Van -

Type ‘50’ Brake Van

50, 100, 103, 124

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
one end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons freight and 10
passengers.

History: 50

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
one end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built Islington
Workshops.

12.1913 Entered service.

History: 100

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
one end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built Islington
Workshops.

12.1913 Entered service.

History: 103

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
one end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built Islington
Workshops.

12.1913 Entered service.

History: 124

Standard goods brake van with passenger compartment
one end and a centre cupola. Load 8 tons. Built Islington
Workshops.

12.1913 Entered service.
12.1963 Written off.

6.53 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Bogie Goods Brake Van -

Type ‘154’ Brake Van

154, 164

Goods brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight.

History: 154

Goods brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight.

9.1905 Entered service.

History: 164

Goods brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight.

9.1905 Entered service.

6.54 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Bogie Passenger Brake

Van - Type ‘256’ Brake Van

256, 257, 392 to 396, 424, 449, 450

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight.

History: 256

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built S.A.R. Loco.

21.12.1906 Entered service.
- Fitted with end doors.

History: 257

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built S.A.R. Loco.

21.12.1906 Entered service.
- Fitted with end doors.

History: 392

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service.

History: 393

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service.
3.1967 Withdrawn.
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6.55. 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Travelling Station Master’s Office - Type ‘389’ Brake Van

History: 394

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service.
3.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 395

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service.
3.1967 Withdrawn.
6.9.1971 Condemned.

History: 396

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service.
3.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 424

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

8.3.1916 Entered service.

History: 449

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

30.8.1919 Entered service.
3.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 450

Passenger brake van with a centre cupola. Load 8 tons
freight. Built Islington Workshops.

30.8.1919 Entered service.
3.1967 Withdrawn.

6.55 36 foot 5 1
2 inch Travelling Station

Master’s Office - Type ‘389’ Brake Van

389 to 391

36 foot 5 1
2 inch bogie passenger brake van converted to

Travelling Station Master’s Office. Built Islington
Workshops.

History: 389

36 foot 5 1
2 inch bogie passenger brake van converted to

Travelling Station Master’s Office. Built Islington
Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service as passenger brake.
- Converted to Travelling Station Master’s Office.
- Converted back to Passenger Brake.
3.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 390

36 foot 5 1
2 inch bogie passenger brake van converted to

Travelling Station Master’s Office. Built Islington
Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service as passenger brake.
- Converted to Travelling Station Master’s Office.
- Converted back to Passenger Brake.
6.1961 Withdrawn.

History: 391

36 foot 5 1
2 inch bogie passenger brake van converted to

Travelling Station Master’s Office. Built Islington
Workshops.

6.11.1914 Entered service as passenger brake.
- Converted to Travelling Station Master’s Office.
- Converted back to Passenger Brake.
- Fitted out with a power generating set for use with the

‘Murray’ (page 524)

6.56 60 foot Long Tom Passenger Brake -
‘275’ Type

275 to 277, 305 to 312, 487

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan.

History: 275

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

23.12.1912 Entered service.
4.7.1939 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
11.1945 Anti-collision beams fitted.[dc]
4.1966 Written off.

History: 276 — Centenary Limited Brake

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

23.12.1912 Entered service.
28.5.1937 Auto couplers fitted.
1936 Used on the ‘Centenary Limited’, but later replace

by ‘377’.
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28th December 2003,National Railway Museum - Port
Adelaide - ‘Behind the Scenes Weekend’ - brake 276
(Chris Drymalik)

27th November 2001,Interior brake 276 (Chris Drymalik)

29.11.1965 Condemned.
21.1.1966 To Mile End Railway Museum.
8.12.1988 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: 277

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

23.12.1912 Entered service.
3.5.1938 Auto couplers fitted.[dc]
27.7.1965 Condemned.

History: 305

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

23.12.1913 Entered service.
10.3.1960 Condemned after rear end collision at Port

Pirie.

History: 306 — Centenary Limited Brake

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

14.14.1913 Entered service.
1936 Used on the ‘Centenary Limited’, but later replace

by ‘377’.
28.10.1966 Condemned.

History: 307

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

14.14.1913 Entered service.
11.1964 Issued painted regal red to match ‘AD’ type cars

used on the Port Pirie line.
28.10.1966 Condemned.

History: 308

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

14.14.1913 Entered service.
18.11.1965 Condemned.

History: 309

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

14.4.1913 Entered service.
28.10.1966 Condemned.

History: 310

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

6.6.1913 Entered service.
5.1.1966 Condemned.

History: 311

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

6.6.1913 Entered service.
28.10.1966 Condemned.

History: 312

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

6.1913 Entered service.
4.1966 Condemned.
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6.57. S.A.R. Webb Caboose Brake Vans

History: 487

60 foot twelve wheel passenger bogie brakevan, load 20
tons, built by Islington Workshops.

22.9.1923 Entered service.
12.1965 Condemned.

6.57 S.A.R. Webb Caboose Brake Vans

4352 to 4391

Broad gauge 35 ft. Webb Caboose Brake Vans built at the
Islington Workshops. The standard bodies of these vans
where 9 ft. 2 in. wide, 12 ft 6 in. high and 35 ft long. Vns
4384 to 4391 where built on narrow gauge underframes.

History: 4352 — FRT 19

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

13.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

28.3.1966 Withdrawn. [hw]
11.4.1936 Altered to sleeping van [hw]
6.1966 scrapped [hw]
5.3.1970 Underframe used on FRT 19 [hw]

History: 4353 — ESV 8125

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

13.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.1935 Altered. [jb]
4.1936 Restored as Guards van. [jb]
10.1945 Fitted with electric light. [jb]
7.1953 Fitted Heating stove. [jb]
4.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
14.6.1963 Underframe placed under ESV 8125 [hw]
6.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.

History: 4354

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

13.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.3.1960 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4355 — FRT 3

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

13.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.1936 To Accident van, Tailem Bend [hw]
12.3.1963 Withdrawn. [hw]
13.4.1965 Scrapped. [hw]
- To FRT 3 [hw]

History: 4356 — FRT 12

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

13.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

7.1958 To employees sleeping van [hw]
2.9.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]
19.2.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
- To FRT 12 [hw]

History: 4357

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.1932 Altered to maintenance van [jb]
1940 Altered to guards van [jb]
23.2.1954 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4358 — ESV 8126

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.1932 Altered to maintenance vav [jb]
1944 Became weighbridge van, Murray Bridge [hw]
1959 restored to guards van [jb]
4.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
14.5.1963 Scrapped. [hw]
5.1963 Underframe to ESV 8126 [hw]
5.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.

4.1985,ESV 8127 Bridgewater (Chris Drymalik)

History: 4359 — ESV 8127

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]
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7.1953 Fitted electric light and heating stove [jb]
11.1961 Burnt in fire at Gillman [jb]
10.5.1963 Withdrawn. [hw]
13.12.1961 Scrapped. [hw]
5.1963 Body demolished,underframe to ESV 8127 [hw]
5.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.

History: 4360

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

3.10.1961 Withdrawn. [hw]
- Body demolished, underframe retained. [hw]

History: 4361

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.5.1960 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4362

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

13.5.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.1936 Altered to sleeping van [jb]
2.1958 To Signalling & Telegraph Engineer. [jb]
2.9.1968 Scrapped. [hw]

History: 4363 — FRT 20

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

12.11.1932 Altered to maintaintenance van (CE) [hw]
1947 4 Windows each side [hw]
29.12.1965 Withdrawn. [hw]
3.3.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
1970 To FRT 20 [hw]

History: 4364 — FRT 18

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.1932 Altered to maintenance sleeping van. [jb]
1959? Painted yellow [hw]
2.9.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]
5.3.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
1970 To FRT 18 [hw]

History: 4365

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.1936 Withdrawn. [hw]
4.1936 Altered to sleeping van [jb]
2.9.1968 Scrapped. [hw]
17.10.1968 To Mile End Railway Museum [hw]
- Destroyed by fire in vandal attack [hw]

History: 4366 — ESV 8128

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
15.5.1963 Scrapped. [hw]
5.1963 Underframe used for Employee Sleeping Van

8128 [hw]
5.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.

History: 4367

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

5.1936 Rebuilt as employees camp van [jb]
2.9.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]

Scrapped. [hw]
8.10.1967 To Mile End Railway Museum. [hw]
22.12.1988 To Port Dock Railway Museum [hw]

History: 4368 — FRT 17

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.1935 Altered [jb]
5.1936 Restored as guards van. [jb]
4.1948 Altered to employees sleeping van [jb]
6.1951 Restored to guards van. [jb]
2.9.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]
5.3.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
1970 To FRT 17 [hw]

History: 4369

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.1932 Altered to maintenance sleeping van [jb]
12.1938 Altered to weighbridge van [jb]
24.9.1959 Withdrawn. [hw]
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6.57. S.A.R. Webb Caboose Brake Vans

History: 4370 — FRT 14

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.1936 Rebuilt as employees camp van [jb]
7.1950 Fitted with electric light. [jb]
- Two doors each side possibly added as an alteration

[hw]
2.9.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]
19.2.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
1970 To FRT 14 [hw]

History: 4371

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

26.6.1925 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

3/10.1961 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4372 — FRT 109

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

19.7.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

28.3.1966 Withdrawn. [hw]
19.2.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
1970 To FRT 10 [hw]

History: 4373 — ESV 8129

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

19.7.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.3.1960 Withdrawn. [hw]
23.5.1963 Scrapped. [hw]
5.1963 Underframe used for Employee Sleeping Van

8129 [hw]
5.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.

History: 4374

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

19.7.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

29.4.1960 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4375

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

27.7.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

29.4.1960 Withdrawn. [hw]

25.5.1986 Hamley Bridge ESV8133 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 4376 — ESV 8133

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

27.7.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
11.6.1963 Scrapped. [hw]
6.1963 Underframe used for Employee Sleeping Van

8133 [hw]
6.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.

History: 4377 — FRT 13

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

29.7.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

8.1945 Altered to sleeping van [hw]
7.1947 Fitted with 2 berth and workshop - 4 windows

on each side [hw]
25.2.1966 Withdrawn. [hw]
19.2.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
1970 To FRT 13 [hw]

History: 4378 — ESV 8130

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

2.8.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. - 3 window version
original.[hw]

4.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
29.5.1963 Scrapped. [hw]
- Underframe used for Employee Sleeping Van 8130

[hw]
5.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.

History: 4379

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
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12.8.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.3.1960 Withdrawn. [hw]
Scrapped. [hw]

History: 4380

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

9.9.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

14.9.1962 Originally condemned, but reinstated. [hw]
12.3.1963 To departmental stock. [hw]
23.1.1976 Withdrawn - Last used as part of Mt Gambier

Accident Train. [hw]

History: 4381

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.

9.9.1926 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

11.3.1960 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4382 — FRT 11

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
This Caboose had 2 windows + double doors on side and
tanks on Roof.

15.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van.[hw]

8.7.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]
19.2.1970 Scrapped. [hw]
1970 To FRT 11 [hw]

28.1.1996 Port Dock - ESV 8131 painted orange (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 4383 — ESV 8131

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Only 2 windows on side, steel bracing, plain above end
platform.

28.1.1996 Port Dock - ESV 8131 painted orange (Chris
Drymalik)

15.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
7.6.1963 Scrapped. [hw]
6.1963 To ESV 8131 [hw]
6.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.
4.5.1990 Purchased by Port Dock Station Railway

Museum

History: 4384 — FRT 5

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two Doors on side.

15.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

20.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
13.4.1965 Scrapped. [hw]
1965 To FRT 5 [hw]

History: 4385 — FRT 21

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two doors on side.

15.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

1970 To FRT 21 [jb]

History: 4386 — ESV 8132

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two doors on side.

15.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

4.9.1962 Withdrawn. [hw]
5.6.1963 Scrapped. [hw]
6.1963 To employees sleeping van 8132 [hw]
6.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees

sleeping van.
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6.58. S.A.R. 4400 Class Composite Wooden Brake Vans

History: 4387

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two doors on side.

15.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

- Damaged at Dorrien [hw]
6.6.1970 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4388 — FRT 1

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two doors on side.

22.2.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

28.2.1963 Withdrawn. [hw]
13.4.1965 Scrapped. [hw]
- To FRT 1 [hw]

History: 4389 — FRT 4

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two doors on side.

22.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

24.10.1963 Withdrawn. [hw]
13.4.1965 Scrapped. [hw]
- To FRT 4 [hw]

History: 4390 — FRT 7

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two doors on side.

23.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

24.10.1963 Withdrawn. [hw]
13.4.1965 Scrapped. [hw]
- To FRT 7 [hw]

History: 4391 — FRT 6

Webb Caboose Brake Van built at Islington Workshops.
Narrow-gauge underframe. Two doors on side.

23.6.1928 Entered service as broad gauge 35 ft. Webb
Caboose Brake Van. [hw]

28.2.1963 Withdrawn. [hw]
13.4.1965 Scrapped. [hw]
- To FRT 6 [hw]

6.58 S.A.R. 4400 Class Composite Wooden
Brake Vans

4400 to 4421

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

24.2.2005,Peterborough -Steamtown - PWA14 (Chris
Drymalik)

24.2.2005,Peterborough -Steamtown - PWA14 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 4400 — PWA 14

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

3.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
3.8.1970 Withdrawn. [hw]
27.10.1972 Became PWA14. [hw]

History: 4401

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

4.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
7.8.1972 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4402

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.
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3.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
7.8.1972 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4403

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

3.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
21.9.1977 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4404

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

5.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
7.8.1972 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4405 — PWA 15

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

5.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
3.8.1970 Withdrawn. [hw]
6.11.1972 Became PWA15. [hw]

History: 4406

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

5.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
17.6.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]

11.6.1986 PWA16 car Tintinara (Chris Drymalik)

History: 4407 — PWA 16

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

6.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
9.7.1971 Withdrawn. [hw]
6.7.1973 Became PWA 16. [hw]

History: 4408 — PWA 18

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

6.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
3.8.1970 Withdrawn. [hw]
5.3.1973 Became PWA18. [hw]

History: 4409

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

6.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
15.10.1969 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4410 — PWA 19

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

12.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
3.8.1970 Withdrawn. [hw]
4.4.1973 Became PWA19. [hw]

History: 4411 — FRT 16

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

12.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
17.6.1968 Withdrawn. [hw]
5.3.1970 Converted to FRT 16. [hw]

History: 4412

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

12.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
7.8.1972 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4413

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

12.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
21.9.1977 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4414 — PWA 17

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

12.1954 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
9.9.1971 Withdrawn. [hw]
6.7.1973 Became PWA 17. [hw]
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6.59. 41 foot Composite Post Office Van - ‘24’ Type

History: 4415

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

6.1955 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
23.9.1974 Withdrawn. [hw]

. [hw]

History: 4416

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

8.1955 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
7.8.1972 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4417

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

8.1955 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
21.9.1977 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4418

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

8.1955 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
7.8.1972 Withdrawn. [hw]

History: 4419

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

10.1955 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
7.8.1972 Withdrawn. [hw]

18.6.2005,Brakevan 4420 being rebuilt at Goolwa depot
(Paul Quinn)

18.6.2005,former goods section of 4420 at Goolwa (Paul
Quinn)

History: 4420

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

10.1955 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
24.10.1977 Withdrawn. [hw]
20.12.1977 To SteamRanger

History: 4421

Wooden Composite Brake Vans Built at Islington
Workshops.

8.1955 Built Islington as Composite Brake Van.
21.9.1977 Withdrawn. [hw]

Miscellaneous

6.59 41 foot Composite Post Office Van - ‘24’
Type

24 to 26

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers. Load 6 tons.

History: 24

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers. Load 6 tons.

6.1894 Entered service.
- Converted to produce van ‘3980’.

History: 25

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers. Load 6 tons.
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6.1894 Entered service.
- Converted to sleeping van ‘3978’.

History: 26

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers. Load 6 tons.

6.1894 Entered service.
- Converted to produce van ‘3981’.

6.60 41 foot Composite Post Office Van -
‘302’ Type

24 to 26

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers built at the Islington Workshops of the South
Australian Railways. Load 6 tons.

History: 302

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers. Load 6 tons.

6.1914 Entered service as Post Office bogie mail van
with 2nd class compartment seating 20 passengers.

History: 303

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers. Load 6 tons.

6.1914 Entered service as Post Office bogie mail van
with 2nd class compartment seating 20 passengers.

- Rebuilt Signalling and Telegraph Engineer Sleeping
car.

History: 304

41 foot bogie composite post office van, seating 20
passengers. Load 6 tons.

6.1914 Entered service as Post Office bogie mail van
with 2nd class compartment seating 20 passengers.

6.61 Eye Sight Testing Car

History: 185 — Eye Sight Testing Car

Car No.185 entered service as a one-off 41 foot long first
class saloon bogie lavatory carriage seating 17
passengers in two compartments. It was converted to an
eye sight testing car in 1915.

8.8.1895 Entered service as a first class saloon bogie
lavatory carriage.

3.8.1915 Converted to Eye Sight Testing Car.

6.62 35 foot 1 inch Ambulance Bogie
Carriage

253

Built at the Islington Workshops as an Ambulance
carriage. The body was 32 foot long, 9 foot wide and
12 foot 0 1

2 inches high consisting of three compartments.

It was later converted to a vision testing car.

History: 253 — Ambulance Carriage — Vision testing
car

10.8.1905 Entered service as Ambulance car No.253.
1953 Rebuilt as a Vision testing car.

6.63 South Australian Railways Narrow
Gauge Carriages

General Information

The South Australian Railway narrow gauge passenger
rollingstock was all built before 1920, although many
vehicles were updated after this, giving them new
interiors and seating arrangements.

The earliest cars to operate on narrow gauge were four
wheel vehicles that were later followed by 6 wheel
‘Cleminson’ type radial underframe cars. As new cars
were introduced the older cars were converted to post
office vans and workmans cars, many of which lasted
until the end of South Australian Railway narrow gauge.
The most probable reason for the lack of new passenger
rollingstock on the narrow gauge was the gradual
reduction in operating miles caused by conversion of
narrow gauge lines to broad gauge and the transfer of the
North Australia and Central Australia Railway to the
Commonwealth.

The South Australian Railway did not use a classification
system for its narrow gauge cars, instead issuing each car
with the next unused road number. During 1953 a partial
classification system was undertaken, mainly for seat
reservations, similar to that used with broad gauge cars.
Similar types of cars would all be allocated a sequential
number in the same series.

Cars built prior to 1882 had a simple radiused roof, after
this Mansard roofs were fitted to all new cars except for
Alberga, Coonatto and Nilpena which all had elliptical
roof. The Mansard roof cars were known as ‘American
type’, carriages. End platforms and ground loading steps
were fitted to all cars as the only raised platforms on the
narrow gauge system was at ‘break of gauge’ stations.

All the passenger carriages in service on trains working
between Terowie and Broken Hill had a section of the
canopy at each end removed in 1968. The section is on
one side, and is that side which faces south in the
Peterborough Station yard. It was necessary because of
the new Peterborough Station platform being used by
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narrow gauge trains. The platform is so high that had the
cars not been altered, only midgets would have avoided
bumping their heads on the canopy as they entered the
cars.

Short Toms

All the 31 foot 6 inch cars, sometimes known as Short
Toms, have a similar appearance, representing several
variations of the same theme. The main external
difference between the various type is the arrangement
of the windows and the location of water tanks if present.
The bogies of all cars are of similar appearance, but the
wheelbase varies, being 4 foot 6 inch for early cars and
5 foot for later built vehicles.

Short Toms American Type

Built between 1883 and 1895, the these cars were the first
narrow gauge cars of the South Australian Railway to be
built with a ‘Mansard’ type roof. They were referred to by
the railways as ‘American type’ carriages.

The first of these cars did not have any lavatories and
were divided into three compartments, one first class
and two second. Longitudinal seats were fitted to the
first and second class compartment located either end,
with the central second class compartment being fitted
with transverse seats for use by ladies or smokers.
Capacity was approximately 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

A total of 36 cars (Nos. 4, 43 to 50, 65 to 75, 86 to 90, 94,
95, 115 to 118, 124, 125, 137, 138 to 143) were
constructed. The first two cars, Nos 4 and 43, only had
two compartments, both fitted with longitudinal seating.
Between 1908 and 1913, all these cars were fitted with
electric light in place of oil, Westinghouse air brakes and
through communication from one car to another on the
end platforms

Long Toms

The 50 foot cars formed the backbone of the main-line
service from Terowie to Broken Hill, and the South East
line from Wolseley to Mount Gambier. These cars were
known as Long Toms.

A total of 34 cars were built between 1911 and 1920 at the
Islington Workshops, their original numbers being 177 to
197, 207 and 208, 212 and 222. As originally built all cars
had end platforms and ground loading steps, Mansard
type roofs, the interiors were divided into two
compartments with two lavatories between them in the
centre of the car. Seats were arranged longitudinally,
each seat being divided into three parts by arm rests for a
total capacity to 60 passengers. All cars were originally
issued as second class.

6.64 26 foot End Platform Carriages - 1 Type

1 and 2

This group consisted of 2 second class end platform car
built by ‘Brown, Marshall and Co’(imported).

History: 1

4.1877 Second class end platform car built by ‘Brown,
Marshall and Co’(imported) and issued to the Port
Wakefield and Blythe line.

- Converted to composite and brake.
- Converted to First Aid/Ambulance van.
3.1935 Withdrawn.

History: 2

approx 1877 Second class end platform car built by
‘Brown, Marshall and Co’(imported).

- Converted to composite and brake.
- Converted to First Aid/Ambulance van.
- Converted to sleeping van No.4993.
11.1953 Withdrawn.

6.65 26 foot End PLatform Carriages - 3 Type

3, 5 to 9, 11 to 13

This group consisted of 9 second class end platform car
built by Adelaide Locmotive Workshops. 28’9" long over
drawbars with axle centres of 11’6", weight 5 TONS 15
CWT, rated to carry 32 passengers.

21st April 2001,Car 3 in main pavilion set up for a
wedding with tables and chairs. (Chris Drymalik)

History: 3

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

12.1877 Second class 4 wheel carriage built Adelaide
loco works and issued to Gladstone and Jamestown
line.
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1st September 2001,National Railway Museum - Port
Adelaide - car 3 interior (Chris Drymalik)

1.2.1892 Altered for departmental use.
11.1911 Renumbered as employees sleeping van ‘4884’.
25.3.1966 Condemned.
25.9.1969 To Mile End Museum.
8.12.1988 To Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: 5

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

1878 Second class 4 wheel carriage built Adelaide loco
works

1900 Withdrawn.

History: 6

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

1878 Second class 4 wheel carriage built Adelaide loco
works

1900 Withdrawn.

History: 7

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

1878 Second class 4 wheel carriage built Adelaide loco
works

1892-93 Withdrawn.

History: 8

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

1878 Second class 4 wheel carriage built Adelaide loco
works

- Converted to Pay Car.
- Converted to employees sleeper ‘5054’.

History: 9

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

1878 Second class 4 wheel carriage built Adelaide loco
works

1891-92 Sold to ‘Tarrawingie Flux Company’.

History: 11

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

approx 1879 Second class 4 wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works

1889-90 Converted to First Aid van.
19253 Withdrawn.

History: 12

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

approx 1879 Second class 4 wheel carriage built
Adelaide loco works

- Converted to First Aid van.

History: 13

Second class end platform car built by Adelaide
Locmotive Workshops.

1879 Second class 4 wheel carriage built Adelaide loco
works

- Converted to Pay Coach.
- Converted back to second class sitting car.
- Converted to a workmans van for use on the South

Eastern system.

6.66 31 foot 6 inch American Type Short Tom
Carriages

4, 43 to 50, 65 to 75, 86 to 90, 94, 95, 115 to 188,
124, 125, 137, 138, 143

These cars were the first narrow gauge car of the South
Australian Railways to be built with a Mansard type roof.
They were all 31 foot 6 inch in length. The cars with
numbers below 117 were constructed at the Adelaide
Workshops, with the remainder being built at Islington.

The first two cars, Nos 4 and 43, only had two
compartments, both fitted with longitudinal seating, the
remaining cars all had three compartments. They were
all composite class cars seating 14 first and 25 second
class passengers, though this figure seems to vary for
plan to plan.

As originally built it appears that cars 4 thru 90 had no
lavatory, with the remainder being built with lavatories.
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Most of the early cars were fitted with lavatories around
1892. Each car body was 31 feet 6 inch long and
6 feet 9 inch inside, divided into three compartments.

The first compartment was 10 feet 9 inch long with seats
around three sides of it and a central sliding door in the
fourth leading onto the end platform. The second class
portion was divided into two compartments one
5 feet 1 inch long and the other 14 feet 10 inch long. The
smallest of the two was located in the centre of the car,
with a central door in the transverse partition dividing it
from the larger compartment, either a ladies or smoking
compartment. In the larger compartment the seats were
longitudinal and entry was gained to the end platform
through a central sliding door. When the cars were fitted
with lavatories the central compartmentwas altered and
roof mounted water tanks were fitted.

Around 1910, the oil lighting was replaced with electric.
Changes were also made to allow the train porter to pass
from one car to another. This involved alterations to end
deck rails and the fitting of doors to internal partitions
reducing capacity to 11 for first class and 16 for second.
Westinghouse air brakes were fitted to all cars about this
time.

History: 4

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

2.1883 Issued to Port Pirie system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Converted to all second class seating 29 passengers.
1941 Rebuilt at Employees Sleeping car and allocated to

the Southeastern Division.

History: 43

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

2.1883 Issued to Port Pirie system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

3.1935 Withdrawn.

History: 44

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

9.1883 Issued as composite class car seating 14 first and
25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Converted to all second class seating 29 passengers.
1941 Rebuilt at Employees Sleeping car and allocated to

the Southeastern Division.
1951 Withdrawn.

History: 45

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

8.1883 Issued to Great Northern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

History: 46

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

10.1883 Issued to Great Northern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

1929 Withdrawn.

History: 47

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

12.1883 Issued to Great Northern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Rebuilt as a Pay Car.
1935 Withdrawn - destroyed by fire.

History: 48

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

11.1883 Issued to Great Northern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.
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c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

1929 Condemned and sold to Broken Hill Pty Ltd for
use on the Whyalla Iron Knob line.

c.1953 Condemned.

History: 49

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

12.1883 Issued to Gladstone-Laura system as
composite class car seating 14 first and 25 second
class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
11.5.1944 Badly damaged in accident at Copley. Written

off and officially sold to Commonwealth Railways
who had it on hire at time of the accident.

History: 50

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

29.1.1884 Issued to Port Wakefield system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
1946 Fitted with special air brakes to enable it to be

used with rail cars.
1958 In service Pt Lincoln Division.
10.9.1964 Withdrawn.

History: 65

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

5.1887 Issued to south-eastern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

c.1942 Converted to workman’s sleeping van.

History: 66

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

6.1887 Issued to south-eastern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

4.1939 Withdrawn.

History: 67

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

29.8.1887 Issued to northern system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
- Converted to a brake van 2 with accomodation for 9

second class passengers.
1958 Still in service on the Peterborough Division.
20.6.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 68

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

8.8.1887 Issued to south-eastern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

3.1938 Withdrawn.

History: 69

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

8.9.1887 Issued to south-eastern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.

2As brakevans cars 67, 70, 117, 124, 137 and 138 had a capacity of
nine passengers and 5 tons of goods. The alterations involved the re-
moval of seats in the larger compartment and one of the lavatories to
form a van for the guard. Double sliding doors were fitted in each side
of the cars.
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1930 Converted to composite brakevan for Pt Lincoln
Division with accomodation for 9 second class
passengers.

4.1.1965 Withdrawn.

History: 70

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

9.1887 Issued to northern system as composite class car
seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

1930 Converted to composite brake van 2 for Pt Lincoln
Division with accomodation for 9 passengers.

1949 Converted to workmens sleeping van.
1954 Condemned.

History: 71

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

12.1887 Issued to northern system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

1951 Withdrawn.

History: 72

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

1.1888 Issued to northern system as composite class car
seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.

History: 73

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

1.1888 Issued to northern system as composite class car
seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

1951 Withdrawn.

19th May 1986,Pichi Richi Railway train on Woolshed flat
bridge - cars Wandana + Lincoln + 74 + Light (Chris
Drymalik)

8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway sitting car 74
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 74

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

15.2.1888 Issued to western system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1910 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes
and changes to end railing.

c.1930 Rebuilt as a workmens kitchen car.
c.1942 Rebuilt as an employees dining car. Had seating

for 12 workmen.
- Upgraded to officers use and painted green and cream.
6.1977 Withdrawn.
1977 Purchased by Pichi Richi Railway.
- Rebuilt as a second class lavatory with seating for 39

passengers.
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History: 75

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

2.1888 Issued to western system as composite class car
seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

1891-92 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks. Transferred to northern system.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
1944 Rebuilt as an Employees Sleeping Van.
1951 Withdrawn.

18th June 1993,Queenscliff - SAR Car 86 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 86 — Vision Testing Car

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

1.9.1888 Issued to northern system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
- Rebuilt as Vision Testing Car.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
8.1971 Sold to the Beleraine Peninsular Railway.
- Converted back to a passenger car.

History: 87

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

9.1888 Issued to northern system as composite class car
seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

1891-92 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
1941 Converted to workman’s sleeping van and

allocated to the Peterborough Division.

History: 88

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

10.1888 Issued to northern system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

1891-92 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

1935 Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
20.6.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 89

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

10.1888 Issued to northern system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

c.1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

1951 Withdrawn.

History: 90 — 210

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

10.1888 Issued to northern system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

1892 Fitted with lavatories and roof mounted water
tanks.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

1935 Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
1941 Converted to workman’s sleeping van and

allocated to the Southeastern Division.
1960 Transferred to Port Lincoln. Renumbered as ‘210’

and painted orange.
- Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 94

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

4.1888 Issued to Palmerston system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

1911 Sold to Commonwealth Railways where it became
NABP 2.
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8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway sitting car 90 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 95

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

4.1888 Issued to Palmerston system as composite class
car seating 14 first and 25 second class passengers.

1911 Sold to Commonwealth Railways where it became
NABP 3.

History: 115

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

8.1890 Issued to Northern system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
1941 Converted to workman’s sleeping van, and

allocated to the Peterborough Division.
11.5.1944 Badly damaged in accident at Copley. Written

off and officially sold to Commonwealth Railways
who had it on hire at time of the accident.

History: 116

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

8.1890 Issued to Northern system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
- Converted to Kitchen car.

History: 117

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

29.8.1890 Issued to Northern system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
1930 Converted to composite brake van 2 for use on Pt

Lincoln Division. Seating for 9 second class
passengers.

13.8.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 118

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.
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11.1890 Issued to Northern system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
11.5.1944 Badly damaged in accident at Copley. Written

off and officially sold to Commonwealth Railways
who had it on hire at time of the accident.

History: 124

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
the Islington Workshops.

6.1893 Issued to Western system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

1950 Converted to composite brake van 2 for
Peterborough Division. Seating provided for 9
second class passengers.

8.1955 Condemned.

History: 125

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
the Islington Workshops.

6.1893 Issued to Northern system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

11.1932 Withdrawn.

History: 137

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
the Islington Workshops.

11.12.1893 Issued to western system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
1950 Converted to composite brake van 2 for

Peterborough Division. Seating for 9 second class
passengers.

12.8.1969 Withdrawn.

History: 138

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
the Islington Workshops.

6.12.1893 Issued to Northern system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

- Converted to second class seating 29 passengers.
11.5.1944 Damaged in accident at Copley.
1950 Converted to composite brake van 2 for

Peterborough Division. Seats 9 second class
passengers.

1957 Painted green and used behind the Quorn rail car.
- Transferred to the Wilmington line service.
12.8.1969 Withdrawn.

History: 143

Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch American Type Carriage built at
the Islington Workshops.

1895 Issued to western system as composite class
lavatory car seating 14 first and 25 second class
passengers.

c.1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse
brakes and changes to end railing.

6.67 31 foot 6 inch Short Tom Carriages - ‘5’
Type

5, 6, 154, 155, 159, 160

Six cars were built at Islington between 1905 and 1907.

The internal layout of the cars was similar to other Short
Tom cars, being divided into two compartments, fitted
with logitudinal seating, divided by a partiton fitted with
two lavatory compartments.

9th August 2002,Quorn - Car 5 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 5

First class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 3 built at the Islington Workshops.

3Cars 5, 6, 154, 155, 159 and 160 were 36 feet 1 inch long with two
compartments each 13 feet 5 inch between partitions with two lavato-
ries in the centre of the car, each 3 feet 7 inch long divided by a longi-
tudinal partition. The longitudinal seat on one side of the partition was
shorter than the other to allow access to the lavatory. Capacity was 30 in
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6.68. 13 foot 3 inch Side Loading Carriage

22.4.1905 Issued to the northern system as first class
car seating 26 first class passengers to replace an
original 4 wheel car of the same number.

- Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes and end
platform walk through.

- Used as a rail car trailer in green and cream livery.
20.6.1967 Withdrawn.
- Sold to a Farm near Terowie.
- Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.
2008 In the initial stages of being rebuilt[st]

History: 6

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 3 built at the Islington Workshops.

10.5.1905 Issued to the northern system as second class
car seating 26 passengers to replace an original 4
wheel car of the same number.

- Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes and end
platform walk through. Second class lavatory
carriage 3 , 36’1" in length, fitted with longitudinal
seating.

1917 Transferred to Port Lincoln.
13.8.1970 Condemned at Port Lincoln.

History: 154

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 3 built at the Islington Workshops.

10.1906 Issued to the south-eastern system as
composite class car seating 26 passengers.

- Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes and end
platform walk through.

1938 Fitted with special brakes for working with rail
cars.

1943 Special brake gear removed and transferred to
Freight Brake Van 5568.

11.1954 Condemned.

History: 155

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 3 built at the Islington Workshops.

10.1906 Issued to the south-eastern system as
composite class car seating 26 passengers.

- Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes and end
platform walk through.

1957 Transferred to Peterborough.
- Converted to all second class.
6.1967 Withdrawn.

first class, composite class was 15 in first and 17 in second and all second
class cars seated 34.

Later all cars were altered to allow a 1 feet 10 inch wide connection
walkway between the toilets linking each compartment. This altered ca-
pacity for first and second class cars to 26 passengers. They were also
fitted with Westinghouse air brake and electric light about this time.

History: 159

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 3 built at the Islington Workshops.

18.11.1907 Issued to the Port Lincoln system as second
class car seating 26 passengers.

- Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes and end
platform walk through.

28.5.1962 Withdrawn.

History: 160

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 3 built at the Islington Workshops.

18.11.1907 Issued to the Port Lincoln system as second
class car seating 26 passengers.

- Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brakes and end
platform walk through.

13.8.1970 Condemned.

6.68 13 foot 3 inch Side Loading Carriage

10

This is a single carriage 13’3" in length, 16’0" over
couplers that was side loading. It was issued to the
Western System in 1879, but does not appear to have
lasted long before being converted to a First Aid Van.

History: 10

7.1879 Second class carriage issued on the western
system, 16’ long.

1889-90 Converted to First Aid van.
- Sent to Parlmerston Division.

6.69 36 foot Composite Cleminson Carriages
- 14 Type

14 to 34

This group consisted of 21 Composite passenger
carriages No.s 14 to 34, built as Cleminson 6 wheel radial
cars seating 12 first and 28 second class passengers. Nos
14 to 25 where built on imported underframes.

History: 14

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

7.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe
and issued to Kingston.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage at Kingston.
1932 Withdrawn.
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History: 15

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

8.1879 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.
- To second class carriage.
- Converted to Dining and Kitchen car No.5081.

History: 16

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

6.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

1884 Converted to the standard bogie carriage and
transferred to the South Eastern N.G System.

- Converted to Accident van 16.
10.9.1980 Withdrawn.
- Purchased by Steamtown Peterborough.

History: 17

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

9.1879 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.
- Converted to Post Office van.
- Converted to a First Aid van.
1954 Transferred to Islington for overhaul.
1955 Withdrawn.

History: 18

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

9.1879 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.
1929 Converted to 2nd class.
- Converted to Mail Van.
- Converted to sleeping van No.18.
1966 Withdrawn.

History: 19

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

12.1879 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

10.1887 Rebuilt as a bogie car at Kingston Workshops.
1928 Converted to sleeping and tool van No.5077.
around 1962 Last used in service.
- Sold without undergear to a farmer at Terowie,

together with Post Office Van 97 and used as a tool
van for the water pump and windmill maintainers.

early 1980’s Rescued by the Bellarine Peninsula Railway.

History: 20

See ‘Wireanda’ (page 546)

History: 21

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

2.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.
- Converted to Post Office van.

History: 22

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

3.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.
- Converted to second class carriage.
1932 Withdrawn.

History: 23

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

2.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.
1932 Withdrawn.
1937 Sold to H Lemmey.

History: 24

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

5.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.
- Converted to employees sleeping van No.24.
1966 Withdrawn.

History: 25

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on an imported underframe.
Issued to Kingston Division.

- Converted to the standard bogie carriage.

History: 26

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

9.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Port Pirie, Terowie and Quorn system.
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6.70. 17 foot Post Office Vans - 35 Type

History: 27

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

10.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Great Northern system

- Converted to Mail Van.
1930’s Converted to sleeping van No.5082.

History: 28

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

11.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Hamley, Wakefield, Wallaroo and Snowtown
system.

History: 29

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

?.1880 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Great Northern system.

- Converted to Weigh Bridge van No.5080.

History: 30

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

7.1881 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Great Northern system.

- Converted to 2nd class.
1891-92 Fitted with sleeping accomodation in one

compartment.
- Converted to Officers car for Pt Lincoln Renumbered

quot;223’.
- To Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 31

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

10.1881 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Kingston system.

1887 Fitted with American style bogies.
1909 Transferred to Peterborough Division.
1923 Modified to an officers car (similar to ‘Wirreanda’),

with a saloon at one end, sleeping in centre and
kitchen at the other.

1970 Retained for use at Gladstone.
17.1.1975 Withdrawn.
1975 Purchased by Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 32

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

10.1881 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Port Pirie system.

- Converted to Post Office van.
1937 Withdrawn.

History: 33

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

11.1881 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Port Pirie system.

- Converted to 2nd class.
1932 Withdrawn.

History: 34

Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car.

11.1881 Composite class Cleminson carriage, built
Adelaide Loco Works on imported bogies and issued
to the Kingston system.

1931 Converted to employees sleeping van No.5061.

6.70 17 foot Post Office Vans - 35 Type

35 to 42

This group consisted of 8 Post Office Vans No.s 35 to 42.

History: 35

Post Office Van.

10.1880 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Hamley, Wakefield, Wallaroo and
Snowtown system.

History: 36

Post Office Van.

10.1880 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Hamley, Wakefield, Wallaroo and
Snowtown system.

History: 37

Post Office Van.

9.1881 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Port Pirie system.

1900 To employees sleeping van.
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History: 38

Post Office Van.

9.1881 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Port Pirie system.

History: 39

Post Office Van.

9.1881 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Port Pirie system.

History: 40

Post Office Van.

9.1881 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Port Pirie system.

1900 To employees sleeping van.

History: 41

Post Office Van.

9.1881 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Port Pirie system.

History: 42

Post Office Van.

9.1881 Post Office van, built Adelaide loco works and
issued to Port Pirie system.

6.71 17 foot 6 inch Passenger Brakevans - 51
Type

51 to 61, 93

This group consisted of 12 brakevans No.s 51 to 61 and
93.

History: 51

Passenger Brakevan.

11.1883 Passenger brake van, built Adelaide loco works
and issued to Port Pirie system.

- Rebuilt as employees sleeping van.

History: 52

Passenger Brakevan.

11.1883 Passenger brake van, built Adelaide loco works
and issued to Port Pirie system.

7.1931 Converted to sleeping van No.5062.
- Obtained by National Trust Koppio Museum on the

Eyre Peninsula.
- Donated to Pichi Richi Railway by National Trust.

History: 53

Passenger Brakevan.

11.1883 Passenger brake van, built Adelaide loco works
and issued to Port Pirie system.

- Converted to Accident Van and renumbered ‘5739’.

History: 54

Passenger Brakevan.

11.1883 Passenger brake van, built Adelaide loco works
and issued to Port Pirie system.

- Converted to Maintenance Sleeping Van ‘5738’.

History: 55

Passenger Brakevan.

2.1884 Passenger brake van, built Adelaide loco works
and issued to Port Pirie system.

1938 Withdrawn.
1939 Sold to P Stuart.

History: 56

Passenger Brakevan.

2.1884 Passenger brake van, built Adelaide loco works
and issued to Port Pirie system.

- Converted to Sleeping Van ‘5063’.

History: 57

Passenger Brakevan.

1.9.1885 4 wheel Passenger brakevan, built SAR
Adelaide loco workshops, issued to Hamley,
Wakefield, Wallaroo and Snowtown.

1931 Converted to sleeping van.
6.4.1962 Withdrawn.
- Sold to Bellarine Peninsula Railway.

History: 58

Passenger Brakevan.

2.1887 Passenger brakevan built Adelaide Workshops
and issued to the south-eastern system.

1935 Withdrawn.
1936 Sold to B J Magarey.

History: 59

Passenger Brakevan.

8.1886 Passenger brakevan built Adelaide Workshops
and issued to the northern system.
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6.72. 17 foot Post Office Vans - 62 Type

History: 60

Passenger Brakevan.

7.1886 Passenger brakevan built Adelaide Workshops
and issued to the western system.

- Converted to Workmans Van ‘6524’.

History: 61

Passenger Brakevan.

2.1887 Passenger brakevan built Adelaide Workshops
and issued to the south-eastern system.

1935 Withdrawn.
1936 Sold to R V Stande.

History: 93

Passenger Brakevan.

7.1887 Passenger brake van, built at the Adelaide loco
workshops and issued to the northern system.

1936 Withdrawn.
- Sold to H Snow.

6.72 17 foot Post Office Vans - 62 Type

62 to 64

This group consisted of 3 Post Office Vans No.s 62 to 64.

History: 62

Post Office Van.

5.1886 Post Office van, built Adelaide Workshops and
issued to the Hergott and Strangways springs line.

History: 63

Post Office Van.

5.1886 Post Office van, built Adelaide Workshops and
issued to the Hergott and Strangways springs line.

History: 64

Post Office Van.

5.1886 Post Office van, built Adelaide Workshops and
issued to the Hergott and Strangways springs line.

6.73 31 foot 6 inch Short Tom Carriages - ‘76’
Type

76 to 85, 100 to 102, 119 to 122, 133 to 136, 139 to
142

This group consisted of 25 cars. The first three batches
were built at the Adelaide Locomotive Workshops with

the remainder at Islington. All the cars were built with
lavatories.

All cars were issued as second class.

History: 76

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

20.1.1887 Issued to the Port Pirie system as a composite
class car No.76 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

1917 Used as first class Short Tom South Australian and
Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock.

20.6.1967 Written off.

History: 77

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

3.1887 Issued to the Port Pirie system as a composite
class car No.77 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to all first class.
1917 Used as first class Short Tom South Australian and

Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock.
11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident and

condemned as a result.

History: 78

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

8.2.1887 Issued to the Quorn system as a composite
class car No.78 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

4A total of 25 cars numbered 76 to 85, 100 to 102, 119 to 122, 133 to
136 and 139 to 142 built in three batches were similar in design. Each
was 31 foot 6 inch long with its interior divided into 4 compartments.
The first and second class compartments being 11 foot 4 inch long with
longitudinal seats. In the centre of each car was two toilet compart-
ments each 3 foot 9 inch long, the whole being symetrical about the
central portion. No movement of passengers or train staff was possible
from one compartment to the other. The bodies were 7 foot 6 inch wide
and the passenger capacity as built was 12 in first class and 12 in second
class. The cars all had a 270 gallon water tank on the roof and originally
lighted by oil lamps. Electric light and Westinghouse brakes were fitted
between 1908 and 1913.

Through communication between compartments was later provided
by cutting a door in the central portion and reducing the width of the
toilet compartments to 2 foot 6 inch. The seating capacity was altered to
composite 14 in first class and 16 in second, first class cars was 28 and
second class cars 32.
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- Converted to all second class. system.
1917 Used as second class Short Tom South Australian

and Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock.
1958 Used on the Terowie to Port Augusta run as a

second class car.
3.8.1962 Withdrawn.

History: 79

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

2.1887 Issued to the Quorn system as a composite class
car No.79 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

1929 Withdrawn.

History: 80

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

6.1887 Issued to the Port Pirie system as a composite
class car No.80 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to all first class.
- Converted to all second class.
1946 Converted to a two berth employees sleeping van

and sent to the South East.
1959 Withdrawn.

History: 81

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

7.1887 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.81 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to all second class.
- Converted to a two berth employees sleeping van.

History: 82

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

4.1888 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.82 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

in 1958 In service as a Accident Train riding car for crew
at Peterborough.

History: 83

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

9.6.1888 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.83 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to a first class car.
- Converted to a second class car.
20.6.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 84

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

9.6.1888 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.84 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to a first class car.
3.5.1962 Withdrawn.

History: 85

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

19.5.1888 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.85 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to a first class car.
- Converted to a second class car.
3.8.1962 Condemned.

History: 100

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

20.5.1889 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.100 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

20.6.1967 Written off.

History: 101

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

5.1889 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.101 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.
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1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

1957 Condemned.

History: 102

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

6.1889 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.102 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

1936 Withdrawn.

History: 119

First class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

4.1890 Issued to the Palmerston system as a composite
class car No.119 seating 24 first class passengers.

1911 Sold to Commonwealth Railways where it became
NAP 1.

History: 120

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

4.4.1890 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.120 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident.
20.6.1967 Written off.

History: 121

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

11.1890 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.121 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

History: 122

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Adelaide Workshops.

6.1890 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.122 seating 16 first and 16 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to a first class car.
- Converted to a two berth employees sleeping van.

History: 133

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.

8.1893 Issued to the Western system as a composite
class car No.133 seating 12 first and 12 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

1929-1930 Transferred to the South Eastern Division.
3.1938 Withdrawn.

History: 134

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.

8.1893 Issued to the Northern system as a composite
class car No.134 seating 12 first and 12 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

History: 135

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.

1.9.1893 Issued to the western system as a composite
class car No.134 seating 12 first and 12 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to a first class car.
- Converted to a second class car.
3.5.1962 Withdrawn.

History: 136

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.

8.1893 Issued to the western system as a composite
class car No.136 seating 12 first and 12 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

1929-1930 Transferred to the South Eastern Division.
3.1933 Withdrawn.

History: 139

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.
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6.1894 Issued to the western system as a composite
class car No.139 seating 12 first and 12 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to a second class car seating 29 passengers.
3.5.1962 Withdrawn.

History: 140

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.

14.6.1894 Issued to the western system as a composite
class car No.140 seating 12 first and 12 second class
passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident.
3.8.1962 Condemned.

History: 141

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.

1895 Issued as a composite class car No.141 seating 12
first and 12 second class passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

- Converted to a two berth employees sleeping van.
1952 Withdrawn.

History: 142

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 4 built at the Islington Workshops.

1895 Issued as a composite class car No.142 seating 12
first and 12 second class passengers.

1908-13 Fitted with electric light, westinghouse brake
system and walk through.

6.74 17 foot Post Office Vans - 91 Type

91 to 92, 96 to 97

This group consisted of 4 post office vans, Nos. 91 to 92
and 96 to 97, 17’ over body, built at the Adelaide loco
workshops and issued to the northern system.

History: 91

11.1888 Post Office mail van, built at the Adelaide loco
workshops and issued to the northern system.

History: 92

11.1888 Post Office mail van, built at the Adelaide loco
workshops and issued to the northern system.

1‘929 Withdrawn.

History: 96

1.1889 Post Office mailvan, built at the Adelaide loco
workshops and issued to the northern system.

History: 97

Post Office mailvan.

1.1889 Post Office mailvan, built at the Adelaide loco
workshops and issued to the northern system.

- Sold to a farmer at Terowie, together with car ‘19’
(page 424).

early 1980’s Rescued by the Bellarine Peninsula Railway.
- Stored off site near Geelong .

6.75 31 foot 6 inch Passenger Brakevans -
103 Type

103 to 108, 123, 131, 145 to 152

This group consisted of 16 brakevans No.s 103 to 108,
123, 131, 145 to 152, built between 1890 and 1903 at the
Adelaide (Nos.103 to 108, 123, 131, 145, 146) and
Islington Workshops (Nos.147 to 152). They have a raised
look-out for the guard in the centre and good
compartments at either end.

History: 103 — 225

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

3.1890 Entered service on the northern system as brake
and luggage van No.103.

1915 Transferred to Port Lincoln.
1917 Fitted with electric light and altered to a combined

brakevan and refrigerator car.
1937 Refrigerator Compartment rebuilt and heavier

bogies fitted.
1946 Renumbered 225 to avoid confusion with Brill rail

car of same number.
1959 Withdrawn.
2.1966 Underframe to Flat Wagon FF 1.

History: 104

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

3.1890 Entered service on the northern system as brake
and luggage van No.104.

1960 Withdrawn.

5A total of 16 brakevans, 103 to 108, 123, 131 and 145 to 152, with a
body length of 31 foot 6 inch were built. They had a load limit of 6 tons.
Between 1910 and 1917 all vans were fitted with Westinghouse brakes
and electric light.
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6.75. 31 foot 6 inch Passenger Brakevans - 103 Type

History: 105

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

23.7.1890 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.105.

1939 Fitted with end doors for rail car working.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 106

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

6.12.1890 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.106.

1939 Fitted with end doors for rail car working.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 107

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

4.1891 Entered service on the northern system as brake
and luggage van No.107.

1935 Condemned.

History: 108

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

11.6.1891 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.108.

1953 Transferred to South East Division.
19.8.1982 Withdrawn.

History: 123

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

26.6.1891 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.123.

19.8.1982 Written off.
1982 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 131

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

1st September 1985,Pichi Richi Railway guards van 123
(Chris Drymalik)

11.7.1891 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.131.

1933 Fitted with end doors for rail car working.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 145

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

8.1894 Entered service on the northern system as brake
and luggage van No.145.

1960 Withdrawn.

History: 146

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Adelaide
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

11.9.1894 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.146.

20.6.1967 Condemned.

History: 147

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

9.1894 Entered service on the northern system as brake
and luggage van No.147.

1933 Fitted with end doors for rail car working.
9.12.1937 Placed into use with Fageol No.107 on

Kingston to Naracoorte service.
12.1955 Condemned.
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History: 148

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

9.1894 Entered service on the northern system as brake
and luggage van No.148.

1928 Converted to ‘FF’ flat car No.5078.
1946 Condemned.

History: 149

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

21.9.1896 Entered service on the South-eastern system
as brake and luggage van No.149.

20.6.1967 Condemned.

History: 150

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

23.6.1903 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.150.

22.11.1968 Written off.

History: 151

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

30.6.1903 Entered service on the South-eastern system
as brake and luggage van No.151.

1956 Transferred to the Northern Division and used on
the Wilmington line behind the railcar.

8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 152

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 31 foot 6 inch Passenger bogie brake and
luggage van. 5

6.7.1903 Entered service on the northern system as
brake and luggage van No.152.

1935 Sent to South East Division.
1958 Sent to Peterbough Division.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

6.76 Car No.113

113

Two ordinary passenger cars were constructed at
Islington during 1900 on sleeping car underframes. They

become cars 113 and ‘114’ (page 543). Internally the cars
were completely different from any of the other narrow
gauge cars, having a staggered corridior with open
saloons in the centre of the car.

History: 113 — Eye sight and hearing test car — Baby
Health car No.3

10.1900 Composite lavatory bogie carriage 6 issued to
Northern system.

1908 Fitted with electric light, compartments removed
and longitudinal seating fitted. Toilets retained at
each end. Seating capacity 51 second class.

1912 Westinghouse brakes fitted.
1937 Converted to eye sight and hearing test car.
1947 Converted to broad gauge Baby Health car No.3

and given road number 499, painted red and cream.
Fitted with standard bogies of the type used under
the suburban end loading and Glenelg type cars. It
was allocated to the Murray Bridge Division.

21.4.1966 Condemned.

6.77 31 foot 6 inch Short Tom Carriages -
‘126’ Type

7, 9, 126 to 128, 132 and 144

This group consisted of seven cars, Nos.126 to 128 and
132, built during 1890-91 at the Adelaide Locomotive
Workshops, and Nos.7, 9, and 144 built, during 1892 at
Islington. The internal arrangement of these cars
consisted of seats along the side of the car with out any
lavatories. Nos.7 and 9 had a cross partition slightly to
one side of the centre line.

All cars were issued as second class.

History: 7

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch carriage 7 built at
the Islington Workshops.

12.1894 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.7 seating 36 second class passengers.

1909 Fitted with electric light.
1912 Fitted with westinghouse brake system.

6Two cars, 113 and 114, were built at Islington in 1900 as ordinary
passenger cars on sleeping car underframes. In external appearance
they differed from sleeping car Baroota in window spacing only. Inter-
nally they had a staggered corridor arrangement with open saloons in
the centre of the car.

7As originally built cars 126 to 128, 132, 144, 7 and 9 had longitudinal
seats along each side of the car in a single large compartment fitted with
no lavatories.

Cars 7 and 9 were slightly different in that they had a single partition
dividing the car in two. The bodies were 31 feet 6 inch long. Passenger
capacity was 36 second class passengers.
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History: 9

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch carriage 7 built at
the Islington Workshops.

12.1894 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.9 seating 36 second class passengers.

1909 Fitted with electric light.
1912 Fitted with westinghouse brake system.

History: 126

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch carriage 7 built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

4.1890 Issued to the Palmerston system as a second
class car No.126 seating 36 second class passengers.

1909 Fitted with electric light.
1912 Fitted with westinghouse brake system.
1911 Sold to Commonwealth Railways where it became

NBP 4.

History: 127

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch carriage 7 built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

25.2.1891 Issued to the Northern system as a second
class car No.127 seating 36 second class passengers.

1908 Fitted with electric light.
1912 Fitted with westinghouse brake system.
1948 Converted to a passenger brakevan 8 , load limit

of 5 tons. Transferred to Pt Lincoln Division.
1.1969 Withdrawn.

History: 128

See ‘Eyre’ (page 515).

History: 132

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch carriage 7 built at
Adelaide Locomotive Workshops.

4.5.1891 Issued to the Northern system as a second
class car No.132 seating 36 second class passengers.

1909 Fitted with electric light.
1912 Fitted with westinghouse brake system.
1938 Converted to a passenger brakevan 8 , load limit of

5 tons. Transferred to Pt Lincoln Division.
22.1.1968 Withdrawn.

8As brakevans car 127 and 132 had no passenger accomodation and
a freight load limit of 5 tons. Two pairs of double doors were fitted on
each side. They were used on the rail motor service between Port Lin-
coln and Thevenard.

8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway sitting car
144 (Chris Drymalik)

7th July 1990,Port Dock sitting car 144 interior (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 144

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch carriage 7 built at
the Islington Workshops.

22.12.1894 Issued to the Northern system as a second
class car No.144 seating 36 second class passengers.

1909 Fitted with electric light.
1912 Fitted with westinghouse brake system.
19.3.1971 Withdrawn.
- Donated to the Australian Railway Historical Society.
8.11.1982 Transferred to the Mile End Railway Museum.
18.3.1988 On loan to Pichi Richi Railway.
11.10.1988 Returned to Port Dock Station Railway

Museum site.

6.78 17 foot Post Office Vans - 129 Type

129 and 130

This group consisted of 2 post office vans, Nos. 129 and
130, each being 17’ over body, built at the Adelaide loco
workshops and issued to the northern system.
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History: 129

10.1892 Post office van built by SAR loco dept and
issued to the northern system.

History: 130

10.1892 Post office van built by SAR loco dept and
issued to the northern system.

- Converted to a First Aid van.
- Converted to sleeping van No.4903.

6.79 Pay Car No.153

153

Pay carriage, 31 foot 6 inch in length. Built by the South
Australian Railways at the Islington workshops in 1904.
One end of the car is fitted up as a pay masters office
with a bench around two sides and a window in the end
of the car. Next to the office are two longitudinal berths
and the remainder of the car is fitted up with tables,
shower and lavatory.

History: 153 — Pay Car

4.1904 Entered service.
1911 Fitted with Westinghouse brakes.

6.80 Ambulance Car No.156

156

Ambulance carriage, 33 foot 9 1
2 inch long, built by the

South Australian Railways at the Islington workshops in
1910. It has a platform at one end only. The car is divided
into three parts consisting of a storage compartment,
ambulance compartment and a compartment fitted with
two seats and a lavatory.

It spent most of its life in the Peterborough car sheds.

History: 156 — Ambulance van

12.1910 Entered service.

6.81 31 foot 6 inch Short Tom Carriages -
‘157’ Type

157, 158, 161 to 170, 175, 176, 198, 199

Sixteen cars were built at Islington between 1909 and
1911.

The internal layout of the cars was similar to other Short
Tom cars, being divided into two compartments, fitted
with logitudinal seating, divided by a partiton fitted with
two lavatory compartments.

History: 157

See ‘350’ (page 444).

History: 158

See ‘450’ (page 444).

History: 161

See ‘351’ (page 444).

History: 162

See ‘451’ (page 444).

History: 163

See ‘452’ (page 445).

History: 164

See ‘453’ (page 445).

History: 165

See ‘454’ (page 445).

History: 166

See ‘455’ (page 445).

History: 167

See ‘Flinders’ (page 516).

History: 168

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 9 built at the Islington Workshops.

6.1909 Issued to the northern system as second class
car seating 32 passengers.

11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident. Condemned
as a result and sold to the Commonwealth Railways.

History: 169

See ‘Sturt’ (page 537).

History: 170

See ‘Light’ (page 519)

History: 175

See ‘Lincoln’ (page 519)

9A total of 16 cars, numbered 157, 158, 161 to 170, 175, 176, 198 and
199, were built with a body of 31 feet 6 inch long, 7 feet 6 inch wide and
issued to the Northern Division.

In internal arrangement each car was divided into two compart-
ments with longitudinal seats along each side. The lavatories were in
the centre with a 2 feet 1 inch wide passageway between them. A hinged
door on the centre line kept the two compartments separated. All cars
were issued fitted with electric light. Capacity of 1st class cars was 38
passengers, composite 14 first and 16 second and 2nd class cars 32 pas-
sengers.
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History: 176

Second class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 9 built at the Islington Workshops.

8.1911 Issued to the northern system as second class
car seating 32 passengers.

11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident. Condemned
as a result and sold to the Commonwealth Railways.

History: 198

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 9 built at the Islington Workshops.

28.8.1911 Issued to the northern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 16 second class
passengers.

20.6.1967 Written off.

History: 199

Composite class Short Tom 31 foot 6 inch lavatory bogie
carriage 9 built at the Islington Workshops.

22.8.1911 Issued to the northern system as composite
class car seating 14 first and 16 second class
passengers.

6.1956 Transferred to the South East division were it
wasd located at Naracoorte.

9.1957 Transferred to the Northern division.
3.5.1962 Withdrawn.

6.82 50 foot Passenger Brakevans - 171 Type

171 to 173, 200 to 206

This group consisted of 10 brakevans No.s 171 to 173, 200
to 206, built between 1913 and 1914 at the Islington
Workshops and issued to the Northern System.

History: 171

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

15.11.1913 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.171.

1947 Fitted with doors in the end.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

10Larger passenger brake vans 171 to 173 and 200 to 206 were built
between 1913 and 1914 at the Islington workshops for the Northern di-
vision.

Body length is 50 feet, width over lookout is 8 feet 6 inches and load
limit 12 tons.

History: 172

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

15.11.1913 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.172.

1947 Fitted with doors in the end.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 173

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

15.11.1913 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.173.

1947 Fitted with doors in the end.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 200

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

15.11.1913 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.200.

1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock.

1937 Returned to South Australian Railways exclusive
use.

1947 Fitted with end doors.
2.9.1971 Withdrawn.

History: 201

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

15.11.1913 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.201.

1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock.

1937 Returned to South Australian Railways exclusive
use.

8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 202

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

4.3.1914 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.202.

1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock.

1937 Returned to South Australian Railways exclusive
use.

8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
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History: 203

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

4.3.1914 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.203.

1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock.

1937 Returned to South Australian Railways exclusive
use.

1938 To South East division.
1953 To Northern division.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 204

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

4.3.1914 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.204.

1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock.

1937 Returned to South Australian Railways exclusive
use.

8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 205

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

4.3.1914 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.205.

1923 To Port Lincoln.
1938 Two refrigerated compartments fitted.
- Converted to Accident Van 8.
28.5.1962 Withdrawn.

History: 206

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 50 foot Passenger bogie brake van. 10

4.3.1914 Entered service on the northern system as
brake van No.206.

1927 Transferred to South Eastern division.
1954 Transferred to Peterborough division.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

6.83 50 foot Long Tom Carriages

177 to 197, 207 to 208, 212 to 222

This group consisted of 34 cars, Nos.177 to 197, 207 to
208, 212 to 222, built between 1911 and 1920 at the
Islington Workshops. They were generally known as Long
Tom carriages. The internal arrangement of these cars

consisted of seats along the side of the car with two
lavatories in the centre of the car.

All cars were issued as second class.

History: 177

See ‘300’ (page 439).

History: 178

See ‘301’ (page 439).

History: 179

See ‘470’ (page 445).

History: 180

See ‘Morambro’ (page 524).

History: 181 — 493

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

11.1911 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.181 seating 60 second class passengers.

1926 Converted to broad gauge for use as first class
railcar trailer 11 ‘493’.

1929 Converted to second class.
1942 Swapped bodies with ‘219’ (see ‘Wandana’ (page

541)).
1945 Exchanged bodies with “187’ (as ‘496’)’ (page 441)

(longitudinal seats).

History: 182 — 494

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

12.1911 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.182 seating 60 second class passengers.

1926 Converted to broad gauge for use as railcar trailer
11 ‘494’.

1929 Converted to second class.
1942 Swapped bodies with “190” (page 439)

(semi-corridor).
1945 Exchanged bodies again with “190” (page 439) so

had original body back.

History: 183

See ‘400’ (page 441).

11During 1926 to 1927 nine cars of the 50 feet type were converted
from narrow gauge gauge to broad gauge gauge. They were 181, 182,
186, 187, 189, 196, 197, 217 and 222.

The main change during conversion was to the end platform steps.
The new platforms were 10 feet wide and the body was only 8 feet wide
giving an odd appearance. Screw couplings were fitted, but these were
replaced between 1941 and 1946 with automatic couplers.
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History: 184

See ‘305’ (page 441).

History: 185

See ‘471’ (page 446).

History: 186 — 495 — Baby Health Car No.1 — Vision
Testing Car

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

7.1913 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.186 seating 60 second class passengers.

1926 Converted to broad gauge for use as first class
railcar trailer 11 ‘495’.

1929 Converted to second class.
1932 Converted to ‘Baby health car number 1’.
1941 Equiped with auto couplers.
- Converted to broad gauge Vision Testing car.
11.1980 Obtained by Steamtown Peterborough.

History: 187

See ‘306’ (page 441).

History: 188

See ‘410’ (page 443).

History: 189 — 490

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

12.9.1912 Issued to the Northern system as a second
class car No.189 seating 60 second class passengers.

28.1.1927 Converted to broad gauge for use as
composite class railcar trailer 11 ‘490’.

1942 Swapped bodies with ‘212’ (semi-corridor).
1961 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways and

converted to camp train sleeper ‘EC 167’.

History: 190

See ‘302’ (page 439).

History: 191

See ‘401’ (page 442).

History: 192

See ‘402’ (page 442).

History: 193

See ‘403’ (page 442).

History: 194

See ‘404’ (page 442).

History: 195

See ‘405’ (page 442).

History: 196 — 491

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

11.1912 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.196 seating 60 second class passengers.

1926 Converted to broad gauge for use as composite
class railcar trailer 11 ‘491’.

1929 Converted to second class.

History: 197 — 492

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

11.1912 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.197 seating 60 second class passengers.

1926 Converted to broad gauge for use as composite
class railcar trailer 11 ‘492’.

1929 Converted to second class.
16.11.1967 Condemned.

History: 207

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

18.12.1914 Issued to the South-east system as a second
class car No.207 seating 60 second class passengers.

1923 Converted to composite class.
1935 Altered to all first class, with 16 movable chairs

and 3 tables fitted to one end to form a saloon.
Capacity 40 first class.

1953 Scheduled to be renumbered ‘380’ but not done.
11.1954 Altered to provide a small dining lounge

section, four berths, kitchen and shower room. At
the opposite end accomodation for a guard was
provided. Painted green and cream and sent to Port
Lincoln. Initially it was used as the Commissioners
car.

3.1955 Allocated for relay work.
1963 Allocated to Inspection train work.
2.6.1977 Withdrawn.
1977 Purchased by Pichi Richi Railway.
- Refitted it with longitudinal seating for 60 passengers.

History: 208

See ‘370’ (page 445).
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5th February 1986,vision testing car 186 Peterborough roundhouse (Chris Drymalik)

20th April 2003,Quorn - PRR - car 207 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 212 — NRP 2 — Baby Health Car No.2

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

24.2.1917 Issued to the Northern system as a second
class car No.212 seating 60 second class passengers.

11.1917 Converted to first class South Australian and
Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock saloon with 32
movable wicker chairs.

1938 Converted to second class semi-corridor type
seating 32.

1942 Swapped bodies with ‘BG 490’ (Long Tom ‘189’)
and became a ward car for the joint Hospital train.

- Classified ‘NRP 2’.
1942-44 Used on Ambulance Train No.9 as Ward Car

‘NRP 2’.
By 3.7.1944 Returned to South Australian Railways.
1944 Fans and louvres for the upper berths fitted and

other improvements.
1946 Converted to ‘Baby Health car No.2’ and painted

green.
7.4.1967 Withdrawn.

History: 213

See ‘406’ (page 442).

History: 214

See ‘407’ (page 442).

History: 215

See ‘408’ (page 443).

History: 216

See ‘411’ (page 443).
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History: 217 — 488

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

1.1920 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.217 seating 60 second class passengers.

1926 Converted to broad gauge for use as composite
class railcar trailer 11 ‘488’.

1929 Converted to second class.
11.1954 Swapped bodies with ‘370’ (cross seats in one

compartment and movable chairs in the other - ex
208).

16.11.1967 Condemned.

History: 218

See ‘303’ (page 440).

History: 219 — NRP 4 — 219 — 380

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

See ‘Wandana’ (page 541).

1920 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.219 seating 60 second class passengers.

1924 Converted to second class South Australian and
Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock lavatory
carriage with reclining chairs.

1937 Conversion to semi-corridor arrangement.
1942 Swapped bodies with ‘493’ (‘NG 181’ longitudinal

seats), and altered to provide bunks for a ward car
for combined hospital train.

- Classified ‘NRP 4’.
1942-44 Used on Ambulance Train No.9 as Ward Car

‘NRP 4’.
5.2.1944 Withdrawn from Miltary use.
- ‘NRC’ classification removed.
1944 Fitted with longitudinal seats and transferred to

South East.
- Renumbered ‘380’.
1957 Converted to relay van for Port Lincoln division.

History: 220

See ‘304’ (page 441).

History: 221

See ‘Wonoka’ (page 547).

History: 222 — 489

Second class Long Tom 50 foot carriage built at the
Islington Workshops.

7.1920 Issued to the Northern system as a second class
car No.222 seating 60 second class passengers.

7.1920 Used on Royal Train as a temporary dining car.

1926 Converted to broad gauge for use as railcar trailer
11 ‘489’.

- To Silverton Tramway Museum.

6.84 S.A.R. 300 and 400 Class Narrow Gauge
Cars

300 and 400 Class

These cars were originally all built as 50 feet Long Toms
but were renumbered under the 1953 modernisation
scheme, which aimed at describing the cars, with
modernised interiors, for seat reservation purposes.

Prior to the renumbering, compartments were provided
inplace of the original longitudinal seats and a hinged
door in place of the original sliding gave access to the
end platforms. Lavatories were provided at each end of
the car. The only difference between first and second
class was first had loose cushions on the seats.

History: 177 — 300

Second class bogie carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in length.

16.12.1911 Built Islington and issued to the South-east
system as ‘177’, seating 60 second class passengers.

c.1937 Rebuilt as first class side aisle car seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘300’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 178 — 301

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

16.12.1911 Built Islington and issued to the South-east
system as ‘178’, seating 60 second class passengers.

c.1937 Rebuilt as first class side aisle car seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘301’.
8.1.1969 Used on the last narrow gauge train for Broken

hill.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 190 — 301

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length,

9.1912 Built Islington as car ‘190’, seating 60 second
class passengers.

1917 Converted to 1st class South Australian and
Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock. saloon,
seating 32 passengers in movable wicker arm chairs.

1938 Swapped body with broad gauge 494 (narrow
gauge 182) to enable it to be converted for use as a
ward car on the combined hospital train.
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Interior of Broken Hill car

- Classified ‘NRP 1’.
1942-44 Used on Ambulance Train No.9 as Ward Car

‘NRP 1’.
4.2.1944 Withdrawn from Miltary use.
- ‘NRC’ classification removed.
1944 Fitted with longitudinal seating for 60 second class

passengers.
Late 1945 Exchanged bodies with broad gauge 494

regaining its original body. It was then reclassified
1st class, seating 32 passengers and sent to the
South East division.

1953 Converted to ‘302’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
8.1972 Sold to Zig Zag Railway.

History: 218 — 303

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

22.6.1920 Built Islington and issued to the northern
system as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock ‘218’, seating 60 passengers.

1924 Converted to first class lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs, seating 30 passengers.

1937 Rebuilt as first class side aisle, seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘303’.
8.1.1969 Used as first class car on the last narrow gauge

train for Broken Hill.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
8.1972 Sold to Zig Zag Railway.

8th April 1987,Sulphide street car 304 water filler pipes
(Chris Drymalik)
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8.4.1987 Sulphide street 304 second class car interior
(Chris Drymalik)

History: 220 — 304

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

1.7.1920 Built at Islington and issued to the northern
system as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock carriage ‘220’, seating 60
passengers.

1924 Converted to first class lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs seating 30 passengers.

1937 Rebuilt as first class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘304’.
8.1.1969 On the last narrow gauge train for Broken hill.
19.3.1971 Withdrawn.
- In possession of the Silverton Tramway Museum,

Sulphide St, Broken Hill.

9th August 2002,Quorn - car 305 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 184 — 305

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

19.12.1911 Built Islington and issued to the Northern
system as ‘184’, seating 60 passengers.

1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock.

1937 Rebuilt as first class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

- Transferred to the South East.
1953 Converted to ‘305’.
1954 To Northern division.
8.1.1969 Used on the last narrow gauge train for Broken

Hill.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
8.1972 Sold to Zig Zag Railway.
- Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 187 — 306

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

7.1912 Built Islington, as ‘187’, seating 60 passengers.
1927 Converted to broad gauge gauge for use as railcar

trailer 11 ‘496’.
1945 Returned to narrow gauge, but swapped bodies

with 219 (semi-corridor), which was on 181 which
had swapped bodies in 1942. Transferred to the
South East at this time.

1953 Converted to ‘306’.
1954 To Northern division.
6.1961 Written off.

Car No.183 at Peterborough 1913

History: 183 — 400

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

12.1911 Built Islington and issued to the Northern
system as ‘183’, seating 60 passengers.

1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock.

1950 Rebuilt as second class side aisle car.
1953 Converted to ‘400’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
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History: 191 — 401

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

9.1912 Built at Islington as ‘191’, seating 60 passengers.
1924 Fitted with reclining chairs to seat 30 first class

passengers.
1925 Transferred to Port Lincoln.
1936 Converted to semi-corridor type seating 32 second

class passengers and sent to Northern division.
1953 Converted to ‘401’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 192 — 402

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

9.1912 Built Islington as ‘192’, seating 60 passengers.
1917 Used as South Australian and Commonwealth

Railways Joint Stock.
1924 Fitted with reclining chairs seating 30 first class

passengers.
1937 Rebuilt as second class side aisle seating 32

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘402’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 193 — 403

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

9.1912 Built Islington as ‘193’, seating 60 passengers.
1917 Used as second class South Australian and

Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock.
1924 Fitted with reclining chairs seating 30 first class

passengers.
1937 Converted to second class side aisle seating 32

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘403’.
8.1.1969 On the last narrow gauge train for Broken hill.
19.3.1971 Withdrawn.
1971 Purchased D.McAllen of Woodside.
1974 Donated it to the Australian Railway Historical

Society.
- Purchased by Pichi Richi Railway from the Australian

Railway Historical Society.

History: 194 — 404

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

11.1912 Built Islington as ‘194’, seating 60 passengers.
1917 Used as second class South Australian and

Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock.

1924 Fitted with reclining chairs seating 32 first class
passengers.

1937 Rebuilt as second class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘404’.
9.1.1969 Used on the last Broken Hill express
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
8.1972 To Lithgow Zig Zag.
12.1997 Destroyed in Bushfire.

History: 195 — 405

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

11.1912 Built Islington as ‘195’, seating 60 passengers.
1924 Fitted with reclining chairs, seating 30 passengers.
1925 To Port Lincoln.
1936 Converted to second class side aisle, seating 32

passengers, for Northern division.
1953 Converted to ‘405’.
2.9.1971 Withdrawn.
8.1972 Sold to Zig Zag Railway.
- Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 213 — 406

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

12.1919 Built Islington and issued to the northern
system as ‘213’, seating 60 passengers.

1937 Rebuilt as second class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘406’.
8.1.1969 Used on the last narrow gauge train for Broken

Hill.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 214 — 407

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

12.1919 Built Islington and issued to the northern
systemas ‘214’, seating 60 passengers.

1937 Rebuilt as second class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘407’.
8.1.1969 Used on the last narrow gauge train for Broken

Hill.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
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8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway sitting car 403 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 215 — 408

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

12.1919 Built Islington and issued to the northern
systemas ‘215’, seating 60 passengers.

1937 Rebuilt as second class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

1953 Converted to ‘408’.
8.1.1969 Used on the last narrow gauge train for Broken

Hill.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 211 — 409

See named car ‘Wonoka’ (page 547).

History: 188 — 410

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

7.1912 Built Islington as ‘188’, seating 60 passengers.
1921 Converted to composite class, 24 first and 30

second class passengers.
1936 Converted to second class side aisle, seating 32

passengers, and transferred to the South East.
1953 Converted to ‘410’.
1954 Transferred to Northern division.

8.1.1969 Used on the last narrow gauge train for Broken
Hill.

8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 216 — 411

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 feet 9 inches in
length.

1.1920 Built Islington and issued to the northern
system as ‘216’, seatig 60 passengers.

1937 Rebuilt as second class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

- Transferred to the South East.
1953 Converted to ‘411’.
1954 Transferred to Northern division.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

6.85 S.A.R. 350 and 450 Class Narrow Gauge
Cars

350 and 450 Class

For use between Terowie and Quorn, a number of cars
were modernised. The work was carried out at Islington
between 1949 and 1950. In order to describe them for
seat reservation purposes, the cars were renumbered in
1953 to become 350-class (first class) and 450-class
(second class).
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Interior of narrow gauge car remodelled for the
Peterborough Division

The cars used had all originally been built as normal 36
foot long cars. The original longitudinal seating was
replaced by updated transverse seating. For the 350-class
cars, the lavatories were moved from the centre to end of
the car, one either side of the door, while rotating and
reclining seats were installed, three across the width of
the car, with a off centre isle, providing accomodation for
22 passengers. Balanced windows replaced the drop type
and an iced water fountain was fitted. The water tank
was moved to one end of the car.

The 450-class were treated similarly to the 350-class,
except that fixed tubular steel seats were fitted.

History: 157 — 350

First class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

28.6.1909 Built Islington and issued to the Northern
Division as first class car ‘157’, seating 28
passengers.

1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident.
1950 Rebuilt as first class saloon seating 22 passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘350’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 161 — 351

Second class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

3.4.1909 Built Islington and issued to the Northern
Division as ‘161’.

- Shortly after being issued it was transferred to South
Eastern division.

1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
1914 Transferred to Northern division.

1950 Rebuilt as first class saloon seating 22 passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘351’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

18th June 1993,Queenscliff - SAR Car 450 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 158 — 450

First class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

7.1909 Built Islington and issued to Northern division
as first class car ‘158’, seating 28 passengers.

1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
1950 Rebuilt as second class saloon seating 22

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘450’.
- Sold to Bellarine Peninsular Railway.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
- Leased by the Geelong Steam Preservation Society at

Queenscliffe to Adelaide River Heritage Centre who
intend restoring the car.[th]

History: 162 — 451

Second class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

4.1909 Built Islington, issued to the Northern Division
as ‘162’, seating 32 second class passengers.

- Transferred to South East shortly after being issued.
1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
1941 Transferred to Northern division.
11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident.
1950 Rebuilt as second class saloon seating 22

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘451’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.
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History: 163 — 452

Second class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

between April-June 1909 Built Islington, issued to the
Northern Division as ‘163’, seating 32 passengers.

1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
1950 Rebuilt as second class saloon seating 22

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘452’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 164 — 453

Second class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

between April-June 1909 Built Islington, issued to the
Northern Division as ‘164’, seating 32 passengers.

1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident.
1950 Rebuilt as second class saloon seating 22

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘453’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 165 — 454

Second class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

between April-June 1909 Built Islington, issued to the
Northern Division as ‘165’, seating 32 passengers.

1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
11.5.1944 Involved in the Copley Accident.
1950 Rebuilt as second class saloon seating 22

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘454’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

History: 166 — 455

Second class lavatory carriage 9 , 36 feet 1 inch in length,
fitted with longitudinal seating.

between April-June 1909 Built Islington, issued to the
Northern Div as ‘166’, seating 32 passengers.

1910 Fitted with Westinghouse Brake System.
1950 Rebuilt as second class saloon seating 22

passengers.
1953 Converted to ‘455’.
8.7.1970 Withdrawn.

6.86 S.A.R. 370 and 470 Class Narrow Gauge
Cars

370, 470 to 471

In 1935 car 208 was fitted with cross seats in one
compartment and the other altered to a saloon with 16
movable wicker chairs and three tables. Capacity was
reduced from 60 to 32 first class passengers.

In 1935 two cars, 179 and 185, were converted to a
second class layout with an aisle and cross seats. During
1953 they were renumbered 470 and 471. The conversion
replaced existing seating with cross back seating,
consisting of four single seats located in each corner of
the two compartments, between them are two sets of
cross seats, each consisting of two seats (back to back)
separated by an aisle from two single seats (back to back)
giving a capacity of 32 passengers.

History: 208 — 370

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 foot 9 inch in
length.

12.1914 Built Islington and issued to the South-east
system as Long Tom car ‘208’, seating 60 second
class passengers.

1935 Fitted with cross seats in one compartment and 16
movable wicker chairs in the other, now seated 32
first class passengers.

1953 Overhauled and renumbered ‘370’.
2.1954 Used on Royal visit on South Eastern system,

then immediately transferred to Peterborough
division.

11.1954 Exchanged bodies with broad gauge 488
(former narrow gauge 217).

8.1956 Converted to a relay car, painted green/cream
and transferred to Port Lincoln. Now contains a
dining-lounge section, four berths, kitchen, shower
and guards accomodation.

9.1974 Withdrawn.

History: 179 — 470

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 foot 9 inch in
length.

12.1911 Built Islington and issued to the Northern
system as Long Tom car ‘179’, seating 60 second
class passengers.

1914 Converted to composite seating 24 first class and
32 second class.

1935 Fitted with centre aisle seating and for use on the
narrow gauge south-east division. Seated 32 second
class passengers.

1953 Renumbered ‘470’.
1954 Transferred to Peterborough.
8.1.1969 On the last narrow gauge train for Broken hill.
19.3.1971 Withdrawn.
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8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway sitting car 470 (Chris Drymalik)

- Donated to Australian Railway Historical Society.
- Purchased by Pichi Richi Railway from the Australian

Railway Historical Society.

History: 185 — 471

Second class bogie lavatory carriage, 54 foot 9 inch in
length.

between July and November 1912 Built Islington as
Long Tom car ‘185’, seating 60 second class
passengers.

1921 Converted to composite carriage, 42 first and 32
second class passengers.

1935 Fitted with centre aisle seating and for use on the
south-east division. Seats 32 second class
passengers.

1953 Renumbered ‘471’ and transferred to
Peterborough.

20.6.1967 Withdrawn.

6.87 36 foot 6 inch Composite Bogie Goods
Brake Vans - 7550 Type

7550 to 7553

This group consisted of 4 brakevans No.s 7550 to 7553,
built in 1938 by the South Australian Railways at the
Islington Workshops. Passenger accomodation for nine

was provided at one end of van with access gained from
an open end deck similar to other narrow gauge
passenger carriages. The other end of the van consisted
of the single goods compartment with a central raised
guards lookout dividing the two compartments. A single
toilet compartment was position in the passenger area
adjacent the guards lookout.

5th February 1986,Peterborough roundhouse - brakevan
7550 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 7550

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 36 foot 6 inch Composite Bogie Goods
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Brake Van.

8.1938 Entered service on the Port Lincoln system as
No.7550.

by 1970s Transferred to Peterborough system.
- Written off.
- Sold to the Geelong Steam Preservation Society

(Bellarine Peninsula Railway).
- Transferred to Ballarat.
- 7550 was exchanged for loco V9 at Puffing Billy
- Moved to Emerald for rebuilding for use on catered

trains [rpf].

2nd February 1986,Brakevan 7551 Gladstone (Chris
Drymalik)

19.5.1986 Brakevan 7551 Gladstone (Chris Drymalik)

History: 7551

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 36 foot 6 inch Composite Bogie Goods
Brake Van.

8.1938 Entered service on the Port Lincoln system as
No.7551.

by 1970s Transferred to Peterborough system.
1977 Transferred to Gladstone system.

- Written off.
- Sold to Gladstone School, placed on display in school

yard.
- Moved to Wirrabara and placed on old right of way

next to main road.
25.4.1995 Transferred to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 7552

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 36 foot 6 inch Composite Bogie Goods
Brake Van.

9.1938 Entered service on the South Eastern system as
No.7552.

- Sent to Port Lincoln system.
- Passenger accomodation removed and some windows

filled in.
- Painted all over green with yellow windows.
- Written off.
2 Transferred to Pichi Richi Railway.[st]

22nd July 2001,National Railway Museum - Friends of
Thomas the Tank Engine event - brakevan 7553. (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 7553

Built by the South Australian Railways at the Islington
Workshops as a 36 foot 6 inch Composite Bogie Goods
Brake Van.

9.1938 Entered service on the Peterborough system as
No.7553.

- Written off.
9.12.1987 Sold to Mile End Railway Museum.
10.5.1988 Transferred to Port Dock Station Railway

Museum.

6.88 Ungrouped Carriage Information -
Narrow Gauge

This list is all the carriage information that has not been
included elsewhere in the tables. It will in future releases
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be incorporated into other parts of the document, but at
this stage I have included it so as to provide as complete
listing of information as I can.

History: 131

- Passenger bogie luggage van 5 , 31’6" in length. Build
Adelaide Locomotive Works, and issued to the
Northern system July 1891. 1933 fitted with end
doors for rail car working.

History: 203

- Brakevan built Adelaide loco works and issued to the
Gladstone and Jamestown line 1.1878.

History: 210

- See ‘90’.

History: 223

- See ‘30’.

History: 224

- Brakevan built Adelaide loco workshop 1878 and
issued to Port Pirie to Jamestown line.
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7.1. Wooden Pre-Vestibule V&SAR Joint Stock Carriages

7.1 Wooden Pre-Vestibule V&SAR Joint Stock
Carriages

O type - 1 to 42

The following joint stock carriages were used in the days
of the ‘Intercolonial Express’, prior to the introduction of
the Vestibule carriages in 1907. All joint stock cars in this
series were prefixed with the letter ‘O’.

History: O 1 — Willochra — Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car

Boudoir car built by Mann Boudoir Car Company; New
York. Renamed ‘Willochra’.

22.10.1886 Issued to service.

History: O 2 — Avon — Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car

Boudoir car built by Mann Boudoir Car Company; New
York. Renamed ‘Avon’.

22.10.1886 Issued to service.
14.03.1908 To Victorian Railways as No.6 sleeping

car.[pm]
2.12.1911 Altered to sleep/diner and named ‘Avon’.
15.4.1932 Scrapped.[pm]

History: O 3 — Mildura — Kiewa — Mann Boudoir
Sleeping Car

Boudoir car built by Mann Boudoir Car Company; New
York. Renamed ‘Mildura’.

24.12.1886 Issued to service.[pm]
3.1908 To Victorian Railways as sleeping car.
14.8.1908 Altered to sleep/diner and named ‘Mildura’.

History: O 4 — Vice Regal — Mann Boudoir Sleeping
Car

Boudoir car built by Mann Boudoir Car Company; New
York. Converted to South Australian Railways ‘Vice Regal’
car.

24.12.1886 Issued to service.[pm]
3.1908 To South Australian Railways car ‘117’.

History: O 5 — ABAB 77 — ABAB 75

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Locomotive and carriage department.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1900 To Victorian Railways as ‘77 ABAB’.[pm]
1910 To ‘75 ABAB’.[pm]
c.1950 To Temporary Workmans Van.[jb]
16.10.1956 Scrapped.[pm]
- Body sold to buyer at Alberton .[jb]

History: O 6 — 233

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Locomotive and carriage department.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1900 To South Australian Railways as “233” (page

388).

History: O 7 — 234

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Locomotive and carriage department.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1900 To South Australian Railways as “234” (page

388).

History: O 8 — 235

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Locomotive and carriage department.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1900 To South Australian Railways as “235” (page

388).

15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport ex Joint Stock car ‘O9’
(Chris Drymalik)

History: O 9 — ABAB 78 — WW 77

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1900 To Victorian Railways as ‘78 ABAB.
1910 To ‘76 AB’.[pm]
5. 5.1959 To ‘77 WW’. [pm]
1976 Withdrawn.[jb]
- To ARHS Museum, Williamstown (stored).[pm]
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History: O 10 — 236

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.(May have been
7.3.1887[pm])

4.1900 To South Australian Railways as “236” (page
388).

History: O 11 — 237

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

22.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1900 To South Australian Railways as “237” (page

388).

History: O 12 — AbAB 79 — AB 77

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage built by the
Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

31.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1900 To Victorian Railways as ‘79 AbAB’.
1910 To ‘77 AB’.[pm]
c.1950 Rebuilt for Way & Works Branch.[jb]
16.10.1956 Scrapped.[pm]
- Sold to Buyer at Alberton.[jb]

History: O 13 — DD 46 — C 44

Passenger bogie brake van built by the Victorian Railways
Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
1908 To Victorian Railways became ‘46 DD’.[pm]
1910 To ‘44 C’.[pm]
3.3.1983 Withdrawn.[pm]
- Body sold to Sunraysia Area Scouts, Lake Cullulleraine,

Mildura.[pm]

History: O 14 — 7

Passenger bogie brake van built by the Victorian Railways
Newport Workshops.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
3.1908 To South Australian Railways as ‘7 ‘.

History: O 15 — DD 47 — C 45

Passenger bogie brake van with end cupola built by the
South Australian Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

13.1.1887 Issued to service.
3.1908 To Victorian Railways as ‘47 DD’.[pm]
1910 Renumbered ‘45 C’.[pm]
22.1.1954 Scrapped.[pm]

History: O 16 — DD 48 — C 46

Passenger bogie brake van with end cupola built by the
South Australian Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

19.1.1887 Issued to service.
3.1908 To Victorian Railways as ‘48 DD’.[pm]
1910 Renumbered ‘46 C’.[pm]
19.7.1938 Scrapped.[pm]

Interior view of Intercolonial Port Office Van

History: O 17 — EES 3 — DS 3 — WW 4

Bogie Post Office mail van built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

19.1.1887 Issued to service.
3.1908 To Victorian Railways as ‘3 EES’.[pm]
1910 To ‘3 DS’.[pm]
11. 3.1923 To ‘4 WW’.[pm]
By 1941 Scrapped.[pm]

History: O 18 — 258

Bogie Post Office mail van built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

13.1.1887 Issued to service as ‘O 18’.
4.1908 To South Australian Railways as number ‘258’.
19.9.1916 Altered to Officers Inspection car ‘Murray’.

History: O 19 — 259

Bogie Post Office mail van built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

17.1.1887 Issued to service.
4.1908 To South Australian Railways as number ‘259’.
8.1918 Used as loco sleeping van.[dc]
c.1936 Withdrawn.[dc]
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History: O 20 — WS 9 — WW 1

Bogie mail baggage van built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

20.1.1887 Issued to service.
15.1.1904 To Victorian Railways as ‘9 WS‘ (Ways &

Works Van).[pm]
1910 To Ways and Works van ‘1 WW’.[pm]
By 1940 Scrapped.[pm]

History: O 21 — WS 10 — WW 2

Bogie mail baggage van built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

20.1.1887 Issued to service.
15.1.1904 To Victorian Railways as ‘10 WS‘ (Ways &

Works Van).[pm]
1910 To Ways and Works van ‘2 WW’.[pm]
By 1941 Scrapped.[pm]

History: O 22 — WS 11 — WW 3

Bogie mail baggage van built by the South Australian
Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

20.1.1887 Issued to service.
15.1.1904 To Victorian Railways as ‘11 WS‘ (Ways &

Works Van).[pm]
1910 To Ways and Works van ‘3 WW’.
By 1941 Scrapped.[pm]

History: O 23 — 58

Bogie brake and luggage van with end cupola, built by
the South Australian Railways Adelaide locomotive
works.

16.1.1890 Issued to service.
3.1908 To South Australian Railways ‘58’.

History: O 24 — 68

Bogie brake and luggage van with end cupola, built by
the South Australian Railways Adelaide locomotive
works.

16.1.1890 Issued to service.
3.1908 To South Australian Railways and renumbered

‘68’.
15.8.1919 Body rebuilt with guards compartment

relocated from end to centre.
21.5.1930 Altered for used as a railcar trailer.
4.4.1941 Altered for fish traffic.
10.1953 Condemned.

History: O 25 — 238

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage, built by the
South Australian Railways Adelaide locomotive works.

5.4.1889 Issued to service.
4.1900 To South Australian Railways “238” (page 389).

History: O 26 — ABAB 80 — AB 78 — WW 57

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage, built by the
Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

29.5.1890 Issued to service.
4.1900 To Victorian Railways as ‘80 ABAB’.
1910 To ‘78 AB’. [pm]
22.10.1958 To ‘57 WW’.[pm]

History: O 27 — AB 79 — B/BT 108 — T 126

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage, built by the
Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

29.5.1890 Issued to service.[pm]
4.1900 To Victorian Railways as ‘81 ABAB’.
1910 To ‘79 AB’. [pm]
27.5.1911 To ‘108 B’.[pm]
- To ‘ BT’. In use as suburban electric trailer car.[pm]
5.1923 Altered to ‘T 126’ suburban first class seating

90.[jb]
- Altered to second class seating 90.[jb]
1.1964 Scrapped.[jb]

History: O 28 — AB 80 — BC 32 — BCD 9 — D 22

Composite 1st and 2nd class bogie carriage, built by the
Victorian Railways Newport Workshops.

30.6.1891 Issued to service.
4.1900 To Victorian Railways as ‘82 ABAB’.
1910 To ‘80 AB’. [pm]
23.3.1913 To ‘32 BC’ (1st Series).[pm]
after 1919 To ‘9 BCD’.[pm]
5.1924 Recoded ‘D 22’.[jb]
10.1962 Scrapped.[jb]

History: O 29 — Latrobe — Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car

Boudoir car built by Mann Boudoir Car Company; New
York. (May have been assembled at the Victorian
Railways Newport Workshops).

30.10.1889 Issued to service.
13.8.1910 Named ‘Latrobe’.
10.1.1920 To Victorian Railways
5.1929 Scrapped.[pm]
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History: O 30 — Hindmarsh — Mann Boudoir Sleeping
Car

Boudoir car built by Mann Boudoir Car Company; New
York.

30.10.1889 Issued to service.
13.8.1910 Named ‘Hindmarsh’.
10.1.1920 To South Australian Railways.

History: OA 31 — AV 21

1st class vestibule built by Coleman & Party, at the
Victorian Railways at the Newport workshops, ex ‘21 AV’.

30.6.1899 Issued to service as ‘21 AV’.[pm]
9.1900 To ‘OA 31‘ (V&SAR) .[pm]
1908 Returned to Victorian Railways as ‘21 AV’
24.10.1962 Scrapped.[pm]

History: OA 32 — AV 26

1st class vestibule built by Murdoch & Party, at the
Victorian Railways at the Newport workshops, ex ‘26 AV’.

28.9.1899 Issued to service as ‘26 AV’.[pm]
9.1900 To OA 32‘ (V&SAR).[pm]
1908 Returned to Victorian Railways as ‘26 AV’.
10.10.1964 Scrapped.[pm]

History: OB 33 — BV 23

2nd class vestibule built by Higgins & Party, at the
Victorian Railways at the Newport workshops, ex ‘23 BV’.

2.2.1900 Issued to service as ‘23 BV’.[pm]
9.1900 To OB 33 (V&SAR).[pm]
1908 Returned to Victorian Railways as ‘23 BV’.
26.10.1964 Scrapped.[pm]

History: OA 34 — AV 5

1st class vestibule built by Hambridge & Party, at the
Victorian Railways at the Newport workshops, ex ‘5 AV’.

20.9.1898 Issued to service as ‘5 AV’.[pm]
9.1900 To OA 34 (V&SAR).[pm]
1908 Returned to Victorian Railways as ‘5 AV’.
14.11.1962 Scrapped.[pm]

History: OA 35 — AV 11

1st class vestibule built by Saddington & Party, at the
Victorian Railways at the Newport workshops, ex ‘11 AV’.

24.2.1899 Issued to service as ‘11 AV’.[pm]
9.1900 To OA 35 (V&SAR).[pm]
1908 Returned to Victorian Railways as ‘11 AV’.
31. 5.1963 Scrapped.[pm]

History: OB 36 — BV 6

2nd class vestibule built by Cameron & Party, at the
Victorian Railways at the Newport workshops, ex ‘6 BV’.

30.6.1898 Issued to service as ‘6 BV’.[pm]
9.1900 To OB 36 (V&SAR).[pm]
1908 Returned to Victorian Railways as ‘6 BV’.
20.12.1972 Withdrawn.[pm]
13.4.1973 Scrapped.[pm]

History: OA 37 — 181

1st class vestibule built by the South Australian Railways
at the Islington workshops, ex “181” (page 386).

21.10.1892 Issued to service.
9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car.
1908 Returned to South Australian Railways

History: OA 38 — 182

1st class vestibule built by the South Australian Railways
at the Islington workshops, ex “182” (page 386).

14.10.1892 Issued to service.
9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car.
1908 Returned to South Australian Railways

History: OA 39 — 183

1st class vestibule built by the South Australian Railways
at the Islington workshops, ex “183” (page 387).

14.10.1892 Issued to service.
9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car.
1908 Returned to South Australian Railways

History: OB 40 — 192

2nd class vestibule built by the South Australian Railways
at the Islington workshops, ex “192” (page 377).

17.6.1899 Issued to service.
9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car.
1908 Returned to South Australian Railways

History: OB 41 — 193

2nd class vestibule built by the South Australian Railways
at the Islington workshops, ex “193” (page 377).

17.6.1899 Issued to service.
9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car.
1908 Returned to South Australian Railways
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History: OB 42 — 196

2nd class vestibule built by the South Australian Railways
at the Islington workshops, ex “196” (page 377).

21.12.1899 Issued to service.
9.1900 Transferred to use as a Joint Stock car.
3.1908 Returned to South Australian Railways

7.2 V&SAR Joint Stock - Wooden Vestibule

General Information

Between 1906 and 1923 a total of 44 vehicles were
constructed at both the Victorian Railways Newport and
the South Australian Railways Islington Workshops.
Being made up of

• 14 x 1st class sleeping cars

• 10 x 1st class sitting cars

• 10 x 2nd class sitting cars

• 6 x brakevans

• 2 x mail sorting vans

• 2 x mail baggage vans

The sleeping and 1st class sitting cars were constructed
at Newport Workshops, Victoria, as well as the mail
sorting and some baggage vans, while the 2nd class
sitting cars and baggage vans were constructed at
Islington Workshops, South Australia, (except that the
first 2 jointly owned brakevans were constructed at
Newport and exchanged with two constructed at
Islington, these latter two became Victorian vehicles).

The original classification system was simplified in 1910,
with

• 1st Class ‘AVE’ recoded as ‘AE’

• 2nd Class ‘BVE’ recoded as ‘BE’

• Brakevans ‘DVE’ recoded as ‘CE’

• Mail baggage vans ‘EEB’ recoded as ‘D’

• Mail sorting vans ‘EES’ recoded as ‘DS’

All cars built between 1906 and 1908 originally had gas
lighting with electric lighting not being fitted until later.
The remainder where constructed with electric lighting.

Automatic couplers fitted to all vehicles in mid 1930’s.

The name The Overland was given to the express in 1936
when it was named in the timetable, though it appears
that Victoria might have been using this name for the
train sometime before this date. In 1936 the original deep
red livery was replaced by green and yellow with black
horizontal lining for the Centenary of South Australia.

The Overland in chrome plate letters was affixed to the
letter board on each side of the passenger carrying cars.
In the mid 1940s all cars were gradually repainted in
Victorian Railways red livery. The chrome The Overland
insignia was removed from the sleeping cars in 1967.

The ‘CE’ and ‘D’ vans had partial external steel
protection panels.

Exteriors were built to the then contemporary Canadian
Pacific Design with modifications to suit local
conditions. On account of their great width, it was
deemed wise to fit tight spring steel bars across the
windows as a protection to the passengers. These were
later removed because of a public outcry.

The cars were phased out gradually with the introduction
of the air conditioned “Corten Steel” (page 465) carriages
from 1949. Eventually the various cars were split between
the two states and used on less significant services until
being withdrawn.

V&SAR Joint Stock Sleepers

The first four cars were originally named, Melbourne,
Ballarat, Wolseley and Adelaide, but these names were
altered to the names of rivers in the two states of SA and
Vic, becoming to Loddon, Glenelg, Finniss and Torrens
in 1910. In 1911, Onkaparinga and Barwon were built,
to be followed by Baderloo, Dargo, Pekina and Tambo in
1919. In 1923, a further four cars were named Angas,
Coliban, Acheron and Inman.

Each car was 75 foot long, with a steel underframe
mounted on 12 wheeled bogies. the wooden bodies had
clerestory roofs, vertically boarded sides, and were North
American in appearance. Internal layout comprised nine
compartments, 6’4" long and 5’3 1

4 " wide, each with two
fold up lateral sleeping berths, a folding was basin, cloth
hanging cupboards etc. A small smoking saloon at one
end of the car in which two more berths could be made
up if needed. This was known as the Gentlemen’s lounge,
and provided with four loose, leather covered, cane arm
chairs and a fixed transverse seat for three. The loose
chairs were later removed. A single long window was
provided for this saloon. The fixed seat could be
converted into two additional berths by curtaining it off
from the rest of the smoking saloon. The top berth was
hinged above this seat and a standard fare was charged
for using this semi-open two berth compartment. Two
compartments at the opposite end of the coach to the
smoking saloon were reserved for ladies and swing doors
in the 51’2" long corridor separated these compartments
and the smoking saloon from the rest of the cabins.
Access to the cabins was by sliding doors. Conductor’s
compartment at either end, one of which had tea making
facilities and lavatories.

Finished in Edwardian style, the carved paneling,
pressed metal ceilings, frosted glass and lamp pendants
all being ornately decorated.
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Interior of Joint Stock Sleeping car, circa 1917

Interior of Joint Stock Sleeping car smoking saloon, circa
1917

External finish included a row of bevelled mirrors above
each window with an engraved star burst pattern.
Removed in later years due to maintenance problems.
There were 3 above each normal window and 7 above
each saloon window. Each door had coloured leadlights
in place of plain glass above the window panel.

The first run in service, of the initial batch of four
sleeping cars, occured on 17th October 1907 when cars
Melbourne, Adelaide and Ballarat were included as part
of a Parliamentary special tour of the Murray. They
travelled from Melbourne to Echuca, departing Spencer
Street at 5:30pm. Regular scheduling off the cars on the
Melbourne Express occured from 31st October 1907.pl

From 1936, they were externally painted dark green with
‘The Overland’ in chrome plated letters on the fascia
panel above the windows. From 1943 repainting in
Victorian Railways standard Tomato Red colour scheme
began.

As built, these coaches, (gas lit and screw coupled),
weighed 37 ton 7 cwt. and as with the other ‘E’ series
coaches the fitting of strengthened underframes, electric
lighting and automatic couplings increased the weight of
the 1911 built cars to 39 tons 11 cwt., while the later cars
weighed in at 41 tons. Passenger capacity was 18 people
in 9 compartments.

Five of the carriages were transferred to form the ‘Train
of Knowledge’ for Victorian Railways in 1965. Between
November 1983 and May 1984, these carriages were
upgraded. Restoration work included repainting,
revarnishing, new upholstery, new carpeting, retention
toilets and reinstatement of the original sleeping car
names ( Acheron, Coliban, Inman, Pekina and Loddon).

In 1926 two Pullman sleepers named ‘Mount Lofty’ (page
557) and ‘Macedon’ (page 556) where purchased. Further
details car be found in Commissioner Webb’s Pullman
Carriages.

History: Acheron — Sleeping Car 6

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Acheron was
built at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops (by
contractors Fowler and party) for use on The Overland.

31.8.1923 Entered service.
6.1936 Auto couplers fitted.
27.6.1969 South Australian Railways equity brought by

Victorian Railways.
4.9.1969 Altered to ‘Sleeping car No. 6’.
25.3.1971 Shower and brakevan facilities fitted.
3.1972 Modified as follows, air gauge and brake tap

relocated from conductors compartment to saloon
compartment; Hand rails fitted inside each door of
the saloon compartment; Electric side and tail
lamps fitted; Fly wire screens fitted to the window of
sleeping compartments.

4.1980 Lounge abolished and berth 1 and 2 enclosed.
1984 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
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31.3.1986 Acheron car Spencer street (Chris Drymalik)

Acheron car Spencer street station (Chris Drymalik)

5.1986 Being used on the ‘Train of Knowledge’.
1990 Withdrawn and allocated to Seymour Loco Group.
2017 Reallocated to ‘Victorian Goldfields Railway’.
17.6.2017 Move from ‘Seymour to Newport’ .

History: Angas

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Angas was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops (by
contractors Scott and party) for use on The Overland.

25.9.1923 Entered service.

11.2012,kitchen dining area (Fiona Brown)

6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
4.1950 Victorian Railways equity brought by South

Australian Railways.
1953 Exterior rebuild for use on the night train to

Mount Gambier.
24.9.1976 Burnt while in service on the night train to

Mount Gambier. Not used in service after this date.
Official Report: on 24th September, 1976 No.905
South East Passenger was delayed a total of 187
minutes account fire occuring in Sleeping Car
‘Angas’. The delays occassioned were as follows: 36
minutes at No.2 Signal, Coonalpyn cutting out air
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11.2012,double bedroom with a single bed (Fiona Brown)

brakes. Fire extinguishers from CD were utilised on
wooden flooring which was chared and smoking. A
further 15 minutes delay occured at Coonalpyn
whilst boards were hosed down. No.905 again
stopped at 242km between Banealla and Keith
account fire occuring in the florring underneath the
trailing end of Car ‘Angas’. E.F.S. from Keith
attended, and fire was extinguished at 4:40am.
No.905 arrived at location at 2:24am, and departed
at 4:03am :- 99 minute delay and 29 minute lost
running, Banealla to Keith. Car ‘Angas’ was
detached at Keith, 23 minutes delay. Passengers
from Car ‘Angas’ were transferred to BD at 242km.
There were no injuries. [sar CME1244/76]

27.9.1976 Examined at Adelaide depot and it was found
that the floor had caught fire about No.7 wheel. The
brake block and shoe on No.7 wheel were found to
be badly worn. The defective block and shoe were
removed and forward to the Engineer of Tests,
Islington [sar CME1244/76]

9.11.1976 CME Report: The damage to the Angas
sleeping car isconsiderable.... the vestibule interior
is burnt out. It would require new lavatory and
conductor’s compartment, foor, doors, end and roof
members. Side members on the car end of the

doorway could be sound enough and not want
replacement. Bunks, seats and carpet have been
destroyed.
Compartments 3 and 4, 5 and 6, 7 and 8, have
charred woodwork, paint burnt off ceiling sheets
and considerable reworking of timber and
replacements would be required to rehabilitate
them.
The corridor... is similarly badly affected with
charred woodwork, blinds and carpet damage, and
paint burnt off metal ceiling sheets which are badly
buckled.
Mirrors throughout the car with the exception of the
last two bereths (17, 18, 19 and 20( are badly smoke
stained and would need stripping and and
resilvering.
Compartmnts 9 and 10, 11 and 12, 13 and 14, 15 and
16 are badly smoked stained on woodwork and
ceilings and similarly the adjoining corridor.
The remainder of the car is free of damage.....a
rough estimate of the cost of rehabilitating the car is
in excess of $30,000. [sar CME1244/76]

8.8.1977 Proposed to dispose of ‘Angas’ and ‘Finniss’ to
Australian Railway Historical Society [sar
CME1244/76]

9.9.1977 Officially withdrawn from service and
condemned. [sar CME1244/76]

14.12.1977 Purchased by Australian Railway Historical
Society (SA Division) for $500. [sar CME1244/76]

3.1995 Australian Railway Historical Society approved
disposal of carriage to ‘Kadina to Wallaroo Tourist
Railway’.

19.11.1995 Transferred from Dry Creek to Kadina.
- Sold to Australian Train Movers, and transferred to

Londonderry, NSW.
1.2011 Delivered to Little Forest Country Cottages in

the Southern Highlands, NSW.
11.2012 Restored completed as B&B style

accomodation.

12.1.2005,Littlehampton - Baderloo (Chris Drymalik)
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12.1.2005,Littlehampton - Baderloo (Chris Drymalik)

History: Baderloo

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Baderloo was
built at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for
use on The Overland.

2.9.1919 Entered service.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
7.9.1951 Leading end damaged in The Overland head

on crash at Serviceton.
9.1967 Withdrawn from service. Last run on the ‘Train

of Knowledge’ tour August.1967.
16.10.1967 Condemned.
- Sold without bogies.
- Moved to Junction Rd, Littlehampton, South Australia.
1986 In very poor condition.
2003 Sold by Joylene Liebelt of Littlehampton (Adelaide

Hills) to Jim Emmett of the Mount Lofty Railway
Station. While the carriage is in extremely poor
condition, it is not impractical to rebuild it for static
use. It will undergo a major rebuild into a State car
type format utilising mostly the original interior. it
will be shifted to the gardens at the Mount Lofty
Railway Station after its condition is stabilised.
[correspondence from Jim Emmett - 6.2003]

History: Barwon

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Barwon was
built at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for
use on The Overland.

16.6.1911 Entered service.
6.1923 Electric lighting fitted.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
9.1967 Last run on the ‘Train of Knowledge’ tour.
16.10.1967 Condemned.

16.10.1992 Keswick - Coliban car - saloon with new
carpet (Chris Drymalik)

Coliban in Newport Workshop on 4.1.1999 (Paul Quinn)
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History: Coliban — Sleeping Car 7

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Coliban was
built at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops (by
contractors Fowler, Nathan and party) for use on ‘The
Overland’.

22.8.1923 Entered service.
6.1936 Auto couplers fitted.
7.9.1951 Damaged in ‘The Overland’ head on crash at

Serviceton when a bulk mail van telescoped into it.
27.6.1969 South Australian Railways equity brought by

Victorian Railways.
15.9.1969 Altered to ‘Sleeping car No. 7’.
1984 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
6.1986 Being used on the ‘Train of Knowledge’.
1.2.1990 Withdrawn and purchased by SteamRanger

(Australian Railway Historial Society SA Division).
- Painted green and cream. This colour scheme was

new to the car being based on SteamRangers
corporate colours.

1996 Sold to SteamRail Victoria.

History: Dargo

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Dargo was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for use on
The Overland.

27.10.1919 Entered service.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
- Victorian Railways equity brought by South Australian

Railways.
- Allocated to the night train to Mount Gambier service.
16.10.1974 Condemned.
- Sold less bogies.
- Stored on a property at Lameroo, South Australia, in

good condition under cover.

History: Wolseley — Finniss

19.4.1986 Finniss Dry Creek (Chris Drymalik)

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Finniss was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for use on

Interior of Joint Stock Sleeping car, circa 1917 (South
Australian Railways)

‘The Overland’. It was originally called Wolseley, but its
name was changed to Finniss in 1910.

17.10.1907 Entered service named Wolseley.
30.9.1910 Name changed to Finniss.
6.1923 Electric lighting fitted.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
4.1950 Victorian Railways equity brought by the South

Australian Railways.
1953 Exterior rebuilt for use on the night train to Mount

Gambier.
8.1976 Withdrawn from service after the fire in ‘Angas’.
9.9.1977 Officially withdrawn from service and

condemned. [sar CME1244/76]
14.12.1977 Purchased by Australian Railway Historical

Society (SA Div) for $1500. [sar CME1244/76]

History: Ballarat — Glenelg

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Glenelg was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for use on
‘The Overland’. It was originally called Ballarat, but its
name was changed to Glenelg in 1910.

17.10.1907 Entered service named Ballarat.
30.9.1910 Renamed Glenelg.
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Interior of Joint Stock Sleeping car, circa 1917 (South
Australian Railways)

Interior of Joint Stock Sleeping car smoking saloon, circa
1917 (South Australian Railways)

3.1924 Electric light fitted.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
8.1967 Withdrawn from service. Last run on the ‘Train

of Knowledge’ tour August 1967.
16.10.1967 Condemned.

History: Inman — Sleeping Car 8

Inman November 2000 (Greg McLennan)

16.10.1992 Keswick - Inman car - saloon with new carpet
(Chris Drymalik)
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V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Inman was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops (by
contractor Scott and party) for use on ‘The Overland’.

22.8.1923 Entered service.
6.1936 Auto couplers fitted.
27.6.1969 South Australian Railways equity brought by

Victorian Railways.
5.9.1969 Altered to ‘Sleeping car No. 8’.
1984 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
5.1986 Being used on the ‘Train of Knowledge’.
1.2.1990 Withdrawn and purchased by SteamRanger

(Australian Railway Historial Society SA Division).
- Painted green and cream. This colour scheme was

new to the car being based on SteamRangers
corporate colours.

1996 Sold to SteamRail Victoria.

History: Melbourne — Loddon — Sleeping Car 10

12.6.1986 Lodden car Spencer street station

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Loddon was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for use on
‘The Overland’. It was originally called Melbourne, but its
name was changed to Loddon in 1910.

17.10.1907 Entered service named Melbourne.
30.9.1910 Renamed Loddon.
12.1923 Electric light replaced gas lighting.
6.1936 Auto couplers fitted.
27.6.1969 South Australian Railways equity brought by

Victorian Railways.
16.9.1969 Altered to ‘Sleeping car No. 10’.
6.1986 Being used on the ‘Train of Knowledge’. Fitted

with 4 wheel roller bearing bogies.
1.2.1990 Withdrawn and allocated to AREA.
1997-98 Allocated to Syemour Rail Heritage Centre.

History: Onkaparinga

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Onkaparinga
was built at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops
for use on The Overland.

Sleeping Car Onkaparinga sleeping compartment as
built, circa 1911 (South Australian Railways)

16.6.1911 Entered service.
4.1924 Electric lighting fitted.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
- Steel protection panels affixed over the original

Tongue and Groove timber exterior.
19.10.1972 Condemned.
- Sold to Marbury School Aldgate, with bogies.
6.10.1988 Donated to the Port Dock Station Railway

Museum.

History: Pekina — Sleeping Car 9

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Pekina was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for use on
The Overland.

2.9.1919 Entered service.
6.1936 Auto couplers fitted.
27.6.1969 South Australian Railway equity brought by

Victorian Railways.
15.9.1969 Altered to ‘Sleeping car No. 9’.
6.1986 Being used on the ‘Train of Knowledge’. Fitted

with 4 wheel roller bearing bogies.
1990 Withdrawn and allocated to AREA.
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Sleeping Car Onkaparinga from the smoking saloon
looking down corridor as built, circa 1911 (South
Australian Railways)

12.6.1986 Pekina car Spencer street station (Chris
Drymalik)

1997-98 Allocated to Syemour Rail Heritage Centre.
2017 Reallocated to ‘The Overland Museum’.
17.6.2017 Moved from ‘Seymour to Newport’.
6.12.2016 Moved to ‘Overland Museum’ Kaniva by road.

21.10.2000 Tambo Ballarat East Workshops (Paul Dalton)

History: Tambo

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Tambo was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for use on
The Overland.

27.10.1919 Entered service.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
- Victorian Railways equity brought by South Australian

Railways.
- Allocated to the night train to Mount Gambier service.
16.10.1974 Condemned.
- Sold.
- Donated to Australian Railways Historical Society (SA

Div).
1993 Australian Railways Historical Society approved

disposal of carriage. Sold to West Coast Rail.
23.11.1995 Transported from Dry Creek to Ballarat.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
5.2004 Move to Maldon. Owned by private individual

who intends to restore the car, which an end
platform.

6.2005 Returned to service on ‘Castlemain to Maldon
railway’. Fully restored with end deck.

History: Adelaide — Torrens

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Torrens was built
at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for use on
‘The Overland’. It was originally called Adelaide, but its
name was changed to Torrens in 1910.

17.10.1907 Entered service named Adelaide.
30.9.1910 Renamed Torrens.
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31.3.1986 Torrens car North Williamstown Museum
(Chris Drymalik)

Interior of Joint Stock Sleeping car smoking saloon, circa
1917

6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
- South Australian Railways equity brought by Victorian

Railways.
9.1967 Last run on the ‘Train of Knowledge’.
16.10.1967 Withdrawn and condemned.
- Transferred to ARHS Museum North Williamstown,

Victoria.

AE Sitting Carriages

The Overland wooden vestibule V&SAR joint stock first
class cars were:

• ‘5 AE’ (page 588)

• ‘6 AE’ (page 588)

• ‘7 AE’ (page 588)

• ‘8 AE’ (page 588)

• ‘9 AE’ (page 588)

• ‘10 AE’ (page 589)

• ‘39 AE’ (page 592)

• ‘40 AE’ (page 592)

• ‘41 AE’ (page 592)

• ‘42 AE’ (page 592)

For full details of the ‘AE’ type carriages see Victorian
Railways ‘E’ type carriages.

BE Sitting Carriages

The Overland wooden vestibule V&SAR joint stock
second class cars were:

• ‘5 BE’ (page 597)

• ‘6 BE’ (page 597)

• ‘7 BE’ (page 597)

• ‘8 BE’ (page 597)

• ‘9 BE’ (page 597)

• ‘10 BE’ (page 597)

• ‘40 BE’ (page 602)

• ‘41 BE’ (page 602)

• ‘42 BE’ (page 603)

• ‘43 BE’ (page 603)

For full details of the ‘BE’ type carriages see Victorian
Railways ‘E’ type carriages.

CE Baggage Carriages

The Overland wooden vestibule V&SAR joint stock
baggage cars were:

• ‘1 CE’ (page 606)

• ‘2 CE’ (page 606)

• ‘3 CE’ (page 606)

• ‘4 CE’ (page 606)

• ‘26 CE’ (page 609)

• ‘27 CE’ (page 609)

For full details of the ‘BE’ type carriages see Victorian
Railways ‘E’ type carriages.
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D Bulk Mail and DS Mail Sorting Carriages

The Overland wooden vestibule V&SAR joint stock mail
sorting carraiges ceased about the time of the first World
War. The official removal of Travelling Post Office
operations on the Adelaide to Melbourne service was on
28.6.1917.

Originally four wooden mail vans, each 60’2" long over
their timber frames.

History: EEB 1 — D 1

Bulk Mail carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare 27.3
tons, built Newport workshops.

23.10.1907 Issued to service as ‘1 EEB’.
1910 Recoded ‘1 D’.
11.7.1923 Destroyed in a derailment at Glenorehy,

Victoria.

27th August 1989,Keswick - 62 + mail van 1D + 503 on
Southern Encounter (Chris Drymalik)

27th August 1989,Keswick mail van 1D on Southern
Encounter (Chris Drymalik)

History: D 1

Overland Bulk Mail carriage. To replace the D van
destroyed at ‘Callington’, Islington workshops built an all
steel replacement vehicle ‘1 D’ of 25 tons capacity, but
weighing not less than 37.5 tons. The body of light gauge
mild steel, rivetted to a centre truss type underframe is
60’1 1

4 " long and 10’ wide. It rides on two four wheel cast
steel equalized bogies at 40’ centres. The curved and
eliptic roof is pitched 13’2" above rail level.

6.1931 Issued to service.
1935 Painted Hawthorn Green.
1937 Repainted Royal Blue with gold lines for use on the

‘Spirit of Progress’ whilst a special mail van was
built.

- Later repainted bright red, but reverted to a dark red.
- Became the property of Australian National.
- Sold to SteamRanger.

History: EEB 2 — D 2

Bulk Mail carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare 27.3
tons, built Newport workshops.

21.12.1907 Issued to service as ‘2 EEB’ (owned by the
Victorian Railways rather than being joint stock).

1910 Recoded ‘2 D’.
1924 Transferred to V&SAR joint stock roster.
27.12.1929 Destroyed in a derailment at Callington.

History: EES 1 — D 3

Bulk Mail Sorting carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare
27.3 tons, built Newport workshops.

10.1907 Issued to service as ‘1 EES’.
1910 Recoded as ‘3 DS’.
28.3.1928 Converted to Bulk Mail van. Recoded ‘3 D’.
12.12.1972 Withdrawn as Joint Stock.
1977 Still in use for mail carriage working to Port Pirie

on an as required basis.

History: EES 2 — D 4

Bulk Mail Sorting carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare
27.3 tons, built Newport workshops.

24.3.1908 Issued to service as ‘2 EES’.
1910 Recoded as ‘4 DS’.
28.3.1928 Converted to Bulk Mail van. Recoded ‘4 D’.
12.12.1972 Withdrawn as Joint Stock.
1977 Still in use for mail carriage working to Port Pirie

on an as required basis.
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7.3 Steel V&SAR Joint Stock Carriages

General Information

New rollingstock was built progressively from 1949 to
replace the wooden joint stock used on ‘The Overland’.
Each carriage was constructed by the South Australian
Railways at the Islington Workshops and measured 78’3"
over coupling points.

Exteriors were finished in maroon, with a fluted stainless
steel panel on each side of the cars running above and
below the window level. The roof was painted black.
Later vehicles windows were fitted with venitian blinds
contained in a cavety between the outer and inner glass
window sheets, the earlier cars had holland blinds.

Joint car details of the full end concertina

All cars were fitted with air conditioning. Carriages built
prior to the 1970 were all fitted with axle driven
generators and converted to head end power in 1970. All
the later cars were constructed for use only with head
end power.

The classification system used for the new carriages was:

• Sleeping cars were each named after Aboriginal
word associated with sleep.

• First class sitting were coded ‘AJ’ 1 to 3.

• Second class sitting were coded ‘BJ’ 4 to 10.

• Refreshment cars were coded ‘RBJ’ 1 to 3. These had
originally been built as second class sitting cars ‘BJ’
1 to 3. The ‘RBJ’ cars were introduced from
22.2.1971.

• Club Cars numbers 1 to 3 (designated ‘Club Car’
rather than ‘RAJ’) were introduced from 2.11.1970.

• Brakevans ‘CO’ 1 to 2.

• Combined Power Car/Brake van ‘PCO’ 1 to 4.

Motor rail was introduced from 6.11.1978.

In 1995 all cars, except for ‘Club No.1’ and the ‘PCO’
power cars, were transferred to Australian National
ownership in preparation for the conversion of the
Adelaide to Melbourne line to standard gauge. Many of
the cars were also converted to standard gauge after the
line conversion.

Joint Stock Sleepers

Each sleeping compartment provides the sleeper with
the following facilities, hot and cold running water, toilet,
basin, shaving mirror, coat hanging space and night
lights. The roomette cars each provide shower facilities
at the end of the car. On the twinette cars, each room
contains an upper and lower sleeping bunk. Private
shower facilities are provide within each cabin.

The Four sleepers Allambi, Dorai, Tantini and Weroni
were replaced in 1971 and the original cars sold to V.R.
for use on the new ‘Vinelander’ service from Melbourne
to Mildura.

Two sleepers were renamed shortly after entering
service. They were Malkari and Paiti, which originally
had been named Tolkini and Tandeni.

The names of the roomette sleepers were:

• Allambi

• Chalaki

• Juki

• Mururi

• Nankuri

• Purpawi

• Tantini

• Tarkinji

The names of the twinette sleepers were:

• Dorai

• Kuldalai

• Malkari
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Name Meaning

Allambi quiet pace
Chalaki evening
Dorai to sleep
Juki Southern cross
Kuldalai a dream man who came out of the

Southern Cross
Malkari moon
Mokai to rest
Mururi to sleep
Nankuri good
Nomuldi gently
Paiti twilight
Purpawi calm
Tantini sleeping
Tarkinji sunrise
Tawarri evening breeze
Weroni quiet
Yankai walkabout
Yanni journey

Table 7.1: Aboriginal names associated with Overland
sleeping cars

• Mokai

• Nomuldi

• Paiti

• Tawarri

• Weroni

• Yankai

• Yanni

Codings

All cars were given coding by Australian National when
they introduced a new computer system. These coding
were:

JRA: 1 - Mururi, 2 - Chalaki, 3 - Nankuri, 4 - Purpawi, 5
- Juki, 6 - Tarkinji.

JRB: 1 - Allambi, 2 - Tantini.

JTA: 1 - Nomuldi, 2 - Mokai, 3 - Malkari, 4 - Paiti, 5 -
Yanni, 6 - Kuldalai.

JTB: 1 - Tawarri, 2 - Yankai, 3 - Weroni, 4 - Dorai.

Meanings of Carriage Names

All the sleeping cars are named after local Aboriginal
names associated with sleep and dreaming. Their
meanings are given in 7.1

Overland Named Cars

History: Allambi No.1 — Sleeping Car 11 — SJ 281

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Allambi was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

4.1.1999,VR sleepers SJ281 and SJ283 in East Block
Newport (Paul Quinn)

20.3.2010,NRM - shunt - Allambi (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

9.12.1949 Entered service named Allambi.
21.10.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power.
1.6.1972 As a replacement car had been built, this

vehicle was sold to V.R..
31.5.1972 Sent to Newport Workshops to be repainted

Blue recoded sleeper No. 11. [sar 596/69]
2.8.1972 Returned to service on the ‘The Overland’, ex

Melbourne to Adelaide, due to an Airway strike from
31.7.1972 to 3.8.1972. [sar 596/69]

3.8.1972 Returned to Melbourne. [sar 596/69]
1.8.1972 On the new ‘Vinelander’ service.
- Recoded ‘SJ 281’.
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- Repainted V/LINE orange.
1993 Placed into storage at Newport Workshops
2008 Given to the NRM by VicTrack
28.11.2008 Arrived at NRM Port Adeliade by road ex

Newport Melbourne

BJ 5, BJ 7 and Allambi at Keswick on 9.2.1999 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: Allambi No.2 — JRB 1

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Allambi was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops as a replacement vehicle for an
existing V&SAR Joint Stock car of the same name.

4.8.1972 Entered service as Allambi, a replacement for
the original car of the same name. [rrc]

10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ALLA T’
alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductors
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ALLA T’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRB-1’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘ALLA T’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

25.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘ALLA T’ to passenger car ‘JRB 1 P’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRB 1 P’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRB 1 P’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRB 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRB 1 P’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRB 1 P’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

28.2.1996 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRB 1 P‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$93830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-1’
Date Built: ‘04.08.1972’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Roomette;J.S. AN-V/L;Named

‘ALLAMBI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMR’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2.2.1999 At Keswick painted grey, no lettering yet

applied to car.
9.2.1999 At Keswick fitted with new style ‘Overland’

logos.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
2010 Possible sold to Pacific National for use as a crew

car.

History: Chalaki — JRA 2 — QCAY 2

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Chalaki was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on The Overland.

10.6.1950 Entered service. [rrc]
29.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CHAL B’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CHAL B’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
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6.1.1991,Keswick Chalaki car (Chris Drymalik)

number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRA-2’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CHAL B’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRA 2 V’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 2 V’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 2 V’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 2 V‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN & VLINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘52tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1950’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Roomette 1st Class. Named CHALAKI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMR’

- Sold to ‘Barry Martin‘ (Blue Bird Rail).
12.1999 Re-entered service after conversion to crew car

for use by Australia Southern Railway. Several
compartment were removed, being replaced by a
kitchen and lounge area. The carriage was painted
orange.

5.2008 Painted ‘QRN‘ Maroon and Yellow and fitted
with ‘QRN‘ name board. Coded ‘QCAY 2‘[rpf]

History: Dorai No.1 — Sleeping Car 14 — SJ 284

SJ284 taken in 1998 at Newport workshops (Stuart Hicks)

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Dorai was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on The Overland.

This vehicle was sold to the Victorian Railways in 1972
when a replacement vehicle was constructed and given
the same name.

4.1.1999,SJ284 in Newport workshops (Paul Quinn)

11.12.1950 Entered service.
25.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power.
12.6.1972 As a replacement car had been built, this

vehicle was sold to V.R..
22.6.1972 Sent to Newport Workshops to be repainted

Blue recoded sleeper No. 14. [sar 596/69]
1.8.1972 Returned to service on the ‘The Overland’, ex

Melbourne to Adelaide, due to an Airway strike from
31.7.1972 to 3.8.1972. [sar 596/69]

2.8.1972 Returned to Melbourne. [sar 596/69]
4.8.1972 Returned to service on the ‘The Overland’, ex

Melbourne to Adelaide, due to an Airway strike from
31.7.1972 to 3.8.1972. [sar 596/69]

5.8.1972 Returned to Melbourne. [sar 596/69]
27.11.1972 Painted Blue for use on the new

‘Vinelander’ service.
- Recoded ‘SJ 284’.
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- Repainted V/LINE orange.
- Placed into storage at Newport Workshops
1993 Placed into storage at Newport Workshops
2011 Allocated to ‘707 Operations Inc’

History: Dorai No.2 — JTB 4

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Dorai was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops as a replacement vehicle for an
existing V&SAR Joint Stock of the same name.

21.11.1971 Entered service as a replacement for the
original car of the same name.

26.11.1971 Actual date issued to service [sar 596/69]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘DORA A’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘DORA A’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTB-4’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘DORA A’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

25.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘DORA A’ to passenger car ‘JTB 4 A’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 4 A’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 4 A’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 4 A’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 4 A’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 4 A’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

28.2.1996 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTB 4 A‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’

Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘45.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$90330’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-2’
Date Built: ‘26.11.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette;J.S. AN-V/L;Named ‘DORAI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: Juki — JRA 5

15.9.1990,Keswick car Juki (Chris Drymalik)

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Juki was built at the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

8.10.1958 Entered service. [rrc]
27.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JUKI G’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JUKI G’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRA-5’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JUKI G’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.
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25.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘JUKI G’ to passenger car ‘JRA 5 C’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRA 5 C’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

1992 Place in storage in Victoria.
26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 5 C’

as having repair ‘vehicle cut for scrap’.
12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International

Development Services’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 5 C‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘52tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1950’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Roomette 1st Class. Named ‘ JUKI‘’
BSG Code: ‘PBMR’

- Sold to ‘Barry Martin‘ (Blue Bird Rail).

22.9.2009,Berths 17/18 + 19/20 of car JTA 6 where
stripped whilst the car was at Talbot under private
ownership (John Green)

History: Kuldalai — JTA 6

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Kuldalai was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

11.10.1957 Entered service. [rrc]
6.10.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘KULD N’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass

clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘KULD N’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTA-6’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘KULD N’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘KULD N’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘KULD N’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘KULD N’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

18.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘KULD N’ to passenger car ‘JTA 6 P’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTA 6 P’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTA 6 P’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 6 P‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$49040’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-7’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette;J.S. AN-V/L;Named

‘KULDALAI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

1998 Sold to MR Binns of Victoria.
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Sleeping car Kuldalai taken at Talbot, Victoria in 2000 (Stuart Hicks)

6.1998 Transferred from Islington workshops to Victoria
for eventual placement at Talbot as a static exhibit.

History: Tolkini — Malkari — JTA 3 — RZEY 3

Keswick - Malkari - 18.11.1994 (Chris Drymalik)

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
‘Malkari’ was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

20.4.1956 Entered service named ‘Tolkini’. [rrc]
3.1957 Renamed ‘Malkari’. [rrc]

27.11.1996 Keswick - Malkari (Chris Drymalik)

1962 On loan to New South Wales Railways on standard
gauge.

6.10.1970 Converted from independant to head-end
power. [rrc]

10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MALK D’
alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MALK D’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
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passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTA-3’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MALK D’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

25.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘MALK D’ to passenger car ‘JTA 3 L’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTA 3 L’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

14.10.1988 Transferred temporarily to standard gauge
for use on Ghan to Alice Springs.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 3 L’ as
having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 3 L‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette; J.S. AN-V/L;

Named‘MALKARI‘’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

6.1998 Sold to West Coast Railway.
5.8.1998 Transferred from Adelaide to Melbourne on

standard gauge.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
2004 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage

Company [cp 1.2005].
11.2007 Registered for traffic after conversion to crew

car ‘RZEY 3’ by BlueBird Rail Operations[artc]

History: Mokai — JTA 2

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Mokai was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

23.3.1951 Entered service. [rrc]
27.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MOKA L’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MOKA L’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,

5.1.2002 JTA2 as crew car (Chris Drymalik)

passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTA-2’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MOKA L’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MOKA L’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘MOKA L’ to passenger car ‘JTA 2 C’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 2 C’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 2 C‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette; J.S AN-V/L; Named ‘MOKAI‘’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

- Sold to ‘Barry Martin‘ (Blue Bird Rail).
- Converted to crew car for the use of Australia Southern

Railroad

History: Mururi — JRA 1 — RZEY 1

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Mururi was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

13.4.1950 Entered service named Mururi. [rrc]
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Mururi, BM 259, PCO 2 JTA 3, and a JRA on 6.1.1999 (Paul
Quinn)

29.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end
power. [rrc]

30.3.1972 Car reentered service after being repaired as
a result of derailment at Bungaree [sar 596/69]

10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MURU J’
alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MURU J’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRA-1’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘MURU J’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

22.07.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘MURU J’ to passenger car ‘JRA 1 M’.

1992 Loaned to V/LINE for use on the Vinelander
service.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRA 1 M’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRA 1 M’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 1 M’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 1 M‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN & VLINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘52tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’

Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1950’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Roomette 1st Class. Named MURURI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMR’

6.1998 Sold to West Coast Railway.
5.8.1998 Transferred from Adelaide to Melbourne on

standard gauge.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
2004 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage

Company [cp 1.2005].
11.2007 Registered for traffic after conversion to crew

car ‘RZEY 1‘ by BlueBird Rail Operations[artc]

History: Nankuri — JRA 3

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Nankuri was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

1.4.1955 Entered service. [rrc]
23.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NANK K’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NANK K’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRA-3’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NANK K’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NANK K’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘NANK K’ to passenger car ‘JRA 3 H’.

1992 Place in storage in Victoria.
18.12.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 3 H’

as having repair ‘scrapped’.
12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International

Development Services’.
- Sold to West Coast Railway.
12.5.1998 Moved to Ballarat.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
On Harris Trailer Bogies. No brakes/

2004 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage
Company [cp 1.2005].

2004 Sold to Geelong based ‘Rail Experience’. [cp
1.2005].
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- Moved to South Geelong, Victoria.
2012 Moved to Newport Workshops.
8.8.2015 Badly damaged by fire.

Nomuldi (Stuart Hicks)

Nomuldi (Greg McLennan)

History: Nomuldi — JTA 1

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Nomuldi was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

17.2.1951 Entered service. [rrc]
23.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NOMU G’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NOMU G’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTA-1’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘NOMU G’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

11.09.1987 Reclassified from passenger car ‘NOMU G’
to passenger car ‘JTA 1 Q’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTA 1 Q’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 1 Q’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 1 Q‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette; J.S AN-V/L. Named

‘NOMULDI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

6.1998 Sold to West Coast Railway.
5.8.1998 Forwarded to Melbourne.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
- Moved to a property at Pomonal near Halls Gap as it

had been intedned to use the car as a B&B [sh].
2012 The car was sold and it is inteded by the owenr to

move it to Kyneton, Victoria. It is in original and
very good condition and the owner has plans to
repaint it back to Overland colours [sh].

History: Tandeni — Paiti — JTA 4 — BMC 1 — Sir Hans
Heyson — CDAY 1 — Presidents Car

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car Paiti
was built at the South Australian Railways Islington
Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

10.11.1956 Entered service named Tandeni. [rrc]
3.1957 Renamed Paiti. [rrc]
6.10.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PAIT K’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PAIT K’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTA-4’.
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19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PAIT K’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTA 4 U’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

03.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 4 U’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 4 U’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 4 U‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette; J.S. AN-V/L; Named ‘ PATTI‘’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

- Sold to ‘Barry Martin‘ (Blue Bird Rail).
5.1998 Interior stripped for conversion to special

service car containing bedrooms and an open
lounge, dining area.

20.8.1998 Entered service painted dark blue with a
silver roof and coded as ‘BMC 1’. It is own by a
company call ‘Grand Corporate Rail‘ and avilable for
hire. Interior features include

• Air-conditioned, sound insulated underfloor
and all walls.

• Soft fabric wall finish, all timber(internal) West
Australian jarrah with granite topped gallery.

• 2 Queen Size bed room suites, each with floor
to ceiling curtains,

• shower/toilet ensuite and generous storage for
personal and business effects.

• Lounge area with sofa bed coverting to double
bed with shower/toilet ensuite

• Dining area for 6

• Galley equipment includes Kleenmaid
cooktop, stainless steel oven, microwave,
double sink, exhaust fans and ample storage.

• Satellite phone and fax, as well as data stream
connection.

• 110 W hi-fi sound system 68 CM TV, VHS video,
6 stacker CD player and twin deck cassette
system

• 2 fridges, one freezer jarrah bar with 4 bar
stools

• Fully equipped with crockery, cutlery, quality
glass and cookware bed linen Sandwich maker,
toaster

- To Great Southern Railway.
2003 Named ‘Sir Hans Heyson’.
1.2.2004 On first ‘Ghan’ to Darwin.
5.11.2007 Registered for traffic after conversion to

President’s car ‘CDAY 1’ for ‘Chicago Freight Car
Leasing Australia (CFCLA)’[artc]

History: Purpawi — JRA 4 — RZEY 4

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Purpawi was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

26.6.1955 Entered service named Purpawi. [rrc]
25.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PURP P’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PURP P’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRA-4’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PURP P’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PURP P’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘PURP P’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘PURP P’ to passenger car ‘JRA 4 Q’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 4 Q’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 4 Q‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘52tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1950’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
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Keswick - Purpawi car - 16.12.1994 (Chris Drymalik)

Remarks: ‘Roomette 1st Class. Named ‘ PURPAUI‘’
BSG Code: ‘PBMR’

6.1998 Sold to West Coast Railway.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway. It
is currently fitted with unmodified Harris bogies,
incomplete - no brake gear.

2004 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage
Company [cp 1.2005].

11.2007 Registered for traffic after conversion to crew
car ‘RZEY 4’ by BlueBird Rail Operations[artc]

9.10.2010,SJ282 Newport (Chris Drymalik Collection)

History: Tantini No.1 — Sleeping Car 12 — SJ 282

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Tantini was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

This vehicle was sold to the Victorian Railways in 1972
when a replacement vehicle was constructed and given
the same name.

6.3.1950 Entered service as car Tantini.
6.10.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power.
26.6.1972 As a replacement car had been built, this

vehicle was sold to Victorian Railways.
29.6.1972 Sent to Newport Workshops to be repainted

Blue recoded sleeper No. 12. [sar 596/69]
1.8.1972 Returned to service on the ‘The Overland’, ex

Melbourne to Adelaide, due to an Airway strike from
31.7.1972 to 3.8.1972. [sar 596/69]

2.8.1972 Returned to Melbourne. [sar 596/69]
1.8.1972 Painted Blue for use on the new ‘Vinelander’

service.
- Recoded ‘SJ 282’.
- Repainted V/LINE orange.
1993 Placed into storage at Newport Workshops
2010 Allocated to ‘Steamrail Victoria’.
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16.3.1997 Keswick - Overland - Tantini lettering (Chris
Drymalik)

History: Tantini No.2 — JRB 2

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Tantini was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops as a replacement vehicle for an
existing V&SAR Joint Stock of the same name.

7.8.1972 Entered service as a replacement for the
original car of the same name. [rrc]

10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TANT G’
alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TANT G’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRB-2’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TANT G’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TANT G’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TANT G’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TANT G’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.11.1987 Reclassified from passenger car ‘TANT G’ to
passenger car ‘JRB 2 B’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRB 2 B’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRB 2 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘

cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRB 2 B‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$93830’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-1’
Date Built: ‘07.08.1972’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Roomette;J.S. AN-V/L;Named

‘TANTINI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMR’

28.2.1996 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge.

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
16.3.1999 At Keswick painted grey, no lettering yet

applied to car.
22.3.1999 At Keswick fitted with new style ‘Overland’

logos.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

26.12.1990,Keswick car Tarkinji (Chris Drymalik)

History: Tarkinji — JRA 6

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel roomette sleeping car
Tarkinji was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.
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5.11.1958 Entered service. [rrc]
9.10.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TARK F’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TARK F’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JRA-6’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TARK F’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

22.07.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘TARK F’ to passenger car ‘JRA 6 L’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JRA 6 L’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 6 L’
as having repair ‘scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and Sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JRA 6 L‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN & VLINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘52tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1950’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Roomette 1st Class. Named TARKINJI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMR’

- Sold to ‘Barry Martin’ (Blue Bird Rail).
2.9.1999 Re-entered service after conversion to crew car

for use by Australia Southern Railway. Several
compartment were removed, being replaced by a
kitchen and lounge area. The carriage was painted
orange.

3.9.2000 Sent to Islington for repairs. [cp 11.2000]
6.9.2000 Returned to service. [cp 11.2000]

History: Tawarri — JTB 1

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Tawarri was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

12.12.1967 Entered service named Tawarri. [rrc]
23.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]

Tawarri at Keswick on 9.2.1999 (Chris Drymalik)

Tawarri at Keswick on 9.2.1999 (Chris Drymalik)
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15.9.1972 Car reentered service after being repaired as
a result of derailment at Bungaree [sar 596/69]

10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TAWA D’
alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TAWA D’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTB-1’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TAWA D’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TAWA D’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘TAWA D’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 1 T’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 1 T’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 1 T’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

28.2.1996 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTB 1 T‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$77060’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-3’
Date Built: ‘12.12.1967’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette;J.S. AN-V/L;Named ‘TAWARRI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
18.11.1998 At Keswick painted grey with blue lettering

and new style ‘Overland’ logos.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: Weroni No.1 — Sleeping Car 13 — SJ 283

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Weroni was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

This vehicle was sold to the Victorian Railways in 1972
when a replacement vehicle was constructed and given
the same name.

20.11.1950 Entered service.
9.10.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power.
22.5.1972 Sent to Newport Workshops to be repainted

Blue recoded sleeper No. 13. [sar 596/69]
25.5.1972 As a replacement car had been built, this

vehicle was sold to V.R..
1.8.1972 Returned to service on the ‘The Overland’, ex

Melbourne to Adelaide, due to an Airway strike from
31.7.1972 to 3.8.1972. [sar 596/69]

2.8.1972 Returned to Melbourne. [sar 596/69]
4.12.1971 Painted Blue for use on the new ‘Vinelander’

service.
- Recoded ‘SJ 283’.
- Repainted V/LINE orange.
1993 Placed into storage at Newport Workshops
2010 Allocated to ‘Steamrail Victoria’.

History: Weroni No.2 — JTB 3

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Weroni was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops as a replacement vehicle for an
existing V&SAR Joint Stock of the same name.

13.12.1971 Entered service as a replacement for the
original car of the same name.

10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘WERO J’
alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘WERO J’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTB-3’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘WERO J’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘WERO J’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.
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Sleeping car Weroni as built 1950

SJ283 taken in 1998 at Newport workshops

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘WERO J’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.09.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘WERO J’ to passenger car ‘JTB 3 Y’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 3 Y’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 3 Y’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 3 Y’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘

4.1.1999,VR sleepers SJ281 and SJ283 in East Block
Newport (Paul Quinn)

cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

28.2.1996 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTB 3 Y‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.
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Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘45.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$90330’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-2’
Date Built: ‘13.12.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette;J.S. AN-V/L;Named ‘WERONI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

27.11.1996 Keswick - Yankai (Chris Drymalik)

History: Yankai — JTB 2

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
Yankai was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

12.12.1967 Entered service named Yankai. [rrc]
29.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
10.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘YANK V’

alteration complete: ‘remove retaining cup & glass
clips and plate pegs from cupboards in conductor‘s
compartment. ‘overland’ joint stock cars. (RS4172)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘YANK V’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTB-2’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘YANK V’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘YANK V’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘YANK V’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 2 F’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

03.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTB 2 F’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 2 F’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTB 2 F’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTB 2 F‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$77060’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-3’
Date Built: ‘12.12.1967’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette;J.S. AN-V/L;Named ‘YANKAI’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

28.2.1996 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge.

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
16.3.1999 At Keswick painted grey, no lettering yet

applied to car.
22.3.1999 At Keswick fitted with new style ‘Overland’

logos.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
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JTA 5 Yanni at Islington on 1.7.1998

History: Yanni — JTA 5 — BMC 2 — Sir John Forrest

V&SAR Joint Stock corten steel twinette sleeping car
‘Yanni‘ was built at the South Australian Railways
Islington Workshops for use on ‘The Overland’.

22.8.1957 Entered service. [rrc]
25.9.1970 Converted from independant to head-end

power. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘YANN K’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

1987 Given the computer code ‘JTA-5’.
19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘YANN K’

alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

26.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: Reclassified from passenger
car ‘YANN K’ to passenger car ‘JTA 5 K’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘JTA 5 G’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

26.07.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 5 G’
as having repair ‘vehicle cut for scrap’.

12.1995 Written off and sold to ‘International
Development Services’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘JTA 5 G‘ in
AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘Twinette; J.S AN-V/L; Named ‘YANNI‘’

BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

- Sold to ‘Barry Martin‘ (Blue Bird Rail).
- Interior stripped for conversion to special service car

containing bedrooms and an open lounge, dining
area. Entered service painted dark blue with a silver
roof and coded as ‘BMC 2’. It is own by a company
call ‘Grand Corporate Rail‘ and avilable for hire.

- To Great Southern Railway.
2003 Named ‘Sir John Firest’.

AJ First Class Sitting Cars

First class sitting car interior as originally built

First class sitting car interior as originally built

The interior of the carriage was fitted throughout with
reclining seating. Toilet facilities were provided at the
ends.

History: AJ 1

joint stock first class sitting car for use on ‘The Overland’.

28.11.1951 Issued to service as first class joint stock
saloon. [rrc]
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First class sitting car 1 AJ as originally built

23.4.2002 Keswick - AJ 1 (Chris Drymalik)

8.10.1970 Converted to head-end power. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 1 H’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 1 H’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 1 H’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 1 H’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 1 H’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

04.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AJ 1 H’ as

having repair ‘wheel set’.
28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 1 H’

alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AJ 1 H‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘49.1tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$37910’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-8’
Date Built: ‘28.11.1951’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH 1ST CL.JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMC’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
4.2007 Sold to CFCL for conversion to crew cars[wh]
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2aj

History: AJ 2

joint stock first class sitting car for use on ‘The Overland’.

29.11.1951 Issued to service as first class joint stock
saloon. [rrc]

4.10.1970 Converted to head-end power. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

07.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AJ 2 Q‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘49.1tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$37910’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-8’
Date Built: ‘29.11.1951’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH 1ST CL.JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMC’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
4.2007 Sold to CFCL for conversion to crew cars[wh]

First class sitting car 3 AJ

History: AJ 3

joint stock first class sitting car for use on ‘The Overland’.

29.6.1962 Issued to service as first class joint stock
saloon. [rrc]

21.9.1970 Converted to head-end power. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 3 C’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 3 C’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 3 C’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 3 C’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘ lettering
from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.
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21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 3 C’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AJ 3 C’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

10.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AJ 3 C’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AJ 3 C‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$54130’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-8’
Date Built: ‘29.06.1962’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH 1ST CL.JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMC’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
4.2007 Sold to CFCL for conversion to crew cars[wh]

BJ Second Class Sitting Cars

16.3.1997 Keswick - Overland - Economy lettering (Chris
Drymalik)

Second class sitting car interior as originally built

The interior of the carriage was fitted throughout with
reclining seating. Toilet facilities were provided at the
ends.

History: BJ 1

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

5.1952 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

2.1971 Converted to ‘1 RBJ’.

History: BJ 2

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

27.6.1952 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

2.1971 Converted to ‘2 RBJ’.

History: BJ 3

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

26.8.1952 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

4.10.1970 Converted to head-end power.
6.1971 Converted to ‘3 RBJ’.

History: BJ 4

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

29.9.1952 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.
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Sitting car 2 BJ as originally built

16.3.1997 Keswick - Overland - 4BJ lettering (Chris
Drymalik)

4.10.1970 Converted to head-end power.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

17.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 4 M’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 4 M‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$37320’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-9’
Date Built: ‘29.09.1952’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH ECON.CL.;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
13.11.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment [rpf].
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4.5.2007 Entered service refurbished as ‘Red Premium‘
car.

BJ 5 at Keswick on 9.2.1999 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BJ 5 — Mururi

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

14.4.1960 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

4.10.1970 Converted to head-end power.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

09.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

29.04.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.

c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

27.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 5 V’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 5 V‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘44.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$47690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-9’
Date Built: ‘14.04.1960’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH ECON.CL.;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2.2.1999 At Keswick painted grey, no lettering yet

applied to car.
9.2.1999 At Keswick fitted with new style ‘Overland‘

logos and named Mururi.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
4.5.2007 Entered service refurbished as ‘Red Premium‘

car.

History: BJ 6 — Nankuri

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

27.5.1960 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

27.9.1970 Converted to head-end power.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.
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Second class sitting car interior as originally built

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

13.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

25.07.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 6 H’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 6 H‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’

Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘45.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$47690’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-9’
Date Built: ‘27.05.1960’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH ECON.CL.;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
31.3.1999 At Keswick painted grey, no lettering yet

applied to car.
23.4.1999 At Keswick fitted with new style ‘Overland‘

logos, new roof and named Nankuri.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.7.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment [rpf].
20.4.2007 Sent from Ballarat to Melbourne [rpf]
22.4.2007 Sent from Melbourne to Keswick [pmi]
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4.5.2007 Entered service refurbished as ‘Red Standard‘
car.

BJ 5, BJ 7 and Allambi at Keswick on 9.2.1999 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BJ 7 — Purpawi — Purwapi

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

2.5.1966 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

21.9.1970 Converted to head-end power.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

18.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.

c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 7 Q‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$57520’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-9’
Date Built: ‘02.05.1966’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH ECON.CL.;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2.2.1999 At Keswick painted grey, no lettering yet

applied to car.
9.2.1999 At Keswick fitted with new style ‘Overland‘

logos and named Purpawi.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
by 3.2003 Relettered Purwapi.

History: BJ 8 — Mokai — ADFY 1

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

30.5.1966 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

21.9.1970 Converted to head-end power.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.
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13.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 8 C’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 8 C‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘48.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$57520’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-9’
Date Built: ‘30.05.1966’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH ECON.CL.;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2000 Repainted silver without name boards.
by 11.2000 Named Mokai.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
by 2007 Retention toilets fitted. This involved the male

toilets being fitted into the former ladies toilet, and
the ladies toilet being relocated in the former
powder room. The original male toilets was
converted into showers for use when the car is on
Ghan/IP services.[pmi]

7.2011 Sold to ‘GWA’ for conversion to the crew car
31.8.2011 Sent to Western Australia for rebuilding
- Entered service as crew car ‘ADFY 1’

History: BJ 9 — Chalaki — Kildalai

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

26.8.1968 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

6.10.1970 Converted to head-end power.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of

approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘ lettering
from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

14.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

21.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 9 L’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 9 L‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘45.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$62200’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-10’
Date Built: ‘26.08.1968’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH ECON.CL.;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
23.4.1999 At Keswick fitted with new style ‘Overland‘

logos and named Chalaki.
2000 Renamed Kildalai after former sleeper Kuldalai

(got the spelling wrong).
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great
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Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
13.11.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment [rpf].
3.2017 Repainted in a new silver and blue livery[rpf].

18.11.2001 Keswick - Interior BJ 10 (Chris Drymalik)

History: BJ 10 — Tarkinji

joint stock second class sitting car for use on ‘The
Overland’.

19.9.1968 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon.

21.9.1970 Converted to head-end power.
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 10 H’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 10 H’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 10 H’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 10 H’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 10 H’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 10 H’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BJ 10 H’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will

increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BJ 10 H‘ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘49.1tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$62200’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-10’
Date Built: ‘19.09.1968’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH ECON.CL.;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2000 Repainted silver without name boards.
by 11.2000 Named Tarkinji.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
12.7.2006 Sent to Victoria for refurbishment [rpf].
20.4.2007 Sent from Ballarat to Melbourne [rpf]
22.4.2007 Sent from Melbourne to Keswick [rpf]
4.5.2007 Entered service refurbished as ‘Red Standard‘

car.
3.2017 Repainted in a new silver and blue livery.

RBJ Second Class Refreshment Cars

The three ‘RBJ’ cars were converted from ‘BJ’ second
class sitting cars. Seats were removed from one end of
the car and a refeshment servery area fitted.

History: RBJ 1 — Kookaburra Club Car — ADFY 3

Second class joint stock refreshment car converted from
‘1 BJ’ for use on ‘The Overland’.

5.1952 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon ‘1 BJ’.

10.2.1971 Issued to service as ‘1 RBJ’. [rrc]
01.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’

alteration complete: ‘fit bifurcated main reservoir
air lines to 3 ‘RBJ’, 4 ‘PCO’AND 3 CLUB CARS. RBJ 1,
2, 3. CLUB 1, 2, 3. PCO 1, 2, 3, 4. (RS4170)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.
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Joint RBJ 1 interior as originally built showing counter servery area

Joint RBJ 1 shortly after conversion from BJ 1

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS’ & ‘SSA’

cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

30.10.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’
as having repair ‘DOOR CLOSERS’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘RBJ 1 P’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘45.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$51760’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-5’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1951’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH WITH CAFE;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
15.5.1999 At Keswick after being painted grey and
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Joint RBJ 1 shortly after conversion from BJ 1

converted to Kookaburra Club Car, no lettering yet
applied to car.

2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

7.2011 Sold to ‘GWA’ for conversion to the crew car
- As a crew car it will be coded ‘ADFY 3’

14.5.1999 Keswick - RBJ2 Kookaburra car interior (Chris
Drymalik)

14.5.1999 Keswick - RBJ2 Kookaburra car interior (Chris
Drymalik)
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History: RBJ 2 — Kookaburra Club Car — ADFY 4

Second class joint stock refreshment car converted from
‘2 BJ’ for use on ‘The Overland’.

27.6.1952 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon ‘2 BJ’. [rrc]

19.2.1971 Issued to service as ‘2 RBJ’. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS’ & ‘SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘RBJ 2 B’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$51760’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-5’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1951’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH WITH CAFE;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
16.2.1999 At Keswick after being painted grey and

converted to Kookaburra Club Car.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
7.2011 Sold to ‘GWA’ for conversion to the crew car
- As a crew car it will be coded ‘ADFY 4’

History: RBJ 3 — Kookaburra Club Car — Cafe 828 Car

Second class joint stock refreshment car converted from
‘3 BJ’ for use on ‘The Overland’.

26.8.1952 Issued to service as second class joint stock
saloon ‘3 BJ’. [rrc]

4.10.1970 Converted to head-end power. [rrc]
31.5.1971 Issued to service as ‘3 RBJ’. [rrc]
01.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’

alteration complete: ‘fit bifurcated main reservoir
air lines to 3 ‘RBJ’, 4 ‘PCO’AND 3 CLUB CARS. RBJ 1,
2, 3. CLUB 1, 2, 3. PCO 1, 2, 3, 4. (RS4170)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

12.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
as having repair ‘STEP’.

12.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS’ & ‘SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘RBJ 3 K’ in

AN ‘Mainland Division’.
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Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘E’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$51760’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-5’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1951’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘COACH WITH CAFE;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBME’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
6.4.1999 At Keswick after being painted grey, new roof

sheeting and converted to Kookaburra Club Car, no
lettering yet applied to car.

23.4.1999 At Keswick lettered as Kookaburra Club Car.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
4.5.2007 Entered service refurbished as ‘Cafe 828‘ car.

First Class Club Cars

16.3.1997 Keswick - Overland - club car lettering (Chris
Drymalik)

The interior of the carriage was divided into three lounge
areas incorporating 2/3 of the vehicle with a bar/servery,
kitchen and staff room in the remainder. Seating
capacity of was 43 (24 fixed and 19 movable) seats.

History: Club Car 1 — Victoria

joint stock club car for use on ‘The Overland’.

26.10.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
24.06.1985 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’

alteration complete: ‘fit storage door latch and

guards for bottle storage and glass retaining fixtures.
club cars (1600) gauge. NOS. 1-3. (RS4050)’.

17.09.1985 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘modification in kitchen & bar
areas. 1, bottle storage 3, emergency exit 2, rubbish
bin 4, glass washer club cars 1-3. (RS4075)’.

01.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘FIT BIFURCATED MAIN
RESERVOIR AIR LINES TO 3 ‘RBJ’, 4 ‘PCO’AND 3
CLUB CARS. RBJ 1, 2, 3. CLUB 1, 2, 3. PCO 1, 2, 3, 4.
(RS4170)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

28.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘CLUB 1 P’ as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS’ & ‘SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

23.06.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘CLUB 1 P’ as having repair ‘wheel set’.

2.1995 Transferred to V/LINE ownership.
1996 Renamed Victoria.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘CLUB 1 P’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘42.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$56510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown
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Interior of Club car

Keswick - Overland Club No.1- 18.11.1994 (Chris
Drymalik)

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-4’
Date Built: ‘26.10.1970’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘CLUB CAR.JOINT STOCK AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMK’

History: Club Car 2 — CCL 2 — Nomuldi — Charles
Sturt Outback Explorer Lounge

joint stock club car for use on ‘The Overland’.

Victoria 6.2.2002

29.10.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
24.06.1985 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’

alteration complete: ‘fit storage door latch and
guards for bottle storage and glass retaining fixtures.
club cars (1600) gauge. NOS. 1-3. (RS4050)’.

17.09.1985 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration complete: ‘modification in kitchen & bar
areas. 1, bottle storage 3, emergency exit 2, rubbish
bin 4, glass washer club cars 1-3. (RS4075)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
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16.3.1997 Keswick - Overland - No.2 lettering on club car
(Chris Drymalik)

passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

14.01.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘CLUB 2 B’ as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS’ & ‘SSA’
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘CLUB 2 B’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘42.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’

Original Cost: ‘$56510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-4’
Date Built: ‘29.10.1970’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘CLUB CAR.JOINT STOCK AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMK’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
8.2000 Repainted silver, fitted with name boards and

coded ‘CCL 2’.
9.2000 Given the name Nomuldi.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back’ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
21.2.2008 Shunted into Islington - reported to be

converted in a ‘Platinum Service Lounge Car’[railsa]
9.2008 Refurbished with new internal layout and

renamed ‘Charles Sturt’ Outback Explorer lounge
car[railsa]

History: Club Car 3 — CCL 3 — Malkari — ADFY 2

joint stock club car for use on ‘The Overland’.

10.12.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
24.06.1985 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’

alteration complete: ‘fit storage door latch and
guards for bottle storage and glass retaining fixtures.
club cars (1600) gauge. NOS. 1-3. (RS4050)’.

17.09.1985 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration complete: ‘modification in kitchen & bar
areas. 1, bottle storage 3, emergency exit 2, rubbish
bin 4, glass washer club cars 1-3. (RS4075)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’
lettering from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan’ ‘Trans-Australian’ ‘Overland’, ‘SS’ & ‘SSA’
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9.4.2002 Keswick - Nomuldi - Club car 2 - CCL2 (Chris Drymalik)

cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

23.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘CLUB 3 K’ as having repair ‘wheel set’.

6.1995 To standard gauge.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘CLUB 3 K’

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘42.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$56510’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-4’
Date Built: ‘10.12.1970’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘CLUB CAR.JOINT STOCK AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMK’

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
by 11.2000 Repainted silver, fitted with name boards

and coded ‘CCL 3‘ and named Malkari.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
7.2011 Sold to ‘GWA’ for conversion to the crew car
31.8.2011 Sent to Western Australia for rebuilding
- Entered service as crew car ‘ADFY 2’

CO Guards Vans

Interior of 1 CO

The two ‘CO’ guards vans were constructed at Islington
workshops. Internally they were divided into 3
compartments. Each end compartment had a 9 ton
capacity, with the B end also being fitted with four large
hinged shelves. The centre compartment has a capacity
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of 8 tons, fish floor and 2 dog boxes with entrance doors
fitted outside.

The guards compartment was between the ‘B’ and the
centre compartment.

Exterior of 1 CO

27.11.1996 Keswick - 1CO (Chris Drymalik)

History: CO 1

The two ‘CO’Guards/Luggage van for use on ‘The
Overland’.

18.9.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘CO 1 T’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘CO 1 T’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘CO 1 T’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’ lettering
from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

03.03.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 1 T’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and Sold.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 1 T’ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘D’

Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘42.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘BRAKE VAN JOINT STOCK AN/V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 1 T‘as having
a capacity of 5 tonnes

2 CO sitting at WCR Ballarat East in 2003

1 CO and 2 CO at islington on 1.7.1998 (Paul Quinn)

History: CO 2

Guards/Luggage van for use on ‘The Overland’.

29.9.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘CO 2 F’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.
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19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘CO 2 F’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘CO 2 F’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR’ lettering
from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

07.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 2 F’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

12.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 2 F’ as
having repair ‘wheel set’.

03.03.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 2 F’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

12.1995 Written off and Sold.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 2 F’ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘42.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Date Built: ‘17.10.1957’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘BRAKE VAN JOINT STOCK AN/V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘PBMT’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘CO 2 F‘as having a
capacity of 5 tonnes

1998 Sold to West Coast Railway.
2.12.1998 Left Adelaide for Melbourne.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.
On Overland bogies owned by M. Menzies.

2004 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage
Company [cp 1.2005].

2004 Sold to Geelong based ‘Rail Experience’. [cp
1.2005].

- Moved to South Geelong, Victoria.

PCO Power/Guards Vans

These combination power car and brake vans were
constructed at the Islington workshops of the South
Australian Railways. They had a load capacity of 10 tons,
cubic capacity 1375 cu.ft and a fuel tank of 500 gallons.

The engine compartment, at ‘A‘ end, being 37 1
2 ’ long and

housed two 162.5 KVA alternating sets. The external roof
section above this compartment had been partially cut
away to house the exhaust mufflers.

A 10 ton capacity baggage compartment at the ‘B‘ end,
included four hinged shelves, 2 linen cabinets and 2 dog
boxes with outside doors. The central compartment was
the technicians compartment which included a work
bench, fire protection equipment, a locker and seat. Next
to this was a fully equipped guards compartment.

These vans were withdrawn in 1990 due to ‘The
Overland’ being hauled by an ‘N‘ class locomotive that
contained a built in power generator.

History: PCO 1 — PCJ 1 — PCJ 491

Combination power car and brake vans for use on ‘The
Overland’.

18.9.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 1 H’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 1 H’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 1 H’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘ lettering
from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

1992 Ownership transferred to V/LINE. Recoded ‘PCJ 1’.
- Recoded ‘PCJ 491’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PCO 1 H‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘56.9tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$55170’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-2’
Date Built: ‘18.09.1964’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘POWER BRAKE VAN;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘BBML’

History: PCO 2

Combination power car and brake vans for use on ‘The
Overland’.

18.9.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 2 Q’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 2 Q’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 2 Q’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘ lettering
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Exterior of 1 PCO

PCJ 491 6.02.2002

9.3.1986 Overland 2PCO Power car Keswick (Chris
Drymalik)

from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

1992 Ownership transferred to Australian National.
08.10.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PCO 2 Q’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.
12.1995 Written off and Sold.
6.1998 Sold to West Coast Railway.
30.6.1998 Moved from Islington to Melbourne.
7.7.1998 Move from Melbourne to West Coast depot

Ballarat.

PCO 3 - November 2000

History: PCO 3 — PCJ 492

Combination power car and brake vans for use on ‘The
Overland’.

22.9.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 3 C’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
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approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 3 C’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 3 C’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘ lettering
from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

1992 Ownership transferred to V/LINE. Recoded ‘PCJ’.
- Recoded ‘PCJ 492’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PCO 3 C‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘57.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$55170’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-2’
Date Built: ‘22.09.1970’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘POWER BRAKE VAN;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘BBML’

23.4.2002 Keswick - PCO 4 Paiti (Chris Drymalik)

History: PCO 4 — Paite

Combination power car and brake vans for use on ‘The
Overland’.

27.10.1970 Issued to service. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 4 L’ alteration

complete: ‘apply check letter to class & number of
approximately 443 locomotives, passenger cars and
rail cars. Classify Overland sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

23.4.2002 Keswick - PCO 4 Paiti (Chris Drymalik)

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 4 L’ alteration
complete: ‘installation of emergency key boxes to
passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

19.11.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘PCO 4 L’ alteration
complete: ‘delete all exterior ‘V & ANR‘ lettering
from overland rollingstock. All Overland
rollingstock. (RS4241)’.

1992 Ownership transferred to Australian National.
22.4.1993 Issued to service in ‘Explorer‘ colour scheme

(blue and yellow).
01.03.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PCO 4 L’ as

having repair ‘vehicle complete’.
1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
1.11.1997 Returned to service on ‘The Overland’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘PCO 4 L‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN &V/LINE’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘56.9tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$55170’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-2’
Date Built: ‘27.10.1970’
Operating System: ‘AN & V/LINE ’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘POWER BRAKE VAN;JOINT STOCK

AN-V/LINE’
BSG Code: ‘BBML’

11.11.1997 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge.

5.1998 Painted all over grey.
by 19.10.2000 Named Paite after original sleeper Paiti
2.2007 On return from at refit at Bluebird Engineering,

the car had the following changes undertaken -
repaint: gloss silver body, and gloss black
underframe. Plating over of dog box, removal of
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toilet, and guards facilities. The car no-longer is
named, nor does it carry any train name plate. It has
also had two new gen sets fitted, and a complete
internal refit. The baggage doors have been replaced
with a two piece - fold out door, rather than the
conventional sliding door. The guards compatment
door has also been replaced with a one-piece rather
than the barn door type originally fitted[pmi]
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8.1. V&SAR Named Passenger Carriages

8.1 V&SAR Named Passenger Carriages

This section contains information about the named
carriages owned and operated by the South Australian
and Victorian Railways. Named ‘Overland’ (page 451)
Rollingstock has been excluded as it can be found in the
separate chapter.

7.4.1987 Port Lincoln Alberga and Coonatto cars (Chris
Drymalik)

7.4.1987 Port Lincoln workshops Alberga car (Chris
Drymali)

History: Alberga

South Australian Railways narrow gauge sleeping car.
Built at Islington Workshops and issued between Sept
and Oct 1915 for use on the Broken Hill Express. Alberga
and sister cars Nilpena and Coonatto were the largest
and most luxurious carriages on the South Australian
Railways narrow gauge. Consisted of 9 compartments
with a sleeping capacity of 18. When made up for day
use, it would seat about 40. The corridor and smoking
saloon were adorned with early photographs.

Sept-Oct 1915 Entered service on Peterbrough Division
as No.209.

30.8.1923 Used on the inaugural Oodnadatta night
train (later referred to as The Ghan).

1942-44 Used on Ambulance Train No.9.
20.6.1972 Transferred from Peterborough to Port

Lincoln.
- Whilst at Port Lincoln, the car was altered internally.

Two berths were removed from the saloon area.
These berths were only separated from the saloon
by a curtain. The toilet and conductor’s
compartment were also removed to make a larger
State room. The five compartments remaining at
the saloon end had only minor alterations (top bunk
removed, different cupboards fitted.) The next
compartment has been made a kitchen. The next
two are showers. The interior was painted light blue,
exterior dark green, gold and black lining.

1991 Still in service on Australia Nationals West Coast
system.

1996 Donated to Pichi Richi Railway.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘ALBE F’ in

AN ‘Eyre Peninsula Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘18.2m’
Tare Weight: ‘25.3tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Narrow’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘N’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$6090’
Run Restriction: ‘Vehicle suitable for use on AN

lines only on gauge(s) shown’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CN 22’
Date Built: ‘20.09.1915’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘SPECIAL SERVICE CAR’
BSG Code: ‘DEZZ’

History: AA 3 — Albert — HH 129

Built as 8 wheel car ‘3 AA’ by the Phoenix Foundry for the
Victorian Railways in 1877. It was named ‘Alert’
sometime around 1896.

Around 1902 this vehicle was converted to ‘HH 129’.

1877 Entered service as ‘3 AA’.
c.1896 Converted into a Special car and named ‘Albert’.
c.1902 Converted to ‘HH 129’.

History: Alexandria — Edward — V.R. State Car No.3 —
Carey No.1

Built in 1901 as ‘Alexandra’ (a companion to ‘Alexandria’),
with twin main saloons in centre, known as State Car
No.3 and also seems to have been named ‘Edward’ at
sometime. Later renamed ‘Carey’ after Guard Carey of
1901 Royal trains.

30.4.1901 Entered service as State Car No.3 ‘Alexandria’.
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- Renamed ‘Edward’.
15.10.1919 Renamed ‘Carey’.
1920 Used on Royal Train.
1927 Used on Royal Train.
1954 Used on Press Train of Royal Tour then stored.
13.3.1961 Damaged when Spirit of Progress collided

with a special at Seymour and written off.

History: Avoca

Air conditioned Steel dining car. V.R.s second air
conditioned carriage. Used on the Melbourne to Ararat
section of The Overland and also the Sydney Express.
Built at Newport in 1927 and was fitted with air
conditioning in February 1936.

Irreverantly known as the Iron Tank. The original heavy
bar framed bogies with large spoked wheels were
replaced in 1973 by modern fabricated ones reclaimed
from the ‘Spirit of Progress’ carriages. These were
suitably modified to support the great bulk of Avoca
which tended to wallow like a ship in heavy seas on
rough tracks.

The kitchen section is not air conditioned and with the
former huge wooden fuel stove, crews nicknamed it
‘HELL’ and could be seen gasping for fresh air at the open
windows. The old briquette stove was replaced in April
1969 with a Porta-gas model Seated 48 passengers at 12
tables.

Normally used on the V/LINE Train of Knowledge. After
the withdrawl of the Train of Knowledge in 1989 ‘Avoca’
was recoded ‘RS 235’ and has been used on various
special services.

21.4.1927 Entered service.
2.1936 Fitted with air conditioning.
12.1953 Painted Royal Blue with yellow stripes.
4.1969 Briquette stove replaced by Port-gas model.
1973 Fitted with ‘Spirit of Progress’ bogies.
1989 Recoded ‘RS 235’.
- Allocated to Seymour Rail Heritage Centre.

History: Avon — Sleeping Car No.6 — Mann Boudoir
Sleeping Car

Built in 1886 by Mann, USA. Boudoir sleeping car as
V&SAR Joint stock car No 2.

22.10.1886 Entered service as V&SAR Joint stock car No
2.

3.1908 To V.R. as No.6 sleeping car.
2.12.1911 Altered to sleep/diner and named ‘Avon’.
1924 To staff diner/sleeper for commissioner’s train.
15.4.1932 Scrapped.

Baby Health

‘Baby Health Car No.1 – Narrow gauge No.186’ (page
437)

‘Baby Health Car No.2 – Narrow gauge No.212’ (page
438)

‘Baby Health Car No.3 – Narrow gauge No.113’ (page
432)

History: 112 — Baroota

Narrow gauge 46 foot 7 inch sleeping carriage. Built at
Islington Workshops as sleeping car ‘112’ and issued to
the Northern system 28.5.1900.

Four sleeping cars were built to a common design during
1889 and 1890 at the Adelaide workshops (No. ‘109’ to
‘111’) and during 1900 at Islington (No. ‘112’) for the
Northern division. Length over body was 42 foot and
overall length being 49 foot 4 inch, height 11 foot 3 inch
and width 8 inch, mounted on six wheel bogies. Two
water tanks were mounted on the roof, one at each end.

The cars were divided into six compartments.
Gentlemens toilets were located at one end and
contained a seat and lavatory accomodation, the other
end contained the ladies toilet and two berths. Four
intermediate compartments each contained four
Pullman style berths, two single seats facing each other
either side of a central aisle. Passenger capacity was 18
first class passengers. Between each compartment was a
sliding door, except for the gentlemans end which had a
hinged door. The first car No. ‘109’ had a solid partition,
a door not being cut in it until 1932.

In 1917 the cars were named ‘Yanyarrie’, ‘Wanilla’,
‘Morambro’ and ‘Baroota’.

On 29.7.1907, emerged from Islington in the guise of an
observation car fitted with Stone’s electric light. She now
carried 14 sleeping or 18 day passengers, the end
compartment having had the fixed seats removed and a
table and four movable chairs fitted in their place. Also,
the toilet, which had been in this compartment, was
relocated in the adjoining compartment.

In 1913 a speed indicator, clock and fan were fitted in the
saloon, and it is believed that the car was thereafter used
as a Departmental car for the most part.

‘Barrota’was used on the Peterborough to Broken Hill
main line.

28.5.1900 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways northern system as car ‘112’.

29.7.1907 Converted to observation car and fitted with
Stone’s electric light. It now carried 14 sleeping or 18
day passengers, the end compartment having had
the fixed seats removed and a table and four
movable chairs fitted in their place. The toilet was
relocated in the adjoining compartment.

1913 Speed indicator, clock and fan were fitted in the
saloon, and it is believed that the car was thereafter
used as a Departmental car for the most part.

6.6.1917 Officially name ‘Baroota’.
25.3.1966 Condemned.
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31.3.1986 Avoca car Spencer street (Chris Drymalik)

Seymour Railway Heritage Centre - Exteror of dining car
Avoca (Phil Leonard)

25.3.1971 Entered Mile End Railway Museum.
2.11.1984 Damaged in fire at the museum on and

subsequently restoration.
8.12.88 Moved to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: Barwon

V&SAR Joint stock wooden sleeping car Barwon was
built at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops for
use on The Overland.

16.6.1911 Entered service.
6.1923 Electric lighting fitted.
6.1936 Automatic couplers fitted.
9.1967 Last run on the ‘Train of Knowledge’ tour.
16.10.1967 Condemned.

History: Buchan — Sleeping Car 4

Victorian Railways wooden sleeping carriage, with a
Clerestory roof, built to the same design as the cars used
for The Overland. It was built in 1923 at Newport, by
contractors Gaulton and party, for use on the Adelaide
and Mildura lines. The provision of a tenth two berth
cabin occupied the area used as the smoking saloon in
the earlier cars. A weight of 41 tons 10 cwt, was
recorded.All other dimensions, were identical with the
Joint Stock Sleepers. A feature of the modified cars was
the unequal length of the end vestibules. The one at the
end where the tenth sleeping cabin, smoking saloon end
of the ‘standard’ cars, was 1 foot 9 inch longer than the
other being 9 foot 5 1

4 inch long.

Fitted with air conditioning 20.7.1938. To accomodate
the gearbox drive of the air conditioning equipment a
heavier fabricated bogie of a generally similar design was
provided for the rebuilt sleeper. It was recoded to
sleeping car No. 4 and painted blue.

31.8.1923 Entered service.
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5.3.2002 Baroota (Chris Drymalik)

20.7.1938 Fitted with air conditioning.
- Recoded to sleeping car No.4 and painted blue.
6.1986 Withdrawn from service.
11.8.1989 To Newport Workshops for storage.
- Allocated to R707 Operations.

History: Cafeteria Car — C 1

South Australian Railways Steel refreshment carriage
with roller bearings, built in 1947 at Islington, as the first
South Australian Railways air conditioned car of the
design later to be used on The Overland cars. It was
given South Australian Railways Code number ‘C1’, but
always referred to as the Cafeteria Car. This car is not
fitted with side entrances doors or end steps. When
forming a portion of a train it had to be marshalled
between modern steel, joint stock, or Victorian corridor
cars with concertina ends. It seated 45 passengers.

Original livery was blue and silver, but sometime in the
early 1960’s it was repainted green and then eventually
obtained the standard red and silver of The Overland
cars.

In 1982 it was hire to Victoria until rust became a
problem. Upon returning it was stored at Islington works
or temporary bogies until being purchased by Port Dock

19.3.2002 Baroota (Chris Drymalik)

Station Railways Museum in 1988, where it has been
removed from its bogies and fully restored as the
Cafeteria Car shop.

6.1947 Entered service coded as ‘C1’.
1953 Shock-absorbers fitted between axle boxes and

bogie frames.
1960’s Repainted green.
11.10.1967 Caught fire at Bowmans. This required the

car to be rebuilt internally.
10.1971 Cast steel bogies replaced by Bradford Kendall

Commonwealth style.
1982 On hire to Victorian Railways until rust became a

problem.
6.1986 Stored at Islington works. In very poor condition

on freight bogies.
28.6.1988 Transferred to the Port Dock Station Railway

Museum, where it has been removed from its
temporary bogies and restored as the Cafeteria Car
shop.

History: Campaspe

Built at the Victorian Railways Newport workshop in
1908 as a Dining car (sister to ‘Goulburn’ and
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19.3.2002 Baroota (Chris Drymalik)

19.3.2002 Baroota (Chris Drymalik)

22.12.2009,707 Operations car No 4 Sleeper (Buchan)
(John Green)

‘Wimmera’). The kitchen was centrally situated between
two saloons, one seating 24 first class and the other 18
second class passengers. It had ornate metal ceilings,
high backed leather chairs and was used on both the
Sydney and Adelaide expresses.

In 1927 replaced by steel diner and transferred to Albury
Express as a buffet car, then a hospital car during WWII.

It was stored at North Melbourne until 1952 when it was
converted to sleep 16 men in longitudinal upper and
lower bunks with a centre aisle. It end up on Breakdown
train at Dynon in the 1980s. Eventually it was allocated to
Plan R (Seven-O-Seven Operations) Victoria and later
transferred to the Seymour Group.

24.12.1908 Entered service.
1927 Replaced by steel diner and transferred to Albury

Express as a buffet car.
WWII Used as a hospital car, then stored at North

Melbourne.
1952 Converted to sleep 16 men in longitudinal upper

and lower bunks with a centre aisle.
5.1986 In the posession of Plan R (Seven-O-Seven

Operations) Victoria.
- Transferred to Seymour Group.

History: Alexandria — Edward — V.R. State Car No.3 —
Carey No.1

Built in 1901 as ‘Alexandra’ (a companion to ‘Alexandria’),
with twin main saloons in centre, known as State Car
No.3 and also seems to have been named ‘Edward’ at
sometime. Later renamed ‘Carey’ after Guard Carey of
1901 Royal trains.

30.4.1901 Entered service as State Car No.3 ‘Alexandria’.
- Renamed ‘Edward’.
15.10.1919 Renamed ‘Carey’.
1920 Used on Royal Train.
1927 Used on Royal Train.
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Exterior of Cafeteria car (South Australian Railways)

Interior of Cafeteria car (South Australian Railways)

31.3.1986 Campaspe car Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)

1954 Used on Press Train of Royal Tour then stored.
13.3.1961 Damaged when Spirit of Progress collided

with a special at Seymour and written off.

History: Carey No.2

Built as a 45ft Long van and Horse Box coded ‘DFDF’,
around 1905 it was converted to a full brake van and
classed ‘C 43’. Converted mid 1963 to a shower car for the
‘Train of Knowledge’.

- Built as a 45ft Long van and Horse Box coded ‘DFDF’.
around 1905 Converted to a full brake van and classed

‘C 43’.
7.1963 Converted to a shower car for the ‘Train of

Knowledge’.
1990 Transferred to Seymour Group.

History: Coonatto

South Australian Railways narrow gauge sleeping car.
Built at Islington Workshops and issued between Sept
and Oct 1915 for use on the Broken Hill Express.
‘Coonatto’ and sister cars ‘Nilpena’ and ‘Alberga’ were the
largest and most luxurious carriages on the South
Australian Railways narrow gauge. Consisted of 9
compartments with a sleeping capacity of 18. When
made up for day use, it would seat about 40. The corridor
and smoking saloon were adorned with early
photographs.

Sept-Oct 1915 Entered service on Peterbrough Division
as No.210.

19.3.1973 Transferred from Peterborough to Port
Lincoln.

- Whilst at Port Lincoln, the car was altered internally.
Two berths were removed from the saloon area.
These berths were only separated from the saloon by
a curtain. The toilet and conductor’s compartment
were also removed to make a larger State room. Four
sleeping compartments remain. Each has an
internal door to the adjacent compartment which is
a shower/toilet. The interior was painted light blue,
exterior dark green, gold and black lining.
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25th April 1989,Seymour Campaspe car (Chris Drymalik)

12.6.1986 Carey car Spencer street station (Chris
Drymalik)

1989 Still in service on the Australian National West
Coast system.

1996 Donated to Pichi Richi Railway.

History: Dynamometer Car

The Dynamometer car was built in 1932 at Islington
workshops from parts salvaged from the carriages and
mail vans destroyed in the Callington derailment on
27.12.1929. It was a Victorian and South Australian
Railways Joint Stock Vehicle.

12th June 1986,Carey car Spencer street station (Chris
Drymalik)

Originally it was painted the standard joint stock
red/brown. Black and White photographs suggest that it
was painted in ‘The Overland’ at some stage, as the car is
clearly shown with identical lining. By the mid 1960s it
had been repainted yellow. It was used regularly by the
Victorian Railways until the 1950s when it appears to
have been stored except for occassional runs, and
appears to have not been used at all between 1972 and
1982.

Australian National obtained full ownership of the
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8th June 1987,Tailem Bend Carey shower car (Chris
Drymalik)

7.4.1987 Port Lincoln workshops Coonatto car (Chris
Drymalik)

2nd April 1995,Islington - Dynamometer car (Chris
Drymalik)

Dynamometer Car shortly after being built

vehicle, but loaned it to V/LINE in the early 1980s. In
1993 Australian National allocated the vehicle to Port
Dock Station Railway Museum, but it was still in Victoria
at time with the Seymour Group. It eventually returned
to South Australia from Victoria in April 1995 and was
transferred shortly after to the museum. Unfortunately
by this time the car had sustained extensive water
damage and requires extensive restoration to its interior.

1932 Entered service.
- Repainted in ‘The Overland’ livery.
- Repainted in yellow livery.
- Australian National obtained full ownership of the

vehicle.
early 1980s Loaned to V/LINE.
1993 Allocated to Port Dock Station Railway Museum,

but still in Victoria at Seymour.
4.1995 Returned to South Australia.
4.1995 Transferred to Port Dock Station Railway

Museum.

History: Edinburgh — Ministerial — Mitta Mitta No.1

Built as two Vice Regal four wheel cars with open
platforms at one end only, in 1880 at the Williamstown
Workshops for the Victorian Railways and known as
‘Ministerial’. They normally ran permanently coupled
together, platforms innermost with a fall plate between.
Later they were altered to hybrid six wheel cars by
replacing one wheel set with a four wheel bogie and
eventually around 1900, both bodies were spliced
together at the outermost ends and placed on one
underframe, seating 21 passengers.

In 1910 it was renamed ‘Mitta Mitta’. Later it became a
dining car, and finally it was converted to to a Vision
Testing car, being scrapped when Wimmera was
converted to a Vision Testing car.

1880 Entered service as two Vice Regal four wheel cars
with open platforms at one end only, coded ‘A 67’
and ‘A 68’.

C.1900 Both bodies were spliced together at the
outermost ends and placed on one underframe,
seating 21 passengers.

3.12.1910 Renamed ‘Mitta Mitta’.
- Converted to a dining car
7.1924 Converted to to a Vision Testing car.
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Dyno car Islington 2.5.1995 (Chris Drymalik)

29.5.1939 Scrapped.

History: Enterprise — VR State Car No.1

Built in 1890 at Newport workshops by the Victorian
Railways for use on the Portland line service. It was
altered in 1900 to the ‘State Car No.1’ seating 28
passengers, for the visit of Duke and Duchess of Cornwall
and York (later King George V) for inauguration of
Commonwealth in 1901. Then stored for use of Governer
General.

It was reported withdrawn for scrapping in 1953 and
chassis to be used for Norman (No.1).

Note: This car is not Enterprise 12BL stored at Steamrail
depot, North Williamstown.

18.2.1890 Entered service.
1900 Altered to ‘State Car No.1’ sleeping 4.
1901 Used for the visit of Duke and Duchess of

Cornwall and York (later King George V) for
inauguration of Commonwealth.

1913 Altered to sleep 7.[jb]
1926 Altered to sleep 8.[jb]
1953 Reported withdrawn for scrapping in 1953 and

chassis to be used for Norman (No.1).

History: 128 — Eyre — Brake Inspectors Instruction car

South Australian Railways narrow gauge Brake Inspectors
Instruction car. Built at the Adelaide Workshops as a
36 foot 1 inch passenger car ‘128’ with, longitudinal
seating in one full length compartment and issued to the
Northern system in 1891. As originally built cars ‘126’ to
‘128’, ‘132’, ‘144’, ‘7’ and ‘9’ had longitudinal seats along
each side of the car in a single large compartment fitted
with no lavatories. Cars ‘7’ and ‘9’ were slightly different
in that they had a single partition dividing the car in two.
Passenger capacity 36 second class passengers.

It was fitted with electric light in 1908, and with
Westinghouse brake between 1910 and 1912. In 1921 it
was converted to a kitchen car for use on the
Peterborough Division Inspection train. It had been
fitted with vestibule arrangement (doors and covered
walkway), which was later removed.

In 1932 it was converted to the brake inspectors
instruction car for use on the Peterborough Division and
named Eyre.

4.1891 Entered service on Northern Division as ‘128’.
1908 Fitted with electric light.
Between 1910-1912 Fitted with Westinghouse brake.
1921 Converted to kitchen car for use on the

Peterborough Division Inspection train.
- Fitted with vestibule arrangement (doors and covered

walkway), which was later removed.
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1932 Converted to brake inspectors instruction car for
use on the Peterborough Division. Named Eyre.

History: 167 — Flinders — Narrow Gauge
Commissioners Car

14th March 1990,Quorn Flinders car sleeping
compartment (Chris Drymalik)

Built at Islington Workshops in 1909 as second class car
‘167’. A total of 16 cars, numbered 157, 158, 161 to 170,
175, 176, 198 and 199, were built with a body of 31 foot
6 inch long, 7 foot 6 inch wide and issued to the Northern
Division. Internally the car was divided into two
compartments with longitudinal seats along each side.
The lavatories were in the centre with a 2 foot 1 inch wide
passageway between them. A hinged door on the centre
line kept the two compartments separated. All cars were
issued fitted with electric light. Capacity of car ‘167’ was
32 second class passengers.

During 1929-30 ‘167’ was converted to provide
accomodation for railways officer’s inspection tours on
the Peterborough Division. The interior was completely
rebuilt and a central compartment 13 foot 9 inch long,
with a corridor 1 foot 8 inch wide along one side
constructed. The compartment was divided into a large
bed room with a small bathroom off it. The open
compartments at each end became observation lounges

14th March 1990,Quorn Flinders car saloon (Chris
Drymalik)

end fitted with full length plate glass windows and a
sliding door. Fitted with vestibule arrangement (doors
and covered walkway, which were later removed.

In 1974 it was obtained by Pichi Richi Railway, being
donated by John Martins and Channel seven.

6.1909 Entered service as ‘167’ on Northern Division.
1929-30 Converted to provide accomodation for

railways officer’s inspection tours on the
Peterborough Division. Named ‘Flinders’.

1974 Obtained by Pichi Richi Railway.

History: Goulburn

Built at the Victorian Railways Newport workshop in
1908 as a Dining car (sister to Campaspe and Wimmera).
The kitchen was centrally situated between two saloons,
one seating 24 first class and the other 18 second class
passengers. It had ornate metal ceilings, high backed
leather chairs and was used on both the Sydney and
Adelaide expresses.

It was altered to its present condition 1932 for use as
standby Commissioners car for ‘Reso’ and ‘Holiday Train’
tours. This involved the fitting of 8 berths and two
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11.2000 Goulburn (Greg McLennan)

showers in old first dining saloon and an office and
dining room in 2nd class area. In 1938 a third shower
fitted.

During WWII it was stored at Ballarat. In 1953 it was
overhauled for the Royal Train and painted blue and gold.

23.11.1908 Entered service.
1932 Altered to present condition for use as standby

Commissioners car for ‘Reso’ and ‘Holiday Train’
tours.

1938 Third shower fitted.
WWII Stored at Ballarat.
1953 Overhauled for Royal Train and painted blue and

gold.
1985 Fitted with 4 wheel roller bearing bogies off the

‘Spirit of Progress’.
10.1988 Repainted grey, white and green.
- Allocated to Steamrail.
- Repainted red.

History: O 30 — Hindmarsh — Mann Boudoir Sleeping
Car

Built in 1889 by Mann, USA. Boudoir sleeping car.
Originally used as V&SAR Joint stock car No.O 30. It was
named Hindmarsh in 1910 and became a South
Australian Railways car in 1920.

In 1934 it worked the Royal Train Pilot, Tarlee to Adelaide
for Duke of Gloucester despite being officially scrapped.
It was also reported as being used on the ‘Renmark
Express’ between 1927 and 1929.

This vehicle was believed to have beeen move to a
property somewhere in the Two Wells - Virgina area after
being sold.

31.10.1889 Entered service as V&SAR Joint stock car
No.O 30.

13.8.1910 Named Hindmarsh.
10.1.1920 To South Australian Railways

1927-29 Reported as being used on the ‘Renmark
Express’.

27.6.1933 Scrapped.
1934 Worked Royal Train Pilot, Tarlee to Adelaide for

Duke of Gloucester.

Hopkins was an all steel 48 seater dining car built by the
Victorian Railways, in 1927, for use on the Melbourne to
Ararat section of ‘The Overland’ and also on the ‘Sydney
Express’.

It was sold to the Commonwealth Railways in 1950 and
classified ‘DB 75. At tis time it was air-conditioned and
used on the Trans-Aust Express and later the standard
gauge ‘Ghan’ connection. It was written off during the
first half of 1968.

History: Hopkins — DB 75

21.6.1927 Entered service on the Victorian Railways.
2.1950 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
2.11.1950 Entered service after being fitted with the air

conditioning. Classified ‘DB 75’.
19.2.1952 Painted[blc]
1.12.1954 BK type bogies fitted[blc]
- Used on the Trans-Australian Express and later the

standard gauge ‘Ghan’ connection.
29.3.1968 Written off.

History: Indi — Sleeping Car 2

Victorian Railways 6 wheel wooden sleeping carriage,
with an elliptical roof and a composite wood steel body
with flush steel external panelling. Built in 1928 at
Newport for use on the Adelaide and Mildura lines. These
steel sheathed cars were 3 inches wider than earlier cars
constructed for ‘The Overland’, being 9 feet 9 inch wide.

The provision of a tenth two berth cabin occupied the
area used as the smoking saloon in the earlier cars. A
weight of 43 tons 4 cwt., was recorded. All other
dimensions, except the height from the rail to the top of
the roof, which was reduced to 13 feet 3 inch were
identical with the V&SAR Joint Stock Sleepers.

A feature of the modified cars was the unequal length of
the end vestibules. The one at the end where the tenth
sleeping cabin, smoking saloon end of the standard cars,
was 1 feet 9 inch longer than the other being 9 feet
5 1

4 inch long.

Indi was fitted with air conditioning in 1937. To
accomodate the gearbox drive of the air conditioning
equipment a heavier fabricated bogie of a generally
similar design was provided for the rebuilt sleeper. It was
also recorded Sleeping car No.2 (name removed) and
painted blue.

14.4.1928 Entered service.
5.7.1937 Fitted with air conditioning.
- Recorded Sleeping car No.2 (name removed) and

painted blue.
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13th October 1985,Goulburn car and No.5 Spencer st (Chris Drymalik)

DB 75 in CR colours

1987 Withdrawn.
11.8.1989 Stored at Newport.
1991 Transferred to SteamRail (Vic).
- Painted and renamed back to Indi.

History: Kiewa — Buffet Car 6

Built in 1909 as first class car ‘21 AE’. It was withdrawn in
early 1939, and after a conversion program, delayed by
the war, emerged from Newport shops as restaurant car
Kiewa (Buffet No.6) in 1955.

16.7.1909 Entered service as 21 AE.

c.1950,Dining car DB75 ex Hopkins (CR Photo)

9.1939 Withdrawn in 1939 for a conversion program
that was delayed by the World War II.

19.9.1955 Emerged from Newport shops as restaurant
car Kiewa (Buffet No.6).

4.4.1959 Restaurant Car service withdrawn.
11.1961 Converted to sitting car ‘1 BG’ by putting 32

seats in the former restaurant area.
30.10.1985 Refurbished with new cloth upholstery, new

carpet and painted in blue and gold.
19.12.1991 Sent to Ballarat for converted to ‘Automatic

safeworking project test car’.
- Preserved at Seymour.
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DB 75 in CR colours

History: Latrobe — Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car

Built in 1889 by Mann, USA. Boudoir sleeping car as
V&SAR Joint stock car No. O29.

31.10.1889 Entered service as V&SAR Joint stock car
No.O29.

13.8.1910 Renamed ‘Latrobe’.
10.1.1920 To V.R.
5.1929 Condemned.

History: 170 — Light — Officers Kitchen Car

Built at Islington in 1909 as narrow gauge composite
class bogie lavatory car ‘170’ and issued to the Northern
Division. A total of 16 cars, numbered 157, 158, 161 to
170, 175, 176, 198 and 199, were built with a body of
31 foot 6 inch long, 7 foot 6 inch wide and issued to the
Northern Division. Internally the car was divided into
two compartments with longitudinal seats along each
side. The lavatories were in the centre with a 2 foot 1 inch
wide passageway between them. A hinged door on the
centre line kept the two compartments separated. All
cars were issued fitted with electric light. Capacity of car
‘170’ was 14 first and 16 second class passengers.

During 1929-30 it was converted to a dining car with
sleeping accomodation and formed part of a
Commissioner’s consist on the Peterborough division
officer’s inspection tours. One half was fitted with four
longitudinal berths and the other fitted with four tables
as a dining saloon. Later the sleeping accomodation was
converted to a kitchen. Fitted with vestibule
arrangement (doors and covered walkway, which was
later removed.

Obtained in 1974 by Pichi Richi Railway who use it as an
on train souvenir and refreshment car.

12.1909 Entered service as car ‘170’ on Northern
Division.

1929-30 Converted to a dining car with sleeping
accomodation and formed part of a Commissioner’s
consist on the Peterborough division officer’s
inspection tours. Named ‘Light’. One half was fitted
with four longitudinal berths and the other fitted
with four tables as a dining saloon.

- Sleeping accomodation was converted to a kitchen.
8.7.1974 Withdrawn.
1974 Obtained by Pichi Richi Railway.

History: 175 — Lincoln

Built at Islington in 1911 as narrow gauge composite
class bogie lavatory car ‘175’ and issued to the Northern
Division. A total of 16 cars, numbered 157, 158, 161 to
170, 175, 176, 198 and 199, were built with a body of
31 foot 6 inch long, 7 foot 6 inch wide and issued to the
Northern Division. Internally the car was divided into
two compartments with longitudinal seats along each
side. The lavatories were in the centre with a 2 foot 1 inch
wide passageway between them. A hinged door on the
centre line kept the two compartments separated. All
cars were issued fitted with electric light. Capacity of car
‘175’ was 14 first and 16 second class passengers.

It was converted to a sleeping car with eight longitudinal
berths and named ‘Lincoln’ in 1929-30. Given the cream
and green colour scheme and allocated for use on the
Port Lincoln division.
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c.1950,Dining car DB75 ex Hopkins (CR Photo)

7th June 1991,Tailem Bend Indi sleeping car (Chris
Drymalik)

19th May 1986,Pichi Richi Railway train on Woolshed flat
bridge - cars Wandana + Lincoln + 74 + Light (Chris
Drymalik)

19.5.1986 Pichi Richi Railway Light car (Chris Drymalik)

Car Light at Quorn 1.9.1985 (Chris Drymalik)
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8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway - Light car
(Chris Drymalik)

19th May 1986,Pichi Richi Railway train on Woolshed flat
bridge - cars Wandana + Lincoln + 74 + Light (Chris
Drymalik)

1st September 1985,Quorn - carriage Lincoln (Chris
Drymalik)

8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway Lincoln car
(Chris Drymalik)

In 1977 Pichi Richi Railway acquired ‘Lincoln’. Pichi Richi
Railway removed the sleeping berths and fitted it out
with longitudinal seats.

8.1911 Entered service as ‘175’ on the Northern
Division.

1929-30 Converted to a sleeping car with eight
longitudinal berths and named ‘Lincoln’. Given the
cream and green colour scheme and allocated for
use on the Port Lincoln division.

1977 Acquired by Pichi Richi Railway.
- Pichi Richi Railway removed the sleeping berths and

fitted it out with longitudinal seats.

South Australian Railways

‘Broad gauge No.185 - Eye Sight Testing Van’ (page 414)

‘Broad gauge No.253 – Ambulance Carriage – Vision
Testing Carriage’ (page 414)

‘Narrow gauge No.86 – Vision Testing Carriage’ (page
420)

‘Narrow gauge No.186 – Vision Testing Carriage’ (page
437)

‘Narrow gauge No.113 – Vision Testing Carriage’ (page
432)

‘Narrow gauge No.156 – Ambulance Carriage’ (page
434)

Victorian Railways

See ‘Wimmera - Medical and Vision Test Carriage’ (page
546)

History: Alexandra — V.R. State Car No.2 — Melville

Built at Newport in 1901 as No. 2 State car called
‘Alexandra’, 50ft.2in. over body, seating 16 passengers
and fitted with buffet and store. Altered in 1919 to
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31.3.1986 Melville car Spencer street (Chris Drymalik)

‘Melville’ and fitted with open platforms. It was stored at
Newport after WWII until 1952 when converted to power
car for staff and press car in 1954 Royal Tour.

14th October 1985,Carriage Melville Ballarat (Chris
Drymalik)

It is generally used to supply power to ‘No.5 State car’
(page 534) for air conditioning and cooking purposes
when the vehicle is docked during vice-regal and other
VIP tours.

30.4.1901 Entered service as State Car No.2 ‘Alexandra’.
13.10.1919 Named ‘Melville’, and fitted with open

platforms.
1952 Converted to power car.
13.3.1961 Damaged when Spirit of Progress collided

with a special at Seymour.
1990 Stored at Newport.
- Preserved with the Seymour Group.
2017 Reallocated to ‘Mornington Railway Preservation

Society’.
17.6.2017 Move from ‘Seymour to Newport’.

History: O 3 — Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car — Mildura
— Kiewa

Built in 1886 by Mann, USA. Boudoir sleeping car as
V&SAR Joint stock car No. 3.

24.12.1886 Entered service as V&SAR Joint stock car
No.3.

3.1908 To V.R. as sleeping car.
14.8.1908 Altered to sleep/diner and named ‘Mildura’.
16.9.1924 Renamed ‘Kiewa’ and altered to 20 berth

sleeper. (Alternative report of it being renamed on
27.3.1911[pm])

5.1929 Scrapped.[pm]

History: Mitta Mitta No.2 — Buffet Car 3

The steel buffet car No.3 built by the Victorian Railways
in 1939. It provided seeating for 27 diners at a counter
running the full length of the car. In 1962 it was
converted to ‘VRS 1’ for use on the standard gauge. Later
it was recoded ‘VRS 231’.

In October 1990 it was transferred from the Sydney
overnight train to the Intercapital Daylight. At this time
13 seats were removed from the kitchen end of the
counter and the electric hotplates replaced by
microwaves.

In 1994 it was transferred to the Williamstown Museum.

14.2.1939 Entered service.
3.1962 Converted to ‘VRS 1’ for use on the standard

gauge.
- Recoded ‘VRS 231’.
10.1990 Transferred from the Sydney overnight train to

the Intercapital Daylight. At this time 13 seats were
removed from the kitchen end of the counter and
the electric hotplates replaced by microwaves.

1994 Transferred to the Williamstown Museum.

History: BS 10 — VFS 1 — BRS 228 — Mitta Mitta No.3

Built at the Victorian Railways Newport Workshops in
1955 as sitting car ‘BS 10’. In 1962 it was converted to
standard gauge and recoded ‘VFS 1’. In 1984 it was
converted to a broad guage refreshment car and coded
‘BRS 228’.

Withdrawn from service in 1994 and converted to staff
car on the Governors train, and named ‘Mitta Mitta’,
replacing ‘Goulburn’. Work carried out included fitting of
three sleeping compartments, each with two bunks, a
sitting compartment, a dining/confernece compartment
able to accomodate up to eight persons plus installing
toilets and showers. Other new features included a sink,
gas stove, freezer unit, hot water unit and microwave
oven.

1955 Entered service as sitting car ‘BS 10’.
1962 Converted to standard gauge and recoded ‘VFS 1’.
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28.10.2007,Seymour Railway Heritage Centre - Exteror of
buffet car Mitta Mitta (Phil Leonard)

28.10.2007,Seymour Railway Heritage Centre - Exteror of
buffet car Mitta Mitta (Phil Leonard)

1984 Converted to broad guage refreshment car and
coded ‘BRS 228’.

1994 Converted to staff car on the Governors train and
named ‘Mitta Mitta’.

- Sent to ‘Seymour Rail Heritage Centre’ for storage.

History: Moorabool — Buffet Car 4 — RS 234

Air conditioned all-steel buffet car No. 4, built in 1939 to
seat 19 passengers at the buffet plus 12 first class in two
compartments. Moorabool normally worked on the
Gippslander. from 11.1952 until 1980.

Between November 1983 and May 1984 it was converted
to open plan carriage for special activities on the ‘Train of
Knowledge’ by Ballarat Workshops at a cost of $200,000
and repainted red. In 1989 it was recoded ‘RS 234’.

1.6.1939 Entered service as 19-seat buffet with two
first-class compartments.

13th October 1985,Moorabool car Spencer st (Chris
Drymalik)

1954 Painted blue and gold.
between 11.1983 and 5.1984 Converted to open plan

carriage for special activities on the ‘Train of
Knowledge’ by Ballarat Workshops and repainted
red with a grey roof.

1989 Recoded ‘RS 234’.
12.1993 Allocate to Steamrail for use as a

dance/recreation car.
- Repainted blue and gold.

History: Morambro No.1

South Australian Railways narrow gauge bogie sleeping
car, built by Adelaide locomotive workshops and issued
to the northern system 10.1890 as ‘111’.

Four sleeping cars were built to a common design during
1889 and 1890 at the Adelaide workshops (No. ‘109’ to
‘111’) and during 1900 at Islington (No. ‘112’) for the
Northern division. Length over body was 42 foot and
overall length being 49 foot 4 inch, height 11 foot 3 inch
and width 8 inch, mounted on six wheel bogies. Two
water tanks were mounted on the roof, one at each end.

The cars were divided into six compartments.
Gentlemens toilets were located at one end and
contained a seat and lavatory accomodation, the other
end contained the ladies toilet and two berths. Four
intermediate compartments each contained four
Pullman style berths, two single seats facing each other
either side of a central aisle. Passenger capacity was 18
first class passengers. Between each compartment was a
sliding door, except for the gentlemans end which had a
hinged door.

In 1916 it was converted to an observation/sleeping car
similar to ‘Baroota’ and transferred to the South East. It
now carried 14 sleeping or 18 day passengers, the end
compartment having had the fixed seats removed and a
table and four movable chairs fitted in their place.

In 1917 the cars were named ‘Yanyarrie’, ‘Wanilla’,
‘Morambro’ and ‘Baroota’.
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10.1890 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways northern system as car ‘111’.

1907 Electric light fitted.
1916 Cconverted to an observation/sleeping car similar

and transferred to the South East.
1917 Named ‘Morambro’.
1933 Condemned whilst on the South Eastern Division.

History: Morambro

Narrow gauge observation/sleeping carriage, used
between Wolsely and Mount Gambier. Originally second
class bogie lavatory carriage number ‘180’, built Islington
and issued to the Northern system in December 1911. In
1917 cross seats fitted consisting of a single row of seats
one side of the aisle and a double row on the other, were
fitted giving the car a capacity 44 second class
passengers.

In 1933 it was altered internally to make it a first class
sleeping car and named ‘Morambro’. Equipped with 11
sleeping berths, divided into 3 compartments (1x6
berths, 2x2 berths and 3x3 berths). Compartments 1 and
3 were equiped with lavatories and wash basins,
compartment 2 was not. It was issued to the South East
system.

Transferred to Peterborough for use on Broken Hill
Express in March 1950. An additional nine upper bunks
fitted, in 1952, and two lower bunks were removed to
make a conductors compartment and additional toilet
facilities.

Transferred to the Port Lincoln, for use on the Accident
train in 1970.

Withdrawn in 1989 and purchased by Pichi Richi Railway.

17.12.1911 Entered service as narrow gauge second
class bogie lavatory carriage number ‘180’, on the
South Australian Railways Northern system.

1917 Cross seats fitted consisting of a single row of seats
one side of the aisle and a double row on the other,
capacity 44 second class passengers.

1933 Altered to first class sleeping car and named
‘Morambro’.

3.1950 Transferred to Peterborough for use on Broken
Hill Express.

1952 An additional nine upper bunks fitted and two
lower bunks removed to make a conductors
compartment and additional toilet facilities.

1970 Transferred to the Port Lincoln, for use on the
Accident train.

1989 Withdrawn and purchased by Pichi Richi Railway.

History: Moyne — Buffet Car 7

Built in 1909 as ‘26 AVE’., recoded ‘26 AE’ in 1914. It was
withdrawn from service in early 1939, and after a
conversion program, delayed by the war, emerged from
Newport shops in October 1955 as air conditioned
restaurant car Moyne (Buffet No.7).

It was used on Warnambool and Horsham lines until
withdrawn on 4.4.1959.

In 1961 it was converted to sitting car ‘2 BG by putting 32
seats in the former restaurant area. Aafter a level crossing
smash near Glenorchy on 8.2.1971 it was scrapped as it
was partially cut up on the site.

2.9.1909 Entered service as ‘26 AVE’.
1914 Recoded ‘26 AE’.
9.1939 Withdrawn from service for conversion to buffet

car, but work stopped due outbreak of war.
4.10.1955 Converted to air conditioned restaurant car

Moyne (Buffet No.7).
4.4.1959 Withdrawn from service.
12.1961 Converted to sitting car ‘2 BG’ by putting 32

seats in the former restaurant area.
8.2.1971 Involved in a level crossing smash near

Glenorchy, were it was partially cut up on the site
and body transfered to Newport.

16.6.1971 Scrapped.

Murray

South Australian Railways

No. 1 ‘V&SAR Joint Stock Post Office van ‘O 18’ – S.A.R.
‘258’ – ‘Murray’ – ‘Willochra’ No.2’ (page 545)

No. 2 “Murray’ – Broad Gauge Commissioners car’
(page 524)

Victorian Railways

No. 1 “Murray’ - Parlor Car’ (page 527)

No. 2 ‘Spirit of Progress Dining Car – ‘Murray’ – RS 236’
(page 527)

History: Murray No.2 — South Australian Railways
Commissioners Car

In May 1933, the South Australian Government
authorized the expenditure of $15,000 for the
construction of a new inspection car for the Railways
Commissioner. The ‘Murray’ car was the last timber
bodied car built at Islington Works and when introduced
on 1.10.1934 was claimed to be the most up to date car of
its kind in the Commonwealth. The frame work is
Tasmanian Blackwood and the internal panels are sliced
Queensland Walnut.

The car rides on two six-wheeled bogies imported from
the U.S.A and weight 52 tons. Sleeping accomodation is
provided for 10 persons. When introduced, the actual
cost had risen to $19,954. This additional cost was
incurred by providing a fairly high grade of equipment,
fitting up and finish to make ‘Murray’ suitable for use by
HRH the Duke of Gloucester on his visit to Australia in
1934. ‘Murray’ was also included in the Royal train for
HRH the Duke of Edinburgh, when he travelled from
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7.4.1987 Port Lincoln workshops accident van Morambro (Chris Drymalik)

14th March 1990,NB30 + Morambro car Quorn (Chris
Drymalik)

Murray Bridge to Adelaide in March 1974. A passenger
brakevan (‘No.391’ (page 405)) was also fitted with a
generator to provide auxiliary power for ‘Murray’. In the
last days of steam, engine 621 was the Commissioner’s
Engine and used to haul ‘Murray’.

The car is fitted with a speed indicator. In 1972, ‘Murray’
was altered to operate on standard gauge for inspection
trips between Peterborough, Port Pirie and Broken Hill.
When the ‘Murray’ car is attached to any train, the
observation end must be trailing whenever practicable.

14th March 1990,Quorn Morambro car (Chris Drymalik)

When the observation end is not trailing, the curtains
must be drawn round such end and secured.

It was retained by the South Australian State Transport
Authority when the South Australian Railways were sold
to the Commonwealth Government, and store in the
Adelaide Rail Yards north car sheds. In 1987 it was
transferred to Australian National, entering Islington on
10.9.1987 to be upgraded. This did not happen and it was
transferred to Port Augusta in 1991 for storage. Following
an application by the History Trust of South Australia, in
1997, it was transferred to Islington for conversion to
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12th January 1991,Keswick Murray car (Chris Drymalik)

12th January 1991,Keswick Murray car (Chris Drymalik)

12th January 1991,Keswick Murray car (Chris Drymalik)

broad gauge in preparation for returning to South
Australian Government control.

12th January 1991,Keswick Murray car (Chris Drymalik)

On 11.06.97 it was delivered to the Port Dock Station
Railway Museum.

1.10.1934 Entered service.
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1972 Altered to operate on standard gauge for
inspection trips between Peterborough, Port Pirie
and Broken Hill.

1975 Retained by the South Australian State Transport
Authority.

7.8.1987 Transferred to Australian National control.
10.9.1987 Sent to Islington.
1991 Transferred to Port Augusta workshops for storage.
16.05.1997 Transferred to Islington in preparation for

returning to South Australian Government control.
11.06.1997 Delivered to Port Dock Station Railway

Museum.

History: Murray — Victorian Railways Parlor Car

Parlor car ‘Murray’ was built at Victorian Railways
Newport Workshops in 1906 and used on the Sydney
Limited along with similar car ‘Yarra’. Metal ceilings
impressed with an arabesque design, decorated leadlight
segments overhang the large side windows, observation
platform on rear end and well padded leather armchairs
with footstools.

During the first year of parlor car operation these
coaches were marshalled at the rear of the train behind
the brake van. This practice meant that the passengers
had to pass through the brake van, but with the provision
of a dining car the trains marshalling was altered to have
the brake van leading. The marshalling order was, from
the locomotive; brake van, two second class coaches,
diner, three first class coaches and parlor making up an
eight car train weighing 250 tons. Eight bevelled mirrors
were set above the double width windows and the legend
VICTORIAN RAILWAYS was centrally located on the
letterboard flanked by the title PARLOR towards the
ends. The American spelling of parlor was adopted by
V.R..

As built, the internal arrangement of the cars, from the
vestibule end was as follows. A mens lavatory, 3 foot
9-7/8 inch long, with an open wash basin compartment,
3 foot 8 1

2 inch long, opposite, was separated from a
smoking room by a sliding door. This 12 inch 4 1

2 inch
long room had five chairs and a fixed transverse seat for
three. The two entrance doors opened into this room. A
2 foot 3 inch wide corridor skirted a 6 foot 3 inch long
conductors compartment, the ladies lavatory and two
7 foot 3 inch long compartments ending at the 22 foot
6 3

4 inch long observation room. These doors were later
removed. The conductors compartment was equiped
with an ice chest, gas hot water urn, cupboards and
luggage space. An outward swinging door was provided
in this compartment and in the corridor wall opposite to
facilitate the handling of passenger luggage. Beside the
conductors compartment the 4 foot long ladies lavatory
with separate washroom facilities was located. Two arm
chairs and a fixed seat for three provided the seating
accomodation in the two special compartments, one of
which was reserved for ladies. Access to all
compartment, except for the lavatories was by sliding

door, while the lavatories were fitted with inward
swinging doors. The observation room boasted twelve
arm chairs, a writing desk and chair, a table for illustrated
papers and, at the compartment end, a fixed seat for
three with a bookcase above it. The rear wall was a huge
plate glass window and an inward swinging door, which
gave access to the 6 foot long observation platform.
Folding chairs were provided on this platform. An
ornamental wrought iron railing, waist high, surrounded
the rear of the platform and two hinged gates (normally
kept locked) were provided. The clerestory roof was
supported by iron stanchions on the rear corners and a
small window was provided in each side of the
observation platform wall.

In 1937 it was placed into storage. ‘Murray’ was lifted
from the track in June 1953, still on its bogies, at North
Melbourne locomotive depot and used as a Drivers
Instruction Classroom until it was dismantled at that
location in 1960s.

19.12.1906 Entered service.
1937 Placed into storage.
19.4.1955 Lifted from the track, still on its bogies, at

North Melbourne locomotive depot and used as a
Drivers Instruction Classroom.

4.1963 Dismantled at North Melbourne locomotive
depot and the body burnt.

History: Murray No.2 — Spirit of Progress Dining Car

14th March 1991,Keswick Victorian Murray car in grey
livery (Chris Drymalik)

‘Murray’ was built as the Spirit of Progress dining car in
1937 without name or number, being painted Royal Blue
with a gold leaf line above and below the windows and
Dining Car centrally on the letterboard. It was air
conditioned and had a seating capacity of 48. When the
Spirit of Progress was transferred to standard gauge, this
car remained on broad gauge and required
identification. It was named ‘Murray’ in 1963.
Conversion to standard gauge was done at Dynon in
1964 for use on the Melbourne to Sydney line while the
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14th March 1991,Keswick Victorian Murray car in grey
livery (Chris Drymalik)

buffet cars underwent a refit. It was returned to broad
gauge the same year.

14th March 1991,Keswick Victorian Murray car in grey
livery (Chris Drymalik)

In 1989 it was recoded ‘RS 236’ and internal layout
altered to a lounge car fitted with loose chairs. It was
repainted in grey, white and green in 1990.

17.11.1937 Entered service as the Spirit of Progress
dining car, without name or number.

1.1963 Named ‘Murray’.
1964 Converted to standard gauge.
7.1964 Converted back to broad gauge.
1987 Stored at the Steamrail depot, internal seats and

tables have been removed.
1989 Recoded ‘RS 236’ and internal layout altered to

lounge car.
1990 Repainted in grey, white, and green.
- On regular charter to ‘Classic Carriage Restaurant’.

History: Nilpena

18.4.1992,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway - interior Nilpena
car (Chris Drymalik)

South Australian Railways narrow gauge sleeping car.
Built at Islington Workshops and issued between Sept
and Oct 1915 for use on the Broken Hill Express. ‘Nilpena’
and sister cars ‘Coonatto’ and ‘Alberga’ were the largest
and most luxurious carriages on the South Australian
Railways narrow gauge. Consisted of 9 compartments
with a sleeping capacity of 18. When made up for day
use, it would seat about 40. The corridor and smoking
saloon were adorned with early photographs.

Sept-Oct 1915 Entered service on Peterbrough Division
as No.211.
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18.4.1992,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway - interior Nilpena
car (Chris Drymalik)

1934 Used on Royal Train.
1974 Donated to Pichi Richi Railway by the Apex clubs

of Port Augusta and Quorn.

Norman

No. 1 “Perseverance’ - ‘Inspection’ - ‘Norman’ No.1’
(page 531)

No. 2 ‘Spirit of Progress Parlor Car’ (page 529)

History: Perseverance — Inspection — Norman No.1

Victorian Railways Commissioners car. Built Newport
Workshops 1890 as one of a pair of ‘BL’ sleeping cars,
75 foot in length, each with 8 compartments and a buffet
section, and was named ‘Perseverance’, for use on the
Portland line.

In 1900 converted to a special car for use of the Railway
Commissioner and renamed ‘Inspection’, seating 28
passengers. Internal rebuilding took place in 1921 and
name changed to ‘Norman’ after Mr C.E Norman, a
former Commissioner of the V.R..

31.3.1986 Interior Norman car North Williamstown
Museum (Chris Drymalik)

In 1954 it was fitted with a new chassis (ex No.1 State
Car).

‘Norman’ was replaced by a modern steel car of the same
name and entered the Australian Railway Historical
Society Museum North Williamstown. It was transferred
to the History register on 13.7.1983.

5.6.1890 Entered service as one of a pair of ‘BL’ sleeping
cars. Named ‘Perseverance’.

1900 Converted to a special car for use of the Railway
Commissioner and renamed ‘Inspection’.

20.1.1921 Internal rebuilding and name changed to
‘Norman’.

1954 New chassis (ex No.1 State Car).
1963 To Australian Railway Historical Society Museum

North Williamstown.
13.7.1983 Transferred to the History register.

History: Norman No.2 — Parlor Car

‘Norman’ entered service in 1937 as an air conditioned
parlor car on the Spirit of Progress. It had a rounded
observation lounge at one end and was painted Royal
Blue with a gold leaf band above and below the windows.
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31.3.1986 Interior Norman car North Williamstown
Museum (Chris Drymalik)

Norman at Warrnamboo 2.5.2003 (Paul Dalton)

In 1956 it was transferred to the Intercapital Daylight for
use as a lounge car. It was rebuilt as mini buffet and club
car for use on the Intercapital Daylight in 1958.

Norman at Warrnamboo 2.5.2003 (Paul Dalton)

Given the name ‘Norman’ in 1962 when its interior was
completely rebuilt, losing the two luggage doors
associated with the conductors compartment and a door,
with diaphragm was cut into the observation end. The
kitchen was enlarged and the toilet area fitted with a
shower. It first outing was on 6.4.1963. It was intended to
be used as a lounge car, club car and VIP car for royalty
and vice royalty.

It was again rebuilt in 1985 as a mobile venue for
business or social uses, including conferences and
seminars or group travel to sporting fixtures. The ride in
it was smoothed by putting in lateral dampers to
stabalise the sideways sway. Exterior livery of blue with a
gold stripe above and below window line. The car has
interior fittings of polished woodwork, quality wooden
tables, curtains and carpets, and red upholstered chairs
to match the liquor bar.

The car was fully equiped with a modern kitchen to cater
for anything from morning tea to a five-course, sit down
dinner. ‘Norman’ (1985 style) carried up to 30 passengers
for a hiring fee of, usually, about 800−1000 plus catering
charges.

In 1988 the diaphragm was removed and the car
repainted in grey and off white, with narrow orange and
green lines above the window.

17.11.1937 Entered service as the Spirit of Progress
parlor car, without name or number.

1956 Transferred to the Intercapital Daylight for use as
a lounge car.

1958 Rebuilt as mini buffet and club car for use on
Intercapital Daylight.

6.4.1963 Named ‘Norman’ and the interior was
completely rebuilt.

1977 Fitted with head end power cables.
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Norman at Warrnamboo 2.5.2003 (Paul Dalton)

Norman at Warrnamboo 2.5.2003 (Paul Dalton)

10.1985 Rebuilt as a mobile venue for business or social
uses. Exterior livery of blue with a gold stripe above
and below the window line.

1988 The diaphragm was removed and the car
repainted in grey and off white, with narrow orange
and green lines above the window.

- Coded as ‘OS237’.

History: Ovens — Sleeping Car 3

Victorian Railways 6 wheel wooden sleeping carriage,
with an elliptical roof and a composite wood steel body
with flush steel external panelling. Built in 1928 at
Newport for use on the Adelaide and Mildura lines. These
steel sheathed cars were 3 inches wider than earlier cars
constructed for The Overland, being 9 feet 9 inch wide.

The provision of a tenth two berth cabin occupied the
area used as the smoking saloon in the earlier cars. A
weight of 43 tons 4 cwt., was recorded. All other
dimensions, except the height from the rail to the top of
the roof, which was reduced to 13 feet 3 inch were
identical with the Victorian & South Australian Railways
Joint Stock Sleepers.

A feature of the modified cars was the unequal length of
the end vestibules. The one at the end where the tenth
sleeping cabin, smoking saloon end of the standard cars,
was 1 feet 9 inch longer than the other being 9 feet
5 1

4 inch long.

Ovens was fitted with air conditioning in 1938. To
accomodate the gearbox drive of the air conditioning
equipment a heavier fabricated bogie of a generally
similar design was provided for the rebuilt sleeper. It was
also recorded Sleeping car No.3 (name removed) and
painted blue.

24.8.1928 Entered service named Ovens.
13.5.1938 Fitted with air conditioning.
- Recorded Sleeping car No.3 (name removed) and

painted blue.
1987 Withdrawn.
1990 Stored at Newport.
1991 Transferred to Seymour.

History: Perseverance — Inspection — Norman No.1

Victorian Railways Commissioners car. Built Newport
Workshops 1890 as one of a pair of ‘BL’ sleeping cars,
75 foot in length, each with 8 compartments and a buffet
section, and was named ‘Perseverance’, for use on the
Portland line.

In 1900 converted to a special car for use of the Railway
Commissioner and renamed ‘Inspection’, seating 28
passengers. Internal rebuilding took place in 1921 and
name changed to ‘Norman’ after Mr C.E Norman, a
former Commissioner of the V.R..

In 1954 it was fitted with a new chassis (ex No.1 State
Car).
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Sleeping Car Ovens, circa 1928

8th June 1987,Tailem Bend Sleeping car No.3 Ovens
(Chris Drymalik)

‘Norman’ was replaced by a modern steel car of the same
name and entered the Australian Railway Historical
Society Museum North Williamstown. It was transferred
to the History register on 13.7.1983.

5.6.1890 Entered service as one of a pair of ‘BL’ sleeping
cars. Named ‘Perseverance’.

1900 Converted to a special car for use of the Railway
Commissioner and renamed ‘Inspection’.

20.1.1921 Internal rebuilding and name changed to
‘Norman’.

1954 New chassis (ex No.1 State Car).
1963 To Australian Railway Historical Society Museum

North Williamstown.
13.7.1983 Transferred to the History register.

8th June 1987,Sleeper No.3 Ovens corridor (Chris
Drymalik)
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31.3.1986 Interior Norman car North Williamstown
Museum (Chris Drymalik)

History: Pioneer First — BL 12 — Enterprise

‘Pioneer First’ was built in 1892 as a 12 wheeled first class
clerestory roofed corridor with end-loading platforms
and side swing doors. Originally classified as ‘AA’ class it
carried the name Pioneer on the letterboard, probably
after 1896. It contained eight compartments, each with a
sliding door to an enclosed corridor and a swing door to
the outside.

In 1921 it was altered to second class and coded ‘12 BL’,
with a capacity of 64. Carriage ‘12 BL’ was stored at
Steamrail depot, Nth Williamstown in May 1987, in a very
poor state of repair.

1892 Entered service.
6.9.1921 Altered to second class and coded ‘12 BL’.
1962 Withdrawn
3.1968 Returned to traffic named Enterprise.
- To Steamrail.

History: Pioneer Second — BL 13

‘Pioneer Second’ was built in 1893 as a 12 wheeled
second class clerestory roofed corridor with end-loading

31.3.1986 Interior Norman car North Williamstown
Museum (Chris Drymalik)

15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport Enterprise car (Chris
Drymalik)
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platforms and side swing doors. Originally classified as
‘BB’ class it carried the name Pioneer after 1896 on the
letterboard. It contained nine compartments, each with
a sliding door to an enclosed corridor and a swing door
to the outside.

In 1921 it was recoded ‘13 BL’, with a capacity of 72.

In 1942 internally altered for use as the administrative
car on a 14 car military hospital train. Accomodation was
provided for dispensary, medical store, office, waiting
room, linen store and two kitchen stores.

Reconverted for passenger traffic in 1948 and used on
Wirth Circus Trains between 1954 and 1962.

Restored in 1963 and renamed ‘Pioneer’. The car is in
possession of Steamrail Ballarat.

30.6.1893 Entered service.
6.9.1921 Recoded ‘13 BL’.
2.2.1942 Altered internally for use as the administrative

car on a military hospital train. Accomodation was
provided for dispensary, medical store, office,
waiting room, linen store and two kitchen stores.

1948 Reconverted for passenger traffic.
1954-62 Used on Wirth Circus Train.
21.7.63 Had first trip after being restored and named

‘Pioneer’.
- In possession of Steamrail Ballarat.

Victorian Railways State Car

No. 1 “Enterprise’ – State Car No.1’ (page 515)

No. 2 “Alexandra’ – State Car No.2 – ‘Melville” (page 521)

No. 3 “Alexandria’ – State Car No.3 – ‘Carey’ No.1’ (page
511)

No. 4 State Car No.4

No. 5 State Car No.5

History: State Car No.4 - Victorian Railways

Non air conditioned, wooden car similar in appearance
to ‘Yarra’. It was built at Newport in 1912 to sleep 6 and
seat 18 passengers. It underwent a major refurbishment
in 1949 for a proposed visit by King George VI, due to
illness the trip was deferred.

In 1952 it was repainted for red to blue and gold, and
carried Queen Elizabeth II around Victoria in 1954.

Stored in Newport workshops under tarps. Early in 1974
it became the target of vandals. The damage was
repaired and an openable gateway was fitted in the
ironwork of the end platform to enable access to ajoining
cars. The protective glass windows across the end
platform was replaced with perspex. The lower canvas
modesty covering was replaced with metal sheeting to

28.10.2007,Interior of Victorian State Car No.4 (Phil
Leonard)

reduce the draught nuisance. The adaptions were made
so that it could be used on V.R. board specials.

It visited Adelaide with Royal Jubilee Display Train in
February 1978.

1912 Entered service.
1949 Underwent major refurbishment.
1952 Repainted for red to blue and gold.
1954 Carried Queen Elizabeth II around Victoria.
1974 Repaired after vandal damage and end deck

arrangement altered.
2.1978 Visited Adelaide with Royal Jubilee Display

Train.

History: State Car No.5 - Victorian Railways

Victorian Railways State car number 5 is an air
conditioned special car issued to service in 1950 based
on the same design as the ‘S’ class all steel cars being
built at that time at Newport. Originally it was to have
been an ‘AS’ first class sitting car but was altered to
become State Car No.5 before entering service.

In 1954 painted Royal Blue with yellow stripes, and in
1988 painted Grey and off white with narrow orange and
green stripes.

1950 Entered service.
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28.10.2007,Interior of Victorian State Car No.4 (Phil
Leonard)

13th October 1985,Goulburn car and No.5 Spencer st
(Chris Drymalik)

22nd February 1989,Keswick VLINE state car No.5 (Chris
Drymalik)

22nd February 1989,Keswick VLINE state car No.5 (Chris
Drymalik)
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22nd February 1989,Keswick VLINE state car No.5 and
GM34 + GM (Chris Drymalik)

22nd February 1989,Keswick VLINE state car No.5 (Chris
Drymalik)

22nd February 1989,Keswick VLINE state car No.5 (Chris
Drymalik)

22nd February 1989,Keswick loco 512 + VLINE State car
No. (Chris Drymalik)

1954 Painted Royal Blue with yellow stripes.
1988 Painted Grey and off white with narrow orange

and green stripes.
- Sent to ‘Seymour Rail Heritage Centre’ for storage.

18th April 1992,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway - interior Sturt
car (Chris Drymalik)
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18th April 1992,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway - interior Sturt
car (Chris Drymalik)

History: 169 — Sturt

Built at Islington Workshops in 1909 as composite class
car ‘169’. A total of 16 cars, numbered 157, 58, 161 to 170,
175, 176, 198 and 199, were built with a body of 31 foot
6 inch long, 7 foot 6 inch wide and issued to the Northern
Division. Internally the car was divided into two
compartments with longitudinal seats along each side.
The lavatories were in the centre with a 2 foot 1 inch wide
passageway between them. A hinged door on the centre
line kept the two compartments separated. All cars were
issued fitted with electric light. Capacity of car ‘169’ was
32 second class passengers. Capacity of car ‘169’ was 14
first and 16 second class passengers.

During 1929-30 it was converted to provide
accomodation for railways officer’s inspection tours on
the Peterborough Division. This involved fitting 8
longitudinal sleeping berths either side of a central aisle
and converting one toilet to a shower compartment.

It was later fitted with vestibule arrangement (doors and
covered walkway), but these have since been removed.

Obtained in 1974 by Pichi Richi Railway.

12.1909 Entered service as ‘169’ on the Northern
Division.

1929-30 Converted to provide accomodation for
railways officer’s inspection tours on the
Peterborough Division. This involved fitting 8
longitudinal sleeping berths either side of a central
aisle and converting one toilet to a shower
compartment. Named ‘Sturt’.

8.7.1974 Withdrawn.
1974 Obtained by Pichi Richi Railway.

History: AVE 34 — AE 34 — Buffet Car 1 — Taggerty

Air conditioned wooden buffet car used on the Bendigo
line. Built as ‘34 AVE’ in 1910. Recoded ‘34 AE’ in 1914.
Converted to air conditioned buffet car No. 1 in 1937, and

25th April 1989,Spotswood Taggerty car (Chris Drymalik)

later given the named Taggerty. As Taggerty it had an 18
seat buffet plus 18 first class for use on the Bendigo line.

12.12.1910 Entered service as ‘34 AVE’.
1912 Damaged by fire at Bairnsdale.
1914 Rebuilt and returned to service.
1914 Recoded ‘34 AE’.
10.3.1937 Converted to air conditioned buffet car No. 1.
1939 Given the name Taggerty.
1954 Repainted Royal Blue and fitted with

Commonwealth bogies.
1963 painted blue and gold.
till 1983 Ran regularly on the Bendigo line.
1984 Placed in storage.
21.12.1987 Withdrawn.
around 1987 Purchased by Castlemaine & Maldon

Railway and stored at Spotswood Workshops.
1989 Stored at Spotswood Depot.
12.1990 Sold to Steamrail for $5 (with many items

stripped).

History: Tanjil — Buffet Car 5 — VRS 3 — VRS 233

Steel buffet car (No. 5), built by the Victorian Railways in
1939, provided seating for 19 passengers at the buffet
plus 12 first class in two compartments. It was converted
to ‘VRS 3’ in 1962 for use on the standard gauge, at which
time it was modified to become a full buffet car without
the sitting compartments. Later it was recoded ‘VRS 233’.

31.7.1939 Entered service as Tanjil
15.4.1962 Converted to ‘VRS 3’, at which time it was

modified to become a full buffet car without the
sitting compartments.

1984 Recoded ‘VRS 233’.
- Sold to Australian National.
1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
1998 Sold to Rail Experience in Victoria. Remained

stored at Islington.
- Moved to Seymour.
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25th April 1989,Spotswood Taggerty car (Chris Drymalik)

25th April 1989,Spotswood Taggerty car (Chris Drymalik)

South Australian Railways Vice Regal

The South Australian Railways has had a long series of
carriage referred to as either State car No.1 or the Vice
Regal car. Each time a new one was created.it would
become number 1 and the old car would be written off or
renamed. I have refreed to them here as Vice Regal
number in date of entry to service order.

No. 1 ‘Vice Regal’ No.1 - (1860 to 1890) - Car ‘12’

No. 2 ‘Vice Regal’ No.2 - (1892 to 1930) - ‘Broughton’

No. 3 ‘Vice Regal’ No.3 - (1930 to 1940) - Mann Boudoir
Sleeping Car V&SAR "O 4" - ‘Broughton’

No. 4 ‘Vice Regal’ No.4 - (1940 onward)

History: Vice Regal 1 - (1860 to 1890) — 12

Originally built as a 6 wheel saloon car in England for the
Adelaide to Port Adelaide Railway. It first entered service
in 1856 Around 1860 it appears to have been converted
to a State Car being replaced by a new car in the 1890s
when it was numbered as car number ‘12’.

It was written off about 1915 and relocated to a property
at Brighton. Obtained in very poor condition by
Australian Railway Historical Society in 1988.

1856 Entered service as a Port Adelaide Line car.
Number unknown.

Around 1860 Appears to have been converted to a State
Car.

1890s Replaced by a new State Car, numbered ‘12’.
about 1915 Written off and relocated to a property at

Brighton.
1988 Obtained in very poor condition by Australian

Railway Historical Society for possible rebuilding.
- The car was stored for a number of years at our

previous depot at Dry Creek. During that time some
white ants took a fancy for the woodwork such that
the parts became even more decrepit than it had
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4.5.2002 Islington - VRS233 Tanjil, Bluebird 260, 253 and van M23 (Chris Drymalik)

9.11.2004,VRS233 Tanjil stored in Islington (Paul Quinn)

been on receival. During the from Dry Creek to Mt
Barker, the remaining parts of the Vice Regal car
were unfortunately disposed of.

History: 184 — Vice Regal (1892 to 1930) — Broughton

Mansard roof 12 wheel Vice Regal saloon bogie carriage,
which entered service in 1892 with official number ‘184’.
The gas lighting was converted to electric in 1915.

In 1930 it was replaced by new No.1 State (ex Broughton)
and renamed ‘Broughton’.

In 1943 it was reissued as car ‘184‘ for suburban use,
seating 64 and having standing room for 26.

11.1892 Entered service as ‘184’.
1915 Gas light converted to electric.
5.5.1930 Replaced by new No.1 State (ex ‘Broughton’

(page 539)) and renamed ‘Broughton’.
2.1943 Reissued as car ‘184’ for suburban use.
1956 Condemned.

History: Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car — O 4 — 117 —
Broughton — Vice Regal 3 - (1930 to 1940)

Built in 1886 by Mann, USA. Boudoir sleeping car.
Originally issued in 1886 as V&SAR Joint stock car ‘O 4’.
In march 1908 it became South Australian Railways car
‘117‘ and was named ‘Broughton’ in 1911.

It was altered to observation car in 1913 and converted to
State (Vice Regal) car No.1 in 1930. Withdrawn in 1940
and sold to ‘W.Brown and Sons Ltd’. It ended its days as a
house boat at Goolwa. Eventually it fell into disrepair
and was broken up about 1974.

24.12.1886 Entered service as V&SAR Joint stock car
‘O 4’.

3.1908 To South Australian Railways car ‘117’.
23.2.1911 Named ‘Broughton’.
21.4.1913 Altered to observation car.
5.4.1930 Converted to State (Vice Regal) car No.1.
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15.6.1940 Withdrawn.
- Sold to ‘W.Brown and Sons Ltd’.

17th March 2007,National Railway Museum - Port
Adelaide - Vice Regal car (Chris Drymalik)

History: Vice Regal 4 - (1940 onward)

Entered service in 1940 as first air conditioned car on the
South Australian Railways having cost £18,809 to build. It
was constructed at Islington workshops as a steel bodied
carriage with a timber panelled interior. Features of the
car include

• A rounded end that is setup as an
observation/lounge with fix seating and loose arm
chairs

• Separate bedrooms for the Governor and his wife,
divided by a common bathroom fitted with
bath/shower, basin and toilet.

• A Ladies compartment that contains two fold-down
sleeping berths, wardrobes, a basin and toilet.

• A Aide-de-camp compartment with two berths and
basin.

• Dining saloon with a fixed table and seating for six.

• Kitchen area equipped with a refrigerator, bench,
sink and stove.

• Fully air conditioned with a Stone’s axle driven
generator.

• Panelling of various compartments and the corridor
feature vanished timber veneers

– Corridor - Queensland Maple

– Dining - Queensland Maple

– Ladies & A-de-de-camp compartment -
Queensland Maple

– Governor and his wife’s comparment - English
Grey Sycamore

– Observation/Lounge - Queensland Cedar

Retained by the South Australian Government after the
sale of South Australian Railways to the Commonwealth
in 1975. Allocated to the State Transport Authority of
South Australia.

The car was initally built for the Governor General of
Australia and was issued to traffic carrying the coat of
arms of the Duke of York (who was expected to have been
the next Governor General).

The car was attached to the Overland on a number of
occassions.

It was moved the Port Dock Station Railway Museum in
1988.

2.4.1940 Entered service.
1957 To improve the ride quality, the original fabricated

bogies replace by a pair of cast steel bogies
20.1.1974 Last time used by a South Australian

Governor - return trip from Melbourne with Sir
MArk Oliphant

14.3.1974 Used in Royal train between Murray Bridge
and Adelaide for carrige of the Duke of Edinburgh

12.1973 Fitted with transformer and rectifier unit.
1.3.1978 Transferred to the State Transport Authority of

South Australia
28.7.1988 Moved to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: Victoria — WW 11

Built at Victorian Railways Newport Workshops in 1887
as ‘19 AA’. In 1894 it was converted to ‘Victoria’, with two
saloons, a brake compartment and buffet with seating 20
passengers.

Between 1924 and 1936 it was regularly used on the
Better Farming Train.

In 1943 it was altered to Ways and Works vehicle ‘WW 11’.
It was written of in 1954 and save for destruction by the
Australian Railway Historical Society.

1.3.1887 Entered service as ‘19 AA’.
1894 Converted to ‘Victoria’, with two saloons, a brake

compartment and buffet with seating 20 passengers.
19.11.1943 Altered to Ways and Works vechicle ‘WW 11’.
16.6.1954 Written Off.
1980 Preserved by Australian Railway Historical Society.
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History: 148 — Wakefield — Commissioners car

Built in 1890 as long saloon bogie carriage ‘148’. This car
rode on six-wheel bogies and the body was similar to the
many side loading (or dogbox) carriages then in use.

It was converted to the Commissioner’s inspection car
and had sleeping berths for 20 officers. In 1912 it was
named ‘Wakefield’.

6.1890 Entered service as ‘148’.
- Converted to as the Commissioner’s inspection car.
25.11.1912 Named ‘Wakefield’.
1929 Scrapped.

History: 174 — Wandana — 174

narrow gauge sleeping car, built at Islington in 1909 and
issued to the South Australian Railways South East
Division as ‘174’, a combined first class sleeping and day
car, with accomodation for eight sleepers and 12 sitting
passengers. Lavatories were located in the centre, with a
passageway between them and divided the sleeping
portion from the sitting section. The berths in the
sleeping section were Pullman style, being formed by
folding down two seats to form the lower berth.

In 1917 the car was slightly altered, named ‘Wandana‘
and issued to the Port Lincoln Division. The alterations
consisted of removing the day compartment and
replacing them with movable wicker chairs and a table,
while in the end of the car, large glass panels, one on
each side of the door. In 1925, Westinghouse brakes were
fitted and the saloon portion was reduced by the
provision of a third sleeping compartment.

It was converted to a workmans dining and sleeping van
with shower in 1942, and resumed its number ‘174’. In
1966 it was condemned at Port Lincoln.

10.1909 Entered service as narrow gauge sleeping car
‘174‘ on the South Australian Railways South East
Division.

1917 Interior altered and named ‘Wandana’.
Transferred to the Port Lincoln Division.

1925 Westinghouse brakes fitted and the saloon portion
was reduced by the provision of a third sleeping
compartment.

1942 Converted to a workmans dining and sleeping van
with shower resumed it original number ‘174’.

5.1966 Condemned at Port Lincoln.

History: 181 — 219 — 209 — Wandana

Narrow gauge car ‘Wandana’ was former Long Tom car
‘219’, converted to a first class lounge car for the
East-West trains.

‘Wandana’ began its life as body “181” (page 436) and
underframe “219” (page 439). narrow gauge carriage
‘181’ was built in 1911 and in 1926-7 it was converted to

broad gauge car ‘493’, and in 1942 swapped bodies with
SA&CR Joint Stock car ‘219’ for use on the Terowie to Port
Augusta service. At the time of the body swap ‘219’ was
fitted internally with 36 bunks for use on hospital trains
between Alice Springs and Terowie.

Wandana was fitted out in 1942 as a ward car for
conveying the sick and injured. It contained bunks in
three tiers so as to convey 36 patients.

In 1945 it was refitted with longitudinal seating and
transferred to the South East Division, then in 1958 it was
issued to the Port Lincoln Division as relay van ‘209’, and
finally purchased by Pichi Richi Railway in 1974.

At Quorn Pichi Richi Railway repainted it in the green
and cream livery of the Port Lincoln division cars and
rebuilt it internally as a buffet car.

Note: This car never ran with the name Wandana in
South Australian Railways service.

12.1911 Entered service as body “181” (page 436).
1919 Entered service as underframe “219” (page 439).
- Converted to a first class lounge car for the East-West

trains.
1926 Converted to first class broad gauge car ‘493’.
1926 Converted to second class.
1942 Swapped bodies with car ‘219’ for use on the

Terowie to Port Augusta service.
1942 Fitted out as a ward car for conveying the sick and

injured. It contained bunks in three tiers so as to
convey 36 patients.

1945 Refitted with longitudinal seating and transferred
to the South East Division.

1958 Issued to the Port Lincoln Division as relay van
‘209’.

1974 Purchased by Pichi Richi Railway.
- Named ‘Wandana’ by Pichi Richi Railway.

History: Wando — Sleeping Car 5

Victorian Railways wooden sleeping carriage, with a
Clerestory roof, built to the same design as the cars used
for The Overland. It was built in 1923 at Newport, by
contractors Gaulton and party, for use on the Adelaide
and Mildura lines. The provision of a tenth two berth
cabin occupied the area used as the smoking saloon in
the earlier cars. A weight of 41 tons 10 cwt, was
recorded.All other dimensions, were identical with the
Joint Stock Sleepers. A feature of the modified cars was
the unequal length of the end vestibules. The one at the
end where the tenth sleeping cabin, smoking saloon end
of the ‘standard‘ cars, was 1 foot 9 inch longer than the
other being 9 foot 5 1

4 inch long.

14.9.1923 Entered service.
29.3.1939 Recoded to sleeping car No.5.
3.1953 Fitted with auto couplers.
26.4.1971 Brake van facilities fitted.
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148 - Wakefield

19th May 1986,Pichi Richi Railway train on Woolshed flat
bridge - cars Wandana + Lincoln + 74 + Light (Chris
Drymalik)

8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway Wandana
car (Chris Drymalik)

25th March 1989,Pichi Richi Railway Quorn Wandana car
on rear of train (Chris Drymalik)

9th May 1993,Quorn - car Wandana (Chris Drymalik)
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31.3.1986 Wando car Spencer street (Chris Drymalik)

1984 Original name returned when the ‘Train of
Knowledge’ vehicles were refurbished.

1.1990 Withdrawn from service.
1990 Allocate to AREA.
1994 Allocated to Seymour Loco Group.
2017 Reallocated to ‘707 Operations’.
17.6.2017 Move from ‘Seymour to Newport’.

NRP 48, circa 1930

History: 110 — Wanilla No.1 — NRP 24

South Australian Railways narrow gauge bogie sleeping
car, built by Adelaide locomotive workshops as a ‘6 wheel
bogie sleeping carriage‘ and issued to the northern
system 12.1889 as ‘110’.

Four sleeping cars were built to a common design during
1889 and 1890 at the Adelaide workshops (No. ‘109’ to
‘111‘) and during 1900 at Islington (No. ‘112‘) for the
Northern division. Length over body was 42 foot and
overall length being 49 foot 4 inch, height 11 foot 3 inch
and width 8 inch, mounted on six wheel bogies. Two
water tanks were mounted on the roof, one at each end.

The cars were divided into six compartments.
Gentlemens toilets were located at one end and

contained a seat and lavatory accomodation, the other
end contained the ladies toilet and two berths. Four
intermediate compartments each contained four
Pullman style berths, two single seats facing each other
either side of a central aisle. Passenger capacity was 18
first class passengers. Between each compartment was a
sliding door, except for the gentlemans end which had a
hinged door. During the day the bunks were stripped by
the conductor and used as seating.

In 1917 the cars were named ‘Yanyarrie’, ‘Wanilla’,
‘Morambro’ and ‘Baroota’. Wanilla was allocated to
Quorn for the Oodnadatta service.

On 4.6.1924, Wanilla was purchased by the
Commonwealth Railways in preparation for taking over
the Central Australia Railway from the South Australian
Railways. The Commonwealth Railways renamed the car
‘NRP 24’.

12.12.1889 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways northern division as bogie sleeping car
‘110’.

1907 Electric light fitted.
1911 Fitted with Westinghouse brake.
1917 Named ‘Wanilla’.
4.6.1924 Purchased by the Commonwealth Railways.

The car was recoded ‘NRP 24’.
13.9.1963 Written off.

History: 114 — Wanilla No.2

Two narrow gauge cars, ‘113’ and ‘114’, were built by the
South Australian Railways at Islington in 1900 as ordinary
passenger cars on sleeping car underframes. In external
appearance they differed from sleeping car ‘Baroota’ in
window spacing only. Internally they had a staggered
corridor arrangement with open saloons in the centre of
the car.

The car that was ‘Wanilla’ entered service as 6 wheel
composite lavatory bogie carriage number ‘114’. When
issued to traffic it carried 9 first and 19 second class
passengers in an unusual compartment arrangement,
but within seven years the interior was rearranged to
provide longtudinal seats.

Electric light was fitted in 1907 when the compartments
were removed and longitudinal seating fitted. The toilets
moved from end to the centre of the car. Seating capacity
was 50 second class passengers.

In 1932 it was transferred to Port Lincoln and converted
to an Officers inspection car, named ‘Wanilla’ in 1935.
The car was fitted with four berths, shower and wash
basin at one end and a 17 foot 7 inch long saloon at the
other with loose arm chairs.

In 1953 ‘Wanilla’ was downgraded to an employees
sleeping car and the name disappeared being
renumbered back to ‘114’. At this time a sink, stove, ice
chest and cupboards were fitted to the saloon end. It was
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Brachina - NRP 24 - 9.1962

further altered in 1965 to a kitchen and mess car, and its
last use on the Eyre Peninsula system was in a camp
consists at Lock.

Pichi Richi Railway purchased the car in 1979 and had it
delivered to Quorn by road from Port Lincoln to Whyalla
and thence by rail to Stirling North.

16.10.1900 Entered service as 6 wheel composite
lavatory bogie carriage number ‘114’.

1907 Fitted with electric light, compartments removed
and longitudinal seating fitted. Toilets moved from
end to the centre of the car.

1912 Westinghouse brake fitted.
1932 Transferred to Port Lincoln.
1935 Converted to an Officers inspection car and

named ‘Wanilla’.
1953 Downgraded to an employees sleeping car and the

name disappeared being renumbered back to ‘114’.
A sink, stove, ice chest and cupboards were fitted to
the saloon end.

1965 Altered to a kitchen and mess car.
29.8.1978 Withdrawn.
29.5.1979 Delivered to Quorn.

History: Werribee — Sleeping Car 1

Victorian Railways 6 wheel wooden sleeping carriage,
with an elliptical roof and a composite wood steel body
with flush steel external panelling. Built in 1928 at
Newport for use on the Adelaide and Mildura lines. These

7th June 1991,Tailem Bend Werribee sleeping car (Chris
Drymalik)

steel sheathed cars were 3 inches wider than earlier cars
constructed for The Overland, being 9 feet 9 inch wide.

The provision of a tenth two berth cabin occupied the
area used as the smoking saloon in the earlier cars. A
weight of 43 tons 4 cwt., was recorded. All other
dimensions, except the height from the rail to the top of
the roof, which was reduced to 13 feet 3 inch were
identical with the V&SAR Joint Stock Sleepers.

A feature of the modified cars was the unequal length of
the end vestibules. The one at the end where the tenth
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Werribee November 2000 (Greg McLennan)

sleeping cabin, smoking saloon end of the standard cars,
was 1 feet 9 inch longer than the other being 9 feet
5 1

4 inch long.

Werribee was fitted with air conditioning in 1937. To
accomodate the gearbox drive of the air conditioning
equipment a heavier fabricated bogie of a generally
similar design was provided for the rebuilt sleeper. It was
also recorded Sleeping car No.1 (name removed) and
painted blue.

In 1969 it was damaged by fire at Irymple when the down
Mildura sleeping car train struck a loaded petrol tanker
at a level crossing. It was taken to Newport for repairs.

14.4.1928 Entered service.
5.7.1937 Fitted with air conditioning.
- Recorded Sleeping car No.1 (name removed) and

painted blue.
1.5.1969 Damaged by fire at Irymple when the down

Mildura sleeping car train struck a loaded petrol
tanker at a level crossing.

1987 Withdrawn.
11.8.1989 To Newport for storage.
30.8.1990 Transferred to SteamRail (Vic).
- Painted and renamed back to Werribee.

History: O 1 — 116 — Willochra No.1 — Mann Boudoir
Sleeping Car

Boudoir sleeping car built in 1886 by Mann Boudoir Car
Co. NY, USA. it was originally issued 22.10.1886 as V&SAR
Joint stock car ‘O 1’. There were 10 sleeping berths with
accommodation for 20 day passengers.

In march 1908 became South Australian Railways car
No. 116. It was fitted with electric light and altered to
observation car in 1909 for departmental inspection
tours.

From 1910 onwards it was named ‘Willochra’. It was
officially condemned in April 1933 and sold to ‘Rofe and
Co‘ in 1935, but was reported to have been on Royal Tour
Pilot Train 11.10.1934.

22.10.1886 Entered service as V&SAR Joint stock car
‘O 1’.

3.1908 Became South Australian Railways car No. 116.
13.3.1909 Fitted with electric light and altered to

observation car for departmental inspection tours.
4.7.1910 Named ‘Willochra’.
4.1933 Condemned.
1.3.1935 Sold to ‘Rofe and Co.’.
11.10.1934 Reported to have been on Royal Tour Pilot

Train.

Interior view of Intercolonial Port Office Van

18.5.1986 Willochra car Old Tailem Bend Town (Chris
Drymalik)

History: O 18 — 258 — Murray No.1 — Willochra No.2

Entered service as V&SAR Joint Stock Post Office van
‘O 18’ in 1887. it was transferred to South Australian
Railways ownership in 1908 when it was given the broad
gauge number ‘258’.

In 1916 it was altered to an Officers Inspection car and
named ‘Murray’. It named was altered to Willochra in
1934.

Condemned in 1966 and sold to Mr Nicholls of Jabuk,
who eventually sold it to Old Tailem Bend Town Historic
village. It was moved to Port Dock Station Railway
Museum in 1991.
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13.1.1887 Entered service as V&SAR Joint Stock Post
Office van ‘O 18’.

4.1908 Became S.A.R. ‘258’.
19.9.1916 Altered to Officers Inspection car Murray
11.1934 Name altered to Willochra.
1.1935 Placed on the underframe of ‘Pp‘ class wooden

wagon No.2300, which was built about 1899 at the
Adelaide Loco workshops.

23.6.1966 Condemned and sold to Mr Nicholls of Jabuk.
- Moved to Old Tailem Bend Town Historic village.
6.1991 Moved to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

19th August 1992,Spencer street - Wimmera car (Chris
Drymalik)

19th August 1992,Spencer street - Wimmera car (Chris
Drymalik)

History: Wimmera — Medical and Vision Test Car

Built at the Victorian Railways Newport workshop in
1908 as a Dining car (sister to ‘Campaspe’ and
‘Goulburn’). The kitchen was centrally situated between
two saloons, one seating 24 first class and the other 18
second class passengers. It had ornate metal ceilings,
high backed leather chairs and was used on both the
Sydney and Adelaide expresses.

In 1938 it was converted to the Medical and Vision Test
Car. It was withdrawn from service in 1981, but reentered
service in Augusta 1988 painted blue and yellow on
Commonwealth Bogies with the name ‘Wimmera‘ on
side of car.

14.12.1908 Entered service.
7.10.1938 Converted to Medical and Vision Test Car.
1981 Withdrawn from service.
8.1988 Reentered service painted blue and yellow on

Commonwealth Bogies with the name ‘Wimmera‘
on the side of car.

History: Wimmera — Buffet Car 2 — VRS 2 — VRS 232

The first steel V.R. buffet car (No. 2) in service 19.12.1938.
It seated 27 diners at a counter running the full length of
the car.

Converted to standard gauge ‘VRS 2‘ with name removed
in 1962 for use on the overnight Sydney train. Later it was
later recoded ‘VRS 232’. In 1990 transferred from the
overnight train to the Intercapital Daylight. At this time
13 seats were removed from the kitchen end of the
counter and the electric hotplates replaced by
microwaves.

19.12.1938 Entered service as Wimmera.
3.1962 Converted to standard gauge ‘VRS 2‘ and its

name removed.
1984 Recoded ‘VRS 232’.
10.1990 Transferred from the Sydney overnight train to

the Intercapital Daylight. At this time 13 seats were
removed from the kitchen end of the counter and
the electric hotplates replaced by microwaves.

- Sold to Australian National.
1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
1998 Sold to Rail Experience in Victoria. Remained

stored at Islington.
2002 Leased to Steve Moritz for the Australian Loco &

Railway Carriage Company service.
6.12.2002 Moved from Islington to Tailem Bend.
2004 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage

Company [cp 1.2005].
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]

History: 20 — Wirreanda

Originally built by the South Australian Railways as
narrow gauge car ‘20’. It was converted to an
observation/sleeping car with accomodation for 8
passengers.

12.1879 Entered service as narrow gauge Composite
class Cleminson carriage ‘20’.

- Converted to the familiar American bogie carriage.
- Converted to observation/sleeping car.
4.11.1918 Named ‘Wirreanda‘.
1932 Withdrawn.
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4.5.2002 Islington - Buffet car VRS232 Wimmera (Chris Drymalik)

9th November 2002,Tailem Bend - VRS232 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 221 — Wonoka — 409

Built at Islington as narrow gauge 2nd class bogie
lavatory carriage ‘221’ and issued to the South Australian
Railways northern region in July 1920. The October 1920
is was converted to composite dining car and first class
saloon car named ‘Wonoka‘. One half of the car was fitted
with six dining tables for twelve diners, while the other
half consisted of twelve movable wicker chairs and three
small tables. It was used on the Terowie to Port Augusta
service, but was not SA&CR Joint Stock.

8.4.1987 Sulphide street 409 second class car (Chris
Drymalik)

In 1936 converted to full saloon car. Then in 1938 it was
rebuilt to semi-corridor type and reclassified as second
class.

As part of the 1953 recoding it was renumbered ‘409’.

Following withdrawal it was obtained by the Silverton
Tramway Museum, Sulphide St, Broken Hill.

7.1920 Entered service as narrow gauge second class
bogie lavatory carriage ‘221’, seating 60 passengers.

- Used as SA&CR Joint Stock.
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8.4.1987 Sulphide street 409 second class car interior
(Chris Drymalik)

10.1920 Converted to composite dining car and first
class saloon car named ‘Wonoka‘.

1936 Converted to full saloon car, seating 30
passengers.

1938 Converted to second class side aisle seating 32
passengers.

1953 Renumbered ‘409’.
1970s Written off and obtained by the Silverton

Tramway Museum, Sulphide St, Broken Hill.

History: 109 — Yanyarrie — NRP 3 — 390

South Australian Railways narrow gauge bogie sleeping
car, built by Adelaide locomotive workshops and issued
to the northern system 9.1889 as ‘109’.

Four sleeping cars were built to a common design during
1889 and 1890 at the Adelaide workshops (No. ‘109’ to
‘111‘) and during 1900 at Islington (No. ‘112‘) for the
Northern division. Length over body was 42 foot and
overall length being 49 foot 4 inch, height 11 foot 3 inch
and width 8 inch, mounted on six wheel bogies. Two
water tanks were mounted on the roof, one at each end.

The cars were divided into six compartments.
Gentlemens toilets were located at one end and
contained a seat and lavatory accomodation, the other
end contained the ladies toilet and two berths. Four
intermediate compartments each contained four
Pullman style berths, two single seats facing each other
either side of a central aisle. Passenger capacity was 18
first class passengers. Between each compartment was a
sliding door, except for the gentlemans end which had a
hinged door. The first car No. ‘109‘ had a solid partition,
a door not being cut in it until 1932.

In 1917 the cars were named Yanyarrie, Wanilla,
Morambro and Baroota.

In 1953 it was converted to first class car with rotating
reclining seats, renumbered ‘390’. and issued to the
Northern division. The car consisted of a single saloon

27 foot 8 inch long, containing 25 rotating and recling
chairs, with two lavatories 4 foot 6 inch long at each end.

9.1889 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways northern system as car ‘109’.

1907 Electric light fitted.
1911 Fitted with Westinghouse brake.
1917 Named Yanyarrie.
1942-44 Used on Ambulance Train No.9 as ward car

‘NRP 3’.
1953 Converted to first class car with rotating reclining

seats, renumbered ‘390‘ and issued to the Northern
division.

19.3.1971 Withdrawn.
- Purchased by a private individual who later donated it

to the Zig Zag Railway, Lithgow.

History: Yarra — Parlor Car

31.3.1986 Yarra car Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)

Built at Newport Workshops by the Victorian Railways in
1906 as one of two Parlor cars (the other being ‘‘Murray’’
(page 527), for use on the ‘Sydney Limited’. Metal ceilings
impressed with an arabesque design, decorated leadlight
segments overhang the large side windows, observation
platform on rear end and Well padded leather armchairs
with footstools.

During the first year of parlor car operation these
coaches were marshalled at the rear of the train behind
the brake van. This practice meant that the passengers
had to pass through the brake van, but with the provision
of a dining car the trains marshalling was altered to have
the brake van leading. The marshalling order was, from
the locomotive; brake van, two second class coaches,
diner, three first class coaches and parlor making up an
eight car train weighing 250 tons. Eight bevelled mirrors
were set above the double width windows and the legend
VICTORIAN RAILWAYS was centrally located on the
letterboard flanked by the title PARLOR towards the
ends. The American spelling of parlor was adopted by
V.R..
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31.3.1986 Yarra car Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)

As built, the internal arrangement of the cars, from the
vestibule end was as follows. A mens lavatory, 3 foot
9-7/8 inch long, with an open wash basin compartment,
3 foot 8 1

2 inch long, opposite, was separated from a
smoking room by a sliding door. This 12 inch 4 1

2 inch
long room had five chairs and a fixed transverse seat for
three. The two entrance doors opened into this room. A
2 foot 3 inch wide corridor skirted a 6 foot 3 inch long
conductors compartment, the ladies lavatory and two
7 foot 3 inch long compartments ending at the 22 foot
6 3

4 inch long observation room. These doors were later
removed. The conductors compartment was equiped
with an ice chest, gas hot water urn, cupboards and
luggage space. An outward swinging door was provided
in this compartment and in the corridor wall opposite to
facilitate the handling of passenger luggage. Beside the
conductors compartment the 4 foot long ladies lavatory
with separate washroom facilities was located. Two arm
chairs and a fixed seat for three provided the seating
accomodation in the two special compartments, one of
which was reserved for ladies. Access to all
compartment, except for the lavatories was by sliding
door, while the lavatories were fitted with inward
swinging doors. The observation room boasted twelve
arm chairs, a writing desk and chair, a table for illustrated
papers and, at the compartment end, a fixed seat for
three with a bookcase above it. The rear wall was a huge
plate glass window and an inward swinging door, which
gave access to the 6 foot long observation platform.
Folding chairs were provided on this platform. An
ornamental wrought iron railing, waist high, surrounded
the rear of the platform and two hinged gates (normally
kept locked) were provided. The clerestory roof was
supported by iron stanchions on the rear corners and a
small window was provided in each side of the
observation platform wall.

In 1940 it was placed into storage at Ballarat workshops,
until 1954 when it was used on Royal Train rehearsal.

The Australian Railway Historical Society approached the
railways in 1964 about returning the car to service. It had
been out of service and partially stripped for some years.

The reconditioning was done at the cost of the Australian
Railway Historical Society for approx £800.

30.10.1906 Entered service as car Yarra.
1940 Stored at Ballarat.
1954 Used on Royal Train rehearsal.
1964 Reconditioned after being out of service and

partially stripped for some years.
13.7.83 Transferred to the History register.

History: AA 193 — York — A 4

Built by ‘P. Ellis‘ as ‘193 AA‘ in 1890. It was converted into
a Special car for the Governor at Newport Workshops
1894. Fitted with two saloons and a buffet, being 45 foot
over body, no end decks being fitted having side doors
only, seated 13.

3.11.1890 Entered service as ‘193 AA’.
1894 Converted into a Special car for Governor.
1901 Replaced as special car.
11.6.1919 Altered to ‘A 4’.

8.2 Former Victorian or South Australian
Railways Named carriages privately
owned

Bowmans ‘602’ (page 313)
Brunswick Sitting Car ‘605’ (page 314)
Burrumbeet ‘502’ (page 310)
Cape Byron Club Car ‘708’ (page 318)
Chardonnay Bluebird Railcar 252
Clarence Sitting Car ‘603’ (page 313)
Corangamite ‘604’ (page 314)
Crux Australis ‘707’ (page 318)
Eppalock ‘713’ (page 320)
Glenmaggie ‘607’ (page 314)
Hastings ‘45 BE’ (page 603)
Jeetho ‘19 BE’ (page 598)
Johnnie Walker Club Car ‘707’ (page 318)
Kardella ‘34 BE’ (page 601)
Lauriston ‘603’ (page 313)
Lowanna ‘783’ (page 324)
Merlot Bluebird Railcar 251
Oxley Sitting Car ‘502’ (page 310)
Richmond Dining Car ‘607’ (page 314)
Sir Hans Heyson ‘Paiti - BMC 1’ (page 475)
Sir John Forrest ‘Yanni - BMC 2’ (page 483)
Terra Australis ‘501’ (page 310)
Terror Australis ‘501’ (page 310)
Tweed Dining Car ‘601’ (page 313)
Wandana ‘209’ (page 541)
Waterford ‘707’ (page 318)
Wedgwood ‘601’ (page 313)
Weeroona ‘501’ (page 310)
Wellington ‘708’ (page 318)
Wendouree ‘605’ (page 314)
Wilsons Sitting Car ‘604’ (page 314)
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28.10.2007 Interior of Yarra Car (Phil Leonard)
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28.10.2007 Interior of Yarra Car (Phil Leonard)
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9.1. Commissioner Webb’s Pullman Carriages

9.1 Commissioner Webb’s Pullman Carriages

Three carriages were puchased from the ‘Pullman Car &
Manufacturing Company’ of America in 1927. They
consisted of one dining car and two sleeping cars with
each vehicle costing £19,378. The Sleeping cars were Lot
6111 Plan 7143, 10 compartments, (being in the 71xx
series of floor plans means that the cars were never to be
operated by Pullman). Pullman had not built 10
compartment sleeping cars since 1914, so this was an
unusual order. The structure and layout and fittings were
the latest. The Dining cars were Lot 6112 Plan 7144.[ah]

As they were constructed from steel, and featured
concrete floors for stability, they weighed 76.7 tonnes
and ran on 6 wheel bogies.

The dining car was given the name ‘Adelaide’ and only
ran on the South Australian Railways section of The
Overland.

The sleeping cars were called ‘Macedon’ and Mount
Lofty and ran the full The Overland service between
Adelaide and Melbourne.

History: Adelaide

South Australian Railways Pullman Dining Car Adelaide
was imported to South Australia during May 1928 at a
cost of £20,215 9s 1d and was placed into service on the
South Australian Railways on 19th May, 1928. Two days
later, i.e., on 21st May, 1928, it was first operated on the
‘Melbourne Express’ between Adelaide and Serviceton,
providing a dinner service to passengers at a charge of 5
shillings on the down journey and breakfast to Adelaide
bound passengers for which 3 shillings was charged.

The car was unloaded at Port Adelaide, together with
sleeping car Mt Lofty, on 30th April 1928, after being
shipped aboard the Port Nicholson from New York. It
had been shipped to New York, by rail, from the Pullman
Carriage Company of Chicago in the United States of
America. A test run was made with Adelaide to Murray
Bridge on 16th May 1928, which coincided with the 50th

birthday of the South Australian Railways Commissioner,
Mr W.A. Weeb, who accompanied a group of invited
guests on the run. The car entered regular service on the
‘Melbourne Express’ on 21st May 1928, on the 4:30pm
train out of Adelaide. In normal service the car only ran
as far as Serviceton, where it was taken off and attached
to the Adelaide bound ‘Melbourne Express’. An exception
to this routine was made during its first week of
operation when it ran through to Melbourne for
inspection by the Victorian Railways officials.

The car is 82 feet, 4 inches long and weights 76 tons. The
floor utilises a heavy steel underframe and reinforced
concrete slab that helps smooth the ride of the two
six-wheeled bogies. The dining compartment is 38 feet
long and seats 48 diners at tables made of walnut with
chairs constructed from mahogany.

The Adelaide remained on the Adelaide-Melbourne run
until the arrival of No.240 Melbourne Express on 1st
August, 1930; from that date it was decided to
discontinue the running of the dining car owing to the
falling off of passenger traffic.

When the schedules of the express trains between
Adelaide and Melbourne and vice versa were altered,
commencing 13th May, 1935, the dining car service on
the South Australian side was reinstated. Dinner was
provided for passengers on the down journey between
Adelaide and Murray Bridge, and breakfast on the up
journey. The Adelaide was detached from the down
express at Tailem Bend and attached to the up express at
that station next morning.

On account of the accelerated train services between
Perth and Melbourne, adjustments of the train schedules
of The Overland (the renamed ‘Melbourne Express’)
were necessary, and from 6th June, 1938, the departure
time of the express from Adelaide to Melbourne was
altered from 6:35pm to 7:30pm and the arrival time in
Adelaide from 9am to 8:25am. In view of these altered
timeings it was considered that it would be
unremunerative to continue the use of the dining car on
either forward or return journey and the dining car
service on The Overland was discontinued from that
date.

Over the ensuing 25 years until Adelaide was used on the
East-West Express on 23rd July, 1963, it was used only
spasmodically on Departmental and Parliamentary
special trains to the south-east, Terowie and Port Pirie;
also was employed on several A.R.H.S. special
guaranteed trains. It was necessary to use the Adelaide
on the Adelaide to Port Pirie Junction train because the
Cafeteria car was temporarily out of service.

It was transferred to the ownership of State Transport
Authority of South Australia during the 1975 transfer of
country rail to the Commonwealth. When not in service,
the State Transport Authority stored the carriage in the
North Car Shed of the Adelaide Rail Yard.

On 6th September 1988 dining car Adelaide was
transferred to the ‘Port Dock Station Railway Museum’.

The car is considered to be historical unique as it is
possibly the only remaining example, in the world, of a
Pullman dining car in original ‘as-built’ condition with
wood stoves, ice-chests, original interior paint work and
fittings.

19.5.1928 Entered service on the South Australian
Railways named Adelaide.

21.5.1928 Ran first service on the ‘Melbourne Express’.
1.8.1930 Withdrawn from service on the Adelaide to

Melbourne service.
13.5.1935 Reinstated on the Adelaide to Murray Bridge

section of The Overland service.
6.6.1938 Withdrawn from The Overland service.
6.9.1988 Transferred to the ‘Port Dock Station Railway

Museum’.
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17.1.1987 Keswick - Adelaide dining car (Chris Drymalik)

History: Macedon

Pullman sleeping car ‘Macedon’ was originally used by
the South Australian and Victorian Railways on The
Overland before being sold to the Commonwealth
Railways.

One dining and two sleeping cars were jointly purchased
from the Pullman company of America in 1927, at a cost
of £19,378 for each vehicle. The sleeping cars were jointly
owned by the South Australian Railways and Victorian
Railways, and featured twin berth cabins, which had own
washrooms, wall bracket lamps, wardrobes, hot and cold
water, fan, chair and a shoe locker that opened to the
corridor. Each berth had a personal toilet and was steam
heated.

Because of their weight they were withdrawn from
service during the depression years (1930-1935) and
altogether in 1940. The dead weight of nearly four tonnes
per passenger was too great, costing 4.5 pence per Km to
shift against 2.8 pence for older stock.

One of the sleepers was sold to the Commonwealth
Railway for use on the Trans Australian Railway and
described as a non air conditioned sleeping car. It
operated intially as a first class sleeping car, but was
eventually replaced by more modern rollingstock,
eventually being used for some time as dormitory cars
for drivers of road trucks being piggy backed across the
Nullarbor.

Eventually it was place into storage until converted to a
‘Marketing Van’ for use on the ‘Tea and Sugar’ service.

History: Macedon — ARC 74 — VPB/OPB 74

4.4.1928 Department New York[newsrail 7.2007]
8.6.1928 Entered service on The Overland named

‘Macedon’.
1.9.1930 Withdrawn from service and placed in

storage[newsrail 7.2007]
14.10.1935 Returned to service on The

Overland[newsrail 7.2007]
1936 Fitted with automatic couplers
1.4.1940 Withdrawn from service[newsrail 7.2007]
2.1950 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways for £8,000.
21.7.1950 Entered service coded ‘ARC 74’. Initially it was

painted chocolate and cream. The originally 6 wheel
Pullman bogies were converted to standard gauge.

1957 Used on the Marree mixed trains as an unbooked
sleeping car after the opening of the standard gauge
route to Marree.

1964 Repainted maroon and silver.
1973 Taken out of service for conversion to vehicle

‘VPB 74’. This conversion was delayed due to
funding and other priorities, resulting in the car
being stored in a partially stripped state.

29.10.1979 Reentered the roster under its new identity
on Commonwealth type 4 wheel bogies. ‘VPB 74’
was described as a marketing van for Ausrail
retailers, in other words, a mobile shop on the Tea
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18.1.1987 Keswick Adelaide car dining room (Chris
Drymalik)

and Sugar train.
23.11.1984 Recoded ‘OPB’.
1997 Withdrawn from service due to termination of the

Tea and Sugar train.
8.11.1997 To Australian Southern Railway.
6.1999 Had been transferred to Parkeston. It was

destined to be grounded and used as a delivery base
for stores. The bogies were already earmarked for
another project.

- Interior badly damaged by fire.
2004 Sold to a private victorian consortium [cp 1.2005].
2.11.2004 Currently undergoing restoration at

Steamrail’s Newport depot. It will enter service (if all
goes well) with Castlemaine and Maldon Railway as
a rolling bed and breakfast.[sf]

by 3.2012 External restoration complete, interior
parially complete. [rpf].

History: Mount Lofty

Pullman sleeping car ‘Mount Lofty’ was originally used
by the South Australian and Victorian Railways on The
Overland before being sold to the Commonwealth
Railways.

18.1.1987 Keswick Adelaide car fan (Chris Drymalik)

Retail Store cars, Port Augusta on 27.6.1997 (Paul Quinn)
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8.10.1996 Port Augusta - OPB74 retail store (Paul Quinn)

One dining and two sleeping cars were jointly purchased
from the Pullman company of America in 1927, at a cost
of £19,378 for each vehicle. The sleeping cars were jointly
owned by the South Australian Railways and Victorian
Railways, and featured twin berth cabins, which had own
washrooms, wall bracket lamps, wardrobes, hot and cold
water, fan, chair and a shoe locker that opened to the
corridor. Each berth had a personal toilet and was steam
heated.

Because of their weight they were withdrawn from
service during the depression years (1930-1935) and
altogether in 1940. The dead weight of nearly four tonnes
per passenger was too great, costing 4.5 pence per Km to
shift against 2.8 pence for older stock.

The South Australian Railways stored the car at the
Islington workshops in 1942. At one stage the possibility
of converting ‘Mt Lofty’ to a sitting car had been
investigated and one compartment partially set up and
another stripped before it was decided not to proceed. In
1964 the car was sold to the Commonwealth Railways.

It appears that ‘Mount Lofty’ should have used road
number ‘73’ as this had been reserved for it in 1950 when
‘Macedon’ and ‘Hopkins’ were purchased from the
Victorian Railways. ‘Mount Lofty’ was to be purchased at
that time, but the sale subsequently did not go ahead.

After delivery to the Commonwealth Railways it was put
into Storage at Port Augusta Workshops until conversion
to a ‘Marketing Van’ for use on the ‘Tea and Sugar’.

History: Mount Lofty — VPB/OPB 328

14.3.1928 Departed New Yoork on board Port
Nicholson[newsrail 7.2007]

30.4.1928 Arrived Port Adelaide[newsrail 7.2007]
19.5.1928 Entered service on The Overland named

‘Mount Lofty’.
1.9.1930 Withdrawn from service and placed in

storage[newsrail 7.2007]
14.10.1935 Returned to service on The

Overland[newsrail 7.2007]

1936 Fitted with automatic couplers
1.4.1940 Withdrawn from service[newsrail 7.2007]
25.8.1964 Sold to the Commonwealth Railways.
30.9.1964 Dispatched to Port Pirie and forwarded to

Port Augusta workshops were it was placed into
storage.

5.1977 Entered workshops. Interior completely
stripped for conversion to ‘VPB 328’.

1.6.1979 Reentered the roster under its new identity on
Commonwealth type 4 wheel bogies. ‘VPB 328’ was
described as a marketing van for Ausrail retailers, in
other words, a mobile shop on the ‘Tea and Sugar’
train.

23.11.1984 Recoded ‘OPB’.
1997 Withdrawn from service due to termination of the

Tea and Sugar train.
2004 Sold to Australian Loco & Railway Carriage

Company [cp 1.2005].
8.2010 ‘Expressions of Interest’ called by Australian

Locomotive and Railway Carriage Co for sale.[sm]
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OPB 328 at Port Augusta on 19.8.1987

25.8.1976 - Copley - ARC74 (Macedon) sleeping car (Murray Billett)
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Retail store interior

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - OPB 328 retail store (Chris
Drymalik)
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10.1. South Australia Railway D type Carriages

10.1 South Australia Railway D type
Carriages

General Information

Nine air-conditioned sitting cars were constructed at
Islington in 1964 to provide accomodation on the
Adelaide to Port Pirie trains, including the East-West
Express. The original order was to consist of 2 First class,
4 Second class and 3 composite, but the 3 composite
class car eventually became additional first class
accomodation. Designed to provide two trains sets of
four cars, with one composite vehicle as a stand-by for
peak traffic and maintenance purposes.

The cars are similar in external appearance to the Joint
Stock V&SAR ‘AJ’ and ‘BJ’ class sitting cars used on The
Overland, with stainless steel fluting along the side
panels, the interior layout and other equipment was
altered to meet local operating conditions within South
Australia. A common body sideframe applied to the ‘D’
type cars, resulting in window openings of 4 feet
8 3/8 inch clear vision and seat centres of 3 feet 5 1

2 inch
in both first and second class vehicles. This was the first
time in the SAR’s history that broad gauge cars for both
classes of travel has been designed to carry the same
number of passengers, the only difference being in the
quality and colour of the seat and floor coverings.

The first and second class cars each carry 70 passengers
and the composite cars 68 (32 first class and 36 second
class), all in rotating and reclining seats in pairs on either
side of the centre aisle. The saloon of the cars is divided
into 2 sections with full height partitions on either side of
the aisle. This gives a smoking compartment for 34
passengers and a non-smoking section for 36. All cars
have a full width vestibule at one end only with stable
side doors and a swing door leading to the saloon.
Vestibule connections are provided between cars.
Ground loading steps with lift-up flaps for high level
loading were fitted.

Ladies toilet and power rooms are located at the
vestibule end, on either side of the aisle. A full height
cupboard accessible from the ladies toilet room,
contains air-conditioning equipment and an electrical
control panel.

The standard type cambolet as used on the Overland cars
is fitted in the toilet rooms. A gents toilet room is
provided at the opposite end of the first and second class
cars. Both gents and ladies toilets are located at both
ends of the composite cars to serve both classes of
accomodation. There is no ladies powder room in these
cars and the total seating is reduced from 70 to 68. A
2 foot wide door separates the first and second class
sections of the saloon in the composite cars, the former
at the non-vestibule end.

To provide greater flexibility in operation, each car can
operate independently. An auxiliary diesel engine driving
an AC alternator is installed under each car to provide

power for lighting and air conditioning. All cars are
mounted on two four wheeled bogies of 8 foot wheelbase
with 53 foot bogie centres. Length over headstocks is
75 foot.

Classification System

AD First class car

BD Second class car

CD Guard and Baggage storage car

10.2 South Australia Railway AD type
Carriages

AD Class Steel Passenger cars

Interior of AD car

Interior of AD car

Steel, air conditioned, first and composite class sitting
cars built by the South Australian Railways for use on the
Adelaide to Port Pirie service. They were fitted with
under floor power generating equipment and coded as
the ‘AD’ class.

When converted to standard gauge by Australian
National the under floor gernerators were removed and
cars fitted with standard head end power sockets. The
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10. SOUTH AUSTRALIAN RAILWAYS ‘D’ TYPE CARRIAGES

first car converted to standard gauge initially retained its
original classification, but this was later changed to fit in
with the Commonwealth coding system.

History: AD 1 — AG 376

First class air conditioned steel passenger car.

11.1964 Entered service as ‘AD 1’. [rrc]
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AD 1 S’

alteration complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake
vans , (5) ‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from
1600mm to 1435mm guage by modifying bogies.
(C1975)’.

30.10.1985 Transferred to Peterborough for bogie
exchange to a standard gauge car. [rrc]

11.1985 Converted to standard gauge, repainted grey
and recoded ‘AG 376’. [rrc]

22.08.1986 Reclassified from passenger car ‘AD 1 S’ to
passenger car ‘AG 376 X’. [TIMS/WMS:]

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘BOGIE BOLSTER’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘complete triple valve ‘AF‘ OR ‘ITV’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘end complete’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘end hose’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘side bearer’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘train pipe’.

03.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘air conditioner compressor(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘air conditioner condensor(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘battery box(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘battery charger(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘electrical control panel(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

07.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘interior furbishings(pass.)’.

15.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘safety equipment (pass)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

01.10.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

24.06.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
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AD1

alteration: ‘provide seating for additional 10
passengers. AG 372-376 (RS4652)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
08.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X’

as having repair ‘wheel set’.
7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter

assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

01.02.1995 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 376 X’
alteration: ‘remove cold cathode lighting system &
replace with rapid start flourescent lighting. refer
scope of work. AG 374 & AG 376. (RS4891)’.

9.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 376 X‘

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-22’
Date Built: ‘13.11.1964’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX AD;COACH 1ST CLASS’
BSG Code: ‘PSPC’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 376 X‘as having a capacity of 66 passengers

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
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2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

30.12.1985,sitting car AD2 Roseworthy (Chris Drymalik)

History: AD 2 — AG 375

First class air conditioned steel passenger car.

11.1964 Entered service as ‘AD 2’. [rrc]
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AD 2’ alteration

complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake vans , (5)
‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from 1600mm to
1435mm guage by modifying bogies. (C1975)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AD 2 E’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AD 2 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

5.1987 Converted to standard gauge, repainted grey
and recoded ‘AG 375’. [rrc]

21.05.1987 Reclassified from passenger car ‘AD 2 E’ to ‘
passenger car ‘AG 375 W’. [TIMS/WMS:]

22.05.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing shower rose
with ‘Conserva‘ low pressure shower rose no. 56/203
to all passenger cars which are fitted with shower
compartments. (RS4201)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

10.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘remove ‘Conserva‘ shower rose, fit

in-line restictor and refit original shower rose. This
alteration supercedes alteration RS4201. All
passenger cars with shower compartments (except
I.P. cars). (RS4247)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

01.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

10.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘seats to repair a/c upholstery açabinet
mod water tanks to add (AG375)’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
as having repair ‘air conditioner compressor(pass.)’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘complete triple valve -
‘W‘ OR ‘D&M’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘draft gear pocket’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘end complete’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘wheel set’.
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30.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘provide seating for additional 10
passengers. AG 372-376 (RS4652)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
04.07.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car

‘AG 375 W’ as having repair ‘wheel set’.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 375 W’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

9.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 375 W‘

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘47.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-22’
Date Built: ‘16.11.1964’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX AD;COACH 1ST CLASS’
BSG Code: ‘PSPC’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car

‘AG 375 W‘as having a capacity of 66 passengers
1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ABD 1 — AD 3 — AG 374

Steel, air conditioned, composite sitting car built by the
South Australian Railways as ‘ABD 1’. In 1967 it was
converted to all first class and recoded ‘AD 3’.

14.4.1965 Entered service as ‘ABD 1’. [rrc]
1967 Converted to all first class and recoded ‘AD 3’. [rrc]
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AD 3 N’

alteration complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake
vans , (5) ‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from
1600mm to 1435mm guage by modifying bogies.
(C1975)’.

30.11.1984 Converted to standard gauge and repainted
grey. [rrc]

11.1.1985 Recoded ‘AG 374’. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

01.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

01.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

01.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

01.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘coupler support plate and liner’.

01.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘end complete’.
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Sitting car AG 374 at Keswick on 15.9.1990 (Chris Drymalik)

01.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

01.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘end complete’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

16.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
as having repair ‘yoke pin’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘provide seating for additional 10
passengers. AG 372-376 (RS4652)’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.
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03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

01.02.1995 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 374 N’
alteration: ‘remove cold cathode lighting system &
replace with rapid start flourescent lighting. refer
scope of work. AG 374 & AG 376. (RS4891)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
9.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 374 N‘

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-22’
Date Built: ‘14.05.1965’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX AD;COACH 1ST CLASS’
BSG Code: ‘PSPC’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 374 N‘as having a capacity of 66 passengers

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ABD 2 — AD 4 — AG 373

Steel, air conditioned, composite sitting car built by the
South Australian Railways as ‘ABD 2’. In 1967 it was
converted to all first class and recoded ‘AD 4’.

14.4.1965 Entered service as ‘ABD 2’. [rrc]

27.10.1967 Converted to all first class and recoded
‘AD 4’. [rrc]

23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AD 4 W’
alteration complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake
vans , (5) ‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from
1600mm to 1435mm guage by modifying bogies.
(C1975)’.

21.3.1984 Converted to standard gauge and repainted
grey coded. [rrc]

26.5.1984 Recoded ‘AG 373’. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘bogie wear plates’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘end complete’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘end hose’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘side bearer’.

31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘TOP CENTRE PLATE’.
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31.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘air conditioner compressor(pass.)’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘air conditioner condensor(pass.)’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘air conditioner motor(pass.)’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘BATTERY BOX(PASS.)’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘BATTERY CHARGER(PASS.)’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘evaporator unit(pass.)’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘hot water tank(pass.)’.

28.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘lighting (interior)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

01.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘provide seating for additional 10
passengers. AG 372-376 (RS4652)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
7.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’

alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in

accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.
17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 373 E’

alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

9.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 373 E‘

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-22’
Date Built: ‘14.04.1965’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX AD;COACH 1ST CLASS’
BSG Code: ‘PSPC’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘AG 373 E‘as having a capacity of 66 passengers

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: ABD 3 — AD 5 — BG/AG 372

Steel, air conditioned, composite sitting car built by the
South Australian Railways as ‘ABD 3’. In 1967 it was
converted to all first class and recoded ‘AD 5’.

14.4.1965 Entered service as ‘ABD 3’. [rrc]
3.11.1967 Converted to all first class and recoded ‘AD 5’.

[rrc]
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AD 5 X’

alteration complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake
vans , (5) ‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from
1600mm to 1435mm guage by modifying bogies.
(C1975)’.

7.11.1983 Converted to standard gauge and repainted
grey. [rrc]

7.2.1984 Recoded ‘BG 372’. [rrc]
25.5.1984 Recoded ‘AG 372’. [rrc]
17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’

alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.
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20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘bogie complete’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘branch pipe’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘end complete’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

21.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘yoke support plate liner’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9

secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.
05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’

alteration: ‘provide seating for additional 10
passengers. AG 372-376 (RS4652)’.

24.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact
sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘AG 372 S’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
9.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade.
1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division

operational list.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S‘

in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB P-22’
Date Built: ‘14.04.1965’
Operating System: ‘IP Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX AD;COACH 1ST CLASS’
BSG Code: ‘PSPC’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 372 S‘as
having a capacity of 66 passengers

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
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2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great
Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

10.3 South Australia Railway BD type
Carriages

BD Class Steel Passenger cars

Steel, air conditioned, second class sitting car built by the
South Australian Railways for use on the Adelaide to Port
Pirie service. They were fitted with under floor power
generating equipment and coded as the ‘BD’ class.

When converted to standard gauge by Australian
National they were recoded as ‘BG’ class and the under
floor gernerators were removed and cars fitted with
standard head end power sockets.

History: BD 1 — BG 370

Second class air conditioned steel passenger car.

11.1964 Entered service as ‘BD 2’. [rrc]
27.7.1982 Converted to standard gauge and repainted

grey, recoded ‘BG 370’. [rrc]
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BD 1’ alteration

complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake vans , (5)
‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from 1600mm to
1435mm guage by modifying bogies. (C1975)’.

16.12.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of storage cupboard. (31s82)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

06.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration complete: ‘modify 4 ‘BG‘ class sitting cars
as follows: 1. fit additional shower compartment. 2.
relocate storage cupboard. 3. reupholster seats with

woollen fabric. 4. lay carpet tiles to floor. 5. remove
1 seat and window. (RS4299)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

23.08.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration complete: ‘1. provide seating for
additional 10 passengers. 2. fit Ghan exterior
striping and logos. 3. transfer communications
system ex ‘BA‘ cars. BG 368-371 (RS4651)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
3.1992 Refurbished and fitted with exterior Ghan colour

scheme and name boards.
30.03.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 370 B’

as having repair ‘SEAT(PASS.)’.
03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’

alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 370 B’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 370 B‘
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.
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BD second class sitting car

9.3.1986 Interior Ghan BG siting car Keswick (Chris
Drymalik)

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 57’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1963’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX BD CLASS;COACH ECON.CL’
BSG Code: ‘PSTE’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘BG 370 B‘as having a capacity of 68 passengers

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

History: BD 2 — BG 368

Second class air conditioned steel passenger car.

11.1964 Entered service as ‘BD 2’. [rrc]
11.6.1982 Converted to standard gauge and repainted

grey, recoded ‘BG 368’. [rrc]
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

alteration complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake
vans , (5) ‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from
1600mm to 1435mm guage by modifying bogies.
(C1975)’.

16.12.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of storage cupboard. (31s82)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.
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5.8.1997 Keswick - BG368 Ghan logo (Chris Drymalik)

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

06.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘modify 4 ‘BG‘ class sitting cars
as follows: 1. fit additional shower compartment. 2.
relocate storage cupboard. 3. reupholster seats with
woollen fabric. 4. lay carpet tiles to floor. 5. remove
1 seat and window. (RS4299)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to
the floors of all standard gauge passenger cars,
including I.P. cars. (RS4420)’.

30.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

as having repair ‘wheel set’.
21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

24.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘replace existing exhaust
chokes on 132 no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘
‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘ cars to improve train
handling. All std cars to be fitted with exhaust
chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3 no. relay braked
cars are to be fitted with wh p/no. c-12740 exhaust
chokes . this modification will increase brake
cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9 secs to 26-28 secs.
(RS4603)’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration complete: ‘1. provide seating for
additional 10 passengers. 2. fit Ghan exterior
striping and logos. 3. transfer communications
system ex ‘BA‘ cars. BG 368-371 (RS4651)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
21.5.1992 Refurbished and fitted with exterior Ghan

colour scheme and name boards.
21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

as having repair ‘aux. brake reservoir complete’.
21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
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as having repair ‘bogie bearers’.
21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

as having repair ‘bogie complete’.
21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

as having repair ‘branch pipe’.
21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’

as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘floor sheeting’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘SEAT(PASS.)’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘wear plates & saddles’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.05.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
as having repair ‘yoke complete’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 368 T’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 368 T‘
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 57’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1963’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX BD CLASS;COACH ECON.CL’
BSG Code: ‘PSTE’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘BG 368 T‘as having a capacity of 68 passengers

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

17.12.1986 BG369 Keswick (Chris Drymalik)

History: BD 3 — BG/AG 369

Second class air conditioned steel passenger car.

12.1964 Entered service as ‘BD 3’. [rrc]
30.6.1982 Converted to standard gauge and repainted

grey, recoded ‘BG 369’.
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BD 3 N’

alteration complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake
vans , (5) ‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from
1600mm to 1435mm guage by modifying bogies.
(C1975)’.

16.12.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of storage cupboard. (31s82)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.
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19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon and
stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘fit existing shower mixing valve with
chrome breach piece 133mm centres to all shower
compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ, ARL, ARM,
ER. (RS4290)’.

06.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration complete: ‘modify 4 ‘BG‘ class sitting cars
as follows: 1. fit additional shower compartment. 2.
relocate storage cupboard. 3. reupholster seats with
woollen fabric. 4. lay carpet tiles to floor. 5. remove
1 seat and window. (RS4299)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

27.10.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

13.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 369 F‘
issued at location ‘Port augusta workshops‘ with a
previous code of passenger car ‘BG 369 F’

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘1. provide seating for additional 10
passengers. 2. fit Ghan exterior striping and logos. 3.
transfer communications system ex ‘BA‘ cars. BG
368-371 (RS4651)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
6.1992 Fitted with Indian Pacific name boards.
14.12.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 369 F’

as having repair ‘wheel set’.
14.12.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 369 F‘

issued at location ‘One spot‘ with a previous code of
passenger car ‘BG 369 F’

14.05.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘fit ‘Miner TCC 8000‘ constant contact

sidebearers to all I.P. passenger cars to drawing
C3-13. (RS4791)’.

29.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘modify all ip passenger cars with clasp
braking system to a 2 pair brake block rigging
system to general drawing c3-14. also modify all
ghan cars. All IP & Ghan cars. (RS4808)’.

03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

29.06.1995 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
alteration complete: ‘reclass BG 369 to AG 369
(PASS)’. New class: ‘AG’.

29.06.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
as having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

29.06.1995 Reclassified from passenger car ‘BG 369 F’
to ‘ passenger car ‘AG 369 E’. [TIMS/WMS:]

29.06.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 369 E‘
issued at location ‘Islington Works‘ with a previous
code of passenger car ‘BG 369 F’

9.1995 Refurbished in Indian Pacific upgrade and
recoded ‘AG 369’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘AG 369 E‘
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 57’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1963’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX BG CLASS;COACH ECON.CL’
BSG Code: ‘PSTE’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
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‘AG 369 E‘as having a capacity of 68 passengers
1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].
- Seating reduced to 48 as a disabled toilet has been

fitted to one end of the car. The seat coverings are
now red with verticle stripes. [jb]

29.3.1992,Keswick - BG371 in Ghan colours (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BD 4 — BG 371

Second class air conditioned steel passenger car.

1.1965 Entered service as ‘BD 4’. [rrc]
23.07.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BD 4’ alteration

complete: ‘conversion of (5) AVCY brake vans , (5)
‘AG’ and (4) ‘BAG’ coach cars from 1600mm to
1435mm guage by modifying bogies. (C1975)’.

19.8.1982 Converted to standard gauge and repainted
grey, recoded ‘BG 371’. [rrc]

16.12.1982 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration complete: ‘manufacture and installation
of storage cupboard. (31s82)’.

17.12.1986 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration complete: ‘apply check letter to class &
number of approximately 443 locomotives,
passenger cars and rail cars. Classify Overland
sleeping cars. (RS4173)’.

19.03.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration complete: ‘installation of emergency key
boxes to passenger cars. (RS4190)’.

20.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration complete: ‘modify buffer beam on carbon
and stainless steel passenger cars. (RS4215)’.

26.08.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘modify air conditioning intake filters
and frames (primary and secondary) on stainless
steel and carbon steel passenger cars. (RS4213)’.

09.12.1987 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration complete: ‘renumber the seats of ‘AG‘ and
‘BG‘ coach class passenger cars. (RS4246)’.

01.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration complete: ‘fit existing shower mixing
valve with chrome breach piece 133mm centres to
all shower compartments. AG, BG, BA, BRG, ARJ,
ARL, ARM, ER. (RS4290)’.

06.07.1988 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘modify 4 ‘BG‘ class sitting cars as
follows: 1. fit additional shower compartment. 2.
relocate storage cupboard. 3. reupholster seats with
woollen fabric. 4. lay carpet tiles to floor. 5. remove
1 seat and window. (RS4299)’.

16.05.1989 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘fit 1.8 mm thick lead sheet to the floors
of all standard gauge passenger cars, including I.P.
cars. (RS4420)’.

21.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘fit longer pin in passenger car jumper
cable plugs. All passenger cars. (RS4518)’.

27.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
as having repair ‘wheel set’.

28.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘replace existing exhaust chokes on 132
no. ‘Ghan‘ ‘Trans-Australian‘ ‘Overland’, ‘SS‘ & ‘SSA‘
cars to improve train handling. All std cars to be
fitted with exhaust chokes to wh p/no. 2483 & the 3
no. relay braked cars are to be fitted with wh p/no.
c-12740 exhaust chokes . this modification will
increase brake cylinder exhaust timings from 6-9
secs to 26-28 secs. (RS4603)’.

05.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration complete: ‘1. provide seating for
additional 10 passengers. 2. fit Ghan exterior
striping and logos. 3. transfer communications
system ex ‘BA‘ cars. BG 368-371 (RS4651)’.

- Fitted with a shower.
2.1992 Refurbished and fitted with exterior Ghan colour

scheme and name boards.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘bogie clearance’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘branch pipe’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR
‘D&M’.

14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
as having repair ‘concertina(pass.)’.

14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
as having repair ‘coupler complete’.

14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
as having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.

14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle pin’.

14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
as having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
as having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
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as having repair ‘end complete’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘SEAT(PASS.)’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘wheel set’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘yoke complete’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘yoke pin’.
14.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

as having repair ‘yoke support plate liner’.
03.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’

alteration: ‘flush all existing water tanks on ‘Ghan‘ &
‘IP‘ passenger cars. Install one unit of twin ‘SOLO‘
water filtration system on each passenger car in
accordance with specification on drawing A1/C8-16.
All Ghan & IP pass. cars (RS4809)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘install lateral restaint to buffer beams on
all IP and Ghan rollingstock in accordance with Dwg
no. A0/C8-11. (RS4812)’.

04.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘install one gravity trap in each toilet
chute on all I.P. and Ghan passenger cars in
accordance with Dwg no. A1/C8-10. (RS4811)’.

25.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘replace existing Star/Delta starter with
clipsal starter. Install additional condenser fan
contactor & upgrade other contactors. Install
isolators to underframe motors. Install earth wire
form main swbd to air con panel & rewire as per
drawings. Ghan passenger cars. (RS4842)’.

17.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: passenger car ‘BG 371 K’
alteration: ‘replace existing airconditioning filter
assemblies with ‘Pryocone‘ filter assemblies. All
Ghan & IP cars. (RS4843)’.

1.4.1997 On Australian National passenger division
operational list.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car ‘BG 371 K‘
in AN ‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘C’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘22.9m’
Tare Weight: ‘46.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$112610’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘NS 57’
Date Built: ‘01.01.1963’
Operating System: ‘Trans Pool’
Intended Use: ‘Passengers’
Remarks: ‘EX BD CLASS;COACH ECON.CL’

BSG Code: ‘PSTE’

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows passenger car
‘BG 371 K‘as having a capacity of 68 passengers

1.11.1997 Sold to Great Southern Railway.
2002-03 Sold to a third party and ‘Leased Back‘ by Great

Southern Railway [Serco Group Report].

10.4 South Australia Railways CD type vans -
AVCY Goods Brake Van

CD Class Steel Vans

Eleven CD stainless steel passenger brake vans were
constructed at Islington workshops in 1965 for use on the
broad gauge lines. The first of these brake vans
underwent trials in mid May and by the end of July, five
had been placed in traffic. They were used on passenger
trains between Adelaide and Port Pirie and also on the
Blue Lake to Mount Gambier. The first traffic run of a
‘CD’ was to Port Pirie on No.511 East West Express on
June 10, whilst the first working of a ‘CD’ to Mount
Gambier arrived there on July 5.

These maroon and silver brake vans externally match the
‘D’ type air conditioned coaches. Mounted on two
four-wheel bogies, the ‘CD’ van is 72 foot 3 inch long over
coupling points, has a width of 9 feet 9 inch, and a
maximum height of 14 foot. Tare weight is just under
39 tons, while the rated loaded weight is 64 tons. The
three baggage compartments measure 23 feet 2 1

2 inch
(10 tons capacity), 20 feet 11 1

4 inch (8 tons) and 15 feet
2 1

2 inch (7 tons) respectively, while sliding doors are
provided on both sides of each compartments to allow
ready access from station platforms. Hinged shelves are
fitted in each compartments, and a portion of the floor of
the centre compartment is designed for the carriage of
fish traffic.

Situated at one end of the van is the Guard’s
compartment 8 feet 9 inch in length and extending the
width of the van. Stable type doors on either side provide
access from platforms. Periscopes on the van roof above
this compartment enable the guard to view along the
length of the train whilst seated at his desk. Under the
floor, a 47 gallon capacity water tank supplies water for
the toilet and wash basin. Concertinas at each end
ensure maximum protection for traffic staff required to
walk to adjoining cars.

A further three vans were built for use on standard gauge.
These were coded as ‘SCD’. They were originally
numbered CD 12-14 and stored at Islington workshops
on broad gauge shop trucks after being completed by
May 1967. By the time they entered service, three years
later in January 1970, they had been renumbered SCD
1-3.

History: CD 1 — AVCY 1

Steel passenger brake van.
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1.3.1987 Keswick Jubilee Trade Train (Chris Drymalik)

11.3.1986 Jubilee Trade Train Adelaide (Chris Drymalik)

6.1965 Entered service.
5.1987 Stored at Islington, still painted maroon with

SAR on the side.
10.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 1 C’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
7.1993 Written off, and scrapped.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 1 C’ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘21m’
Tare Weight: ‘39.5tonne’

1.3.1987 Keswick Jubilee Trade Train (Chris Drymalik)

Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$51140’
Run Restriction: ‘Unrestricted on gauge(s) shown

Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-7’
Date Built: ‘18.06.1965’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘W/O 10.11.90;STORED ISL. WORKS’
BSG Code: ‘DBVZ’
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1.1.1988,Keswick CD2 (Chris Drymalik)

History: CD 2 — AVCY/AVCP 2

Steel passenger brake van.

7.1965 Entered service.
07.12.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 2 L’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
07.12.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 2 V’ issued

at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 2 L’

19.12.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 2 V’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

08.04.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 2 V’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.TIMS/WMS:]

History: CD 3 — AVCY/AVCP 3

Steel passenger brake van.

6.1965 Entered service.
- Loaned to V/LINE.
26.12.1988 Return to Australian National.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 3 U’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 3 H’ issued

at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 3 U’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 3 H’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 3 H’ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘21m’
Tare Weight: ‘39.4tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$51140’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-7’

Date Built: ‘10.06.1965’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘W/O 01.08.92’
BSG Code: ‘DBVZ’

History: CD 4 — AVCY/AVCP 389

Steel passenger brake van.

7.1965 Entered service as ‘CD 4’.
15.10.1982 Transferred to standard gauge.
18.11.1983 Recoded ‘AVCY 389’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
1986 Used on the Jubilee Trade Train. Painted silver

blue roof and ends, red and yellow stripes at roof
line each side.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 389 V’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 389 X’
issued at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous
code of wagon ‘AVCY 389 V’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 389 X’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms
scrap metal.

21.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 389 X’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: CD 5 — AVCY/AVCP 5

Steel passenger brake van.

7.1965 Entered service.
17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms

scrap metal.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 5 P’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 5 C’ issued

at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 5 P’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 5 C’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

18.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 5 C’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: CD 6 — AVCY/AVCP 6

Steel passenger brake van.

8.1965 Entered service.
1986 Used on the Jubilee Trade Train. Painted silver

blue roof and ends, red and yellow stripes at roof
line each side.

17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms
scrap metal.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 6 B’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
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1.1.1986,Trade Train Keswick AVCY6 (Chris Drymalik)

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 6 L’ issued
at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 6 B’

21.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 6 L’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

31.3.1986,CD7 52AE Spencer street Geelong train (Chris
Drymalik)

History: CD 7 — AVCY/AVCP 7

Steel passenger brake van.

8.1965 Entered service.
10.1977 Fitted with gas heating.
- Loaned to V/LINE.
26.12.1988 Return to Australian National.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 7 K’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 7 U’ issued

at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 7 K’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 7 U’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms
scrap metal.

18.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 7 U’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: CD 8 — AVCY/AVCP 8

Steel passenger brake van.

8.1965 Entered service.
1986 Used on the Jubilee Trade Train. Painted silver

blue roof and ends, red and yellow stripes at roof
line each side.

17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms
scrap metal.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 8 T’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 8 G’ issued
at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 8 T’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 8 G’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

21.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 8 G’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: CD 9 — AVCY/AVCP 9 — AVCY 390

Steel passenger brake van.

Note: AN road number "390" was reserved for ‘CD 9’,
which was to be recoded ‘AVCY 390’ when transferred to
standard gauge but was written off 7.1993 without being
recoded.

9.1965 Entered service.
1986 Used on the Jubilee Trade Train. Painted silver

blue roof and ends, red and yellow stripes at roof
line each side.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 9 F’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 9 P’ issued
at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 9 F’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 9 P’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms
scrap metal.

21.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 9 P’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: CD 10 — AVCY/AVCP 391

Steel passenger brake van.

9.1965 Entered service as ‘CD 10’.
17.6.1985 Recoded ‘AVCY 391’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
1986 Used on the Jubilee Trade Train. Painted silver

blue roof and ends, red and yellow stripes at roof
line each side.
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09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 391 D’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 391 N’
issued at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous
code of wagon ‘AVCY 391 D’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 391 N’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms
scrap metal.

18.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 391 N’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: CD 11 — AVCY/OWR 392 — RICE & TRACKS
Car

Steel passenger brake van.

10.1965 Entered service as ‘CD 11’.
2.10.1982 Transferred to standard gauge and recoded

‘AVCY’ as part of the ROA brake van reclassification.
1986 Used on the Jubilee Trade Train. Painted silver

blue roof and ends, red and yellow stripes at roof
line each side.

14.02.1990 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVCY 392 M’ to
wagon ‘OWR 392 T’. [TIMS/WMS:]

1991 Converted to ‘OWR‘ for RICE (Remote and
Isloated Childrens Exercise) and TRAINS (Trans
Australian Community Services) use.

- Internal fire damaged vehicle extensively/

History: SCD 1 — AVCY/AVCP 378

Steel passenger brake van.

5.1967 Construction completed and stored at Islington
on broad gauge bogies as ‘CD 12’.

12.1.1970 Entered service as ‘SCD 1’ on standard gauge.
15.04.1981 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘SCD 1’ alteration

complete: ‘FITTING MARKER LIGHTS. (04s81)’.
2.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVCY 378 E’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 378 E’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
09.10.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 378 Y’

issued at location ‘Islington Works’ with a previous
code of wagon ‘AVCY 378 E’

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 378 Y’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

24.6.1993 At Islington painted blue and gold.
17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms

scrap metal.
21.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 378 Y’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: SCD 2 — AVCY 388

Steel passenger brake van.

Note: AN road number "388" was reserved for ‘SCD 2’,
which in 1988 was on broad gauge, for use as ‘V and ANR’
Joint Stock relief. It was to be recoded ‘AVCY 388’ when
transferred to standard gauge but was written off 7.1993
without being recoded.

5.1967 Construction completed and stored at Islington
on broad gauge bogies as ‘CD 13’.

1.1970 Entered service as ‘SCD 2’ on standard gauge.
8.1972 Converted to broad gauge.
01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘SCD 2 J’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
17.7.1993 In gillman yard waiting for delivery to Simms

scrap metal.
01.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘SCD 2 J’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: SCD 3 — AVCY/AVCP 379

Steel passenger brake van.

5.1967 Construction completed and stored at Islington
on broad gauge bogies as ‘CD 14’.

1.1970 Entered service as ‘SCD 3’.
16.1.1970 Used on the first standard gauge passenger

train Broken Hill to Peterborough.
8.1972 Converted to broad gauge.
20.1.1981 Transferred to standard gauge from broad

gauge.
30.1.1981 Recoded ‘AVCY 379 N’ as part of the ROA

brake van reclassification.
15.04.1981 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘SCD 3’ alteration

complete: ‘FITTING MARKER LIGHTS. (04s81)’.
11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 379 N’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCY 379 N’ as

having repair ‘vehicle stencils’.
13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 379 A’

issued at location ‘Port Pirie’ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVCY 379 N’

21.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 379 A’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

09.08.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVCP 379 A’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.
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10.4. South Australia Railways CD type vans - AVCY Goods Brake Van

8.10.1996 Port Augusta - OWR 392 interior (Chris Drymalik)

24.6.1993,Islington works - brake van AVCY378 painted
blue (Chris Drymalik)
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17.7.1993,Gillman - SCD2 for Simms (Chris Drymalik)
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11.1. Victorian ‘E’ type carriages

11.1 Victorian ‘E’ type carriages

General Information

Designs produced in 1903 for a series of coaches based
largely on contempory Canadian Pacific Practice. Borne
on 6 wheel bogies, its wooden body, the exterior of which
consisted of 3 inch wide verticle strips of wood grooved
in the middle, giving a groove every 1 1

2 inch along the
sides of each coach, was built on a steel underframe with
paired truss rods. The design was of a side corridor
coach, with vestibule ends and a clerestory roof, the ends
of which curved down.

As built this stock was lavishly decorated with elaborate
gilt lettering, scroll work and decorative bevel edged
mirrors above each window. Painted Victorian Railways
red-brown with VICTORIAN RAILWAYS or VICTORIAN
AND SOUTH AUSTRALIAN RAILWAYS centrally on the
letterboards above each window. FIRST CLASS or
SECOND CLASS flanked the doors at each end and the
coach classification centrally beneath the windows e.g.
No 1 AVE. The exterior finished off with polished door
knobs and hand rails. The lower half of each window
section was provided with two horizontal bars externally
and the door windows with one. Each of which were
latter removed. Originally the cars were lit by Pintsch gas,
and latter converted to electrical, retaining the original
light fittings.

These cars were built between 1907 and 1910 (although a
further batch of V&SAR Joint Stock cars were built in
1923).

Classification System

AE First class side corridor compartment car (original
code ‘AVE’).

ABE Composite First/Second class side corridor
compartment car (original code ‘ABVE’).

BE Second class side corridor compartment car
(original code ‘BVE’).

BCE Second class side corridor compartment car with
guard’s accomodation.

CE Guard and Baggage storage car (original code
‘CVE’).

D Mail van.

The ‘V’ was dropped in 1914 as part of a major
reclassification system introduced by the Victorian
Railways.

Travelling Post Office (TPO) cars were originally coded
‘EBSV’, but later recoded ‘BDSE’, and after being rebuilt
became ‘BE’ and ‘BCE’ in configuration.

11.2 Victorian Railways ‘AE‘ Type Carriages

AE type - 1 to 42, 51, 52

Built between 1906 and 1923 at Newport Workshops. A
total of 42 cars in the group, 10 of which were used for
V&SAR Joint Stock. Number 1 thru 4 were Victorian
Railways, 5 thru 10 V&SAR Joint Stock, 11 thru 38
Victorian Railways and 39 thru 42 V&SAR Joint Stock.
Each car weight 35 tons when built, but was increased to
36 tons 10 cwt when steel anti-telescoping reinforcement
were applied.

Passenger capacity was 48 people in 8 compartments,
6 feet 10 inch long, comprising 1 ladies, 5 non-smoking
and 2 smoking. Ladies and smoking compartments were
at opposite end of a 55 feet 7 1

4 inch long by 2 feet 3 inch
wide corridor. Two swing doors were originally provided
to separate the ladies and smoking compartments from
the 5 central non-smoking. Lavatory and washroom
facilities are provided at the end of the coach, being
3 feet 11-5/8 inch and 3 feet 10-5/8 inch respectively.
Provision of a recess for the sliding end door accounts for
the shorter length of the washroom.

Ventilation was by a hand operated opening in the
clerestory section of the roof, while the two windows in
each compartment (originally in two sections), were of a
single lift type and the seats are provided with folding
arm rests.

During preparation to fit automatic couplers, the
underframes were strengthened and special
anti-telescoping verticle R.S. Joints were fitted to each
end.

In 1936 the V&SAR Joint Stock cars were painted
Hawthorn green with black stripes edged in gilt The
Overland in chrome letters and mounted on two
chromed bars affixed centrally on the letter boards.
These cars reverted to Victorian Railways red-brown
from 1943 because of problems keeping the cars clean.

Four of the Victorian Railways cars were rebuilt with
Stones electro-mechanical air conditioning equipment
(36 AE, 3 AE, 12 AE and 1 AE). New weight after fitting
was 44 tons 11 cwt. These cars were all converted to BE’s
between 1960 and 1965.

One V&SAR Joint Stock car was destroyed at Callington in
1929.

Statistics

History: AE 1 — BE 50 — BES 50

28.8.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

27.3.1937 Rebuilt with Stones electro-mechanical air
conditioning.

8.1960 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
18.12.1962 Converted to ‘50 BE’.
7.10.1982 Converted to ‘50 BES’. The interior was also

upgraded at this time.
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31.3.1986 50BES spencer street Geelong train (Chris
Drymalik)

11.1986 Underwent overhaul/repaint at Bendigo North
Workshops.

24.12.1991 Withdrawn and allocated to Australian
Railway Historical Society Museum/SLSPG.

History: AE 2

28.8.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

15.12.1983 Off Register.
5.1986 In posession of Australian Railway Historical

Society Victorian Division.
18.10.1986 In service Steamrail.
late 1980s Fully restored by Bendigo Workshops for

form part of the V/LINE Heritage Train.

History: AE 3 — BE 51 — AE 51

30.10.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

3.1937 Fitted with automatic couplers.
28.1.1938 Rebuilt with Stones electro-mechanical air

conditioning.
8.1960 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
6.12.1962 Converted to ‘51 BE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
12.1982 Recoded ‘51 AE’. Interior upgraded
24.12.1991 Withdrawn and stripped of airconditioning,

electrical equipment and bogies.

History: AE 4

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

30.10.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

29.3.1984 Off register.
28.8.1984 Sold to a buyer from Main Ridge.

History: AE 5

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

24.10.1907 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

27.12.1929 Destroyed in Callington accident.

History: AE 6

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

24.10.1907 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

16.10.1974 Condemned.

History: AE 7 — 550 — R 2604

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

24.10.1907 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

22.2.1952 Transferred to the South Australian Railways
and renumbered ‘550’. Painted in primrose and
hawthorn, and lettered first class.

1963 Sold to Commonwealth Railways, but never user.
1976 At Port Augusta in poor condition, eventually

disposed off.
14.9.1977 Body removed and underframe converted to

‘R 2604’ - fitted with camp unit ‘S179’ and ‘S180’[blc]
20.11.1993 Written off.

History: AE 8 — 551 — W 144 — Theatrette car

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

24.10.1907 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

22.2.1952 Transferred to the South Australian Railways
on and renumbered ‘551’. Painted in primrose and
hawthorn, and lettered first class.

1961 Sold to Commonwealth Railways and aparently
stored awaiting conversion.

23.8.1963 Overhaul of bogies.
25.9.1963 Converted to Mobile Theatrette Car and

classified ‘W 144’.

History: AE 9

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

30.10.1907 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

16.10.1974 Condemned.
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4.1971,Port Augusta - remains of SAR passenger carriage 550 (Barry Lewis)

History: AE 10

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

30.10.1907 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

16.10.1974 Condemned.
6.4.1976 Scrapped V/LINE.

History: AE 11

15.8.1908 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Herbert and party.

24.8.1971 Withdrawn.
20.10.1971 Scrapped at Newport Workshop.

History: AE 12 — BE 52 — AE 52

28.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Herbert and party.

10.4.1935 Fitted with automatic couplers.
15.12.1939 Rebuilt with Stones electro-mechanical air

conditioning.
11.8.1962 Converted to ‘52 BE’. Fitted with Spirit of

Progress bogies.
4.5.1983 Recoded ‘52 AE’. Interior upgraded
1991 Fitted with a conductor workstation.

24.12.1991 Withdrawn
7.1.1992 Allocated to SteamRail. In running condition

and painted blue and gold.

History: AE 13

3.8.1908 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop .

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
22.8.1984 Withdrawn.
31.8.1984 Sold to a buyer from Heyfield.

History: AE 14

3.8.1908 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

29.3.1972 Withdrawn.
15.6.1972 Scrapped at Newport.

History: AE 15

26.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Robertson and party.

18.9.1973 Scrapped at Ballarat North Workshops.

History: AE 16

26.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Scott and party.
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31.3.1986 52AE spencer street Geelong train (Chris Drymalik)

22nd April 1989,Spencer street sitting car 52AE (Chris
Drymalik)

29.31972 Withdrawn.
16.10.1972 Scrapped at Newport workshop.

History: AE 17

15.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Scott and party.

28.8.1970 Withdrawn.
10.7.1974 Scrapped Newport.

23rd April 1989,Maldon sitting car 18AE (Chris Drymalik)

History: AE 18

30.6.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
14.8.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Castlemaine and Maldon

Railway.

History: AE 19

30.6.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.
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4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
23.8.1983 Off register.
2.11.1983 Sold to a buyer from Taggerty.

History: AE 20

16.6.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

30.8.1972 Scrapped.

History: AE 21 — Kiewa

See ‘Kiewa’ (page 518).

History: AE 22

14.9.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Robertson and party.

13.12.1952 Badly damaged by fire in the Dudley Street
car siding fire.

17.10.1953 Scrapped.

History: AE 23

14.9.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

10.4.1935 Fitted with automatic couplers.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
2.12.1983 Withdrawn.
3.2.1984 Sold to a buyer from Whittlesea.
5.1986 Report as being in posession of Steamrail

Victoria.

History: AE 24

2.9.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
7.10.1983 Off Register.
1983 Sold to buyer from Rushworth.

History: AE 25

14.9.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Herbert and Party.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
18.6.1984 Withdrawn.
27.6.1984 Sold to buyer from Nambour, Queenskand.

History: AE 26 — Moyne

See ‘Moyne’ (page 524).

History: AE 27

9.11.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Robertson and Party.

29.3.1972 Withdrawn.
5.5.1972 Scrapped at Ballarat North.

History: AE 28

14.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Herbert and Party.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
18.6.1984 Withdrawn.
10.5.1984 Sold to a buyer from Warnambool.

History: AE 29

9.9.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Gaulton and Party.

29.3.1972 Withdrawn.
26.5.1972 Scrapped Newport.

History: AE 30

22.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Gaulton and Party.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
13.5.1985 Withdrawn.
18.10.1986 In use by Steamrail.
late 1980s Transferred to the V/LINE Heritage train and

refurbished.

History: AE 31

28.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Gaulton and Party.

29.3.1972 Withdraw.
12.7.1972 Underframe was retained (the cedar body

removed being burnt as scrap) and converted for
steel carrying traffic at Newport.

History: AE 32

15.9.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

29.3.1972 Withdrawn.
16.10.1972 Scrapped.

History: AE 33

9.11.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Smith and Party.

29.3.1972 Withdrawn.
15.6.1972 Scrapped.

History: AE 34 — Taggerty

See ‘Taggerty’ (page 537).

History: AE 35

19.12.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.
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- 34 AE and 33 BE were burnt to the frame in the crash at
Lindenow. New bodies were built over the following
2 years, but by that stage the Victorian Railways
wasn’t building E cars. They were rebuilt with W car
parts, and this is still quite obvious on 33 BE today.

1933 Reentered service after rebuild.
29.3.1972 Withdrawn.
12.7.1972 Scrapped.

History: AE 36 — BE 49

12.12.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

23.12.1935 Air conditioning installed at Newport, new
weight 55 tons. Entered service 23.12.1935 on the
Melbourne to Albury line (Sydney Limited).
Claimed to be the first air conditioned carriage in
the British Empire.

1959 repainted blue and gold.
11.1961 Converted to ‘49 BE’. Seating was renewed to

seat four passengers abreast as is normal in second
class corridor cars.

10.7.1976 Severly damaged in Laverton derailment.
9.12.1977 Withdrawn.
20.5.1978 Scrapped.

History: AE 37 — HW 1

19.12.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

28.8.1970 Withdrawn.
5.5.1971 Transferred to bendigo North for conversion to

use on the weed spraying train.
15.6.1971 Issed to service as ‘1 HW’.
1995 transferred to Echica for preservation at the

Echuca Loco Shed.

History: AE 38

19.12.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
2.12.1983 Off Register.
14.12.1984 Sold ‘Berrigan NSW’.

History: AE 39

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

14.9.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Sands and Party.

16.10.1974 Condemned.
- Underframe and bogies sold to West Coast Railway.
3.2004 Offered for Sale by Tender along with a large

number of vehicles owned by West Coast Railway.

History: AE 40

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

31.8.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
McCann and Party.

16.10.1974 Condemned.
22.12.1975 Sold from Bendigo North Workshops.
12.3.1976 Scrapped.

History: AE 41

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

14.9.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Sands and Party.

16.10.1974 Condemned.

History: AE 42

First class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

31.8.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
McCann and Party.

16.10.1974 Condemned.
26.3.1976 Scrapped.

History: AE 51

See 3 AE.

History: AE 52

See 12 AE.

11.3 Victorian Railways ‘ABE’ Type Carriages

ABE type - 1 to 16

External dimensions of the ‘ABE’ are the same as for ‘AE’
and ‘BE’ class cars. Internally each car had 8
compartments, 1 smoking, 2 non-smoking and 1 ladies in
each class. The ladies compartments are situated in the
centre with the ladies lavatories between them. Access
was via the first and second class ladies compartments
which reduced seating to five and seven respectively. The
ladies toilet compartments were 3 feet 10 1

4 inch long and
3 feet 1 1

4 inch wide with a dividing wall between.

three swing doors were located in the corridor. One was
between each smoking/non-smoking and the other
mid-way along the corridor dividing the two classes.
Until the mid 50’s this door was kept locked. The first
class compartments are 6 foot 10 inch long while the
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11.3. Victorian Railways ‘ABE’ Type Carriages

Sitting car 36AE after air conditioning had been fitted, circa 1935

28.10.2007,Seymour Railway Heritage Centre - Interior of
ABE class car (Phil Leonard)

second class are 1 inch shorter. Original weight was
35 tons 2 cwt, increased to 35 tons 11 cwt.

An ‘ABE’ car was operated on The Overland for a number
of years prior to the Second World War between
Melbourne and Serviceton in each direction for local
traffic. These were replaced by South Australian Railways
centre aisle cars, which worked right through from
Adelaide to Melbourne, until reinstated early in 1953.

A longitudinal seat for two passengers was located at
each end opposite the mens lavatories.

Sixteen members of the class built at Newport 1906 and
1910, and numbered ABE 1 to 16.

4.10.1986 Spotswood 53BES (Chris Drymalik)

History: ABE 1 — BE/BES 53

28.8.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

2.3.1981 or 2.4.1981 Recoded 53 BE.
6.5.1982 Recoded 53 BES.
25.10.1983 Withdrawn.
18.10.1983 Sold to a buyer from Dandenong.

History: ABE 2 — BE 61

30.10.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

6.1973 Still in service
30.7.1981 Recoded 61 BE.
2.12.1983 Withdrawn.
2.12.1983 Sold to a buyer from Stawell.

History: ABE 3

15.8.1908 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
1983 Withdrawn.
13.7.1983 Transferred to History register.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria, and in use.
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13.6.1986 3ABE Maryborough station (Chris Drymalik)

History: ABE 4 — BE 54

3.8.1908 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

15.5.1981 Recoded 54 BE.
3.3.1983 Withdrawn.
10.3.1983 Sold to a buyer from Redesdale.

History: ABE 5 — BE/BES 55

26.8.1908 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

15.4.1981 Recoded 55 BE.
6.5.1982 Recoded 55 BES.
13.10.1984 Transferred to History register.
3.1.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of The Seymour Loco Group.
12.3.1987 Recoded 5 ABE.

History: ABE 6

28.8.1908 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

8.1981 Withdrawn from service and stored at Newport.
28.6.1982 Officially withdrawn.

History: ABE 7

30.6.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
1983 Withdrawn.
13.7.1983 Transferred to History register.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: ABE 8 — BE 56

16.7.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Scott and party.

1981 Allocated number 56 BE, but it appears to not
have been actually placed onto vehicle.

28.5.1981 Withdrawn.

15.5.1984 Sold to a buyer from Heathcote.

History: ABE 9

2.9.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Scott and party.

28.8.1970 Withdrawn.
8.10.1970 Scrapped. First of class to be scrapped.

31.3.1986 57BE Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)

History: ABE 10 — BE/BES 57

2.9.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.6.1981 Recoded 57 BE.
1982 Recoded 57 BES.
- Transferred to History register.
13.5.1985 Withdrawn.
- Allocated to Plan R.
by 1987 Reallocated to Mornington Railway

Preservation Society.

31.3.1986 58BE Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)
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History: ABE 11 — BE/BES 58

28.7.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Bell and party.

2.6.1981 Recoded 58 BE.
- Transferred to History register.
1982 Recoded 58 BES.
21.11.1984 Withdrawn.
- Allocated to Plan R.
by 1987 Reallocated to Mornington Railway

Preservation Society.

12th June 1986,Steamrail Newport 12ABE (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ABE 12

28.7.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Bell and party.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
1983 Withdrawn.
13.7.1983 Transferred to History register.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: ABE 13

7.10.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Scott and party.

12.6.1975 Withdrawn.
10.11.1975 Reissued to traffic.
20.11.1975 Recorded as scrapped.

History: ABE 14

7.10.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Scott and party.

2.2.1973 Still in service
10.7.1976 Severly damaged in Laverton Derailment.
9.12.1977 Withdrawn.
9.5.1978 Scrapped Newport Workshops.

History: ABE 15 — BE/BES 59

9.10.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Scott and party.

13.12.1952 Severly damaged in the Dudley Street car
sidings fire.

9.7.1981 Recoded 59 BE.
14.5.1982 Recoded 59 BES.
29.3.1984 Withdrawn.
18.6.1984 Sold to a buyer from Sale.

History: ABE 16 — BE 60

3.12.1910 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
Herbert and party.

21.5.1981 Recoded 60 BE.
- Transferred to History register.
22.11.1984 Withdrawn.
- Allocated to Seymour Loco Group.
- Recoded 16 ABE.

11.4 Victorian Railways ‘BE’ Type Carriages

BE type - 1 to 61

4.10.1986 Steamrail interior BE (Chris Drymalik)
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Originally the class consisted of 33 members, but this
was later expanded due to conversion of AE to BE’s and a
further addition to the overland stock. Dimensionally
they identical to the AE stock except that they held 72
passengers in nine compartments each 6 inch 3

4 inch
long. The extra compartment begin located in the
non-smoking portion of each carriage.

31 cars were built Newport between 1906 and 1910 for
Victorian Railways service, 6 V&SAR Joint Stock at
Islington in 1906-1907 and an additional 4 V&SAR Joint
Stock in 1922-23. The numbering of the cars was as
follows 1-4 VR, 5-10 V&SAR JS, 11-39 VR, 40-43 V&SAR JS
and 44-48 VR (converted BDSE cars). Making a total of 48
cars. Four air conditioned AE cars were renumbered
49 BE thru 52 BE.

Five of the original BDSE (Travelling Post Office Cars -
TPO) were converted to BE configuration during 1922-23.

Original weight 34 tons 11 cwt, after strengthened
underframes and anti-telescoping members weight
36 tons 3 cwt. After air conditioning, 4 BE, 31 BE, 4 BE
and 19 BE weight 44 tons 10 cwt.

In 1982 the ABE class cars which had been altered to
53 BE thru 61 BE were recoded BES as they had one less
compartment than a standard BE. Former ESBV class
bulk mail vans which had been converted to BE class
about 1929 were also recode as BEL. This was to conform
with a new computerised booking system.

History: BE 1

28.08.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
14.4.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of The Seymour Loco Group.

12.6.1986 Steamrail Newport 2BE (Chris Drymalik)

History: BE 2

28.08.1906 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport sitting car 2BE (Chris
Drymalik)

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
13.5.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: BE 3

30.10.1906 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Herbert and party’.

30.10.1906 Entered service.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
22.8.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

31.3.1986 4BE spencer street Geelong train (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BE 4

30.10.1906 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Robertson and party’.

28.1.1938 Fitted with stones electro-mechanical air
conditioning and automatic couplers.

8.1961 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
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27.6.1983 Oushopped with upgraded interior.
1986 Refurbished with new cloth upholstery, new

carpet and painted in blue and gold.
24.12.1991 Withdrawn.
7.1.1992 Allocated to SteamRail.

History: BE 5

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

22.10.1907 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

6.7.1967 Condemned.
- Scrapped at Islington.

History: BE 6

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

22.10.1907 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

18.6.1974 Withdrawn.
16.10.1974 Condemned.
3.4.1976 Scrapped by V/LINE at Newport Workshops.

History: BE 7

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

22.10.1907 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

18.6.1974 Withdrawn.
16.10.1974 Condemned.
5.4.1976 Scrapped by V/LINE at Newport Workshops.

History: BE 8

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

29.10.1907 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

26.5.1959 Damaged beyond repair in wreck and
scrapped in South Australia.

History: BE 9

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

29.10.1907 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

27.12.1929 Destroyed at Callington in collision.

History: BE 10

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

1.11.1907 Issued to service after being built at the South
Australian Railways Islington workshop.

18.6.1974 Withdrawn.
16.10.1974 Condemned.
26.3.1976 Scrapped by V/LINE at Newport Workshops.

History: BE 11

3.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Herbert and party’.

28.8.1970 Withdrawn.
26.10.1970 Scrapped at Newport Workshops.

History: BE 12

3.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Herbert and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
18.6.1984 Withdrawn.
6.6.1984 Sold to a buyer from Bayswater.

History: BE 13

15.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Robertson and party’.

5.11.1976 Scrapped.
3.5.1976 Extensively damaged by fire at Ballarat.
25.6.1976 Withdrawn.
5.11.1976 Scrapped at Ballarat North Workshops.

History: BE 14

28.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Robertson and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
24.9.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of the Seymour Loco Group.

History: BE 15

26.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Mitchell and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
8.1984 Withdrawn.
4.7.1984 To Castlemaine and Maldon Railway.
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13.6.1986 Castlemaine 15BE (Chris Drymalik)

History: BE 16

26.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Mitchell and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.2.1985 Off Register.
19.1.1985 Sold to SteamRanger.
11.1985 Obtained by SteamRanger South Australian.
1993 Sold to Kadina to Wallaroo Tourist Railway.

History: BE 17

15.8.1908 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Scott and party’.

10.4.1935 Fitted with automatic couplers.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
22.8.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria and in use.

History: BE 18

30.6.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

13.12.1952 Damaged in the Dudley St car sidings fire.
Repaired and returned to service.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.2.1985 Off Register.
19.1.1985 Sold to SteamRanger.
11.1985 Obtained by SteamRanger South Australian.
1.1989 Roof canvas replaced with Fibreglass.
1993 Sold to Kadina to Wallaroo Tourist Railway.

History: BE 19 — Jeetho

5.10.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

13.5.1938 Fitted with stones electro-mechanical air
conditioning.

11.1986 Repainted/Overhauled at Bendigo North
Workshops.

24.12.1991 Withdrawn and allocated to Great Southern
Railway.

- Named ‘Jeetho’.

History: BE 20

5.10.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

10.4.1935 Fitted with automatic cpuplers.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.4.1984 Off Register.
11.1986 In posession of Castlemaine and Maldon

Railway.

History: BE 21

30.6.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
18.2.1982 Withdrawn.
20.4.1982 Broken up.

History: BE 22

1.11.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Mitchell and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
23.8.1983 Withdrawn.
23.8.1983 Off Register.
24.1.1984 Sold ‘Abbotsford’.

History: BE 23

5.10.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Mitchell and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
14.8.1984 Withdrawn.
- Sold to a buyer from Maffra.

History: BE 24

16.7.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Cheyne and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.2.1985 Off Register.
19.1.1985 Sold to SteamRanger.
11.1985 Obtained by SteamRanger South Australian.
1993 Sold to Kadina to Wallaroo Tourist Railway.

History: BE 25

16.7.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Cheyne and party’.

6.4.1984 Off Register.
1.5.1984 Allocated to Steamrail.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.
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19.7.1986 Dry creek 16BE (Chris Drymalik)

7th September 1985,Dry creek 16BE (Chris Drymalik)

History: BE 26

1.11.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Robertson and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
8.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of The Seymour Loco Group.

History: BE 27

5.10.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor

‘Robertson and party’.
18.8.1981 Withdrawn from service and stored at

Newport.
29.1.1982 Scrapped at Newport Workshops.

History: BE 28

2.9.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

29.3.1972 Withdrawn.
19.5.1972 Scrapped at Newport Workshops.

History: BE 29

12.11.1909 Issued to service after being built by the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
13.5.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: BE 30

2.9.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Herbert and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
13.5.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.
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25th April 1989,Seymour sitting car 19BE (Chris Drymalik)

13.6.1986 Castlemaine 20BE (Chris Drymalik)

History: BE 31

12.11.1909 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Herbert and party’.

27.3.1937 Fitted with stones electro-mechanical air
conditioning .

10.1960 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
16.10.1982 Outshopped fitted with upgraded interior.
4.9.1986 Observed with new cloth upholstery, new

carpet, and painted in the classic blue and gold.
24.12.1991 Withdrawn and stripped of airconditioning,

19.7.1986 Dry creek 24BE (Chris Drymalik)

electrical equipment and bogies.
- Allocated to Steamrail.

History: BE 32

14.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Robertson and party’.

13.12.1952 Damaged in the Dudley St car sidings fire.
16.1.1953 Withdrawn.
25.9.1953 Scrapped.
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24BE at Wallaroo (Paul Henley)

24BE at Wallaroo (Paul Henley)

31st August 1991,Dry Creek sitting car 24BE (Chris
Drymalik)

15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport sitting car 33BE (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BE 33

15.9.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Robertson and party’.

- 34 AE and 33 BE were burnt to the frame in the crash at
Lindenow. New bodies were built over the following
2 years, but by that stage the Victorian Railways
wasn’t building E cars. They were rebuilt with W car
parts, and this is still quite obvious on 33 BE today.

1933 Reentered service after rebuild.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
24.9.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

31.3.1986 34BE spencer street Geelong train (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BE 34 — Kardella

7.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Mitchell and party’.

22.6.1938 Fitted with stones electro-mechanical air
conditioning.
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1.1953 Fitted with automatic couplers.
11.1960 Fitted with Spirit of Progress bogies.
7.10.1983 Fitted with an upgraded interior.
1986 Refurbished with new cloth upholstery, new

carpet and painted in blue and gold.
24.12.1991 Withdrawn and allocated to Great Southern

Railway.
- Named ‘Kardella’.

History: BE 35

9.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Cheyne and party’.

12.6.1975 Withdrawn.
20.5.1978 Scrapped at Newport Workshops.

31.3.1986 36BE Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)

History: BE 36

7.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Cheyne and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
3.12.1984 Withdrawn.
- Allocated to Plan R.
9.1.1987 Re-allocated to the Seymour Loco Group.
15.6.1988 At Shepparton, interior stripped, windows

missing.
by 1989 Stored at Bendigo for the Bendigo Historical

Steam Train Association.
12.1992 Transferred to Seymour via Echuca.
2.7.1993 Delivered to Nyora and the Great Southern

Railway.
2.7.1993 BE 36 was dragged under the Korumburra

Freight Gate about 12 years ago but was recently put
back on the rails for restoration. [ph]

History: BE 37

28.10.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Cheyne and party’.

28.8.1970 Withdrawn.
26.10.1970 Scrapped at newport Workshops.

15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport sitting car 38BE (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BE 38

3.12.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Mitchell and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.4.1984 Off Register.
8.1988 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: BE 39

19.12.1910 Issued to service after being built at the
Victorian Railways Newport workshop by contractor
‘Mitchell and party’.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
15.12.1983 Off Register.

History: BE 40

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

29.10.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

6.7.1967 Condemned.
- Scrapped at Islington Workshops.

History: BE 41

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

29.10.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

19.10.1972 Condemned.
11.4.1974 Stored awaiting scrapping.
- Scrapped at Islington Workshops.
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6.4.1986 42BE interior Mile End museum (Chris
Drymalik)

History: BE 42

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

29.10.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

- Steel protection panels affixed over the original
Tongue and Groove timber exterior (Onkaparinga
the only other).

16.10.1974 Condemned.
16.4.1975 Entered Mile End Rail Museum South

Australia.
7.7.1988 Moved to Port Dock Station Railway Museum.

History: BE 43

Second class compartment seating car for use on The
Overland.

29.10.1923 Issued to service after being built at the
South Australian Railways Islington workshop.

6.7.1967 Condemned.
- Scrapped at Islington Workshops.

History: ESBV/BDSE 8 — BE/BEL 44

10.2.1910 Issued to service as composite second
class/mail sorting carriage. Its coding was either
‘8 ESBV’ or ‘8 BDSE’ (the uncertainty is due the
recoding done to all E cars in 1910)

21.12.1922 Rebuilt to ‘44 BE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
29.3.1984 Off Register.
25.5.1984 Sold to a buyer from Yarragon.

31.3.1986 45BEL Spotswood (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESBV/BDSE 9 — BE/BEL 45

23.3.1910 Issued to service as composite second
class/mail sorting carriage. Its coding was either
‘9 ESBV’ or ‘9 BDSE’ (the uncertainty is due the
recoding done to all E cars in 1910)

23.5.1923 Rebuilt to ‘45 BE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
14.5.1982 Recoded 45 BEL.
10.12.1984 Off Register.
5.1986 In posession of Plan R Victoria.
- Transferred to Mornington Railway Preservation

Society.
- Named ‘Hastings’.

History: ESBV/BDSE 10 — BE/BEL 46

3.3.1910 Issued to service as ‘composite second
class/mail sorting carriage’. Its coding was either
‘10 ESBV’ or ‘10 BDSE’ (the uncertainty is due the
recoding done to all E cars in 1910)

11.12.1923 Rebuilt to ‘46 BE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
27.9.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: ESBV/BDSE 3 — BE/BEL 47

19.4.1910 Issued to service as ‘composite second
class/mail sorting carriage’. Its coding was either
‘3 ESBV’ or ‘3 BDSE’ (the uncertainty is due the
recoding done to all E cars in 1910)
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1.10.1929 Rebuilt to ‘BE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
24.9.1985 Withdrawn.
- In possession of Seymour Loco group.

History: ESBV/BDSE 5 — BE/BEL 48

23.12.1909 Entered service as bulk mail van coded
‘5 ESBV’

1910 Reclass ‘5 BDSE’.
26.9.1929 Rebuilt to ‘48 BE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
29.10.1982 Removed from register.
19.11.1982 Sold ‘Port Melbourne’.

History: BE 49

See ‘36 AE’ (page 592).

History: BE 50

See ‘1 AE’ (page 587).

History: BE 51

See ‘3 AE’ (page 588).

History: BE 52

See ‘12 AE’ (page 589).

History: BE/BES 53

See ‘1 ABE’ (page 593).

History: BE 54

See ‘4 ABE’ (page 594).

History: BE/BES 55

See ‘5 ABE’ (page 594).

History: BE 56

See ‘8 ABE’ (page 594).

History: BE/BES 57

See ‘10 ABE’ (page 594).

History: BE/BES 58

See ‘11 ABE’ (page 595).

History: BE/BES 59

See ‘15 ABE’ (page 595).

History: BE 60

See ‘16 ABE’ (page 595).

History: BE 61

See ‘2 ABE’ (page 593).

11.5 Victorian Railways ‘BCE‘ Type Carriages

BCE type - 1 to 5

The five members of this class were converted from
‘BDSE’ Travelling Post Office (TPO) cars. The Original 7
‘EBSV’, later ‘BDSE’ TPO’s with passenger accomodation
were built at Newport in 1909, with a further 3 in 1910.
Five of these cars were rebuilt into standard ‘BE’ cars in
1923 (they became 44 BE, thru 48 BE), the remaining 5
were rebuilt from 1935 to second class passenger cars
with guards compartments, with a new design
underframe which did away with the need for truss rods.
The underframes for the rebuilt car is of a centre sill
gondola type and was especially built to utilize the old
headstocks and side sills. Several structural alterations
were made to the body. The entrance to the ladies
lavatory was relocated from the ladies compartment to
the corridor, thus increasing capacity by one seat. The
sliding door was widened to 5 feet 6 inch and moved to
the centre of the 23 feet 6 inch section, now used for van
goods. Nine tons of van goods could be carried.

The central guards compartments facilities included a
desk and letter rack in the 3 feet 10 inch space
corresponding to the ladies lavatory. A dog box, with
access by a lowered door from the outside of the coach
only, was fitted to one side under the elevated guards
seat. Lastly, the two things which altered the external
appearance was the provision of two 2 feet 6 inch wide
doors on each side, in the guards section and a raised
roof lookout with handbrake pedestal and emergency
brake valve. Side lights were fitted externally to van walls.
Dimensions are the same as the ‘AE’ and ‘BE’ cars. They
consisted of passenger compartments at one end seating
40 in 5 compartments, with an additional 2 seats
opposite the mens lavatory, and guard/goods storage at
the other.

‘BCE’ cars were used as through cars to destinations such
as Pinaroo SA, connecting with the Mildura line trains at
Ouyen.

History: ESBV/BDSE 4 — BCE 1

10.2.1910 Issued to service as composite second
class/mail sorting carriage. Its coding was either
‘4ESBV’ or ‘4 BDSE’ (the uncertainty is due the
recoding done to all E cars in 1910)

5.3.1935 Converted to ‘1BCE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
5.5.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.
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11.5. Victorian Railways ‘BCE‘ Type Carriages

Composite second class/mail sorting van 5 ESBV as built, circa 1909 (South Australian Railways)

4th October 1986,1BCE passenger end (Chris Drymalik)

4th October 1986,1BCE guards end (Chris Drymalik)

13.6.1986 Maldon station 2BCE (Chris Drymalik)

23rd April 1989,Maldon carriages 42ABW 2BCE 30BCPL
23AW 39AW (Chris Drymalik)
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History: ESBV/BDSE 1 — BCE 2

30.11.1909 Issued to service as ‘1ESBV’ composite
second class/mail sorting carriage.

1910 Recoded ‘1 BDSE’.
12.4.1935 Converted to ‘2BCE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
1.7.1983 Transferred to Historical Register.
13.5.1985 Withdrawn.
18.11.1985 To the Castlemaine and Maldon Railway.

History: ESBV/BDSE 2 — BCE 3

19.4.1910 Issued to service as composite second
class/mail sorting carriage. Its coding was either
‘2ESBV’ or ‘2 BDSE’ (the uncertainty is due the
recoding done to all E cars in 1910)

12.4.1935 Converted to ‘2BCE’.
1937 Fitted with a pair of 4 wheel cortan steel passenger

bogies for testing purposes, prior to fitting to the
‘Spirit of Progress’ stock being built. They were the
the first roller bearing bogies used by Victorian
Railways to utilize Timken roller bearing boxes and
clasp brakes.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
13.10.1984 Transferred to the History Register.
5.1.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of the Seymour Loco Group.

History: ESBV/BDSE 6 — BCE 4

30.11.1909 Issued to service as ‘6ESBV’ composite
second class/mail sorting carriage.

1910 Recoded ‘6 BDSE’.
12.4.1935 Converted to ‘4BCE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
24.9.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of A.R.H.S. Victorian Division May

1986 (allocated to the Railway Museum).
9.1.1987 Allocated to Seymour Loco Group.

History: ESBV/BDSE 7 — BCE 5

23.12.1909 Issued to service as ‘7ESBV’ composite
second class/mail sorting carriage.

1910 Recoded ‘7 BDSE’.
12.4.1935 Converted to ‘5BCE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
5.5.1984 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of ‘Plan R’ Victoria.
- Transferred to Steamrail.

11.6 Victorian Railways ‘CE’ Type Carriages

CE type - 1 to 37

History: CE 1

Composite goods/guard van for use on The Overland.

28.8.1906 Built at Newport workshops, issued to service
for Victorian Railway Service.

23.10.1907 Transferred to V&SAR Joint Stock roster.
6.1936 Fitted with automatic couplers.
- Fitted with 8 feet wheelbase 4 wheeled welded bogies

in place of the original six-wheeled type.
21.12.1972 Withdrawn.
16.2.1973 Condemned.

History: CE 2

Composite goods/guard van for use on The Overland.

30.10.1906 Built at Newport workshops by contractors
Herbert and party, issued to service for Victorian
Railway Service.

10.1907 Transferred to V&SAR Joint Stock roster.
6.1936 Fitted with automatic couplers.
- Fitted with 8 feet wheelbase 4 wheeled welded bogies

in place of the original six-wheeled type.
1972 Withdrawn from The Overland service and stored

in Adelaide.
21.12.1972 Officially scrapped.

History: CE 3

Composite goods/guard van for use on The Overland.

5.3.1908 Built at Islington workshops, issued to service.
6.1936 Fitted with automatic couplers.
- Fitted with 8 feet wheelbase 4 wheeled welded bogies

in place of the original six-wheeled type.
1972 Withdrawn from The Overland service and stored

in Adelaide.
21.12.1972 Officially scrapped.

History: CE 4

Composite goods/guard van for use on The Overland.

5.3.1908 Built at Islington workshops, issued to service.
6.1936 Fitted with automatic couplers.
- Fitted with 8 feet wheelbase 4 wheeled welded bogies

in place of the original six-wheeled type.
1972 Withdrawn from The Overland service and stored

in Adelaide.
21.12.1972 Officially scrapped.

History: CE 5

Built at Islington workshops for the Victorian Railways as
12 ton ‘CE’ van without fish compartment, having three
14 feet 8 inch sections. Tare originally 30.95 tons,
increase to 33 1

4 tons. All other dimensions similar except
the central compartment double doors are 5 feet 6 inch
in width.

12.12.1907 Built at Islington workshops, issued to
service.

12.1957 Fitted with automatic couplers.
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15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport sitting car 5BCE (Chris Drymalik)

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
28.6.1982 Withdrawn.
1.10.1982 To Bright Historical Society.

History: CE 6

Built at Islington workshops for the Victorian Railways.

12.12.1907 Built at Islington workshops, issued to
service.

9.1954 Fitted with automatic couplers.
30.6.1983 Off Register.
3.8.1983 Sold.

History: CE 7

3.8.1908 Built at Newport workshops, issued to service.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
28.6.1982 Withdrawn.
9.3.1983 Sold to a buyer from Drouin.

History: CE 8

26.8.1908 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

8.4.1982 Withdrawn.
27.8.1982 Sold ‘Hallam’.
- Shifted to Campbelltown Railway Park.

History: CE 9

15.8.1908 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Cheyne and party), issued to service.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.4.1982 Withdrawn.
24.5.1985 Scrapped Bendigo North Workshop.

History: CE 10

3.3.1909 Built at Newport workshops (contractor Marr
and Party), issued to service.

- Auxiliary plates and springs fitted to the bogies.
8.4.1982 Withdrawn.
30.8.1982 Sold ‘Officer’.

History: CE 11

- Built at Newport workshops(contractor Marr and
Party), issued to service.

1914-18 Fitted with bunks in two tiers for use as a
hospital train car having two large red crosses in a
white circle painted on each side.

1926-28 Altered at Newport Workshops to provided two
coffin chambers, which are arranged transversely
across one end, which has a blind vestibule
connection and no guards seat.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.4.1984 Withdrawn.
27.7.1984 Sold to a buyer from Dandenong.
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History: CE 12

5.2.1909 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Cheyne and party), issued to service.

1926-28 Altered at Newport Workshops to provided two
coffin chambers, which are arranged transversely
across one end, which has a blind vestibule
connection and no guards seat.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
8.4.1982 Withdrawn.
24.5.1982 Sold ex Newport.

15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport brake van 13CE (Chris
Drymalik)

History: CE 13

25.11.1908 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Coleman and Party), issued to service.

1926-28 Altered at Newport Workshops to provided two
coffin chambers, which are arranged transversely
across one end, which has a blind vestibule
connection and no guards seat.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
2.1985 Withdrawn.
20.2.1985 Allocated to Steamrail.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: CE 14

30.1.1909 Built at Newport workshops(contractor
Coleman and Party), issued to service.

1926-28 Altered at Newport Workshops to provided two
coffin chambers, which are arranged transversely
across one end, which has a blind vestibule
connection and no guards seat.

- Auxiliary plates and springs fitted to the bogies.
8.1957 Coffin chamber removed.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
21.9.1981 Involved in accident at Lara.
20.11.1981 Withdrawn.
5.5.1982 Scrapped.

History: CE 15 — No.1

11.12.1908 Built at Newport workshops (contractor Bell
and party), issued to service.

1.1.1930 Destroyed in accident at Seymour.
7.1930 Condemned after a collision at Seymour. A

replacement vehicle was built in 1930 with an
ellipical roof.

History: CE 15 — No.2

1.7.1930 Built at Newport workshops, issued to service
as a replacement vehicle for the original clerestory
roofed ‘15 CE’.

- Fitted with a telephone connection for use on Reso
and Holiday trains as well as an LP gas fired boiler so
that hot water can be circulated for space heating
for use with foot warmers.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
22.8.1984 Wtihdrawn.
16.10.1984 Sold to a buyer from Gembrook.

History: CE 16

12.3.1909 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

25.3.1983 Sold ‘Drouin’.

History: CE 17

16.3.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

- Auxiliary plates and springs fitted to the bogies.
1958 Painted royal blue.
3.3.1983 Off register.
18.3.1983 Sold to a buyer from Narre Warren.

31.3.1986 Steamrail Newport 18CE (Chris Drymalik)

History: CE 18

25.11.1908 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

1959 Painted royal blue.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
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2.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: CE 19

16.3.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

1960 Painted royal blue.
1976 Still in service V/LINE.
24.9.1985 Withdrawn.
8.1988 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: CE 20

24.2.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

28.6.1982 Withdrawn.
2.3.1983 Sold ‘Hanging Rock’.

History: CE 21

11.4.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

8.4.1982 Withdrawn.
30.8.1982 Sold ‘Officer’.

History: CE 22

22.5.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

10.7.1976 Severly damaged in Laverton derailment.
20.12.1977 Officially withdrawn.
29.5.1978 Scrapped at Newport.

History: CE 23

10.2.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

- Auxiliary plates and springs fitted to the bogies.
18.3.1983 Withdrawn.
18.3.1983 Sold ‘Beaconsfield’.

History: CE 24

4.4.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to service.
29.3.1984 Off Register.
8.5.1984 Sold to a buyer from Warrnambool.

History: CE 25

4.4.1911 Built at Newport workshops, issued to service.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
30.6.1983 Wtihdrawn.
20.9.1983 Scrapped Bendigo North.

History: CE 26

Composite goods/guard van for use on The Overland.

25.10.1923 Built at Islington workshops and issued to
service.

- Fitted with 8 feet wheelbase 4 wheeled welded bogies
in place of the original six-wheeled type.

1972 Withdrawn from The Overland service and stored
in Adelaide.

21.12.1972 Officially scrapped.

History: CE 27

Composite goods/guard van for use on The Overland.

25.10.1923 Built at Islington workshops and issued to
service.

- Fitted with 8 feet wheelbase 4 wheeled welded bogies
in place of the original six-wheeled type.

1972 Withdrawn from The Overland service and stored
in Adelaide.

21.12.1972 Officially scrapped.

History: CE 28

19.10.1923 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

28.6.1982 Withdrawn.
8.7.1982 Broken up.

History: CE 29

20.11.1923 Built at Newport workshops, issued to
service.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
14.4.1984 Withdrawn.
16.10.1984 Sold to a buyer from Gembrook.

History: CE 30

19.10.1923 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Barber and party), issued to service.

- Fitted with an LP gas fired boiler so that hot water
could be circulated for space heating for use with
foot warmers.

26.4.1983 Off Register.
23.8.1983 Sold ex Bendigo North Workshop.

History: CE 31

13.11.1923 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Barber and party), issued to service.

1970s Fitted with an LP gas fired boiler so that hot water
could be circulated for space heating for use with
foot warmers.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
5.1985 Withdrawn.
5.1986 In posession of Steamrail Victoria.

History: CE 32

30.11.1923 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
McCann and party), issued to service.

1970s Fitted with an LP gas fired boiler so that hot water
could be circulated for space heating for use with
foot warmers.
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15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport brake van 19CE (Chris Drymalik)

28.6.1982 Withdrawn.
10.8.1982 Sold.

History: CE 33

16.12.1924 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Barber and party), issued to service.

1970s Fitted with an LP gas fired boiler so that hot water
could be circulated for space heating for use with
foot warmers.

1982 Painted tangerine and silver and fitted with N set
style rubber vestibule connections.

19.11.1984 Sold ‘Gembrook’.
21.11.1984 Off Register.

History: CE 34

16.12.1924 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Barber and party), issued to service.

Feb-Mar 1954 Painted royal blue with yellow bands for
use on the Royal Train.

1977 Withdrawn.
9.5.1977 Scrapped Ballarat North.

History: CE 35 — VHE 1 — CE 35

This vehicle did not receive the new type of steel doors
with curved window glass as had its counter parts which
remained on broad gauge, but retained its wooden doors
and square cornered windows.

19.12.1924 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Barber and party), issued to service.

1958 Painted royal blue.
3.1962 Converted to standard gauge and recoded

‘1 VHE’.
19.6.1969 Returned to broad gauge. Recoded ‘35 CE’.
4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
6.4.1984 Withdrawn.
24.5.1984 Scrapped.

History: CE 36

23.12.1924 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Underwood and party), issued to service.

1958 Painted royal blue.
15.3.1983 Off Register.
15.3.1983 Sold to a buyer from Yea.

History: CE 37

23.12.1924 Built at Newport workshops (contractor
Underwood and party), issued to service.

1978 Fitted with two diesel fuel fired units for space
heating.

4.10.1981 Still in service V/LINE.
14.8.1984 Withdrawn.
16.10.1984 Sold to a buyer from Gembrook.
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15th May 1987,Steamrail Newport brake van 19CE
interior (Chris Drymalik)

D Bulk Mail and DS Mail Sorting Carriages

The Overland wooden vestibule V&SAR joint stock mail
sorting carraiges ceased about the time of the first World
War. The official removal of Travelling Post Office
operations on the Adelaide to Melbourne service was on
28.6.1917.

Originally four wooden mail vans, each 60’2" long over
their timber frames.

History: EEB 1 — D 1

Bulk Mail carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare 27.3
tons, built Newport workshops.

23.10.1907 Issued to service as ‘1 EEB’.
1910 Recoded ‘1 D’.
11.7.1923 Destroyed in a derailment at Glenorehy,

Victoria.

History: D 1

Overland Bulk Mail carriage. To replace the D van
destroyed at ‘Callington’, Islington workshops built an all

27th August 1989,Keswick - 62 + mail van 1D + 503 on
Southern Encounter (Chris Drymalik)

27th August 1989,Keswick mail van 1D on Southern
Encounter (Chris Drymalik)

steel replacement vehicle ‘1 D’ of 25 tons capacity, but
weighing not less than 37.5 tons. The body of light gauge
mild steel, rivetted to a centre truss type underframe is
60’1 1

4 " long and 10’ wide. It rides on two four wheel cast
steel equalized bogies at 40’ centres. The curved and
eliptic roof is pitched 13’2" above rail level.

6.1931 Issued to service.
1935 Painted Hawthorn Green.
1937 Repainted Royal Blue with gold lines for use on the

‘Spirit of Progress’ whilst a special mail van was
built.

- Later repainted bright red, but reverted to a dark red.
- Became the property of Australian National.
- Sold to SteamRanger.

History: EEB 2 — D 2

Bulk Mail carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare 27.3
tons, built Newport workshops.

21.12.1907 Issued to service as ‘2 EEB’ (owned by the
Victorian Railways rather than being joint stock).
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1910 Recoded ‘2 D’.
1924 Transferred to V&SAR joint stock roster.
27.12.1929 Destroyed in a derailment at Callington.

History: EES 1 — D 3

Bulk Mail Sorting carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare
27.3 tons, built Newport workshops.

10.1907 Issued to service as ‘1 EES’.
1910 Recoded as ‘3 DS’.
28.3.1928 Converted to Bulk Mail van. Recoded ‘3 D’.
12.12.1972 Withdrawn as Joint Stock.
1977 Still in use for mail carriage working to Port Pirie

on an as required basis.

History: EES 2 — D 4

Bulk Mail Sorting carriage, original capacity 20 tons, tare
27.3 tons, built Newport workshops.

24.3.1908 Issued to service as ‘2 EES’.
1910 Recoded as ‘4 DS’.
28.3.1928 Converted to Bulk Mail van. Recoded ‘4 D’.
12.12.1972 Withdrawn as Joint Stock.
1977 Still in use for mail carriage working to Port Pirie

on an as required basis.
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12.1. Narrow Gauge Fageol Trailer Carriages

12.1 Narrow Gauge Fageol Trailer Carriages

305 to 309

Narrow gauge Fageol car trailers shared numbers in the
range 305 to 306 with the ‘modernised passenger cars’
(page 439).

History: 305

narrow gauge Fageol rail motor trailer car.

6.1931 Built at Islington as 4 wheel Rail motor trailer car
22.6.1931 Shipped to Port Lincoln on the Adelaide

Steamship Company service.
11.8.1931 Entered service with Fageol No.107 on the

Cummins to Kimba service.
1951 Condemned.

History: 306

narrow gauge Fageol rail motor trailer car.

5.1932 Built at Islington as bogie Rail motor trailer car.
16.5.1932 Shipped to Port Lincoln on the Adelaide

Steamship Company service.
20.5.1932 Issued to regular service.
1968 Condemned.

History: 307

narrow gauge Fageol rail motor trailer car.

4.1933 Built at Islington as bogie Rail motor trailer car.
28.4.1933 Issued to service at Port Lincoln.
1968 Condemned.

History: 308

narrow gauge Fageol rail motor trailer car.

5.1933 Built at Islington as bogie Rail motor trailer car.
15.5.1933 Issued to service at Port Lincoln.
1968 Condemned.

History: 309

narrow gauge Fageol rail motor trailer car.

5.1933 Built at Islington as bogie Rail motor trailer car.
5.5.1933 Issued to service at Port Lincoln.
1968 Condemned.
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13.1. South Australian Railways 8300 Class Steel Brake Vans

13.1 South Australian Railways 8300 Class
Steel Brake Vans

8300 to 8394

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways as ‘8300’ type brakevans, numbered from 8300
to 8394. The first brakevan (8300) entered service in
February 1947 and the last (8394) entered service
December 1971.

The first order of 14 brakevan was built in 1947, being all
steel with wooden doors. Two goods compartments are
located either side of central guards compartment, fitted
with seat, desk, toilet and observation viewing ports. To
one side of the guards compartment is a small passenger
compartment.

In 1961 the South Australian Railways commenced
building the remainder of the class numbered 8314 to
8394. The design was modified slightly, producing a
narrower vehicle that could run in Victoria. The
brakevans lack end communication doors, preventing
their use on passenger trains. Brakevans 8364 to 8374
and 8393 to 8394 were built for standard gauge, with the
rest being issued on broad gauge.

The ‘8300’ class brake vans were recoded ‘AVAY’ in 1982.
This resulted in all vans being renumbered, i.e ‘8300’ to
‘AVAY 1’, etc.. Vans on standard gauge did not use this
number exchange system, instead they were given
vacant road numbers from the standard gauge passenger
list. Thus when you get into the higher road numbers the
mapping from ‘8300’ to ‘AVAY’ becomes a little irregular.

History: 8300 — AVAY 1

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

7. 3.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8300’
29.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 1’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
07.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAY 1 T’ alteration

complete: ‘Secure self adhesive ’Dangerous Goods
Safe Handling‘ (300mm x 210mm) information
notice on a vertical panel in a conspicuous location
within the guards compartment on all brake vans
and associated vans. (C2053)’.

4.12.1985 Condemned
25.07.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 1 T’ as

having repair ‘vehicle sold’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 10 S’ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘ARHS’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘23.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’

Original Cost: ‘$10990’
Run Restriction: ‘Not to run in Victoria’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-4’
Date Built: ‘20.06.1947’
Operating System: ‘ARHS’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘W/O 19.10.85;SOLD TO ARHS 15.05.86’
BSG Code: ‘BBSB’

History: 8301 — AVAY 2

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

7.3.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8301’
17.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 2’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

15.7.1986 Keswick AVAY3 white (Chris Drymalik)

History: 8302 — AVAY 3

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

7.3.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8302’
13.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 3’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8303 — AVAY 4

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

7.3.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8303’
12.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 4’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned
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21.6.1986 Dry Creek AVAY5 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 8304 — AVAY 5

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8304’
25.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 5’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned
12.11.1986 To Australian Railway Historical Society

(Steamranger)
19.03.1991 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 5 J’ to wagon

‘BVAN 8304 D’. [TIMS/WMS:]

History: 8305 — AVAY 6

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8305’
12.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 6’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8306 — AVAY 7

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8306’
14.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 7’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned
12.11.1986 To Australian Railway Historical Society

(Steamranger)
19.03.1991 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 7 E’ to wagon

‘BVAN 8306 V’. [TIMS/WMS:]

History: 8307 — AVAY 8

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8307’
22.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 8’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8308 — AVAY 9

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

20.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8308’
13.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 9’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned
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History: 8309 — AVAY 10

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

20.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8309’
20.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 10’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned
12.11.1986 To Australian Railway Historical Society

(Steamranger)

History: 8310 — AVAY 11

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

20.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8310’
12.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 11’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8311 — AVAY 12

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

20.6.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8311’
11.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 12’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8312 — AVAY 13

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

7.8.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8312’
15.8.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 13’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8313 — AVAY 14

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

10.9.1947 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8313’
9.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 14’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8314 — AVAY 15

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.7.1961 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8314’
20.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 15’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
21.12.1987 Condemned

History: 8315 — AVAY/AVAP 16

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.7.1961 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8315’
4.2.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 16’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
15.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 16 D’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
15.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 16 N’

issued at location ‘Mount gambier’ with a previous
code of wagon ‘AVAY 16 D’

21.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 16 N’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

18.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 16 N’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8316 — AVAY 17

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.7.1961 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8316’
3.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 17’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8317 — AVAY 18

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.9.1961 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8317’
20.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 18’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
22.5.1989 Condemned
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 18 V’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8318 — AVAY 19

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

12.9.1961 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8318’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 19’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
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07.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAY 19 H’ alteration
complete: ‘Secure self adhesive ’Dangerous Goods
Safe Handling‘ (300mm x 210mm) information
notice on a vertical panel in a conspicuous location
within the guards compartment on all brake vans
and associated vans. (C2053)’.

22.5.1989 Condemned
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 19 H’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8319 — AVAY/AVAP 20

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

27.2.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8319’
Recoded ‘AVAY 20’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
29.06.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 20 D’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 20 N’. [TIMS/WMS:]
04.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 20 N’ as

having repair ‘hand brake assembly complete’.
20.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 20 N’ as

having repair ‘Striking casting’.
22.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 20 N’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
05.05.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 20 N’ as

having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8320 — AVAY 21

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

9.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8320’
9.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 21’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8321 — AVAY 22

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

9.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8321’
3.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 22’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
28.4.1987 Condemned

History: 8322 — AVAY 23

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

9.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8322’
10.12.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 23’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
21.12.1987 Condemned

History: 8323 — AVAY 24

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

15.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8323’
13.10.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 24’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.

History: 8324 — AVAY 25

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8324’
7.10.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 25’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
22.5.1989 Condemned
07.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAY 25 C’ alteration

complete: ‘Secure self adhesive ’Dangerous Goods
Safe Handling‘ (300mm x 210mm) information
notice on a vertical panel in a conspicuous location
within the guards compartment on all brake vans
and associated vans. (C2053)’.

01.07.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 25 C’ to
wagon ‘AVAP 25 M’.

06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 25 M’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’. [TIMS/WMS:]

History: 8325 — AVAY 26

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8325’
14.12.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 26’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8326 — AVAY 27

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8326’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 27’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.

History: 8327 — AVAY 28

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8327’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 28’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned
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History: 8328 — AVAY/AVAP 29

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8328’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 29’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
23.04.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 29 P’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 29 C’. [TIMS/WMS:]
07.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 29 C’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
07.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 29 C’ as

having repair ‘branch pipe’.
07.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 29 C’ as

having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.
01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 29 C’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

History: 8329 — AVAY 30

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

7.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8329’
21. 8.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 30’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8330 — AVAY/AZXP 31

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

7.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8330’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 31’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 31 U’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 31 P’. [TIMS/WMS:]
01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 31 P’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
19.01.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 31 P’ as

having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8331 — AVAY/AVAP 32

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

8.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8331’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 32’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
13.07.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 32 G’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 32 Q’. [TIMS/WMS:]
04.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 32 Q’ as

having repair ‘end brake cock’.

04.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 32 Q’ as
having repair ‘train pipe (end)’.

19.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 32 Q’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 32 Q’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

21.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 29 C’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8332 — AVAY 33

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8332’
11.12.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 33’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8333 — AVAY 34

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8333’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 34’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
12.4.1985 Condemned

History: 8334 — AVAY/AZXP 35

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8334’
16.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 35’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 35 K’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 35 F’. [TIMS/WMS:]
31.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 35 F’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 35 F’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8335 — AVAY 36

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8335’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 36’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
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History: 8336 — AVAY 37

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.6.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8336’
5.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 37’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
3.5.1988 Condemned
12.11.1986 To Australian Railway Historical Society

(Steamranger)
19.03.1991 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 37 F’ to

wagon ‘BVAN 8336 W’. [TIMS/WMS:]

History: 8337 — AVAY/AZXP 38

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8337’
19.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 38’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 38 Y’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 38 J’. [TIMS/WMS:]
03.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 38 J’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 38 J’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8338 — AVAY 39

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.8.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8338’
24.8.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 39’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8339 — AVAY/AVAP 40

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

12.10.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8339’
29.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 40’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
07.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAY 40 T’ alteration

complete: ‘Secure self adhesive ’Dangerous Goods
Safe Handling‘ (300mm x 210mm) information
notice on a vertical panel in a conspicuous location
within the guards compartment on all brake vans
and associated vans. (C2053)’.

22.12.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 40 T’ to
wagon ‘AVAP 40 G’. [TIMS/WMS:]

15.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 40 G’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

15.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 40 G’ as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

29.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 40 G’ as
having repair ‘end hose’.

24.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 40 G’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

18.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 40 G’ as
having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8340 — AVAY 41

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

12.10.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8340’
13.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 41’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8341 — AVAY/AVAP/AZXP 42

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

19.10.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8341’
14.10.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 42’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 42 Y’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 42 J’. [TIMS/WMS:]
03.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 42 J’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
18.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 42 J’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8342 — AVAY/AVAP 43

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

19.10.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8342’
22.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 43’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
12.07.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 43 A’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’. [TIMS/WMS:]
18.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as

having repair ‘end hose’.
20.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as

having repair ‘Vehicle Complete’.
13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as

having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.
13.12.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as

having repair ‘step’.
22.01.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as

having repair ‘windows(pass.)’.
21.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
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15.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 43 K’ as
having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8343 — AVAY 44

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

2.11.1962 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8343’
2.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 44’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
21.12.1987 Condemned

History: 8344 — AVAY/AVAP 45

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.4.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8344’
7.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 45’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 45 S’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 45 N’. [TIMS/WMS:]
31.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 45 N’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 45 N’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8345 — AVAY 46

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.4.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8345’
16.3.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 46’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8346 — AVAY 47

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.4.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8346’
11.12.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 47’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
3.5.1988 Condemned

History: 8347 — AVAY/AVAP/AZXP 48

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.4.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8347’
28.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 48’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.

07.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAY 48 W’ alteration:
‘Secure self adhesive ’Dangerous Goods Safe
Handling‘ (300mm x 210mm) information notice on
a vertical panel in a conspicuous location within the
guards compartment on all brake vans and
associated vans. (C2053)’.

01.02.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 48 W’ to
wagon ‘AVAP 48 J’. [TIMS/WMS:]

15.1.1987 Condemned
02.02.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 48 W’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 48 R’. [TIMS/WMS:]
22.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 48 R’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 48 R‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘E’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘23.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$24050’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘10.02.1963’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘W/O 25.09.93’
BSG Code: ‘DBZZ’

History: 8348 — AVAY 49

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.4.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8348’
20.6.1985 Recoded ‘AVAY 49’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.

History: 8349 — AVAY 50 — AVAY/AZXP/OPC 397

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

27.02.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8349’
Recoded ‘AVAY 50’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.2.1983 Transferred to northern region.
- To standard gauge, recoded ‘AVAY 397’.
3.2.1986 At Port Pirie.

Converted to ‘AZXP‘ accident van.
14.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AZXP 397 A’ alteration

complete: ‘strip interior, relocate partitions, insulate
roof, blank exterior windows & fit vents, install
extraction fans, paint, install electric power & light,
reclassify vans to ‘OPC’. ABLP 381, AZXP 383,385 &
397. (RS4688)’. New class: ‘OPC’.
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3.2.1986,brakevan AVAY397 wagon AHVY15 Port Pirie (Chris Drymalik)

28.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 397 A’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

28.02.1993 Reclassified from wagon ‘AZXP 397 A’ to
wagon ‘OPC 397 F’. [TIMS/WMS:]

28.02.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F‘
issued at location ‘Port augusta workshops‘ with a
previous code of wagon ‘AZXP 397 A’

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR ‘D&M’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘end complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

07.02.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ as
having repair ‘body complete’.

01.08.1994 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘OPC 397 F’ alteration:
‘replace existing bogies of ‘OPC’ stores vans with
kinki sharyo kd208 bogies (ex mail vans stirling
north). Remove existing sidebearer supports &
replace with new sidebearer supports to suit bogie.
(RS4875)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 397 F‘ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘28.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$24050’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘27.02.1963’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AZXP;AUSRAIL VAN’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

History: 8350 — AVAY 51

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.
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26.2.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8350’
6.8.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 51’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
28.4.1987 Condemned

History: 8351 — AVAY 52

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

5.3.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8351’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 52’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8352 — AVAY 53

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

27.2.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8352’
- Recoded ‘AVAY 53’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
4.12.1985 Condemned

History: 8353 — AVAY 54

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

26.2.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8353’
29.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 54’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8354 — AVAY/AZXP 55

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

14.2.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8354’
13.12.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 55’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 55 D’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 55 V’. [TIMS/WMS:]
03.03.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 55 V’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 55 V’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8355 — AVAY/AZXP 56

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

5.3.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8355’
21.5.1985 Recoded ‘AVAY 56’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 56quot; to

wagon ‘AZXP 56 H’. [TIMS/WMS:]
26.08.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 56 H’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
14.09.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 56 H’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8356 — AVAY/AZXP 57

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

27.2.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8356’
4.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 57’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
26.02.1987 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 57 V’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 57 Q’. [TIMS/WMS:]
26.08.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 57 Q’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
14.09.1995 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 57 Q’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

22.3.1987 Keswick brakevan AVAY58 red (Chris Drymalik)

History: 8357 — AVAY 58

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

5.3.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8357’
3.12.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 58’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
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History: 8358 — AVAY 59

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

5.3.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8358’
13.5.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 59’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8359 — AVAY/AVAP 60

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.10.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8359’
7.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 60’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
04.08.1987 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 60 M’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’. [TIMS/WMS:]
14.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘handrails end’.
20.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘bogie complete’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘bogie complete’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘brake lever’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘complete triple valve ‘AF‘ OR ‘ITV’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘coupler internal locking parts’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.
21.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.
03.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
03.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘body complete’.
19.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
18.09.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 60 W’ as

having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8360 — AVAY 61

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.10.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8360’
21.9.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 61’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8361 — AVAY/AZXP 62

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.10.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8361’
6.10.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 62’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned
02.02.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 62 H’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 62 C’. [TIMS/WMS:]
22.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 62 C’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 62 C‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘E’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘23.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$27380’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘04.10.1963’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘W/O 25.09.93’
BSG Code: ‘DBZZ’

History: 8362 — AVAY 63

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.10.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8362’
2.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 63’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
3.5.1988 Condemned
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 63 Q’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8363 — AVAY 64

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4,10.1963 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8363’
12.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 64’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8364 — AVAY/AZXP 380

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.
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9.11.1964 Entered service as broad gauge South
Australian Railways brake van No. 8364.

16.8.1966 Converted to standard gauge.
6.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 380’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
Converted to ‘AZXP‘ accident van for Port Pirie accident

train, all interior partitions removed.
08.01.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 380 D’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 380 V’. [TIMS/WMS:]
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 380 V‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘E’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘28.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$27980’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-6’
Date Built: ‘09.11.1964’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AVAY;CME ACC. VAN PT. PIRIE’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

27.7.2006 - Former SAR brakevan 8365 now OPC 381M
on the Loongana Lime train used as a store vehicle (Phil
Melling)

History: 8365 — AVAY/AZXP/OPC 381

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

9.11.1964 Entered service as broad gauge South
Australian Railways brake van No. 8365.

6.9.1982 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘AVAY 381’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

27.12.1987,Peterborough LCL van ABLP381 (Chris
Drymalik)

6.1987 Converted for LCL traffic for use between
Peterborough and Broken Hill.

02.06.1987 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAY 381’ alteration
complete: ‘convert 4 B.G. and 4 S.G. ‘AVAY’
brakevans for lcl traffic. reclassify ‘ABLP’. (RS4203)’.

14.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ alteration
complete: ‘strip interior, relocate partitions, insulate
roof, blank exterior windows & fit vents, install
extraction fans, paint, install electric power & light,
reclassify vans to ‘OPC‘. ABLP 381, AZXP 383,385 &
397. (RS4688)’. New class: ‘OPC’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR ‘D&M’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘end complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

05.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

05.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M‘
issued at location ‘Port augusta workshops‘ with a
previous code of wagon ‘ABLP 381 P’

05.04.1993 Reclassified from wagon ‘ABLP 381 P’ to
wagon ‘OPC 381 M’. [TIMS/WMS:]

01.08.1994 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘OPC 381 M’ alteration:
‘replace existing bogies of ‘OPC‘ stores vans with
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kinki sharyo kd208 bogies (ex mail vans stirling
north). Remove existing sidebearer supports &
replace with new sidebearer supports to suit bogie.
(RS4875)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 381 M‘ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘28.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$27980’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-6’
Date Built: ‘09.11.1964’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX ABLP;AUSRAIL VAN’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

History: 8366 — NVA 1

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

2.9.1968 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8366’
12.1.1970 To standard gauge (Peterborough).
24.5.1982 To narrow gauge(Port Lincoln).
9.1982 Recoded ‘NVA 1’.

History: 8367 — AVAY/AVAP 382

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

16.09.1968 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8367’
17.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAP 382 X’ alteration

complete: ‘installation of gas operated refrigerator
‘electrolux‘ model RM-66. (04s80)’.

25.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 382’ as part of the ROA brake
van reclassification.

3.2.1986 At Port Pirie.
13.06.1990 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 382 V’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 382 X’. [TIMS/WMS:]
13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 382 V’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘;VAY 382 V’ as

having repair ‘vehicle stencils’.
13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 382 X‘

issued at location ‘Port Pirie‘ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVAY 382 V’

27.08.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 382 X’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 382 X‘ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘28.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$26860’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-6’
Date Built: ‘16.09.1968’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AVAY;STORED PPI’
BSG Code: ‘DSVZ’

History: 8368 — NVA 2

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.11.1968 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8368’
12.1.1970 To standard gauge (Peterborough).
26.5.1982 To narrow gauge(Port Lincoln).
9.1982 Recoded ‘NVA 2’.

History: 8369 — AVAY/AZXP/OPC 383

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.11.1968 Entered service as broad gauge South
Australian Railways brake van No. 8369.

17.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: wagon alteration complete:
‘installation of gas operated refrigerator ‘electrolux‘
model RM-66. (04s80)’.

17.9.1982 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘AVAY 383’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

Converted to ‘AZXP‘ accident van.
14.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ alteration

complete: ‘strip interior, relocate partitions, insulate
roof, blank exterior windows & fit vents, install
extraction fans, paint, install electric power & light,
reclassify vans to ‘OPC‘. ABLP 381, AZXP 383,385 &
397. (RS4688)’. New class: ‘OPC’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR ‘D&M’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘end complete’.
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3.2.1986,AVAY382 steel brakevan Port Pirie (Chris Drymalik)

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

10.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

10.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 383 H‘
issued at location ‘Port Augusta‘ with a previous
code of wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’

10.04.1993 Reclassified from wagon ‘AZXP 383 C’ to
wagon ‘OPC 383 H’. [TIMS/WMS:]

04.01.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 383 H’ as
having repair ‘uncoupling rod assembly’.

01.08.1994 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘OPC 383 H’ alteration:
‘replace existing bogies of ‘OPC‘ stores vans with
kinki sharyo kd208 bogies (ex mail vans stirling
north). Remove existing sidebearer supports &
replace with new sidebearer supports to suit bogie.
(RS4875)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 383 H‘ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘28.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$26860’

Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on
gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’

Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-6’
Date Built: ‘11.11.1968’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AZXP;AUSRAIL VAN’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

History: 8370 — AVAY 384 — AZXP 384

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

11.11.1968 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8370’
17.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: wagon alteration complete:

‘installation of gas operated refrigerator ‘electrolux‘
model RM-66. (04s80)’.

4.10.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 384’ as part of the ROA brake
van reclassification.

Converted to ‘AZXP‘ accident van.
09.01.1989 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 384’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 384 L’. [TIMS/WMS:]
20.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 384 L’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
24.06.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 384 L’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.
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History: 8371 — NVA 3

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

14.11.1968 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8371’
12.1.1970 To standard gauge (Peterborough).
18.5.1982 To narrow gauge(Port Lincoln).
9.1982 Recoded ‘NVA 3’.

27.7.2006 Former SAR brakevan 8372 now OPC 385C on
the Loongana Lime train used as a store vehicle (Phil
Melling)

History: 8372 — AVAY/AZXP/OPC 385

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

2.9.1968 Entered service as broad gauge South
Australian Railways brake van No. 8372.

17.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: wagon alteration complete:
‘installation of gas operated refrigerator ‘electrolux‘
model RM-66. (04s80)’.

6.9.1982 Converted to standard gauge and recoded
‘AVAY 385’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

Converted to ‘AZXP‘ accident van.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U‘as

having a capacity of 10 tonnes
14.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ alteration

complete: ‘strip interior, relocate partitions, insulate
roof, blank exterior windows & fit vents, install
extraction fans, paint, install electric power & light,
reclassify vans to ‘OPC‘. ABLP 381, AZXP 383,385 &
397. (RS4688)’. New class: ‘OPC’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘bogie bearers’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘bogie complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘complete triple valve - ‘W‘ OR ‘D&M’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘end complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘other brake cylinder complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

15.03.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ as
having repair ‘train pipe’.

01.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 385 C’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

01.04.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 385 C‘
issued at location ‘Port augusta workshops‘ with a
previous code of wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’

01.04.1993 Reclassified from wagon ‘AZXP 385 U’ to
wagon ‘OPC 385 C’. [TIMS/WMS:]

30.11.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 385 C’ as
having repair ‘body complete’.

01.08.1994 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘OPC 385 C’ alteration:
‘replace existing bogies of ‘OPC‘ stores vans with
kinki sharyo kd208 bogies (ex mail vans stirling
north). Remove existing sidebearer supports &
replace with new sidebearer supports to suit bogie.
(RS4875)’.

30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘OPC 385 C‘ in AN
‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘28.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$26860’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-6’
Date Built: ‘02.09.1968’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AZXP;AUSRAIL VAN’
BSG Code: ‘DSZZ’

History: 8373 — AVAY/ABLP 386

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

12.11.1968 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8373’
17.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘ABLP 386 Y’ alteration

complete: ‘installation of gas operated refrigerator
‘electrolux‘ MODEL RM-66. (04s80)’.

30.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY’ as part of the ROA brake van
reclassification.

5.1987 Converted for LCL traffic.
21.05.1987 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 386 L’ to

wagon ‘ABLP 386 Y’. [TIMS/WMS:]
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1.1.1988 At Port Augusta.
25.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 386 Y’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
24.8.1991 Tender called for disposal at Port Augusta.
12.02.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 386 Y’ as

having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8374 — NVA 4

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

16.9.1968 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8374’
12.1.1970 To standard gauge (Peterborough).
23.6.1982 To narrow gauge(Port Lincoln).
9.1982 Recoded ‘NVA 4’.

History: 8375 — AVAY/AZXP 65

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

9.10.1969 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8375’
1.11.1985 Recoded ‘AVAY 65’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
09.09.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 65 L’ to

wagon ‘AZXP 65 G’. [TIMS/WMS:]
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AZXP 65 G‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘E’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘23.2tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘B’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$35930’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘09.10.1969’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AVAY;CME ACC. VAN MILE END’
BSG Code: ‘DBZZ’

History: 8376 — AVAY 66 — ABLP 1

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

9.10.1969 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8376’
12.11.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 66’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
- Converted for LCL traffic., recoded ‘ABLP 1’.
06.04.1987 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 66 U’ to

wagon ‘ABLP 1 W’. [TIMS/WMS:]

19.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 1 W’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

17.12.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 1 W’ as
having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8377 — AVAY 67 — ABLP 4

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

17.10.1969 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8377’
3.10.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 67’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
- Converted for LCL traffic., recoded ‘ABLP 4’.
19.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 4 D’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 4 D’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8378 — AVAY 68

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

4.11.1969 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8378’
13.12.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 68’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
3.5.1988 Condemned

History: 8379 — AVAY/AVAP 69

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

13.11.1969 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8379’
1.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 69 B’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
19.09.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘handrails end’.
23.11.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘end hose’.
11.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘bogie bolster’.
13.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
13.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘bogie bolster’.
27.12.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘end hose’.
02.01.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘step’.
06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘brake block RB95’.
06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as

having repair ‘brake control pipe’.
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06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as
having repair ‘brake fulcrum bracket’.

06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as
having repair ‘complete triple valve ‘AF‘ OR ‘ITV’.

06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’ as
having repair ‘vehicle stencils’.

06.02.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 69 L‘
issued at location ‘One spot‘ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVAY 69 B’

22.09.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 69 L’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

05.05.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 69 L’ as
having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8380 — AVAY 70

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

12.10.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8380’
11.7.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 70’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.

History: 8381 — AVAY 71

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

21.12.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8381’
14.6.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 71’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.

History: 8382 — AVAY 72

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

10.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8382’
7.8.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 72’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.

History: 8383 — AVAY 73 — ABLP 2

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

15.11.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8383’
16.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 73’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
- Converted for LCL traffic., recoded ‘ABLP 2’.

19.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 2 X’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 2 X’ as
having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8384 — AVAY 74

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

6.10.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8384’
29.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 74’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
15.1.1987 Condemned

History: 8385 — AVAY/AVAP 398

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

5.10.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8385’
4.2.1983 Transferred to northern region.
1.6.1984 Recoded ‘AVAY 398’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
1.1.1988 At Port Augusta recoded ‘AVAP’.

Condemned
12.06.1991 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAP 398 B’ to

wagon ‘BVAN 8385 H’. [TIMS/WMS:]

24.7.1988,Dry Creek Triangle - DE702 + Steam Engine 702
+ Rx93 + AVAY76 (Chris Drymalik)

History: 8386 — AVAY/AVAP 76

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

22.9.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8386?’
2.3.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 76’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
26.03.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 76 F’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 76 P’. [TIMS/WMS:]
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12.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 76 P’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

12.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 76 P’ as
having repair ‘door complete’.

12.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 76 P’ as
having repair ‘Vehicle Complete’.

01.08.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 76 P’ as
having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.

01.07.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 76 P’ as
having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

History: 8387 — AVAY 77

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

16.9.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8387’
21.12.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 77’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
22.5.1989 Condemned
06.11.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 77 Y’ as

having repair ‘vehicle scrapped’.

History: 8388 — AVAY 78

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

21.12.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8388’
20.9.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 78’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
07.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAY 78 A’ alteration:

‘Secure self adhesive ’Dangerous Goods Safe
Handling‘ (300mm x 210mm) information notice on
a vertical panel in a conspicuous location within the
guard‘s compartment on all brake vans and
associated vans. (C2053)’.

15.1.1987 Condemned

20.8.1987,Wynbring ABLP401 ex 8300 brakevan (Chris
Drymalik)

History: 8389 — AVAY 79 — AVAY/ABLP 401

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

16.11.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8389’
18.1.1984 Recoded ‘AVAY 79’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
18.1.1984 To standard gauge, recoded ‘AVAY 401‘ .
23.5.1984 Converted from broad gauge to standard

gauge.
6.1987 Converted for LCL traffic for use on ‘Tea and

Sugar’.
09.02.1987 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 401 B’ to

wagon ‘ABLP 401 E’. [TIMS/WMS:]
25.09.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 401 E’ as

having repair ‘handrails end’.
27.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 401 E’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
27.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 401 E’ as

having repair ‘bogie complete’.
27.04.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 401 E’ as

having repair ‘draftgear complete heavy’.
24.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 401 E’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
24.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 401 E’ as

having repair ‘brake pull rod’.
By 1995 Allocated to CCE Rail Grinding Gang.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 401 E‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘22.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$35930’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘16.09.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AVAY;CCE RAIL GRINDING GANG’
BSG Code: ‘DSBZ’

8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.

History: 8390 — AVAY 80 — AVAY/AVAP 402

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

10.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8390’
18.10.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 80’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
14.07.1983 TIMS/WMS: wagon alteration complete:

‘convert four AVAY class brake vans from 1600mm
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guage to 1435mm guage by modifying three sets of
1600mm guage bogies at Islington and utilising one
set of overhauled bogies at Peterborough. (C2028)’.

23.5.1984 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge, recoded ‘AVAY 402’.

13.06.1990 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 402 K’ to
wagon ‘AVAP 402 U’. [TIMS/WMS:]

13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 402 U’ as
having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.

13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 402 U’ as
having repair ‘vehicle stencils’.

13.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 402 U‘
issued at location ‘Port Pirie‘ with a previous code of
wagon ‘AVAY 402 K’

11.7.1990 Stored at Port Pirie.
27.08.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 402 U’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 402 U‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘22.8tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$35930’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘29.10.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AVAY;STORED PPI’
BSG Code: ‘DSVZ’

History: 8391 — AVAY 81 — AVAY/AVAP 403

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

917..1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8381’
11.2.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 81’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
14.07.1983 TIMS/WMS: wagon alteration complete:

‘convert four AVAY class brake vans from 1600mm
guage to 1435mm guage by modifying three sets of
1600mm guage bogies at Islington and utilising one
set of overhauled bogies at Peterborough. (C2028)’.

07.05.1984 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAP 403 G’ alteration
complete: ‘Secure self adhesive ’Dangerous Goods
Safe Handling‘ (300mm x 210mm) information
notice on a vertical panel in a conspicuous location
within the guard‘s compartment on all brake vans
and associated vans. (C2053)’.

23.5.1984 Converted from broad gauge to standard
gauge, recoded ‘AVAY 403’.

06.11.1987 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 403 T’ to
wagon ‘AVAP 403 G’. [TIMS/WMS:]

1.7.1998 To Australian Rail Track Corporation.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 403 G‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘22.7tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$35930’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘17.09.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AVAY;BRAKE VAN’
BSG Code: ‘DSVZ’

5.3.2011 ARTC issued tender for sale of item.

History: 8392 — AVAY 82 — AVAY/ABLP 404

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

9.1971 Entered service on broad gauge as ‘8382’
11.2.1982 Recoded ‘AVAY 82’ as part of the ROA brake

van reclassification.
23.5.1984 Converted from broad gauge to standard

gauge, recoded ‘AVAY 404’.
5.1987 Converted for LCL traffic., recoded ‘ABLP 404’.
21.05.1987 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 404 F’ to

wagon ‘ABLP 404 X’. [TIMS/WMS:]
24.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 404 X’ as

having repair ‘air brake system complete’.
24.11.1992 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 404 X’ as

having repair ‘brake pull rod’.
17.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 404 X’ as

having repair ‘COUPLER TRIGGER LEVER’.
17.12.1993 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 404 X’ as

having repair ‘uncoupling rod assembly’.
By 1995 Allocated to CCE Rail Grinding Gang.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘ABLP 404 X‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘22.5tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Standard’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$35930’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-5’
Date Built: ‘20.09.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN’
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29.4.1992,Spencer Junction - accident train AVAP403 + XA1164 + XB649 (Chris Drymalik)

27.4.1992,Spencer Junction - LCL vans ABL401 - left +
ABLP404 - right (Chris Drymalik)

Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘EX AVAY;CCE RAIL GRINDING GANG’
BSG Code: ‘DSBZ’

8.4.1998 Derelict at Stirling North.

History: 8393 — AVAY/AVAP 387

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

27.12.1987,Peterborough brake AVAY387 (Chris
Drymalik)

12.1971 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8393’
Recoded ‘AVAY 387’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
1.1.1988 At Peterborough recoded ‘AVAP’.
22.06.1990 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 387 U’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 387 H’. [TIMS/WMS:]
22.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 387 U’ as

having repair ‘vehicle reclassify’.
22.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAY 387 U‘

issued at location ‘Peterborough‘ with a previous
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code of wagon ‘AVAY 387 U’
25.05.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 387 H’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
24.8.1991 Tender called for disposal at Port Augusta.
13.11.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 387 H’ as

having repair ‘vehicle sold’.

10.11.2002,AVAY 396 brakvan (Chris Drymalik)

10.11.2002,AVAY 396 brakvan (Chris Drymalik)

History: 8394 — AVAY/AVAP 396

Steel goods brake vans built by the South Australian
Railways.

8.12.1971 Entered service on standard gauge as ‘8394’
1.1983 Recoded ‘AVAY 396’ as part of the ROA brake van

reclassification.
Allocated to CME Port Pirie.

3.2.1986 At Port Pirie.
29.08.1988 Reclassified from wagon ‘AVAY 396 T’ to

wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’. [TIMS/WMS:]
17.01.1980 TIMS/WMS: wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ alteration

complete: ‘installation of gas operated refrigerator
‘electrolux‘ model RM-66. (04s80)’.

28.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

28.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘bogie sideframe’.

28.07.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘coupler knuckle’.

22.08.1989 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘Vehicle Complete’.

30.04.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

30.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘air brake system complete’.

30.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘bogie brake blocks x92’.

30.05.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘other slack adjuster complete’.

22.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘end brake cock’.

22.06.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘end hose’.

01.07.1990 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘end hose’.

25.02.1991 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as
having repair ‘end hose’.

19.11.1994 Written off.
19.11.1994 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G’ as

having repair ‘vehicle recommended condemn’.
30.5.1997 TIMS/WMS: shows wagon ‘AVAP 396 G‘ in AN

‘Mainland Division’.

Owner: ‘AN’
Operator: ‘D’
Length Over Headstocks: ‘11.4m’
Tare Weight: ‘28.6tonne’
Current Gauge: ‘Broad’
Gauge Restrictions: ‘S’
Bogie Configuration: ‘2X2’
Original Cost: ‘$39270’
Run Restriction: ‘High Speed - Unrestricted on

gauge(s) shown Inter or Intrastate’
Diagram Book Page No.: ‘CB B-6’
Date Built: ‘08.12.1971’
Operating System: ‘AN’
Intended Use: ‘general’
Remarks: ‘W/O 19.11.94’
BSG Code: ‘DSVZ’

13.2 South Australia Railways CGP
Passenger Brake Van

CGP 1 to 7

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van built at the
Islington workshops of the South Australian Railways.

History: CGP 1 — AVBY/AVBP 1

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van.

6.1966 Entered service.
- recoded ‘AVBP’.
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steel passenger brake van CGP 1

20.4.1986 AVBY2 Jubilee Trade Train Noarlunga centre
(Chris Drymalik)

History: CGP 2 — AVBY/AVBP 2

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van.

7.1966 Entered service.
- recoded ‘AVBY’.
- recoded ‘AVBP’.

History: CGP 3 — AVBY/AVBP 3

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van.

7.1966 Entered service.
- recoded ‘AVBY’.
- recoded ‘AVBP’.

History: CGP 4 — AVBY/AVBP 4

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van.

7.1966 Entered service.
- recoded ‘AVBY’.
- recoded ‘AVBP’.

30.3.1997 Peterborough - CGP5 brake (Chris Drymalik)

History: CGP 5 — AVBY/AVBP 5

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van.

7.1966 Entered service.
- recoded ‘AVBY’.
- recoded ‘AVBP’.

History: CGP 6 — AVBY/AVBP 6

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van.

8.1966 Entered service.
- recoded ‘AVBY’.
- recoded ‘AVBP’.

History: CGP 7 — AVBY/AVBP 7

Broad gauge steel passenger brake van.

8.1966 Entered service.
- recoded ‘AVBY’.
- recoded ‘AVBP’.

13.3 South Australia Railways CGN
Passenger Brake Van

CGN 1 to 6

narrow gauge steel passenger brake van built at the
Islington workshops of the South Australian Railways.

History: CGN 1

narrow gauge steel passenger brake van.

9.1968 Entered service.
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ENAV 2 ex CGN 2 (Greg McLennan)

History: CGN 2 — ENAV 2

narrow gauge steel passenger brake van.

10.1968 Entered service.
18.08.1988 Converted to ‘ENAV 2’ for accident train use.

History: CGN 3

narrow gauge steel passenger brake van.

10.1968 Entered service.

9th August 2002,Quorn - CGN4 brake (Chris Drymalik)

History: CGN 4

narrow gauge steel passenger brake van.

10.1968 Entered service.
10.12.1988 Written off
22.01.1990 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway

History: CGN 5

narrow gauge steel passenger brake van.

11.1968 Entered service.

History: CGN 6

narrow gauge steel passenger brake van.

11.1968 Entered service.

13.4 South Australia Railway Employee
Sleeping Vans

ESV Class Steel Vans

History: ESV 1

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1967 Entered service as standard gauge employees
sleeping van.
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6.3.1989 Condemned

History: ESV 2

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1967 Entered service as standard gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 3

Employees Sleeping van.

4.1968 Entered service as standard gauge employees
sleeping van.

27.12.1987,Peterborough employee sleeping van ESV 5
(Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 5

Employees Sleeping van.

- Entered service as narrow gauge employees sleeping
van.

History: ESV 6

Employees Sleeping van.

- Entered service as broad gauge employees sleeping
van.

6.3.1989 Condemned

History: ESV 7

Employees Sleeping van.

- Entered service as broad gauge employees sleeping
van.

6.3.1989 Condemned

History: ESV 9

See ‘car 314’ (page 338)

History: ESV 10

See ‘car 327’ (page 353)

History: ESV 11

See ‘car 430’ (page 355)

History: ESV 8118

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1962 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8119

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1962 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8120

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1962 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

11.6.1986 8208 + 8121 camp train Naracoorte (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ESV 8121

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1962 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8122

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1962 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.
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19.10.1987,Karoonda employee sleeping van ESV8122
(Chris Drymalik)

8.9.1985,Mt Barker - worker train 8133 + 8123 + ? + 8144 +
8221 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8123

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1962 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8124

Employees Sleeping van.

6.1962 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8125

See ‘Caboose 4353’ (page 407)

History: ESV 8126

See ‘Caboose 4358’ (page 407)

History: ESV 8127

See ‘Caboose 4359’ (page 407)

4.1985,ESV 8127 Bridgewater (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8128

See ‘Caboose 4366’ (page 408)

History: ESV 8129

See ‘Caboose 4373’ (page 409)

History: ESV 8130

See ‘Caboose 4378’ (page 409)

28.1.1996 Port Dock - ESV 8131 painted orange (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ESV 8131

See ‘Caboose 4383’ (page 410)

History: ESV 8132

See ‘Caboose 4386’ (page 410)

History: ESV 8133

See ‘Caboose 4376’ (page 409)
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28.1.1996 Port Dock - ESV 8131 painted orange (Chris
Drymalik)

25.5.1986 Hamley Bridge ESV8133 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8134

See ‘car 333’ (page 340)

History: ESV 8135

See ‘car 335’ (page 340)

History: ESV 8136

See ‘car 336’ (page 341)

History: ESV 8137

See ‘car 340’ (page 341)

History: ESV 8138

Employees Sleeping van.

11.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8139

See ‘car 383’ (page 344)

8.1987,Mount Barker - employees sleeping van 8140
(Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8140

See ‘car 334’ (page 340)

History: ESV 8141

See ‘car 404’ (page 345)

History: ESV 8142

Employees Sleeping van.

12.1963 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8143

See ‘car 355’ (page 343)

8.9.1985,Mt Barker - worker train 8144 + 8221 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ESV 8144

See ‘car 342’ (page 341)
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1.3.1987,Keswick ESV 8145 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8145

See ‘ex 324’ (page 339)

20.10.1985 Riverton work train ESV 8131 + 8146 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ESV 8146

See ‘car 354’ (page 343)

History: ESV 8147

See ‘car 438’ (page 348)

History: ESV 8148

See ‘car 361’ (page 344)

History: ESV 8149

See ‘car 359’ (page 343)

History: ESV 8150

See ‘car 360’ (page 344)

History: ESV 8151

See ‘car 406’ (page 345)

History: ESV 8152

See ‘car 318’ (page 339)

History: ESV 8153

See ‘car 323’ (page 339)

History: ESV 8154

See ‘car 341’ (page 341)

1.3.1987,Keswick ESV 8155 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8155

See ‘car 347’ (page 342)

History: ESV 8156

See ‘car 427’ (page 354)

History: ESV 8157

See ‘car 353’ (page 342)

History: ESV 8158

See ‘car 315’ (page 338)

History: ESV 8159

See ‘car 442’ (page 349)

History: ESV 8160

See ‘car 466’ (page 355)

History: ESV 8161

See ‘car 322’ (page 339)
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26.12.1985,ESV 8159 Balaklava (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8162

See ‘car 339’ (page 341)

History: ESV 8163

See ‘car 386’ (page 344)

History: ESV 8164

See ‘car 410’ (page 354)

4.1985,Bridgewater Bogies on camp train car 8165 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ESV 8165

See ‘car 414’ (page 345)

History: ESV 8166

See ‘car 485’ (page 353)

History: ESV 8167

See ‘car 407’ (page 345)

4.1985,Bridgewater ESV 8165 + 8166 (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8168

See ‘car 423’ (page 354)

History: ESV 8169

See ‘car 469’ (page 351)

History: ESV 8170

See ‘car 459’ (page 350)

8.1987,Mount Barker - camp train ESV 8171 (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ESV 8171

See ‘car 444’ (page 349)

History: ESV 7172

Employees Sleeping van.

26.3.1973 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.[dc]
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History: ESV 8173

Employees Sleeping van.

30.3.1973 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.[dc]

History: ESV 8174

Employees Sleeping van.

9.4.1973 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.[dc]

History: ESV 8175

Employees Sleeping van.

26.4.1973 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.[dc]

History: ESV 8176

Employees Sleeping van.

7.5.1973 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.[dc]

History: ESV 8177

Employees Sleeping van.

10.5.1973 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.[dc]

History: ESV 8203

Employees Sleeping van.

4.8.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8204

Employees Sleeping van.

4.8.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8205

Employees Sleeping van.

8.8.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8206

Employees Sleeping van.

8.8.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

6.1.1990 Condemned

History: ESV 8207

Employees Sleeping van.

26.8.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

3.5.1988 Condemned

11.6.1986 8208 + 8121 camp train Naracoorte (Chris
Drymalik)

History: ESV 8208

Employees Sleeping van.

14.9.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

6.1.1990 Condemned

History: ESV 8209

Employees Sleeping van.

14.9.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

6.1.1990 Condemned

History: ESV 8210

Employees Sleeping van.

14.9.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

- To SteamRanger

History: ESV 8211

Employees Sleeping van.

14.9.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

3.5.1988 Condemned
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History: ESV 8212

Employees Sleeping van.

14.9.1938 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8213

Employees Sleeping van.

7.1945 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

- Reclassified as Accident van

History: ESV 8214

Employees Sleeping van.

13.6.1946 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8215

Employees Sleeping van.

4.7.1946 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

6.1.1990 Condemned

History: ESV 8216

Employees Sleeping van.

4.7.1946 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8217

Employees Sleeping van.

4.7.1946 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8218

Employees Sleeping van.

15.12.1948 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

- To SteamRanger

History: ESV 8219

Employees Sleeping van.

15.12.1948 Entered service as broad gaugev employees
sleeping van.

7.9.1985,Dry creek ESV employee sleeping van 8218
(Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8220

Employees Sleeping van.

15.12.1948 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8221

Employees Sleeping van.

15.12.1948 Entered service as broad gauge two berth
employees sleeping van.

History: ESV 8222

Employees Sleeping van.

12.1948 Entered service as broad gauge employees
sleeping van.

- Classified as Accident van

History: ESV 8400

Employees Sleeping van.

6.1962 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8401

Employees Sleeping van.

6.1962 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8402

Employees Sleeping van.

6.1962 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

16.3.1989 Condemned.[dc]
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26.12.1989,Stirling north ESV 8402 + sheep loading ramp (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8403

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

16.3.1989 Condemned.[dc]

History: ESV 8404

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8405

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8406

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8407

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8408

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8409

Employees Sleeping van.

4.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

- To Steamtown

History: ESV 8410

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.
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26.12.1985,Narrow gauge ESV 8409 Peterborough (Chris Drymalik)

History: ESV 8411

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8412

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8413

Employees Sleeping van.

6.1963 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8414

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1964 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8415

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1964 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8416

Employees Sleeping van.

3.1964 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8417

See ‘car 380’ (page 344)

History: ESV 8418

Employees Sleeping van.

4.1964 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8419

See ‘car 363’ (page 353)
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History: ESV 8420

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1964 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

History: ESV 8421

Employees Sleeping van.

5.1964 Entered service as narrow gauge employees
sleeping van.

13.5 Compo Carriage ex Caldwell
Vale-Railcar - ‘500’ Type

500

Second class carriage - converted to accomodation for
trainmen, formerly Caldwell-Vale Railcar conv to
carriage. Seated 40 passengers

History: 500 — Caldwell-Vale Railcar

2.1913 Entered service as railcar seating 60 passengers.
1920 Converted to composite passenger carriage with

accomodation for trainmen, seating 40 passengers.
8.1923 Rebuilt as an employees sleeping car, sleeping 8.
9.1925 Rebuilt as Weighbridge Workshop van.
8.1930 Written off.
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14.1. Narrow Gauge Passenger Carriage Allocations

14.1 Narrow Gauge Passenger Carriage
Allocations

This list is in numeric order based on the number of the
carriage less any code letters.

It appears that a some stage the separate list of brake
vans and passenger cars was not adequately maintained.
An example is goods brake vans NYBA 31 and NYBA 32
which appear on the passenger vehicles list rather than
the goods vehicle list. Also many gaps appear in the
numbering along with duplicate numbers which were
due to the isolation of the Central Australia Railway from
the North Australia Railway. To make matters worse,
during the second World War many of the vehicles on the
North Australia Railway were renumbered in an attempt
to correct duplications, but this renumbering did not
take into account any existing vehicles on the Central
Australia Railway.

Details of the brake vans can be found in Brake vans list.

Narrow Gauge Passenger Carriage List

No. Description
1 NAP 1 – Administrators Car - page 245.

NHS 1 - page 258.
NRP 1 - South Australian & Commonwealth Railway
Joint Stock No.190 car - page 439.

2 NHS 2 - page 259.
NABP 2 - page 240.
NRP 2 - South Australian & Commonwealth Railway
Joint Stock No.212 car - page 438.

3 NABP/NBP 3 - page 241.
NADH 3 - See Volume 1 .
NRP 3 - South Australian & Commonwealth Railway
Joint Stock No.109 car - page 548.
NYS 3 - page 265.

4 NH 4 - page 250.
NBP 4 - page 246.
NADH 4 - See Volume 1 .
NRP 4 - South Australian & Commonwealth Railway
Joint Stock No.177 car - page 439.

5 NABPB/NABP 5 - page 242.
NHS 5 - page 259.

6 NHS 6 - page 259.
NABP 6 - page 245.

7 NABP 7 - page 245.
NMS 7 - page 259.

8 NOS 8 - page 261.
9 NABP/NBP 9 - page 243.
10 NABP 10 - page 243.
11 NABP 11 - page 243.
12 NABP 12 - page 244.
13 NABP 13 - page 244.
14 NBP 14 - page 246.
15 NYAB/NYR 15 - page 264.
16 NYAB 16–NYB 40 - page 264.
17 NYAB/NYR/NYB 17 - page 265.
18 NHBR 18 - page 253.

19 NHBR 19 - page 253.
20 NHBR 20 - page 253.
21 NHBR 21 - page 254.
22 NHBR 22 - page 254.
23 NHBR 23 - page 254.
24 NRP 24 - page 543.
25 NBPA/NABPA/NARP 25 - page 246.
26 NBPA/NABPA/NARP 26 - page 248.
27 NBPA/NABPA/NARP 27 - page 249.
28 NHBR 28 - page 255.
29 NHBR 29 - page 255.
30 NHBR/NHR 30 - page 255.
31 NYBA/NP/NEI 31 - page 265.
32 NYBA 32 - page 265.
33 NO/NEB 33 - page 259.
34 NSS 34 – Special Service car No.3 - page 263.
35 ND/NDX/NXD 35 - page 249.
36 NRC/NIA 36 - page 262.
37 NDA/NXDA 37 - page 250.
38 NY 38 - page 268.

NRCA 38 – NRCA 47 - page 262.
39 NY 39 - page 268.
40 NYAB 40 - page 264.
41 NYB 41 - page 265.
43 NOA 43 - page 259.
44 NOA 44 - page 260.
45 NOA 45 - page 260.
46 NOA 46 - page 260.
47 NOA 47 - page 260.

NRCA/NEX/NXE 47 - page 262.
48 NOA 48 - page 261.

NY 48 - page 264.
49 NOA 49 - page 261.

NY 49 - page 264.
50 NHRB 50 – HRC 102 - page 255.
51 NHRB/NEA 51 - page 255.
52 NHRB/NHRC 52 - page 256.
53 NHRB 53 - page 256.
54 NHRB/NI 54 - page 256.
55 NHRB 55 - page 256.
56 NHRB 56 - page 257.
57 NHRB 57 – HRC 109 - page 257.
58 NHRB 58 – HRC 104 - page 257.
59 NHRB 59 - page 257.
60 NHRB 60 – HRC 103 - page 257.
61 NHRB 61 - page 257.
62 NHRB 62 - page 258.
63 NHRC 63 - page 258.
64 Not allocated.
65 NHRD 65 – HRD 393 - page 228.
66 NHRD 66 – HRD 363 - page 226.
67 NHRD 67 – HRD 394 - page 228.

NHA 67 - page 251.
68 NG 68 – VGB 377 - page 278.

NHA 68 - page 251.
69 NHA 69 - page 251.
70 NHA 70 - page 251.
71 NHA 71 - page 253.
72 NHA 72 - page 253.
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73 NAR/NXEA 73 - page 246.
74 NBR 74 - page 249.
75 NHRD 75 – HRD 366 - page 227.
76 NHRD 76 – HRD 359 - page 225.

South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint
Stock car No.76 - page 427.

77 NHRD 77 – HRD 364 - page 226.
South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint
Stock car No.77 - page 427.

78 NHRD 78 – HRD 360 - page 225.
South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint
Stock car No.78 - page 427.

79 NHRD 79 – HRD 361 - page 226.
80 NHRD 80 – HRD 362 - page 226.
81 NGA 81 – VGC 395 - page 280.
82 NHRE 82 – HRE 354 - page 234.
83 NHRE 83 – HRE 353 - page 234.
84 NHRE 84 – HRE 355 - page 234.
85 NHRE 85 – HRE 349 - page 232.
86 NHRE 86 – HRE 350 - page 234.
87 NHRE 87 – HRE 348 - page 231.
88 NPA 88 – PA 367 - page 270.
89 NEG 89 – EG 347 - page 205.
90 NHRF 90 – HRH 337 - page 238.
91 NHRF 91 – HRH 338 - page 238.
92 NHRF 92 – HRH 339 - page 239.
93 NHRF 93 – HRH 340 - page 239.
94 NHRF 94 – HRH 341 - page 239.
95 NHRF 95 – HRH 342 - page 239.
96 NBHR 96 – AVJY 399 - page 121.
97 NBHR 97 – AVJY 400 - page 122.
183 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.183 - page 441.
184 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.184 - page 441.
190 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.190 - page 439.
192 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.192 - page 442.
193 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock carNo.193 - page 442.
194 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.194 - page 442.
200 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock bogie brake van No.200 - page 435.
201 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock bogie brake van No.201 - page 435.
202 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock bogie brake van No.202 - page 435.
203 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock bogie brake van No.203 - page 436.
212 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.212 - page 438.
218 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.218 - page 440.
219 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.219 - page 439.
220 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint

Stock car No.220 - page 441.

221 South Australian & Commonwealth Railways Joint
Stock car No.221 - page 547.

14.2 Standard Gauge Passenger Carriage
Allocations

Standard Gauge Passenger Carriage List - 1 to 99

No. Description
1 ABP/BRPF/BRBF/BRFB/EX/XE 1 - page 7.

ADH 1 - See Volume 1 .
2 ABP/BRPF/EE 2 - page 7.

ADH 2 - See Volume 1 .
3 ABP/BPF/BRP/NBRP 3 - page 8.

ADH 3 - See Volume 1 .
4 ABP/BRPF/BRBF/BRFB 4 - page 8.

ADH 4 - See Volume 1 .
5 ABP/BRPF/OW 5 – Welfare Car – Community

Service Car - page 8.
6 ABP/BRP/NBRP 6 - page 9.
7 ABP/BRP 7 - page 9.
8 ARP/ABP/NABP 8 – Black Rock - page 118.
9 ARP/ABP 9 - page 118.
10 ARP/ABP/AP 10 - page 118.
11 ARP/ABP/NABP 11 – Eurelia - page 118.
12 ARP/ARB/NARB 12 - page 118.
13 ARP/ARB/NARB 13 - page 118.
14 ARP/ARB/NARB 14 – Kingswood - page 120.
15 ARP/ABP 15 – Minvalara - page 120.
16 ARP/ARB/NARB 16 - page 120.
17 ARP/ABP/AB 17 - page 120.
18 BRP/BRC 18 - page 183.
19 BRP 19 - page 184.
20 D/NDB/XD 20 - page 191.
21 D/NDB 21 - page 191.
22 D/ED 22 - page 191.
23 D/NDB 23 - page 192.
24 AF/NAF 24 – Moockra - page 13.
25 AF/NAF 25 – Walloway - page 14.
26 AF 26 - page 15.
27 AF/AFR/NAF/SSAF 27 – Governor General’s car –

Special Service car No.2 - page 34.
28 YB 21 – HR 28 - page 215.
29 YB 22 – HR 29 - page 216.
30 YB 23 – HR 30 - page 216.
31 YB 24 – HR 31 - page 216.
32 YB 17 – HR 32 - page 216.

M 32 - page 281.
33 AR/NAR/NARC/ARC 33 - page 34.
34 AR 34 – Belalie - page 34.

M 34 - page 282.
35 M 35 - page 240.
36 M/MA 36 - page 240.
37 M/MA 37 - page 240.
38 M 38 - page 240.
39 TBP 39 – YR 21 - page 278.
40 BP/TBP/KE 40 - page 278.
41 TBP/E 41 - page 278.
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42 TBP 42 - page 278.
43 BR 43 - page 130.
44 SS 44 – Special Service Car No.1 – Prince of Wales

Car - page 272.
45 O/EB/NEB 45 - page 268.
46 BR/ARG/NARG 46 - page 131.
47 AR/ARG/NARG 47 - page 36.
48 O 48 - page 268.
49 AF/NAF 49 – Quorn – Peterborough - page 16.
50 AR 50 – Bruce - page 36.
51 BR 51 - page 131.
52 DA/XDA 52 - page 192.
53 AR/NARC 53 - page 36.
54 BR/BRFA/NBRF/EH 54 – Education Car - page 131.
55 HRA 55 - page 216.
56 HRA/HRG/NHRG 56 - page 217.
57 HRA 57 - page 217.
58 HRA/HRG/NHRG 58 - page 218.
59 BRA 59 - page 131.
60 BRA/NBRA 60 - page 132.
61 H/V 61 - page 208.
62 HRB 62 - page 218.
63 HRB/P 63 - page 219.
64 HRB 64 - page 219.
65 HRB/HRF/AVFY 65 - page 219.
66 HRB 66 - page 219.
67 HRB/HP/P 67 - page 219.
68 HRB/HRG 68 - page 219.
69 M/VG/PG 69 - page 240.
70 BRA/NBRA 70 - page 132.
71 ARA/NARA 71 - page 37.
72 ARA/NARA 72 - page 37.
73 See VPB 328 - page 557.
74 Macedon – ARC/VPB/OPB 74 – Provision Store Van

- page 556.
75 Hopkins – DB 75 - page 517.
76 B/BM 76 - page 122.
77 B 77 - page 122.
78 B/BM/U 78 - page 122.
79 B 79 - page 122.
80 ARD 80 - page 38.
81 ARD 81 - page 39.
82 ARD 82 - page 40.
83 ARD 83 - page 40.
84 ARF/NARF/EI 84 - page 46.
85 ARF 85 - page 46.
86 BRB 86 - page 132.
87 BRB 87 - page 132.
88 BRB 88 - page 133.
89 BRB 89 - page 133.
90 BRF 90 - page 139.
91 BRF/OWA 91 – Welfare Car – Community Health

Car - page 139.
92 AFA/NAFA/WP/OWP 92 – Mobile Showroom Car -

page 16.
93 AFA/NAFA 93 - page 16.
94 DC/NDC 94 - page 193.
95 DC/NDC 95 - page 193.
96 HRGA 96 - page 235.

97 HRGA 97 - page 235.
98 ARF/BB/ECA 98 - page 48.
99 AFA 99 - page 18.
100 DC 100 - page 193.
101 ARE 101 - page 42.
102 NHRB 50 – HRC 102 - page 255.
103 NHRB 60 – HRC 103 - page 257.
104 NHRB 58 – HRC 104 - page 257.
105 ARE 105 - page 42.
106 ARE 106 - page 43.
107 ARE 107 - page 45.
108 ARE 108 - page 45.
109 NHRB 57 – HRC 109 - page 257.
110 BRD 110 - page 136.
111 BRD 111 - page 136.
112 BRD 112 - page 136.
113 BRD 113 - page 136.
114 BRFC 114 - page 142.
115 BRFC 115 - page 142.
116 HRGB 116 - page 236.
117 HRGB 117 - page 237.
118 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 118 - page 219.
119 HRD/HRGC 119 - page 221.
120 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 120 - page 221.
121 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 121 - page 222.
122 HRD/NHRD/AVDY/AVDP 122 - page 222.
123 HRD/AVDY/AZDY/AZDP 123 - page 222.
124 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 124 - page 223.
125 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 125 - page 223.
126 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 126 - page 228.
127 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 127 - page 228.
128 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 128 - page 228.
129 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 129 - page 228.
130 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 130 - page 228.
131 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 131 - page 229.
132 BRE/ECA 132 - page 137.
133 BRE/ECA 133 - page 138.
134 BRE/NBRE 134 - page 138.
135 BRE/NBRE/ECA 135 - page 139.
136 DD 136 - page 196.
137 AFB 137 - page 19.
138 EC/NEC 138 - page 201.
139 EC 139 - page 201.
140 EC 140 - page 201.
141 EC 141 - page 201.
142 EC 142 - page 202.
143 EC/NEC 143 - page 202.
144 W/OWB 144 – Theatrette Car - page 280.
145 EC/NEC 145 - page 202.
146 EC/NEC 146 - page 203.
147 BA 147 - page 123.
148 BA 148 - page 125.
149 BA 149 - page 125.
150 BA 150 - page 125.
151 BA 151 - page 127.
152 EC 152 - page 203.
153 EC 153 - page 203.
154 EC 154 - page 203.
155 EC 155 - page 203.
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156 DD 156 - page 196.
157 AFB 157 - page 20.
158 AFB 158 - page 21.
159 ARH 159 - page 49.
160 BRE 160 - page 139.
161 BRE 161 - page 139.
162 BRE/ECA 162 - page 139.
163 BRFD 163 - page 143.
164 EC 164 - page 203.
165 EC/NEC 165 - page 203.
166 EC/NEC 166 - page 203.
167 EC/NEC 167 - page 203.
168 BRG 168 - page 144.
169 BRG 169 – BRG 969 - page 144.
170 BRG 170 - page 144.
171 BRG 171 - page 144.
172 BRG 172 – BRG 972 - page 144.
173 BRG 173 - page 145.
174 BRG 174 – BRG 974 - page 145.
175 BRG 175 - page 145.
176 DE 176 - page 196.
177 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 177 - page 229.
178 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 178 - page 230.
179 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 179 - page 230.
180 HRE/NHRE/AVEY/AVEP 180 - page 230.
181 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 181 - page 230.
182 HRE/NHRE 182 - page 230.
183 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 183 - page 230.
184 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 184 - page 223.
185 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 185 - page 223.
186 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 186 - page 223.
187 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 187 - page 223.
188 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 188 - page 223.
189 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 189 - page 223.
190 NEF/EF 190 - page 204.
191 EF/NEF 191 - page 204.
192 NEF/EF 192 - page 204.
193 EF 193 - page 204.
194 EF 194 - page 204.
195 EF 195 - page 204.
196 EF 196 - page 204.
197 EF 197 - page 205.
198 HRE/AVEY/AVEP 198 - page 230.
199 HRE/NHRE 199 – HRE 356 - page 234.
200 HRE/NHRE 200 – HRE 357 - page 235.
201 HRE/NHRE/AVEY/AVEP 201 - page 231.
202 HGM 202 – HGM 902 - page 208.
203 HGM 203 – HGM 903 - page 209.
204 HGM 204 – HGM 904 - page 210.
205 HGM 205 - page 210.
206 ER 206 – ER 906 - page 207.
207 ER 207 - page 207.
208 ER/RZBY 208 - page 207.
209 ER 209 – ER 909 - page 207.
210 ER 210 – ER 910 - page 208.
211 ER 211 – ER 911 - page 208.
212 BRJ 212 – BRJ 912 - page 146.
213 BRJ/AFC 213 – Blue Mountains Lounge - page 148.
214 BRJ 214 – BRJ 914 - page 150.

215 BRJ 215 – BRJ 915 - page 152.
216 BRJ 216 – BRJ 916 - page 154.
217 BRJ 217 – BRJ 917 - page 156.
218 BRJ 218 – BRJ 918 - page 158.
219 BRJ 219 – BRJ 919 - page 160.
220 BRJ/ECA 220 - page 162.
221 BRJ 221 - page 164.
222 BRJ/AEC 222 – Entertainment Car - page 166.
223 BRJ/ACC 223 – Conference Car – Oodnadatta

Lounge - page 167.
224 CDF 224 – CDF 924 – Matilda’s Restaurant - page

184.
225 CDF 225 – Matilda’s Restaurant - page 185.
226 CDF 226 - page 185.
227 CDF 227 – Marree Refreshment Car - page 185.
228 CDF 228 – CDF 928 – Matilda’s Restaurant - page

186.
229 CDF 229 – CDF 929 – Matilda’s Restaurant - page

186.
230 DF 230 – DF 930 - page 197.
231 DF 231 – Stuart Restaurant - page 197.
232 DF 232 – Queen Adelaide Restaurant - page 197.
233 DF 233 – Queen Adelaide Restaurant - page 198.
234 DF 234 – DF 934 - page 198.
235 DF 235 – DF 935 - page 199.
236 AFC 236 – AFC 936 - page 22.
237 AFC 237 – AFC 937 – Hannans Lounge - page 24.
238 AFC 238 – AFC 938 - page 26.
239 AFC 239 – AFC 939 - page 28.
240 ARJ 240 – ARJ 940 - page 51.
241 ARJ 241 – ARJ 941 – Mt Christie - page 51.
242 ARJ 242 – Brachina Car - page 51.
243 ARJ 243 - page 51.
244 ARJ 244 – ARJ 944 - page 52.
245 ARJ 245 – ARJ 945 - page 52.
246 ARL 246 – Tarcoola Car - page 54.
247 ARL 247 – ARL 947 - page 56.
248 ARL 248 – Oodnadatta Car - page 58.
249 ARL 249 - page 60.
250 ARL 250 – Kulgera Car - page 62.
251 ARM 251 – ARM 951 - page 103.
252 ARM 252 – ARM 952 - page 106.
253 ARM 253 – ARM 953 - page 108.
254 ARM 254 – ARM 954 - page 111.
255 HM 255 - page 212.
256 HM 256 - page 212.
257 HM 257 – HM 957 - page 212.
258 HM 258 – HM 958 - page 212.
259 HM 259 – HM 959 - page 214.
260 SSA 260 – Governor Generals Car – Chairmans car

- page 277.
261 ARL 261 – ARL 961 - page 64.
262 ARL 262 – ARL 962 - page 67.
263 ARL 263 – ARL 963 - page 69.
264 DF 264 – DF 964 – Tarcoola Restaurant - page 199.
265 CDF/AOB 265 – Oasis Bar – Menindee Lakes - page

188.
266 CDF 266 – CDF 966 – Matilda’s Restaurant - page

190.
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267 BRJ 267 - page 169.
268 BRJ 268 - page 170.
269 BRJ 269 - page 171.
270 BRJ 270 - page 173.
271 BRJ 271 - page 174.
272 ARJ 272 - page 52.
273 ARJ 273 – ARJ 973 - page 53.
274 HRD/AVDY 274 - page 223.
275 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 275 - page 224.
276 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 276 – PVDP 276 – VPAY 3 –

Croissant - page 224.
277 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 277 - page 225.
278 HRD/AVDY/AVDP/ECC 278 - page 225.
279 HRD/AVDY/AVDP 279 - page 225.
280 PA 280 - page 269.
281 PA 281 - page 269.
282 ARJ 282 – Algebuckina Car - page 53.
283 ARJ/RZAY 283 - page 53.
284 ARJ 284 – ARJ 984 - page 53.
285 ARJ 285 – ARJ 985 - page 53.
286 ARJ 286 – ARJ 986 - page 54.
287 ARM 287 – ARM 987 - page 113.
288 ARM 288 – Finke River Car - page 115.
289 ARL 289 - page 71.
290 ARL 290 – ARL 990 - page 74.
291 ARL 291 – Edwards Creek Car - page 76.
292 ARL 292 – ARL 992 - page 78.
293 ARL 293 - page 81.
294 DF 294 - page 200.
295 DF 295 - page 200.
296 HGM 296 - page 210.
297 HGM 297 - page 210.
298 HGM 298 - page 211.
299 BRJ 299 – BRJ 999 - page 175.
300 BRJ 300 - page 177.
301 BRJ/AFC 301 – Flinders Lounge - page 178.
302 BRJ 302 - page 180.
303 BRJ 303 - page 182.
304 DF 304 – Queen Adelaide Restaurant - page 201.
305 AFC 305 – Dreamtime Lounge - page 29.
306 AFC 306 - page 31.
307 AFC 307 – Silver City Lounge - page 32.
308 ARL 308 - page 82.
309 ARL 309 – Marla Car - page 84.
310 ARL 310 - page 86.
311 HM 311 - page 214.
312 HM 312 - page 214.
313 ER 313 - page 208.
314 HRH/AVHY 314 - page 237.
315 HRH/AVHY/AVHP 315 - page 238.
316 HGM 316 – HGM 900 - page 211.
317 HGM 317 - page 211.
318 HM 318 - page 214.
319 HM 319 – HM 901 - page 214.
320 ARL 320 – ARL 920 - page 88.
321 ARL 321 – ARL 921 - page 90.
322 ARL 322 – ARL 922 - page 92.
323 ARL 323 – ARL 923 - page 95.
324 ARL 324 - page 97.

325 ARL 325 – ARL 925 - page 99.
326 ARL 326 - page 101.
327 DF 327 – DF 927 - page 201.
328 Mt Lofty – VPB/OPB 328 – Provision Store Van -

page 557.
329 BC 329 - page 128.
330 BC 330 - page 129.
331 BD 331 - page 130.
332 BD 332 - page 130.
333 BD 333 - page 130.
334 HL/AVLY/AVLP 334 - page 212.
335 HL/AVLY/AVLP 335 - page 212.
336 HL/AVLY/AVLP 336 - page 212.
337 NHRF 90 – HRH/AVHY/AVHP 337 - page 238.
338 NHRF 91 – HRH/AVHY/AVHP 338 - page 238.
339 NHRF 92 – HRH/AVHY/AVHP 339 - page 239.
340 NHRF 93 – HRH/AVHY/AVHP 340 - page 239.
341 NHRF 94 – HRH/AVHY/AVHP 341 - page 239.
342 NHRF 95 – HRH/AVHY/AVHP 342 - page 239.
343 BF 343 - page 323.
344 BF 344 - page 324.
345 BF 345 - page 324.
346 BE 346 - page 321.
347 NEG 89 – EG 347 - page 205.
348 NHRE 87 – HRE/AVEY/AVEP 348 - page 231.
349 NHRE 85 – HRE/AVEY/AVEP 349 - page 232.
350 NHRE 86 – HRE/AVEY/AVEP 350 - page 234.
351 BE 351 - page 322.
352 BE 352 - page 323.
353 NHRE 83 – HRE/AVEY/AVEP 353 - page 234.
354 NHRE 82 – HRE/AVEY/AVEP 354 - page 234.
355 NHRE 84 – HRE/AVEY/AVEP 355 - page 234.
356 HRE/NHRE 199 – HRE/AVEY/AVEP 356 - page 234.
357 HRE/NHRE 200 – HRE/AVEP 357 - page 235.
358 BE 358 - page 321.
359 NHRD 76 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 359 - page 225.
360 NHRD 78 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 360 – VPAY 1 –

Federation Straight - page 225.
361 NHRD 79 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 361 – VPAY 2 – Great

Artesian - page 226.
362 NHRD 80 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 362 - page 226.
363 NHRD 66 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 363 - page 226.
364 NHRD 77 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 364 - page 226.
365 Not allocated to any vehicle - probabily due to

HRD being incorrectly coded ‘365’ on one side
366 NHRD 75 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 366 - page 227.
367 NPA 88 – PA 367 - page 270.
368 BG 368 - page 573.
369 BG/AG 369 - page 575.
370 BG 370 - page 572.
371 BG 371 - page 577.
372 BG/AG 372 - page 570.
373 BG/AG 373 - page 569.
374 BG/AG 374 - page 567.
375 AG 375 - page 566.
376 AG 376 - page 564.
377 NG 68 – VGB/PGB 377 - page 278.
378 AVCY 378 - page 582.
379 AVCY 379 - page 582.
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380 AVAY/AZXP 380 - page 628.
381 AVAY/ABLP 381 - page 629.
382 AVAY 382 - page 630.
383 AVAY/AZXP 383 - page 630.
384 AVAY/AZXP 384 - page 631.
385 AVAY/AZXP 385 - page 632.
386 AVAY/ABLP 386 - page 632.
387 AVAY/AVAP 387 - page 637.
388 Never used. Had been reserved for South Australian

Railways Brakevan ‘SCD 2’ when converted to
‘AVCY’ - page 582.

389 AVCY 389 - page 580.
390 Never used. Had been reserved for South Australian

Railways Brakevan ‘CD 9’ when converted to ‘AVCY’
- page 581.

391 AVCY 391 - page 581.
392 AVCY/OWR 392 - page 582.
393 NHRD 65 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 393 - page 228.
394 NHRD 67 – HRD/AVDY/AVDP 394 - page 228.
395 NGA 81 – VGC/PGC 395 - page 280.
396 AVAY 396 - page 638.
397 AVAY/AZXP 397 - page 625.
398 AVAY/AVAP 398 - page 634.
399 NBHR 96 – AVJY 399 - page 121.
400 NBHR 97 – AVJY/AZTP 400 – Technical Service

Research Car - page 122.
401 AVAY/ABLP 401 - page 635.
402 AVAY 402 - page 635.
403 AVAY/AVAP 403 - page 636.
404 AVAY/ABLP 404 - page 636.
405 EJ 405 - page 206.
2248 SBH 2248 - page 272.

14.3 Standard Gauge Passenger Carriage
Allocations Indian Pacific - 900 to 999

Standard Gauge Passenger Carriage List - Indian
Pacific range - 900 to 999

No. Description
900 HGM 900 - page 211.
901 HM 901 - page 214.
902 HGM 902 - page 208.
903 HGM 903 - page 209.
904 HGM 904 - page 210.
906 ER 906 - page 207.
909 ER 909 - page 207.
910 ER 910 - page 208.
911 ER 911 - page 208.
912 BRJ 912 - page 146.
914 BRJ 914 - page 150.
915 BRJ 915 - page 152.
916 BRJ 916 - page 154.
917 BRJ 917 - page 156.
918 BRJ 918 - page 158.
919 BRJ 919 - page 160.
920 ARL 920 - page 88.
921 ARL 921 - page 90.

922 ARL 922 - page 92.
923 ARL 923 - page 95.
924 CDF 924 - page 184.
925 ARL 925 - page 99.
927 DF 927 - page 201.
928 CDF 928 - page 186.
929 CDF 929 - page 186.
930 DF 930 - page 197.
934 DF 934 - page 198.
935 DF 935 - page 199.
936 AFC 936 - page 22.
937 AFC 937 - page 24.
938 AFC 938 - page 26.
939 AFC 939 - page 28.
940 ARJ/RZAY 940 - page 51.
941 ARJ 941 - page 51.
944 ARJ/RZAY 944 - page 52.
945 ARJ 945 - page 52.
947 ARL 947 - page 56.
951 ARM 951 - page 103.
952 ARM 952 - page 106.
953 ARM 953 - page 108.
954 ARM 954 - page 111.
957 HM 957 - page 212.
958 HM 958 - page 212.
959 HM 959 - page 214.
961 ARL 961 - page 64.
962 ARL 962 - page 67.
963 ARL 963 - page 69.
964 DF 964 - page 199.
966 CDF 966 - page 190.
969 BRG 969 - page 144.
972 BRG 972 - page 144.
973 ARJ 973 - page 53.
974 BRG 974 - page 145.
984 ARJ 984 - page 53.
985 ARJ/RZAY 985 - page 53.
986 ARJ/RZAY 986 - page 54.
987 ARM 987 - page 113.
990 ARL 990 - page 74.
992 ARL 992 - page 78.
999 BRJ 999 - page 175.
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15.1. Narrow Gauge Brake vans

15.1 Narrow Gauge Brake vans

Narrow gauge freight brakevans were originally kept in a
separate list from the passenger cars, but the numbering
become confused when some vans were renumbered on
the North Australia Railway without references begin
maintained to the original number, or the fact that that
number may have already been used on the Central
Australia Railway. This has resulted in many gaps in the
numeric listing and some doubt exists as to which actual
list they obtained a number from (i.e. NYAB 15 to 17
could be members of the brake van or passenger car
lists).

All freight brakevan codes began with the prefix ‘NY’
whereas the passenger brakevans prefix was ‘NH’. For
details of narrow gauge passenger brakevans see the
narrow gauge passenger carriage listing. The vans that
were numbered in the passenger car list are generally
recorded in the narrow gauge passenger car listing,
except were the numbering become so confused that it
was easier to record things here.

List of Narrow Gauge Brake vans

No. Description
1 NYS 1 - page 265.
2 NYS 2 - page 265.
3 NYS 3 - page 266.
15 NYAB/NYR 15 - page 264.
16 NYAB 16–NYB 40 - page 264.
17 NYAB/NYR/NYB 17 - page 265.
24 NYA 24 - page 264.
26 NY 26 - page 266.
27 NY 27 - page 266.
28 NY 28 - page 267.
29 NY 29 - page 267.
30 NY 30 - page 267.
31 NY 31 - page 267.
32 NY 32 - page 267.
33 NY 33 - page 267.
34 NY 34 - page 267.
35 NY 35 - page 267.
36 NY 36 - page 267.
37 NY 37 - page 268.
38 NY 38 - page 268.
39 NY 39 - page 268.
40 NYAB/NYB 40 - see NYAB 16 - page 264.
41 NYB 242–NYC 41 - page 265.
48 NY 48 - page 264.
49 NY 49 - page 264.

15.2 Standard Gauge Brake vans

The Commonwealth railways maintained two separate
number series for brake vans. Originally all the brake
vans were given a freight vehicle coded that began with
the letter ‘Z’, and the next vacant number in a numeric

list specially maintained for brake vans. When passenger
trains were introduced in 1917, the letter ‘H’ was
allocated to identify a passenger type brake vans and ‘Y’
being used for freight vans. Four wheel van were also
appended with the letter ‘S’ and bogie brake vans the
letter ‘B’.

As a result of this change all brake vans were recoded and
several former ‘Y’ brake vans were converted to ‘H’
codings becoming ‘HR’ brake vans with sleeping
accomodation. This resulted in gaps appearing in the
brake van list as the ‘HR’ vehicles were assigned new
road numbers from the standard gauge passenger
vehicle numeric list.

It appears that subsequent to the initial purchase of
brake vans during the construction phase, further brake
vans were given classifications from the standard gauge
passenger vehicles list, despite their being used on
freight trains.

List of Standard Gauge Brake vans

No. Description
1 Z/YS 1 - page 283.
2 Z/YS/XSA 2 - page 283.
3 Z/YS/YSB 3 - page 284.
4 Z/YS/YSB 4 - page 284.
5 Z/YS/YSB/EDS 5 - page 284.
6 Z/YS/YSB 6 - page 284.
7 Z/YS/YSB 7 - page 284.
8 Z/YS 8 - page 284.
9 Z 9 – X/XS 731 - page 284.
10 Z/VZ 10 – VZ/VS - page 284.
11 Z 11 – X/XS 732 - page 284.
12 Z/VZ 12 – VZ/VS - page 284.
13 Z/VZ 13 – VZ/VS - page 285.
14 Z/VZ 14 – VZ/VS - page 285.
15 Z/VZ 15 – VZ/VS - page 285.
16 Z/VZ 16 – VZ/VS 737 - page 285.
17 YB 17 - see HR 32 - page 216.
18 YB 18 - page 281.
19 YB 19–M 32 - page 281.
20 YB 20–M 34 - page 282.
21 YB 21 - see HR 28 - page 215.
22 YB 22 - see HR 29 - page 216.
23 YB 23 - see HR 30 - page 216.
24 YB 24 - see HR 31 - page 216.
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16.1. South Australian Railways Narrow Gauge Allocation Numbers

16.1 South Australian Railways Narrow
Gauge Allocation Numbers

These lists are in numeric order based on the number of
the carriage.

1 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 415)
2 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 415)
3 ‘Second class carriage - to Port Dock Museum’

(page 415)
4 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 417)
5 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)

‘First Short Tom lavatory bogie carriage’ (page
422)

6 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)
‘Second Short Tom lavatory bogie carriage’ (page
423)

7 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)
‘Second class Short Tom bogie carriage’ (page
432)

8 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)
9 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)

‘Second class Short Tom bogie carriage’ (page
433)

10 ‘Second class bogie carriage’ (page 423)
11 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)
12 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)
13 ‘Second class carriage’ (page 416)
14 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

423)
15 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
16 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
17 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
18 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
19 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
20 ‘Observation sleeping car – Named Wirreanda.’

(page 546)
21 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
22 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
23 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
24 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
25 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
26 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

424)
27 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

425)
28 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page

425)

29 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page
425)

30 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car - to
Pichi Richi Railway’ (page 425)

31 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car - to
Pichi Richi Railway’ (page 425)

32 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page
425)

33 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page
425)

34 ‘Composite Cleminson 6 wheel radial car’ (page
425)

35 ‘Post Office van’ (page 425)
36 ‘Post Office van’ (page 425)
37 ‘Post Office van’ (page 425)
38 ‘Post Office van’ (page 426)
39 ‘Post Office van’ (page 426)
40 ‘Post Office van’ (page 426)
41 ‘Post Office van’ (page 426)
42 ‘Post Office van’ (page 426)
43 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 417)
44 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 417)
45 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 417)
46 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 417)
47 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 417)
48 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 417)
49 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 418)
50 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 418)
51 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
52 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
53 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
54 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
55 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
56 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
57 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
58 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
59 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 426)
60 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 427)
61 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 427)
62 ‘Post Office van’ (page 427)
63 ‘Post Office van’ (page 427)
64 ‘Post Office van’ (page 427)
65 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 418)
66 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 418)
67 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 418)
68 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 418)
69 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type
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carriage’ (page 418)
70 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 419)
71 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 419)
72 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 419)
73 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 419)
74 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 419)
75 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 420)
76 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 427)
77 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 427)
78 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 427)
79 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
80 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
81 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
82 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
83 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
84 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
85 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
86 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 420)
87 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 420)
88 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 420)
89 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 420)
90 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 420)
91 ‘Post Office mail van’ (page 430)
92 ‘Post Office mail van’ (page 430)
93 ‘Passenger brake van’ (page 427)
94 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 420)
95 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 421)
96 ‘Post Office mailvan’ (page 430)
97 ‘Post Office mailvan’ (page 430)
98 ‘Passenger brake van - to CR to become ‘NHS 1”

(page 258)
99 ‘Passenger brake van - to CR to become ‘NHS 2”

(page 259)
100 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
101 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 428)
102 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
103 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 430)
104 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 430)
105 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
106 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
107 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
108 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
109 ‘Sleeping bogie carriage - named Yanyarrie’

(page 548)
110 ‘Sleeping bogie car - named Wanilla ’ (page 543)
111 ‘Sleeping bogie carriage - named Morambo’

(page 523)
112 ‘Sleeping bogie car - named Baroota’ (page 508)
113 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 432)
114 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - named

Wanilla’ (page 543)
115 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 421)
116 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 421)
117 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 421)
118 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 421)
119 ‘First class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
120 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
121 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
122 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
123 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
124 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 422)
125 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 422)
126 ‘Second class Short Tom bogie carriage’ (page

433)
127 ‘Second class Short Tom bogie carriage’ (page

433)
128 ‘Second class Short Tom bogie carriage - named

Eyre’ (page 515)
129 ‘Post Office van’ (page 434)
130 ‘Post Office van’ (page 434)
131 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
132 ‘Second class Short Tom bogie carriage’ (page

433)
133 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
134 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
135 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
136 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
137 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 422)
138 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 422)
139 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 429)
140 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 430)
141 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 430)
142 ‘Composite class Short Tom carriage’ (page 430)
143 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage’ (page 422)
144 ‘Second class Short Tom bogie carriage’ (page

433)
145 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
146 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
147 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 431)
148 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 432)
149 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 432)
150 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 432)
151 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 432)
152 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 432)
153 ‘Pay coach’ (page 434)
154 ‘Composite Short Tom lavatory bogie carriage’
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(page 423)
155 ‘Composite Short Tom lavatory bogie carriage’

(page 423)
156 ‘First Ambulance car’ (page 434)
157 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 444)
158 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 444)
159 ‘Composite Short Tom lavatory bogie carriage’

(page 423)
160 ‘Composite Short Tom lavatory bogie carriage’

(page 423)
161 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 444)
162 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 444)
163 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 445)
164 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 445)
165 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 445)
166 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 445)
167 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - named

Flinders’ (page 516)
168 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 434)
169 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - named

Sturt’ (page 537)
170 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - named

Light’ (page 519)
171 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
172 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
173 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
174 ‘Sleeping car - named Wandana’ (page 541)
175 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - named Lincoln’

(page 519)
176 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 435)
177 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 439)
178 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 439)
179 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 445)
180 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - named

Morambro’ (page 524)
181 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 436)
182 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 436)
183 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 441)
184 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 441)
185 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 446)
186 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 437)
187 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 441)
188 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 443)
189 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 437)
190 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 439)
191 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
192 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
193 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
194 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
195 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
196 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 437)
197 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 437)
198 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 435)
199 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 435)
200 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
201 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
202 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
203 Brakevan– 2.1878

‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 436)

204 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 436)
205 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 436)
206 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 436)
207 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 437)
208 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 445)
209 ‘Relay van - named Wandana’ (page 541)

‘Sleeping car - named Alberga’ (page 507)
210 ‘Composite class Short Tom American type

carriage - ex 90’ (page 420)
210 ‘Sleeping car - named Coonatto’ (page 512)
211 ‘Sleeping car - named Nilpena’ (page 528)
212 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 438)
213 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
214 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
215 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 443)
216 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 443)
217 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 439)
218 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 440)
219 ‘Second class lavatory bogie car’ (page 439)
220 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 441)
221 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage - named

Wonoka - to Silverton Tramway Museum’ (page
547)

222 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 439)
223 Comp goods brake van - to Pichi Richi

Railway[st]– 12.1905
224 Brakevan– 1878
225 ‘Passenger brake and luggage van’ (page 430)
300 Brill Rail car trailer

‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage - ex ‘177”
(page 439)

301 Brill Rail car trailer
‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage - ex ‘178”
(page 439)

302 Brill Rail car trailer
‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage - ex ‘190”
(page 439)

303 Brill Rail car trailer
‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage - ex ‘218”
(page 440)

304 Brill Rail car trailer - issued as broad gauge ‘200’
‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage - ex ‘220”
(page 440)

305 ‘Fageol Rail car trailer’ (page 615)
‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage - ex ‘184”
(page 441)

306 ‘Fageol Rail car trailer’ (page 615)
‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage - ex ‘187”
(page 441)

307 ‘Fageol Rail car trailer’ (page 615)
308 ‘Fageol Rail car trailer’ (page 615)
309 ‘Fageol Rail car trailer’ (page 615)
315 Comp goods brake van
350 ‘First class car with reclining seating - ex 157’

(page 444)
351 ‘First class car with reclining seating - ex 161’

(page 444)
370 ‘Second class car - ex 208 - fitted with cross

seating and wicker chairs’ (page 445)
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380 ‘Second class lavatory bogie car - ex 219’ (page
439)

390 ‘First class car with rotating reclining seats -
former Yanyarrie’ (page 548)

400 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.183’ (page 441)

401 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.191’ (page 441)

402 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.192’ (page 441)

403 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.193’ (page 441)

404 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.194’ (page 441)

405 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.195’ (page 441)

406 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.213’ (page 441)

407 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.214’ (page 441)

408 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.215’ (page 441)

409 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex ‘221’ - ex dining car Wonoka’
(page 547)

410 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.188’ (page 441)

411 ‘Second class bogie lavatory carriage with
reclining chairs - ex No.216’ (page 441)

450 ‘Second class car with reclining seating - ex 158’
(page 444)

451 ‘Second class car with reclining seating - ex 162’
(page 444)

452 ‘Second class car with reclining seating - ex 163’
(page 444)

453 ‘Second class car with reclining seating - ex 164’
(page 445)

454 ‘Second class car with reclining seating - ex 165’
(page 445)

455 ‘Second class car with reclining seating - ex 166’
(page 445)

463 Comp goods brake van
470 ‘Second class car - ex 179 - fitted with centre aisle

seating’ (page 445)
471 ‘Second class car - ex 185 - fitted with centre aisle

seating’ (page 446)
520 Brakevan– 1878
750 Brakevan– 1878
750 Goods brake van– 12.1880
753 Goods brake van– 9.1881
906 Goods brake van– 10.1885
907 Goods brake van– 10.1885
908 Goods brake van– 10.1885
909 Goods brake van– 10.1885
910 Goods brake van– 1.1887
911 Goods brake van– 12.1886
912 Goods brake van– 12.1886
913 Goods brake van– 12.1886
914 Goods brake van– 10.1886

915 Goods brake van– 12.1886
916 Goods brake van– 12.1886
917 Goods brake van– 10.1886
918 Goods brake van– 10.1886
919 Goods brake van– 10.1886
920 Goods brake van– 10.1886
921 Goods brake van– 5.1886
922 Goods brake van– 5.1886
923 Goods brake van– 6.1886
1002 Goods brake van (rebuild)– 1.1894
1005 Goods brake van– 7.1881
1006 Goods brake van– 7.1881
1007 Goods brake van– 7.1881
1008 Goods brake van– 7.1881
1050 Comp bogie brake and sleeping van– 6.1908
1090 Comp bogie brake and sleeping van– 6.1908
1142 Comp bogie brake and sleeping van– 6.1908
1147 Composite bogie brake van– 11-12.1911
1299 Goods brake van– 7.1881
1300 Goods brake van– 7.1881
1510 Goods brake van– 12.1880
1511 Goods brake van– 12.1880
1512 Goods brake van– 12.1880
1820 Composite bogie brake van– 11-12.1911
1943 Composite bogie brake van– 11-12.1911
2031 Goods brake van– 6.1883
2032 Goods brake van– 6.1883
2033 Goods brake van– 6.1883
2034 Goods brake van– 6.1883
2035 Goods brake van– 6.1883
2036 Goods brake van– 6.1883
2123 Composite bogie brake van– 11-12.1911
2442 Goods mailvan– 11.1888
2443 Goods mailvan– 11.1888
2444 Goods mailvan– 11.1888
2551 Goods brake van - to Pichi Richi Railway[st]– 1887
2556 Goods brake van– 11.1887
2557 Goods brake van– 11.1887
2558 Goods brake van– 11.1887
2559 Goods brake van– 11.1887
2560 Goods brake van– 11.1887
2946 Goods brake van– 4.1890
2947 Goods brake van– 5.1890
2948 Goods brake van– 5.1890
2949 Goods brake van– 5.1890
2950 Goods brake van– 5.1890
2951 Goods brake van– 4.1890
2952 Goods brake van– 4.1890
2953 Goods brake van– 4.1890
2986 Goods brake van– 9.1891
2987 Goods brake van– 9.1891
2988 Goods brake van– 9.1891
3051 Goods brake van– 11.1894
3052 Goods brake van– 11.1894
3053 Goods brake van– 11.1894
3054 Goods brake van– 11.1894
3055 Goods brake van– 11.1894
3056 Goods brake van– 11.1894
3403 Goods bogie composite brake - to PRR – 5.1911
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1st January 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway brakevan
3403

3996 Goods bogie composite brake– 4.1911
3997 Goods bogie composite brake– 4.1911
4155 Goods brakevan– 10.1888
4156 Goods brakevan– 10.1888
4157 Goods brakevan– 10.1888
4352 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4353 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4354 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4355 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4356 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4357 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4358 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4359 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4360 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4361 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4362 Bogie caboose carriage– 5.1925
4363 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4364 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4365 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4366 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4367 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4368 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4369 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4370 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4371 Bogie caboose carriage– 6.1925
4879 Composite bogie brake van - to Pichi Richi

Railway – 11.1911
4880 Composite bogie brake van– 11.1911
4881 Composite bogie brake van– 12.1911
4882 Composite bogie brake van– 12.1911
4883 Composite bogie brake van– 11.1911
4890 Composite bogie brake van - to Pichi Richi

Railway[st]– 12.1921
4891 Composite bogie brake van - to Pichi Richi

Railway – 12.1921
4892 Composite bogie brake van– 12.1921
4893 Composite bogie brake van– 12.1921
4894 Composite bogie brake van – 12.1921
4895 Composite bogie brake van– 12.1921
4896 Composite bogie brake van– 12.1921
4897 Composite bogie brake van– 12.1921

1st January 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway brakevan
4879

8th October 1988,Quorn Pichi Richi Railway Brakevan
4891

20th April 2003,Quorn - PRR - Brake van 4894
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4898 Composite bogie brake van– 11.1921
4899 Composite bogie brake van – 11.1921

5th February 1986,Peterborough roundhouse - brakevan
4899

4900 Composite bogie brake van– 11.1921
4901 Composite bogie brake van– 11.1921
5574 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

12.1915
5575 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment– 1.1916
5580 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

1-3.1916
5581 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

1-3.1916
5582 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

1-3.1916
5583 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

1-3.1916
5584 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

1-3.1916
5585 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment– 3.1916
5586 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

5-6.1916
5587 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

5-6.1916

31.3.1986 Bellarine Peninsula railway SAR brakevan
No.5588 (Chris Drymalik)

5588 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment - to
Geelong Steam Preservation Society (Bellarine
Peninsula Railway)– 5.1916

5589 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–
5-6.1916

5646 Composite bogie brake and sleeping van– 6.1916
5647 Composite bogie brake and sleeping van– 6.1916
5713 Bogie brake with 2nd class compartment–

12.1915
7550 ‘Composite bogie brake van’ (page 446)
7551 ‘Composite bogie brake van’ (page 447)
7552 ‘Composite bogie brake van’ (page 447)
7553 ‘Composite bogie brake van’ (page 447)

16.2 South Australian Railways Broad Gauge
Allocation Numbers

These lists are in numeric order based on the number of
the carriage.

1 Third class 4 wheel, No roof as third. Initially two
compts, to Second class– 1856
‘First class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page 356)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 356)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Luggage van - pre 1874’ (page 359)
‘Mail van - pre 1874’ (page 360)
‘Guards van - pre 1874’ (page 360)
‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 387)
‘Goods bogie brake van, Second compartment
each end, centre cupola’ (page 397)

2 Second class sallon, Converted to Composite
class with 2 first and 2 second class
compartments–
‘First class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page 356)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Luggage van - pre 1874’ (page 359)
‘Guards van - pre 1874’ (page 360)
‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 402)

3 Second class side loader - converted to
Composite class with 2 first and two second class
compartments
‘First class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page 356)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Luggage van - pre 1874’ (page 359)
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‘Guards van - pre 1874’ (page 360)
‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
370)
‘Goods bogie brake van, Second compartment
each end’ (page 397)

4 Third class 4 wheel side loader - No roof as 3rd, 2
compts originally– 1856
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Luggage van - pre 1874’ (page 359)
‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)

5 Third class 4 wheel side loader - No roof as 3rd, 2
compts originally– 1856
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Luggage van - pre 1874’ (page 360)
‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)
‘Goods bogie brake van, Second compartment
each end’ (page 397)

6 ‘Brake 6 wheel - 25 foot side loader’ (page 402)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Luggage van - pre 1874’ (page 360)

7 Second class brake - 25 foot side loader
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Luggage van - pre 1874’ (page 360)
Passenger brake and luggage van - ex V&SAR
‘O14’– 17.01.1887

8 Second class 6 wheel - converted to composite
class with 2 first and 2 second class comartments
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page
392)

9 Second brake - 28 foot 6 inch side loader
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’

(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)
‘Goods bogie brake van, Second compartment
each end’ (page 397)

10 ‘Brake 6 wheel - 25 foot side loader’ (page 402)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Second class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
358)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)

11 First class - side loader - converted to Ambulance
Van – 30.11.1889
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Third class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’ (page
359)

12 First class 6 wheel sitting carriage - to
Departmental Officer Car - to SteamRanger– 1856
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)

13 First class - 4 wheel 25 foot side loader– 1857
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)

14 ‘Composite class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page
375)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 357)
‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 402)

15 ‘Composite class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page
375)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 358)
‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)

16 ‘Composite class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page
375)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 358)
‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page
392)

17 ‘Second class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page 375)
‘Composite class 4 wheel carriage - pre 1874’
(page 358)
‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)

18 ‘Composite class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page
375)
‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)
‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 397)

19 Brake 36 foot 6 inch - Passenger compartments
each end. Centre Cupola
‘Composite class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page
375)
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20 Second & Brake - 4 wheel - side loader - possibly
converted in 1885 to Mortuary car– 1864
Mortuary car - 4 wheel, holds 10 Coffins - details
ex early 1900’s plan book.

21 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)
Third - side loader– 1866

22 ‘Passenger Brake - 6 wheel’ (page 402)
Third class side loader - possibly converted to
Brake van No.22– 1866

23 Third class side loader– 1866
‘Composite bogie goods brake van’ (page 397)
‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)

24 ‘Composite bogie mail van - converted to 3980, a
produce van’ (page 413)

24A Post Office Van - 4 wheel– 1867
25 ‘Composite bogie mail van - converted to

sleeping van 3978’ (page 413)
25A Post Office Van - 4 wheel– 1867
26 ‘Composite bogie mail van - converted to

produce van 3981’ (page 414)
26A Post Office Van - 4 wheel– 1867
27 Composite - 4 wheel - side loader– 1869
28 Composite - 4 wheel - side loader– 1869

‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page
392)

29 Composite - 4 wheel - side loader– 1869
‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 375)

30 Composite - 4 wheel - side loader– 1869
‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page
392)
‘Composite bogie goods brake van’ (page 397)

31 Composite - 4 wheel - side loader– 1871
32 Composite - 4 wheel - side loader– 1871
33 ‘Passenger Brake Van, one luggage compartment,

no passenger accomodation - 4 wheel’ (page 403)
34 ‘Passenger Brake Van, one luggage compartment,

no passenger accomodation’ (page 403)
35 ‘Passenger Brake van, fitted with Post Office

Compartment, no passenger accomodation’
(page 403)

36 ‘Passenger Brake Van, one luggage compartment,
1 Post Offic Compartment, no passenger
accomodation’ (page 403)

37 ‘Second class - Originally one First, four Second,
one PO & 1 Guard compartment’ (page 376)

38 ‘Second class - side loader’ (page 376)
39 ‘Composite class - side loader’ (page 376)

‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 397)

40 ‘Composite - side loader’ (page 376)
41 Second class - side loader – 21.12.1890

‘Third class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page 376)
‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page
392)

42 ‘Third class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page 376)
‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 387)

43 ‘Third class - 4 wheel - side loader’ (page 377)

‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 402)
44 ‘Composite Brake - 4 wheel - side loader -

mansard roof’ (page 404)
45 ‘Composite Brake - 4 wheel - side loader -

mansard roof’ (page 404)
46 Composite - 4 wheel - side loaderComposite

Brake - 4 wheel - side loader– 1875
‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 397)

47 Third class - 4 wheel - side loaderComposite
Brake - 4 wheel - side loader– 1876
‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 402)

48 Third class - 4wheel - side loader– 1876
‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page
392)

49 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 402)
Third class - 4 wheel - side loader– 1876

50 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
377)
‘Goods bogie brake van, second compartment
one end’ (page 404)
Second class carriage– 1876

51 3rd class carriage - side loader– 1876
52 3rd class carriage - side loader– 9.1877
53 3rd class carriage - side loader– 10.1877
54 3rd class carriage - side loader– 11.1877
55 3rd class carriage - side loader– 12.1877
56 Second class carriage - side loader– 10.1877
57 Second class carriage - side loader - converted to

First Aid Car– 11.1877
58 Second class carriage - side loader– 12.1877

Passenger brakevan - ex Joint Stock ‘O 23’ - to
weighbridge van– 16.01.1890

59 3rd class carriage - side loader– 5.1878
60 3rd class carriage - side loader– 5.1878
61 Second class carriage - side loader– 5.1878

‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)

62 Second class carriage - side loader– 5.1878
‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)

63 3rd class 6 wheel carriage - side loader– 12.1878
‘Composite bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to
‘913” (page 378)

64 3rd class carriage - side loader– 3.1879
65 3rd class carriage - side loader– 3.1879
66 3rd class carriage - side loader– 3.1879
67 3rd class carriage - side loader– 3.1879
68 3rd class carriage - 4 wheel - side loader– 3.1879

‘Passenger brakevan - ex Joint Stock O 24’ (page
453)

69 3rd class carriage - 4 wheel side loader– 3.1879
70 ‘First class 6 wheel cleminson carriage - side

loader’ (page 382)
71 ‘First class 6 wheel cleminson carriage - side

loader’ (page 382)
72 4 wheel side loader - Ex New Zealand– 10.1879

‘First class 6 wheel cleminson side loader’ (page
382)
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73 4 wheel side loader - Ex New Zealand - Found to
be unusable after immersion
‘First class 6 wheel cleminson side loader’ (page
382)

74 ‘Composite First/Second class carriage - 6 wheel
cleminson’ (page 382)

75 ‘Composite First/Second class carriage - 6 wheel
cleminson’ (page 382)

76 ‘Composite First/Second class carriage -
Cleminson underframe - side loader’ (page 382)

77 Second class - 21 foot 6 inch long 4 wheel side
loader– 1880
‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)

78 Second - 4 wheel - side loader– 1880
‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)

79 Second class - 4 wheel - side loader– 1880
‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
377)

80 Second class - 4 wheel - side loader– 1880
81 Second class - 4 wheel - side loader– 1880
82 ‘Passenger Brake - 6 wheel’ (page 403)
83 Brake - 6 wheel– 12.1880

‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 402)
84 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page

371)
Composite First/3rd class carriage (from New
Zealand)– between 7.1880 and 4.1881

85 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)
Composite First/3rd class carriage (from New
Zealand)– between 7.1880 and 4.1881

86 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)
Composite First/3rd class carriage (from New
Zealand)– between 7.1880 and 4.1881

87 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)
Composite First/3rd class carriage (from New
Zealand)– between 7.1880 and 4.1881

88 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)
Composite First/3rd class carriage (from New
Zealand)– between 7.1880 and 4.1881

89 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
371)
Composite First/3rd class carriage (from New
Zealand)– between 7.1880 and 4.1881

90 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
372)
Composite First/3rd class carriage (from New
Zealand)– between 7.1880 and 4.1881

91 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)
3rd class carriage (from New Zealand)– between
7.1880 and 4.1881

92 ‘Second class side loading bogie carriage’ (page
372)

3rd class carriage (from New Zealand)– between
7.1880 and 4.1881

93 3rd class carriage (from New Zealand) -
renumbered 313 as First Aid van, then to Sleeping
Van No 3982– between 7.1880 and 4.1881
‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 383)

94 3rd class carriage (from New Zealand)– between
7.1880 and 4.1881
‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 383)

95 3rd class carriage (from New Zealand)– between
7.1880 and 4.1881
‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 384)

96 Composite class (from New Zealand)– 6.1882
‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)

97 3rd class carriage (from New Zealand)– 6.1882
‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 384)

98 3rd class carriage (from New Zealand)– 6.1882
‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 384)

99 3rd class carriage (from New Zealand)– 6.1882
‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 384)

100 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
377)
Third class carriage (from New Zealand) - side
loader– 6.1882
‘Goods bogie brake van, second compartment
one end’ (page 404)
Bluebird railcar driving trailer - named Mopoke

101 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
377)
Second lavatory bogie carriage– 12.1900
Third class carriage (from New Zealand) - side
loader– 6.1882
Bluebird railcar driving trailer - named Grebe

102 ‘Second class carriage - 6 wheel Cleminson - side
loader’ (page 382)
‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
377)
Bluebird railcar driving trailer - named Plover
‘46 foot suburban side door with guards
compartment’ (page 370)

103 ‘Second class carriage - 6 wheel Cleminson - side
loader’ (page 382)
‘Goods bogie brake van, second compartment
one end’ (page 404)
Bluebird railcar driving trailer - named Ibis
‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)

104 ‘Second class carriage - side loader - 6 wheel
Cleminson’ (page 383)
Bluebird railcar driving trailer - named Avocet
‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)

105 ‘First 6 wheel cleminson system - converted to
hospital car’ (page 383)
Bluebird railcar driving trailer - named Snipe

106 ‘First 6 wheel cleminson system - side loader’
(page 383)
Bluebird railcar driving trailer - named Brittern
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107 ‘First 6 wheel cleminson system - side loader’
(page 383)
‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)

108 Passenger bogie brake van– 26.2.1904
‘Passenger brake van’ (page 402)

109 ‘Passenger brake van - 6 wheel’ (page 403)
110 ‘Passenger brake van - 6 wheel’ (page 403)
111 ‘Passenger brake van - 6 wheel’ (page 403)

‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)

112 Passenger bogie brake van– 27.10.1886
‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’
(page 372)

113 Composite end loading carriage - American End
Loading– 29.03.1883

114 Composite end loading carriage - American End
Loading– 29.03.1883
Passenger bogie brake van - side loader– 10.1886

115 Second bogie car, end and centre loading– 3.1915
Composite end loading carriage - American Style
End Loading– 29.03.1883

116 Second class carriage - side loader– 23.5.1883
‘Mann Boudoir - ex Joint Stock - Willochra’ (page
545)

117 Second class carriage - side loader– 23.5.1883
‘Mann Boudoir - ex Joint Stock - Broughton’ (page
539)

118 ‘Passenger Brake Van, one luggage compartment,
no passenger accom.’ (page 403)

119 ‘Passenger Brake Van, one luggage compartment,
no passenger compartment’ (page 403)

120 ‘Passenger Brake Van, one luggage compartment,
no passenger compartment’ (page 403)

121 ‘Passenger Brake Van, one luggage compartment,
no passenger compartment’ (page 403)

122 ‘Passenger brake van - 6 wheel’ (page 403)
123 ‘Passenger brake van - 6 wheel’ (page 403)
124 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

373)
‘Goods bogie brake van, second compartment
one end’ (page 404)

125 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)

126 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)

127 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)

128 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)

129 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)

130 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
373)

131 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
374)

132 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page
374)

133 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
134 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
135 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
136 ‘First class carriage - ex Ashbury Carriage Co

England’ (page 384)
137 ‘First class carriage - ex Ashbury Carriage Co

England’ (page 385)
138 ‘First class carriage - ex Ashbury Carriage Co

England’ (page 385)
139 ‘First class carriage - ex Ashbury Carriage Co

England’ (page 385)
140 ‘First class carriage - ex Ashbury Carriage Co

England’ (page 385)
141 ‘First class carriage - ex Ashbury Carriage Co

England’ (page 385)
142 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
143 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
144 ‘Passenger Brake Van with end door’ (page 402)
145 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 385)
146 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
147 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
148 ‘Long saloon bogie carriage - Wakefield’ (page

541)
149 ‘First class side loading bogie carriage’ (page 387)
150 ‘First class side loading bogie carriage’ (page 387)
151 ‘First class side loading bogie carriage’ (page 387)
152 ‘First class side loading bogie carriage’ (page 387)
153 ‘First class side loading bogie carriage’ (page 387)
154 ‘First class side loading bogie carriage’ (page 387)

‘Goods brake van - centre cupola’ (page 404)
155 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
156 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
157 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
158 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
159 ‘Second class side loader bogie carriage’ (page

374)
160 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage’ (page 387)
161 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage’ (page 388)
162 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 385)
163 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage’ (page 388)
164 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 385)

‘Goods brake van - centre cupola’ (page 404)
165 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage’ (page 388)
166 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage’ (page 388)
167 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage’ (page 388)
168 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage’ (page 388)
169 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 385)
170 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 385)
171 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 385)
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172 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 385)
173 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
174 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
175 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
176 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
177 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
178 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
179 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
180 ‘First class bogie carriage - side loader’ (page 386)
181 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - used

as Joint Stock car No.37’ (page 386)
182 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - used

as Joint Stock car No.38’ (page 386)
183 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - used

as Joint Stock car No.39’ (page 387)
184 ‘Vice Regal saloon bogie carriage ‘Broughton”

(page 539)
185 ‘First saloon bogie lavatory carriage - side loader -

Eye Sight Testing Car’ (page 414)
186 ‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’

(page 372)
187 ‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’

(page 372)
188 ‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’

(page 372)
189 ‘Composite 46 foot side loading lavatory saloon’

(page 373)
190 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

377)
191 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

377)
192 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

377)
193 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

377)
194 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

377)
195 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

377)
196 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

377)
197 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

378)
198 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

378)
199 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

378)
200 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

378)
Rail car trailer - sold to Victorian Railways
Rail car trailer - narrow gauge ‘304’

201 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
378)
Rail car trailer

202 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
378)
Rail car trailer

203 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
378)

Rail car trailer
204 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page

378)
Rail car trailer

205 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
378)
Rail car trailer

206 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
378)
Rail car trailer

207 ‘Second class side loading lavatory saloon’ (page
378)
Rail car trailer

208 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line car
No.1 with baggage compartment at one end.’
(page 389)
Rail car trailer

209 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line car
No.2 with baggage compartment at one end.’
(page 389)
Rail car trailer

210 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line No.3’
(page 389)
Rail car trailer

211 ‘Composite bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg
line No.4’ (page 389)
Rail car trailer

212 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line No.5’
(page 389)
Rail car trailer

213 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line No.6’
(page 389)
Rail car trailer

214 ‘Second class bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg
line No.7 - new body built 5.8.1902 on frame’
(page 390)
Rail car trailer

215 ‘Second class bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg
line No.8 - new body built 30.7.1902 on frame’
(page 390)
Rail car trailer

216 ‘Second class bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg
line No.9 - new body built 9.9.1902 on frame’
(page 390)
Rail car trailer

217 ‘Second class bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg
line No.10 - new body built 13.9.1902 on frame’
(page 390)
Rail car trailer

218 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.11 - new body built 6.10.1902 on frame’ (page
390)
Rail car trailer

219 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.12 - new body built 10.10.1902 on frame’
(page 390)
Rail car trailer

220 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.13 - new body built 8.11.1902 on frame’ (page
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390)
Rail car trailer - ex narrow gauge ‘301’

221 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.14 - new body built 17.11.1902 on frame’
(page 391)
Rail car trailer - ex narrow gauge ‘300’

222 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.15 - new body built 19.12.1902 on frame’
(page 391)

223 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.16 - new body built 23.12.1902 on frame’
(page 391)

224 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.17 - new body built 7.2.1903 on frame’ (page
391)

225 ‘Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.18 - new body built 7.2.1903 on frame’ (page
391)

226 Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.19– 16.12.1899

227 Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.20– 16.12.1899

228 Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.21– 16.12.1899

229 Second bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.26– 16.12.1899

230 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.27 - Short American style ex cleminson
underframe’ (page 391)

231 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.28 - Short American style ex cleminson
underframe’ (page 391)

232 ‘First bogie end loading car - ex Glenelg line
No.29 - Short American style ex cleminson
underframe’ (page 392)

233 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage - ex Joint
stock ‘O 6” (page 388)

234 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage - ex Joint
stock ‘O 7” (page 388)

235 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage - ex Joint
stock ‘O 8” (page 388)

236 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage - ex Joint
stock ‘O 10” (page 388)

237 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage - ex Joint
stock ‘O 11” (page 388)

238 ‘Composite bogie side loader carriage - ex Joint
stock ‘O 25” (page 389)

239 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 375)
240 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 376)
241 ‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page

392)
242 ‘Composite side loading bogie carriage’ (page

392)
243 ‘First Lavatory bogie carriage - converted to

‘1005” (page 392)
244 ‘First Lavatory bogie carriage - converted to

‘1001” (page 393)
245 ‘First Lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 393)
246 ‘First Lavatory bogie carriage - converted to

‘1002” (page 393)
247 ‘First Lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’ (page

393)
248 ‘First Lavatory bogie carriage - converted to

‘1006” (page 393)
249 ‘Second end-load bogie car - Glenelg type -

rebuilt as Cinema instruction Car’ (page 394)
250 ‘Second end-load bogie car - Glenelg type’ (page

394)
Bluebird railcar - named Quail

251 ‘Second end-load bogie car - Glenelg type’ (page
394)
Bluebird railcar - named Lowan

252 ‘Second end-load bogie car - Glenelg type’ (page
394)
Bluebird railcar - named Blue Wren

253 ‘Ambulance bogie carriage - side loader -
converted to Vision Testing Car’ (page 414)
Bluebird railcar - named Pelican.

254 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 376)
Bluebird railcar - named Brogla

255 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 376)
Bluebird railcar - named Curlew

256 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 404)
Bluebird railcar - named Kookaburra

257 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 404)
Bluebird railcar - named Kestrel

258 ‘Post Office van - ex Joint stock - named Murray -
named Willochra’ (page 545)
Bluebird railcar - named Goshawk

259 ‘Bogie Post Office mail van - ex Joint Stock ‘O 19”
(page 452)
Bluebird railcar - named Penguin

260 ‘Composite bogie car - end load Glenelg type’
(page 332)
Bluebird railcar - named Corella

261 ‘Composite bogie car - end load Glenelg type -
Centenary Limited car in 1936’ (page 332)

262 ‘Second bogie car - end load Glenelg type’ (page
332)

263 ‘Second bogie car - end load Glenelg type - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 50’ (page 332)

264 ‘Second bogie car - end load Glenelg type’ (page
332)

265 ‘Second bogie car - end load Glenelg type’ (page
332)

266 ‘Second bogie car - end load Glenelg type’ (page
333)

267 ‘Second bogie car - end load Glenelg type - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 52’ (page 334)

268 ‘Composite baggage bogie car - end load Glenelg
- Buffet car on Centenary Limited - to Silverton
Tramway Museum’ (page 336)

269 ‘Composite baggage bogie car - end load Glenelg’
(page 337)

270 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’
(page 379)

271 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - converted to
‘1007” (page 379)
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272 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’
(page 379)

273 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’
(page 379)

274 ‘Composite lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’
(page 379)

275 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom
style’ (page 405)– 23.12.1912

276 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom
style’ (page 405)

277 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom
style’ (page 406)

278 ‘Composite bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to
‘902” (page 379)

279 ‘Composite lavatory side loading bogie carriage’
(page 379)

280 ‘Composite lavatory side loading bogie carriage’
(page 379)
Bluebird baggage railcar

281 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - converted to ‘1007”
(page 393)
Bluebird baggage railcar

282 ‘First lavatory side loading bogie carriage’ (page
393)
Bluebird baggage railcar

283 ‘First lavatory side loading bogie carriage - sold to
Commonwealth Railways, became EC 140’ (page
393)

284 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - converted to ‘1004”
(page 393)

285 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 141’
(page 393)

286 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 145’
(page 393)

287 ‘First lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 152’
(page 394)

288 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 138’
(page 394)

289 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 142’
(page 395)

290 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’
(page 395)

291 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 143’
(page 395)

292 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader - to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 154’
(page 395)

293 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’
(page 395)

294 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’
(page 396)

295 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader to
Commonwealth Railways, rebuilt as EC 153’

(page 396)
296 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’

(page 397)
297 ‘Second lavatory bogie carriage - side loader’

(page 397)
298 ‘Composite bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to

‘901” (page 379)
299 ‘Composite bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to

‘921” (page 380)
300 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to ‘918’

- to CR as EC 165’ (page 380)
301 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to

‘919” (page 380)
302 ‘Post Office van with Second class compartment’

(page 414)
303 ‘Post Office van with Second class compartment’

(page 414)
304 ‘Post Office van with Second class compartment’

(page 414)
305 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
306 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
307 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
308 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
309 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
310 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
311 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
312 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom

style’ (page 406)
313 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading - to

Silverton Tramway Museum’ (page 337)
314 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -

converted to ‘ESV 9” (page 338)
315 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

338)
316 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWK 7” (page 338)
317 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading - to

SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 60’ (page 339)
318 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

339)
319 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

339)
320 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWS 10” (page 339)
321 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

339)
322 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

339)
323 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

339)
324 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

339)
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325 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
339)

326 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 61’ (page 340)

327 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage’ (page
353)

328 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen trailer ‘823’ - to
SteamRanger’ (page 365)

329 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen trailer ‘824’ - to
SteamRanger’ (page 366)

330 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWS 2” (page 340)

331 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen trailer ‘826” (page 367)

332 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
340)

333 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
340)

334 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
340)

335 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
340)

336 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
341)

337 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
341)

338 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 62’ (page 341)

339 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
341)

340 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
341)

341 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
341)

342 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
341)

343 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWS 8” (page 341)

344 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWA 7” (page 342)

345 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 63 - to Port
Dock Station Railway Museum’ (page 342)

346 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
342)

347 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
342)

348 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Donated to Minda Home’ (page 342)

349 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 11” (page 342)

350 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen trailer ‘828” (page 367)

351 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen trailer ‘825” (page 366)

352 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen trailer ‘822” (page 365)

353 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
342)

354 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
343)

355 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
343)

356 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 64’ (page 343)

357 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
343)

358 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWS 3” (page 343)

359 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
343)

360 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
344)

361 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
344)

362 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen trailer ‘827” (page 367)

363 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage’ (page
353)

364 ‘Second bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type- to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 53’ (page 334)

365 ‘Second bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type -
Converted to PWA 10’ (page 334)

366 ‘Second bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 54’ (page 334)

367 ‘Second bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type’
(page 335)

368 ‘Second bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type’
(page 335)

369 ‘First bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type’ (page
335)

370 ‘First bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type’ (page
335)

371 ‘First bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type’ (page
335)

372 ‘First bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type’ (page
335)

373 ‘First bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type’ (page
335)

374 ‘Second bogie car, end loading - Glenelg type - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 56’ (page 336)

375 ‘First bogie car, end loading baggage - Glenelg
type’ (page 337)

376 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage - Glenelg
type’ (page 337)

377 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage - Glenelg
type’ (page 337)

378 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage - Glenelg
type’ (page 337)

379 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
344)

380 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
344)

381 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
344)

382 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
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Converted to ‘PWS 5” (page 344)
383 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

344)
384 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWA 6” (page 344)
385 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

344)
386 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

344)
387 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

345)
388 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWK 6” (page 345)
389 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - Centre Cupola,

Travelling SM Office’ (page 405)
390 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - Centre Cupola,

Travelling SM Office’ (page 405)
391 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - Centre Cupola,

Travelling SM Office - fitted out with power
generating set for use with Murray car’ (page 405)

392 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 404)
393 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 404)
394 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 405)
395 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 405)
396 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 405)
397 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to ‘920’

- to CR as EC 166’ (page 380)
398 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to

‘908” (page 380)
399 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to

‘906” (page 380)
400 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage- Sold to

Commonwealth Railways, Converted. to ‘EC 155”
(page 380)

401 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to
‘917” (page 380)

402 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to
‘915” (page 380)

403 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 1’ (page 345)

404 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
345)

405 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 3” (page 345)

406 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
345)

407 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
345)

408 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
345)

409 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
345)

410 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage’ (page
354)

411 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage - to
SteamRanger’ (page 354)

412 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
Converted to Pram Baggage - to SteamRanger’
(page 354)

413 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage’ (page
354)

414 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
345)

415 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 10” (page 345)

416 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWS 9” (page 346)

417 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 14” (page 346)

418 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 19” (page 346)

419 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
347)

420 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWA 2” (page 347)

421 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWS 4” (page 347)

422 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen railcar trailer ‘829” (page
367)

423 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Pram Baggage’ (page 354)

424 ‘Passenger bogie brakevan’ (page 405)
425 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -

converted to Red Hen railcar trailer ‘821” (page
365)

426 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
Converted to Pram Baggage - to SteamRanger’
(page 354)

427 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage’ (page
354)

428 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Pram Baggage - to SteamRanger -
renumber ARHS 83’ (page 355)

429 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen railcar trailer ‘820’ - to
SteamRanger - to Port Dock Station Railway
Museum’ (page 364)

430 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage-
converted to pram Baggaage - Converted to
‘ESV 11” (page 355)

431 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage’ (page
355)

432 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger’ (page 347)

433 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - renumbered ARHS 65’ (page 347)

434 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - Renumbered ARHS 71’ (page 348)

435 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWA 11” (page 348)

436 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 5” (page 348)

437 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 18” (page 348)

438 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
348)

439 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
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Converted to ‘PWA 5” (page 348)
440 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWK 12” (page 348)
441 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWA 12” (page 348)
442 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

349)
443 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWK 4” (page 349)
444 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page

349)
445 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWS 1” (page 349)
446 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading - to

SteamRanger - Renumbered ARHS 72 - to Port
Dock Station Railway Museum’ (page 349)

447 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
349)

448 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWA 1” (page 349)

449 ‘Bogie passenger brake van’ (page 405)
450 ‘Bogie passenger brake van’ (page 405)
451 ‘Second bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to

car ‘900” (page 380)
452 ‘Second bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to

car ‘907” (page 380)
453 ‘Second bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to

car ‘914” (page 381)
454 ‘Second bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to

car ‘912” (page 381)
455 ‘Second bogie lavatory carriage - Converted to

car ‘1008” (page 381)
456 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWA 8” (page 350)
457 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -

Converted to ‘PWA 4” (page 350)
458 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -

converted to Red Hen railcar trailer ‘831’ - to
SteamRanger’ (page 367)

459 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
350)

460 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 2” (page 350)

461 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger’ (page 350)

462 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - Renumbered ARHS 66’ (page 350)

463 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger’ (page 351)

464 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
351)

465 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage - to
SteamRanger’ (page 355)

466 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
Converted to pram Baggage’ (page 355)

467 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -
converted to Red Hen railcar trailer ‘830’ - to
SteamRanger’ (page 367)

468 ‘Second bogie car, end loading baggage -

converted to Red Hen railcar trailer ‘823” (page
365)

469 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
351)

470 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 13” (page 351)

471 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 17” (page 351)

472 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWA 9” (page 351)

473 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 16” (page 351)

474 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to
‘916” (page 381)

475 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to car
‘910” (page 381)

476 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to car
‘903” (page 381)

477 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to car
‘909’ - Sold to CR - Converted to ‘EC 164” (page
381)

478 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to car
‘904” (page 381)

479 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to car
‘911” (page 382)

480 ‘Composite bogie lav carriage - Converted to car
‘905” (page 382)

481 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWS 1” (page 352)

482 ‘Second bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWK 15” (page 352)

483 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWS 6” (page 352)

484 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading - to
SteamRanger - Renumbered ARHS 73’ (page 353)

485 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading’ (page
353)

486 ‘First bogie car, end and centre loading -
Converted to ‘PWA 3” (page 353)

487 ‘Passenger bogie brake van - 60 foot Long Tom
style’ (page 407)

488 ‘Composite Lavatory - end loader - built as
narrow gauge ‘217’ - used as broad gauge railcar
trailer’ (page 439)

489 ‘Second Lavatory - end loader - Built as narrow
gauge ‘222” (page 439)

490 ‘Second Lavatory - end loader - Built as narrow
gauge ‘189” (page 437)

491 ‘Second Lavatory - end loader - Built as narrow
gauge ‘196” (page 437)

492 ‘Second Lavatory - end loader - Built as narrow
gauge ‘197’ - used as broad gauge railcar trailer’
(page 437)

493 ‘Second Lavatory - end loader - Built narrow
gauge ‘181’ - used as broad gauge railcar trailer’
(page 436)

494 ‘Second Lavatory - end loader - Built as narrow
gauge ‘182’ - used as broad gauge railcar trailer’
(page 436)
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495 ‘First Lavatory - end loader - Built as narrow
gauge ‘186” (page 437)

496 ‘Second Lavatory - end loader - Built as narrow
gauge ‘187” (page 441)

497 Brakevan - Formerly 108– 9.1877
498 Brakevan - Ex joint stock, End cupola Brake Van–

6.1878
499 Brakevan– 6.1878

‘Composite Lavavatory car - Eye sight testing car
1937, baby health car No.3 in 1947, red and
cream.’ (page 432)

500 ‘First class Main line corridor passenger car -
recoded ‘AK1” (page 310)
‘Second class - converted to accomodation for
trainmen, formerly Caldwell Vale Railcar convert
to carriage’ (page 650)

501 ‘First class Main line corridor passenger car’
(page 310)

502 ‘First class Main line corridor passenger car’
(page 310)
Brakevan - 6.1878

503 ‘First class Main line corridor passenger car’
(page 311)

540 Goods brake van - 10.1895
541 Goods brake van - 10.1895
550 ‘First class sitting car - Originally ‘7 AE” (page

588)
551 ‘First class sitting car - Originally ‘8 AE” (page

588)
600 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car -

recoded ‘BKL3” (page 312)
601 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car’

(page 313)
602 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car’

(page 313)
603 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car’

(page 313)
604 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car’

(page 314)
605 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car’

(page 314)
606 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car’

(page 314)
607 ‘Second class Main line corridor passenger car -

recoded ‘BH 1” (page 314)
700 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’

(page 316)
701 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’

(page 316)
702 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car -

recoded ‘BK 1” (page 316)
703 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car -

recoded ‘BK 2” (page 317)
704 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’

(page 317)
705 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’

(page 317)
706 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’

(page 318)

707 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 318)

708 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 318)

709 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 319)

710 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 319)

711 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 319)

712 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 319)

713 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 320)

714 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 320)

715 ‘Second class end loading vestibule country car’
(page 321)

750 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - recoded ‘BE 346” (page 321)

751 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - recoded ‘BE 358” (page 321)

752 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - recoded ‘BE 351” (page 322)

753 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - recoded ‘BE 352” (page 323)

780 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - recoded ‘BF 343” (page 323)

781 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - recoded ‘BF 344” (page 324)

782 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - recoded ‘BF 345” (page 324)

783 ‘Composite class end loading vestibule country
car - converted to Officers car for use with Vice
Regal car’ (page 324)

800 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘869” (page 327)

801 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘876” (page 329)

802 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘867” (page 327)

803 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘881” (page 330)

804 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘882” (page 330)

805 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘877” (page 329)

806 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘878” (page 329)

807 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘871” (page 328)

808 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘879” (page 330)

809 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘866” (page 327)

810 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘870” (page 328)

811 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘874” (page 328)
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812 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘875” (page 328)

813 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘883” (page 330)

814 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘865” (page 327)

815 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘872” (page 328)

816 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘873” (page 328)

817 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘868” (page 327)

818 ‘Second class steel suburban car - renumbered
‘880” (page 330)

820 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘429” (page 364)

821 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘425” (page 365)

822 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘352” (page 365)

823 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘328” (page 365)

824 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘329” (page 366)

825 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘351” (page 366)

826 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘331” (page 367)

827 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘362” (page 367)

828 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘350” (page 367)

829 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘422” (page 367)

830 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘467” (page 367)

831 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘458” (page 367)

832 ‘Wooden railcar trailer with baggage
compartment - ex ‘468” (page 367)

850 ‘Second class steel suburban car with baggage
compartment - renumbered ‘862’, then ‘2501”
(page 326)

851 ‘Second class steel suburban car with baggage
compartment - renumbered ‘864” (page 326)

852 ‘Second class steel suburban car with baggage
compartment - renumbered ‘861” (page 326)

853 ‘Second class steel suburban car with baggage
compartment - renumbered ‘863” (page 326)

854 ‘Second class steel suburban car with baggage
compartment - renumbered ‘860” (page 326)

860 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘854” (page 326)

861 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘852” (page 326)

862 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘850’ - converted to ‘2501” (page 326)

863 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘853” (page 326)

864 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘851” (page 326)

865 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘814” (page 327)

866 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘809” (page 327)

867 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘802” (page 327)

868 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘817” (page 327)

869 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘800” (page 327)

870 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘810” (page 328)

871 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘807” (page 328)

872 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘815” (page 328)

873 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘816” (page 328)

874 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘807” (page 328)

875 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘812” (page 328)

876 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘801” (page 329)

877 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘805” (page 329)

878 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘806” (page 329)

879 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘808” (page 330)

880 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘818” (page 330)

881 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘803” (page 330)

882 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘804” (page 330)

883 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel
railcars - ex ‘813” (page 330)

900 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
451’ (page 380)

901 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
298’ (page 379)

902 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
278’ (page 379)

903 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
476’ (page 381)

904 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
478’ (page 381)

905 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
480’ (page 382)

906 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
399’ (page 380)

907 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
452’ (page 380)

908 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
398’ (page 380)

909 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
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477’ (page 381)
910 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No

475’ (page 381)
911 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No

479’ (page 382)
912 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No

454’ (page 381)
913 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No

63’ (page 378)
‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 397)

914 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
453’ (page 381)

915 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
402’ (page 380)
‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 398)

916 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
474’ (page 381)

917 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
401’ (page 380)

918 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
300’ (page 380)

919 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
301’ (page 380)

920 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
397’ (page 380)

921 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
299’ (page 380)

922 ‘Second class - end vestibule - converted from No
255’ (page 376)

923 ‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 398)

950 ‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 398)

973 ‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 398)

977 ‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 398)

1001 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.244’ (page 393)

1002 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.246’ (page 393)

1003 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.281’ (page 393)

1004 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.284’ (page 393)

1005 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.243’ (page 392)

1006 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.248’ (page 393)

1007 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.271’ (page 379)

1008 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.455’ (page 381)

1009 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.205’ (page 378)

1010 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.240’ (page 376)

1011 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.200’ (page 378)

1012 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.206’ (page 378)

1013 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.101’ (page 377)

1014 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.201’ (page 378)

1015 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.204’ (page 378)

1016 ‘Second class - side loader - converted from car
No.207’ (page 378)

1021 ‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 398)

1025 ‘Goods bogie brake van with Second class
compartment’ (page 398)

1101 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex unknown car, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 370)

1102 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 93, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 383)

1103 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 95, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 384)

1104 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 97, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 384)

1105 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 94, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 383)

1106 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 99, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 384)

1107 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex unknown car, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 370)

1108 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 199, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 378)

1109 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 102, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 377)

1110 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 188, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 372)

1111 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 96, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 372)

1112 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 18, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 372)

1113 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 186, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 372)

1114 ‘Side loading baggage car - ex car 112, end
compartments converted to extra standing room’
(page 372)

1228 Goods brake van– 6.1883
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1229 Goods brake van– 6.1883
1230 Goods brake van– 6.1883
1231 Goods brake van– 6.1883
1232 Goods brake van– 10.1883
1233 Goods brake van– 10.1883
1234 Goods brake van– 10.1883
1235 Goods brake van– 10.1883
1236 Goods brake van– 10.1883
1664 Goods brake van– 7.1885
1665 Goods brake van– 7.1885
1666 Goods brake van– 7.1885
1667 Goods brake van– 7.1885
1668 Goods brake van– 10.1885
1669 Goods brake van– 10.1885
1670 Goods brake van– 10.1885
1671 Goods brake van– 10.1885
1672 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1673 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1674 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1675 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1704 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1705 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1706 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1707 Goods brake van– 1.1889
1708 Goods brake van– 2.1889
1709 Goods brake van– 2.1889
1710 Goods brake van– 2.1889
1711 Goods brake van– 12.1888
1716 Goods brake van– 8.1893
1717 Goods brake van– 8.1893
1718 Goods brake van– 8.1893
1719 Goods brake van– 8.1893
1720 Goods brake van– 8.1893
1721 Goods brake van– 8.1893
1722 Goods brake van– 8.1893
2318 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 398)
2319 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 398)
2320 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 398)
2321 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 398)
2501 ‘Steel suburban trailing car for use with diesel

railcars - ex ‘862’ - ex ‘850’ - converted to ‘2501”
(page 326)

3534 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 398)

3535 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 398)

3536 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 398)

3537 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 399)

3538 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 399)

3539 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 399)

3540 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3541 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3542 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3543 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3544 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3545 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3546 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3547 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3548 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3549 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
3550 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 399)
4059 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4062 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4063 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4064 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4065 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4066 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4067 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4068 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4069 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4070 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4071 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4072 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4073 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 400)
4074 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment - to Port Dock’ (page 400)
4075 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 401)
4076 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 401)
4077 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 401)
4078 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 401)
4079 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class

compartment’ (page 401)
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4080 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 401)

4081 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 401)

4092 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 401)

4093 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 401)

4094 ‘Goods bogie brake van with second class
compartment’ (page 402)

4352 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4353 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4354 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4355 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4356 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4357 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4358 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4359 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 407)
4360 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4361 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4362 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4363 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4364 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4365 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4366 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4367 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4368 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4369 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 408)
4370 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4371 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4372 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4373 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4374 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4375 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4376 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4377 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4378 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4379 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 409)
4380 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 410)
4381 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 410)
4382 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 410)
4383 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 410)
4384 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 410)
4385 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 410)
4386 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 410)
4387 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 411)
4388 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 411)
4389 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 411)
4390 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 411)
4391 ‘Webb caboose’ (page 411)
4400 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 411)
4401 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 411)
4402 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 411)
4403 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4404 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4405 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4406 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4407 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4408 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)

4409 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4410 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4411 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4412 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4413 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4414 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 412)
4415 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 413)
4416 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 413)
4417 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 413)
4418 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 413)
4419 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 413)
4420 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 413)
4421 ‘Composite goods brake van’ (page 413)
ABD 1 ‘Composite class air conditioned end vestibule

sitting car - to ‘AD 3’ - recoded ‘AG 374” (page 567)
ABD 2 ‘Composite class air conditioned end vestibule

sitting car - to ‘AD 4’- recoded ‘AG 373” (page 569)
ABD 3 ‘Composite class air conditioned end vestibule

sitting car - to ‘AD 5’- recoded ‘AG 372” (page 570)
AD 1 ‘First class air conditioned end vestibule sitting

car - recoded ‘AG 376” (page 564)
AD 2 ‘First class air conditioned end vestibule sitting

car - recoded ‘AG 375” (page 566)
AD 3 ‘First class air conditioned end vestibule sitting

car - ex ‘ABD 1’ - recoded ‘AG 374” (page 567)
AD 4 ‘First class air conditioned end vestibule sitting

car - ex ‘ABD 2’- recoded ‘AG 373” (page 569)
AD 5 ‘First class air conditioned end vestibule sitting

car - ex ‘ABD 3’- recoded ‘AG 372” (page 570)
BD 1 ‘Second class air conditioned end vestibule

sitting car - recoded ‘BG 370” (page 572)
BD 2 ‘Second class air conditioned end vestibule

sitting car - recoded ‘BG 368” (page 573)
BD 3 ‘Second class air conditioned end vestibule

sitting car - recoded ‘BG 369” (page 575)
BD 4 ‘Second class air conditioned end vestibule

sitting car - recoded ‘BG 371” (page 577)
C 1 ‘Cafeteria car’ (page 510)
CD 1 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 578)
CD 2 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 580)
CD 3 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 580)
CD 4 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 580)
CD 5 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 580)
CD 6 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 580)
CD 7 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 581)
CD 8 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 581)
CD 9 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 581)
CD 10 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 581)
CD 11 ‘Passenger Brake van - recoded ‘AVCY 391” (page

582)
SCD 1 ‘Passenger Brake van- recoded ‘AVCY 378” (page

582)
SCD 2 ‘Passenger Brake van’ (page 582)
SCD 3 ‘Passenger Brake van - recoded ‘AVCY 379” (page

582)
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16.3 V&SAR Joint Stock Allocation List

16.4 Victorian & South Australian Railways
Joint Stock

Sleeping Carriages

Acheron ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 456)
Adelaide ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - renamed

Torrens’ (page 463)
Allambi (No.1) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’

(page 467)
Allambi (No.2) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’

(page 468)
Angas ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 457)
Baderloo ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 459)
Ballarat ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - renamed

Glenelg ’ (page 460)
Barwon ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 509)
Chalaki ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 468)
Coliban ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 460)
Dargo ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 460)
Dorai (No.1) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page

469)
Dorai (No.2) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page

470)
Finniss ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - was named

Wolseley’ (page 460)
Glenelg ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - was named

Ballarat’ (page 460)
Inman ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 461)
Juki ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 470)
Kuldalai ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page

471)
Loddon ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - was named

Melbourne’ (page 462)
Macedon ‘Steel sleeper’ (page 556)
Malkari ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car - renamed

Tolkini’ (page 472)
Melbourne ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - renamed

Loddon’ (page 462)
Mokai ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 473)
Mount Lofty ‘Steel sleeper’ (page 557)
Mururi ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 473)
Nankuri ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page

474)
Nomuldi ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page

475)
O1 ‘Mann Boudoir car (Willochra No1.)’ (page 451)
O2 ‘Mann Boudoir car (Avon)’ (page 451)
O3 ‘Mann Boudoir car (Kiewa)’ (page 451)
O4 ‘Mann Boudoir car (Broughton)’ (page 451)
O29 ‘Mann Boudoir car (La Trobe)’ (page 453)
O30 ‘Mann Boudoir car (Hindmarsh)’ (page 454)
Onkaparinga ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 462)
Paiti ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car - issued as

Tandeni’ (page 475)
Pekina ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 462)
Purpawi ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page

476)
Tambo ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper’ (page 463)
Tandeni ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car - renamed

Paiti’ (page 475)
Tantini (No.1) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’

(page 477)
Tantini (No.2) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car.’

(page 478)
Tarkinji ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 478)
Tawarri ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 479)
Tolkini ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car - renamed

Malkari’ (page 472)
Torrens ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - was named

Adelaide’ (page 463)
Weroni (No.1) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’

(page 480)
Weroni (No.2) ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’

(page 480)
Wolseley ‘Wooden Joint Stock sleeper - renamed

Finniss’ (page 460)
Yankai ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 482)
Yanni ‘Joint Stock corten steel sleeping car’ (page 483)

Sitting Carriages

1 AJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel first class sitter’ (page 483)
1 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter -

Converted to RBJ 1 on 10.02.1971’ (page 486)
2 AJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel first class sitter’ (page 485)
2 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter -

Converted to RBJ 2 on 19.02.1971’ (page 486)
3 AJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel first class sitter’ (page 485)
3 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter -

Converted to RBJ 3 on 31.05.1971’ (page 486)
4 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter’ (page

486)
5 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 588)
5 AVE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter - recoded ‘5 AE” (page

588)
5 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter - named

Mururi’ (page 488)
5 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 597)
5 BVE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter - recoded ‘5 BE”

(page 597)
6 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 588)
6 AVE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter - recoded ‘6 AE” (page

588)
6 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 597)
6 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter’ (page

488)
6 BVE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter - recoded ‘6 BE”

(page 597)
7 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 588)
7 AVE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter - recoded ‘7 AE” (page

588)
7 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 597)
7 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter - named

Purpawi’ (page 490)
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7 BVE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter - recoded ‘7 BE”
(page 597)

8 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 588)
8 AVE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter - recoded ‘8 AE” (page

588)
8 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 597)
8 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter’ (page

490)
8 BVE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter - recoded ‘8 BE”

(page 597)
9 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 588)
9 AVE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter - recoded ‘9 AE” (page

588)
9 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 597)
9 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter’ (page

491)
9 BVE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter - recoded ‘9 BE”

(page 597)
10 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 589)
10 AVE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter - recoded ‘10 AE”

(page 589)
10 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 597)
10 BJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class sitter’ (page

492)
10 BVE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter - recoded ‘10 BE”

(page 597)
39 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 592)
40 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 592)
40 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 602)
41 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 592)
41 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 602)
42 AE ‘Joint Stock first class sitter’ (page 592)
42 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 603)
43 BE ‘Joint Stock second class sitter’ (page 603)
O 5 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 451)
O 6 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 451)
O 7 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 451)
O 8 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 451)
O 9 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 451)
O 10 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 452)
O 11 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 452)
O 12 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 452)
O 25 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 453)
O 26 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 453)
O 27 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 453)
O 28 ‘Composite bogie carriage’ (page 453)
OA 31 ‘First class vestibule’ (page 454)
OA 32 ‘First class vestibule’ (page 454)
OB 33 ‘Second class vestibule’ (page 454)
OA 34 ‘First class vestibule’ (page 454)
OA 35 ‘First class vestibule’ (page 454)
OA 37 ‘First class lavatory’ (page 454)
OA 38 ‘First class lavatory’ (page 454)
OA 39 ‘First class lavatory’ (page 454)
OB 36 ‘Second class vestibule’ (page 454)
OB 40 ‘Second class lavatory’ (page 454)
OB 41 ‘Second class lavatory’ (page 454)
OB 42 ‘Second class lavatory’ (page 455)

Other Carriages (Club, Brake, Power)

1 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 606)
1 CO ‘Joint Stock corten steel brake van’ (page 500)
1 D (No.1) ‘Joint Stock mail baggage van’ (page 611)
1 D (No.2) ‘Joint Stock mail baggage van’ (page 611)
1 DVE ‘Joint Stock guards van - recoded ‘1 CE” (page

606)
1 EEB ‘Joint Stock mail baggage van - converted to ‘1 D”

(page 611)
1 EES ‘Joint Stock mail sorting van - converted to ‘3 ”

(page 612)
1 PCO ‘Joint Stock corten steel power van’ (page 501)
1 RBJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class refreshment

car - Converted from BJ 1 on 10.02.1971’ (page 486)
2 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 606)
2 CO ‘Joint Stock corten steel brake van’ (page 500)
2 D ‘Joint Stock mail baggage van’ (page 611)
2 DVE ‘Joint Stock guards van - recoded ‘2 CE” (page

606)
2 EEB ‘Joint Stock mail baggage van - converted to ‘2 D”

(page 611)
2 EES ‘Joint Stock mail sorting van - converted to ‘4 D”

(page 612)
2 PCO ‘Joint Stock corten steel power van’ (page 501)
2 RBJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class refreshment

car - Converted from BJ 2 on 19.02.1971’ (page 486)
3 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 606)
3 D ‘Joint Stock mail sorting van’ (page 612)
3 DVE ‘Joint Stock guards van - recoded ‘3 CE” (page

606)
3 PCO ‘Joint Stock corten steel power van’ (page 502)
3 RBJ ‘Joint Stock corten steel second class refreshment

car - Converted from BJ 3 on 31.05.1971’ (page 486)
4 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 606)
4 D ‘Joint Stock mail sorting van’ (page 612)
4 DVE ‘Joint Stock guards van - recoded ‘4 CE” (page

606)
4 PCO ‘Joint Stock corten steel power van’ (page 503)
5 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 606)
5 DVE ‘Joint Stock guards van - recoded ‘5 CE” (page

606)
6 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 607)
6 DVE ‘Joint Stock guards van - recoded ‘6 CE” (page

607)
26 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 609)
27 CE ‘Joint Stock guards van’ (page 609)
Club No.1 ‘Joint Stock corten steel club car - named

Victoria’ (page 496)
Club No.2 ‘Joint Stock corten steel club car’ (page 497)
Club No.3 ‘Joint Stock corten steel club car’ (page 498)
O 13 ‘Passenger bogie brakevan’ (page 452)
O 14 ‘Passenger bogie brakevan’ (page 452)
O 15 ‘Passenger bogie brakevan’ (page 452)
O 16 ‘Passenger bogie brakevan’ (page 452)
O 17 ‘Bogie Post Office mailvan’ (page 452)
O 18 ‘Bogie Post Office mailvan (Willochra No.2)’ (page

452)
O 19 ‘Bogie Post Office mailvan’ (page 452)
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O 20 ‘Bogie mail baggage van’ (page 453)
O 21 ‘Bogie mail baggage van’ (page 453)
O 22 ‘Bogie mail baggage van’ (page 453)
O 23 ‘Bogie luggage van’ (page 453)
O 24 ‘Bogie luggage van’ (page 453)

16.5 South Australian & Commonwealth
Railways Joint Stock Carriages

Narrow Gauge Carriages

South Australian Railways and Commonwealth Railways
Joint Stock operated on the East-West service between
Port Augusta and Terowie via Quorn between 1917 and
1936. The cars were all owned by the South Australian
Railways with the Commonwealth Railways paying part
of the maintenance and other operating costs. Following
cessation of this service, many of the cars were rebuilt.

76 ‘First class Short Tom’ (page 427)
77 ‘First class Short Tom’ (page 427)
78 ‘Second class Short Tom’ (page 427)
183 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 441)
184 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 441)
190 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 439)
192 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
193 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
194 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 442)
200 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
201 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
202 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 435)
203 ‘Passenger bogie brake van’ (page 436)
212 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 438)
218 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 440)
219 ‘Second class lavatory bogie car’ (page 439)

(Wandana PRR - frame)
220 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage’ (page 441)
221 ‘Second class lavatory bogie carriage - converted to

dining car Wonoka’ (page 547)

16.6 Steel Goods Brake Vans

16.7 South Australian Railways CGN, CGP,
CD, SCD class brake vans

CD 1 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
578)

CD 2 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
580)

CD 3 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
580)

CD 4 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
580)

CD 5 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
580)

CD 6 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
580)

CD 7 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
581)

CD 8 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
581)

CD 9 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
581)

CD 10 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
581)

CD 11 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
582)

CGN 1 ‘Narrow gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
639)

CGN 2 ‘Narrow gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
640)

CGN 3 ‘Narrow gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
640)

CGN 4 ‘Narrow gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
640)

CGN 5 ‘Narrow gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
640)

CGN 6 ‘Narrow gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
640)

CGP 1 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
638)

CGP 2 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
639)

CGP 3 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
639)

CGP 4 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
639)

CGP 5 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
639)

CGP 6 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
639)

CGP 7 ‘Broad gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
639)

SCD 1 ‘Standard gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
582)

SCD 2 ‘Standard gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
582)

SCD 3 ‘Standard gauge steel passenger brake van’ (page
582)

16.8 Perway and Non-revenue Earning
Vehicles

16.9 South Australian Railways Perway
Sleeping cars (PWS)

1 broad gauge– 7.1965] ex ‘car 481’ (page 352)
2 broad gauge– 7.1965] ex ‘car 330’ (page 340)
3 broad gauge– 5.1966] ex ‘car 358’ (page 343)
4 broad gauge– 5.1966] ex ‘car 421’ (page 347)
5 broad gauge– 2.1969] ex ‘car 382’ (page 344)
6 broad gauge– 2.1969] ex ‘car 483’ (page 352)
7 broad gauge– 7.1969] ex ‘car 445’ (page 349)
8 broad gauge– 7.1969] ex ‘car 343’ (page 341)
9 broad gauge– 10.2.1970] ex ‘car 416’ (page 346)
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10 broad gauge– 10.2.1970] ex ‘car 320’ (page 339)
11 broad gauge– 7.1970] ex Brill trailer ‘201’
12 broad gauge– 8.1970] ex Brill trailer ‘204’
13 broad gauge– 11.1970] ex Brill motor ‘51’
14 broad gauge– 8.1970] ex Brill trailer ‘207’
15 broad gauge– 9.1970] ex Brill trailer ‘208’ - To

Healesville Railway Co-op, Lillydale, Victoria.
16 broad gauge– 10.1970] ex Brill trailer ‘209’
17 broad gauge– 8.1970] ex Brill trailer ‘211’
18 broad gauge– 8.1970] ex Brill trailer ‘212’
19 standard gauge– 6.1971] ex Brill trailer ‘213’ - To

Healesville Railway Co-op, Lillydale, Victoria.
20 narrow gauge– 2.1971] ex Brill trailer ‘215’
21 narrow gauge– 2.1971] ex Brill motor ‘40’
22 narrow gauge– 5.1971] ex Brill motor ‘55’
23 narrow gauge– 5.1971] ex Brill motor ‘58’
24 broad gauge– 17.03.1972] ex Brill trailer ‘304’
25 broad gauge– 17.03.1972] ex Brill trailer ‘218’
26 broad gauge– 17.03.1972] ex Brill trailer ‘219’,

purchased Port Dock Station Railway Museum
6.3.1989, 1995 Sold to Pichi Richi Railway.

27 broad gauge– 17.03.1972] ex Brill trailer ‘300’ - to
SteamRanger, at Goolwa for restoration.

28 broad gauge– 5.1973] ex Brill motor ‘43’
29 broad gauge– 12.1971–
30 narrow gauge– 4.1973] ex Brill trailer ‘301’
31 narrow gauge– 4.1973] ex Brill trailer ‘302’ [rpf]

16.10 South Australian Railways Perway
Kitchen cars (PWK)

1 broad gauge– 7.1965] ex ‘car 403’ (page 345)
2 broad gauge– 5.1966] ex ‘car 460’ (page 350)
3 broad gauge– 2.1969] ex ‘car 405’ (page 345)
4 broad gauge– 7.1969] ex ‘car 443’ (page 349)
5 broad gauge– 10.2.1970] ex ‘car 436’ (page 348)
6 broad gauge– 17.4.1970] ex ‘car 388’ (page 345)
7 broad gauge– 17.4.1970] ex ‘car 316’ (page 338)
8 broad gauge– 17.4.1970] ex ‘car 325’ (page 339)
9 broad gauge– 17.4.1970] ex ‘car 357’ (page 343), to

SteamRanger
10 standard gauge– 6.1971] ex ‘car 415’ (page 345)
11 narrow gauge– 2.1971] ex ‘car 349’ (page 342)
12 narrow gauge– 5.1971] ex ‘car 440’ (page 348)
13 broad gauge– 7.1971] ex ‘car 470’ (page 351)
14 broad gauge– 2.1972] ex ‘car 417’ (page 346)
15 broad gauge– 6.1972] ex ‘car 482’ (page 352)
16 broad gauge– 7.1972] ex ‘car 473’ (page 351)
17 broad gauge– 7.1971] ex ‘car 471’ (page 351)
18 narrow gauge– 4.1973] ex ‘car 437’ (page 348)
19 standard gauge– 16.8.1973] ex car ‘418’ (page 346)

16.11 South Australian Railways Perway
Ablution cars (PWA)

1 broad gauge– 7.1965] ex ‘car 448’ (page 349)
2 broad gauge– 5.1966] ex ‘car 420’ (page 347)

3 broad gauge– 2.1969] ex ‘car 486’ (page 353)
4 broad gauge– 7.1969] ex ‘car 457’ (page 350)
5 broad gauge– 10.2.1970] ex ‘car 439’ (page 348)
6 broad gauge– 17.4.1970] ex ‘car 384’ (page 344)
7 broad gauge– 8.1970] ex ‘car 344’ (page 342)
8 broad gauge– 4.1970] ex ‘car 456’ (page 350)
9 broad gauge– 8.1970] ex ‘car 472’ (page 351)
10 standard gauge– 6.1971] ex ‘car 365’ (page 334)
11 narrow gauge– 2.1971] ex ‘car 435’ (page 348)
12 narrow gauge– 5.1971] ex ‘car 441’ (page 348)
13 broad gauge– 7.1971
14 broad gauge– 10.1972] ex ‘brake 4400’ (page 411)
15 broad gauge– 11.1972] ex ‘brake 4405’ (page 412)
16 standard gauge– 7.1973] ex ‘brake 4407’ (page

412)
17 standard gauge– 7.1973] ex ‘brake 4414’ (page

412)
18 narrow gauge– 4.1973] ex ‘brake 4408’ (page 412)
19 broad gauge– 4.1973] ex ‘brake 4410’ (page 412)
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A
ABBREVIATIONS AND GLOSSARY OF TERMS

A

AAR wheel arrangement The AAR wheel arrangement
system is a method of classifying locomotive wheel
arrangements that was developed by the
Association of American Railroads. It is similar to
the European UIC classification, and it is widely
used in North America to describe diesel and
electric locomotives. It is not used for steam
locomotives; instead, the Whyte notation is used.
This system counts axles instead of wheels. Letters
refer to powered axles, and numbers to unpowered
axles. ‘A’ refers to one powered axle, ‘B’ to two
powered axles in a row, ‘C’ to three powered axles in
a row, and ‘D’ to four powered axles in a row. ‘1’
refers to one idler axle, and ‘2’ to two idler axles in a
row. A dash (‘-’) separates trucks, or wheel
assemblies. A plus sign (‘+’) refers to articulation.

Examples are: A1A-A1A, B-1, B-A1A, D-D, 2-D+D-2.

Air Brake This is the most common type of train brake.
It was used on both the South Australian and
Commonwealth Railways.

Air Suspension The bogie of a vehicle is fitted with
rubber air cushions or bags. Compressed air is fed
into the bags under the control of a valve to ensure
the correct pressure is maintained.

A.L.A.R.C See Australian Locomotive and Railway
Carriage Company.

Alice, The Inaugrated on 21st November 1983, The Alice
was promoted as an all first class journey between
Sydney and Alice Springs. No economy seating was
provided on the train. Poor patronage lead to the
service being terminated on 2 November 1987

A.N. See Australian National.

A.N.R.C. See Australian National Railway Commission.

A.R.H.S. (SteamRanger) Australian Railway Historical
Society. In South Australia they operate train
services under the name SteamRanger.

A.R.T.C. See Australian Rail Track Corporation.

Articulated Vehicle Two adjacent railway vehicles are
mounted on one bogie. It has the benefit of reducing
the number of bogies required for a train and hence
the weight and maintenance requirements.

A.S.R. See Australia Southern Railway.

AustralAsia Railway Corporation The AustralAsia
Railway Corporation is a statutory body established
under the AustralAsia Railway Corporation Act 1996
and supported by South Australia through
complementary legislation. The Corporation was
established in 1997 by the Northern Territory and
South Australian Governments to manage the
awarding of a Build, Own, Operate and Transfer
back (BOOT) concession and to enter into
contractual arrangements with the successful
consortium for the construction of the rail line from
Alice Springs to Darwin.

Australian Locomotive & Railway Carriage Company
(Murraylander) The Australian Loco & Railway
Carriage Company was formed in 1999 by Steve
Moritz, Bob Butrims and Bruce Roberts to take over
the operational assests of the Murraylander. A joint
veture company was formed on a 50/50 basis by
Aust Locomotive & Railway Carriage Co. and the
Victorian Railway Co (trading as West Coast
Railway) to operate the Murraylander and various
other charters. They are also a rollingstock provider
specialising in the hire of power vans, crew cars and
passenger carriages for use on the standard gauge
systems.

Australian National (A.N.) This was the operating
business name of the ‘Australian National Railway
Commission’, which was owned by the
Commonwealth of Australia.

Australian National Railway Commission (A.N.R.C.)
This railway organisation was owned by the
Commonwealth of Australia. Its operations
extended from Kalgoorlie to Alice Springs and to the
boarders with Victoria and New South Wales, as well
as all railways in the state of Tasmania. It was
formed in 1975 from the former Commonwealth,
South Australian (non-suburban) and Tasmanian
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railways. It traded under the name Australian
National.

Australian National Railways took over the
operation of the country passenger and goods
services in South Australia as from 1st March 1978.
In 1997 the freight business was sold to Australia
Southern Railroad and the passeger business to
Great Southern Railroad.

Asia Pacific Transport Consortium In 2000, the
AustralAsia Rail Corporation awarded the contract
to build and operate the Adelaide to Darwin railway
line as a Build, Own, Operate and Transfer back
project to the the Asia Pacific Transport Consortium,
which consists of: Kellogg Brown & Root, John
Holland Group, Carillion, Macmahon Holdings &
Australian Railroad Group. The Asia Pacific
Transport Consortium contracted FreightLink to
implement the project and to operate the railway.
The Asia Pacific Transport Consortium leases some
assets on the Darwin - Alice Springs section from
the AustralAsia Rail Corporation, and subleases of
the Alice Springs - Tarcoola, South Australia railway
from the Australian Government through the
AustralAsia Rail Corporation.

Australian Rail Track Corporation (A.R.T.C.) The
interstate rail corridors operated by Australian
National were transferred to the Australian Rail
Track Corporation as part of the 1997 sale. The
Australian Rail Track Corporation, which is owned
by the Commonwealth of Australia, commenced full
operation on 1 July 1998.

Since formation it has negotiated various
agreements gaining it access to the main rail
corridors from Perth to Brisbane.

Australia Southern Railroad (A.S.R.) The freight
business of Australian National was sold to the
Australia Southern Railroad, a consortium
consisting of Genesee and Wyoming Inc, and Clyde
Engineering and Transfield, on 28 August 1997.
They took over operation from 8 November 1997.

Axle The circular shaft connecting two wheels.

Axlebox The axlebox attaches the axle end to the bogie
frame. The axle rotates within the axlebox allowing
the wheel to turn.

Axle Load The weight that is applied by one axle, on a
carriage or engine, to the track. Generally axle load
refers to the maximum weight permitted on a single
axle.

B

Ballast The material most commonly used to form the
road bed of a railway track. It usually consists of
crushed rock.

Bogie A bogie is the name given to the structure that
holds 4 or 6 wheels in pairs under one end a railway
vehicles. It rotates on a pivot that allows it to turn
and follow curves in the track.

Broad Gauge A broad gauge railway has track 5 foot 3
inches (1600mm) spacing between rails.

C

C.A.R. See Central Australia Railway.

Caboose A term used in the United States to describe a
brake van.

Central Australia Railway (C.A.R.) The Central
Australia Railway extended from Port Augusta
through Quorn and Marree to Alice Springs
(originally called Stuart until the name changed on
26th January 1932). It was narrow gauge. The railway
was originally built to Oodnadatta by the South
Australian Railways and transferred to
Commonwealth ownership on 1st January 1911. The
South Australian Railways continued to operated
the line until operation was taken over by the
Commonwealth Railways from 1926.

The Ghan in Heavitree Gap, circa 1930 (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

The Ghan with original cars



In 1926 construction began on the Oodnadatta to
Alice Springs section of the line, a distance of
approximately 292 miles. The line opened to rail
traffic on 2nd August 1929, with the first passenger
train arriving shortly after 2pm on 6 August. It had
been scheduled to arrive at 9:30am.

The old Central Australia Railway was replaced by
the Tarcoola to Alice Springs Railway in 1980.

C.L.T.B. See Commonwealth of Australia Land
Transport Board.

COMENG Commonwealth Engineering Pty Ltd,
Granville, N.S.W,

Commonwealth of Australia Land Transport Board
(C.L.T.B.) The Commonwealth of Australia Land
Transport Board was formed during World War II to
control the movement of Transport in Australia. It
was responsbile for providing various rollingstock
items to the Commonwealth railways on loan to
facilitate the war effort.

Commonwealth Railways (C.R.) The ‘Commonwealth
Railways’ were owned the Commonwealth of
Australia. They were set up initially to operate the
railway from Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie
(Trans-Australian Railway), but eventually took over
the operation of the line to Alice Springs (Central
Australia Railway) and Darwin (North Australia
Railway) lines as well. They were amalgamated with
the ‘South Australian Railway’ in 1975 to form
‘Australian National’.

C.R. See Commonwealth Railways.

D

Driving Trailer An unpowered passenger vehicle with a
driver’s cab, at one or both ends, used to remotely
control a power car or locomotive.

Dynamic Braking A train braking system that use the
traction motors of the locomotive as generators to
retard the train speed.

F

FreightLink FreightLink is a railway freight operator
the Adelaide-Darwin railway. In May 2008 the
Consortium of banks and infrastructure companies
behind Freightlink decided to sell the railway and its
operating company. During November 2008 the
company was placed into voluntary administration.

G

Ghan, The The Ghan train commenced operation for
the Commonwealth Railwayswhen they took over
the narrow gauge Central Australia Railway from the

South Australian Railways in 1926. It ran between
Port Augusta and Oodnadatta initially, being
extended to Alice Springs in 1929.

When the new standard gauge Marree line opened
in 1957 the journey was broken into two. A standard
gauge run from Port Pirie to Marree, with the rest of
the journey remaining on narrow gauge.

Following completion of the standard gauge
Tarcoola to Alice Springs line in 1980, the train was
rerouted becoming an all standard gauge journey
from Port Pirie using only modern rollingstock in
the regular consists. This modern train was initially
called the New Ghan on all marketing material, but
eventually the New was dropped. In the late 1980s
as part of a major refurbishment of the rollingstock
the train was re-marketted as The Legendary Ghan.

The last narrow gauge north bound Ghan left
Marree on 24th November 1980, returning south on
26th November 1980.

Ghan Preservation Society, MacDonnell Siding, Alice Springs
The Ghan Preservation Society of based at
MacDonnell Siding, just outside Alice Springs. They
are in possession of the line from MacDonnell
Siding to Ewaninga Siding, 23km south of Alice
Springs. They operate some original 1960s Ghan
rollingstock and have several NSU class diesels.

G.S.R. See Great Southern Railway.

Great Southern Railway (G.S.R.) The passenger
business of Australian National was sold to the
Great Southern consortium on 28th August 1997.
They took over operation from 1st November 1997. A
large number of the remaining passenger vehicles
were sold as part of the passenger business. They
later shortened their name to great Southern Rail.

On their website in 2006 Great Southern Railway
described their history as follows:

In late 1997, Great Southern Railway was
the successful bidder for the Passenger
Rail business of Australian National. This
made Great Southern Railway the first
government owned transcontinental
passenger business to be privatised in
Australia. Great Southern Railway
originally consisted of a consortium of
Australian and International financiers,
operators and service providers. These
partners all contributed solid financial
backing. In October 1999, Serco Asia
Pacific bought out the other partners,
placing the company in a strong position
for future growth.

In March 2015 Serco sold GSR to private equity firm
Allegro Funds.

In June 2019 the ‘Great Southern Rail’ brand was
replaced with individual journey brands of ‘The



C 67 Port Augusta, circa 1936

Ghan at Alice Springs, circa 1930 (Chris Drymalik
Collection)

Ghan’, ‘Indian Pacific’, ‘The Overland’ and ‘Great
Southern’, with the business name being changed to
’Journey Beyond Rail Expeditions’

I

Indian Pacific The Indian Pacific had its inaugral run
on 23rd February 1970 when the first through
passenger service operated between Sydney and
Perth. The standard gauge connection had actually
been completed by 12th January 1970. The carriages
were owned by the Commonwealth, but were
considered Joint Stock for maintainance costings.

Passengers for Adelaide initially had to change

The Ghan outside Heavitree Gap, circa 1930 (Chris
Drymalik Collection)

The narrow gauge Ghan at Alice Springs, circa 1960s



28.8.1976 - Alice Springs - general view of brake vans and
wagons in yard (Murray Billett)

21.03.2004,Keswick - Ghan Logo board (Phil Leonard)

Indian Pacific car logo

2.04.2004, Keswick - Indian Pacific Logo Board (Phil
Leonard)

trains at Port Pirie until the service was re-rerouted.
The first Indian Pacific into Keswick Passenger
terminal was on 17th August 1986.

Intercapital Daylight The Intercapital Daylight service
ran daily between Melbourne and Sydney on the
standard gauge line.

Intermodal Intermodal is the term used to describe
freight traffic involving transfer of containers to and
from road and rail vehicles. Sometimes referred to
as container traffic.

Iron Triangle Limited, The The Iron Triangle Limited
service ran by Australian National between Adelaide,
Port Pirie, Port Augusta and Whyalla on standard
gauge using Budd Railcars. The service began on
2nd April 1986 as a special run, with regular working
from 21st April 1986. It finished 31st December 1990.

J

Journey Beyond Rail Expeditions From June 2019,
‘Journey Beyond Rail Expeditions’ became the
operators of ‘The Ghan’, ‘Indian Pacific’, ‘The
Overland’ and ‘Great Southern’. They had previously
been called ‘Great Southern Railway’.

K

Keswick Rail Terminal The Keswick Rail Terminal was
built by Australian National in the suburb of
Keswick, Adelaide, South Australia as its main
passenger terminal. It was officially opened on 15th

June 1984.

L

Loading Gauge Maximum dimensions to which a
vehicle can be built or loaded without risk of striking
a lineside structure.



L.C.L. Less than Container Load. LCL traffic was the
term used to describe any traffic, such as parcels,
that was less than a full container in size.

M

MainTrax N.T. MainTrax N.T. are the firm who operate
the Old Ghan from MacDonnell Siding to Ewainga
under contract from The Ghan Preservation Society.

Match Wagon A vehicle equipped with different types
of couplers at each end and placed between
vechicles where the couplers are of different types.
The most common use of this type of vehicle was
with mobile crane wagons.

Motor car A passenger vehicle in a multiple unit train
which is provided with traction power equipment.

Motorrail Motorail is a rail transport service where
passengers can take their automobile along with
them on their journey. Passengers are carried in
normal passenger cars or in sleeping cars on longer
journeys, while the cars are loaded into car carriers,
or flatcars.

Mile End Railway Museum The Mile End Railway
Museum was founded in 1963 and moved to Port
Adelaide in 1988 to become the Port Dock Station
Railway Museum.

Murraylander See Australian Loco & Railway Carriage
Company.

N

North Australia Railway (N.A.R.) - Palmerston to Pine
Creek Railway The North Australia Railway extended
from Darwin to Birdum. It was built as a narrow
gauge railway. Originally it had been built as the
Palmerston division of the South Australian
Railways, but was transferred to Commonwealth
Government control in 1911. It extended to
Emungalan on the Katherine River in May 1917 and
eventually to Birdum whilst Commonwealth
Railway control.

Initially, after handover to the Commonwealth
Government on 1st January 1911, the line was run by
the Northern Territory Administrator until 30th June
1918 when it was handed to the Commonwealth
Railways. Records of the period suggest that the
Commonwealth Railways had a big influence on the
line prior to the official transfer of control as they
provided the Administrator with assitance in the
purchase of rollingstock and other items. The last
train ran on this line on 30th June 1976.

N.A.R. See North Australia Railway.

Narrow Gauge A narrow Gauge railway has track with 3
foot 6 inch (1067mm) spacing between rails.

National Rail Corporation (N.R.) The National Rail
Corporation took over the interstate freight business
of Australian National. It was jointly owned by the
Commonwealth, Victorian and New South Wales
Governments.

National Railway Museum Port Adelaide The National
Railway Museum Port Adelaide was founded in 1963
as the Mile End Railway Museum. They move to the
Port Adelaide site in 1988 and were known as Port
Dock Station Railway Museum. On 21st October
2001 it was renamed the National Railway Museum
Port Adelaide

N.R. See National Rail Corporation.

New South Wales Government Railways (N.S.W.G.R.)
The New South Wales Government Railways
operated all the railways in the state of New South
Wales. At various time they were reorganised and
had minor changes made to their name. They have
opertaed under names such as ‘New South Wales
Railways’, ‘Freight Corp’, and the ‘New South Wales
Public Transport Commission’.

New South Wales Public Transport Commission (N.S.W.P.T.C.)
See New South Wales Government Railways.

Northern Rivers Railway. The Northern Rivers Railway
operate on the line between Murwillumbah and
Casino in New South Wales. Commencing in 1999,
they operated a passenger service called the Ritz
Rail train between Murwillumbah and Byron Bay.
Operated Under the name ‘Ritz Rail’

O

Overland, The The original service called The
Overland was the nightly train that ran between
Adelaide and Melbourne. It was jointly owned by
the Victorian and South Australian railways, until
1976 when Australian National took over the South
Australian part of the operation. Australian National
became the single operator of The Overland in 1994.

This service was taken over by Great Southern
Railways following the sale of Australian National. In
1999 the remaining in service cars were repainted in
a new colour scheme and logo graphics.

A completely new look for the Overland was
launched in May 2007. This included a new colour
scheme, refurbished car and the removal of all
sleeping cars as it was now an exclusively daylight
only service several times per week.

P

Pichi Richi Railway (P.R.R.) Pichi Richi Railway
Preservation Society is based at Quorn, South
Australia. They operate narrow gauge trains over the
three lines that radiate out from the Quorn station.



Darwin station with train

Adeliade River Troop Train October 1942

Overland logo on side of Tawarri 9.2.1999 (Chris
Drymalik)

Port Dock Station Railway Museum The Port Dock
Station Railway Museum was founded in 1963 as the
Mile End Railway Museum. They move to the Port
Adelaide site in 1988.

On 21st October 2001 it was renamed the National
Railway Museum Port Adelaide

Q

QGR Queensland Government Railways - See
Queensland Railways.

Q.R. See Queensland Railways.

Queensland Railways (Q.R.) The Queensland Railways
were operated by the State of Queensland.

R

Railcar Self-powered vehicle capable of operating as a
single unit and often passenger carrying.

References Abbreviations At various points references
are sited by placing a code inside of square brakets
‘[]’. The various codes can be on the References and
Bibliography page.

S

S.A.R. See South Australian Railways.

Semi Permanent Coupling Coupling between vehicles
provided for normally fixed formation consists. This
form of coupling is usually only disconnected in a
workshop.



Shunt To marshal vehicles in a given order to form a
train consist.

Spirit of Progress Victorian Railways train that ran
between Melbourne and Albury to connect with the
New South Wales train for Sydney. It commenced
operation in November 1937. After the completion
of the standard gauge line from Albury to
Melbourne, in 1962, it ran nightly between
Melbourne and Sydney.

In the 1986, the train was combined with Southern
Aurora to become the north bound Sydney Express
and the southbound Melbourne Express. The
service was withdrawn in the 1990s.

Standard Gauge A standard gauge railway has track
with 4 foot 8 1

2 inches (1435mm) between rails.

SteamRanger See Australian Railway Historical Society.

South Australian Railways. The railways in the state of
South Australia were operated by the state
government. In 1975 the ‘South Australian Railways’
were sold the Commonwealth of Australia, who
combined them with the Commonwealth Railways
to form Australian National.

SAR&CR Joint Stock South Australian and
Commonwealth Railways Joint Stock operated on
the East-West service between Port Augusta and
Terowie via Quorn between 1917 and 1936. All the
vehicles were owned by the South Australian
Railways with only the costs being shared. Following
cessation of this service, many of the cars were
rebuilt.

Southern Aurora The Southern Aurora operated
nightly between Sydney and Melbourne in both
directions and commenced running on 16th April
1962 shortly after the new standard gauge
connection opened between Melbourne and
Sydney. It was jointly owned by the New South
Wales and Victorian railways and used cars similar
in design to stainless steel cars built by Comeng for
the Commonwealth Railways.

In 1986 the train was combined with Spirit of
Progress to become the north bound Sydney
Express; and the southbound Melbourne Express.
The service was withdrawn in November 1993 when
it was replaced by an XPT railcar service.

Southern Spirit The Southern Spirit is a special
passenger train operated by Great Southern Railway.
Each journey incorporates a series of wayside stops
and off train excursions to various tourist
destinations.

It first run was called The Grand Tour and ran from
Uluru (Ayers Rock) to Brisbane, via Alice Springs,
Adelaide, Melbourne and Sydney over 14 days from
9 January 2010 to 22 January 2010. The train was
hauled by NR84 and NR85 (at separate times) and

included carriages FAM2389, HGM296, ER909,
BRG974, BRG168, BRG175, AFC307, DF934, BRG972,
BRG171, ARM990, HM957 and HGM903.

South Spur Rail Services South Spur Rail Services are a
Western Australia based private operator who have a
number of contracts for hauling ballast, rail and
sleeper trains. They operated a Restaurant Train
service called Spirit of the West, using Australian
Railway Historical Society coaches and a specially
painted K class diesel locomotive, as an offshoot
company called the Midland Railway Company.

Spirit of the West see South Spur Rail Services.

State Rail Authority of New South Wales (SRA) The
State Rail Authority was the government authority
responsible for the operation and maintenance of
railways in the Australian state of New South Wales
between 1980 and 2003. The State Rail Authority
(SRA) was established in 1980 after the separation of
the Public Transport Commission into the SRA,
responsible for trains, and the Urban Transport
Authority (UTA), responsible for buses and ferries.

State Transport Authority of South Australia. The
State Transport Authority of South Australia was
formed as a result of the sale of the South Australian
Railways to the Commonwealth in 1975. It took over
the operation of the suburban rail system in
Adelaide. It changed its name to Trans-Adelaide in
July 1994.

It is a Government organisation answerable to the
South Australian Minister of Transport.

Steamtown Peterbourough Railway Preservation Society Inc.
Steamtown was based at Peterborough in the
mid-north of South Australia. The society was
formed in 1977 and ran its first public train in 1981.
Steamtown had a number of working locomotives
(both setam and diesel) obtained from Western
Australia and several former Commonwealth
Railways diesel locomotives. Most of the passenger
rollingstock they operated was originally used on
the Commonwealth Railways Trans-Australian
Railway.

The train operated on the narrow gauge line
between Peterborough and Eurelia. In October 2003
the society was disbanded and all assets passed to
the local council who intended using the core part
of the collection as a static museum based in the
Peterbourgh Roundhouse precinct.

Sydney/Melbourne Express The Sydney/Melbourne
Express was an intercapital passenger train service
that operated between the Australian cities of
Melbourne and Sydney between 1986 and 1993. It
was operated jointly by V/Line and the State Rail
Authority of New South Wales the name depended
on the direction of travel.



The Sydney/Melbourne Express was formed from
the merger of the Spirit of Progress and Southern
Aurora to cut operating costs of the intercapital rail
service with the first train operating on September
2, 1986. The last Melbourne Express ran on the night
of Saturday November 20, 1993 ex Sydney, with the
last Sydney Express running ex Melbourne on
Sunday 21 November, 1993.

T

Tea and Sugar The Tea and Sugar train was a service
that operated between Port Augusta, South Australia
and Parkeston, Western Australia. The train
provided the basic needs of the railway staff living in
the remote regions through which the train
operated. It commenced operation in 1915 during
construction of the line and eventually endup with a
number of specialised vehicles, including at butcher
car, retail store car, community service car, and pay
car.

The last west bound Tea and Sugar train departed
Port Augusta on Wednesday 28th August 1996, whilst
the last east bound departed Parkeston on Friday
30th August 1996. The service was withdrawn
because of the decline in the number of rail workers
living living in the remote regions the train serviced.

Track Gauge The distance between the inner faces of
the rail of a railway track. In Australia the main
gauges are broad, narrow and standard.

Trailer Car A passenger vehicle in a multiple unit train
which has no traction power equipment.

Trans-Adelaide See State Transport Authority of South
Australia.

Trans-Australian Passenger Train The
Trans-Australian Passenger train ran between Port
Augusta and Kalgoorlie. It began in 1917 and was
eventually cancelled in 1991 following poor
patronage and a severe cut back in the frequency of
the service.

Initially it was all sleeping class with only irregular
way side situp passenger accomodation being
provided. In the 1960s regular situp was provided,
but this was eventually withdrawn. Situp was again
introduced in 1981 when it was added to the
Trans-Australian and Indian Pacific services.

In 1983 the Trans-Australian was reduced from 4 to
3 services and the economy class sleeping cars were
replaced by additional first class cars. Later the
same year another Trans-Australian service was
removed so that The Alice train could be inaugrated.
The Trans-Australian was cut to a single weekly
service on 9th February 1991, leaving Adelaide each
Wednesday, but this was short lived as this service
was cancelled later that year.

Trans-Australian, circa 1917 (Chris Drymalik Collection)

Trans-Australian with GM 1 and wooden cars, circa 1951

First Express at 408 miles, 1917



Trans-Australian Railway (T.A.R.) This railway
extendes from Port Pirie to Kalgoorlie. The first sod
for the Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie section was
turned on 14 September 1912 with the line being
completed on 17th October 1917. An extention to
Port Pirie was opened on 23 July 1937 when the
South Australian Railways extended the line from
Red Hill. It is standard gauge.

Ghan logo on car side

Tarcoola to Alice Springs Railway (T.A.S.) Tarcoola to
Alice Springs Railway. Work commenced 12th April
1975 on a replacement for the narrow gauge track
from Marree to Alice Springs. The new route, via
Tarcoola, was opened in 1980. It is standard gauge.

TIMS Australian Nationals Traffic Information
Management System (TIMS), was closely linked to a
system for tracking wagons know as the ‘Wagon
Maintenance System (WMS)’.

A troop train on Port Augusta Wharf

Troop Train During World War II special trains were
run that carried only military troops. These were
generically referred to as ‘Troop Trains’.

Due to a shortage on rollingstock on the North
Australia Railway and Trans-Australian Railway a
number of cattle vans were converted to carry
troops as part of this operation.

U

UIC classification of locomotive axle arrangements
The UIC classification of locomotive axle
arrangements is a system for describing the wheel
arrangement of locomotives, multiple units and
trams. It is provided by the International Union of
Railways. The United States use a simplified form
(AAR wheel arrangement) for modern locomotives.
It is a more versatile system than Whyte notation for
classifying steam locomotives by wheel
arrangement.

The UIC notation counts pairs of wheels (called
"wheelsets" or informally "axles").

Upper-case letters Designate a number of
consecutive driving axles, starting at A for a
single axle. C thus indicates three consecutive
pairs of driving wheels.

Numbers Designate consecutive non-driving axles,
starting with 1 for a single axle.

Lower-case ‘o’ On many electric and diesel-electric
locomotives, axles are individually driven by
electric traction motors - this is indicated by
suffixing the driving wheel letter with a
lower-case ‘o’.

Prime sign ’ Indicates that the axles are mounted
on a bogie.

Plus sign + Indicates that the locomotive or
multiple unit consists of permanently coupled
and mechanically separated individual
vehicles.

Brackets Can be used to group letters and
numbers describing the same bogie. For
example, (A1A) indicates a three axle bogie
with the outer two axles driven. When brackets
are used a prime is not needed to indicate a
bogie. Mallet locomotives can be indicated by
bracketing the front power unit - for example,
the Union Pacific Big Boy - denoted 4-8-8-4 in
Whyte notation, is designated (2’ D)D2’ in UIC
notation.

Garratt-type locomotives are indicated by
bracketing or placing plus signs between all
individual units.

Other Suffixes The designation can also have
additional suffixes, denoting other features of
the locomotive:

h Superheated Steam

n Saturated Steam

v: Compound

Turb Turbine

number number of cylinders

t Tank locomotive

G Freight train purpose . Also used to indicate
shunting locomotives



P: Passenger train purpose

S Fast train purpose

V

VicRail See Victorian Railways.

Victorian Railways (V.R.) – VicRail, V/Line The
railways in the state of Victoria were called the
‘Victorian Railways’. They were owned by the state
of Victoria, Australia and were eventually split into a
number of operational units which traded under
various names such as VicRail, ‘V/LINE’ and ‘The
Met’.

Vinelander The Vinelander was an overnight passenger
train operated by the Victorian Railways between
Melbourne and Mildura, Victoria, Australia. The
Vinelander first ran on 9 August 1972 and offered
sleeping, sitting and motorail facilities. It ceased
operation on 12 September 1993.

V/Line See Victorian Railways.

V.R. See Victorian Railways.

W

W.A.G.R. See Western Australia Government Railways.

Wegmann ‘Waggonfabrik Wegmann’ of Kassel germany
built a number of carriages during the 1950s for the
Trans-Australian Service.

Western Australia Government Railways (W.A.G.R.)
The Western Australia Government Railways were
owned by the state of Western Australia. They
operated services on both narrow and standard
gauge.

Westwaggon Bogies Many Commonwealth Railways
cars are were fitted with ’Westwaggon’ bogies. These
had been purchased from the ‘Wegmann’ Company
in 1951 at a cost of £174,062 for 64 bogies. The
purpose of these bogies was to improve the riding
quality of existing wooden cars and bring them up
to the standard of the new all-steel rollingstock
purchased from the ‘Wegmann’ Company the same
year. Despite buying 64 bogies, a shortage
developed as some were used under additional steel
passenger cars purchased in the late 1950s. As
speeds increased the bogies were unable to cope
with the poor track condition. This lead to new
bogies being purchased and the Westwaggon bogies
becoming surplus. Having been made to be readily
gauge convertible (Standard to Narrow), and
because of their good riding quality at low speeds,
were possible all wooden cars used on the narrow
gauge Ghan were fitted with these bogies. By the
time most wooden cars were being withdrawn in
1980 many of the cars had been fitted.

WMS Australian Nationals Wagon Monitoring System
(WMS), it was closely linked to a system for train
movements know as the ‘Traffic Information
Management System (TIMS)’.

Whyte notation for locomotive axle arrangements
Whyte notation is a way of classifying steam
locomotives by wheel arrangement. The Whyte
system counts the number of leading wheels, then
the number of driving wheels, and finally the
number of trailing wheels, groups of numbers being
separated by dashes. Thus, a locomotive with two
leading axles (and thus four wheels) in front, then
three driving axles (six wheels) and followed by one
trailing axle (two wheels) is classified as a 4-6-2.
Articulated locomotives such as Garratts, have a ‘+’
between the arrangements of each engine (e.g.
4-6-2+2-6-4). Simpler articulated types where there
are no unpowered axles between powered axles,
have extra groups of numbers in the middle. Thus a
Big Boy is a 4-8-8-4; there are two leading axles, one
group of four driving axles, another group of four
driving axles, and then two trailing axles.

Various suffixes are sometimes used, but they are
not universal. Some of the more common ones are:

T indicates a tank locomotive. In British practice,
this is sometimes extended to indicate the type
of tank locomotive: T means side tank, PT
pannier tank, ST saddle tank, WT well tank.
T+T means a tank locomotive that has a tender
for additional coal or water capacity.

R In Europe suffix R means rack (0-6-0RT) or it
could mean reversible (0-6-0TR).

F indicates a fireless locomotive (0-4-0F). Note that
this locomotive has no tender.

ca compressed air (i.e., running on compressed air
from a tank instead of steam).

ng narrow-gauge locomotives (i.e., less than 56.5 in
/ 1435 mm)

In Britain, a small diesel or petrol locomotive is
classified in the same way as steam locomotives, e.g.
0-4-0, 0-6-0, followed by D for diesel, P petrol, and
another letter describing the transmission: E for
electric, H hydraulic, M mechanical. Thus 0-6-0DE
denotes a six-wheel diesel locomotive with electric
transmission.

Where the axles are coupled by chains or shafts
(rather than side-rods), or are individually driven,
the terms 4w, 6w or 8w are generally used. Thus
4wPE indicates a four-wheel petrol locomotive with
electric transmission. For large diesel locomotives
the standard UIC classification is used.
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gp Correspondence with Gerald Petrie.

GSR Great Southern Railway Literature and Press
Releases.

hw Correspondence with Hugh Williams.

kb Correspondence with Kym Bird, also included
reference to historic articles

• The 300-400 Class Railcars and 829-860 Class
Trailer Cars of the South Australian
Railways,Australian Railway Historical Society
Bulletin; p219-238, October 1985, Vol.26
No.576; p243-261, November 1985, Vol.26
No.577; p279-283 December 1985, Vol.26
No.578.
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• The Fageol Railcars of the S.A.R,Australian
Railway Historical Society Bulletin; p219-238,
October 1985, Vol.37 No.588.

• Brill Railcars of the South Australian
Railways,Australian Railway Historical Society
Bulletin; p213-236, October 1991, Vol.32
No.528; p237-260, November 1991, Vol.32
No.529; p272-282 December 1991, Vol.32
No.530; p1-8, January 1992, Vol.33 No.531.

md Michael Dix correspondence.

md Correspondence with Matthew Reid of Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada.

MN Monthly Notice - The Commonwealth Railways
issues published notices on a monthly basis to staff.

MERM Mile End Railway Museum

NAA National Archives of Australia - normally will be
followed by a series reference number.

newsrail Newsrail Magazine edition mm.yyyy
(month.year).

NRM National Railway Museum correspondence.

ph Correspondence with Paul Quinn.

ph Correspondence with Peter Hinksman.

pk Correspondence with Peter Knife, or referenced in
his book ‘Peninsula Pioneer’

pl Correspondence with Phil Leonard.

pm Correspondence with Peter Medlin.

pmi Correspondence with Peter Michalak.

pq Correspondence with Paul Quinn.

pr Correspondence with Philippa Rogers.

PTT Public Time Table.

railsa RailSA Australia Forums - formerly at
‘www.railsa.org’

rpf Railpage Australia Forums at www.railpage.com.au.

RRC South Australian, Commonwealth and Australian
National Railways Rollingstock Record Cards. These
were large cardboard cards, one per vehicle,
maintained by the workshops that showed all major
alterations and repairs done to that vehicle. They
are generally a lot more accurate than the
computerised ‘TIMS’ records. See the ‘TIMS’
reference for more details.

SAR South Australian Railways record or docket
reference.

- South Australian Railways; Annual report to
Parliament; South Australian Parliamentary Paper
No.47.

- South Australian Railways; Rollingstock Record Cards;
Port Dock Museum Collection.

- South Australian Railways Institute; South Australian
Railways Institute Magazine; periodical; various
editions.

sf Correspondence with Steve Ford.

sh Correspondence with Stuart Hicks.

sm Correspondence with Steven Moritz.

SN Special Notice.

st Correspondence with Simon Thompson.

- Smith, Roderick Named Carriages; Rail news Victoria;
March 1998

th Correspondence with Trevor Horman.

TIMS/WMS Information extracted from Australian
Nationals Computerised Traffic Information
Management System (TIMS) The records that have
been extracted from TIMS, and the Computerised
Wagon Monitoring System (WMS), are not always
very accurate. Frequently significant alterations did
not make it into the system. An example is the
upgrade of ‘Ghan’ cars. These cars only show the
date of the work order for modifications being
issued in 1988 with very little information about
when the actual work took place. For some cars this
was not until 18 months later. Port Augusta still
maintained paper based manual rollingstock record
cards of changes long after they supposedly moved
over to ‘TIMS’, so generally ‘TIMS’ shows the date
the work was approved/proposed rather than when
it was actually carried out.

Vline-news State Transport Authority of Victoria;
V/LINE News, journal.

wh Correspondence with Wayne Hoskin.

WN Weekly Notice.

WTT Working Time Table.

Commonwealth Railways Files - Central Office

Listed below are the title of the Commonwealth Railways
Central Office files consulted to create this information.

These files are stored at Australian Archives Adealide
Office - series B300.



File No File Active Date File Title

47pt1-5 1912-1926 ’Q’ class locomotives.
101pt1-2 1911-28 Diesel locomotives.
107Pt1-4 1912-15 ’G’ class locomotives.
307 1911-27 Cranes general.
486 1912-1920 Shovel, ’Marion’ steam, Port Augusta.
576 Rollingstock - locomotives general
631pt1-2 1913-16 8 No. ’G’ class locomotives - Bladwin Co.
1033pt1-2 1913-50 Baldwin locomotives.
1513 1914-23 Temporary passenger cars
1729 1916 Rollingstock for through express (street railway carriages)
2248pt1 1914-29 Particulars of rollingstock (general) TAR
2425 1923-82 Vans - travelling stores - two for retail business
3581 Design of proposed Express Passenger Engines.
4089pt2 1920-51 Dining cars for through express
5373pt1-4 1918-62 Special service car
5389pt1-2 1922-41 Lounge cars TAR
5409 Travelling Butchers vans - TAR
5472 1918-54 3 ’YB’ vans, brakevans
5500pt2-4 1917-54 Dining car, sleeping car etc TAR Proposed with a view to improve-

ment
5638 Question of providing extra Dining car (can’t find 17.1.89)
5740 1916-18 History of B44 no N.G. N9.
5909 1919-42 "HR" vans
6205pt1 1913-30 Classification of rollingstock
6251/4 1935-36 Theft of gold from train between Quorn and Alice Springs May 1935
6251/5 6.1935 Attempted robbery of Mail TAR
6312pt10 1956-60 Rollingstock for through express
6312pt2 1916-23 Rollingstock for through express
6312pt3 1924-28 Rollingstock for through express
6312pt4 1928-29 Rollingstock for through express
6312pt8 1946-51 Rollingstock for through express
6312pt9 1951-56 Rollingstock for through express
6423pt1 1917-33 Special car No.2
6423pt2 1941-65 Special car No.2
6431pt1 1913-24 Photographs of rollingstock
6431pt2 1927-65 Photographs of rollingstock
6440pt1 1914-25 Rollingstock capital value of stock, Pt Augusta-Oodnadatta railway
6440pt3 1960-67 Rollingstock CAR
6447p1-6 1913-45 NM class locomotives CAR.
6459 1923-44 Passenger cars CAR
6462 1913-52 Sleeping cars 3’6" gauge CAR
6717 1926-42 Special car - CAR
6762 Locos Oodnadatta - Alice Springs
6826 1926-28 Three 2nd class 50ft passenger cars NBPA
6879 Dining car
6880 1926-59 Hospital car - CAR
6896pt2 Particulars of rollingstock TAR
6897 Rollingstock General - Northern Territory.
6897 Rollingstock statements - NAR
6900/17 1920 Inspections - Commissioners inspection of line & trial trip with

special service car
6900/58 8.1929 Commissioners visit of inspection CAR
6938pt2 1929-79 Dining cars - CAR
7633 1932-59 Air conditioning of carriages
7782p1-4 1934- New Psgr loco Pt (C class)
8191 1939-70 Passenger cars NAR



8391 Particular of present state of locos and rollingstock April 1943 for
CLTB

8488 1944-61 Historical Articles relative to Commonwealth Railways.
8713pt1 1946-57 Locomotive experiments with Gas Turbine
8807pt1 11.1948 Testimonals to Mr G.A.Gahan
8941 1949-65 Pullman cars - TAR
9168pt1-2 1953 Inaugral run of new train TAR

Table B.1: Commonwealth Railways Files - Central Office



INDEX

24A, 361
25A, 361
26A, 361

A.L.A.R.C, 693
A.N., 693
A.N.R.C., 693
A.R.H.S. (SteamRanger), 693
A.R.T.C., 693
A.S.R., 693
AAR wheel arrangement, 693
Acheron, 456
Adelaide, 463, 555
Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway Company, 390,

391
Administrators Car, 245
Air Brake, 693
Air Suspension, 693
Alberga, 507
Albert, 507
Alexandra, 521
Alexandria, 507, 511
Algebuckina Car, 53
Alice, The, 693
Allambi No.1, 467
Allambi No.2, 468
Ambulance Carriage, 414
Ambulance van, 360, 434
American Type, 415
American type, 414
Angas, 457
Articulated Vehicle, 693
Asia Pacific Transport Consortium, 694
AustralAsia Railway Corporation, 693
Australia Southern Railroad (A.S.R.), 694
Australian Locomotive & Railway Carriage Company,

693
Australian National (A.N.), 693
Australian National Railway Commission (A.N.R.C.),

693
Australian Rail Track Corporation (A.R.T.C.), 694
Avoca, 508
Avon, 451, 508
Axle, 694
Axle Load, 694
Axlebox, 694

Baby Health car, 364
Baby Health Car No.2, 438
Baby Health car No.3, 432
Baderloo, 459
Ballarat, 460
Ballast, 694
Baroota, 508
Barwon, 459, 509

Bibliography, 705
Black Rock, 118
Blue Mountains Lounge, 148
Bogie, 694
Bowmans, 313
Brakevan

narrow gauge, 661
standard gauge, 661

Broad Gauge, 694
Broughton, 539
Bruce, 36
Brunswick Sitting Car, 314
Buchan, 509
Burrumbeet, 310

C.A.R., 694
C.L.T.B., 695
C.R., 695
Caboose, 407, 694
Cafe 828 Car, 495
Cafeteria Car, 510
Caldwell Vale-Railcar, 650
Caldwell-Vale Railcar, 650
Campaspe, 510
Cape Byron Club Car, 318
Carey No.1, 507, 511
Carey No.2, 512
Carriage Allocations

Indian Pacific, 658
Narrow Gauge Passenger, 653
Standard Gauge Passenger, 654

Centenary Limited, 336, 337
Centenary Limited Brake, 405, 406
Central Australia Railway (C.A.R.), 694
Chalaki, 212, 468, 491
Charles Sturt Outback Explorer Lounge, 497
Cinema Instruction car, 394
Clarence Sitting Car, 313
Classification

-, 538–540
A, 549
AA, 507, 549
AB, 120, 452, 453
ABAB, 451, 453
AbAB, 452
ABD 1, 567
ABD 2, 569
ABD 3, 570
ABE, 593–595
ABK 782, 324
ABLP, 633, 634
ABLP 386, 632
ABLP 401, 635
ABLP 404, 636

709



ABM 707, 318
ABP, 7–9, 118, 120
ACC, 167
Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway Company,

390, 391
ADFY, 490, 492, 495, 498
AD 1, 564
AD 2, 566
AD 3, 567
AD 4, 569
AD 5, 570
AE, 537, 587–592
AEC, 166
AF, 13–16, 34
AFA, 16, 18
AFB, 19–21
AFC, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 148, 178, 185
AFR, 34
AG 369, 575
AG 372, 570
AG 373, 569
AG 374, 567
AG 375, 566
AG 376, 564
AJ, 483, 485
AK, 310
AK 1, 310
AK 500, 310
AK 751, 321
AOB, 188
AP, 118
AR, 34–36
ARA, 37
ARB, 118, 120
ARC, 34, 556
ARD, 38–40
ARE, 42, 43, 45
ARF, 46, 48
ARG, 36, 131
ARH, 49
ARHS, 364–367
ARHS 50, 332
ARHS 52, 334
ARHS 53, 334
ARHS 54, 334
ARHS 56, 336
ARHS 60, 339
ARHS 61, 340
ARHS 62, 341
ARHS 63, 342
ARHS 64, 343
ARHS 65, 347
ARHS 66, 350
ARHS 70, 347
ARHS 71, 348
ARHS 72, 349
ARHS 73, 353
ARHS 80, 354
ARHS 81, 354

ARHS 82, 354
ARHS 83, 355
ARJ, 51–54
ARL, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 67, 69, 71, 74, 76, 78, 81,

82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 95, 97, 99, 101
ARM, 56, 74, 103, 106, 108, 111, 113, 115
ARP, 118, 120
AV, 454
AVAP, 621–625, 628, 633, 634
AVAP 382, 630
AVAP 387, 637
AVAP 396, 638
AVAP 398, 634
AVAP 402, 635
AVAP 403, 636
AVAY, 619–630, 632–638
AVAY 384, 631
AVBP 1, 638
AVBP 2, 639
AVBP 3, 639
AVBP 4, 639
AVBP 5, 639
AVBP 6, 639
AVBP 7, 639
AVBY, 638, 639
AVCP, 580
AVCP 2, 580
AVCP 3, 580
AVCP 378, 582
AVCP 379, 582
AVCP 391, 581
AVCP 5, 580
AVCP 6, 580
AVCP 7, 581
AVCP 8, 581
AVCP 9, 581
AVCY, 580–582
AVCY 1, 578
AVDP, 219, 221–228
AVDY, 219, 221–228
AVE, 537
AVEP, 228–232, 234, 235
AVEY, 228–232, 234
AVFY, 219
AVHP, 238, 239
AVHY, 237–239
AVJY, 121, 122
AVLP, 212
AVLY, 212
AZDP, 222
AZDY, 222
AZTP, 122
AZXP, 623–625, 627–630, 632, 633
AZXP 380, 628
AZXP 384, 631
AZZF, 240
B, 122, 453
BA, 123, 125, 127
Baby, 437



BB, 48
BC, 128, 129, 453
BCD, 453
BCE, 604, 606
BD, 130
BDSE, 603, 604, 606
BD 1, 572
BD 2, 573
BD 3, 575
BD 4, 577
BE, 587–589, 592–604
BEL, 603, 604
Belalie, 35
BES, 587, 593–595, 604
BE 346, 321
BE 351, 322
BE 352, 323
BE 358, 321
BF 343, 323
BF 344, 324
BF 345, 324
BG, 570, 575
BG 368, 573
BG 370, 572
BG 371, 577
BH 1, 314
BJ, 486, 488, 490–492
BKL 3, 312
BKL 600, 312
BK 1, 316
BK 2, 317
BK 700, 316
BK 702, 316
BK 703, 317
BK 709, 319
BK 711, 319
BK 714, 320
BL, 533
BM, 122
BMC 1, 475
BMC 2, 483
BP, 278
BPA, 240
BPF, 8
BR, 130, 131
BRA, 131, 132
Brake, 515
BRB, 132, 133
BRBF, 7, 8
BRC, 183
BRD, 136
BRE, 137–139
BRF, 139
BRFA, 131
BRFB, 7, 8
BRFC, 142
BRFD, 143
BRG, 144, 145, 156, 164, 169, 171, 174, 175
BRH, 146

BRJ, 146, 148, 150, 152, 154, 156, 158, 160, 162,
164, 166, 167, 169–171, 173–175, 177, 178,
180, 182

Broughton, 539
BRP, 8, 9, 183, 184
BRPF, 7, 8
BRS, 522
BS, 522
BT, 453
Buffet Car, 518, 522–524, 537, 546
BV, 454
C, 264, 266–268, 452, 510
Car, 437, 515
CCL 2, 497
CCL 3, 498
CDAY, 475
CDCY, 225
CDF, 184–186, 188, 190
CD 1, 578
CD 10, 581
CD 11, 582
CD 2, 580
CD 3, 580
CD 4, 580
CD 5, 580
CD 6, 580
CD 7, 581
CD 8, 581
CD 9, 581
CE, 606–610
CGN 1, 639
CGN 2, 640
CGN 3, 640
CGN 4, 640
CGN 5, 640
CGN 6, 640
CGP 1, 638
CGP 2, 639
CGP 3, 639
CGP 4, 639
CGP 5, 639
CGP 6, 639
CGP 7, 639
Club Car, 496–498
CO, 500
D, 191, 192, 465, 611, 612
DA, 192
DB, 517
DC, 193
DCK, 313, 314
DC 783, 324
DD, 196, 452
DE, 196
DF, 185, 197–201
DS, 452
D 22, 453
E, 278
EB, 268, 278
EC, 201–203, 379–381, 393–396



ECA, 48, 137–139, 162
ECC, 225
EC 166, 380
ED, 191
EDS, 284
EE, 7
EEB, 465, 611
EES, 452, 465, 612
EF, 204, 205
EG, 205
EH, 131
EI, 46
EJ, 206
ENAV 2, 640
ENFL, 8, 9, 118
ER, 207, 208
ESBV, 603, 604, 606
ESV, 338–345, 348–351, 353–355, 407–410,

640–650
EX, 7
FRT, 407–412
G, 16, 268
GB, 400
Glenelg & South Coast Tramway, 390
Glenelg Railway Company, 390–392
H, 208
HGM, 208–211
HH, 507
HL, 212
HM, 212, 214
Holdfast Bay Railway, 389, 390
HP, 219
HR, 215, 216
HRA, 216–218
HRB, 218, 219
HRC, 255, 257
HRD, 219, 221–228
HRE, 228–232, 234, 235
HRF, 219
HRG, 217–219
HRGA, 235
HRGB, 236, 237
HRGC, 221
HRH, 237–239
HW, 592
Instruction, 515
JRA 1, 473
JRA 2, 468
JRA 3, 474
JRA 4, 476
JRA 5, 470
JRA 6, 478
JRB 1, 468
JRB 2, 478
JTA 1, 475
JTA 2, 473
JTA 3, 472
JTA 4, 475
JTA 5, 483

JTA 6, 471
JTB, 480
JTB 1, 479
JTB 2, 482
JTB 4, 470
KE, 278
Kiewa, 522
Loddon, 462
M, 240, 281, 282
MA, 240
Mann, 522
Ministerial, 514
Mobile Kitchen, 251
NABP, 240–245
NABPA, 246, 248, 249
NABPB, 242
NABPC, 118, 120
NAF, 13, 14, 16, 34
NAFA, 16
NAP, 245
NAR, 34, 246
NARA, 37
NARB, 118, 120
NARC, 34–36
NARF, 46
NARG, 36, 131
NARP, 246, 248, 249
NBHR, 121, 122
NBP, 241, 243, 246, 264
NBPA, 246, 248, 249
NBR, 249
NBRA, 132
NBRE, 138, 139
NBRF, 131
NBRP, 8, 9
NCB, 264
ND, 249
NDA, 250
NDB, 191, 192
NDC, 193
NDX, 249
NEA, 255, 258
NEB, 259, 268
NEC, 201–203
NEF, 204
NEG, 205
NEI, 265
NEX, 263
NFC, 251, 253
NG, 278
NGA, 280
NH, 250
NHA, 251, 253
NHBR, 253–255
NHR, 255
NHRB, 255–258
NHRC, 256, 258
NHRD, 222, 225–228
NHRE, 230–232, 234, 235



NHRF, 238, 239
NHRG, 217, 218
NHS, 258, 259
NI, 256
NIA, 262
NKE, 251, 253
NMS, 259
NO, 259
NOA, 259–261
NOS, 261
NP, 265
NPA, 270
NR, 243, 244, 246, 259, 265
NRA, 253, 264
NRB, 251, 257
NRC, 262
NRCA, 263
NRD, 240
NRF, 251, 255, 257
NRL, 8, 9, 118
NRP, 438, 439, 543, 548
NSS, 263
NTP, 242
NVA, 630, 632, 633
NVC, 251, 253
NXD, 249
NXDA, 250
NXE, 263
NXEA, 246
NY, 264, 266–268
NYA, 264
NYAB, 264, 265
NYB, 264, 265
NYBA, 265
NYC, 265
NYR, 264, 265
NYS, 265, 266
O, 268, 517, 522, 545
OA 31, 454
OA 32, 454
OA 34, 454
OA 35, 454
OA 37, 386, 454
OA 38, 386, 454
OA 39, 387, 454
OB 33, 454
OB 36, 454
OB 40, 377, 454
OB 41, 377, 454
OB 42, 377, 455
onward), 540
OPB, 556, 558
OPC 381, 629
OPC 383, 630
OPC 385, 632
OPC 397, 625
OW, 8
OWA, 139
OWB, 280

OWP, 16
OWR 392, 582
O 1, 451
O 10, 452
O 11, 452
O 12, 452
O 13, 452
O 14, 452
O 15, 452
O 16, 452
O 17, 452
O 18, 452
O 19, 452
O 2, 451
O 20, 453
O 21, 453
O 22, 453
O 23, 453
O 24, 453
O 25, 453
O 26, 453
O 27, 453
O 28, 453
O 29, 453
O 3, 451
O 30, 454
O 4, 451, 539
O 5, 451
O 6, 451
O 7, 451
O 8, 451
O 9, 451
P, 219
PA, 269, 270
Parlor, 529, 548
PCJ 1, 501
PCJ 491, 501
PCJ 492, 502
PCK, 320
PCO, 501–503
PG, 240
PGB, 278
PGC, 280
PHN, 272
PVDP, 224
PWA, 334, 342, 344, 347–351, 353, 411, 412
PWK, 339, 342, 343, 345, 346, 348–352
PWS, 339–341, 343, 344, 346, 347, 349, 352
QCAY, 468
R, 120, 184, 208, 215, 216, 219, 240, 265, 268, 278,

281, 282, 588
RA, 13–16, 34, 240, 268, 278
RBJ, 492, 495
RS, 284, 523
RZAY, 51–54
RZBY, 207, 208
RZEY 1, 473
RZEY 3, 472
RZEY 4, 476



S, 120, 184, 216, 240, 253, 257, 278, 281, 282, 588
SABPC, 118
SARB, 120
SBC, 122
SBH, 272
SCD 1, 582
SCD 2, 582
SCD 3, 582
SJ 281, 467
SJ 282, 477
SJ 283, 480
SJ 284, 469
Sleeping, 522
Sleeping Car, 456, 460–462, 467, 469, 477, 480,

509, 517, 531, 541, 544
SS, 272
SSA, 277
SSAF, 34
T, 215, 255, 257
TA, 310
TBP, 278
TC, 208
TD, 208
to, 538, 539
T 126, 453
U, 122
V, 208
VFS, 522
VG, 240
VGB, 278
VGC, 280
VHE, 610
Vice Regal, 538–540
VPAY, 224–226
VPB, 556, 558
VR, 515
VRS, 537, 546
VS, 284, 285
VZ, 284, 285
W, 280
WP, 16
WRA, 131
WS, 453
WW, 451–453, 540
W 144, 588
X, 284
XD, 191
XDA, 192
XE, 7
XR, 278
XRA, 278
XS, 284
XSA, 283
YB, 215, 216, 280–282
YR, 278
YS, 283, 284
YSB, 284
Z, 264, 266–268, 283–285

Coliban, 460

COMENG, 695
Commissioners car, 541
Commonwealth of Australia Land Transport Board,

695
Commonwealth Railways (C.R.), 695
Community Service Car, 8, 139
Conference Car, 167
Construction Train, 289

Eastern End (Port Augusta), 289
Western End (Kalgoorlie), 289

Coonatto, 512
Corangamite, 314
CR Joint Stock, 700
Croissant, 224
Crux Australis, 318

Dargo, 460
Departmental Officers saloon, 360
Document

sources, 705
Dorai No.1, 469
Dorai No.2, 470
Dreamtime Lounge, 29
Driving Trailer, 695
Dynamic Braking, 695
Dynamometer Car, 513

Edinburgh, 514
Edward, 507, 511
Edward John Eyre Outback Explorer Lounge, 24
Edwards Creek Car, 76
Enterprise, 515, 533
Entertainment Car, 166
Eppalock, 320
Ernest Giles Outback Explorer Lounge, 148
Eurelia, 118
Eye sight and hearing test car, 432
Eye Sight Testing Car, 414
Eyre, 515

Federation Straight, 225
Files

CR Central Office, 706
Finke River Car, 115
Finniss, 460
First Aid van, 361
Flinders, 516
Flinders Lounge, 178
FreightLink, 695

G.S.R., 695
Ghan Preservation Society, MacDonnell Siding, Alice

Springs, 695
Ghan, The, 695
Glenelg, 460
Glenmaggie, 314
Goulburn, 516
Governor Generals car, 34
Great Artesian, 226
Great Southern Railway (G.S.R.), 695



Hannans Bar Lounge, 24
Hindmarsh, 454, 517
Holdfast Bay Railway 5, 389
Hopkins, 517
Hospital car, 289, 382, 383
Hungry Jacks Restaurant, 335

Indi, 517
Indian Pacific, 696
Inman, 461
Inspection, 529, 531
Inspection car No.2, 289
Intercapital Daylight, 697
Iron Triangle Limited, The, 697

Jeetho, 598
John McDouall Stuart Outback Explorer Lounge, 178
Johnnie Walker club car, 318
Journey Beyond Rail Expeditions, 697
Juki, 470

Kardella, 601
Keswick Rail Terminal, 697
Kiewa, 451, 518, 591
Kildalai, 491
Kingswood, 120
Kitchen car, 289
Kookaburra Club Car, 492, 495
Kuldalai, 471
Kulgera Car, 62

L.C.L., 698
Latrobe, 453, 519
Lauriston, 313
Len Beadel Outback Explorer lounge, 167
Light, 519
Lincoln, 519
Loading Gauge, 697
Long Toms, 415
Lowanna, 324

Macedon, 556
MainTrax N.T., 698
Major General J.D. Stevenson AO CBE, 225
Malkari, 472, 498
Mann Boudoir Sleeping Car, 451, 453, 454, 508, 517,

519, 539, 545
Marla Car, 84
Marree Refreshment Car, 185
Match Wagon, 698
Matildas Restaurant, 184, 186, 190
Medical and Vision Test Car, 546
Melbourne, 462
Melville, 521
Menindee Lakes, 188
Mildura, 451, 522
Mile End Railway Museum, 698
Minvalara, 120
Mitta Mitta No.2, 522
Mitta Mitta No.3, 522

Mitta Mitta No.1, 514
Mokai, 473, 490
Moockra, 13
Moorabool, 523
Morambro, 524
Morambro No.1, 523
Mortuary car, 361
Motor car, 698
Motorrail, 698
Mount Lofty, 557, 558
Moyne, 524, 591
Mt Christie Car, 51
Murray, 527
Murray No.1, 545
Murray No.2, 524, 527
Murraylander, 698
Mururi, 473, 488

N.A.R., 698
N.R., 698
Nankuri, 474, 488
Narrow Gauge, 698
Narrow Gauge Commissioners Car, 516
National Rail Corporation (N.R.), 698
National Railway Museum Port Adelaide, 698
New South Wales Government Railways (N.S.W.G.R.),

698
New South Wales Public Transport Commission

(N.S.W.P.T.C.), 698
Nilpena, 528
No.1, 608
No.2, 608
Nomuldi, 475, 497
Norman No.1, 529, 531
Norman No.2, 529
North Australia Railway (N.A.R.), 698
Northern Rivers Railway., 698

Oasis Bar, 188
Office car, 289
Officers Kitchen Car, 519
Onkaparinga, 462
Oodnadatta Car, 58
Oodnadatta Lounge, 167
Orroroo, 118
OutBack Explorer Lounge, 188, 497
Outback Explorer Lounge, 24, 29, 148, 166, 167, 178
Ovens, 531
Overland, The, 698
Oxley Sitting Car, 310

Paite, 503
Paiti, 475
Passenger car No.1, 289
Passenger car No.2, 289
Passenger carriage

AA, 507, 549
AB, 120, 452, 453
ABAB, 451, 453
AbAB, 452



ABD 1, 567
ABD 2, 569
ABD 3, 570
ABE, 593–595
ABK 782, 324
ABM 707, 318
ABP, 7–9, 118, 120
ACC, 167
Adelaide Glenelg & Suburban Railway Company,

390, 391
AD 1, 564
AD 2, 566
AD 3, 567
AD 4, 569
AD 5, 570
AE, 537, 587–592
AEC, 166
AF, 13–16, 34
AFA, 16, 18
AFC, 22, 24, 26, 28, 29, 31, 32, 148, 178, 185
AFR, 34
AG 369, 575
AG 372, 570
AG 373, 569
AG 374, 567
AG 375, 566
AG 376, 564
AJ, 483, 485
AK, 310
AK 1, 310
AK 500, 310
AK 751, 321
AP, 118
AR, 34–36
ARA, 37
ARB, 118, 120
ARC, 34, 556
ARF, 46, 48
ARG, 36, 131
ARH, 49
ARHS 50, 332
ARHS 52, 334
ARHS 53, 334
ARHS 54, 334
ARHS 56, 336
ARHS 60, 339
ARHS 61, 340
ARHS 62, 341
ARHS 63, 342
ARHS 64, 343
ARHS 65, 347
ARHS 66, 350
ARHS 70, 347
ARHS 71, 348
ARHS 72, 349
ARHS 73, 353
ARHS 80, 354
ARHS 81, 354
ARHS 82, 354

ARHS 83, 355
ARJ, 51–54
ARL, 54, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 67, 69, 71, 74, 76, 78, 81,

82, 84, 86, 88, 90, 92, 95, 97, 99, 101
ARM, 56, 74, 103, 106, 108, 111, 113, 115
ARP, 118, 120
AV, 454
AVBP 1, 638
AVBP 2, 639
AVBP 3, 639
AVBP 4, 639
AVBP 5, 639
AVBP 6, 639
AVBP 7, 639
AVBY, 638, 639
AVCP, 580
AVCP 2, 580
AVCP 3, 580
AVCP 378, 582
AVCP 379, 582
AVCP 391, 581
AVCP 5, 580
AVCP 6, 580
AVCP 7, 581
AVCP 8, 581
AVCP 9, 581
AVCY, 580–582
AVCY 1, 578
AVDP, 219, 221–228
AVDY, 219, 221–228
AVE, 537
AVEP, 228–232, 234, 235
AVEY, 228–232, 234
AVFY, 219
AVHP, 238, 239
AVHY, 237–239
AVJY, 121, 122
AVLP, 212
AVLY, 212
B, 122, 453
Baby, 437
BB, 48
BC, 128, 129, 453
BCD, 453
BCE, 604, 606
BD, 130
BDSE, 603, 604, 606
BD 1, 572
BD 2, 573
BD 3, 575
BD 4, 577
BE, 587–589, 592–604
BEL, 603, 604
Belalie, 35
BES, 587, 593–595, 604
BE 346, 321
BE 351, 322
BE 352, 323
BE 358, 321



BF 343, 323
BF 344, 324
BF 345, 324
BG, 570, 575
BG 368, 573
BG 370, 572
BG 371, 577
BH 1, 314
BJ, 486, 488, 490–492
BKL 3, 312
BKL 600, 312
BK 1, 316
BK 2, 317
BK 700, 316
BK 702, 316
BK 703, 317
BK 709, 319
BK 711, 319
BK 714, 320
BL, 533
BM, 122
BMC 1, 475
BMC 2, 483
BPF, 8
BR, 131
BRA, 131, 132
BRB, 132, 133
BRBF, 7, 8
BRC, 183
BRD, 136
BRE, 137–139
BRF, 139
BRFA, 131
BRFB, 7, 8
BRFC, 142
BRFD, 143
BRG, 144, 145, 156, 164, 169, 171, 174, 175
BRH, 146
BRJ, 146, 148, 150, 152, 154, 156, 158, 160, 162,

164, 166, 167, 169–171, 173–175, 177, 178,
180, 182

Broughton, 539
BRP, 8, 9, 183, 184
BRPF, 7, 8
BRS, 522
BS, 522
BT, 453
Buffet Car, 518, 522–524, 537, 546
BV, 454
C, 264, 266–268, 452, 510
Car, 437, 515
CCL 2, 497
CCL 3, 498
CDAY, 475
CDCY, 225
CDF, 184–186, 188, 190
CD 1, 578
CD 10, 581
CD 11, 582

CD 2, 580
CD 3, 580
CD 4, 580
CD 5, 580
CD 6, 580
CD 7, 581
CD 8, 581
CD 9, 581
CE, 606–610
CGN 1, 639
CGN 2, 640
CGN 3, 640
CGN 4, 640
CGN 5, 640
CGN 6, 640
CGP 1, 638
CGP 2, 639
CGP 3, 639
CGP 4, 639
CGP 5, 639
CGP 6, 639
CGP 7, 639
Club Car, 496–498
CO, 500
D, 465, 611, 612
DB, 517
DC, 193
DCK, 313, 314
DD, 452
DE, 196
DF, 185, 197–201
DS, 452
D 22, 453
ECA, 162
EE, 7
EEB, 465, 611
EES, 452, 465, 612
ER, 207, 208
ESBV, 603, 604, 606
EX, 7
GB, 400
Glenelg & South Coast Tramway, 390
Glenelg Railway Company, 390–392
H, 208
HGM, 208–211
HL, 212
HM, 212, 214
Holdfast Bay Railway, 389, 390
HP, 219
HR, 215, 216
HRA, 216–218
HRB, 218, 219
HRC, 255, 257
HRD, 219, 221–228
HRE, 228–232, 234, 235
HRF, 219
HRG, 217–219
HRGA, 235
HRGB, 236, 237



HRGC, 221
HRH, 237–239
HW, 592
JRA 1, 473
JRA 2, 468
JRA 3, 474
JRA 4, 476
JRA 5, 470
JRA 6, 478
JRB 1, 468
JRB 2, 478
JTA 1, 475
JTA 2, 473
JTA 3, 472
JTA 4, 475
JTA 5, 483
JTA 6, 471
JTB, 480
JTB 1, 479
JTB 2, 482
JTB 4, 470
Kiewa, 522
Loddon, 462
M, 240
MA, 240
Mann, 522
NABP, 240–245
NABPB, 242
NABPC, 118, 120
NAF, 13, 14, 16, 34
NAFA, 16
NAP, 245
NAR, 34, 246
NARA, 37
NARB, 118, 120
NARC, 34–36
NARF, 46
NARG, 36, 131
NBHR, 121, 122
NBP, 241, 243, 246
NBR, 249
NBRA, 132
NBRE, 139
NBRF, 131
NBRP, 8, 9
ND, 249
NDA, 250
NDC, 193
NDX, 249
NEA, 255
NEI, 265
NEX, 263
NH, 250
NHA, 251, 253
NHBR, 253–255
NHR, 255
NHRB, 255–258
NHRC, 256, 258
NHRD, 222, 225–228

NHRE, 230–232, 234, 235
NHRF, 238, 239
NHRG, 217, 218
NHS, 258
NI, 256
NIA, 262
NKE, 253
NMS, 259
NP, 265
NPA, 270
NRC, 262
NRCA, 263
NRP, 438, 439, 543
NSS, 263
NXD, 249
NXDA, 250
NXE, 263
NXEA, 246
NY, 264, 266–268
NYA, 264
NYAB, 264, 265
NYB, 264, 265
NYBA, 265
NYC, 265
NYR, 264, 265
NYS, 265, 266
O, 517, 522, 545
OA 31, 454
OA 32, 454
OA 34, 454
OA 35, 454
OA 37, 386, 454
OA 38, 386, 454
OA 39, 387, 454
OB 33, 454
OB 36, 454
OB 40, 377, 454
OB 41, 377, 454
OB 42, 377, 455
OWP, 16
OWR 392, 582
O 1, 451
O 10, 452
O 11, 452
O 12, 452
O 13, 452
O 14, 452
O 15, 452
O 16, 452
O 17, 452
O 18, 452
O 19, 452
O 2, 451
O 20, 453
O 21, 453
O 22, 453
O 23, 453
O 24, 453
O 25, 453



O 26, 453
O 27, 453
O 28, 453
O 29, 453
O 3, 451
O 30, 454
O 4, 451, 539
O 5, 451
O 6, 451
O 7, 451
O 8, 451
O 9, 451
P, 219
PA, 269, 270
Parlor, 529, 548
PCJ 1, 501
PCJ 491, 501
PCJ 492, 502
PCK, 320
PCO, 501–503
PHN, 272
RBJ, 492, 495
RS, 523
SABPC, 118
SARB, 120
SBH, 272
SCD 1, 582
SCD 2, 582
SCD 3, 582
SJ 281, 467
SJ 282, 477
SJ 283, 480
SJ 284, 469
Sleeping, 522
Sleeping Car, 456, 460–462, 467, 469, 477, 480,

509, 517, 531, 541, 544
SSA, 277
TA, 310
T 126, 453
VFS, 522
VHE, 610
VR, 515
VRS, 537, 546
VS, 284, 285
VZ, 284, 285
WP, 16
WS, 453
WW, 453
XE, 7
YB, 215, 216
YS, 283, 284
YSB, 284
Z, 264, 266–268, 283–285

Pay Car, 434
Pekina, 462
Perseverance, 529, 531
Peterborough, 16
Pichi Richi Railway (P.R.R.), 698
Pioneer First, 533

Pioneer Second, 533
Port Dock Station Railway Museum, 699
Power Car, 320
Presidents Car, 475
Prince of Wales Car, 272
Purpawi, 476, 490
Purwapi, 490

Q.R., 699
QGR, 699
Queen Adelaide Restaurant, 197, 198, 201
Queensland Railways (Q.R.), 699
Quorn, 16

Railcar, 699
ARHS, 364–367
Caldwell Vale, 650

Red Gum Lounge, 22, 26, 28, 31
References, 705
References Abbreviations, 699
RICE & TRACKS Car, 582
Richmond Dining Car, 314
Robert Burke & William Wills Outback Explorer

Lounge, 32

S.A.R., 699
SAR

8300 class brakevans, 619
Brake vans, 397
Carriages

Centenary, 330
Centre Loading, 330
Classed cars, 364
Miscellaneous, 413
Narrow gauge, 414
Unclassed groupings, 370
Wooden, 330

CGN class brakevans, 639
CGP class brakevans, 638
lists

Employee Sleeping Vans (ESV), 688
Passenger Vehicles, 665
Perway Ablution cars (PWA), 688
Perway Kitchen cars (PWK), 688
Perway Sleeping cars (PWS), 688

Semi Permanent Coupling, 699
Service stock

-, 538–540
A, 549
ADFY, 490, 492, 495, 498
AZDP, 222
AZDY, 222
AZTP, 122
BP, 278
Brake, 515
DC 783, 324
E, 278
EB, 268, 278
EC, 201–203, 379–381, 393–396
ECA, 48, 137–139



ECC, 225
EC 166, 380
EDS, 284
EF, 204, 205
EG, 205
EH, 131
EI, 46
ESV, 338–345, 348–351, 353–355, 407–410,

640–650
HH, 507
Instruction, 515
KE, 278
Ministerial, 514
Mobile Kitchen, 251
NBRE, 138
NEA, 258
NEB, 268
NEC, 201–203
NEF, 204
NEG, 205
NKE, 251
NOA, 259–261
NOS, 261
NRP, 548
O, 268
onward), 540
OPB, 556, 558
OW, 8
OWA, 139
PVDP, 224
PWA, 334, 342, 344, 347–351, 353, 411, 412
PWK, 339, 342, 343, 345, 346, 348–352
PWS, 339–341, 343, 344, 346, 347, 349, 352
QCAY, 468
R, 268
RZAY, 51–54
RZBY, 207, 208
RZEY 1, 473
RZEY 3, 472
RZEY 4, 476
S, 120, 184, 216, 240, 253, 257, 278, 281, 282, 588
SBC, 122
T, 215, 255, 257
TBP, 278
to, 538, 539
Vice Regal, 538–540
VPAY, 224–226
VPB, 556, 558
WW, 451–453, 540
W 144, 588
YR, 278

Short Tom, 415
Short Toms, 415
Shunt, 700
Silver City Lounge, 32
Sir Augustus & Francis Gregory Outback Explorer

Lounge, 188
Sir Hans Heyson, 475

Sir John & Alexander Forrest Outback Explorer
Lounge, 166

Sir John Forrest, 483
Sleeping car No.1, 289
Sleeping car No.2, 289
Sleeping Car No.6, 508
Sources, 705
South Australian Railways Commissioners Car, 524
South Australian Railways., 700
South Spur Rail Services, 700
Southern Aurora, 700
Southern Spirit, 700
Special Service Car

No.1, 272
No.2, 34
No.3, 263

Special Service Car No.2, 34
Special Service Car No.3, 263
Spirit of Progress, 700
Spirit of Progress Dining Car, 527
Spirit of the West, 700
Standard Gauge, 700
State - un-numbered, 356
State car, 360
State Car No.4 - Victorian Railways, 534
State Car No.5 - Victorian Railways, 534
State Rail Authority of New South Wales (SRA), 700
State Transport Authority of South Australia., 700
SteamRanger, 700
Steamtown Peterbourough Railway Preservation

Society Inc., 700
Stores car, 289
Stuart Restaurant, 197
Sturt, 537
Sydney/Melbourne Express, 700

Taggerty, 537, 591
Tambo, 463
Tandeni, 475
Tanjil, 537
Tantini No.1, 477
Tantini No.2, 478
Tarcoola Car, 54
Tarcoola Restaurant, 199
Tarcoola to Alice Springs Railway (T.A.S.), 702
Tarkinji, 478, 492
Tawarri, 479
Tea and Sugar, 701
Terra Australis, 310
Terror Australis, 310
Theatrette car, 588
TIMS, 702
Tolkini, 472
Torrens, 463
Track Gauge, 701
Trailer Car, 701
Trans-Adelaide, 701
Trans-Australian Passenger Train, 701
Trans-Australian Railway (T.A.R.), 702



Troop Train, 702
Tweed Dining Car, 313

UIC classification of locomotive axle arrangements,
702

V.R., 703
V.R. State Car No.2, 521
V.R. State Car No.3, 507, 511
V/Line, 703
Vice Regal, 451
VicRail, 703
Victoria, 496, 540
Victorian Railways (V.R.) – VicRail, V/Line, 703
Victorian Railways Parlor Car, 527
Vinelander, 703
Vision Testing Car, 420, 437
Vision testing car, 414

W.A.G.R., 703
Wagon

ABLP, 633, 634
ABLP 386, 632
ABLP 401, 635
ABLP 404, 636
AVAP, 621–625, 628, 633, 634
AVAP 382, 630
AVAP 387, 637
AVAP 396, 638
AVAP 398, 634
AVAP 402, 635
AVAP 403, 636
AVAY, 619–630, 632–638
AVAY 384, 631
AZXP, 623–625, 627–630, 632, 633
AZXP 380, 628
AZXP 384, 631
AZZF, 240
BPA, 240
ENAV 2, 640
ENFL, 8, 9, 118
FRT, 407–412
G, 16, 268
NBP, 264
NCB, 264
NEB, 259
NFC, 251, 253
NO, 259
NR, 243, 244, 246, 259, 265
NRA, 253, 264
NRB, 251, 257
NRD, 240
NRF, 251, 255, 257
NRL, 8, 9, 118
NTP, 242
NVA, 630, 632, 633
NVC, 251, 253
OPC 381, 629
OPC 383, 630
OPC 385, 632

OPC 397, 625
PG, 240
R, 120, 184, 208, 215, 216, 219, 240, 265, 268, 278,

588
RA, 13–16, 34, 240, 268, 278
RS, 284
SSAF, 34
TC, 208
TD, 208
U, 122
V, 208
VG, 240
WRA, 131
X, 284
XR, 278
XRA, 278
XS, 284
XSA, 283

Wakefield, 541
Walloway, 14
Wandana, 541
Wando, 541
Wanilla No.1, 543
Wanilla No.2, 543
Waterford, 318
Webb caboose, 407
Wedgwood, 313
Weeroona, 310
Wegmann, 703
Weighbridge van, 361
Welfare Car, 8
Wellington, 318
Wendouree, 314
Weroni No.1, 480
Weroni No.2, 480
Werribee, 544
Western Australia Government Railways (W.A.G.R.),

703
Westwaggon Bogies, 703
Whyte notation for locomotive axle arrangements, 703
William Christie Gosse Outback Explorer Lounge, 29
Willochra, 451
Willochra No.1, 545
Willochra No.2, 545
Wilsons Sitting Car, 314
Wimmera, 546
Wirreanda, 546
WMS, 703
Wolseley, 460
Wonoka, 547

Yankai, 482
Yanni, 483
Yanyarrie, 548
Yarra, 548
York, 549
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